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THE KING AND THE DUKE OF YORK AT SOUTHAMPTON DOCKS
(P! oto by Rus?iell and Son??)
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from tlic Kojal yaclit Alberta as ^l)(•

parted company off the iVal) Lijjhtsliip,

and turned to retrace her way to the
harbour.' Aloft from the 0/)/;7r, wreiithei!

out in many coloured flags, came back the
answer, " Thank you ; }^ood-byc. " And
in a few minutes tlio graceful vessel was
lost in the haze. The Kinji^'s last words
were an echo of the hearty wishes of the

nation for the Koyal travellers w'ho, under
the shadow of a jjreat j^^riet, have sailed

away from the homeland to carry out the
mission for the promotion of Imperial
unit)^ left by the ifreat ruler who is gone
as a i)i-ecious legacy.

¥ * *

Slrulv never did Sovereigns more
heroically sacrifice their private feelings
for an Empire's welfare than did their
Majesties when they bade farewell to the
Heir-Apparent and his consort on Satur-
day afternoon. Apart from the sugges-
tion of world-wide swav that the se\'en

Cod-spccd ; The "Ophir" with tlic Duke
and Duchess of York on board at South-
ampton. The parting toot on her syren as
she slowly moved away. (Photo by S. Cribb)

THE COLONIAL TOUR
On the mist-laden bosom of the gently

heaving waters, far away from the crowds
ashore and the pageantry of arms at the

naval port, the King and Queen bade
their last farewells to the Duke and
Duchess of Cornwall and York as the

Ophir majestically glided out into the

gathering night on her voyage of State
to the land of the Southern Cross, and
those other distant daughter lands which
have so spontaneously exhibited their at-

tachment to the Throne and Empire.
"God-speed; safe return," was the sig^nal

The "Ophir" in sight! On the highest peak of Gibraltar—the signal
Station—the ever watchful signaller sends the message that the Royal

yach-t approaches

11. M. Cruiser "Andromeda,' Mhicli is

convoying the " Ophir" from Gibraltar to

.Malta. (Photo by S. Cribb)

months' journey conjures up in the mind,
apart from the stately ceremoii}' that

marked the preliminaries to the depar-
ture—the brilliant uniforms of officers of
high rank, the rise and fall of martial

music, the lines of seamen and marines,
and the rattle of rifles raised at " the pre-

sent "—was the purely human interest of
the severance for a long period of those

close ties that bind the King and Queen
to their son and daughter-in-law. "Make
your minds easy ; we'll look after the

children," were the last fatherly words of

the King.

The Ophir airived safely at Gibraltar,

the first port of call, but unfortunately the

gales she had encountered on the way
still continued. Much to the bitter disap-

pointment of the inhabitants of the Rock
a review that was to have been held in

honour of the arrival of the Duke and
Duchess had to be abandoned. However,
their Royal Highnesses lunched on board
the Majestic with Sir Harry Rawson. In

the evening they gave a dinner on board
the Ophir to Sir George White and the

chief inhabitants. Afterwards the Ophir
set sail for Malta.
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The Kiug and Queen with Prince and Princess Charles of Denmark passing Buckingham,:
Palace on the way to Victoria Station en route for Southampton, to bid the Duke of York"

good-bye [Copyright photo by The Biograph S"tudio.

Lady Roxburgh Admiral Hotbaiii's Secretary

Adn)iral Lord Walter Kerr Lieut. Hotham Admiral Sir C. Hotbam Lady and Lurd Solbonie The Fleet Payma^^tcr

Awaiting the King—A unique photo on the Jetty at Southampton iPboio by s. Cribb
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Tl:e Duke of Connaught The Duke of York The Kin^

Before the start from Southampton

The Duke of York returning to tlie "Ophir" after having said good-bye to the King
.

. ,. .... ,.-.-.,.;-.' (Photos by RiisseH and Sons)
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Gibraltar from Lenia (in Spain) with typical Spaniards in front. The small dots o\\

the face of the rock arc the embrasures of batteries

View of the neutral ground from the north end of the "Rock." In the distance is

Lenia, famous for bull-fights
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PROMINENT PEOPLE
""MllH""' -

A DKAl) V.C.

The late Gen. Sir Sam
J5ro« nc, \ X..

" Sam Brin Sahib," alias " Sam Hrownt-," olhcrwisc Sir

Samuel Jame;-i Browne, V.C, G.C.B., K.C.S.I., a g-allanl

old soldier, has passed away. For forty j'ears he soldiered
in India — in

the second
Sikh war, in

the Mutiny,
and in Af-
ghanistan. During: the Mutin}-, in

the summer of 1858, he came upon a
party of mutineers at Seerporah.
IVIounted on a spirited horse he
charged without hesitation. He
rode straight at an armed Sepoy
wielding a tulwar, but Sheriff—his

iiorse—acting- judicially in accord-
ance with its name, swerved to the
right. " Sam Brun'.s " left, or bridle,

arm was exposed, and the Sepoy
with one blow practically hacked it

Oif. However, the loss of his arm did not prevent Sam Browne
from taking a principal part in the subsequent frontier wars.
He was born in India, son of Dr. John Browne, of Alnwick.

* * *
The Duke

of Abercorn,
who, as Am-
bassador Ex-

traordinary, notified his Majesty's
accession to foreign Courts—at Berne
and St. Petersburg—is James Hamil-
ton, the second Duke of the 1868
creation. He has been Groom of the
.Stole and Lord of the Bedchamber
to the Prince of Wales. His father,
the first Duke, was Envoy Extra-
ordinary to Italy on the accession of
King Humbert, in 1878.

* ^ If ^
Seeing that .Staffordshire produces every conceivable

thing—iron, coal, claj-, marble, pottery, fancy work, and
ale—and as it also held in its midst an ancient Druid strong-

hold, it is not

surprising
that its new
High Sheriff

is a man of
many parts,

who has just

office of the
county, is

AMIJASSADOR

i;arl of ("arriiu)ton

KINGS DOCTOR

Duke of Abcrconi

CllKMICALS

i>Ir. R. P. Coopci

Mr. R. P, Cooper,
accepted the high
Sheriffdom of the

not only a chemical
manufacturer with agents through-
out the World, but is also a leading
agriculturist, well known for his

Shropshire sheep and shorthorn
cattle. He is also a large landowner,
and the builder of Frinton-on-Sea.

¥ * *
Sir W'h.i.iam Henry Broadbent, who ha:s just been

knighted, has been Physician-in-Ordinary to the King since

1892. In the following year, 1893, he was created a baronet
for his great'--~~-~~—^——
services to
humanity. By
birth a York-

,
shireman, he

naitui-all)- gravitated to the metro-
polis, after studying at Huddersfield,
Mlinchester and Pa,ris. In 1890 he
piiblished his first great worK on
The Pulse, follovved six years after-

wards by The Heart. The societies

he belongs to are without number
He \vas phj-sician successively to the
Western General Dispensary, the
London Fever Hospital, and St.

Mary's Hospital.

PJIVSICS

Sir AV. II. Broadbent .Sir Norman I.ockjer

Lord CarriNGTON, one of the envoys chosen to .'innouncc

to foreign Courts llie accession of the King, is Chailes
Robert Wynn-Carringlon, P.C., (LC.M.G., first Ear! of

Carrington
He is Joinl-

II e redilarj-
Lord (Jreat

Chamberlain
of England, and in politics is a
Liberal. He owns many acres —in
fact, 23,000—and divides some of his
spare time between romantic Gwydyr
Castle in North Wales, and Daws
Hill, High Wycombe, in Bucks.
From 1 88 1 to 1885 he was a captain
of the Royal Bodyguard, and from
1885 to 1890 he was Governor of
New South Wales. From 1.892 to 1895
he was Lord Chamberlain.

* * *
Sir Francis Henry Laking, the renowned surgeon wlio

watched over our late Queen in her last moments, is a great
favourite with the Rojal Family. He received his well-

merited bar-
onetcy in 1893,
and was s'ur-

geon to her
late Majesty,

;

the Duke of Connaught, and tlie

Household of the Prince of Wales.
He studied in Heidelberg and at

St. George's Hospital. He is a
Knight Commander of the Victorian
Order, and, by the wa)-, no~ one
knows better how to wield the lance

not the lance of the ancient knights
but the very necessary lance of

modern days.

eminent member of the Bar, was not

luxury, nor was he sent to Oxford cr

He had passed six years in business before he
was twenty-
one years of
agCj ' doing
every kind of

work that
came within his daily calling. In a
basement he had entered ;£^8,ooo

worth of bonnets, hats and ribbons
in one day, and for nights in suc-

cession heard the bells of St. Paul's
strike twelve as he turned out to

walk three miles to his house. On
leaving school at fifteen he studied
Latin and Greek, and afterwards
matriculated at London University.

When Sir Norman Lockyeris tired of star-gazing he goes
hi for tennis and golf. That he has read the stars diligently
and well is evidenced by the amount of books he has pub-

lished on as-
j

tronomy since I

1870. He was I STARS
born in 1836 I

at Rugby, but
did not attend the famous school of
that. name. In 1870, '71, '82, "8^,
'96 and '97 he was chief of Ih.e

Government Eclipse Expedition.^j,

and recently he has been making-
several important annotations on the
new star. In 1878—the year he
observed the eclipse of the siiain the
United. Statesr^he publishexl an im-
portant astronomical work, and a
few years late'.' another valuable one.

Sir 1'. Lakin;)

Judge Willis, iIk

reared in the lap of

Cambridge.

Mr. Justice >\ illls^

(i'liotos Ijy J. Russell and Son's, Barraud, Newman. Elliott and Fry)
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PAYMASTKR

The fourth

The iu-w Paymaster of his Majesty's Household is Sir
Robert Nig-el FitzHarding-c King-scote, K.C.B., who was
knig'htcd in 1889. Sir Robert has
also been Receiver-General of the
Duchy of Cornwall since 1888. He
takes a deep interest in Gloucester-
shire, is a J.F. of the county, and sat

as its IVIember of Parliament from i

battalion of the Gloucestershire Reg'iment are proud to have
. hi n as their Colonel. He served in

the Crimea, and has been twice
married—first in 1851 to a daughter
of Lord Leconfield, and second in

1856 to Emily, the daug-hter of the

first Earl of Howe. From 1859 to

1866 Sir Robert was Groom-in-
Waiting to the Queen.

Col. Sir R. Kiugscote

tf -^ Sf

Mr. a. M. Torrance, who was
Vice-Chairman of the last County
Council under Mi-. Dickinson, has
now taken over the duties of Chair-
man. As Mr. Burns said, Mr. Tor-
rance, like himself, represented the

" Old Guard," who first did service in the Council in 1889.

Since then, as councillor, vice-chairman, and a chairman of

man)' committees, and certainly some of the hardest-worked
committees,
Mr. Torrance

CHAIRMAN I
had endeared
himself to all

sections of the

Council by his energy and zeal and
the uniform courtesy he has dis-

placed to everyone in the exercise of

his duties. Mr. Torrance had great
experience in municipal work, was
efficient as a public servant, and,

above all, during the past twelve
)ears he had proved his absolute

loyalty to London.

qT qf ^

i:GVPr

Lord Cromer

SCOTLAND

The Chairman of the
County Council

In the selection of officers to take charge of the Ophir
during her seven moiths' trip round the world, a wise choice

has been made. Commodore A. L. Winsloe, who until a
month or two
ago was
cruising in the

Mediter-
ranean in
command of the Training Squadron,
is an officer of distinguished service,

and has been known to the Duke of

Cornwall and York practically ever
since the Royal Admiral first went
to sea^ He was one of the staff

officers—flag-lieutenant, in fact—of
he Earl of Clanwilliam, who com-
manded the Detached Squadron
which escorted the Bacchante on
the occasion of the first circum-

navigation of the world by his Royal Highness. Now
i^Commodorc Winsloe is about to start for the Antipodes,

'this time as the commanding officer of the Royal yacht.

Mr. Henry
William
FORSTER,

I ,,„ _ Conservative
Member of Parliament for .Seven-

oaks, Kent, is a first-rate exponent
of the national game, and while at

Oxford was one of the finest players
of the eleven. He also gave for-

midable evidence of his prowess as
a cricketer on more than one occa-
sion, when he handled the bat for

Gentlemen v. Players. He is 35, and
is always in capital fettle at elections.

He is a married man.

C'dore A. L. Winsloe

crIckkt

.-Vlr. II. \V. roister, !\I

BuRiJKNici) with debt under the rule of the Tuik, Egypt
wallowed in filth and misery, but thanks in a great measure

to the fine administrative abilities of
Lord Cromer, the land of the
I'haraohs is well on the way to bloom
forth again in its pristine vigour.
Like many another pillar of the

Empire, Lord Cromer spent his early days in the Royal
Arlillery -" the right of the line, the terror of the enemy,
and the pride of the British Arm}-."
In 1877, '78, and '79 Lord Cromer
was a Commissioner of the Egyptian
Public Debt ; in the latter year he
was also Controller-General, but
Lord Cromer's best work was done
after the British occupation in his
capacity as Consul-General.

* ¥ *
Lord Balfour of Blrleigii,

when- not weighted down with
things Parliamentary, hies himself
to his lovely residence near Alloa,

where, free from care and worry, he
revels in the beautiful scenery.
However, he is a very busy man, and has done, among other
things, eminent services for the Church of Scotland, of
which he is a prominent member. In 1876 he married

Katherine
Gordon, sister

of the Earl of
Aberdeen.
He is 52, and
has put a lot of work to his credit

in that time.

LrcKlLY, the motor accident that

happened to Sir Spencer Ponsonb)-
Fai.c: recently did not take the

serious turn feared at the time. As
it was, it was a wonder that Sir

Spencer escaped with his life, for a
runaway motor has a nasty knack

of killing people. It is all the more pleasing, therefore, that

he has lived to be included in the King's Privy Council. Sir

Ponsonby F'ane received his G.C.B. at the Jubilee (1897),

and has been
Comptroller
of the Lord
C h o. m b e r -

Iain's Depart-
ment for many years. He was Gentle-
man LIsher to the late Queen, and
was born in 1824. He is the sixth

son of the fourth Earl of Bess-
borough, and assumed the name of
Fane in 1875.

* * ^

Charles Wallace Alexander
Napier Cochrane-Baillie, second
Baron Lamington, the popular
Governor of Queensland, has had a busy time of late, and
cannot look to much leisure in the near future. He is an
ardent Imperialist, and has done much to cement the g-ood

fe e 1 i n g that
exists, and
o u g h t to
exist, be-
t w e e n A u s -

Iraliaandthe Mother-Country. His

love of outdoor sport has contri-

buted in no small way tc> his g-ieat

popularity, and ho can follow his

favourites—shooting and fishing —
to his heart's content in the land

of the Southern Seas. For sonie

timc—from 1886 to 1890, to bo
correct—ho sat as Member of

Parlianiont for North St. Paitcr:-,-.

division.

Lord Balfour of JBuv
leicfh

I PRIVY COl NCIL
I

Sir Ponsonbv I'auc

QIEEXSLANO

Lord Lamington

(Plio',0^ I'v F.llIoU .ind Fey, I!.->nau(l, He.iili, Rvissell .inJ So;ii)
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Admiral Pelham

\1 atcliint) the

Aldrich

Uepartu

Admiral Lord Waller Ke.r Admiral Favvkes

re of the " Ophir " from Southampton
(Pholo by S. Cribb)

ill ihc Kl;ind of Trinidad, near Cuba. The reasons i;i\ en
tor this opinion are, first, that large quantities of oil may l:e

skimmed from the surfaee of the icii'f after a few davs of

ealm weather, whieh ever\- seaman on the i^ult knows. This
arises from the open veins passintf under llu- .i<:ult. 'I'he

<,il from this rang-e of veins is known to eontain petroleum,
bitimien, and p.'irafiin.

On ihe ;jfull eoast, near Sabine Pass, there is a substaneo
found m liunps like wax, whieh the ijeople eall " st-;i wax."
When ex;imined, this w;ix is found to eonsist of bitumen
and paraffin. The petroleum, beins^ a lliin liquid, is washed
out of the mixture, leavinj^ the other
substances as wax. A second fact

which seems to justify the lheor\'

i4i\en is that the ^reat bituminous
lake foinid in Trinidad, of ]jitch, or

coal-t;ir, is in the line or direction of

the g'reat veins which pass by Beau-
mont and dip under the gulf. Trini-

dad could have no source of its own
lor such a lake, and hence it is de-

ined from these g'reat veins. The
stientist in question thinks it more
than likely Ikat the existence of the
Island of Trinidad is wholh' due to

the upheaval of this body of bit'umen

and paraffin, of which its coal-lai-

consists. The larg'e accumulations
of this pitch formed the base and
bod\' of the island. Whatever may
be the scientific reasons and theories

in the case, the great fact apparent
lo all Texas just now is that a new
industry, with wonderfuf and almost
iinrealisable possibilities of wealth
iiuolved in it, has been opened up
to the people of the State. In view"

of all that has happened. 11 it not

surprising' that the oil fever should
be running high and strong among
the citizens of the Lone Star State

at the present moment. T'"^ largest oil «ell in
the world. It is in

i.^- Texas

A BIG GUN
Our illustration shows the shipment of the barrel of a

huge gun. This gun was made by Sir W G Armstrong,
Whitworth and Co., of Manchester, and wa'-. shipped by
Messrs. Fletcher and Woodhill via the Manchester Ship
Canal to Woolwich Arsenal. The gun, which is of the

type commonly known as " wire,' is to be placed on board
tlie new battleship London.

"A GUSHER"
The town of Beaumont, Texas, is famous

for its celebrated natural oil well. This
well broke loose about 10 o'clock on
January 10th. The flow was first estimated
to be 150 feet high. By 10 o'clock the
next day it had subsided, until it was
only going 50 feet. A few minutes before
noon it began to roar and throw shale,

stopped for a moment, and then started
with, renewed activity, reaching a height
of 180 feet. Mr. Galey, one of the managers,
said thaf the well was flowing 20,000 bar-
rels per day. At this rate eight such wells

would equal the entire oil output of the

United States. It is fuel oil. A scientist

gives an interesting theory to account for

tiic appearance of the oil. In his opinion,

there is a perpetual flow of oil' down
through and underneath Texas, the .source

probably being in the Rocky Mountains
far to the north-west. This subterranean
stream reaches the gulf, he thinks, near
Sabine Pass, where it dips under the Gulf
of Mexico and finds its ultimate discharge

Tlie barrel of a new guu for the new battleship "London," bcinc)

shipped at ."Manchester. (Photo by K. Banks, Manchester

)
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Captain K. G. I'raser, of II. M.S. " Phocntx;," in his punt on the Pciho.

The punt is used for shooting expeditions for game. It is the close season for " Bo.\ers
"

THE MUSCOVITE
" France is our bank ; America is g'overned by women

;

Germany is too slow, and England is

finished ; therefore Asia will fall into

our hands." Such is the opinion of the
ilussian, and he has consistently acted
up to his opinion in China. The claims of
the Russians in China are but repetitions

of the old game. Under cover of smooth
saying-s—lies they are called in Great
Britain—by the Czar and his Govern-
ment, the Russian generals seize every-
thing that is seizable. When these acts

are brought to notice, the Holy Russian
Government — the great International
Pecksniffs-holds up its hands in well-

assumed horror, " punishes" the generals
by giving them important posts, and
apologises. But in its heart there is

hate, and a further resolve to wait.

¥ * ¥
The following letter, which is written

by a well-known English resident ofNorth
China, describes the situation as it strikes

the looker-on. He writes:—"Things in

China are all in such a terrible muddle,

in particular is

asserts to be h

sincere in his

being needed in any services worth join-

ing. The English Government have 1k;-

haved with such terribk; weakness during
the jjast twenty years that every wh<-re
out here the English have to take a lower
seat, and give place to those who are
backed by deeds and not by mere empty
threats for which nobody cares. No
doubt the growing apathy and luxury of
people at home have been the cause of
much difficully abroad, as the China
question has never excited sufficient in-

terest to enable our Government to be
well supported in any strong action which
ought to have been taken.

" The present is the time to recover lost

ground ; but South African affairs pre-
vent anything being done, and there arc
plain indications that the Powers fully

recognise this fact and are bent on a coup
while our hands are tied. Russia's action

quite the reverse of that which the Czar
is policy, and I believe, while he is quite
protestations, his officers do not trouble

Mooring H.M.S. "Phoenix" on the Peiho]for the -winter

and such large numbers of old hands are out of employ- i themselves to obey. A Russian colonel remarked to me
ment, that at present I s:e no chance for any recruits I that a 'conqueror can never be punished;' and Alexiefif

'

(the Russian commandant) considers him-

selfthus perfectly safe, and unless checked
by force will shortly . absorb not only

Manchuria, but North China also. He
also fully expressed the opinion of his

breed as follows :
' France is our bank ;

America is governed by women ; Germany
is too slow ; and England is finished ;

therefore Asia will fall into our hands.'

This gentleman may still have a rude
awakening, as from what I have seen ot

various troops in action out here, the

Japanese and English can walk over the

best that Russia can'turn out, and I would
not hesitate to attack 5,000 picked Rus-
sians with a couple of battalions of

Goorkhas and Sikhs, provided English

officers were more numerous, and not

skimped as at present throughout our

Indian ami)'.
* * *

"The Russian private can be made a

splendid soldier, but not until he has a
superior type of officer to lead him, is

properly paid, and not treated as a mere
animal whose life is not wortli taking care

of. The Japanese are almost perl'ect

The Telegraph Section of the China Expeditionary Force as ihcy troops, but want better arliilerv, moiv
• appeared at Taku recently . _. . .

cavalry, and, above all, a khak. hghtmg
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Duel between officers of the 149th Regiment of Russian Infantry. Occasionally the
Russian duel is less of a farce than the French "affair of honour"

uniform. The Allied forces get terribly mixed, and no
doubt 5,000 Boers could have soundly thrashed the whole
lot, and compelled them to retreat on their base at any
period of the occupation. The German material is excel-

lent, but they know nothing about war outside of Europe,
so, on the whole, they are extremely disappointing. The
Russians began by shooting every living thing they saw,
and burning everything that could burn ; most of the others
followed the same insane methods, so the death-rate has
been very high, while the real Boxers and Chinese soldiers

suffered very little indeed. The accounts sent home are in

no way exaggerated, and it is strange to see the so-called
' veneered ' Japanese troops behaving with more humanity
and honour than most of the Europeans."

The English colony in Moscow has been greatly shocked
by the report of an outrage perpetrated on an Englishman
at Uralsk. The representative of a large agricultural
machine manufactory had to visit the town in his firm's

interests. One evening he was playing billiards in his hotel

with a friend, when some Russian officers insulted him by
both word and action, certain of their remarks having
special reference to the Boer War. On his remonstrating,
one of the officers became furious, and ran him through
the body with his sabre, mortally wounding him. He lived

only a few hours after the outrage. In consequence of this

and similar acts by officers, the military authorities have
forbidden officers of the lower ranks to remain in places
of public resort after one o'clock in the morning.

Russian soldiers practising bayonet fighting. Unfortunately they are treated worse
than dogs by their superior officers
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The 24th Battalion of Chasseurs Alpins manoeuvriug 011 the Alps

WITH THE FRENCH ARMY
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Jiiiiluing the new lighthouse at Beachy Head. The illustration shows the aerial rope-

way from the works to the top of Beachy Head (500 feet high)

. The buildingf of the new lig-hthouse

Head is proceeding' apace. I'he Belle

has been voted rather an-
cient, and consequently
another beacon is to be
erected. The difficulties are
s^reat, but our jjhotos show
that the foundations have
already been laid. As that

is the worst part, the tower
itself will soon make its wel-
come appearancj.

V ¥ ¥
Mr. Oscar Sparling,

head constable of Hig-h
Wycombe, is the recipient

of a singular gift from an
unusual source. A small,

neatly arranged packet ar-

rived at the Borough Police

Station, addressed to the
"Chief of Police," High
Wycombe, and bearing this

curious inscription :
" Long

life and good wishes from
the erstwhile tramp whom
ycu assisted !

" Enclosed in

the packet were a couple of
choice cigars, which Mr.
Sparling, a connoisseur in

the weed, has declared to be
very smokeable. He is un-
aware of the sender's per- '. -

; . .

Eoralily, but supposes it Building

Tnuit be someone temporarily

at famous Beachy i

" down on his luck," whom he assisted with a few coppers.

Toute lighthouse [ The incident is one hig-hl}' creditable to human nature, and
shows that the breast which
beats under the tattered

waistcoat of a tramp knows
the virtue of self-denial, even
to the length of a cigar,

when gratitude is concerned

* ¥ ¥
The Marquis of Headlort,

whose engagement to Miss
Rosie Boote, of the Gaiety
Theatre, is elatedly an-

nounced, comes of a longf

Irish line of Taylours, long
famous for their staunch Pro-
testantism, and also for the
staid prosperity of their

matrimonial alliances. The
present and fourth Marquis
will be twenty-four in June ;

he succeeded to the family
honours and to the Iii h
estates when he was seven-
teen, and he sits in the
House of Lords as Baron
Kenlis in the peerage of the
United Kingdom. His de-
ceased elder step-brother and
his. father before him, when
Earls of. Bective, sat in the
House ofCommons for West-
moi;eland,- and his great-
grandfather was a very
popular man at Court.

the new
work

(Photos

litjhthouse at IJcachy Head
s and a flowing tide
by J. Coster, Eastbourne)

The
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AT THE ELECTROPHONE
(Photo by Foulsham and Banfield)
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Galling Gun" Howard—killed

Major A . L

.

Howard (" Galling
Gun " Howard) is rc-

ported by Lord
Kitchener killed Feb-
ruary 17th while lead-

ing the Canadian
Scouts, a corps or-

ganised by him from
Canadians remaining
in Africa after thci

departure for home
of the regular pon-
t i nge n t s. Major
Howard was a con-
spicuous figure in the
Canadian North-
West rebellion of

1885, when he ac-

companied the Cana-
dian troops to the

front and managed a
Gatling gun in co-

operation with them,
thus earning the cog-
nomen by which he
was popularlyknown.
Though an American
by birth, he became
closely identified with
Canada from that
time onward, and was
one of the first volun-
teers when a Cana-
dian contingent for

South Africa was or-

ganised. He went
out in charge of a
Maxim batter3\

* * *
He who would fight a mounted man must himself be

mounted. Mr. Brodrick's appreciation of the obvious is not

the least of his claims upon a grateful and expectant country.

The Army Order of last January sanctioning the raising of

several thousands of mounted troops was long in coming,
but, when it did come, neither the authorities nor those

patriotic people who charged themselves with the raising of

"special" corps wasted any time. Probably there is no
body of troops at the front which has done more useful work
than the Sharpshooters, whose reason of being, of course,

is that they can shoot so much better than other people, and
therefore can play the Boer at his own game. To make
good practice at 2,000 yards, as some ot this corps did

not so long since (thereby earning the encomiums of Lord
Kitchener), is calculated to inspire a wholesome respect for

the " rooineks " in the breast of Brother Boer. Mr. Seton-
Karr, who has had everything to do with the raising of

these men, may congratulate himself, and the public too, on
the fact that the second battalion is now on its way out to

the front. Even if the war comes to a sudden stop, there

will be plenty of police work for the Sharpshooters to do in

a country as big as France and Spain. And the moral effect

on the world at large of our being able to furnish forth such
high fighting material at a moment's notice must be immense.

* ¥ *
Mr. J. L. Shine writes from the National .Sporting Club,

Covent Garden, W.C., that he is organising a dramatic
entertainment in aid of the Arundel Branch of the Soldiers'

and Sailors' Families Association. The Duke of Norfolk
has lent the great hall of Arundel Castle, which holds over
800 people, for the occasion. The entertainment will take
place on the evening of Wednesdaj', April loth, when a
specially selected company of distinguished London artistes

will perform. Booking offices have h&f^w opened at Arundel,
Portsmouth, Brighton, Chichester, Worthing-, and Bognor,
where plans of the seating arrangements and programmes
may be seen. Special trains will be run by the London,
Brighton and South Coast Railway Company for the con-

venience of those attending the entertainment.

* * *
During the last three months over 9,000 men have been

enlisted in the various irregular Volunteer corps now serving

in South Africa at the rate of about 750 men per week. Cf
these, the Cape Colony lays claim to 6,000, while Cape
Town itself supplies nc fewer than 4,000, not including, c,l

course, the large number of men who joined what was known
as the Colonial Defence Force. At Fast London, the Cape
Colony's third porl, 1,210 men volunleered, while Durban's
share of the muster-roll amounts to over 1,700. Pieter-
maritzburg, the capital of the Garden Colony, contributes
close on 700, and I'orl Elizabeth, in the Cape Colony, sends
500. Kimberle)' comes lowest on the list with between 350
and 400. A large proportion of these men, amounting to

over 2,000, belong to the Colonial Division, consisting of the
ist and 2nd Brabants, and six other regiments, while, 1,258
men have joined the famous and galkint Imperial Light
Horse. Eleven hundred recruits have been secured for

Lord Kitchener's Bodyguard, and the residue of some 6,700
men are evenly distributed among the South African Light
Horse, French's Scouts, Brabant's Scouts, and Steinaccker's
Horse. The above figures cannot but prove gratifj'ing to

the militar}' authorities in South Africa, for these recruits

are exactly the t}pe of men conversant with, and skille I

in, the present guerilla warfare, so unfamiliar to the

average British

cavalryman.

Delarev is be-

coming as irre-

concilable as De
VVet. He has
shot two British-

born s u bj e c t s

who were pri-

soners - of - war
and three bur-
ghers who re-

fused to break
the oath of
neutrality. One
wo.uld like to be-
lieve the best of
Delarey, who of
all the Boer com-
mandants has
displayed the
gTeatest ability

in masking his

intentions. His
ma.rch across the
Free State was
one of the finest

things in the
war ; but he
seems, like Da
U^et, to h'avc

become brutal-

ised by the feel-

ing that he is

being hunted
down. The exe-
cution of these
unfortunate men
occurred after

the Boers had
been exasperated
by defeat at

H a r t ebeestefon-

tein. It was the
act of a savage,
and, worse still,

one of the unfor-

tunate men, who
was alive when
about to be
buried, had bis

brains blown out

on the edge of
hip grave.

* ^ *
Mr. James Sergt. H. Howes (Strathcona's Horse),

Keith recently
^^,^(, ,|,g pioricey he brought from Potchefstroom-

wrote to Earl (Photo by Russell and Co.)
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The return from the front — Welcotning Natal's gallants at Durban

Roberts remindinsf his lordship of his pro-
mise that Volunteers who had left good
situations at home, which were kept open
for them, would be the first to be sent
back to this country ; and pointing' out
that, although the London Scottish Volun-
teer detachment of the 2nd Gordon High-
landers came strictly under that definition,

and had been a year in active service in

South Africa, they were now acting as
convoy escort in the passes of the wild
hill district. The following is the reply of
the Commander-in-Chief:

—

War Office, London, S.W.,
March 7, 1901.

Dear Sir, — I beg to acknowledge
receipt of 3'our letter of February 25th,

and to say that, as the relief of the
Volunteer companies in South Africa is

now practically settled, it is to be hoped
that the return of the London Scottish
Volunteer detachment of the 2nd Gordon
Highlanders will soon be brought about.

—

Believe me, yours very truly,

(Signed) Roberts, F.M.
James Keith, Esq.

Thirty additional men from the London
Scottish Volunteer Regiment in Londcn
have been specially enrolled for the relief

of their comrades at the war, and have
sailed from Liverpool in the steamship
Montrose for Cape Town.

* * *
A REPORT and statement of accounts

has been issued by the secretary of the
Gordon Highlanders' South Africa Fund,
1899-1900. It states that in response to
an appeal published in the Press, the
fund was opened on December 14th, 1899.
The first dispatch of goods was made on
December 28th, 1899, and consignments
have been n:ade to South Africa at inter-

vals up to November 12th, 1900. The
report would have been published earlier,

but has been delayed on account of one
fi-rm having . been in corresoondence • with

their agents in South Africa in regard to

certain charges for freight. The state-

ment of accounts shows that the receipts

amounted to /J373 7s. id., of which all

was expended except £\o i6s. i id. This
balance has been sent by chefjue to Cap-
tain H. Brooke (late Gordon Highlanders)
to be placed to the credit of the Gordon
Highlanders' Memorial Fund, of %vhich he
is treasurer.

A NfMBER of claims have lately been put
forward among the members of the re-

cruiting staff for the honour of having
enlisted the first man to ser\'e King
Edward VH. in the Regular Army. The
credit, however, belongs to Sergeant-
Instructor Eraser, 2nd Volunteer Batta-
lion of the Duke of Cornwall's Light
Infantry. On the night of January 22nd
—the day of the Queen's death—a civilian

applied to him for enrolment into a line

regiment. Owing to the lateness of the

hour he was sent away, and told to return

the next day. He presented himself on
the following morning, and was sworn in

at 9 a.m. As no recruits are sworn in at

St. George's Barracks until alter 10 o'clock

in the morning, the claims of the Trafalgar
Square sergeants to have secured the

first "soldier of the King" consequently
fall to the ground.

Lucky Boers. Boer prisoners help swell the Army Estimates,

prisoners in Boer hands die of ncgleet

British
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THE MENDICANTS' MUSEUM
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY FRANK FOULSHAM AND A. C. BANFIELD

London boasts many interesting: museums apart from
Hie national and numicipal institutions it provides for tlie

sig-ht-seeing: strang-er. Some are run b)- private individuals,
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"tan aliflas tor layseU »bJ |

The beggar who displayed this placard, when arrested,
carried 6s. 4K<1- and a savings bank book

As a matter of fact, his wife was a hard-working woman in perfect
health, but she and her children had been deserted by " lire can-

cerous husband

"

others founded and maintained to point a moral, and g'lve

evidence of the necessity for the suppression of some
form of vice or another which some society, either wholly
or partly supported by voluntary contributions, has under-
taken to grapple with. Amongst those included in the
last-named category is the Mendicants' Museum, in Red
Lion Square, Holborn, where an interesting thirty minutes
can be spent by the charitably inclined in viewing the
curious collection brought together by the London Men-
dicity Society in the course of its able efforts in the great
metropolis to assist the deserving poor, and save them
being robbed by the undeservitig ones.

In our public thoroughfares there are always to be found
two classes of beggars— those who beg to live, and those
who live to beg. Really there is no necessity for either ; at
least it doesn't exist for the former, while as for the latter it

exists solely because they make it their business, being
encouraged to do so by a tender-hearted public whose
charity and kindness are misapplied in being so promis-
cuously extended. It is in assisting the former class, and
those persons who but for aid would surely augment it, that
the society before referred to have encountered the profes-
sional beggar, and, in the interests of the truly poor and the
generous public, have taken steps to expose him; and it is

in so doing that it has got together the curious collection to

be seen in its offices just off Holborn.
One's first determination, after a visit thereto, is never to

patronise a g'utter beggar again. Unfortunatcl)', however,
the education one is there afforded avails but little, for in

respect of charity the heart rules the head, and the pallid,

pleading face, scantily clothed body, and whining voice
create an impulse to give which is yielded to ere the rea-

soning power is set in motion by what one has previously
learned regarding the wiles and devices of the modern
mendicant. Or if one reasons at all, it is to ask why
one beggar who might really be in need should suffer be-
cause of another who is an impostor, and because, anyway,
the donor will not miss what he gives.
Yet it is a thousand chances to one that the charity thus

extended iias gone to the w^rong^ person, for of the thousands

of beggars who wail in London's gutters or prowl through
its streets many are beggars by preference and not by force

of circumstances. And they are more skilled in the art of

twisting the truth than the Heathen Chinee, while their

ways are darker and a good deal more vain. Upon this

class the museum throws much wholesome light and arguts
louder than any amount of language, printed or spoken,
could against the folly of indiscriminate charit)-.

The means and methods of the professional beggar arc

many and ingenious, as various and taking as any ever
employed by the rogues and villains who peopled the

Gourdes Miracles of Paris in the fourteenth century so vividly

portrayed in Hugo's Nntre Dame. One of the favourite

dodges for netting in the nimble penny is the picture " \'a\."

Your professional mendicant knows there is nothing like

a picture to attract a crowd, and nothing like a harrowing
incident, crudely depicted, to make the heart bleed, and

—

the pocket. The worse the tableau is executed the better it

serves its purpose. It is supposed to be the work of the

unfortunate fellow himself, and he is no artist, or he would
not be craving the bread of charity. As a matter of fact,

pictures of this kind are executed by individuals who make
their living by drawing these works of artfulness and hearl-

lessness what time they are not plying their calling as pave-
ment artists.

There are several such pictures in the museum, and we
give photographs of a few. Take the tableau of a coal-

mine. It was evidently the work of a woman or a seafaring

man^ since it is worked in wool, and as such it is somewhat
of a curiosity, for many colours are blended in the whole. It

was exhibited by a beggar, who was supposed to have been
so laadly injured in an accident therein that manual labour
was henceforth beyond him ; and he made a small fortune

out of it ere the fact was brought to light that he had never
met with any such accident as he asserted, for the very
plain'reason that he had never been down a coal-mine in his

Eight shillingsworth of coppers was found on the
owner of this placard ^ ~'.^.'': i

He bad (lever been to sea, and had Injured his tongue by (ailing

^. »-ji^'*" "'- " " front a- scaffold ' - \ ^ -
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On the left—a false statement. In the centre and
bottom—sword and pistol used by a Shakespearean

reciter in Hyde Park

life. He waxed fat, until one unlucky day he was arrested,

the imposition having- been ferreted out by an inspector of

the Mendicity Society. And those on whose coppers he had
grown so were probably living in poverty themselves.

Another ingenious individual had at some time or another

met with an accident to his tongue, and although this did

not incapacitate him as regards eating, he was no good for

work, from which it may be sur-

mised his business consisted more of

talking than solid toil. As he could

talk no more, it was but reasonable

that he should pictorially advertise

his great misfortune. That he did

not stick to one story to account for

it ultimately proved his downfall and
led to a sojourn in gaol.

One version gave it that he lost

his tongue through cancer. A
painting of the poor fellow under-

going the operation of having his

tongue cut out before a couple of

circles of students in the operating
theatre of a hospital no doubt raised

pity in many a breast, and brought
many a copper whence it could ill

be spared. This picture was shown
by him, together with another of a
lifeboat struggling out on a raging
sea to a stranded vessel. The life-

boat is supposed to have put out
from Boulogne Harbour, and he is

one of the crew. He went because
the French fishermen would not,

and he asserted he received a medal
for this brave act. All lies !

When this pitiful yarn could not

be worked he i^otted out others, and
painted or had painted pictures

illustrating them. He next lost his

tongue by leaping from a burning
building which he had entered in an
attempt to save someone ; yet,

again, by a boiler accident in a
factory. No doubt he had a system
for working these pictures, exhibit-

ing the gallant deed at sea when
the seasons of storms and wrecks

prevailed ; the noble effort at the burning house just after

some large conflagration, and the factory narrative followed
some similar catastrophe.
One beggar declared he had been a collier ere forced to

throw himself upon the mercy of the charitable, and this

may account for his brilliant idea of depicting oit a spade
the accident which incapacitated him from work. This did
not occur in the dark bowels of mother earth whilst he waS
delving for the precious black diamonds to cheer and warm'
us, but whilst he was nobly engaged in an endeavour to
save a woman from a burning house. More lies !

Quite another class of beggar favours prose and poetryin

The crutch and the
stick of a beggar who

was not tame
He fixed a formidable
iron ferrule on the stick

to assault the police if they
took him into custody

their swindling of the sym|)athcl ic |)ublir, and I he mu ,eum
boasts some curious bills and cards which tell in large type
some very fictitious yarns. One individual related in

rhyme of his own composition, "The Quarrels of a Master
and his Apprentice, Abraham, the Prodigal Son, being the
Life of Myself." Truly misfortunes never come singly to
some people, and not a few of these beggars would appear
to have been especiallj' marked out by fate for cruel sport,

as our illustration.s will convey. For instance, one man had
a crushed hand and a dislocated hip, a consumptive wife
with one lung gone, and four children. He sold matches,
three boxes a penny, or a halfpenny each, and he particu-
larly wanted to

purchase a street

organ with which
he could eai-n a
living for himself
and family. As
an extra induce-
ment he offered
that those who
wished could see
hiscrushed hand!
He was not

begging ; O,
dear, no ! Had
he not matches
to sell ? He was
a merchant of the
gutter. None of
the match-sellers
ever beg — with
their tongues

;

but just look at
the hand that
holds the box of
lights. It speaks
louder than
words, and
yearns for the
coppers of the
benevolent wh'ile

the box modestly
retires on one
side between fin-

ger and thumb,
saying plainly it

never wants to

be sold.

The poor con-
sumptive wife of
the individual
loaded with all the worlds troubles, was really an honest,
hard-working woman, with a couple of sound lungs, and
she toiled from mom till night to support herself and
three children, having been deserted by her busband.
Another beggar, who displayed a board which told how
he had lost the roof of his'mouth from cancer, three of
his senses, and all his work, possessed, when arrested,
the sum of 6s. 4J'^d., a silver watch, and, what was
more to the point, a savings bank book.
One of our photo-

graphsshows apretty
solid crutch and for-

midable w a 1 U i n <

A beggar, who said be was a collier,

painted the picture of a house on
fire on a spade

Accordion with two notes taken from a boy of nine
and a girl of eight

The latter kicked and bit the police. The box on the left w.is used
for selling matches and collecting money
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"A blind"—The beggar who carried this board wasn't

stick. They were the property of a burly ruffian who
could tramp the streets without their aid, but was osten-
sibly a cripple. Their owner was a particularly unfor-
g'iving- individual. When it was proved by one of the
society's officers that the stick and crutch were not
necessary to their owner's support in the way he would have
the world believe, he got a leng-thy term of imprisonment.
While in durance vile, instead of thinking- how he might
lead a better life when liberated, he pondered deeply on how i

he could be revenged on the officer in the time to come.
When he once more regained his freedom he secured the
heavy walking-stick and had a deadly iron ferrule attached
to it with which to scatter the officer's brains. But the
chance never 'presented itself; instead he was laid by the
heels again, and the museum became the richer by the
walking'-stick.

* ¥ *
The Italian child-mendicant was not so very long ago a

better known figure in our midst than at present, and he
and his terrible accordion are even yet to be seen and very
much heard. Where these children came from, or rather
how it was they were found following this business, was for

long a matter of conjecture ; then it was found that they
were imported from their sunny land by men here especially
for the [purpose of begging in the streets. The society has
done much to suppress this evil, and the museum numbers
rnnongst its treasures an old and battered accordion taken
fijm a boy and girl from the Sunny South, whose ages were
respectively nine and eight years. The girl, young as she
was, had a wholesome dread of the law, and was only taken
into custody by force, biting and kicking the officer who
arrested her with all the strength she could exert.

To draw a tune
out of the accordion
would be beyond the
finest pla3'er ot the
instrument the world
could produce, since
it boasts only about
three keys. For the
purpose of exciting
pity the accordion
was made almost as
big as the youthful
player, who purposely
displayed much exer-
tion in the use of it.

A favourite beat of
the accorcVon-playing
fraternity was the
Underground Rail-

way, and the agony
of even a short jour-

ney thereon under the
groan and moan of
this unmusical instru-

„, , . . , ment can be quite
Worked in wool ^^ ^^^;, j^.^ l^^j

Ihe owner of this represented himself to be , -i-. ^ A/r •

a co'lier, but investigation showed that he "-^ oescriDea, MUSIC
bad never been in a mine in his life hath charms.

Amongst the society's collection of queer things are a few
books unique in their way. There is, for instance, the
official album of the society, a regular portrait galler\' of
London mendicants. As maybe imagined, this collection of
|)hotographs is not a pretty one, but what it lacks in beauty
is more than balanced bj- its interest to the casual inspector,

and its use to the police authorities, for in atldition to their

[photographs are to be found the records of most of the
originals. The society possesses records of over 72,000
street beggars, and this stock is daily being added to.

* * *
There is another volume whose outward a])pearance

is innocent enough, and decidedly no indication as to the
nature of its contents. From its covers it purports to be
The Congregational Psalmist, but its interior is found to be
reading that tells quite another story. It is the Royal Blue
Book, containing the names and addresses of many wealthy
people in London. When the volume was taken from the
beggar, whose stock-in-trade it was, it proved to contain a
good deal of additional information concerning a number of
the persons registered therein ; whether they were generous
or not ; if they were suspicious, and asked uncomfortable
questions and required references.

This swindler's method of " working " was to lurk out-

side a church on Sunday morning, and follow a lady and
gentleman home from there. Then he would look up the
name of the resident at the address given in the book.
Later, he would either call personally or write beseeching
help in his sad mis-
fortune, on the plea
that he had been at 1

one time a servant '

to the family, or to

a deceased member
thereof, or some other
fine tale.

Of course all the

^The hand of a blind A beggar's fake
beggar 'X\\ft cover belongs to a " Congregationnl

He is supposed to be sell- Psalmist." The inside is marked with
ing matches, but is waiting names of people who give to beggars

for coppers

beggars are not such by profession, but even those who
beg to live should not be encouraged by law-abiding citi-

zens who are charitably inclined ere proper investigation
has been made, for as they find they can earn a living by
this means they proceed to do so, and the ranks of the
habituals are swollen yet more.
The London Mendicity Society has been in existence for

eighty years, and consequently may be well allowed to

understand the people it has to deal with. What is really

required by the society at the present moment islthe support
of the benevolent public to the general Relief Fund, from
which is given immediate relief to deserving applicants,
more especially as the fund has recently suffered the loss

of ;£ioo per year by the death of one of the donors. Mr.
Erie Buchannan is the secretary, and the offices are at

9, Red Lion Square, Holborn, London, W.C., where the
museum may be visited, and donations left or sent by post.

»'»
The other day an extraordinary scene was witnessed in

the Empire Theatre, Dublin. Professor Albini, the well-

known illusionist, was performing his cabinet seance when
the stage was occupied by quite anumberof Trinity College
students, who challenged the Professor that he could not
repeat the trick with handcuffs and straps which they them-
selves had brought. Professor Albini, nothing daunted,
accepted the challenge, and amid great applause succeeded
in accomplishing the trick. The scene was quite an unex-
pected one, and was carried out with the utmost good
humour and order.
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THE PRODIGAL'S RETURN
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Only one person summoned to attend the opening of Par- I The good work done by the London Hospital is well
liament by tlic King- had also been summoned (o attend the known, but it may not be so well known that in addition to

first opening- of Parhament by Queen Victoria, namely. Earl rendering assistance to human beings, dumb animals arc
FitzwilHam, who, as Viscc u It Miltotlj sat in 1837 as Member

I

frequently relieved from pain and suffering. The other
for Malton. Two peers
still living—Lord Temple-
more and Earl Nelson

—

had succeeded to their

titles in 1837, but both were
at that time minors.

V * V

Sir Wilfrid Laurier,
the Canadian Premier, tells

an interesting story of how
he first learned English.
It was not until he had
arrived at the age of eigh-

teen that he essayed the
task. LTntil then he had
known only French. He
went and lived with a
Scottish family ; and,
finally, had progressed so
well as to be able, like the
other members of the
household, to read a verse
from the Bible every morn-
ing. Sir Wilfrid freely con-
fesses that the impressions
made on him during this

period had a great influ-

ence on his after life.

* ¥ *
A Toronto newspaper

has been exposing a very
ingenious advertisement,
which has brought the
advertiser many easily-
earned five shillings. The
advertiser offered "a beau-
tifully-bound book full of
good things, which every
' sport ' should read." The
Detective Department, sus-
pecting impure literature,

sent five shillings, and re-

ceived a copy of the Bible!
The advertisement recalls
another " to those about to
become journalists," who
were asked to send two
shillings for an excellent
piece of advice. Those
who were attracted by the
advertisement received the
simple reply, stolen from
Punch, " Don't !

"

Those who answered a
certain advertisement not
long ago of a certain way
of killing beetles received
the instructions to "place
the beetle between two
pieces of wood (enclosed)
and strike the wood with
a hammer." Some time
ago there appeared in the
Lincolnshire papers the
following advertisement

:

" A suit of black for half a
crown. Send height, width
of hips and chest. Guar-
anteed to fit." Those who
sent their half-crowns re-

ceived by return of post a small parcel containing a box of
blacking and a brush, with the brief note: " Suit of black
herewith enclosed. Mind how you put it on, but it is sure
to fit." As the old saying has it, a fool and his money is

easily parted.

Earl FitzwilHam
The only person summoned by the King to attend the first opening
of Parliament who had been summoned by Queen Victoria.

(Photo by Lafayette)

Sunday a young lad ap-
peared at the gates carry-
ing a fine cat in his arms.
He was greatly distressed,

and explained that the
poor animal had swallowed
a needle. The cat was
examined by Dr. Heilbrcn,
who placed it under chloro-
form, and then successfully

abstracted a large needle
from the mouth. The boy
left the institution after ex-
pressing his gratitude to

the doctor, and carried
his pet home in triumph.

* V *
An amusing incident oc-

curred at a recent meeting
of the Blackburn Guar-
dians, when candidates for

thepostof lunatic attendant
appeared before the Board.
One named Booth said he
formerly occupied a similar
position at Bury Work-
house. The Chairman ;

And where were you before
that ? Applicant : At the
War Office in Pall Mall.
The Chairman : Dear me !

but not as lunatic attend-
ant ? Applicant : O, no !

O, dear, no ! Applicant
received the appointment.

* * ¥
The New Catholic Ca-

thedral at Westminster, on
which ;£i40,ooo has been
expended, has been in

building for upwards of five

years and a half, and is

now rapidly approaching
completion. It will be
finished in time for the
opening ceremony in June.
The nave is loftier and
larger than any other in

the United Kingdom.
There are no fewer than
tvifelve chapels ready for

theiraltars and decorations,
which are to be of mosaic
in marble. The columns
in the nave, transepts, and
crypt are likewise of rare
marble, and are very
beautiful.

Englishwomen whomay
be in danger of so far fal-

ling victims to the blan-
dishments of Frenchmen
had better take note of the
decision of the French
Court, which has annulled
the marriage of an English
lady with a Frenchman on
the ground that the latter

had not obtained th6 con-
sent of his parents. It is

rather hard to expect marriageable girls to carry in their

heads the French Law Reports. - They must try to re-

niember, however, that in this modern Republic the men do
not enjoy our British independence, but that an almost
Roman Patria Potestas governs family life.
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The Admiralty have not the couragre to admit that the I well be proud. But the desig-ning- of a ><lorified passenger
new Royal yacht is a hopeless failure; and that all the I ship in the shape of a Royal yachl was ajtog-ether out of his
tinkering-s and alterations in the world cannot turn her into line, and the task should never have been entrusted to him
a satisfactory or safe sea-going- ship. For three long years but to one of the many private firms whose special busii es';
the money of the public has been poured into her like water, it is to model and build vessels of that kind. Loyally io a

REFLECTIONS
'Ptioto by G. T. Jones, Suibiton)

and yet, if the truth were known, there is hardly a respon-
sible person in the Navy or the mercantile marine who
v/ould say a good word for her. No one doubts the capacity
of Sir William White as a designer of war vessels, and he
has a record in that department of work of which he may

distinguished public servant is all verv well in its way. but
Lord Selborne owes a duty to the public, and that is to

declare that the second Victoria and Albert is a tailuro, and
that no more public money will be sunk in her. However, the

Admiralty have made up their minds, so there the thing ends.
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Mr. Robert Taber Miss Lily Brayton
Who is playing in " Twelfth Night " at Her Majesty's. (Photo by Histed) Who is playing in " Twelfth Night " at Her Majesty's. (Photo by Histed)

., ^ , .^ Miss Marie Studholme IWiss Julie Opp ; •

In "The Meisenger Boy" at the Gaiety. (Photo by W. and D.' Downey) In "The Awakening'' at the St. James's. (Photo by W. and D. Downey)
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The Coroner taking cl arge of the bodies

One of the sad-
dest wrecks that
has ever liappened
on the Pacific oc-
curred at half-past
five on the morn-
ing- of Washing--
ton's birthday,
when the J?!o de
Janeiro, of the
Pacific Mail line,

was wrecked just

at the mouth of
San Francisco Bay
and a mile inside

of Port Pouit, as
she attempted to

make the harbour
during- a thick fog-.

Of the 210 souls
aboard the vessel,

128 were lost, and
twelve hours after

the wreck only 82
persons had been
accounted fo r

.

Though within easv
reach of several
life-saving- stations,

with the bay as
calm as a mill-

pond, the hapless
passengers and
crew sank unaided,
because the dense
pall of fog that
hung over the bay
completely con-
cealed them from
those who would
have been glad to

save. Nothing
was known of the
wreck until nearly
two hours after-

ward when a boat-

Mrs. Sarah Wakefield
(drowned)

Mrs.

The «reck of the " City of Rio de Janeiro " at Golden Gale, San Traucisco

>aomi \\ aliefield
(drowned)

load of Ihinlv-clad

and drenched sur-

vivors reached
IMeigg's Wharf,
some miles from
the scene of the

accident. Those
who were fortunate

enough to obtain

I'laces in the boats
or on the life-rafts

were unable to see

the shore, and did

not know which
way to steer. One
life-raft, with men
clinging to it, was
washed out to sea
on the strong- ebb-
tide, and will pro-

bably never be
heard • of ag'ain.

The scene was a
terrific one, and
the stories of the

survivors are heart-

rending.' Captain
Ward, of the Rio
de Janeiro, never
lost his head, and
in the limited time
at his disposal did

all that he could
to save his passen-
gers, especially the

women. The lact

that at least two
boats were de-
stroyed when the

Rio sank accounts
for the fact that

so few women \\-ere

saxcd. The bodies
of three women
were washed asluMe
during- the da\-.

Captain Ward, of the " Rio de
Janeiro" (drowned)

-Airs. Wildmau and her son
(drowned)

Keeov crinii the bodies of Mrs. >\iiKcIicld ;;ud an
unkiiow n ui;in
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St. Patrick's Day at Chelsea Barracks. The Quartermaster (in plain clothes) and Sergeants
of the Irish Guards distributing the shamrocks sent to the regiment by Queen Alexandra

In future the custody of the ancient and famous Pjx
Chapel, close to the Chapter House of Westminster Abbey,
is to be transferred, with the assent of the Lords Commis-
sioners of the Treasury, from the Board of Trade to the

First Commissioner of Works. This relic of a very early
period of English history was formerly the King-'s treasure

house, where were kept the Crown jewels and the chest

containing- his Majesty's wealth. Many centuries ago it

was the scene of one of the greatest robberies on record,

particulars of which are contained in the Curiosities of the

Exchequer. Jewels and money were stolen of a value

which would represent at the present day about two

Pyx Chapel, Westminster Abbey. In olden times jewels were stolen from this place,

and several alleged culprits were executed and their skins stretched over the doorway^;
Pali: of the skin still remains
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From the enemy's point of view—A Boer howitzer battery "in action" in the Lydenburg
district. The gunners are looking for General French, so that they may have plenty of

time tOjbolt on his approach

millions sterling, and it is said that g-old cups and beakers
sparkling- with diamonds were shortly afterwards as plentiful

in Westminster as blackberries, and were hawked about for

ridiculously small sums. A strong suspicion existed at the

time that the Abbott and his monks had a hand in planning

the robbery, if they did not actually perpetrate it ; and
several of them were accordingly sent to the Tower and
racked.

De Wet and tlie men %vho have swora to vinard him with Micir lives
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"Admiral" Winter
Who represented ihe olTicers

Mr. Emanuel
Oliver medallist, who represented the ofTicrrs

.Mr. 1 inch
An old friend of the Ijiisade

The deputation which took the London firemen's present

of flag-s for the Royal barg-c to the Ophir wa.s a small but

representative one. The officers were Mr. Emanuel and
l\lr. \\'inter, while the men were represented by Fireman

known in Brigade circles as the " Admiral,'' inasnuicli

as he is an enthusiastic member of the Serpentine To)-

Yacht Club, and a winner of many medals in that con-

nection. Mr. "Jack" White, who introduced the depiila-

rireman ISiscardine

Silver medallist, the men's reprcsenta'

liv; on the deputation

Itoyal Standard presented by the Loudon Fire Brigade to the Duke oX Yorit

Biscardine. Mr. Emanuel and Mr. Biscardine are both
Silver Medallists in the Brig^ade. The Silver Medal is

only awarded for remarkable gallantry in saving life

at fire, aiid is practically the Victoria Cross of^ the

London fire service. Mr. "Tom" Winter is better

tion to the Commodore of the Ophir, is a veteran London
fire reporter who has reported every big fire in London for

the last 25 years for the chief London newspapers. Mr. F.

Finch is a very old friend of the London firemen. The
fla^-s are now on the way to Australia.

liusign presented by the London Lire Brigade to the Duke ol "i'ork .Mr. Jack White
Brigade KepDrter wlio introduced deputation

THE LONDON FIRE BRIGADE AND THE DUKE OF YORK
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Rosendale Hall (Dulvvich), erected in 1658, being pulled
down to make room for houses for the toiling millions

(Photo by Sturdee)

Until recently the.picturesque suburb of
Dulwich has been able to preserve its

rural Pickwickian appearance, in spite of

the jerry-builder and the necessity of pro-
viding- dwelling's for London's toiling

millions, but the old landmarks are now
rcipidly disappearing. That quaint hos-
t -hy, the Greyhound, no longer remains as
.1 memorial of coaching days, and the
Mnnor House, apre-Elizabethan building, is

only remembered by pictures. And now
Rosendale Hall, erected in 1658, and stated
to have been used by Charles H. as a
hunting lodge, is to be demolished. Once
upon a time people were attracted to the
old hall—no doubt much to the annoyance
of the occupants—by the medicinal virtues
of a well, which was only lately built over
owin<j to some drainage works interfering-

with the water supply. The upper rooms
—one of which was entitled King Charles
H.'s bedroom—contained some fine speci-

mens of English cabinet work of the six-

teenth century : a bureau in black oak
bearing the inscription, " Probus et Verus
—Carolus Rex, anno domini 1649." The
stables and kennels and the ancient tun:-

spit, whicli adorned Ihe fireplace of tli;,- ijaronial kildifii,

long ago made their exit, most of the cliief structural

alterations being carried out by Lord Chancellor Thur-
low, during his resif'cnce at the Hall.

TlIK explosion of a new and powcrlul engine en Ihe

Lancashire and Yorkshire' Railway, at a point between
Knottingley and (joole, hrws created great alarm in the

ranks of the railway travelling public. It was a s|)(;cial

locomotive of which the company were extremely proud.

Weighing about nineiy tons, it was believed capable of

drawing a load of one thousand tons. At the time of the

explosion it was proceeding slowly up a slight incline

some three miles beyond Knottingley. It had a train of

fifty-four trucks, loaded with coal. When the explosion

occurred it carried the boiler of the locomotive high above
the telegraph wires and into a field some distance from
the line. Twenty-four of the trucks were derailed and
wrecked at the foot of the embankment, though, curious

to say, the wheels and framework of the engine remained
on the line. The bodies of the driver and fireman were
found, quite dead, some distance from the permanent-
way, which was much damaged by the terrific concussion.

An official inquiry will be held into the cause of the disaster.

The fatal explosion of a new engine on the Lancashire and York-
shire Railway near Goole. (Photo by C. F. Shnw)

The vreck caused by the explosion of a Lanes and VorUs cul)u-..-

near Goolc. (Pho'o by C. F. Shaw)

The following statistics arc of interest in

connection with the movement for the en-

couragement of the Gaelic language. The "

total number of Irish who speak Irish only

is estimated at 38, 192 ; the total number of

those who speak both Irish and English is

given as 640,953 ; the graitd total ot those

speaking- Gaelic is thus 679,145. The
counties in which Irish is the most prevalent

are Galway, with a total of 125,566 ; Cork,

\vith 119,720; and Mayo, with rio,365..

The county in which the Gaelic is least in

use isCarlow with but 123, followed closely

by Wicklow with 176, and Queen's County
with iS-- The county in which Irish alono

is most used is Galway, where '17,636

persons speak no other language.

The recent parish meetings in Eng-Iard

have brought to light the fact that in the

parish of IMonk's House. !:.="r.r Bamburgli,
Northumberland, which includes the Farno
Islands, there, is . only one elector, I\Ir.

Thomas Lawson. Due notice having been
given of the annual parish meeting, Mr.
Lawson attended and occupied the chair.

The business of the meeting was to elect a
chairman for the ensuing- year, and, of
cout-sc, Mr. Lawson c-!ected himself.
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Amidst the multiiudinous activities of our now Sovcrcig'n

he yet finds time to give to domestic matters, and is busily

ciigfaged in refurnishing the Royal residences. The Louis
Quinze and early

Victorian styles

are being dis-

carded in favour
of the revived
Chippendale and
Sheraton, and
other more ar-

tistic designs of
to-day. One can
fancy the accu-
mulation ofalong
reign, and the

curious uphol-
stery which the
late Queen's suc-

cessor has, with
niuchthat is valu-

able and artistic,

inherited, and
may well under-
stand that a little

judicious weed-
ing in such a
garden is neces-
sar}'.

* * *
The Duchess

of Cornwall and
York shares this

Royal taste, and
her drawing-
room in the
Opkzf, that float-

ing palace of all

that is beautiful,
is entirely furnished with Sheraton satinwood. With the
hall-mark of Royalty thus upon it, this beautiful furniture
is sure to be the most popular of the day.

A grey spotted dress,; tiiinmed with
black velvet, arranged in stripes

M'ith lace waistcoat

* * ¥

Tottenham Court Road used to be a t^rm of reproach,
but now comes in an easy first in the competition, for a
great part of the more elegant and artistic furniture hails
from this quarter of the town. My admiration for a
Sheraton china cabinet, seen at Messrs.' Bartholomew and
Fletcher's, led me to have a sketch made for your delecta-
tion also. You will agree with me that it would make a
fascinating receptacle for a store of old china.

¥ ¥ *
With the return of Hampton Court Palace to its pristine

splendours, according to a credible rumour, will the King

—

who does nothing by halves—^revive the brilliant water
fetes of a day that is gone ? And if so^ will the ladies
of the Court dress the part and appear in hoops and
patches ?

¥ * *
The hoop we could, perhaps, spare, but patches are be-

coming- enough in their proper place. Fair wearers of the
new^veils seem to be sometimes oblivious of the fact, and
some very odd effects result from a careless adjustment
of this now fashionable adornment.

* * ¥
With our winter torpor we throw off the unrelieved

sombreness of deep mourning, and turn gladly to the lighter
fabrics which better harmonise with the brightness of
si»ring.

A DECIDEDLY attractive cosltmic-for early spring wear is

that fashioned of spotted grey voile, sketched by our artist,

also its companion, in Liberty satin, of dark Parma violet

shade, relieved with while. Both gowns most suitable for

those social functions which Easter is suie to bring in its

train.

* * *
Alpaca is an ideal spring wear, and if of Pirlc finish

defies both dust and rain. Prints, silks, and delaines of

Paisley effect will be much in vogue. Ribbons partake
of the same character ; they are often of lace ground-work
with raised flowers woven in silk, others being elaborately
interwoven with gold and silver.

* * *
CoLLARLESS, blouses will be a feature of the hot summer

months, and very becoming they prove to the woman »vith

a soft, white neck.
* * *

" Forewarned is forearmed," and I would advise our
less fortunate sister to repair the damage done by the high
stiff collars of to-day by arming herself with a good emol-
lient cream, such as that sold by the X'inolia Company, and
others too numerous to mention.

* * *
The other day, at Victoria Station, I saw a consignment

of the Duchess of York's luggage, and it rejoiced my heart
to know that the beautiful outfit was all of British manu-
facture.

* * *
It is a well-known fact that England is rapidly taking a

first place in all that is most beautiful in art fabrics. Her
Royal Highness is well aware of this, and has by her wise
example given encouragement to our national looms.

* ¥ *
We have all heard how in the spring a j-oung man's fancy

lightly turns to " thoughts of love," and there is no possible

doubt that good housewives' thoughts are now lightly

turning to spring cleaning. I say lightly, for with the

numerous labour-saving productions of to-day the annual
" turn-out " is shorn of half its terrors. Let such a one
remember that Globe Polish will, with a minimum of exer-

tion, make her brasses equal to new.

V ¥ V
I HEAR that the same firm have brought out a furniture

polish, and from the accounts given of its efTect, there is

a danger of its in-

terfering with the

looking-glass trade,

since it puts such a
polish on the furniture

that looking-glasses

are no longer neces-

sar}'.

¥ ¥ ¥

I WONDER soiiie en-

terprising finii has
not started a spring
cleaning brigade on
the lines of the win-
dow-cleaners. How
the tired housewife
would hail the advent
of some such band !

How cheerfully would
she yield up her
wi'iter-begrimed pre-

mises, knowing that

for an agreed sum,
and within a specified

time, she would find

her home, sweet
home, restored to its

pristine beauty ! Edwin would, no doubt, put up with a
chop at the club, and Angelina and the pledges a week
at Eastbourne or Folkestone, while the brigade was in

possession, to return with improved health and unimpaired
temper to the house beautiful.

.Sheraton china cupboard at
Messrs. Bartholomew and

Fletcher's
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SOMK people arc much affeclcd bv the smell of new jjaint

;

and as most of us will be undergoing this ordeal at this

time of year, I will g'ivc you a simple remedy for ridding'

yourselves of this nuisance. Sprinkle a little chloride of
lime on hay, and leave in a closed room for an hour or
so, when you will find the unpleasanf odour has vanished.
Another g'ood plan is to leave a bucket of cold water in the
room.

Ol'R artist is busy preparing sketches from a selection of
the beautiful ornaments in pcwler, recently introdiicetr by
Messrs. Liberty. The designs are all In the nicest taste and
are all modern and novel
in form and treatment. The
material, which is an alloy,

has all the attractive quali-

ties of silver, without its

liability to tarnish—an in-

comparable boon in these
days of scarce servants :

never wants cleaning"

!

]\Iartha.

Martha will have much
pleasure in answering ques-
tions relating to domestic
and personal matters.

The rage in Paris for

Empire gowns this season
shows no signs of abating ;

on the contrary, it is in-

creasing, and the daintiest

Empire lingerie is now
being exhibited at all the

best houses, for it is im-

possible that the lingerie

should retain its old lines

without marring the
straightness that is the

charm of the Empire
models. English women,
always so conservative,
have not taken so kindly
to the short-waisted gown,
and it is only here and
there—and then only for

evening wear—that one
notices an Empire gown ;

but the fact that the
Duchess of Westminster
and Lady Marjorie Car-
rington had both their wed-
ding and bridesmaids'
dresses made in this style

will do jjnore to popularise
the fashion in England
than all the Parisian coic-

tiiriirs and fashion papers
put together.

* * V
Parisiennes, who

always do everything tho-
roughly, have decreed that
sandals must be worn with
these Recamier models :

and worn they are, both for

day and evening, with
charming effect, and a great improvement being notice-
able in the graceful, gliding walk they necessitate. The
daintiest models I have seen were built oi panne, satin,

suide, and softest kid, moulding the foot bewitchingly, and
tied on with a narrow ribbon twisted about the ankle, and
fastened with a bow or a tiny jewelled clasp.

* * *
I MENTIONED some wceks ago the popularity of the tulle

turbans for evening wear, but there is still a prettier and
more artistic mode come to stay with the Empire gown—to
wit, the cloudy scarves of crisp, white tulle—very, very wide
—and long enough to hang to the knees when thrown about

the shoulders. I"or this fashion I proplxsy great thing'-

with the advent of warmer weather, and there are grci-.'

possibilities in it for the trimming of dainty summer toilettes

Those ]3ossessing the real scarves of imbroidered whit
cashmere would do well to look them up, and have then
cleaned and ready, for there is not the slightest doubt that

the Empire fashions have come to stay, and we canno
question either their "bccomingness " or th(; " artislicncss

'

thereof when we call to mind i\u- pictures of the bell(;s of :th(

First Empire, Princess Pauline Bonaparte and Recamier.

* * ^
The old Worth had many a tale to tell of the costlilles^

and gorgeousncss 0;

E^mpirc gowns, encrustec
with real gems, or hand-
painted by the first artists

of the time ; and his son'^

will doubtless make use o
some of the exquisite ok
designs they possess -

which I have had the priv -

lege of seeing — whc.
creating their new model
for the early spring anc
summer.

From Vienna— in dirccl

opposition to the Empirt
gown, and therefore, per-

haps, preferred by those

possessing good figures

—

comes the corselet skirt,

fitting the figure tightlx

from the busk-line to the

knee, where it may breal

out into any number o

frothy frills that fancy ma\
dictate. In some cases the

models have a touch of tht

old polonaise about them
which is not ineffective.

The long sacque coats,

ornamented with elaborate
strapping and stitching,

are now being made foi

spring wear in very ligh;

cloths, palest greys, fawns,

and even white ; they

make a very smart wrap tc

cover a chic costume, anc
at the same time answei
the double purpose of ;.

dust-clcak.

V * ¥
The newest Parisian

chapeaux at the modIste^

are ver}' flat in appearance,
the hats dipping" down ir.

the front and back a h
bcrgcrc ; flowers are laic

as flatly as possible arounc
ilie brim, and veiled with :.

tlounce of good lace. Th(
floral toques are also ver}

flat, and covered witl

embroidered lisse or fin-

lace. A novelty is th>

toque of multi -coloutxc

straw, which requires little or no trimming. One tha

particularly pleased me was of red and black straw
with a narrow pale green line in it, its sole trimming" bein;

an elaborate buckle in front and a spray of red roses an-

green leaves resting on the hair on the lelt side. Mor
original than beautiful was a plate-like toque of white lissi!

veiled with crc.am laco, and covered closely with tin^

rosettes of fine black straw, with a cachc-f^cig-ne o( Parm:
violets. This model was shown me at Carlicrs.

* * *
Though the commencement of Lent is supposed to put a

end .to all the gaieties at Xico ;ind Cannes, there is s^!

Paima violet Liiocity satin frock, rclii;\ cd m ith

white
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p!ciily g'oingf on, and entertainments and ball.s announced at

(he Cercle Massena and Mcditerran(!'c at Nice, and the

Cercle N.autique at Cannes, are much tallied about.

¥ * *
INIrs. Johnston gave a tea at t<he Grand Hotel last

Monday, which was very well attended, great interest being-

shown in the clever entertainment given b}- the Japs {masked
singers), whose finished singing and liandsome costumes
wore cquallv admired.

5? 5f »
TiiF. Red and Yellow Redoute given at the Casino passed

oiY brilliantly, and dancing was kept up briskly until after

5 a.m. The Japs again carried off the first and third

banmt'res for their exquisite Javanese costumes entirely

composed of gold. The effect of the two colours (red for

the gentlemen and yellow for the ladies only being per-

mitted) was exceedingly pretty seen from tlie boxes, and
the Winter Garden with its handsome palms being used

for a promenade, there was more room in the theatre for the

dancers. '. :

* ¥ ^
Ar the Opera, on Saturday, M. Gibcrt surpassed him-

self in Tannhaiiser, his full, rich tenor voice never being
heard to greater advantage than in the Star Song. M.
Gibert possesses a great pull over most of the tjperatic

tenors in that his appearance is so good, and he makes an
ideal Tannhiiuser. It is a great, pity that this talented

artist has not yet been heard at Covent Garden, for he
would undoubted!)- become as popular in- London as he is in

Paris and Nice.

^^-^^^ .

THE HALL
It is certain that persons who write aiticles on either

dress or furniture ai'e supposed by their correspondents
to have most wonderful powers of second sight ! I wish
to state to-da}-, most decidedly, that I. at least, am not
endowed with a native intuition which- tells me the size of a
room I have never seen ; the amount which my corre-
spondent wishes to expend upon that room ; I do not know
if it faces north or south ; I do not know, tinl-ess I am told,

the species of furniture in the room. If I did know all these
things my advice would be doubly worth having, and I

ask my correspondents to tell me more. Another thing
I have to observe is that I do desire to have rather clearer
addresses sent to me. Three letters of closely-written
counsel have I had returned to me through the Dead Letter
Office, owing to illegible and insufficient addresses being
sent to me which I have had to guess at ! I have never
guessed a riddle in my life, and I cannot imagi'ne .the name
of a house or a town from the hieroglyphic addre^sses which
some of my correspondents send me. I cannot refrain here
from recounting the tale of a dressmaker who, when remon-
strated with as having failed to grasp the first of her cu.s-

tomer's letter, replied, "I am so sorr}', madame, that I

misunderstood 3'ou, but I cannot read your handwriting,
ihough I know it is very classy !

What I desire of my correspondents' handwriting is that
it should be plain and legible, not " class}'. " Aft'er these
caustic criticisms, which I hope my readers will take in

good part, I will return to my sheep and discourse to 3'ou

of hall papers, feeling that I am most competent to do so,

having yesterday seen the most lovely specimcnis of tliese

papers as displa\'ed at Mr. Knowles's paper shop in the
King's Road, Chelsea.
To-day I am writing for persons who desire to do every-

thing reasonably and prettily. And the fir^st sclienie I

propose to propound is a scheme for the apology of a hall

which builders are now beginning to arrange for dwellers

in flats. Such people are units of a nomad race. The
inhabitants of mansions do not usually abide for any timq in

the .same flat ; they are social g3'psics, not desirous of

expending too much on " their perches in mid-air." Papers
at one shilling the piece should appeal to them. Such a
paper is "The Clinton." With cream-painted woodwork it

should have a pleasing effect. Its colouring is a delightful

sliade of pink with a cream pattern running over it.

A long shelf should run the length of ilic passage hall,

high enough up and broad enough to project over the coats

hung on hook-s beneath it. Along the side of the shelf and
round either corner should be fi.xed a brasK rod, on which
the rings of a curtain will run easilj-. A jute curtain will

answer this purpose and protect the coats and cloaks from
dust, and would itself be light and so easy to take down and
shake ; for the darkness of many flat halls encourages
servants to leave the dost to collect, and most stern rules

should exist as to the taking down of coats and curtains,

and thoroughly wiping down the wall and the shelf at least

twice a week. A blue paper, " The Glynde," at the .same

price as the pink, is nice, and could be used, but is not as

bright as " The Clinton."

Now, for the passage, hall and staircase of a house it is

well worth our wnile to spend more. Quite the most beau-

tiful paper for this purpose is the uiJvcry grounded paper on
which are depicted large, soft, crimson poppies with their

foliage. This is called by no name, but is numbered 1985,

and comes to 3s. 6d. the piece. It would transform a
commonplace London staircase, and witii this paper I

should have a darR dado. Its effect is handsome in the

extreme, the silver-grey of the background being most
original in idea. A monk's bench should occupj- the hall,

with locker beneath for coats. The species of bench I

describe makes either a seat or a table. I s-hould have an
oak -framed looking-glass a'so. Lares, of 166, Sloanc

Street, has, or had, these ; they were quite inexpensive—
about 15s.—and can be hung on the wall ; and also she ha.s,

or can get, a coat cupboard and umbrella stand in one, a
useful piece of furniture. It is a straight oak cupboard with

a receptacle for sticks and umbrellas railed in on each side,

and costs ;^8 los. Another scheme for a hall, and one
recommended in The Ncia Home, published by Archibald

'Constable and Co., 2, Whitehall Gardens, is to have a dado
of arras in hall, passage, and up the staircase.

As the writer justly observes, such a dado defies the

clumsy knocks which " the man in the street " who has

followed your cab from the station delights to administer to

a delicate cream dado as he shoulders your box through

passage and up your staircase, I cannot, however, saj-

with tVuth that the dado of arras is beautiful. It can be

had in Indian red, terra-cotta, and in bright green. It costs

from 6d. to gd. a yard, and can be well brushed daily.

Above an Indian red dado a yellow paper is not amiss ;

above terra-cotta an electric blue is decorative* An effective

hall lamp is one of wrought iron and coloured glass in the

shape of an old-fashioned street lantern.

The other day at a country house I was delighted to .see

at the foot of the staircase the stuffed figure of a \-outhfu.l

bear, who, while he pointed the way with one paw, held

aloft in the other a copper lantern. He was a charming
addition to the family's household goods and furniture.

1^^^

The photograph of the Duchess of York on the cover is
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LIEUT.-GENERAL SIR FREDERICK CARRINGTON, K^C.M.G^ K.C.B.

Who is about to be appointed to a new command. This gallant soldier knows more about South Africa

than any man living, and has commanded the Colonial forces in that continent in every important w.'X

for the past thirty years, (Photo by Lyd Sa~.vycr.)
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"The Russell Steeplechase" at Blundells (the famous Devonshire school)

To every true sportsman,
countrymen, the name of "

sporting- parson, is

undeniably dear ; but
no one is probably
prouder of him than
Blundells, the De-
vonshire school where
he received his edu-
cation and kept his

first hounds on the
sly. Some twenty-
five years ago an
annual cross-country
ruri was established
at the school in honour
of his memory, and
this— the "Russell
Steeplechase " — is

one of the events oi'

the school year. Our
photos show this

year's race, run off

the other Saturday.
The race is interest-

ing inasmuch as, that

for the third year
running, a member of the

coveted trophy. During the

and more especially to West- i was bitten by a sheep-dog ; but, in spite of this, covered the
Jack" Russell, the renowned

|
six miles of stiff and varied country in 35 min. 12 sec.

* * *
The curious epi-

taph in Corsham
Churchyard runs as
follows : — " In me-
mory of Sarah Jarvis,
who departed this

life the nth day of
December, 1753, in

the hundred and
seventh year of her
age. Some time be-
fore her death she
had fresh teeth."

* * *
"I AM Kynochs,"

said Mr. Art hu r

Chamberlain (the
brother of the Co-
lonial SecretaryJ to
Mr. Rufus Isaacs.
Kynochs is a famous
ammunition factory

Owen family has secured the
]

in Birmingham, and a man with half Mr. Chamberlain's
race, the winner, H. L. Owen, ' genius would have resource enough to build up many firms.

Curious epitaph on a tombstone in Corsham Churchyara

Kynoch's. Ammunition Works at Birmingham, lately much "in evidence"
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A pocket railway station — The halting-place at Welford Park

The railway station here illustrated, if not the very 1 lina sea to

tiniest in the land, shares the distinction of smallness vyith
|

penny, for

but few others. It is Wel-
ford Park Station on the
Lambourne and Newbury
line, and is a fair sample
of the stations on that rail-

way. There is no ticket-

office at the station, but you
get your ticket from the

guard on board the train,

American fashion. The
"station-master" is con-
spicuous for his youth. A
delig-htful simplicity and
great deliberation mark
this line. Newspapers are
carried up by the morning
train, and the youth who
has Ihem in charge '

' de-

livers " them by throwing
thehi, rolled up, from the

passing train into the

gardens of subscribers
A million dol/ar mistake of the United States

Government

who reside alongside the* ;.ack, ' and
sells them out of the carriage window
at the stations en route. This camera
attack on this station was made in its rear,

the full battery of the sun's rays directed
ri'fht into the lens rendering a "frontal
attack " impossible. The enormous crowd
on the platform is accounted for by th<;

double fact that it is Newbury market
day, the train due being "market train

"

at cheap fare,

* * ^

Either a rc?markable lack of foresight

on the part of certain American naval
officials ten years ago, or political engi-
neering to confer benefits on a South Caro-

wn, will cost the American Government a pretty
the South Atlantic Naval Station, at Port Royal,

South Carolina, is to be
abandoned. According to

the programme already
formulated, Charleston, on

the ocean edge of the Pal-

metto State, is to replace
Port Royal as a haven for

the fighting ships of Uncle
Sam. The Port Royal
station was begun about
ten years since, and nearly
a million dollars has been
spent.to build and maintain
it. The fact of its adoption
and development from 3ear
to year, with an enormous
expenditure of money, in-

dicates that the directors

of the American naval
establishment considered
the place fit and the pro-
ject a good one.

The departure of the

Sir D. Currie Colonel Stacpole

Kinfauns Castle" with reinforcements — The embarkation staff
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Officers of the Third Battalion Royal Fusiliers bidding farewell to the Duke and Duchess
after the lunch which was given bj' the officers to the Duke, who is their Hon. Colonel

Presentation of an address to the Duke by the Gibraltar Chamber of Commerce
(Photos by Messrs. Beniibee and Bird, Gibraltar) - -

THE COLONIAL TOUR
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The mobilisation of the French Army— Infantrymen in camp washing

A group of Boer prisoners on transport No. 4-4 (" Kildonan Castle "). The old mail in
front is eighty-four years of age. The man with his arms folded is deaf and dumb
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PROMINENT PEOPLE

Rear-Admi]-al Moore

Rear-Admiral Arthir William ?/Ioore, C.B., C.M.G.,
who has just left Portsmouth in his flag'ship, the first-class

cruiser Gwraltar, for Cape Town, to take over the com-
mand of the

Cape Station I

from Rear- I THE CAPE
Admiral Sir

\

Robert Har-
ris, is one of the most promising- of

our 3'oung-er admirals. He was
commander of the Orion during
the Egyptian War of 1882, and
was present at the battle of Tel-el-

Kcbir. He was one of the repre-

sentatives of England at the Anti-

Slavery Congress in Brussels, 1889,

and was appointed C.M.G. for his

services in connect ion with the

defences of Australasia in January, 1892.

* ^ ¥
Since the days of Hug-h Miller, g-eological science has

had no more luminous literary exponent than Sir Archibald
Ceikie, who is about to retire from the position of Director- of death

General of
the Geolog-i-

cal Survey
after a ser-

vice of forty-

six years. He has written more
sermons in stones than any man
living-. His purely scientific work,
however, has been enormous, for

by his researches he has practically

reconstruct-ed the g-eology of Sco^t-

land. In commemoration of these
achievements it is intended to enter-

tain Sir Archibald at dinner in May
next, when a disting-uished com

DROWNED

The laCe Lieutenant
Vernon Maud

Gcikie

LiEfTENANT V'ernon Maud, who was in command of
the Leda, t.g.b., tender to the Australia, cruiser, Captain
G. Neville, was drowned at Drummore, Scotland, by the

upsetting of
a boat. He
entered the
service as a
cadet in

1875, became midshipman in 1877,
and sub-lieutenant in 1881. In the

Egj-ptian war of 1882 he served as
sub-lieutenant of the Decoy, t.b.d.,

and obtained the Eg3'ptian meda
and the Khedive's bronze star.

During- the naval and military

operations in the Eastern Soudan
he served as lieutenant of the
Cygnet, t.b.d., at Suakin in 1884-85,
and received the clasp. He commanded the Lcda in 1898.

* * *
An imique personality and a considerable factor in the

Bohemian world of London has been removed by the hand
Pedestrians in the Strand passing- the restaurant

which has
become a
familiar
landmark ^^^.^^^__^___^^
and rendez-
vous for West - End diners and
lunchers were both astonished and
g-rieved to read an announcement
that the head of Romano's had
suddenly passed away. A "self-
made " man, of kindly disposition,
and with a benevolent tendency to
accept acquaintances at their own
appraisement, Alphonse Romano
had risen from the lowliest beg-in-

TIIE ROMAN

The late Mr. Romano

pany will be present, including Lord Kelvin and Lord Lister. ' nings to be a hig-hly prosperous restaurateur.

* V ¥ * 5Sf ¥ '

- Miss Charlotte M. Yonge, the well-known authoress, ' Exactly fifty years have passed since the "Very Rev.
died at her residence, Elderfield, Otterbourne, Winchester, I Canon Bag'shawe, D.D., entered the Roman Catholic priest-

the other day, in her seventy-eighth year. Charles King's-
\ hood. Soon after he had been ordained he went out to the

The late Mfes Charlotte
Yonge

lej' spoke of
the girls of

his day as
reading the
novels of
Miss Charlotte Mary Yonge, " and
becoming" all the wiser thereby."
It was, of course, primarily for

girls, or rather for young peonle of

both sexes, that Miss Yonge wrote,
and by her effect upon their minds
she must in the main stand or fall

She was a devout Churchwoman
of High views, and her religious

bent was perceptible in all her
stories. Indeed, it gave the earlier ones their whole spirit,

and it must be said tliat of these and their influence it is

impossible to speak with the approval that must be tendered
to mucli of her later work. The Heir of Rec'dyjfe, her
most famous novel, is also one of the least admirable.

Sg.-Capt.
D. Cater
Johnston,
24thBombay

Infantry, who was murdered by a
Ghazi in the Civil Bazaar at Lora-
lai, eastward of Quetta, had been
in the Indian Medical Service since

July, 1897. He was the Senior
Medical Officer at Loralai. He was
M.R.C.S.. L.R.C.P. (Lond. 1891),
and had been house physician,
tiurgeon, and demonstratorof patho-
logy at Charing Cross Hospital.

Canon liagshawe

The late Surg.CKipt.
D. C. Johnston

Crimea as
one ot the
first Roman
Catholic
ch a p la in s

who ever accompanied the British

Army on active service, and in the

trenches before Sebastopol he was
conspicuous for many acts of
bravery And kindness. On his

return to England he was, in the

year 1856, appointed to St. Eliza-

beth's Church, Richmond, and has
been pastor there ever since. To
mark his Jubilee, the Canon has
been presented by his congregation with an ivory crucifix,

and an illuminated address, and by the residents of Rich-
mend generally with a purse of sovereigns.

* * *
On the 22nd of last month Lord Grimthorpe, the doyen

oftheK.C.'s,
CO m pleted
his 63rd year
in connection .^^___^^_^.^___
with Law.
On the 1 2th of next month Ke will

be 85 years old. The Grand Old
Man of '.aw, apart from his good
work in his profession, is vveH
known for his restoration of St.

• Albans Abbey. For a long period
he was Chancellor and Vicar-
General of York. He is a Doctor
of Law, a J. P., and owns about
3,400 acres.

LAW

Lord Grimthorpe

(Photos by Barrauu, Russell and Sons, Sjmoiids and Co., E liott and fry. Hay Cameron
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Tin; KIWK

The Earl of Le\en
and Melville

HOUSEHOLD

The Earl of Leven and Melville, whom the King- has
appointed to uc his Majesty's Hig^h Commissioner to the
General Assembly of fhe Church or

Scotland, is Ronald Ruthven i^esiie

Melville, thirteenth Earl of the crea-
tion ot 1O41, and head of the banking-
hrm 01 Melville, Evans and Co. He
has been Keener of the Privy Purse In Scotland since 1890,

and has sat as director in the Parlour of the Bank of

England. He was born "m 1835. The office he holds has a
rather singular back history. It

dates from the establishment of

Episcopacy in Scotland, and was
due to the astuteness of the
" British Solomon," the first James.
On March 21st, 1600, at a General
Assembly convoked at Montrose, it

was agreed that the King—then

James VL of Scotland—should
choose his bishop -'out of a leet,

or body ot six," selected by the

Kirk. Only, as- the word " bishop"
was not grateful to the popular
ear, the King did not insist upon
it, and the brethren advised

that he should be called a " Commissioner."

* * ^
Mr. Charles Eraser, who, first as inspector and then as

superintendent of the Royal Household Police, safeguarded
Queen Vic-
toria for up-
wards of 20

j'ears, has
just severed

his connection with the Court.
During that period Mr. Eraser was
daily to be seen "keeping watch at

the principal entrance.

¥ ¥ ¥
Mr. W. Vallance, the Superin-

tendent Registrar of Whitechapel,
has been through the work and
worry of many a census, and is

now in the thraldom of another.
The first census of Great Britain was taken in i8o^, the
first of the United Kingdom in 181 1 ; but a Bill for taking a
census of the people had been introduced in 1753, while the
Bill that passed in 1800 was only a leplica of that formu-

lated forty-

seven years
before,
w h i c h ,

though it

had iDeen safely piloted through
the Lower House, was thrown out

by the Upper as profane and sub-
versive of liberty. The framer of this

original Census BillwasMr.Thomas
Potter, the then member for Ayles-
bury. He was a sharp and pushing
j-oung lawyer, better known in the

fashionable than political world.

¥ ¥ 7?

Death has been busy indeed in the ranks of the veterans

of the Comedie Eran^aise. Got was doyen of the company
—in succession to Regnier—for over twenty years, and a
member for' over half a century. In this lifelong fidelity to

the Maison,
as in much
else, he be-
longed to
times that

are past ajid gone. Still, he came
near to quitting the fold on more
than one occasion, for he was o.

no very accommodating humour,
and he battled with his managers
as he battled with the public and
the critics when his conception
of a role clashed with that com-
monly accepted. His genius was
the capacity of taking pains.

STHATIXiV

Sir J. Colomb

Mr. Charles Eraser

Mr. W. Vallance

STAGE

The late M. Got

No better man could have been chosen for the inspection
of the fau ts of Gibraltar than Sir John Ojlomlj. He is a

titralcgist by trainin^^' and by nature,
and has contributed many important
works [on the subject nearest liis

heart. More than thirty years ago
he published Proleclioii of Commerce

in War, i\)iper{nlSlralegy, and The Dislrihulhm of our War
Force:,. In 1873 he issued Colonial Defence and Colonial
Opinions, and, six years later, The Defence of Great and
Greater Britain. He served in the
Royal Marine Artillery for a number
of years, and retired when Cap-
tain, in 1869. He has also seen
service in the Army, Militia, and
Volunteers, so that he is eminently
fitted to give a competent opinion
of the Rock.

V ¥ ¥
Mr. Arthur Basil Markham,

member ot Parliament for the
Mansfield Division of Nottingham,
has not shone as much as he would
have liked in his attack on the
South African Commission. His
maiden speech — the attack — was full of startling state-
ments, and it did this much, it made him known to ever}'

member of the House, and, in a small way, to the outside
public. Consequently, when Mr. Markham was about to

renew the
attack — in

his second
speech— the
House was
crowded, and everybody on the

tiptoe of expectation. But, as
M.A.P remarks, it ended in every-
body being disheartened, and even
a little disgusted. Beginning with
tremendous and general charges

—

" public thieves and robbers," and
such-like epithets—Mr. Markham
dwindled down to an absolute
failure to make good a single one

of those mighty promises, and no Liberal could uphold him.

* ¥ ¥
" Long P." he is called by his friends ; the Army List

knows him as Sir Arthur Power Palmer, General, and
Commander-in-Chief of the Forces
in India. He
has been
waiting a
year for his

appointment, and at last King
Edward has confirmed it.

General Palmer is one of the grand
old fighters of the Indian Empire.
He has won some fame at the far

end of anotfrer continent, and the
man in the street heard of him for

the first time in the Soudan ; but it is

in the East that he has been heroic.

¥ ¥ ¥
The Colonial Secretary is not the only clever member ot

the Birmingham family. If Mr. Arthur Chamberlain had
remained in the witness-box at the Law Courts for seven
days instead of seven hours, he would almost have rivalled

his famous
brother in

popularity.
He has all I I

those quali-

ties which have raised Mr. Joseph
Chamberlain from a mayor's chair

to the British Cabinet in four short

\ears. Ho has not played in the

game of politics, as he calls it,

since the old players went their

different wavs in 1885, or he might
have made himself a name in

politics as well known as liis name
Mr. A. Chamberlain is ii, the world of Kvnochs.

Mr. Markham, M.P.

INDIA

Sir P. Palmer

l.IBIL

(Photos by Russell and Sons, Elliott and Fry, Maul! and Fox
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The executioner of Canton at home
His swdrd is lying on top of two skulls. In the " off"' season he makes

money by selling heads

The Executioner of Canton, on his "off days," as here
depicted, strikes one as being' a particularly harmless
individual. He is also somewhat ill-groomed and unwashed,
and when business is not very brisk is not above accepting
20 cents as a " kunikshaw " for instructing visitors, so far as
they are agreeable, in the mysteries of his calling. He has
a big collection cf tikulls, both on sale and on view. The
photo, taken on Christmas Day, in the Execution Yard,
shows two skulls, himself, and official two-edged sword.

* * *
Mr. Herbert Grant-Smith, who has recently been

granted a com^
mission in the
Army, received or-

ders to proceed
from Hong Kong
to London on his

appointment as
second lieutenant

in the 2nd Battalion

East Yorkshire
Regiment. On the

outbreak of Boxer
hostilities at Tien-
tsin, Mr. Grant-
Smith was resident

there in a mercan-
tile firm, and a
member of the

small volunteer
force which had
been embodied
about a year pre-

viously in the
foreign settlement.

On the night of

June 15th, Mr.
Grant - Smith was
on mounted patrol
duty and met the
first attack by
Boxers on the set-

tlement in time to

ride back and give
the alarm. On the
arrival of the
British Naval Bri-

gade for ' the de-
fence of Tientsin,

he joined as A.D.C.
to the Comman-

Who gained his commission for bravery in the dant, Captain
Burke, C.B.,

H.M.S. Orlando, and held this appointment till the naval
men were relieved by the Royal Welsh Fusiliers from
Hong Kong. By order of General Sir A. Gaselee, K.C.B.,
he was attached to that regiment as second lieutenant
on their march to the relief of Pekin, and subsequent
operatit)ns in North China, till the return of the regiment to
Hong Kong.

Orcadians and Shellandcrs, although still clinging to
many of their old customs, are not quite so strongly opposed
to changes and innovations as in those days described by Sir
Walter Scott in " The Pirate." There are no railways in

Orkney or Shetland : indeed, there is no scope for railway
enterprise ; but the islanders evidently realise the possi-
bilities of the motor. It is proposed, meanwhile, to run one
between Lervvi.^k and Stromness in Orkney, and another
between Kirkwall and Scalloway in Shetland, with pas-
sengers, and tiiere is also some talk of using motors for the

Ijieut. H. G. Smith
jained his commission for bravery in the

field in China

Major-Gencral O'Moore Creagh, V.C., commanalng British

troops, and Count Schlippenbach, commanding German
troops, exchanging salutes

conveyance of agricultura.1 and other produce in the islands.

As chere is a heavy tourist traffic between Kirkwall and
Stromness during the season, the motor-car on that route is

likely to be especially serviceable,

¥ * *
LUCCHESI, the assassin of the Empress Elizabeth, is to be

subjected to regulations of rather more severe a character
than he has been undergoing up to the present. From
Geneva, where the criminal is carrying out his sentence of
lifelong imprisonment, it is reported that he has lately been
giving some trouble. He has repeatedly threatened to

murder his warders. The officials of the Geneva Court
have given orders for the prisoner to be replaced in his

subterranean cell, where he is deprived of daylight and cut

off from all human intercourse. Bread and water are
passed into the cell by means of a revolving door.
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DISTANCES IN CHINA
Many travellers returning- from Chin.i,

have commented upon the apparently sin-

g-ular lack of knovvledg:e of the distances

across their country or between their towns

that exists among the Chinese. If at one
town you inquire the distance to the next,

)-ou may be told that it is twenty // (one-

'

third of a mile), but upon arriving- at the

town you will be surprised to find the

distance back to the town from which you
have just come is twenty-four //, and that

the cost of journeying back again is cor-

respondingly greater than the cost to go
to it. This peculiarity also extends to di^-

tances between towns by river, the dis-

tances up stream being- from 50 to 100 per

cent, greater than down stream. The cost

of travel and transportation in the different

directions bears the same relation to each
other as the distances. The confusion

which has thus arisen has been incompre-
hensible to foreig-ners. The Chinese
measure distances not by rule, but by the

amount of ph3'sical energ-y required to

traverse them. Their wag-e is based on a
unit of energy, the amount that it takes

them to carry a given load, one fiiciil one
The room oi the petty officers at the canteen, Wei-lIai-Wei

burnt to clear the place of fever
tieing

The wreck of the canteen at Wei-Hai-Wei.
It was set on fire to clear the place of fever

//, on level ground. If the road from A to

B is down hill, the distance is reg"arded as
less than the actual linear distance because
it is supposed to take less energy to travel

in that direction ; or, as the Chinese say,

"the // are short."' It naturally follows

that in travelling in the other direction,

from B back to A, the road being- a gradual
ascent, a g-reater expenditure of energ-y is

necessary. " The // are long," and in

order to get a fair compensation for their

.work the carriers must see that the distance
and the charges are correspondingly
increased. With this explanation, what
has often appeared as a vagary of the
Chinese becomes simjile and reasonable.

There are several public festivals

during the year, when the Chinese join

hands in general rejoicing-. They bunch
their holida3-s tog-ether and take a month
off about New Year's time. The shops
are closed then and the streets given over
to carnival sights. Houses are gaily
decorated, people are clad in holiday
attire, and there is an over-abundance of
eating, drinking, gamljling, juggling, and

drum-beating. Elaborate displa}-s of fireworks are a
feature of that festive month. Strange power of custom !

To the minds of most men, what has been is sufficient

reason for what shall be. And yet in the course of

centuries the most deepl3'-rooted customs have been
known to change. But in China the power of precedent
is strong.

* ^ ¥

JOL-RXAI.ISM in Greenland is represented by a sing-le

newspaper, founded and conducted by a Mr. Goeller,

wl o is editor, printer, publisher and newsag-ent all in

one. The otlfices of the paper, which is a bi-monthl)-,

are at Godthaab, and once a fortnight Mr. Goeller
performs a long: journey on skates to dispose 6>f his

journal. Originally nothing- more than a collection of
crude illustrations, Mr. Goeller gradually introduced
into his paper first words and then sentences, and finally

articles on the affairs of the day. In fact, he ma}' Le
said to have actual!}' taught many of his subscribers
to read.

The mens canteen at \\ ci IlaiA\ ci bcinc) burned down to>'K'av

the place of typhoid and other fevers
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Between Russia and Hung^ary lay the

kingdom of Poland. Russia did like a
barrier between her territories and Europe.
She wanted not only Asia and Europe,
and also America. But the race idea

rules Russia. Therefore, the Servians
;ind Bulg-arians tyrannised by Turkey,
the Macedonians of northern blood, the

Tcheques and Moravians in their struggles
with Austria, the Slavs of vario-.is races
and beliefs who have tried to resist Ger-
manisation, the white Creates who have
constantly fought with Hungary, all turn

their eyes toward Russia, and all salute

her as a superior amplification of the
immense Slavonia dreamed of by all of

them since their various servitudes. A
Slav kingdom there is, however, in spite

of all this, that has never adhered to the

Slavonic idea—it is unnecessary to say
we speak of Poland. Poland, the best Spaia, Poland. The Czar's Palace, Brciovicli, midst the conquered Poles

tit Spala. Loading game in the deer forest. The game waggon is peculiar to this district

At spala, Poland. The Czar's huuting-jbox in the deer forest

state risen in the Mlddi ; Ages from the

bosom of the Slavs, either for being
Roman Catholic or fcr other reasons,

always resisted the attractions of the
Germans on her west rind the Russians
on her east—disdaining with equal repug-
nance Russification .ind Gcrmanisation.
It is certain that the distinct conditions

of Polish history result from the unending
conflicts with Russia, by which, in multi-

plied a.nd varied alternatives, they have
suffered or inflicted terrible defeats. If

we should meet to-day the most liberal

and advanced Russians and by chance
ask them concerning the future of Poland,
deploring her disgrace and her dismem-
berment, they would tell us that the
martyred land ought to suffer these
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terrible destructions ami sec her lands divided amonj<-

other despots for her ancient tyrannies and conquests

Dver Russia. The same systematic dlsgfracc employed by
the Romans of the western empire towards the Greeks of

the eastern has
been employed by
Russia toward
Poland. The dis-

graceful fickleness

of her historic

king's, the excite-

ment of her royal
elections, the tu-

mvilts of her anar-
chistic assemblies,

the cruelties of her
proud aristocrats,

the miserable con-
ditions of her pea-
sants, the calamity
of her continual

civil wars—all that

could destroy
Poland morally,

long before she
was destroyed ma-
terially and for

ever, had been
spread abroad in

Europe by the Rus-
sians by means of

a formidable intel-

lectual conspiracy,

knowing as they
did how such reports would destroy her. The cause of
the professed hatred of the Russians for their Slav
brothers, their elder brothers, the strong and heroic

Poles, is easily understood — Poland presented a barrier

At Spala, Poland. A " big bag" from Royal guns lying in state in

front of Brelovich. The deer are crowned with oak leaves

against which Russia would dash herself to pi' <,es, and so
Russia gnawed at i(, and wore it away, as do<rs the restless

sea the dyke that limits and restrains it. The Kmpirc of
Russia, sluii y\^^ in its almost oceanic steppes, without direct

comm uni catio n,

eilli<;r with the sea
or with the heart
<jf Europe, was
obliged lo destroy
many states in

')rder to spread
out and expand to

the extent neces-
sary for her de-
velopment. The
Scandinavians hin-

dered her progress
to the Baltic, the
Turks to the Black,
the Cossacks to the
Caspian Sea, and
the Poles and Hun-
garians to the

centre of Europe.
It was necessary to

struggle with all

these at once, in a
hundred titanic

battles, to carry
or.t her historic

ic'ea, and she
fcught from the
beginning of her
life with a persis-

tency that revealed the mission she had to perform, the
mission of war and conquest. As remarked before, the
Russian says, " France is our bank, America is governed
by women, Germany is too slow, and England is done,"

A Cossack outpost. Of course, this is a "fancy" photograph taken in a field in Siberia,

but it shows the method the Cossacks adopt when well behind cover at an advanced post
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Tlic ancient Cross of Ardboc,
Tyrone

and wa.s scarce vLsililc in tlic lime of Colj^an th- Francin-
can. However, there still remains here the walls of an old
Church, with a Cross, in ^ootl preservation, .about 25 foct

in hcig^ht, on which arc sever,-il inscriptions.
" Ardboc is now a poor villag'e near the River Balliiulcrry,

which falls into Loug-h Neagh."—Pag-c 678.
I am sorry the details are so meagre ; but the county of

Tyrone is particularly barren in ecclesiastical records or
authorities, so that one must be content with a few dry
crumbs. I don't know any other book which touches the
spot. I remain, dear Sir,

Yours ver)- truly,

William Rkevks.

This Cross stands on the west side of Loutjh .\eagh.

A toad that came out of a piece of coal tliat liad been
on the fire tor an hour and a half

Toads have been found embedded in curious places—in

marble, in stone, and in trees — but perhaps the most
unique case of the kind is that of the toad found in a piece
of coal by Mr. W. J. Clarke, Bath Street, Rug-by. More
curious siill, the piece of coal had been on the fire for an
hour and a half. When the lump was broken up, out
jumped the toad ! (Photo by the London StereoscopiT; Co.)

1 The old Cross of
Ardboe, near Cookstown,
Co. TjTone, stands on a
pedestal and is over 25ft

in height, and its four
sides, which are covered
with Scriptural figures,

are still in a good state

of preservation. It is

one of the five crosses
that were erected through-
out Ireland, early in the
fifth centur}', in memorj-
of St. Coleman, founder
of the church and mon-
astery which adjoins it.

The monument itself con-
sists of a fine specimen
of an old Irish cross, and
is, perhaps, the finest and
best preserved specimen
of the old Irish cross in

Ireland. The four sides

fue covered with groups
of Scriptural figures.

The story of the cross is

as follows :

—

Copy of a letter from
the late Bishop Reeves,
of Down, Connor and
Dromore, and was
written when a Curate.
The Rector}-, Tynan,
30th November, 1867.

To Mr. Treanor, Ardboe,
My Dear Sir, ~I

myself made a pilgrim-
age many years ago to

the Old Cross of Ardboe,
when I was fresh in the incumbenc}' of Ballj-mena, ere my
tastes had broken out in a love for antiquities.

About Ardboe little is known. St. Coleman was the
oatron-saint, and the cross was erected to his niemor}-.

I copj- all that is said about it in Archdale's Monasticon.
" In the Barony of Dungannon, and two miles west of

Lough Neagh, a noble celebrated monastery was founded
[

here b)- St. Coleman, the son of Aid, and surnamed
Macaidhe; Iiis reliques were being preserved'in the Abbey,
:uid Festival is kept on the 21st February.

'' A.D. 1 105—Moncliad O Flarthican, Dean of this Abbey,
•uid a doctor high in esteem for his wisdom and learning,

lied in pilgrimage in Armagh.
" A.D. 1 166—Rorj- Makany Mackillvvorry Oilloona did so

destroy this Abbey by ."irj that it immediately fell to decay.

"The nig Stone." The cromlech (Cloughtogel) in the

g'.che of Taitilaght, Tyrone. It is 13 feet high and
weighs 22 tcais

about centre waj'S between the Upper and Lower Bann,
and at a distance of from seven to ten miles from the follow-

ing railway stations :—Dungannon, Coalisland, Stewarts-
town (on the Great Northern of Ireland Railway), Mone^'-
more, Magherafelt and Toome (Belfast and Northern Coun-
ties Railway), or Corkstown (on both railways).

An early hatch. A thrush's r.cst, containing four eggs,

found on January 30th within ele\-en yards of an in-

habited house at Slinl'old, Sussex
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All accident — In spreading tar o^cr the wood blocks the engine took fire.

Hence the smoke

Cement laid to receive the, wood blocks

PAVING THE STREETS OF LONDON
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M. and Madame Colombel, who are playiug at the

Alhambra

THEATRICAL NOTES
There are many pretty faces at the Apollo Theatre in

The Belle of Bohemia, but none so pretty as that of Miss
Anna Laug-hlin, whose photo we have reproduced. She
not onl3- looks dainty, but her dancing and acting- are
to perfection. She is a belle of London as well as Bohemia.
By the way, I hear that great changes are about to take
place in Mr. Lowenfeld's first production : the whole opera
is being pulled together, clipped and chopped, rehearsals
going on daily. The Belle ought to succeed ; if it does not,

it won't be the fault of Mr. Lowenfeld or the company.

* * *
While awaiting the rise of the curtain on the recent

piece at Terry's Theatre two gentlemen indulged in antici-

pations of the character of the entertainment they were
about to witness. One of them said to the other, who was
a stockbroker : ''The Thirty Thieves—what can that refer
to, I wonder? " " O !

" answered the other, " it must be a
skit upon the Stock Exchange "—a repartee to which the
recent "hammering" of thirteen defaulters in one day
gave particular point.

* * *
Sir Henry Irving will revive Coriolniiiisahoui the middle

of April. The version will be divided into three parts, the
first ending with the honour paid to Coriolanus by the
Senate, the second concluding with his banishment from
Rome, and the third with his death in the Volscian camp.
Mr. Hawes Craven and Mr. Harker have been busy on
the elaborate scenery, which is being painted after the
designs of Sir L. Alma Tadema.

* * *
The recent engagement of Miss Rosie Boote to the

Marquis of Headfort has created quite a sensation at the
Gaietv. Many people have been turned away from the box
office who were anxious to see the future Marchioness.
Although this theatre has lost a most charming lady in

Miss Boote, the Messenger Boy itself is quite sufficient to

fill the house night after niglit willi enlliusiastic audiences.
The Paris Exhibition scene, which is the special new feature,

beats an
J-
scene that Mr. George Edwardes has put on at

the Gaietj' before, and in itself is worth going to see, the
onl}- drawback being that it is too short. The new songs
and dances that have been introduced are a great improve-
ment, and those that have been retained are as popular as
ever ; but such a song as " Maisie," for instance, could not

help being popular. Of course, Mr. Edmund Pajne is as
funny as ever, and every minute he is on the stage the
audience are convulsed. The duet dance of Messrs. Fred
Wright, jun., and Mr. Harry Grattan, is verj' clever, and
well merits the abundant applause it receives. IVHss Connie
Ediss narrates her experience of welcoming the C.I.V^'s

home in her own peculiar style, and is as "cockney" as
ever. The Messenger Boy should run for a long time yet.

1 Hill »

NEW TURNS AT THE ALHAMBRA
Those with a predilection for acrobatic feats may be well

entertained just now at the Alhambra, even to the degree of
satiation. Nearly half the "numbers" consist of manifes-
tations of strength in various forrns. In fact, speaking
broadly, the show may be said to consist of acrobats and
ballets. Both are the best of their kind.

Several new additions have been made to the programme
recently. Mr. Slater is constantly giving us surprises—it is

a little way he has. Within the last couple of weeks he has
presented two Continental importations. M. and Madame
Colombel are a very tuneful couple, and they indulge in

what is practically a musical duologue. In this a man
makes love to his masked wife under the impression that

she is "something new." He fails to recognise the voice,

but let that pass. After the gentleman has unbosomed him-
self the lady unmasks, and—dramatic denouement

!

La Belle Chavita—the second of the turns referred to— is

a pa,rticularly Spanish lady from the land of nuts. She is a
beauty—face and figure enough to turn the head of a
misogymist. She turns a good many heads during her
graceful evolutions. La Belle might have been born in a
dancing academy and Cradled in a quadrille. But, there, I

leave you to do your own praising. Only see her.

Miss Anna Laughlin, who is appearing at the Apollo
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" Disdain I.o\ c

MR. HARRY RAISTDALL, THE COMEDIAN, AND HIS FACES
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'The Mikado -The three little maidb

Kriiesl D'Auban is just the fit^'urc wliicli

imajfination inig'lit coiijiiri; up. Slim,
lallish, with precise and " aii"}' " inove-
nicnt.s, all bespeak tlie exponent of llic

poetry of motion. Put him in knee
breeches, a fiddle in his hand, and you
have llie villag-e dancing-master, familiar
to old-lime dramas.
There is a lang'uaepe of the feet as there

is of the hands. Its al|)habet is short,

no lonj^er than tiiat of music. From
these letters or movements can be evolved
any dance under the sun. I can, of

course, tell you this very glibl}', but the
performing it is quite another story.

Mr. U'Auban's acadeni)- in New Oxford
Street is a popular rendezvous of those
society belles and beaux who are ambi-
tious to show the world—their own or
that in general—the pitch of perfection
they can attain to in movement and
melody, when they choose so to do.

Young gentlemen of independent means
are to be found here, and girlish ladies

with unlimited " pin " money, all work-
ing assiduously under the skilled master
A time for everything, aiul, everything to

"•DANCES BY D'AUBAN"
SOCIETY AND THE TERPSICHOREAN ART

Nimble son of a nimble sire, Ernest
D'Auban is a born dancing-ma>ster. As
in the case of the poet, it is better to be
born than " made." You are then en-
dowed with the instinct to do the correct
thing, and instinct is ever3'thing.

If D'Auban pbre did not teach another
step he has well earned the prominent
position he holds in the dancing world ;

D'Auban^/s is a worthy successor, adding
kudos to the familj' name, and enhancing
Ihe family reputation. Ernest gave his

lirst lesson while still in his early teens to

a lady who was—well, not to be too pre-
cise, bespectacled and bemittened ! It

was not exactlj' a case of teaching your
grandam how to extract the nutriment
from the ovum of domestic poultry ; but it was very like

giving j-our mamma a few " points " in deportment. Our
still youthful master of the " light fantastic" always laughs
consumedly when he looks back upon this incident.

To one who has never seen a dancing-master iji the flesh.

KH
P ^''^^'':i$i0MMm0m

'The Mikado"— The morniag salute

The Obeisance— Japanese

its time, is the motto of the establishment. Singing,

dancing, fencing, and kindred accomplishments, each has

its time and turn. If, not being a pupil, you can tolerate

more than five minutes of a rudimentary singing lesson,

you must be blessed with the patience of a Job, and the

nerves of a blacksmith.
Besides the regular pupils, who have^^ engaged to go through to a finish, there

are those who desire only to be made
acquainted, superficially acquainted, with

a particular dance for a particular pur-

pose, to be given at some social function,

an "at home," party, or charitable stage-
performance. It may be a "bit" from
The Mikado or The Geisha, or some other

well-known play ; or it may be just a
dance—a minuet, a pas de qtiatre, or a
"national" dance. Upon the occasion

of my visit I saw most of these being
practised, in addition to the beloved horn,

pipe, the unrestrained transports of a
Spanish dance, the equally freely-in-

dulged-in evolutions of a French dance,
the sword-dance of the land of cakes, and
the inspiriting jig of the nation of " per-

tates " and wrongs. In each and every
one, "Master" Ernest supplied inspirri;

tion and precept, stepping from the

assumption of a sailor to the manner of

a "kiltie," from a swarthy dariseuse to a
chic French maid, from an impetuous
Paddy to an accomplished D'Auban, with
equal celerity and ease. With a "Just
watch me," he would glide into a graceful

movement, and it was not long before the

pupil had secured a " colourable " imita-
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tioii tlicrcof. There ;ire, of course, pupils

,i!icl pu|)ils, backward and forward. You
must give your mind to it as well as join-

teet

Let me tell you that many distinguished

ladies have learned from the D'Aubans,
not onl)' how to dance well, but to ivalk

gracefully. H. L. Auam.

The landlady of a provincial lodging

where a music-hall comedian was recently-

staying advertised a short time since for

a servant. The advertisement was an-

swered b}- a young lady, who, to adopt

the historic words of Playwright Pinero,

wished to combine the "pathos of the

pantry with the frippery of the footlights,"

who informed the landlady that she would

be perfectly willing—as she was engaged
for the ballet at one of the local theatres

M
lit
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The Geisha " -Tea-house scene

The new musical play at the Gaiety Theatre, by

J. T. Tanner and Harrj- N'icholls, is largely concerned
with gipsy life in Spain, and "local colour" will be
carefully blended with modern societ}' matter.

Mr. Cecil Raleigh has just written a new play
called T/ie Queen of Society. In the title-part Mrs.
Raleigh has a superb role. Mr. Raleigh was so pleased
with his bright and clever wife's splendid performance
of the Baroness Manolo Blanco, in The Price of Peace at

Drury Lane TheatrCj that he has made her a present of

all the provincial rights of his new drama.

* * *
Wales desires to be represented in the Royal Standard,

but the gallant little Principality seems to forget that it

is represented at Court in a more pronounced manner.
Years ago it was the custom ot the Prince ot Wales to

have a harper, and in 1849 Queen Victoria selected the
late Mr. Ellis Roberts for the post, which, by the way,
he held until his death in 1873, when he was succeeded
by Mr. John Thomas. The Court instrument stands
about 6ft. high, and conspicuous in the beautiful carving
is the figure of the leek surrounded by oak leaves. On
either side of the comb is carved the sentence, " Saitli

The Minuet

at Christmas— to accept the situation at

the nominal salary of four shillings per
week, on condition that she was allowed
three afternoons per week for matinees ;

also every evening from five p.m., and
the two clear weeks before Christmas
for rehearsals. The landlady regretted
her inability to compl3' with these con-
ditions, and so perforce had, much against
her will, to give a very decided and polite

negative to the joung domestic disciple

of Terpsichore.

¥ ¥ ¥

Mr. RiDVARD Kipling has turped his

"Jungle Tales" into a play, which is to

be produced in London during the spring.
It will be called The J^tngle Play-

* * *

Mr. Herbert Sleath and Mr. Willie

Edouin will shortlj- produce, at the
Avenue Theatre, the "mystic farce"
entitled Nicandra, by Russel Vaughan,
which was presented at the Parkhurst
Theatre on October 3rd, i8g8. Mr.
Edouin saw possibilities in the piece,

and bought it soon after its production.
It has been energetically revised and
reconstructed. The Minuet — The how
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enaid ar ci thannaii,"

which it is hardly
necessary to say
means " The lan-

jifuage of the soul is

in these string's. " The
arms of Wales, with
the Prince's plumes,
are shown on the
sound-board.

* ¥ *
Petticoat Lane,

as the thoroughfare
re-named by the au-
thorities Middlesex
Street continues to'

be called, is shortly

entirely to lose its

characteristic Sunday
morning- sale of old

clothes and curiosi-

ties. The street has
lost much of its bad
name for years past,

but its Sunday morn-
ing sales are still one
ofthe most curiousand
interesting features of

London life, remarks
a correspondent of
the Yorkshire Post.

There its small old-

clothes shops over-
flow on to stalls in

the roadway, and,
with the assistance
of costers and other
cheap salesmen, the
street very much re-

sembles a Saturday-
night market in the

poorest quarter of a Lancashire town. All the shops
are now to be pulled down to make room for wholesale
Avarehouses. But the old-clothes men will probably
only move on, and the chief characteristics of Petticoat
Lane will be reproduced elsewhere.

National dances—the hornpipe

National dance j — The Irish jig

" lUigant practice with the twig'

. . . . _ ^

,L--i-

—

'^^--v- ; ^^
The Oueen of Swords

'

National dances—Ghillic Galium, Known by the Sas-

senach as tlie Scotch sword dance
National dances — Tlie Spanish dance. The tambourine

and lace play an important part
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SUNDAY ON THE CONTINENT - CHARCOAL BURNING IN THE BLACK FOREST,
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Mayor and Mayoress of Hartlepool and niece Chief and Battcrv OlTicer Parked, R.N.

The Hartlepool Companj' of the Volunteer Life-saving Apparatus Brigade

The accompanying- photograph is of the Hartlepool Life- i ducted secretl)'. It is now reported that the Government
Saving Apparatus Company in their uniform.—This is the i are testing the latest device of Sir Hiram Maxim. The
first L.S.A. Company to have a complete uniform. The i boats will be 6oft. long, and will carrj- five torpedoes, which
following are the particulars of the uniform : It consists of i may be fired from a tube below the bow. They will

a naval cap, on the ribbon of which is inscribed Rocket
\ be propelled while on the surface bj' engines of fift)-

V.L.S.A. Company, a jer-

sey with the following
"Hartlepool V. L. S. A.
Company " worked in red
for the volunteers (and
white for the captain, who
has an additional crown
above the letters V. L.S.A.)
and a pair of pilot-cloth

trousers. The whole has
been purchased by sub-
scription from local gentle-
men, among whom are :

the Earl of Durham, Sir

C. Furness, M.P. , Sir

Thomas Richardson, the
Mayor (Councillor M. Har-
i-ison), the ex - Mayor
(Alderman John Horsley,

J. P.), and other gentle-
men. The photo depicts
the men on the occasion
of the uniforms being for-

mall}' handed over on be-
half of the subscribers by
the Mayoress and niece.

On the left of the photo
are the Major and
Mayoress of Hartlepool
and niece. On the right,

Chief and Battery Officer

Parkes, R.N., of the
R.N. R. Battery, and
H.M. Coastguard, Hartle-
pool.

¥ ¥ ¥
The construction of five

submarine boats for the
English Navy has been
proceeding for some time
at the works of Messrs.
V'ickers, Sons ancl Maxim.
The work has been con-

Alicamousa and the bear

Olherwise Mr. Hnmphfeys (of BJach and While Budget., late lion tamer)

and a native of the Northern regions in Abeideen

horse power. The total

cost of the five vessels

will be ;{T25o,ooo.

* ¥ V
Thev keep everjihing

in the Granite City of

Aberdeen — martyrs,
saints, prophets, fishwives,

ordinary working men, a
branch of the Institute of

Journalists, and menage-
ries, especially on " Satur-.

day nichts." When Mr.
Humphreys, the repre-

sentative of Black and
Wliile Budget, arrived he
found that Tlic Free Press
had such a hold of the
popular fanc}"— if anything
can be said to be popular
in Aberdeen—that he had
great difficultv In persuad-
ing the people to buy a
Budge/. Indeed, at one
place— Kittybiewster, to

be particular—they set ii

bear on him. Its owner,
a Gallowg-ate Hungarian,
smiled .sereneh', but he
nearly rent himself in pieces

when Mr. Humphreys
(reallj' Alicamousa, the
well - known lion tatner)

proinpth- lugged the ani-

mal to Mr. Begg's studio,

planked it on a chair, and
ordered a photograph to

betaken. The bear, recog-
nising its master, acqui-
esced, but having lived

some time in the North,
would not give itself away,
and pretended it was look-

ing for a drink.
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Hampton Court Palace from the River Gate. The King
is to make it one of his residences

The King- has decided to make Hampton Court Palace
i

to Wolsey by Leo X.
one of his residences. The Palace is bounded on three

|
Middle or Clock Court

sides by the Thames. The
Park is entered by the
Lion Gates, seen in our
illustration, and near them
is the Maze—a great
source of amusement to
visitors. It is easy to

enter the Maze, but very
difficult to get out. It

consists, says Messrs.
Ward, Lock and Co.'s
Guide to London, chiefly

of buildings around three
quadrangles. The Western
Court—all that is left of
Wolsey's famous palace

—

is entered by a finely-

groined archway, with an
oriel window above it. It

is a hundred and sixty-

seven feet square, and,
crossing it, another gateway is reached, on the turrets of I older piece of tapestry,
which are terra-cotta busts of Roman emperors, presented ' successor, James.

The Lion Gates of Hampton Court Palace

Hampton Court Palace. The approach from Molesey

This gateway gives access to the

—a hundred and thirty-three feet

^ong by ninety-one wide.

It was remodelled by Sir

Christopher Wren, who
also built the noble Foun-
tain Court, and the grand
eastern and southern fronts,

each about three hundred
and thirty feet long. The
Great Hall is a hundred
and six feet long, forty

wide, and sixty high. The
roof is decorated with arms
and badges, and the win-

dows filled with modern
stained glass, with heraldic

devices. The walls are
hung with Flemish
tapestry, representing
events connected with the

history of Abraham ; and
near the entrance is an

of the time of Elizabeth and her

Close quarters over the brook A bold fcuccr

WITH MU. WALPOLE'S DBAG HOUNDS AT liROXFORD
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CORINTHIANS

The Queen's Park (Glasgow) team

QUEEN'S PARK
The meeting- of the leading- amateur teams of England

and Scotland proved a great attraction, and fully 5,000
people were present at Queen's Club, West Kensingrton, to

witness the return match of the season. When the teams
met at Glasgow on New Year's Day the Corinthians won a
great victory by 3 goals to i. The Scotchmen came South

with a determination to avenge this defeat, and, thougfh
they were without their great centre forward, McCoU, who
was reserving- himself, after an injury, for the following

Saturday's International at the Crystal Palace, they had a
good side. Strang-e to sa)-, the Corinthians played the
same team in the field that won at Glasgow, G. O. Smith
making- a welcome reappearance, after abstaining from foot-

hall owing to the death of his mother. The ground and

The Corinthians

FOOTBALL-CORINTHIANS (WINNERS) v. QUEEN'S PARK (GLASGOW
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Some clever passing on the wing

belt and R3-der put in some g;ood work on the

left, and Stanbroug^h was vew active on the

right, but half-time arrived without either side

having- opened their score. On resumingr after

changing ends, the play was more even, the
visitors making a much better stand afrainst the

home team, and givinor Frv and Oakley plenty of

opportunities Oi showing- theii defensive capa-
bilities. The Corinthian forwards were more often

dangerous :;; front of goal, but they liad few
chances of getting a shot home, the backs being
very sound. Foster had more chances than any-
one on the field, but his shooting was wretched
in the extreme, and it looked as though the gams
wouW end in a draw. In the last five minutes of

play, however, G. O. Smith, who throughout had
played a most unselfish game, and had passed
out to his wing men when he might have had a
shot, scored one of his characteristic goals, and
came very near repeating the operation a few
minutes later, sending the ball only a few inches
over the bar. Queen's Park tried hard to

get level in the last minute of the game, but
failed, and sufferea defeat by i g^oal to o.

Only after extra time had been played could
Aston Villa manage to defeat Small Heath in

the Cup tie, and it was in the last two minutes
that the one goal scored was obtained. The
winners play tne Sheffield United in the semi-
final round (to-day) April 6th.

Some Clever dribbling b5
Queen's Park

weather was alike favourable to a fast

game being seen, and the crowd had their

reward, the display being an excellent one.
In the first half the Corinthians had the
assistance of what little wind was blowing,
and after an even opening they settled

down to -steady work, and had consider-
ably the best of the ensuing exchanges.

¥ ¥ *
The front rank, with G. O. Smith as the

leader, gave a pretty exhibition of clever
work, and despite the energy of the rival

backs, Stewart and Eadie, the Scottish
International goalkeeper, McWattie, had
many anxious moments. Time after time
the home forwards got to close quarters,
and passes out of number went to Foster,
but somehow the Oxonian could do nothing
with them, and several times, when he had
.the gOT.1 at his mercy, he either shot ridicu-
lously high or yards wide of the net. Cor- Quccu's Park goal in jeopardy
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New York's latest gastronomical fad—the beefsteak

dinner

A MAN with a g-enius for statistics computed not long' ago
that the average New-Yorker of more than ordinary means
spends three hours and forty minutes out of every day at
table. This implies the reduction of the act of eating to a
very finely-developed science. Yet in gastronomy, as in all

other pursuits, old pleasures pall. Hence the latest New
York fad became popular at once. A fortnight ago a large
manufacturing- firm in New York gave the architects and
builders of that city a most unique beefsteak supper. The

scene of the merry feast was a quaint
restaurant that goes by the grue-
some name of "The Morgue." Each
g-uest wore a cook's cap and apron,
and was served on a table made of
an overturned box. Huge steaks
were broiled, a dozen at a time, and
carried sizzling hot to g^uests. Other
waiters passed along the lines of
revellers carrying glasses of ale.

When all had eaten their fill of the
juicy fare, attention was directed to

a stage at the end of the room,
where a rollicking vaudeville show
was provided. In the small hours
of the morning an additional supper
of broiled chops was served.

Miss Jessica Duncan
A young American con-
traUo who is coming to

England V * ^
Miss Jessica Duncan, the popular young American

contralto, has just been engaged for the Alice Nielson
Opera Company, and will come to London shortly with
that organisation to appear in Victor Herbert's opera, The
Fortune Teller, at the Shaftesbury Theatre. The company
played its last American engagement at the Chestnut Street
Opera House, Philadelphia, recently. It has had a very
prosperous American season, and anticipates a warm wel-
come in England.

Gambling implements captured in a raid on twelve
gambling-houses in the New York Tenderloin

Society men in evening dress, acting as raiders of
gambling-houses, constitute the newest midnight feature
of the anti-vice crusade in New York City. The " Com-
mittee of Fifteen " (as the crusaders are CMMed) determined
upon a swift, vigorous campaign. Warrants against ten
establishments in tlic Tenderloin were secretly secured, and
just at midnight members of the committee entered the
station-houses of the two precincts. Each of the crusaders
showed an immaculate white shirt-front of great expanse,
and wore the conventional high hat, dinner dress, and patent
leathers of the club and opera. Policemen and society men
served the warrants together. No obstacles were placed in

the way of the raiders. Some gaming paraphernalia was
secured in every place visited, but there was a dearth of
arrests. By two o'clock in the morning the Tenderloin
police-station in West Thirtieth Street presented a curious
sight. Roulette-wheels, faro lay-outs, chips, cards, and
other devices of the stealthy trade of chance were heaped
in great piles in the outer office. Their value was estimated
a-t ;£^5,ooo. In the West Forty-seventh Street station was
another good-sized lot of these contraband goods. An
examination of both lots revealed many sly devices for
cheating patrons of gaming-resorts. " Brace " deal-boxes
and "doctored" wheels were among the police prizes.

Those who have contended that New York's gaming-houses

Mr. Andrew ^Carnegie, millionaire and
philanthropist

are " squarely " conducted will now realise, if they did not
before, how little chance there is for a stranger to win in

one of them.

* V *
Mr. Andrew Carnegie, the American millionaire, was

born in Dumfernline (Scotland) in 1837, and went to America
when a young boy. Still he was head of the family,

for his father was dead. He worked night and day, and
patronised free libraries. Now that he has amassed (through
sheer hard work) a large fortune, he has given many free

libraries out of his own pocket to the United States, Scot-

land, and England. He maintains that no man ought to

die rich, and he acts up- to Jiis self-imposed standard as
consistently as he has always 'done through life.

* * *
The village of Ilmire, in Buckinghamshire, which consists

of a dozen inhabited houses and a population of about fifty,

is peculiarly circumstanced. For Parliamentary purposes it

is in the Mid-Bucks division ; for legal purposes in the
Aylesbury petty sessional division, and in the county-court
district of Thame (Oxon) ; for poor-law purposes it is in

the Wycombe Union ; while ecclesiastically the village' is in

the rural deanery of Aylesbury, the archdeaconry of Bucking-
ham, and the Diocese of Oxford. The postal arrange-
ments are conducted through the Tring- (Herts) office. The
neighbouring village of Horsenden is is a similar position,

the number of houses being about the same, though the
population is even smaller than that of Ilmire.
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The Lincolnshire Handicap — Parading the horses
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"Little Eva," the winner of the Lincolnshire

Handicap

"Little Eva," O. Madden up, going back to

scale

The Lincolnshire Handicap — In the Paddock
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THE CHILDREN'S ROOMS
The •children's rooms are in reality those that require the

most attention and managfement. Children are expensive
luxuries. Once King- Baby arrives in a house, that g-entle-

man's parents are obliged—be they ever so selfisJi—tc deny
themselves, whether they like it or not.

Every year they are forced to be a little, and a little more

at half-past eight. Let them give up the dining-room during
the hours that elapse between ten and five, and allow tiic

nurse and children to use the room, arranging that after the
breakfast things are cleared away, the dining-table is

pushed into a corner of the room, and a linen drugget laid

down right over the carpet. Have an extra cupboard in

black oak wherein to put away teacups and saucers and
jugs, and a few shelves left whereon to nlace toj's ; and
remember for your comfort that little children do not spoil

furniture to any great extent, and that oak chairs, side-

boards, &c., &c., are sturdy enough to bear quite hard
usage. Your room will be free after five to air, and to be
put in order for an eight o'clock dinner.

This may not be an attractive adaptation, but it means a
change pi air for the children, and the luncheon of one per-

son is easily brought up on a tray to the drawing-room, as we
unselfish; until it sometimes ends in a mother—never a i suppose the master otthe house is away at luncheon-time,
father, remember, for^this never happens —being an abso- In these days the -uste milieu which lies between spoiling
lute slave to her offspring, a,

condition oi affairs which is

bad for all parties concerned

;

but more of inis anon.
The nursery should face

south, if possible, lor sunshine
and light mean much to small
children, as much—and more

—

than it does to the aged in a
second childhood. A child that
has a sunny, pure-aired nursery
is able to resist the onslaught of
those childish diseases to which
infant life is heir.

Fresh air and no draughts
should be the rule in every nur-
sery ; the nurses of the present
day are sometimes so full of the
first dictum that they ignore
the danger of the second alter-

native, and their nurslings are
for ever the victims of perpetual
colds in their heads, followed
on by bronchitis. The nursery
should have as little furniture in

it as is compatible with comfort
and convenience, and its pret-
tiness should depend on the
colouring of its walls, and the
pictures hung thereon.
A cork carpet which comes

right up to the skirting-board
is the best species of floor-

covering, since it can be
scrubbed as well as boards,
and obviates draughts. It is

not cold to the feet, and answers
every purpose. Rugs are not
necessities in a room so car-

peted. A peacock - blue coi-k

carpet, and a sanitary oil blue
paper which harmonises there-
with, make a charming nurserj-.

Against such a background pic-

tures look well. Transparent
Swiss spotted muslin curtains,

and lined blue linen curtains,

both just fitting the window, and not extending to the
ground, are both useful and neat. Iron bedsteads, cot,

and hair-mattresses—the latter are essential. Plain pitch-

pine cupboards and chests of drawers—well-made, that do
not stick in the opening and shutting—would seem the least

expensive, and the most useful species of furniture, for such
a nursery. Windows must be able to open both at the top
as well as at the bottom, and, if possible, a room should be
chosen where the window and the door are not opposite to

each other. This arrangement ot door and window was
vef"y dear to the builder of a past period. They love to

create a breezy draught in every room.
And now as to the question of a day nursery. As these

articles are written for the benefit of the owners of small

homes, it would seem absurd to insist on a second room
for the children ; but irt their interests! have to propound
what I am afraid will be an unpopular scheme for the benefit

of the S2lf- sacrificing parents who,,\ye willassuijie, breakfast

A beautiful tea-gown

of heliolrope velvet, embroidered with pearls and brilliants.

This gown was made for ihe Czarina by Liberty and Co.

children and neglecting them
seems difficult to attain.

In most households of the

present day the fearsome rule

of parental authority is a thing
of the past, and in many homes
parents have entirely lost their

place ! They are no longer on
the moral dais reserved for

them by Nature, but are down
amongst the children practically

tutored by them, and this is a
state of affairs which cannot be
wholesome and must end in

chaos.
Never were children so keen-

sighted as they are to-day. It

behoves us to keep our position

with them^ for if we do not keep
it no one will give it us back
again. And here I end my
article with two stories of the
speeches of a modern child.

A little boy of eight was taken
by his mother to her dress-
maker's, where he wandered
about the room, apparently
taking no notice of the proceed-
ings. As they were coming
home In a cab the child brolie

into speech with : !

"And what was the price of
that gown ?

'"

" Ten guineas," answered his

mother, absently giving herself

away.
" That is a great deal of

money," returned her son,
gravely. " And you know you
cannot afford it ! " he added
judiciously, "and father will be
angry if you get it," he ended
solemnly.
Already conscience- stricken,

the corrected parent was not,

however, prepared to submit
to .reproof from her offspring,

so she said bravely :

" You know, Jacky, perhaps you are not aware of it, but
1 must explain to you that you must not comment on what I

do. I came into the world to correct you, you did not conie
into the world to correct me." :

"Well, perhaps not," answered the wise child, who the
nextda_y was discovered in his mother's room watching her
dressing for church, for it "was Sunday. " I wish you would
take me," said the boy. " I much prefer the usual morning
prayers that you attend to the children's service.

"

" Why ?" demanded the author of his being.
" Well, you see, I don't like that man grumbling at me all

the afternoon."
So did this young person allude to the species oF exhor-

tation to which the curate of the neighbouring church
wa-s ia, the habit of treating his Liiiputian congregation
between the hours of three and four ! A wink is as good
as a nod to a blind horse.
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LOSSES AT THE FRONT
The appended statement, issued by tho War Office, shows

the total casualties in the South African Field" Force during-
the month of February, and the total casualties reported
since the beginning- of the war. The excess in- the total of
casualties over the total reduction of the; forces is- due to the
fact that the great majority of the men invalided home have
recovered and rejoined for duty. The total of prisoners also
includes a number of men who have rejoined, but whose re-

turn has not yet been notified :

—

Total Reduction of the Field Force, South
Africa, Due to Casualties.

Reported during the month :

Killed in action ...

Died of wounds in South Africa...

Died of disease irr South Africa...

Accidental deaths in South Africa
Missing and prisoners
Sent home as invalids

Total

T^otals reported up to and including
the month :

Killed in action
Died of wounds
Prisoners who have died in cap-

tivity

Died of disease
Accidental deaths

icers.
N.C.O.s
and men.

5
6 .

16 .

123

58
• 566

2 . 20
6 .

60 .

9
1,498

95

339
109

4
204
8

664Total deaths in South Africa . .

.

Missing and- prisoners (excluding
those who have been recovered
or have died in captivity) 17

Sent home as invalids 1,763

2,274

3,485
1,139

92
8,171

250

3,137

783
40,594

Total, South African Field Force ... 2,444 •• 54,5H

56,958

Total Reduction of the Military Forces
THR(;uGii War in South Africa.

Deaths in South Afiica
Missing and prisoners
Invalids sent home who have died
Invalids sent home who have left

the service as unfit

664
'7

4

13, '.37

7«3
287

i,9&7

685 ... 16,174

16,859

It is interesting to note that the proportion of deaths from
wounds remains unprecedentedly low, although it has gone up
somewhat during the past few months. This recent increase
is chiefly due, no doubt, to the increasing use by the Boers
of .soft-nosed expanding bullets, which inflict far more serious
injuries than do the ordinary military solid-coated pro-
jectiles. The last return shows that out of 1,286 tafficers

wounded 109 have died- (8-4 per cent.), and of 15,357 men
wounded 1,139 have succumbed {7 "42 per cent.). These
figures compare with about 5 per cent, (officers and men) in

the earlier stages of the war.

v^.v*

A SOLDIER'S EYES
Sir Frederick Mal^rice, the General Officer Com-

manding the Woolwich District, has issued the following
order to the officers, non-commissioned officers and men
under his command :

—

"The attention- of the General Officer Commanding is

almost daily directed to cases in which men of all branches
of the service have failed to use their eyes. Buckets arc
hanging up 'all round a room, and the non-commissioned
officer in- charge, at the moment when they are required,

has never observed that they were there. A policeman is

asked why he' is allowing some irregularity, and replies,

with evident candour, ' I beg your pardon, sir, I did not
see.' The variety of similar incidents that occur coivstantly

is sa g-reat, and represents a blindness so universal and
alarming, that the General Officer Commanding teels it

necessary to impress upon every officer in the garrison the

xtTorrxcx:

"BLJICK, & WJIITE" VICTORIJIJJ SOUVEJJIR
In consequence of the great and continued demand for the* several numbers' of Black and White
illustrating the Life, Death, and Funeral of Her late Majesty the Queen, the Proprietors

have reprinted each number and bound them together ii> a Special Wrapper, reproducing Mr. G. G. Manton's

beautiful picture "The Earthly Crown Passes,'* Price 2s. 6d., post freer 2s. iid. (Paper Cover). Cloth

Purple CoveK, Silver Lettering, 4s. 6d., post free 4s. gd.

PUBLISHING OFFICE : 63, FLEET STREET, LONDON*, E.G.

NOV/ READY.

"BLACK AND WHITE" PARLIAIVIENTARY ALBUM.
PRICE SIXPENCE. POST FR"EE T'^d.

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE NEW PARLIAMENT.
43 Page& and Cover,

PUBLTSHING OFFICE : 63, FLEET STREET, LONDON. E.G.
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fact that, by the wordings of his commission and by the

custom of the Service, it is his duty to train men under him
in whatsoever it is necessary to their efficiency in war. For
this purpose thev are always on dut)-, and liave no rig'ht to

omit any opportunit}' which may present itself for furthering-

his Majesty's Service in this way. Under the present con-

ditions of warfare, there is scarcely anything- which renders

a soldier so dangerous to his comrades and himself, not

merely so useless but so mischievous, as an incapacity for

using his eyes. He cannot do so in war if he is not

habitually trained to do so in peace. Scarcely any incident

of daily life may not be made to contribute either to blind-

'less or to seeing. If a man were physicall}' blind he would

routine, and when nominally off duly, will t.-ike every oppor.
tunity of insisting ujjon men using their eyes. Finally, the
General Officer Commanding appeals personally to every
officer and non-commissioned officer in the garrison not to

treat this as a formal order to be carried out in a routine
fashion, but as an effort to destroj- that habit of not marking'
which some fine day may, if they do not assist him in

i extirpating- it, involve themselves in disaster and the
country ill dishonour. The General Officer Commanding
expects to find that, at all events, no soldier shall amidst
our fleeting garrison be in Woolwich a month without
having been made to realise the importance which he
attaches to this matter."

Miss Kitty Loftus and her inotor-car

(Photo by Foulsham and Banfield)

be discharged the Service as useless to it. A man who has
two good eyes, but does not see with them, is a much more
dangerous soldier than a blind man. The General Officer
Commanding therefore requires that all commanding officers

shall direct the attention of all the officers under them to
this most important point. Subaltern officers in their

lectures to the men will select illustrations from war showing
its importance. They will find plenty in the last war, even
if they are not as familiar as they ought to make themselves
with the past history of war, which is full of them. ' I did
not see it ' is habitually to be regarded as a confession of
incapacity for soldiering, no matter how commonplace and
trivial the incident to which it applies. Officers in daily

Those who collect war poems, or have had relations shut

up in Mafeking, may be glad to know that Messrs. Wilding,
Castle Street, Shrewsbury, are bringing out a poem on the

relief of Mafeking, by Marie Boileau, at 2^d. a copy,

post free, in aid , of the Soldiers and Sailors' Families
Association.

* * *

Messrs. Francis, Day and Hlnter (142, Charing Cross
Road) have just published "Victoria's Emblem" (a white,

white rose), the latest charming words and music of Mr.
Felix McGlennoUj the >vell-known musical composer. Need-
less to say, both words and music are ver)- good.

Printed by the Black and White Pudlishing Company, Limiteo, at 33, Uouverie StKeet ; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly by W. J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C., England. —April 6, 1901.



LIEUTENANT E. W. B. MORRISON
The gallant Canadian Artillery Officer, whose letter from the front in South Africa was
garbled in a characteristic style by the New York "Sun," and reprinted by papers on
this side of the Atlantic. Lieut. Morrison was m^de out by the sinking "Sun" to say

that the Boers were beautiful and the British beascs. (Photo hy Lauccfcld, Ottasux.

)
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CURRENT COMMENTS
mlllim..,.

Lieut. E. W. B. Morrison, of Ottawa, whose portrait

appears in the preceding- page, and whose letter from the

seat of war in South Africa published in the Ottawa Citizen

of January 2nd, was garbled by a correspondent of the

New York Sun in the pro-Boer interest, and in its garbled
form circulated by the Conciliation Committee throughout
this country, is the wielder of a pen as well as of a sword.
While engaged in the work of a journalist in Hamifton,
Ontario, he took an active, enthusiastic interest in " sol-

diering," the artillery being his favourite branch of the

Canadian Militia Service. He was connected with the

Hamilton Field Battery for some years. Shortly after

arriving in Ottawa tp

assume the editorship of

the Citizen, he joined the

Ottawa Field Battery.
When the Canadian
Government decided to

send a second contingent
to South Africa, Lieut.

Morrison volunteered for

service with the Canadian
Brigade Artillery, which
was specially organised.
His own commanding
officer, Major Hindman,
and he were both fortunate

enough to be among the

officers selected, the for-

mer securing command of

a battery. The other unit

of the second contingent
was composed of Dragoons
and Mounted Rifles. As
well as the splendid regi-

ment of infantry, which
preceded them, both artil-

lery and cavalry won
honourable distinction dur-

ing the twelve months they
served through the cam-
paign. Lieut. Morrison
had the honour ofbeing one
of the officers mentioned in

despatches forwarded to

the Commander-in-Chiet
connected with the dash
made by General Smith-
Dorrien's flying column on
November 7th and 8th ot

last year, from Belfast to

Koomati and return. Both
Dragoons and Artillery

were reported to have
shown great gallantry on
this occasion. " I also

wish to mention," says
Colonel Lezzard in his

report to General Smith-
Dorrien, " the gallantry
which the Royal Canadian
Artillery displayed when
saving their own guns."

Atone time their horses were so tired out that they had to.be

dismounted, and the men, while under a raging fire, urged
their horses in every possible way to make them trot out of

action. I wish to connect Lieut. Morrison's name with

above, as he acted with great judgment and great coolness."

Lieut. Morrison has resumed his journalistic duties at

Ottawa.

By a curious mistake last week the photo of Mr. Ramus-
sen, a brave Dane (see page 70) was given in place of Mr.
Charles Fraser, whose portrait adorns, this page. Mr.
Fraser is a native of Glenlivet, and in his day has pulled

the tug-of-war rope against the redoubtable men of

Tominfoul. For upwards of twenty years he guarded the

late Queen most faithfully, and daily was to be seen keeping

Mr. Charles Fraser, who has retired from the_superinteii-

dency of the Royal Household Police. (Photo by Russell & Sons)

watch at the portals of Windsor Castle. He has just
severed his connection with the Court, having resigned the
superintendency of the Royal Household Police.

* * *
Havanas made in England have once again been subject

to the pers'ecution of an inquisitorial Trade Mark Owners'
Protection Association. On the two boxes seized' were the
legends " La Rosa Santiago de Cuba de Lux " and "La
Rosa Santiago de Favorita ;

" on their back the words
"Made in England." Alderman Crosby came straight to

the common-sense of the business. " If I saw one of those
boxes in a shop-window
I should certainly conclude
that they contained real

Havana cigars." If one
entered a tobacconist's by
way of the chimney, or by-

sliding gracefully down a
fire-escape, it would be
possible, of course, to

arrive at the correct state

of affairs. But those are

not usual modes of cntr}',

nor are boxes presented
back foremost. The lin-

guistic attainments of
these particular manufac-
turers have proved a costly

accomplishment. They
were most anxious, their

counsel declared, to find

out what the law really

was. That knowledge has
been presumably-acquired,
but only by expending
s-ome £2,^.

* * *
Abel Erasmus, whose

capture by Colonel Park,
Devonshire Regiment, is

announced by Lord Kit-

chener, is a Boer of the

Boers. He is about the

same age as Mr. Kruger,
and, in his own district, a
far greater man. Eras-
mus has always been
notorious for his cruelty

to the coloured people, and
in his capacity as Native
Commissioner he has been
the perpetrator of many
outrages which should
have, but did not, bring
him within the purview
of the law. On one occa-
sion he is said to have
caught a number of
" rebel " natives, shut

them up in a cave, and
burnt or smoked them to

death. He is a very wealthy man, and much esteemed

among his countrymen, but has taken no prominent part in

the present war. He is believed, indeed, to have been

thoroughly opposed to it.

¥ * If

The Boer prisoners at Deadwood, St. Helena, are employ-

ing their time well. Some have opened shops for the sale

of ginger-beer, barley sugar, cakes, &c., all camp made.
The prisoners have also set up a restaurant. The Dramatic
Club has become an institution, and their periodical enter-

tainments are crowded. Mrs. Cronje's state of health has

caused some anxiety. She is somewhat better now, but her

mind became affected for a time, owing to anxiety concern-

ing the welfare of her family in the Transvaal, and the

recent deaths of some of them. General Cronje continues

well, but is anxious about his wife's state of health.
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The earthquake in Turkey — Mussulmans taking refuge in a hastily-erected shelter

on the outskirts of Constantinople

The feast of
Bairam—a great
day in the
Mahom medan
Calendar —• was
signalised by an
earthquake.
That was on the
last day of last

month, and as the
Sultan proceeded
to pay his re-

spects at the
Mosque in the
Beshiktash quar-
ter of Constanti-
nople, the ground
was shaken with
considerable vio-

lence. Indeed,
so much so that
the Mussulman
population
rushed to the
outskirts of the
city, erected
hasty shelters,

and awaited a
general uphea-
val. However,
the upheaval did
not come, for the
earthquake
passed rapidly

—

that is, for an
earthquak e

—

from east to west.
At least the
shock will give
the good people
of Constanti-
nople something
to talk about
when the next
feast of Bairam
comes along. The King of Siam taking his usual morning "constitutional"

That there is a
Kingdom ofSiam
at all is not the

fault of France.
In recent jears
the latter country
has gradually en-

croached on
Kamese territory

u'ltil Siam has
arrived at the

point that it must
cither be left

alone or blotted

out. It is not
now a squeezable
quant it}', and,
further, it will

not be wiped out.

The King ofSiam
is an enlightened
man who has been
instillingWestern

ideas into his peo-
ple. Many of the

Siamese 3'ouths

are sent to Eng-
land for educa
lion, and the Kina
himself has foi

his chief financia'

adviser Mr.
Rivet-Carnac.
There are forty-

one provinces in

the country, each
administered by
a Governor, while

the King is ad-
vised bv a Coim-
cil of Ministers.

Tlie King's name
is Chiilalong-
korn, but tluU is

not his bl.inio.but

his father's.
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THE "DESERTION" OF WEST
AFRICAN TROOPS

The following alarming news was flashed along
the cable the other day :

—" At the urgent request
of the Governor of the Gold Coast, who arrived at

Cape Coast Castle on the 28th inst., 120 troops left

Accra this morning and proceeded overland to Cape
Coast Castle in connection with an dmeute on the
part of 300 men of the West African Regiment,
who recently arrived there armed, having deserted
at Kumasi owing to the non-fulfilment of repealed
promises of relief alleged to have been made prior
to and since the departure of Colonel Sir J. Will-

cocks. Business at Cape Coast Castle has been
suspended for the last two days, looting being
feared."

However, there was no looting, for the Governor
of the Gold Coast reported that no damage had
been done by the men from Kumasi, and that steps
were being taken to ship them to Sierra Leone.
The detachment, which belongs to the West African
Regiment, was discontented at being kept at Ku-
masi longer than it had expected. The men de-
serted and proceeded to Cape Coast Castle with a
view to getting back to Sierra Leone. It was in-

tended that they should have been relieved in

January by a detachment of the Central African
Regiment from the Gambia, but this force was de-
tained fo^ the operations against Fodi Kabba. As
these are now concluded, the detachment is pro-
ceeding to the Gold Coast. The West African
Regiment was raised in Sierra Leone, and must
not be confounded with the West African Frontier

Police, which was raised in Nigeria.

* * *
The " desertion " caused no little commotion, for

in the House of Commons Mr. Lough asked if it

were true that 300 soldiers of the garrison at
Kumasi had deserted. Mr. Chamberlain said

between four and five hundred men of the West
African Regiment, which was a regiment raised

in Sierra Leone, and had been employed tem-
porarily in Ashanti, had deserted, and proceeded
to the Gold Coast. The Governor reported they
had done no damage. Mr. H. Lewis asked^if any
grievances were alleged. Mr. Chamberlain said

the grievance of the men was that they were not

sent home in Januarj% as was promised on enlist-

ment. The reason why they were not sent home
then was the outbreak of disturbances in the

Gambia, in which British and French forces co-

operated.
* * V

The late Miss Mary Kingsley wrote :
—" It is

absolutely necessary that we should pay a toll to

King Death for holding Empire in West Africa—^a

toll in men dying of fever that is a higher percentage
than the percentage we are losing on the battlefields

in South Africa. Mr. Chamberlain, first of all British

statesmen, recognised this evil, and set himself

about remedying it in a practical way, and in this

effort he has been grandly supported by the mer-
chants of Liverpool and Manchester. . . . Mr.
Chamberlain in this matter has done a grand, good
thing, and done it nobly, for no one urged it on
him ; it w-as done to catch no votes—white men
in West Africa have none."

In the United States they can do everything—at

least, so they allege—but they were very glad to

call in the help of those wonderful people, the

Japanese, when the wreck of the Rio de Janeiro
had to be investigated. That steamer, it will be
remembered, sank at the Golden Gate, San Fran-
cisco (see Budget a fortnight ago), with the loss of

many lives. It sank so deep that even the United
States could do nothing, so they sent to Japan.
Then the people of that rising countr}^ sent their

men, and good men they were, too, as is proved in

the following page.
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Diver Hayakama brings up samples of rock sponge

WONDERFUL JAPANESE DIVERS SEARCHING FOR THE " RIO DE JANEIRO

'

LOST AT THE GOLDEN GATE, CALIFORNIA
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Mr. Lauritz Rasmussen, a
brave Dane, resident in Aber-
deen for the past twenty-three
jears, has saved no fewer than
twent)' - three Hves, and many
Aberdeen laddies have to bless

him for rescuing' them from a
watery grave in Aberdeen Docks.
Like most brave men, Mr. Ras-
mussen is very retiring-, and does
not care to talk about his exploits.

When the Port Jackson, a large
four-masted sailing-ship—the talk

of the town for many a day—was
launched, Mr. Rasmussen rescued

three boys who had been pushed into the docks by the crowd
watching the launch.

* ¥ ¥
Before going to reside In Aberdeen In 1877, Mr. Ras-

mussen had had a romantic and singularly adventurous
career. Born at Nakskov, in Denmark, he went to sea in

Mr. Rasmusssn
Who hrs saved 23 live^

The British Museum was founded in 1753, and wiien llie

Act of Parliament was passed " for providing one general
repository for the better reception and more convenient use
of the said collections (those of Sir Hans Sloane and the
Harlein collection of manuscripts), and of the Cottonian
Library and of the additions thereto," there was no very
great necessity for book trolleys. Certainly they would
have been very handy, but in those days some 200,000
people did not visit the Reading-room as is done now. The
original collections were deposited in Montagu House,
Bloomsbury, in 1874, although really the date 1700 was
virtually the beginning of the Museum, for even then the
collections were called "The British Museum." However,
it was not until 1859 (January isth) tiiat the Museum was
opened to the public.

* * *
Colonel Frederick Flnston, who has become famous

as the capior of Aguinaldo, is a typical American Jack-of-
all-trades. He has worked on a farm and "taught
school," and been a reporter, but these are three phases of
activitv that all Americans at one lime or another seem to

A book trolley in the British Museum. The trolley in one journey can do the labour

of ten able-bodied-men

1861, being then fourteen years of age. He did not again
see his native country until 1877, when he paid a visit to his

parents, taking his wife, an Aberdeen lady, whom he had
met in South America, and two of his children along with
him. Mr. Rasmussen acted for seven years as a pilot on
the River Plate, and he served for six years in the Brazilian
navy, taking part in many of the engagements of the war
between Brazil and Paraguay, from 1866 to 1872. When the
\\a.r broke out he chanced to be serving on a vessel carrying
the Argentine flag, and as the Argentine Republic chose to

side with Brazil in the conflict, this vessel was seized at
Ascension, the capital of Paraguay, and Mr. Rasmussen
was detained as a prisoner for fully six months—being three
months in irons. Before then he had visited North America,
China, Australia, and nearly all parts of the world, and it

K'as his fortune to be very frequently associated with
Italians, whose language he now speaks with perfect fluency.

He has also a command of Spanish, Portuguese, German,
Norwegian, and English. He knows French sufficiently

well for all practical purposes ; he confesses that he
would find some difficulty in corresponding in that lan-

guage.

pass through. Colonel Funston has been several other

things besides—a train collector, a botanist, a Government
surveyor, an explorer, a lecturer, a railroad director, a

guerilla fighter with the Cubans, and for the past three

years a Volunteer officer in the American Army. That for

a man still only thirty-six is a pretty fair record. As a

Government agent he lived for nine months among the

blistered rocks and burning
stretches of sand of Death Val-

ley in the far south-west of the

United States where alkali takes
the place of animal and vegetable
life.

* * ¥
While there he recorded for the

Weather Bureau the highest tem-
perature ever measured by a
Government official. Later, in

Alaska, he repeated the perform-
ance in the opposite direction.

Colonel Funston has been pro- ^ Col. Funston
.

motedtothe rankof Brig.-General. Who captured Aguinaldo
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In the Philippines— Discussing the capture of In the Philippines - Parade of U.S. troops at Tarlac,

Aguinaldo a Philippino stronghold
(From stereoscopic photos by Underwood and Underwood)
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Colonel Funston pointing out the blockhouse and fort of San Juan, captured toy 24th Rcgt. U.S.

(Photo by Jas. Eurton)

WITH THE U.S. ARMY
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The Half-mile Race— Gilman Gesus, Cambridge) nearly
wins. He came in a good second

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE SPORTS
OXFORD WINS : SIX TO FOUR

Relenting a little at the last moment, the weather
tempered its icy blast for the Oxford and Cambridge sports

at Queen's Club, on March 29th ; and though it could

hardly be called a ladies' day, the rain and snow had the

good feeling to hold off until the last race had been run
;

and it is to be hoped that onlya comparatively few of the ladies

who were daring enough to grace the occasion with their

presence paid for their courage by severe chills. The cold

affected the sports in another way, for except in two races
—the mile and the three miles—the times were not good.
Nor will the day be reckoned a red-letter day among
sport's days, on account of the excitement.

* * *

Oxford again won by six events to four, but their victory

was a foregone conclusion when seven of the events had
been finislied, and even before that, since it was known
that they could hardly lose the Weight or the Hammer.
To compensate for this want of excitement, there were
two splendid races, the quarter mile and the half mile,

and two fine performances, the mile and the three
miles. The two fine performances went to Cambridge men,
who may thus have been consoled for their defeat in the
majority of the events. On the other hand, Oxford's victory
was sweetened [by the knowledge that it was chieflj' owing
to the splendid performances and rather unexpected suc-

cesses of their representatives in the quarter and the half.

* * ¥
The half-mile was a great race—for Oxford. Cawthra,

who came in fourth and who was to have cut out the work

The High Jump—Howard-Smith (Cambridge) clears

Sft. lOJ^in,

The Long Jump—Cornish (Line, Oxford) jumps
21ft. e^in. and comes in first

for the first string, Gilman, tailed off early in the race, and
Gilman had to do his own pace-making from the quarter-
mile starting-post to the end—that is to say, during the

last sixth of a mile. For some time along the home-straight
he looked like doing it, but Cleave, the Oxford first string,

caught him and ran him down. Time, i min. 59 2-5 sec.

* ¥ *

In the long jump, Cornish was the Oxford second string,

and beat his own first string, G. W, Kelly, also of Lincoln,

in the last jump. However, Oxford, with the Boat Race to

their credit, have not had things all their own way, for at

the Annual Doubles match (rackets) at the Queen's Ctub,

West Kensington, Cambridge won hands down, and
thoroughly deseryed the victory.
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"THREE LUMPS A PENNY"
HOW LONDON IS SUPPLIED WITH HEARTHSTONE.

It is now a century ago wlien a native of Godstone,
Surrey, picked up a piece of stone at the foot of a hill,

and subsequently discovered it had brighteninar properties.

This is the material which to-day adds a comfort to the
other attractions of the domestic hearth. ' The industrious

housewife would not be without it.

There are only two places where hearthstone is ob-
tained, and these are near neighbours—Godstone and
Nutfield. The former, just the other side of Caterham
Valley, is the property of Sir William Clayton. The hills

about the neighbourhood have now been quarried for many
years, there being altogether at Godstone about 5 or 6 miles
of tunnelling. There are about a score of men employed,
and the- operations are carried on under the official eye ot

the Board of Trade. Periodical visits are paid to the
quarries by inspectors, who thoroughly examine the subways
to make sure that they are properly constructed. Trunks
and branches of trees are used as supports, and the
burrowings are very small and confined, considering the

nature of the operations carried on within them. In some
parts there is scarcely room to stand upright, and at almost In the quarry inspecting a tall of stone

The team drawing hearthstone in the open

any spot you can easily touch the roof and sides where you
stand. The horses employed in drawing the stone out have
thick pads fitted on the tops of theii heads, for if they do
but raise them a few inches they come incontinently in con-

tact with the roof; in short, it is a very tight fit.

The ground under foot is wet, slippery and uneven, and
it is not by any means an easy matter to keep your equili-

brium. The place is just pitch dark, and light is obtained
only from candles and lanterns. The cuttings are of course
devious, for they have to follow the direction of the "vein."
The torsnation of the fatter is peculiar, and consists of

several layers, with the toughest at the bottom. This is

called the "bed" of the stone, and is used for buildirig

purposes. This was the material used in the restoration of
parts ot Westminster Abbey. Next above this comes the

best kind of hearthstone, called " blocks." But perhaps it

will be better if I make a list ot the various layers, beginning
with the bottom and working up to the surface. Here it

is:—Building stone, best Hearthstone (called "blocks"),
Rough Hearthstone (called " burrs "), soft stone (reduced
to powder), sand, clay or chalk, mould.
From the above it will readily be perceived that hearth-

stone is simply inferior building stone, and the higher it gets

the more rotten it becomes. The fourth layer is so soft

that it is very easily reduced to powder. It is then mixed
with mastic cement, and, by means of a process of great

pressure applied with a specially-contrived machine, it is

converted into solid blocks uniform with the best stone.

One man will turn out as many as fifteen grcijs of these in a
single day. The pressure applied to the dust is 30 cwt., and
the size of the aperture in which the materal is enclosed is

4in. by 234^in The blocks have afterwards
to lay by for a time to mature.
When the stone is taken from the quarries

it is kept m open sheds for several months
till it becomes seasoned. Then it is sawn
up by hand and supplied to the various
dealers. The sawing cannot be done by
machinery on account of the presence in

the stone of small pieces of fliint. These
are called " plums," and it is impossible
to locate them in any way. They are
encountered suddenly, and it may then
take the sawyer many hours to work
through one.

* ^ *
It is estimated that considerably over

200 tons of hearthstone is disposed of in a
week. Between thirty and forty truck

-

loads are taken from the Godstone quarries
during a week. The blocks, of course, vary
in size and weight. The quarrying is done
by experienced miners, with regulation
mining implements. It is intercsrting to

note that the various subterranean
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Hearthstone—3 lumps a penny

thoroughfares are named, much the same as the streets

above ground, and a workman may be directed to locate
his energies in West Cutting, or Caterham Junction, and
so on.

Some of the tunnels radiate from a kind of central

chamber, in which there is a workshop, with a large grind-
stone for sharpening the tools. It is quite an easy matter
to lose oneself in the quarr'es, for once you are out of your
proper course you are quite helpless in the darkness and
the labyrinthine and tortuous passages. There never was
such a maze of a place. The entrance is just a square hole
att the foot of a hill—a black patch framed in foliage.

This hearthstone quarrying would appear to be a very
healthy occupation, for I believe they number among tbeir

workmen quite a large number of septuagenarians, with a
sprinkling of octogenarians. In the rare event of a member
of the staff dying or becoming incapacitated, they apply to a
mining district for a substitute.

In addition to brightening the domestic hearth, the stone
is used extensively at railway stations, prisons, workhouses,
by the L.C.C., and in almost all large public buildings.
It is reckoned that prisons, workhouses, and railways
between them get rid of about fifty gross of " blocks " a
week.
By the way, the disused cuttings are devoted to the

propagation of that darksome delicacy, the mushroom.
The industry is in the hands of a French firm, and an
enormous quantity are turned out weekly.

I am indebted for much of the information in this article

to Messrs. Terrey and Co., of Kennington.
11. L. Adaji.

Storage sheds of hearthstone

The Councillor and Guardian has made inquiries of the

masters of 139 workhouses in England and Wales, out of a
total of 650, as to the number of inmates who have lived in

the reigns of George III., George IV., William I\'., \'ic-

Drawing the hearthstone in the quarry

Unloading trucks

toria, and Edward VII. The result is that in the ui.ions

referred to there are no fewer than 2,784 such inmates,
giving an average of 20 per workhouse. The Camberwell
Workhouse heads the list with 133 five-reign inmates out of

a total of 916. Bethnal Green comes next
with log out of 1,051 inmates, Brighton
with 103 out of 1,260 inmates, and Hack-
ney with 101 out of 1,407 inmates. The
Liverpool Workhouse contains the largest

number of inmates in the country—namely,
3,624, but of these only 85 have lived in

the five reigns. Manchester comes next

with 2,857, ^"d of these 58 have lived in

the five reigns. The Aberavron Work-
house (Cardigan) has the smallest number
of inmates ^namely, 17, and of these 5
have lived in the five reigns. This union
gives the largest percentage of five-reign

inmates compared to the number in the

workhouse.
* * *

With reference to the coinage of the

King, which has been the subject of so

much conjecture, one thing- may be salely

predicted. On the new coiiKige the head
will be turned towards the right side of
the coin, whereas the head of Queen \'ic-

toria was on (he loft. It is not generally

known that the head of the new Soveroig.i

on a new coinage is always turned in the

opposite direction to that of his predecessor.
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ll.q oihct diy. Q. The River Pasig near (he Lacuna lie Bay. >

where the gcneraf advance bngan. 13. Cnn^ul Wetdmnn, of H-i.

Femondo, Tor Lome llcne Ihc IniurKeni

Grnnd Flan a: Sua

SCENES AND PORTRAITS IN THE PHILIPPINES
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CLEARING THE BORDER OF THE INDIAN RESERVATION IN THE UNITED
STATES. INDIAN PRISONERS BEING MARCHED TO THE NEAREST FORT
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Coaling ship in his Majesty's Navy. A short breathijig space

THE MANNING OF THE NAVY
Lord Brassey recently addressed the members of the

London Chamber of Commerce on the " Manninof of the

Navy and the Mercantile Marine." The address, which
was delivered at Saddlers' Hall, endeavoured to point out

the extent to which training' for the Navy and the mercantile
marine should be co-existent and interdependent. The first

point upon which Lord Brassey insisted was that the
number of British seamen in the mercantile marine was
rapidly diminishingf. Fifty years ago there were 200,000
British mercantile seamen. To-day there were not half that

number, and very soon the British able seamen in foreig'n-

going- ships would be outnumbered by the foreigner and the
Lascar. This state of things Lord Brassey considered to be
not only deplorable from a sentimental point of view, but it

intimately affected the future, the resources, and the expense
of the Royal Navy. Shipbuilding for the Navy was
increasin;^>f in vast proportions ; and for the ships there must

be men. The permanent force for manning the Navy had
doubled since Lord Brassey had entered Parliament. If i;

increased in the same way, and if it were sought to maintain
in peace the full numbers required to man the Navy in time
of war, not only would a very heavy burden be placed on
the taxpayer, but the ports would be crowded with men
without training.

* ¥ *

The French maintained a reserve capable of supplying
40,000 efficient men to the navy ; it was no exaggeration to

say that Great Britain required at least 50,000 men in her
Naval Reserves. This body of men could best be obtained
from the mercantile marine. The deterioration and the
diminution in the numbers of the British seamen were owing
to the insufficiency in the number of boys being trained.

Besides the school ships established by Government there
should be a bounty paid on behalf of boys sent to sea in

selected sailing-ships.

The punitive expedition on the Gambia, West Africa. Tendaba, where the British force

landed
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The fighting on the Gambia — The Governor's camp at Ballal during the expedition

Sir George Denton (Governor) and the officers and staff of the expedition

THE FIGHTING ON THE GAMBIA, WEST AFRICA
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The Mansion House conference concerning;; the question
of the estabhshnient of rifle clubs for workinj^' men received
the cordial approbation of the Commander-in-Chief. Lord
Roberts' approval is all the more valuable becaase he
makes it clear that he perceives the necessary limitations

of the movement, and does not indulji^'c in visions of a
nation of perfect marksmen. "This country," he wrote,
" is too populous to admit of our workmen being' provided
with the same facilities for shooting- as the Boers ;" but that

is no reason why they should not obtain further and better

facilities than they at present possess. Such rifle clubs as
are proposed would not only interest young men in what
Lord Roberts rightly calls an "intensely interesting"
recreation, but would also be valuable nurseries for the

Army and the Volunteers. The movement is, therefore,

one which is in every way worthy of support, and the pro-

gress of the clubs which have already been established

should be watched with interest, and supported with
generosity by those who have the means to do so.

* * *
The Medical Press, in an article in the current number,

makes very strong comments on the death-rate in Dubfiii,

which, it states, is year after year becoming more unhealthy.
The poor of Dublin die at a rate unapproached in any
European or American city, killed by their dirty surround-
ings, poisoned by the stenches of pig-styes and private
slaug-hter-houses, and by air contaminated with the gases
of deficient and faulty sanitary accommodation. The
highest local death-rate is that of the Soulh-East Street
district, which is 6i'3per thousand annually.

The Russian Government has sanctioned a large and
comprehensive exhibit at the Glasgow Exhibition with the
idea of improving the commercial relations between the two
countries. Russia is the only foreign country that has
taken official action in connection with the Exhibition. The
exhibit, wnich is now in course of construction, will, it is

estimated, cost something like ;^30,ooo.

Another arrival at the Z30—The Rcd-faccd Qiiakari, a
native of South America. (Drawn by L. Beatrice Thompson)

This rare monkey, the Red-faced Quakari (Quacaria
Rubicimda, Upper Amazons), is among the latest arrivals

at the Zoological Gardens, Reg'ent's Park. The natives of
the district of the Upper Amazons, whence it comes, call it

"The Englishman," a poor compliment, since, owing to its

unfortunate complexon, it only resembles the most degraded
types of the British nation. The face, bare except for a few
bristles, is of a violent-red colour, the skin being stretched
so tightly over the skull that it is shiny. The eyes are dark
brown, with large pupils ; the top of the head is nearly
bald, otherwise the animal is covered with long, shaggy
hair of a uniform foxy hue, and though the tail is very short,

the monkey is exceedingly active in its movements.

the birthplace of Robert Burns,
a large

The new museum at

AUoway Cottage, n.-ir Ayr, has recently acquired
collection of engravings and other objects interesting as
being connected with the poet and his works. The en-

gravings, 115 in number, formed the collection of the late

Mr. A. Craib Angus, Glasgow. Perhaps the most interest-

ing is an etching from an early state of the plate executed
by William Walker and Samuel Cousins. It is little more
than an outline with part of the shading lightlj' filled in, the

plate being finished by Cousins in mezzotint. It is signed

John Phillip. There is also a copy of the so-called portrait

by J. Horsburgh, engraved by Peter Taylor, Edinburgh,
painted in 1786. It is the well-known print showing Burns
seated and wearing a Quaker hat. Among the recent

objects added to the collection by donation is an ear!}'

American edition of the poet's works, printed by Charles
Wells, New York. The trustees have also acquired b}-

purchase a copy of the first Edinburgh edition of poems,
which was dedicatedto the Caledonian Hunt, and published

in 1787, and also a pirated facsimile of the first edition of

the poet's works, printed in; Kilmarnock in 1786,- published

by James Magee, Belfa'st, 1787.

The Glasgow Exhibition. The Sandj ford entrance

(Photo by Annan)
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There's many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip, and many a twist

in the saddle

Adding insult to injury: "D'ye think I want to hire a blooming German
brass band I

"

FOLLOWING THE HOUNDS
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IN SING SING

CONVICT . . .

. ^ . PRISON,

NEW YORK

A refractory prisoner Closing tlie air door of tlie dark cell

p;

JSoiiig ta dinuer—-The- quick march
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The rising in Jubaland (the Somali rebellion). The " point
ready to start the day's work

of the advance guard

Little has been said about the operations in Jubaland
(East Africa), consequent on the murder of Mr. Jenner, the

British Resident, and the encroachments and fanaticism of

the Somalis. Neverthe-
less, our troops—drawi\
from India—have had a
stiff time, but, as usual,

"Tommy" (whether
black or white) has come
out on top. The
Emperor of Abyssinia
has been operating- with
our troops.

^ ^ ^
By inadvertence, it was

stated in a recent num-
ber of the Budget that

Sir Hiram Maxim had
been lecturing- in New
York on explosives. As a
matter of fact, it was Mr.
Maxim, and not Sir

Hiram, who has not
crossed the Atlantic for

two years. We are sorry
for the mistake, for more
than one reason, for Sir

Hiram has been devoting
his great genius to the

benefit of Great Britain.

* * *
The South African

medal will be of silver,

and the clasps will be
inscribed Belmont, Mod-
der River, Paardeberg,
Driefontein, Wepener,
Johannesburg, Diamond
Hill, Belfast, VVitteber-
gen, Defence of Kimber-
ley, Relief of Kimberley,

Defence of Mafeking, Relief of Mafeking, Cape Colony.
Orange Free State, Transvaal, Rhodesia, Talana.
Elandslaagte, Defence of Ladj-smith, Tugela Heights

Relief of Ladysmith
Laingr's Nek, Natal, &c.

* * *
Mr. Ji'GGiNs, of thf

War Office, has declared

that "no individual can
have both the defence and
relief clasps for either

Kimberle)', Mafeking, or

Ladysmith," but it might
be interesting to that

alleged lover of fair pla}'

to know that several men
have defended these

places ; at the last

moment (at the risk of

their lives) have broken
through the lines; made
tiieir way to the British

column, and have fought
with the relieving column
(again at the risk of their

lives or a bar—Mr. Jug-
gins says "clasp") until

the cities named were
relieved. There are (or

were) man}" cases, for

instance, in the Dublin
Fusiliers in the relief of

Ladysmith ; ot the Pro-

tectorate Regiment at

Mafeking-, and of the

Lanes and attached corps

at Kiniberloy. "Diamond
Hill" was given to save
the face of Harrod's.
But, of course, Mr. Jug--

gins in his easy chair

knows.lor the hospitals —la.\ing cyclists
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Waiting her turn

In the teeming life ofj the East-End,
midst the maimed, the halt and the
blind, the hospitals play no secondary
part. From early morn to dewy eve
the portals are thronged with suffering
humanity. Inside all sorts and con-
ditions of men, women and little

children — the out-patients— patiently

wait their turn, as the nimble house
surgeons quickly decide and act for the

benefit of the sufferer. At the present
ime when hospitals are so much in

Out-patients getting medicine

jvidence, our pictures will recall the fact that these institutions are not kept going for nothing, therefore it is the
duty of all those who have a penny to spare to pay, pay, pay !

The House Sprcfeon seeing the out-patients
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WOMAN'S WAYS

How totally our ideas on house furnishing have changed !

Time was when everyone's home was the replica of her
neighbours. One did not dare run counter to the decorative
decrees of the day ; but now ?iotis avoiis changd tout ccla,

and each Englishwoman's
house, besides being her
castle, must be as unlike

other people's castles as
possible ; and for this end
the ideal mistress strives.

* 5jf ^
Lately there has been a

great demand for novel
ornaments. I say orna-
ments because that is the
conventional term, but
the demand has created a
supply of knick-knacks of

such daring originalit}' that

to apply the term orna-
ment to many of them
s ems a misnomer. One
must exercise discretion in

S-'lecting from these gro-
tesques. Among the pret-

tiest novelties are the
fas'iionable copies of old
o:ik cradles, which combine
Ijcauty with u ility, since

they make excellent re-

ceptacles for daily papers,
or when filled with plants

and ferns give a pic-

turesque touch to a hall.

Very quaint, and useful

withal, are the old-
fashioned brass dairy
racks with their hanging
array of highly polished
crumb scoops, &c.

Squares of lawn with
embroidered monograms
make dainty cushion covers
and give a new lease of
life to a cushion which has
lost something of its fresh-

ness. They may be bought
in a variety of designs,
and are obviously easy to

make. For those of my
readers interested in fancy
work, I would suggest a
lawn square, worked in

shadow-stitch, which is

,
merely darning under the

pattern from edge to edge,
and is most effective,

although so simple. For
this purpose one of Briggs'
patterns should be trans-

ferred on to the lawrt by
means of a warm iron. A further effect may be obtained
by making buttonholes at regular intervals, through which
a ribbon the colour of cushion, or a contrasting shade,
may be passed and tied in a pretty bow in the corner. You
will see illustrated a very pretty example of this style, which
I purchased the other day for my own particular sanctum.

¥ ¥ ¥
A LITTLE time ago the extravagances of the age were very

much impressed upon us, but after reading an article in the

February number of the Argosy dealing with " The Reign
Oi the Dandies " our small luxuries pale before the greater

^

I

ones of these famous beaux of a past century. We read
that the notorious Colonel Hanger, who was the first to

bring white waistcoats into fashion, spent £,Cfao one winter
in dress clothes alone, and that the King himself used to

witness Beau Brummell toilet to acquire the art of tying his

own necktie in the approved way.

* * *
Kerchiefs and neck ornaments of all kinds and in all

ages have always played an important part in fashionable
attire. Dame Paston, in those delightful letters (published

by Constable and Co.),
writes to her husband in

the fifteenth century, and
in pretty old English begs
him to bring her a ncck-
ruff and a girdle for her
fair daughter. She, good
lady, was well content
with her one ruff; but the
well-dressed woman of to-

day must have at least a
dozen of these accessories
to the toilet before she is

thoroughly- equipped in

this particular for all her
society functions.

The climate is specially
trying just now ; the wind
playing havoc with our
complexions, and the rain
and snow with our apparel.
We can only be thankful
when the floodgates of
heaven are opened that
mackintoshes are not the
hideous, clinging garments
they were heretofore, and
that one can look quite
chic and at the same time
defy the elements in one of
the new rainproof coals.

* * *
Of all the ornaments

with which lovely woman
delights to adorn herself,

none is more fascinating-

than the necklace. In
every changing age its

quaint charm has been
acknowledged, and it has
come down to us bringing
many an old-world
romance in its little circle.

What was once the
favoured ornament of the
savage maiden is to-day
among the treasured
baubles of the refined

woman of fashion. And
to what length has it not
grown ! It has enslaved
us all, and cheerfully we
bear our glittering chains
of bondage ; and these
same chains may be had
in such a variety of design
and colour that each may

please her fancy and yet be in touch with the fashion of the

moment. Personally, I prefer the artistically-tinted beads
of quaint shades and devices to be obtained at any of our

best shops, at Messrs. Yixh^riy's par excellence. Those long

strips of different-sized beads give a touch of individuality

to the wearer, while plain lengths of coral of the palest tint

harmonise with the pastel shades now so much worn.

¥ * *
With the exception of the jupe corselet, there is little

change in skirts. They are still worn quite flat at the back
and stand out well at the hem. No style is more becoming

A neat Spring Coat

K
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than the Empire : witness the charming- evening gown
depicted by our artist. This model was of rich white

spotted silk, lace forming the revers, and introduced again

on the skirt.

* * *

At this season of the year it is well to be provided with a

warm wrap. The coat sketched is eminently suited for the

time of year, and
would prove an ac-

quisition to anyone
taking a trip across
the Channel this

year.

* * *

I WAS reading an
article the other
day dealing with
the evils arising
from excessive tea-

drinking. The
writer pointed out
that coffee was not
nearly so injurious

to the nerves,
although its stimu-

lating properties

are the same. Cof-
fee, as a rule, is

more difficult to

make than tea, and
for that reason not

so universally popu-
lar. The Red,
White and Blue
Coffee meets all

requirements, is as
easy to make as
the "cup that
cheers," and isvery

economical, as less

quantity is re-

quired for the mak-
ing, it being so
much stronger than
ordinary coffee.

A simple dance frocli for young girls After s'pring
It is of thick white silk with woven spot ; made cleaning' who does
Empire style, blatk ribbon velvet with bow and , ° , ro-hf o-
long ends at neck ; also revers. Lace is introduced ''O"' ar^aa ngntmg

on the skirt at the bottom up gas -jets to

ag-ain blacken our
ceilings ? For my part I vowed that for the summer
months, at least, lamps alone would I use, so hied me to

that Aladdin's Palace of Lamps, Benson's. After inspecting
their charming stock, where each fresh example seems
better than the last, I at length selected a very pretty
one for my own particular room, composed of copper and
brass in a quaint design, with shade of copper-coloured
silk. A very handsome standard lamp I was quite unable
to resist, and a sweet, hanging lamp, with six candle arms,
quite took my fancy captive.

» * *

Have you tried the jacketed vessels for table and toilet

use ? By some simple contrivance hot water is kept at scald-
ing point for hours. One vessel holding two gallons, to be
used in the bedroom, affords a supply of warm water for the
washstand from morning until night. A smaller vessel of
the same pattern is a boon to shavers, who will have the
bliss of knowing their water will retain its heat in spite of
the extra forty winks.

* * *

One of the most interesting problems of the near future
is the treatment of the proposed memorial to the late Queen.
By common consent this is to repeat in its general lines the
Albert Memorial in Hyde Park, that is to say, there will be

a central figure of Queen Victoria under some sort of

canopied structure, and about its base outlying groups of

allegorical figures. These present no difficulty to the
sculptor. Many of our younger men would no doubt rise to

the occasion and produce works of art which would be the
delight of the ages to come. I5ut a suggestion has been
thrown out that it would be an appropriate opportunity of

recording the marvellous progress in art and science which
marked the long reign of our beloved Queen, and that

portrait statues of the men of science, poets, painters,

novelists, and statesmen who have flourished in the nine-

teenth century should find a place in the general scheme.
This is, in the abstract, a reasonable and worthy idea. But
any attempt to realise it in the concrete fills us with dismay.
The question of costume may well stagger the most
ardent abettor of the proposal. The gentleman may
no doubt dispense with headgear, and thus one obstacle
will be avoided, and it may be possible to. give a passable
rendering of the painter's round jacket, and even to force

the scientist's frock-coat into some approach to sculpturesque
rigidity. But the ladies !—and in these days, when woman's
rights are freely recognised, the ladies must not be omitted
—here is the rub. The literary and artistic ladies of the

period were perhaps conveniently free from the conventions
of costume, and a Rosa Bonheur developed a style of dress
which was, if not very feminine, certainly very artistic. But
Rosa Bonheurs are few and far between, and the young
sculptor will find his work cut out—metaphorically speak-
ing—to do justice, say, to George Eliot in a crinoline ! We
confess that the costume point of view is very much the

most interesting point of view to us ; and we await, with a
certain awful expectancy, the development of this all-

engrossing problem.

^ ¥ *

Martha will be pleased to anr-

domestic and personal matters.
,cr questions relating to

THE NUMBER 9

The remarkable manner in which the number 9, and

multiples of 9, as well as the number 19, are associated with

the life and death of her Majesty Queen Victoria, may
be demonstrated as follows :

—

(i) Twice 9, or 18, was the age of her Majesty when she

came to the Throne. (2) Seven times 9, or 63, was the

number of the years of her reign. (3) Nine times 9, or 81,

was the number of the years of her life. (4) Twice 9, or

18, completed years of the 19th century had elapsed at her
Majesty's birth. (5) Four times 9, or 36, completed years
of the 19th century had elapsed at her accession to the

Throne. (6) The
late Queen had
issue 9 children.

(7) Her Majesty
was born in the
19th year of the

19th century, and
she came to the
Throne in the

19th year of her
age. (8) The
numerals which
express 1819, the
year of her birth,

when added to-

gether, make 19.

(9) The numerals
expressing 1837,
the year of her
accession, when
added together
make 19. (10) 999 completed years had at her death elapsed

since the death of her celebrated ancestor King AltVed the

Great, who died October iSth, 901. 9 centiuios of the

Christian era had expired at his death, and ig centuries had
just ended at the death of Queen \'ictoria.

Lawn cushion covered witli ribbon run
througli
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THE CUP AND ITS HOLDERS
Since the Association Cup competition waw inaugurated

in the season of 1871—72 it has been held by the seventeen
separate clubs whose names are well-known in the foot-

bail world. Of these Cup winners, the Wanderers—a de-

funct metropolitan club, very similar, in man}' respects, to

the present-day Corinthians—held the "pot," as it is affec-

tionately styled, on five occasions ; and in 1878, having won
it for the third successive year, it became their property, but
was restored to the Association as a perpetual trophy.
Equal with the Wanderers in the number of times they have
earned the right to hold the coveted vessel in their posses-
sion for twelve months—or, to be strictly accurate, from the

date of the final Cup tie to the first day of February of
the following year, when it has to be returned to the Asso-
ciation—the Blackburn Rovers have also attained the
honour of three consecutive wins, for which feat they were
iwarded a special trophy in 1886.

Aston Villa, with three wins in the Final Cup Tie, and Old
Etonians and West Bromwich Albion, with two victories

a-piece, make the roster, so far as those clubs are concerned
who have achieved more than one success in this competition.
Next to winning the Cup, the highest honour a club can

attain is not to win it when the defeat is brought about in

the final tie. Old Etonians, Royal Engineers, Oxford
Universit}', and West Bromwich Albion, who have all been
finalists on four or more occasions, have left the field

defeated on considerably more occasions than they have
returned to the pavilion victorious. The Wanderers, on the
other hand, took part in but five finals, and they won them
all. The list of those clubs taking part in two or more final

ties is as follows :
—

Blackburn Rovers
Old Etonians
Wanderers
West Bromwich Albion...

Aston Villa

Oxford University
Royal Engineers
Wolverhampton Wanderers...
Clapham Rovers
Preston North End
Notts County
Sheffield Wednesday
Qu-een's Park, Glasgow
Everton 2 o
Derby County ... 2 o

Altogether eighty-one goals have been scored in the
twentj'-nine finals at time of writing, sixty-nine by the
winners and only twelve by the lo.sers, the average per
match being rather less than three. The highest aggregate
of goals is, up to date, the fifteen scored by the Blackburn
Rovers, six of which were netted in their match with
Sheffield Wednesday in 1890, the said match proving to be
the most prolific in goals of any played .so far ; the Wan-
derers, with eleven goals, is the only other club to yet secure

Finals. Wins
. 6 5
. 6 2

• 5 5

5 2

4 3

4
4
3

. 2

2

2

. 2

. 2

a double-figure aggregate. It is interesting to note that in

eighteen of the twenty-nine matches already played the
lo.sers did not secure a single point.

It is a popular fallacy that the Northerners have had
matters all their own way, so far as the possession of the
Cup is concerned ; but this will be dispelled by a glance at
the names of the finalists, which, when collated, show that
of the fifty-eight contestants the North can claim twenty-
three, the South twenty-two, and the Midlands thirteen.

The present position of affairs, ascribing to the Midlands
the feats of Oxford University, is as follows :

—

North...

South...

Midlands

Finalists.

... 23 ...

22

... 13 ...

Cup Winners.
.. ... 12 ...

10 ...

7 •••

Cup Losers.

II

12

... 6

58 29 29

Of the twenty-nine matches played, Northerners have
monopolised seven. Southerners six, and Midlanders three.

Of the remaining thirteen the men from the North have
battled for the trophy with the Midlanders on six occasions,
and with the Southerners on three (two of which they won),
whilst the Southerners and Midlanders have met on four
tented fields. Harold Macfarlane.

— +~Bn„„Uj)((, ...4

(To the Editor of ''Black and White Budget.")

Sir,—May we venture to ask you to enable us, through
the columns of your valuable paper, to make known the
following facts to the public ? The directors of the Crystal
Palace have generously offered a large number of season
tickets for the Naval and Military Exhibition (to be held
there this summer), and which are to be sold for the benefit

of the Soldiers and Sailors' Families Association. The price

of the tickets will be one guinea each, not transferable, also

three-guinea tickets to admit holder and three friends, and
five-guinea tickets to admit holder and five friends. Half
railway fare is included. No tickets are to be sold to those
who have subscribed for Crystal Palace season tickets

for the year 1901. A general committee of ladies has
been formed to further the sale of tickets. It is hoped
by this means to secure a considerable sum for the
S.S.F.A., which, owing to the prolongation of the war,
urgently requires further support, as the demands of the

funds of the Association considerably exceed ;^5o,ooo a
month. We trust that our appeal to the public may meet
with a generous response. Tickets and further information
can be obtained from honorary secretary of the Ladies'

Committee, Colonel C. H. T. Marshall, 18, Connaught
Square, W.—We are, yours faithfully,

Hilda Brodrick, President.

Blanche Duncannon,^
E. Ebury,
Maud G. Hamilton, l Executive
T. Londonderry, (Committee.
Evelyn Stanhope,
Louie Somerset,

TRY IT IN YOUR BATH.
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Allays the Irritation caused by Mosquito Bites.

R stores the Colour to Carpets.

Of all Chemists, Etc.

Invaluable for Toilet Purposes.

Removes Stainsand GreaseSpotsfrom Clothing

Invigorating in Hot Climates.

Cleans Plate and Jewellery.

Price Is. per Bottle.
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THE GOVERNOR
of Malta. Lieutenant-General Sir Francis Wallace Grenfell, who welcomed the Duke and
Duchess oE Cornwall and York to the famous stronghold of the Mediterranean, Like

Sir Redvers Buller he began his military career as a Rifleman, and is proud of that fact.

He has fought in many parts of the Continent of Africa -Egypt, the Soudan, Zululand,

Transvaal, and surrounding country [Pho/o hv Barmiid
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Tlic place Mhcrc the people are numbered

-

JMillDanK, \auxUall
The Census Office at

CURRENT COMMENTS
It is alleged that the war in South AlViea has taught us

many things : for instance, the proper use of the words
"slim," "commandeer," and " Stellenbosch," and flic use

vf the ivhite flog. In days not so very far distant there was
an unwritten law in the Army that " No surrender !

" was
the eternal password. That was in the days of the regular
soldier. Now a new Army Order has been published for

the benefit of those who cannot read between the lines of
" the book." The Order prescribes a court-martial for any
officer or man raising the white flag. But, first find your
man. Unfortunately there are one or two officers who are
old women, one or two who are half-baked, and one or two
sergeants, corporals, and privates who are white-livered.

The different adjectives apply to the lot. At the same time
there are surrenders and " surrenders." 1 he man in the

arm-chair and the man in a corner seat in a "pub"" have
launched their criticism of cowardice at the men who have
been fighting in a country the difficulties of which are un-

known or ignored. There have been cases of cowardice

—

on the part of persons unknown --and there have been cases
of absolute compulsion. Some regiments are lucky—that

is, they haveisensible men and true for officers ; other regi-

ments are unlucky—they have been cursed with common-
place snobs. But the men are splendid, as the\' always
have been.

Sir RliPVKRS Billkr is indomitable. His personality,

with its absolute frankness and simplicity, with which is

mingled perhaps not a little density, is of the kind that

Englishmen love and admire—and rightly so. Such men
may make mistakes, but then dogged does it ; and when
they come up smiling in the end everyone applauds.
The other day Sir Redvers received the freedom of the

ancient and historic borough of Plymouth, and after he had
signed the freeman's roll he made a speech which must
disarm the most carping criticism. He took no credit to

himself. With him now, as on a historic occasion, it is the

men who are splendid ; their (jeneral, according to his own
accoimt, was only lucky. There may be two opinions about
Sir Redvers" luck ; there can only be one as to the splendid
example he showed his men and their absolute devotion
to him.

* * *
One morning not long ago, writes a corresjjondent of the

Lady's Pictorial, Mr. C. T. Yerkes, the American " Tram
King,"' received the following letters— " Dear Mr. Yerkes,

—

1 have seen by the papers how rich yon are, and also I

have seen your picture, which looks kind. So 1 thought I

would tell you that my parents are poor, and depriving
themselves of many comforts in order to give me a good
education. Among my school friends there is a gymnastic
club, of which I am a member, and all the girls wear silk

skirts ; and it gives me the horrors to feel I cant have one,

when I hear the fascinating rustle of their petticoats.

Would you send me five dollars to buy one ?—Yours, &c.
'

Mr. Yerkes received the unique epistle from his secretary,

and to the latter's astonishment exclaimed : " Send her the

mone)'. It will give more ple.isure liian if

invested in any other way." The money was
sent, and the acknowledgment was :is fol-

lows :
-" Dear Mr. Yerkes, - Thanks so

much for the money. I invested il, and < an
now rustle with the others.'"

* * *
King Euwaro VII. s first windfall has

just been anno\mced from Belfast. It was
a useful sum of ready money treasure trove.
It has been longer coming than Oueen
\'ictona"s, and hers, though valueless, lite-

rally fell from the clouds. In Juh', 1837, a
coroner's jury sat over the bod\- of a para-
chutist who was fatally inji:rj(I at Vaux-
hall. It declared : "'We find that the
deceased, Robert Cocking, came to his

death casuallj' and by misfortune in conse-
Cjuence of the serious injuries which lie re-

ceived from a fall in a parachute of his

own invention and conlA-ivance, which was
appended to a balloon ; and we further find that the para-
chute, as ' moving ' towards his death, is deodand, ami
forfeit to our Sovereign Lad\-, the Queen." Parachutes
improved in the late reign, since the days of Professoi-

Baldwin. Unfortunately Hooligans also develo]jed. For in

the seventies, when a parachutist named De Vries came to

grief at Cremorne, the roughs in the Kings Road, Chelsea,
left nothing of the parachute to be handed over to the

Crown.
¥ * *

Bridgwater Holse, famous in history, was the scene
of a sad traged}', when a butler shot a young girl, his

fellow - servant, and afterwards committed suicide. The
house, the town residence of the Earl of Ellesmere, stands
at the western end of Cleveland Row, St. James's. Erected
in 1850 from designs prepared by the late Sir Charles Barrj-,

the mansion occupies the site of what was formerly
Berkeley House, which Charles II. presented to the Duchess
of Cleveland. Afterwards, when Berkeley House was
named Cleveland Court, it was occupied by Mrs. Selwyn,
mother of George Selwyn. It is said of George Selwjn.
who died here in 1791, at the age of seventy-two, " he

lived for society, and continued in it until he looked like

the waxwork figure of a corpse. ' The Duke of Bridgwater,
who, dying in 1803, left his pictures valued at ^'150,000.

Bridgwater House
(Photo by Tli.inlcfiill' Sturdee)
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Mr. Cbaiies Green, who has seen three centuries,
is in his 107tb year

He

Within a week of each other two centenarians have just

died in Brighton. They were two of the three people
Brighton could boast of as having lived in three centuries.

Both of them were widows. One was Mrs. Emma Priestly,

who was born a few days before the close of the eighteenth
century, and had lived half her life in one house in Brighton.
The other—Mrs. Elizabeth Fairman—saw the light just a
month after Napoleon, as First Consul, overthrew the

Austrians at Marengo, in June, 1800. Till she was 98 Mrs.
Fairman, living alone without kith or kin, did all her own
shopping, cooking and mending. The last six months of
her life were passed in bed as the result of a fall, but she
was bright and intelligent to the last. As late as this j'cai

she did some needlework for a bazaar.

* * *
A MAN still older tlian these two laJies is still alive in

Brighton. This is Charles Green, whose photograph, taken
last Christmas, we are able to give. Over 106 years ol

age, he is probably the oldest man in the British Isles. His
age is well enough teslified, though a fire, many years ago,
destroyed the registers of the parish church of Sidlesham, a
village hard by Selsey Bill, in the south-west corner of
Sussex—registers setting out that Charles Green was born
in that parish on August 22nd, 1794. And in the quiet fields

and lanes of Sidlesham did Charles Green play his childlsli

games and make his first acquaintance with the joys and
sorrows of life at a time when le petit Coporal had not yet
made Europe tremble before the name of Naiioleon. Nelson
had not received his death wound at Trafalgar when Charles
Green was working as a farm labourer. When the news of
Waterloo sent a shout of joy through all England Green
was a man grown, and he took his sweetheart to see the
bonfire that welcomed the glad news. He was fifty years
old when he first left his native village, and then he made
the one change of his life. He came to Brighton, and
worked there in fields and gardens till he was well over 90
years old. Since his hundredth birthday he has only once
or twice left the house. Deaf, vacant, silent, yet capable of
rousing, he is spending his last days in his armchair by the
fire. The spark of life is fading very quietly.

* * *
It must be nearly a score years ago since I first saw the

intiopid lady, Ella Zuila, the famous tight-rope walker and

balancer, at the Crystal F'ala'c. A (<••.•,/ nights ago T

saw her again at the Roj'al Aquarium, Westminsler, and
found !ier as graceful and as nimble as ever. Siie runs,
skips about, sits, lies on her back, walks with fettered feet,

sits at a table and smokes and drinks, and rides a bi'-yclc

on the ro|3c, all with the utmost sangfroid.
Ella Zuila is a female lilondin, every bit as easy and

skilful as the "old gentleman." .She has an interesting

personality, for she has trav-lled the wide world over. .She

is a native of Australia, but has not seen much of her home-
land since she started her professional career. She is very
popular on the Continent, where she has spent a great deal
of lime.

* * *
As regards nerve and pluck, I do not think theix- art

many Ella Zuilas in the world. .She is what our .•\merican

cousins would call " gritty." i think shemust have been
born for a perilous calling. I will illustrate this with a
pithy little yarn which Madame Zuila one day related to

me. .Some years back she was peiforming on a wire in a
large building, something al^er the style of the .Aquarium,
in conjunction with her husband, who was himself the first

man to ride a bicycle on a high wire. During the progress
of the performance, the latter chafRngly dared his wife to

dive from the roof into the net. This piqued the daring
lady, who promptly mounted or climbed up to an iron

girder under the roof, where there was just sufficient room
for her to make a lodgment, and, as she said, " uttered a
little prayer," and let go. Fortunatelv, she arrived safely.

She had never made a dive before.

* * *
.She has had several hair-breadth 'scapes. Why, only the

other night at the Royal Aquarium I was witness of a little

hitch which made me jump in my boots. .And I comme;id
these remarks to the serious notice of the management.
Just beneath the wire on which Ella Zuila performs ii

another wire running at right angles, and used in connec-
tion with the apparatus for the lank-dive. Madame Zuil.;

was riding her bicycle acro.-s the wire at top speed when
the ends of her balance pole fouled the wire beneath and
brought the bicycle and rider up with a jerk. It was due
to the presence of mind of the lady that a serious accident
was averted. She pedalled back and descended the other
end. Of such material are funambulists made. When shall

we see Ella Zuila at Sydenham again? She is very popular
at the " C. P." Now, then, Mr. Gillman !

¥ * *
An onyx stairway in the mansion of a Fifth Avem:e (New

York) millionaire cost something over ;^6o,ooo, and is the
finest thing of the kind in the world.

F.lla Zuila, the darincj female lUondin
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Captirinc". tig'ers b\- a novel method !s now beliij;;' .'idopted

in Sumatra, and is |)if)viiig' almost inv;iiiabl\' successtul.

As soon as a tig'er'.s hiirhas been found, natives are emplo\ed
io construct a wooden ienee gf't. lonji' and 4f't. wide a short

distance away from it, and in this enclosure is then placed
as a bait a dojf, which is tied to one of the fence posts. A
narrow entrance leads into the enclosure, and there, deftly

concealed under earth, leaves and boug'hs of trees, is placed
,-i strong' steel trap, which is so desig-ned that any animal
ihat places its foot on it is certain to be held captive.

This trap is of recent invention, and consists of strong steel

plates and equall}' strong springs. When it is set the plates

foim a sort of platform, and as soon as the tiger, which has
been lured thither by the dog, sets his foot thereon, the

springs are released and the cruel steel grips the leg and
holds it fast. Powerful as a tiger is, he cannot free himself
from such bondage, and as those who have set the trap are
iiever far awrn', lie is in a short time either killed or securch'

fear that their neighbours passing along the corridor shoulej

make remarks on the size of their foot-gear. So they keep
a jKiir of shoes .several sizes too small for them, and, after
carefully putting a few specks of mud or a little dust on
them, leave them outside the door for other women to envy
their small size. The shoes which they have been wearing
they clean themselves, and never'trust to the hotel porter.

* * *
The ladies of The C'tisi/io (iirl conipan\', who are at pre-

sent engaged at the Knickerbocker Theatre, New York, are
in a state of consternation, sajs the Daily Mail. Their
agitation is due to a notice which has been issued by their

manager, Mr. George Lederer, ordering them to be
chaperoned to and from the theatre by "an adult female
relative, or some equalh- proper feminine companion." This
the ladies very reasonably construe into a managerial man<
date against the male escort.

TJic latest in traps The new method of capturing tigers in Sumatra

caged. At the same time the dog is released—and, indeed,

he could not be removed from the enclosiure as long as the

trap was set, sin-ce this instrument, strong as it is, is, never-
theless, so delicate that the pressure even of a dog's foot

would release the spring's and cause the animal's leg to be
crushed in a twinkling.

* * *
(

A CANDIDATE from Melbourne for the Commonwealth Par-'

!ianx;nt modestly puts forward his claims to the suffrages of

iiis countrymen in the following similes:—"What W. G. '

Grace is on the cricket-field, what John Roberts is in the.

billiard-room, what Lord Roberts is on the bullet-swept
|

battlefield, what Madame Melba is on the stage of Covent

;

Garden, that am I in the realm of Federal finance."

* *
A WRITER in the Sketch tells us that American women do

not like to put theii- shoes outside their doors at hotels, for

• A NOVEL departure from the prosaic rule applicable to the
election of churchwardens has been made at the Easter
Vestry in the parish of Penn, Buckinghamshire, where the
vicar (the Rev. B. J. S. Kerbv) has nominated a lad\', Mrs.
Larkin, as his warden for the ensuing twelve months. The
announcement was received with evident pleasure and
appreciation.

* * *

In the course of a letter to the Daily Graphtc a corre-

spondent describes a circus performance which took place
recently'at Aix-la-Chapelle. The entertainment consisted of
scenes from the Transvaal War, concluding with the battle

of Spion Kop. Mr. Kruger was introduced, and General
BuUer was dressed in a magenta swallow-taU coat, with
tiousers of the same colour. The incident that was received

with the most frantic delight was the siKinklng- of a British

otlicer by a Boer.
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An ordcM- is belnj;' t^'ivrn \)y llie West Ham Board of
Guardians for a perainbulalor Ihal \vi<4 hold twelve children,

for the use of the inmates in the niirser)-. It is hoped b)-

this means that all the babies will be out in the g'roimds
ever}- day, instead of beingf imprisoned because sufficient

people cannot be found to v\hcel the small perambulators
which are at present in use.

* * *
TilR arrival of the Ophir at Johnston's Pier, Sing'apore,

is timed for the forenoon of to-morrow, the 21st. She
should have a pleasant voyage across from Colombo, just

now, and the harbour she is bound for is remarkably spa-
cious, safe, and eas^- of access. But the island thinks
nothing' of registering an annual rainfall of 92'2 inches, and
it may be hoped that this register will not be in process of
compilation when the Royal travellers arrive. Singapore
sig-nifies " Lion Cit}." And Singapore the city is so far

the lion of Sing'apore the island that it is the onl}' cit}' on

A Takliamkn' I ARV paper lias beeti issued g^i^ing- an
approximate estimate of exjx-nditure under the Barracks
Act of 1890 and Military Works Acts of 1897 and 1899.
From this it appears that the sum |)rovided in the schedules
to the Barracks Act is ;£^4, 100,000 ; the actual expenditure
to March 31st, 1900, /^3, 984,660 ; the estimated expenditure,
1900-1, ;f70,000 ; and the estimated expenditure, 1901-2,

^45,340. Under the Military \\'orks Act the sum provided
'^ /•9i4S8,ooo ; the actual expenditure to March, 1900,
;C2,4ii,6i7; the estimated expenditure, 1 900- 1, ;{^i, 175,000 ;

and the estimated expenditure, 1901-2, ;{ii,8oo,oc)0.

* * *
Respi'.ctinc. the proposed X'olunteer cyclist companies for

South Africa, the following lias been issued from the
ffomc District headquarters :

—
" It having- been found impossible to raise a complete

compaii)- of Volunteer cjclisls in this district, the Com-
mander-in-Chief has. now approved of a composite company

The Roval Colonial tout Egyptian troops parading prior to giving the Duke and Duchess
of York a rousing welcome at Suez

tlie island. It was not always tlie capital of the Straits

Settlements, however. That pre-eminence was once
injoyed by Penang, otherwise Prince of Wales' Island, and
the first British settlement on the Malaj'an Peninsula. In
1826 Singapore and Malacca were incorporated with Pe-
nang-, with the result that Singapore ousted Penang from
its pride of place, and since 1836 lias herself occupied it,

* * *
Singapore was " re-discovered" in 1819 by Sir Stamford

Raffles, who succeeded in becoming- fluent in the Malay
tongue in three months. Singapore is further distinguished
b)- possessing a Colonial Secretary of its own. When the
I)uke and Duchess set foot upon Johnston's Pier, among-
those who will be officially present to welcome them will be
Sir Alexander Swettenham, K.C.M.G. Sir Alexander is

Singapore's presei>t Colonial Secretary, and lives upon
Government Hill. He has passed through Cambridge, and
Ceylon, and Cyprus. He has filled his present offu e since

1S95, "i"*^' ''*' '''•^'^ once represented the executive Govern-
ment of the Settlements.

being formed at Aldershot. Officers commanding regi-

mental districts will therefore take the necessary steps for

the attestation of the non-commissioned officers and men
available to be proceeded with, and report 10 this office when
this has been done, in order that arrangements may be

made for the movement of detachments to Aldershot. As
regards officers, the services of only one subaltern can be
accepted at present, and the selection will be made when
the returns have been received."

* * *
Bamboo plants are said to have the peculiarity- of blos-

soming at exactly the same time, whether in Europe or
Africa, the difference in climate and surroundings seeming
to make no change in the plants bursting into flower. It

blossoms rarel\-, but as it dies immediately afterwards this

cannot be deplored. The plant is said to be exquisitely

graceful and is easily cultivated.

* * *.
In China they use pounded crickets as a cure for the

opium habit.
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PROMlNEJNt-r PEOPlaE

MUSIC

The late Sir John
Staiiicr

The late Sir John Staincr, the renowned musician, was
born in London in 1840. His father was the schoolmaster

in the
jjarish of

S. Thomas,
Soiithwark.
Sir John's
genius for iiuisic manifested itself

very earlj-. When he entered the
choir of St. Paul's Cathedral at
the age of seven years he was
alread}' a musician of by no means
despicable attainments. He could
play the piano fluently and could
read any music at first sig-ht. He
was at St. Paul's for nine jears,
during- which time he learnt to

play the organ, receiving the
appointment, while still a choir-bov, of organist at the
Church of St. Benedict and St. Peter, Paul's Wharf.

¥ * *
Professor Goldwin Smith is a Berkshire man by birth

and a Vank bj- profession. At the same time he has the
good sense
to live in

Canada.
He is never
wear}' of

giving voice to his pet theory—

•

that the United States in the near
future will absorb Canada. The
only answer to that is the vulgar,

if somewhat expressive word,
" Rats." Professor Smith has
had a distinguished career, and
left Oxford with Hying colours.

In 1842 he gained the Hertford
Scholarship, taking many prizes

Ri:i> TAPi:

The Comptrollerficn.
of the Post Office

RATS

Piof. Goldwin Smith JMr. W. r. \ . St. Leger

in subsequent years. From 1858 to 1866 he was Professor
of Modern Historjat Oxford, and two years later Honorary
Professor of English and Constitutional History in Cornell
University (U.S.A. ). ^ ^ ^
Sir Richard D-jiglas Powell is one of the foremost of

the King's
doctors and
is a Knight
of Grace of
the Order of
St. John of Jerusrdem. He has
am' amount of letters after his 1 relies on the Nav^, and

KING'S nOCTOK

For once in a \(^vy long time the I'osl Offi< e authorities

may be congratulated in doing the right thing. They
usually do
the- other,

Init it mat-
ters little so
long as the

ratepayers |3a}' up. The right

thing is the appointment of Air.

A. C. King to be Comptroller and
Accountant-Cieneral of the Post
Office in room of Mr. J. J. Car-
din, C.B., retired. Mr. King- takes
up office with a huge experience
and a brilliant record at his back.
The Post Office has not spoiled

him.
* * *

Thk death of Mr. V . WwV. St. Leger removes a striking

and vvoithy figure from the group of Cape Colonists who
have influenced in recent years the course of events in South
Africa. Xot more than one or two men have influenced

them more than he. Chief proprietor, and lor nearly a
r|uarter of
a century
editor and
chief edi-

torial writer
(if the Cape I'inies, certainlv now
ihebest knownot the South.\lrican
newspapers, he used remarkable
literary gifts with not less remark-
able independence and honest
purpose. In all respects Mr. St.

Leger was an honest, cultured,

patriotic, yet broad-minded jour-

nalist, who rendered not less ser-

vice to the Empire than to his own
adopted countr)-, Boers included. Such a man asked no

PR rss

decorative distinction.

* * ¥
Lord Brassey is indefatigable in his eftbits to improve

md keep the Xavj' to a high standard, and lately has been
expatiating'

on the very
im]30rtan t

subject of

the man-
The Empire

illhough

NAVY

ning of the N;

Sir R. Douglas Powell

name, and he has earned them
through his brillianc}- in physics.
He was born at Walthamstow in

1842, the son of a gallant captain
of the Royal Welsh Fusiliers. Sir

Richard is connected with the
principal London medical societies.

* * *
The new Controller of the Xavy, Capt. W. H. May, R.N.,

has had a very varied experience, serving in the Arctic
Expedition of 1875-6, and jmnexing Christmas Island in

1888. This island, bvthe wav, is of especial topical interest,

as Sir John Miuray has just returned from a six months'
exploration
of its possi-

b i 1 i t i e s .

Situated in

the Indian
Ocean, 220 miles away from the
nearest terra firma, C'hristmas
Island is under the immediate con-
trol of the Straits Settlements
(lovernment. From 1895 to 1897
Captain May was Assistant-
l )ij-ector of Torpedoes, an exciting
.-in'cl difficult post. In the Dia-
mond Jubilee procession he com-
m.-.nded the Naval contingent. captain May, R.N.

Lord JirasSL-y

NAVY

our mercantile marine is manned
by Lascars, it would never do to

have these natives—hard}' as they
are—behind the 4-point nothing-.

Lord Brassey, although a lawyer
b}- training-, is a sailor born. He
has sailed the seas, and for three

years, from 1880 to 1883, was Civil

Lord of the .\dn-iiralty ; from 1883 to 1885 he was secretary
to that same august, if somewhat slow, assembly.

Admiral Sir E. FREMANtLE, K.C.B., C.M.G., F.R.t^.S..

who has just been appointed Chief iS';ival Aide-de-Camp to

the King-,

is a gallant
old tar who
has fought
in all parts

of the globe. In 1S52 he served
in the Bin-niese war. in the N'ew
Zealand w;ir in iS04-t><.i, .-md in the

.\shanti war in 1873-74. when he
was severch' woiuided ami th.tnked

by both Houses of Parliament. In

i8S8-8g, as Commander-in-Chlof.
he took part in the blockade on
(he Ivist Coast of Afrio.i, and later

in the Vita punitive exi^edition.

>A\ N

Admiral Fremantlc

(Photos by KUiott M\d l-'ry, ami Bafraud)
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WHITEHALL

Whitehall, famous to-day as in times of yore, is one of
the finest spots in London. It contains Scotland Yard (re-

cently the headquarters of the Metropolitan Police, now
j

removed to the Embankment), the Admiralty, Whitehall
j

Palace, the Horse Guards, and innumerable Government
buildings. Adjoining the street known as Horse Guards
Avenue is an historical building, the Whitehall Banqueting
Hall, the only completed portion of the palace intended by
Charles I. to replace the famous residence of Wolsey, where

'

the Court was held from the reign of Henry VOL to that of
William HI. The outbreak of the Civil War, says Ward, !

Lock and Co.'s *>hilling Guide Book to London, prevented the
completion of the grand design of Inigo Jones, who pro-

I

jectcd a palace which should occujiy a site of twenty-four ,

chapel royal, hi 1893 Queen X'ictoria linnded il omt to llie

Ro}al United Service Institution as its future honii- ; anil on
the day on which its members took ])ossession of it was
commenced a new wing, adjoining its southern end. The
memorial stone " was laid by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,
Admiral of the Fleet and Field-Marshal, on the 6th day of

June, Anno Domini, 1893 ;
" and in its front, beneath a plate

of stout glass, is to be seen a beautiful casket, containing
specimens of the silver coinage of the year and specimens
of current literature. The new building is constructed of

brick, Portland stone and granite, and is lirejiroof both in

roof and floors. There is but little sculptured ornament
within the building, but that little has been designed and
executed by W. S. Frith in a way which removes it from
the work of the ordinary carver, and gives it a distinct

artistic value. It has convenient and handsome apartments
for the delivery of lectures, rcading-i-ooms ami sinoking-

VVliitehall Palace — Old Scotland Yard

acres. Nothing was achieved but this edifice, from a
window of which Charles stepped, not as a monarch to his

throne, but to a scaffold, on the ever memorable 30th of

January, 1649. Afterwards Cromwell kept his Court in the

old palace ; and there Charles II. died, and his brother,

James 1 1., lived, till one night he stole away quietly, and
England had a new king in William of Orange. The palace

was burned down in 1698, the fire sparing only the portion

which Inigo Jones reared.

The hall—a superb specimen of the Later Renaissance—
is a hundred and twelve feet long, fifU'-five wide, and fifty-

five high. The ceiling—which was painted by Rubens (who
was paid /J3,ooo for the work), and afterwards restored by
Cipriani—represents theapotheosis ofJames I., and there are

several allegorical .Igures. In 1724 it was converted into a

rooms, &c. ; and a well-built and comfortably-furnished

library, containing a valuable collection of twenty-eight
thousand volumes.

V * *

The Banqueting Hall itself, which has 4:)een utilised as a
splendid museum for the treasures of the institution, has
not been alteix'd structuralh', nor has its architectural effect

been compromised in any wa)' by any excessive height of

the new building-, the facade of which has been detaclud
from the work of Inigo Jones by an interv.ilof plain

masonry. In one respect, the site occupied by the old hall

has been improved, but with the most religious care and with
the best results. When the institution took possession of it,

its lower storey was used as. a cellar. It has been cleared
out, its "ancient lights" restored by the removal of
masonry from its windows ; its naked brick niers and
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vaults have been repaired and
plastered, and tlie place — a
crj'pt worthy of the name —
now holds the institution's col-

leetion of heavy exhibits—guns,
shells, &c. The bronze statue
of James II. (in Roman cos-

tume) in Whitehall Gardens
is one of the very few silly

statues in London.

Some ten years ago M. Vallot
erected on Mont Blanc, 1,400
feet from the summit, or

14,381 feet above sea level,

highest me'carolog-ical

observatory in Europe.
Having- made twenty-one
or more ascents of the
mountain, and obtained
observations during three

successive summers, he
now generously offers the

use, not only ot labora-

tory and instruments, but
also of kitchen and salon,

to meteorologists of any
nation who care to pursue
their Investigations amid
such exalted surround-
ings. Intending visitors

are advised to provide
themselves with a some-
what substantial smelling
bottle in the form of a steel tube
oxygen, the approved remedy
being to inhale a few quar

Whitehall Palace — Holbein Gate

filled with compressed 1 The highest human habitation

for mountain sickness
|

be the railroad station at Calera,

ts of this enlivening 1 above the sea.

(Icmenl. four ]"r( uclimr 11, three
Swiss, a (ierman, an Ital'ian, and
an .American have alrea ly availed
themselves of .M. \'a)lots invita-
tion, which is presumably for the
summer months.

¥ ¥ *
Chi.nksk is the only language

that cannot be telegraphed. So a
cipher system has been invented,
by which messages can be sent.

The sender of ;i message need not

bother himself about Inc meaning.
He may telegraph all day without
the slightest idea of the informa-
tion he is sendinig, for he trajis-

mits only numerals. It is very
different with the receiver, how-
ever. He has a code diction; r.'

at his elbow, and after each mes-
ixceived he must trans-

wriling each literarv

character in the
place of the nume-
ral that stands for

it. Only about an
eighth of the word .

in the written lan-

guage appear in

the code, but there
are enough of them
forall piactical pur-

poses.

* ¥ *
the world is said tc

Peru, hing 16,635 ''-'-''^

^^lHtcllalI Palace - Design in the rianquctini) Mall \\ hitcluiU I alaec — Statue of tames 11.
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A Norwegian marriage — Aftci the ceremony

IN NORWAY
Mich has been written, said, and sung- on the subject of

the beauty of the Norwegian women. And
deservedly so. The Norwegian type is

distinct in itself, and beauty of complexion
is its chief charm. As a rule, the faces of

the women are full and ruddy, and the
teeth dazzlingly white. This description
applies to the peasant women, and not to
the upper classes, which intermarry with
other nations, and so lose the racial cha-
racteristics. The Norwegian peasant
woman makes a faithful wife and a good
housekeeper. She is an indefatigable
toiler, spins the wax grown on the farmj
cards the wool, weaves the cloth, churns
the butter, and attends to the household
duties generally.
Large families in Norwa}' are rare. As

a rule, the engagements are early and the
marriages late. The average marriage age
is higher than in England, and it is higher
m England than in most coimtries. Nor-
wegian parents, hov.-ever, are very prac-
tical, and the first question that arises

when the words "love " and " marriage
"

are uttered is, ^^ Har han poige?" which
means, " Has he money ?

"

* ¥ *
Like that of other Scandinavian

countries, the early historj- of Norway is mostly fabulous.
Christianfty was introduced in the tenth century under
Olaf L, and nowadays the Lutheran Church is the pre-

\ Norwegian marriage

Punch Bowl

dominaiit one. Until 1814 Norway was united with Den-
mark, but while it shared in the general fortunes of the
latter State, it retained its own constitutional mode

of government, and exercised its right of
electing to the throne until it agreed of
its free will to relinquish this privilege

in favour .of hereditary succession. The
Napoleonic crisis may be said to have
settled the fate of Norway and Denmark.
Almost bankrupt, Denmark, by the treaty
of Kiel in 1814, was asked to resign to

Sweden. The Norwegian refused to admit
the validity of the treaty, and nominated
Prince Christian, the heir-presumptive to

the throne of Denmark, regent, and sub-
sequently King of Norway. At the same
time the Storthing drew up a constitution

based on the French one of 1791. How-
ever, with the sanction of the Allied

Powers, the Crown Prince of Sweden led

an army into Norwaj', and after taking
Frederickstad and Frederickshald, threat-

ened Cliristiana.

* V »

Denmark being unable to support the
cause of Prince Christian, and Norway

-The being utterlj- destitute of the means neces-
sary for prosecuting a war, resistance

was of no avail, and the Norwegians
at this untoward conjunction of affairs

were glad to accept the proposals made to them by
the Swedish King for a union with Sweden. Nor-
way, however, is an independent kingdom, and in
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18 14 united with

Sweden under the

same king;. Each
country has its

own separate
laws. No love is

lost between the

Norwegians and
Swedes ; they de-

test each other
thoroughly. The
former also hate
the Russians, and
have always sym-
pathised with
downtrodden
Poland in its
strug-gles to free

itself from Russian
thraldom.

* * *

The peculiar
physical charac-
ter of Ganile
Norge (Old Nor-
way , fondly
called), broken up
by rocky high-
lands, necessarily
gives rise to great
varieties ofclimate
indifferent parts of
the countr}^ The
influence ofthe sea
and of the Gulf
Stream, and the
penetration into the interior of deep inlets, greatly

]

tions
modify the severity of the climate, more especially on the I.snow

Norwegian marriage ."Making tne pudding

A part of this northern region li

w r. s t coast.
Storms on the
coast arc inces-

sant ; in the in-

terior the air is

clear and dry. In

the high latitudes

of the northern
districts, " The
land of the mid-
night sun," the
longest day lasts

nearly three
months, and the

longest night
about the same
time. Further
south the longest
day is eighteen
liours ! The pro-
tracted winter
of the nortliern

regions follows

almost suddenly
on the disappear

-

jince of the sii",

when the ;ibsence

of solar light is

compensated for

by the frequent
appearance of the
aurora borealis,

which shines with
sufficient intensity

to permit the pro-
secution of or-

dinary occiipa-
es under pcq e.ual

A Norwccian marriage ~ Dancint] on the flreen after the niarriaiie
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A Kris—A dangerous \\ capon used bj' the Malay natives

DOMESTICATING THE RAINBOW
II should be stated at the outset that the rainbow in

question is not a denizen of the

iiideus," the rainbow ti'out of

strenuous effort^

to domesticate
wliieli are bcinj;-

made in this

tountr}'. The
latest attempt is

at the Cr\stal
Palace, where
Mr. Shrubsole,
the cui'ator of
the Natural His-
tory Department

,

has been rearing
trout for som-
three _years past,

and where, re-

cenll_\-, hedecide<.I

to transfer some
i^o of them tVom
the sequestered
waters of the
aquariums to the

J4'laring- pub!icit\-

of the Lower
Lake. The
Lowar Larke ful-

fils few of the
ima;^ined require-

ments of the pic-

turesque trout stream ; and spark-
ling shalhiws or fjasliinaf weirs
are conspicuously £ibsent from it.

There are .some, indeed, who
would say that if a trout can thrive
here it can live an3where. On the
other hand, there is always a
slight movement of water in the
lake ; and it is well known that
the rainbow trout of California and
the North-West is not so particu-
lar with respect to running- water
as some trout ; so that there is a
distinct possibility that he ma\-
flourish and increase in the four-
teen feet of water to which the
lake at some points sinks. His
transfer to his new abode was
not a very exciting- affair, as,

indeed, one could hardly have
hoped, in the fish's interest, that
it would be. The 120 fish, ranging
from two to three years old,

skies, but the "

Xorth America,
salmo
most

twelve to fifteen inches in length, and fi

two pounds in weight, were carefully

broad walk in specially -contrived cist

consignment to the lake thej were
water— that is to sa\-, the water in the

A fcieauty of the Malay Peninsula

om half a pound to

conveyed down the

erns. Before their

baptised with cold

cislerns was slowly
reduced to the

colder tempera-
ture of the lake.

Then in tlicy

went. By the

latest accounts
iig of the 120

are still livinu'.

Of all the
countries of the

world the United
Kingdom has
the largest as-

sembly of legis-

lators. There
are in the House
of Commons
670 members,
and in the House
of Lords 553,
thus making a
total of 1,223.

In the German
Reichstag there

are 397 members,
while France has
300 Senators and
508 Deputies.
Spain has 431
legislators. The
Senate House of
Canada consists

of 80 members.
The L^nited
States Govern-
ment consists of
the 88 members
of the Senate
and a House of
Re p re sentat ives
of 356. About
the smallest
Parliament is the
House of Keys,
which governs
the Isle of
Man, and it is a
question how it

is governed.
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5(1. ill licij^lil. Tlie yellow-footed
rock kaiij^aroo, tliouj^'h of a much
smaller species, is an ex( client speci-
men. The St. Kilda sheep, confined
lo that island, Ijelong' to a (•ral rac<;

descended from ancestors whicli
escaped from captivity many cen-
turies ajfo. The small zebus are an
interestinjc addition, for it is some
time since any were exhiljited. The
f)striches have been placed in sepa-
rate pens in the new ostrich house.
Both are males in line pluinag-e and
j^encral f^ood condition. Since the
Zooloj^ical Gardens were ojjcned in

1828 there have been many and valu-
able Ro3al donations not onlv from
our own Sovereig-ns, but also from
foreig-n jjotentates. The collection

made by the King- (then Prince of
Wales) during his Indian tour in

1875-1876 was sent to the Garden.s,
and of this collection the female ele-

])hant, Suffa CuUi, still survives.
Since that donation there has been
no Ro}al gift equal in value lo the
collection just deposited by the King-.

W X\\i Aoj — A v.cll-knov.n leopard, riucli patroniseJ on r.a,>tcr .Monday

THE ZOO
The Zoolog-ical Gardens were visited by 46,599 persons

OP. Easter Monda}', as compared with 33,883 last year The
menagerie was augmented recently by the addition of
iifteen animals from the Royal farm, aviai"}', and dairy at

Windsor, and this collection formed one of the principal

attractions to the Gardens during' the Easter holiday Early
last Tuesday week the news reached the offices of thr' Zoo made, their officer at their head, leaving their Colonial

Lord Kitchener has a laconic
way with him, says The Outlook.

Not many weiks ago a company of newly- arrived
Yeomanry with a company of Colonials were detailed

oft lo capture a Boer laager. A friendly Boer volun-
teered to show the way, and left them when within
sight of the fires of the Boer laager, to make the assault
as soon as dawn appeared. Dawn came only to find the
Britishers themselves surrounded by Boers. There was
onlv one gap in the cordon and for this gap the Veomanrv

logical Society that it was the intention ofihe King, who
has consented to become the patron of the Zoological
Society, to depoi.it the collection of wild animals -it Windsor
in the menagerie at Regent's Park. By the dircctio.i ol the

secretary (Mr. P. L. Sdater, F R.S.), Mr. Claren -e Bart-
Irlt, the sviperinleiident of the Gardeiis, at once w.-iit down
'o Windsor to make the necessary arrang-emenfs lor boxing
' he animals and bringing- them up to town. By Thursdaj-
.light the whole \^'( the collection, with the exception of the

r.i<dc bison {Bison .iDicricriins) was safel)' housed in its

new home in the Zoological Gardens.
'i"he bison had been roped to be
drawn into the convevance at

Windsor, when it suddenly fell down
and died. The collection consists ..f

a female Grevy's zi^hva. (Eg /i/i.:

(ri-cvyi), two Spanish cattle (AVs
/.riiriis), a black • faced kangaroo
(Macropiis Mclaiiaps), a yellow-
footed rock kangaroo (Pcfrognlc
Xanthopiis), three St. Kilda sheep
[ovis ones), three zebras (A'r.s in-

diciis), two Somali ostriches (Stnit/iio

Molybdoplianes), and two iCubi.-in

goats. The Grevy's zebr.i wa^ .-i

present from the Emperor Menelik
lo Queen Victoria, and is now live

or six 3-ears old. It is believed to be
the only one in Europe. This
animal was previously in these Gar-
dens, but was removed to Windsor
not long after the death of the male,
early in June last year. The
Spanish ctUtle (a cow and an ox) are
\ ery fine animals of a reddish fawn
colour darkening into a smoky
black on the fbrequarters, with long
horns having the basal portion
nearly at right angles to the head
and tlien mounting with an outward
curve. The black-faced kangaroo is

one of the finest ever seen in con-
finement, standing when erect over

comrades with the guns to tackle the Boers as best thcv
could. In due course the Yeomanry came to General
Clements' camp, and he wired to Lord Kitchener, " Com-
pany your Yeomanry turned up ; what shal

them?" The reply was almost immediate. "

as far from me as tliev kept from the Boers.''

V * V

The earliest mention of shoes is in an
about 2,200 j-ears before Christ.

I do with
Keep them

Egyptian pap\-rus,

,\t the Zoo — The friendly seal, the faxonritc on Vaster .>londay
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Instruction in pruning]

WOMAN AND AGRICULTURE
A VISIT TO THE LADV WARWICK HOSTEL

It lias been charged ag-ainst women that the)' never can
be practical. Tliat cannot be said of the ladies who become
perfected in agriculture at the Reading Hostel. They are

pi-actical to the degree of nioncy-niaking, which is one of

the most welcome featines of practicabilit\-. They produce
with Iheir own hands and negotiate with iheir own heads.

It is to be hoped that tliey are destined to infuse new life

into our at present somewhat debilitated system of agri-

cultural pursuits. Such a consummation as this would fae a
standing reproach to the ordained, but neglectful, tiller of

the soil.

The Lad\- ^^'arwick Hostel was started in October. 1898,

with a nucleus of twelve students. That number has since
increased to over fifty, beside the many ladies who liavc

passed out in (irofitable perfection. .Some hav«' oljtaiiied

lucrative appointments, and others have startetl in business
for themselves. Among the former were iiead gardeners,
dairy managers, poultry managers, tloial decorators, lec-

turers in horticulture, dairy workers, &c.
There are twelve acres of ground attached to the hostel,

with a place of residence for short-course .students, c"allcd

Brook House, and several cottages, recently erected to

accommodate the increasing staff. The founder is, of
course. Lady Warwick, the warden. Miss Edith Hradlcy,
and the sub-warden, Miss May Crooke. There are other
officers in the persons of Miss Bertha La Mothe, Miss
Ormerod, and Miss Harris. Where all are so charming, it

would be invidious to make distinctions. I will only say I

could desire no better or more interesting guide than Miss
Edith Bradley. _

t t '^

The obiect of the institution is to give ladies a thorough
practical training in apfricullural industry. The tuition is

Taking arum lilies from the potting shed

Forcing potatoes

divided into three general subjects—horticulture, daiiy, and
poultry. The first is the most extensively patronised. All

the work is conducted within the hostel grounds. There
are five greenhouses, each under the charge of a senior

student.

Thev are earh' risers at the hostel,- work beginning at

6.45. In the summer, when the light is good, the students

are expected to be at work for an hour before breakfast,

which is partaken of at eight o'clock. At the time of my
\ isit the ladies were ver}- busy forcing strawberries, peaches,
nectarines, potatoes, peas, beans, lettuces, and other vegc
tables. Flowers were also being got ready for the garden.
There was also promise of a good tomato crop.

There is a large vinerj', but that is as yet in its infancy.

One house is used entirely as a conservatory, and was filled

with a gorgeous display of beautiful blossoms. In the

forcing-house were rare and well-tended plants, in many
frames healthy plants for the coming season, and in yet

another small house a collection of cool cucumbers.
After breakfast the students set their cubicles to rights,

and then tepair to the garden. At 9.30 there is a roll-call.
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Tending to tulips and strawberries at Lady AVarwick's
hostel

and absentees are accounted for. The workers are divided

into groups of five or six, with a senior student at the head,

who is responsible for the juniors in her charge. The work
is then apportioned out, and no sort of occupation is con-

sidered infra dig. Away go the fair to dig, to trench, to

weed, to sweep, even applying themselves cheerfully to

"tidying up." "The importance of mastering all these

details," said Miss Bradley, " is fully realised when a student
has finished her studies, and has beconif; responsible only to

herself for what she does."
At eleven a halt is called, and bread-and-butter luncheon

is indulged in in a charmingly arfistic pottnig-shed, which
outside has the appearance of a thatched cottage. It is

enclosed with a trellis railing, made by the students them-
selves, and the garden is to be laid out with old-world
flowers and roses.

q" ¥ ^

It may surprise many to know that a carpentering class

is held twice a week, when fair hands fashion wheelbarrows,
garden frames, poultry appliances, and execute miscellaneous
repairs.

Work is again suspended for one hour for dinner, which is

served at 1.30. At 2.30 a further allotment of tasks takes
place, those having done heavy work in the morning re-

ceiving lighter occupation in the afternoon. At 4.45 a horn
is blown as a signal to stop work, which in the winter ends
the day. In summer, however, another hour after tea is

devoted to watering, &c.
Thus the practical day is spent. The theoretical da3S are

passed at Reading College, where lectures arc given by an
efficient instructor, in the person of Mr. W. Iggulden,
F.R.H.S., who also attends occasionally at the hostel to

instruct in practical work. Lectures are also given in

botany, entomology, soils, manures, and book-keeping.
Students are prepared for the examinations of the Royal
Horticultural Societj', and of the Oxford and Reading Joint

Committee.
All branches of dairy farming are taught at the British

Dairy Institute, attached to Reading College, by Mr. Miles
Banson and Miss Constance Hoare. At the hostel itself

there is a well-fitted dairy, with an apparatus for butter-

making, and a steam separator. This branch is under the

direction of Miss La ]\Iothe, \\!io is also a competent bee-
keeper.

In the poultry department instruction is given in hatching
by incubator, and rearing ; and in the marketing depart-
ment the surplus produce is disposed of. Orders are taken lor

flowers, fruit, vegetables, eggs, poultry, butter, honey,
cream-cheeses, cream, sterilised milk, and various pickles.

The gardener expects that large quantities of strawberries
will be for sale during tlie coming- season. Mv gentlemen
readers will now know where to obtain this luscious fruit,

grown, picked, and packed by fair hands.
The ladies of the hostel are keen sportswomen, and have

an excellent hockey eleven. In the summer they indulge
largely in tennis and boating ; in the winter they enjoy
social evenings and debates. They have a proper!}' con-
stituted debating society.

It is satisfactory to know that the result of the three

years' work has more than fulfilled the most sanguine expec-
tations of both Lady Warwick and the Warden, Miss
Bradley. H. L. Auaji.

A LEA FISHING MATCH
If the fish in the Lea to-day are the same species as Izaak

W'alton angled for, the river and its surroundings have
undergone a great change since the Father of Anglers
made, big catches of trout and other fish, and overtook,
after " stretching his legs up Tottenham Hill," Venator
and Ancepo on the memorable " fine fresh May morning."
Izaak Walton was then journeying towards Ware, a por-

tion of the Lea still holding a good head of fisli. Other
portions of the Lea where sport is met with include Hert-
ford, Rye House, Broxbourne, Waltham, and St. Margarets,
and it would have been a rather startling sight for Walton
could he have gazed upon the army of his disciples which
invaded the last-named resort on the 24th ult. This army
was engaged in a monster competition, and the anglers
were to be found extended over some seven miles of water,

the match-ground being- from Broxbourne to Ware. The
contest was in aid of the funds of the Anglers' Benevolent
Society, a deserving institution which is doing much good
work in relieving necessitous brothers of the rod. Last
year it expended nearly £300 in this direction, as well as

sending many of its sick members away to a convalescent

! home at Dover. The water fished included soine of the

most picturesque public reaches of the Lea and favourite

swims. Among the latter may be mentioned the " Black
Pool," "October Hole, ' and the " Watercress Bed " swims
at R3e House, the "Cottage" and lock swims at St.

Rlargarets, the Broadwater above the lock (where there

In the poultry ruii at Lady Warwick's agricultural
hostel
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are fine tencli,

roach, and bream),
and the " Boom "

at Ware. Tlie

uompetitois, w'p.o

numbered 525, in-

cluded some of the

most skilful roach-
anglers of the day,

but unfortunatcU
Ihere had been a
frost in the early

morning', and
although the after-

noon was beauti-

fully bright and
fine, there was a
very poor show of
fish when the time
arrived to weigh
in—an operation
which took place
at the Rose and

Fishing the river from Broxbourne to Ware

The meet at St. Margarets

Crown, a river-

side hosteln,-. It

may be remarked
that a sudden frost

puts the roach off

teed in most waters,

and nowhere more
so than up the Lea.
Mr. J. Miller se-

cured first honours
with a nice-con-

ditioned roach of

I lb. 6 oz. , and fort}'

ether anglers also

won prizes. During
the daj' collections

were made on the
river bank in aid
of the Society's

funds ; and at seven
o'clock the special
train took the com-
petitors back.

An arnij- of anglers fished the river for seven miles
(Photos by Thomns)

A LEA FISHING MATCH
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WHEN NATIONS PASS THROUGH THE TURNSTILES

'D^.-

1900
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1901
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Theheigntsa't which the \ arious
trophies are placed arc in pro-
portion to the number of ^ isitors
entcrinc] the gates of the exhibi-

tions named thcreou

Fifty jcar.s ag-o the pcs.simists of the period were prcdictinjif all .sorls of
calamities, from the assassination of her Majesty Oueen \'ictoria to the invasion of
this countr}-, as the result of holding the Great Kxlnbition in Hydt Park in 1851, the
surplus of which has never been eclipsed by a British venture of a like liature.
To-day, when we are on the eve of the opening- of the Glasgow International Kxliibi-
tion, which will in all probability attract more people than any previous W'orlds I-"air

that has been held in the United Kingdom, far from any member of Parliament
following the example of Colonel Sibthorpe, who, rising from his seat in the House,
besought Providence to visit the Exhibition buildings with a storm of li_ghtning and
hail, as a means of preventing- the Fair being- opened, everyone is hoping- thai
nothing- untoward will happen to prevent it from achieving an even greater success
than the Glasgow Exhibition of 1888, which was visited by 6,000,000 people, and
resulted in a surplus of £'^4,000.

* * *
When the directors of the Paris Exhibition of last year iiad no less than sixty-

fi\-e million tickets of admission printed in strips of twcnt)-, which would have
extended in a straight line from Paris to IMoscow (a distance'of 1,538 miles as \.\\o

crow flies), they probably based their calculations of the magnit\ide of the crowds
that wculd visit the Champs Elys<^es on the ag-g-regate of visitors to the 1889 show,
multiplying- the said aggregate by two, whereas, as we now know, the total number
oi visitors (50,859,935, wTiich is equal to the populations of France, Belgium, Greece
and Saxony) fell short of the estimate by almost 15,000,000.

With this example of the futility of undertaking a census of the gallinaceous
progeny before the same bursts the bounds of its armour-plated habitation before
us, we are somewhat charj' of embarking upon an estimate of the crowds that
will pass throug-h the Industrial Hall of the Glasgow show, which is 700 feet long
and 360 feet wide (St. Paul's is 510 feet long and 282 feet wide at its greatest
breadth), and is surmounted by a dome 80 feet in diameter, that will ri.se to the
hcig-ht of 200 feet above the ground; but in \'iew of the fact that the aggregate of
tickets sold at the Paiis Exhibition of 1889 was augmented by about 70 per cent,
last year, it is not uni-easonable to suppose that the number of visitors to the
Glasgow Exhibition of thirteen 3ears ago will be increased in a like manner
(especially in view of the vast amount of interest taken in it by our foreign com-
petitors), in which case a total running into eight figures (10,200,000), and equal
to every man, w^oman and child ni Scotland. Ireland and Wales, will be attained for

the first time in the history of a British Exhibition.

The Exhibition held in Paris in the uniinicr of 1889, which supplied the basis
of the calculations of the directors of last year's show, was open for 180 days, and
attracted no less than 32,350,297 people, of whom 28,149,352 paid for admission,
which number is practicalh* equal to every man, woman and child in Spain, .Sweden,
Norway and Switzerland. The averag-e number of people passing- throug-li llie

lurnstiles each day was equivalent to every inhabitant in Sunderland, Wimbledon
and Tiverton (180,000), the busiest da\- being on October 13th, when the people who
entered the gates, if they had been marched through four abreast at intervals of
one )'ard, would have extended in a procession over fifty-six miles long-, sav, from
London to Newmarket. Last 3'ear, it will be recalled, the average per day for 211

days amounted to 241,000 visitors, whil'.t on September 9th no less than 620,000
people passed throug-h the turnstiles.

.'\ll hough its own people and North America generally rallied round it, the total

of visitors to the World's Fair at Chiciig-o undoubtedly cufTcred numerically through
the fact that it was so far away from the enormous and exhibition-loving- population
of Europe. Nevertheless, during- the 183 days upon which it was open, as many
people paid for admission as there are inhabitants in Scotland, Ireland, Belgium,
Holland, and Bulg;aria. When, on the opening daj-, the people present were suffi-

cient to make a human hedge larg-e enough to enclose 711 square miles of g-round,

the authorities jDrobably imagined that the maximum attendance had been arrived at ;

but if this was the case they very much under-estimated the lo\-alty of the good
people of Illinois, for on " Chicago Da}'," the 9th of October (twenty-two yeais
previous the city had on this date been almost entirely destroyed by fire), more
than twice the previou.; record attendance for the Exhibition paid admission at the

gates. Indeed, so g-reat was the desire to be present that six people were crushed to

death m the crowds, which, had thev been marshalled in sing'le file, and shoulder to

shoulder, would have extended through a distance of 225 miles, which is about the

distance separating London from Pembroke, Grange (in Cumberland), or Stockton,
and occasioned the last and 713,646th individual to enter upon a somewhat leng-thy

and fatiguing walk before he arrived at his goal.
;

* ¥ *
This enormous crowd, which equalled in number e\ery human being- m Edinburgh,

Dublin, and N'ewcastle (i.e., 713,646 souls), makes the best of our own Exhibition

gatherings look very puny. Still, it is noteworthy that out of 6, 170,000 persons

visiting the "Great" Exhibition of 1851, who equalled in number the present day
population of Portugal plus Equador, no less than 709,760 were present on
October 8th, whilst on the previous day :it two o'clock there were 93,000 persons

assembled under one roof at the same time, which is a record that has yet to be broken.

As the site of the Exhibition in Kelving-rove Park comprises sixty-seven acres,

and there are a further six acres of gromid at the disposal of the committee in the

adjoining- Bunhouse g-rounds, it is obvious that there will be plenty of room for the
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crowds that will flock to the Glasjjow show from May
to November, whilst the twenty acres of buildings—the

1888 Exhibition boasted but sixteen acres, which cost

;£;70,ooo to erect—will provide more than sufficient accom-

modation for the multitude in the event of the weather

proving to be " a wee bit moist.
"

Of the chief buildings, wli:h were designed by Mr.

Miller, of Glasgow, who won with hi; plans a first prize

of ;C2io in open competition, the Industrial Hall covers almost

six acres, and could accommodate many tens of thousands

of people (170,000, if each person was content with one and

a half square feet), the Machinery Hall covers another five

acres, in which, and the absence of the machinery, every

man, woman, and child in Blackburn could be tonveniently

stowed away, whilst a covered avenue connecting the two

provides another acre and a half of roofing, capable of

keeping the rain off every inhabitant of the flourishing city

of Oxford. In addition to these and many other buildings,

the Grand Concert Hall, in which sweet music, to the extent

of ;£20,ooo worth In the s.».son, will be discoursed, is capable

of holding 4,000 people at one time, though we hardly think

it will be called upon to do so in the event of a bagpipe

competition ; and the sports arena boasts stand accommo-
dation for 25,000 peo.ole ; from which figures it will be seen

Ti e spread of civilisation. The black baby is wondering
if he can " sneak" the goat before the arrival of Baden-

Powell's Police

that, in the event of the nations passing rapidly through
the turnstiles, that they will find plenty of space for all tlieir

needs in the grounds of the show by Kelvin's Side.

In order to carry our estimated ten million sightseers to

Glasgow, we should require a train consisting- of 340,000
carriages, that would, in the aggregate, be over two
thousand miles long ; whilst to pull this train it would be
necessary to engage the services of two engines, each
possessing boilers having a diameter of 505 feet (the length
of St. Paul's Cathedral), the smoke-stacks of which would
be one and a half times the height of the Eiffel Tower, from
the rails, whilst the length of each engine and tender would
be almost a mile and a quarter. All things considered, it

would, perhaps, be more convenient to carry the multitude
in numerous detachments.

»i^*»—

—

Gilbert :
" I believe in a man being the master of the

house. He should have the say in everything." Mason :

" How about the naming of that baby of jours ? " Gilbert :

" My wife gave wa)- to me in a very proper and wifely

manner. She said she didn't care what name I gave the

little fellow, so long as it was Henrj". So that's the name
I gave him. You know, I felt, after the hearty manner in

which she deferred to me, I ought to jield a single point

merely out of a]>])reciation of her humilitv.
"

Mr. J. Coke's famous dog "Cousin .'\Iarj ," wliich with

••Father o' Fire" for the Waterloo Plate, .Mr. Coke's

granddaughter holds "Cousin Mary" in leash

No'W and again a " black sheejD ' is di.scovered in the

clerical fold. At the beginning of this century they were
frequently found in good pastures too. The worst feature

of their " blackness " was that they were unconscious of

their iniquitj'. In the diocese of Chester lived a clergyman
who often " looked upon the wine when it is red. " The
Bishop rebuked him, and received in reply the excuse,
" But, my lord, I was never drunk on duty. " " On dutv I

"

exclaimed the Bishop ;
" when is a clergjman not on

duty?" "True," said the other, "I never thought of

that." The same Bishop had to deal with a brother con-
stantly in debt, and more than once insolvent. A friend

interceding on his behalf, said, " He is a brilliantly endowed
man, and eloquent ; in fact, mj' lord, he is quite a St. Paul."
" Yes," replied the Bishop, drih', "in prisons oft.

"

Charming as ever. The latest portrait of .'Miss l.Ucn Icrrj

(Plioio l.y Cli.-vncrellor ar.il Soii.-Pul)!:;))
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Picrsliill IJarracks (Officers' Quartei's)

SCOTLAND'S CAVALRY BARRACKS
PlERSHiLL Barracks lie on the main road between Edin-

burg-li and its seaside suburb of Porto-
bello. Jock's Lodge is the name of tlie

district. There is nothing' elegant or
pr-etentious about the dingy buildings
grouped on three sides of a large quad-
rangle ; and would-be troopers are not
liable to be tempted by the glimpse of
soldier life they obtain from the great
g"ateway. Scotland only possesses one
cavalry barracks, and only owns one
regular regiment of cavalry. But the
Royal Scots Greys is a regiment which
an\' country would be proud of ; and the
Reserves stationed at Piershill are eager to

join the main body, which for many months
has been fighting in Africa.

In Parliament lately questions were
asked as to the sanitary condition of the
barracks, and it was stated that washing
accommodation was scarce, and baths
were nearly unobtainable. For some time
back workmen have been busy overhauling
the drains, putting in more up-to-date
fittings in the men's quarters, and, when,
completed, the comfort of the troops will

be greater than it has been. The soldiers

sleep in the rooms above the stables, but
special attention has been paid to making
the floors air-tight. The barracks are not
of the most modern construction, dating
back to 1793. Where the officers' quarters
are situated there was, about a hundred and fifty years ago,

\

a villa occupied by Colonel Piers, who commanded a corps
j

of horse in Edinburgh, and hence the name Piershill. I

Out of (lie seventeen Army district

commands in this counlr)-, Scotland has
;tt present only one, with Edinburgh as
headquarters. It is understood, however,
that inquiries aie being made for the pur-
])ose of securing larger accommodation
tor soldiers, and in the near future Scotland
will become of more importar.c from a
military point of view.
A few words about See !a-id's only

cavalry regiment will be of interest to
many. The Emperor of Russia is the
Colonel-in-Chief. The Greys—so named
from the colour of their chargers— were
raised by Charles II. in 1681, and were
employed under " Bloody" Claverhouse to

hunt down the Covenanters. Sir Thomas
Dalziel, a man of iron, was their first Colonel. But since
then they have seen much foreign service', and bear on
their colours ; Blenheim, Oudenarde, Ramillies, Dettingen,

The railway ;crossing at Newcastle Central Station. It is, in truth,

a crossing

Malplacquet, Waterloo, Balaclava and Sevastopol.
Amongst the wounded of the Scots Greys at Ramillies
was a trooper who proved to be a woman. She was, in

1739, buried with militarj- honours in

Chelsea Hospital. At Dettingen a Scots
Grey captured a white standard, one of

the most coveted trophies of war ; and at

Waterloo Sergeant Ewart brought off the
Eagle of the forty-fifth French regiment

—

to this day this achievement is comme-
morated by an eagle being carried on the
regimental Guidon. Since its arrival in

South Africa the regiment has won fresh

laurels (with General French) ; and the
recruit, when he joins the Greys, has the
proud consciousness of knowing that for

over two centuries their record has been
one of the brightest and the best.

II. ."M.S. "Gibraltar," the new- flagship of the Cape Station
(Vice-Admiral Moore). (Photo by Cribb)

The Governors of Macclesfield Infir-

mary have unanimoush' appointed a
lady doctor as junior house - surgeon.
This lady (Miss Marion J. Ross) l-.as taken
high honours at Glasgow University, and
she has been described by an eminent
professor as the most brilliant medical
student it had ever been his fortune to
meet. Miss Ross is twenty-seven 3-ears of
age and will be heard of in the near future.
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The .'pjt where the school is proposed to be

built

VANDALISM
The fine old house known from

ancient time as " The Grange,
"

Kilburn, and the grounds forming
the angle of Kilburn High Road,
Messina Avenue, Kingsgate Road,
Gascony Avenue, &c., are threa-

tened to be crowded up by Board
School houses, to the despair of the

hardly-used residents all round this

open spot, against the will of the

owner, and to the entire ruin to

many ratepayers in its vicinity ; but,

above all, to the utter wreck of the

chance it has had for some time of

being made a pretty public " breath-
ing-ground " for a neighbourhood
fast becoming overcrowded. There
is no open space whatever left in

Kilburn for the health of its people,

and the old house and chapel spire

have so long been the pride and,
as it were, the relief of this almost
densely crowded suburb, and nor-

thern highway from London, that
the residents have felt it their one
chance of free air from its maze of

shops. Therefore a petition has
been formulated, which seems to be

A corner of the Oak Room. It is made
entirely of carved oak

rs. Ada Peters, the cliarminc) pro-

prietress of "The Grange"

of little avail, though it is being
largely signed at Harland House,
53 and 24, Gascony Avenue, and
other near places, including "The
Grange," as there are many
cheaper and more suitable sites ;

while the existing school is not full.

Thus, there can be no reason why
the already over-burdened rate-

payer should be saddled with this

large ruthless expense for the
ruin of his own neighbourhood
(mostly superior flats and houses
not rented by those needing
Board Schools). The grand
old elms in the grounds, known
as having belonged to a royal
residence (that of Catherine of
Arragon) will have to be felled.

Its very gates open on to the
road where the bonnie mare
"Black Bess" carried Dick
Turpin, and adjoining was ;i

shooting-box of Charles IL,
demolished alread)". Should not
a searching inquiry be made ore

too late, as to the motives, and
who are the two or three lojulcrs

(riioto-i liy Sninlee)

"The Grange," kilburn, a historic and beautiful

house threatened with destruction

of such a dire deterioration of the

surroundings of this old English
landmark, and injur}' to the whole
Kilburn community, as the calamity
is to begin now.

* ¥ ¥
In spile of the most urgent appeal,

the lady owner (at the time of the

enforced purchase) was told that

she had to submit ; the School
Board was all-powerful to do what-
ever it pleased with her property.

One solicitor onl}', connected with
the property, was spoken to by the

member of the School Board. The
lady was thus not personally repre-

sented ; no jury was appointed, no
inspection made of the ground ; no
indemnit}' to her or the houses
rjund, nor any discussion or discre-

tion as to price mooted.

* * ¥
The inhabitants of Kilburn urge

j\lrs. Peters, as she has steadily

fought during her life against the

ruin of the grounds and trees, for

the health of the neighbourhood, to

in' isl on a fi.ll inquir\' being made as

to who are moxing in this, and win-.

i he Aiiiiourj of " The Granc;c
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NEW CENTURY FIRE - FIGHTERS
OF LONDON

Since the memorable fire in Tooley Street, which caused
the death, on June 22nd, 1861, of the famous Mr. Braid-
wood, London's fire service has undergone a remarkable
change, and the three final decades of the century witnessed
a phenomenal improvement in the sjstem of fire protection

and extinction for the metropolis. To briefly recall the train

of circumstances which followed the marvellous riverside

fire, and which had the direct effect of rousing lethargic

Londoners to a sense of their duty in regard to the pro-

vision of an adequate fire brigade, Sir Eyre Massey Shaw,
K.C.B., then a captain in an Irish IMilitia regiment which
had been disbanded, was appointed by the now defunct

Metropolitan Board of Works to organise a brig-ade. Pre- i^V^ll r_^, ^^.^^ ^^^^^ f^esh fro:
viously the hre msurance companies had provided the 'pro-
tection, " and the plant and staff were of a character which
would discredit the brigade of a small provincial town in the

present days. Captain Shaw was practically given carle

blaitchc, and he set about his work in a remarkablv s-vste-

JMr. S. Goinpcrtz Gamble
Second Officer

.Mr. .S. .Sladen
Third Officer

Commander Lionel de Lautour Wells,
Commander of the London Fire Brigade

K.X.

matic and exhaustive manner. He mapped London out
into four districts, three on the north side of the river and
3ne on the south, and appointed a superintendent to each dis-
trict. The West End was called the " A " district, the centre
jf London became the "B " district,the whole ofthe East End
was included in the "C" district, and South London formed
the " D " district. Captain Shaw also established a river fire

service, and organised a system of telegraphic "calls " and a
,ire-escape system of a most efficient and carefully-thought-
out character. The Herculean character of such a task
can be easily imagined. It was carried out in most admir-
able manner, and improvements were introduced as experi-
ence and fresh inventions suggested them. In process of lime
the old chief was honoured with a C.B.-ship, a knighthood,
and subsequently a baronetcy, and retired upon his laurels
after a remarkable career of fire-fighting for Londoners,
theoretical and practical. After a brief interregnum under
a fresh chief officer, who had served under Captain Shaw
as second officer, the London firemen found themselves, as
the century was drawing to a close, under the command of
a new chief in the shape of Commander Lionel de Lautour

m the naval service,
imbued with activity, energy and determination, and
assumed the important reins of office as the individual to
whom London looks for protection from fire. The Com-
mander naturally found scope for the introduction of fresh
ideas, and in the course of two or three years he has
effected very wise and important innovations in the system
as well as in the plant of the Brigade. To start with,
London had grown to such an extent since the davs of
Captain Shaw that it was found necessary to subdivide the
district south of the Thames into two, and accordingly an
" E " district has been added. Commander Wells thought

j

he would have an additional district in the shapeof a central

I

di*itrict, which should include all the important stations
in a circle round the present headquarters in Southwark

I

Bridge Road, and this was carried out. Then he conceived

I

the idea that horsed-escapes should be gradually introduced
!
at different stations to take the place of the hand-wheeled
escapes which had previously been relied upon, and this

very important innovation has been carried out all over
the metropolis with most satisfactory results. The Chief
next set himself to organise a quick system of dispatching
messages for fires, actuated by the feeling that the first

moments at a big fire are worth a subsequent half hour,
and by providing a concise system of code messages, he
has carried his views on this subject into effect. To give
an example, the officer at a station who receives a " call

"

for a fire uses his discretion, in telephoning the news on to

his superintendent's station, whether he sends the message
" Home Call," " District Call," or "Brigade Call." The
first message would mean that he thinks the fire can be dealt
with by his own men ; the second, that the fire is sufficiently

important to require the attendance of the engines and men
of the whole district ; and the third that the fire is a very
big one, and requires the attention of the Brigade generally,
in which case a very large force is sent on.

In this and in many other ways, Commander Wells has
sought to improve and popularise the important service

j
under his control, and there can be no doubt that he has
succeeded to a remarkable extent, .'^t the same time he
has not lost sight of the needs of the men themselves, and
has in a dozen different ways sought to make the life of a
fireman as happy and healthy a one as the nature of his

vocation will permit. He started by inaugurating an
Amusements Club, which includes almost every branch of

sport ; he has suggested billiard handicaps at the different

stations, and generously supplied the prizes ; and in many
other directions, which the scope of this article will not
pern- it to be described in detail, he has shown to his men
the warm interest he takes in their well-being and happiness.

In this work he is ably seconded by Mr. Sidney G. M.
Gamble, the popular Second Officer of the Brigade, who is

Superintendent A. Stutter
Of ihe Theatre Infspection Department

Superintendent Searle
Of the West-End District
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\ vcrj- keen firc-fig-htcr, and is ahva3s
to be seen in the thick of the work at a
big- fire. The Third Officer, Lieutenant

Sladen, R.N., is one of the appointments
made by the London County Council
(which gfoverns the Metropolitan Fire

Biigade) from outside. Lieutenant Sladen
was fast winning- himself into the favours

of the men, when he fell a victim to diph-

theria ; and he has had a long illness,

from which he is now recovering at

Madeira. Commander Wells' superinten-

dents are all men who have worked their

wa}- up in the Brigade from the lowest
ranks. Mr. Searle has charge of the

West End ; Mr. Lester is responsible for

Central London ; Mr. Egerton watches
over the interests of East London ; and
Mr. Pearch is in charge of the New Cross
or " D " district. Superintenent A. Stutter

is now in charge of the theatre inspection

branch of the Brigade's work. The group
of district officers, or assistant-supeiin-

tendents, are all old fire-fighters, who
have done splendid work for Londoners,
and are still doing it every dav- and night.

Mr. McCall is the officer in charge of one
of the busiest of City stations, that at

Whitefriars, where the splendid firemen's

dog. Baron, is generallv on guard.

J. H. While.

Mr, W. T. tMr.manuel Mr. f. M. Deakia Mr. J. kol.illiard Mr. H. G. Ansdl
(Headquarter^) (K.enii!iigton) (New Cross) (Manchester Square)

Mr. K. WilliatiLs Mr. S. Riddle J. Smith, jiin.

(Cleikenuell) (Whitechapel) (Public'Buildings Inspection)

The District Officers of the Brigade

A FIREMAN named Jenkins, who was brutall}- assaulted in

Shoreditch the other Sunday night, is still on the sick list,

nnd his injuries are very severe. A warrant has been
issued for the arrest of the man and woman who assaulted
him. It seems that for several Stmdays past, at almost
preciselv the sarne time—a few minutes after ii o'clock—
the Xew Inn Yard fire alarm has been pulled, so on Sunday
night Jenkins was told off" to watch the alarm in private

clothes, while his comrades were ready at the Shoreditch
station to turn out with the horsed escape directly the
alarm rang. At 1 1 o'clock a man came out of the adjoining
public-house, and as he walked by the alarm thrust his

elbow through the glass. Directly afterwards a second
man came along and pulled the alarm, whereupon Jenkins
followed him till he came to a police-sergeant, to whoin he
said he desired to give the man into custody for pulling the
alarm. The sergeant said the alarm was off his ground,
and declined to take the man, whereupon Jenkins said the
man would have to wait till the horsed escape came up, and
tried to detain him. A hard struggle ensued, for a woman
came to the man's aid, and tore Jenkins' face while he was
struggling with the man, injured him ver)' severely about
tlie body, and finally stuck a hat-pin in his face. Jenkins
managed to push her ofT with his elbow, and was on the
groimd on the top of his prisoner, being kicked by the
crowd of roughs who quickly gathered, when the horsed
escape came up. He was nearly exhausted, however, and
his prisoner, aided by the crowd, shook off his hold and
escaped, as the woman had done just before. Jenkins has

no fewer than seventeen wounds on his face and head, antl

his other injuries are very severe. It is alleged that the

sergeant did not even report the incident on his return to hi:,

station, and his conduct will form the subject of inquiry.

The mosque of St. Sophia, at Constantinople, was laic

up in mortar perfumed with musk. It was built 1,000 year:,

ago, yet the musky smell is still noticeable.

¥ * *
The three great religions of China are Confucianism,

founded bv Confucius about the }"ear B.C. 570 ; Taoism,
founded by Lao-tse, the old philosopher, who was born
about fifty 3ears before Confucius ; and Buddhism, which
was introduced into China from India about sevent}- years
after Christ.

* * *

After a period of .some r,20o years, the fourth grand fire

temple is being built in Bombay from public subscriptions.

The sacred fire to be perpetually burned in it must be a

composite of sixteen different kinds of fire, which are to be
ama!g"imatcd after manv ceremonies of ]5urification. The
first kind of tire is that obtained from tlie burning- corpse o-

a hig-h-class Brahmin boy. The fire produced b}- lighlnint

is another kind of tire required for the new fire temple, anc
Zoroastrians are on the look-out for it.

Mr. C. S. Kgerton
Superintendent of '-C" Distri.t

(Whitech-ipel)

Mr. McCall

Wlio is in charge of the station

at Whitefriars, one of the busiest

of the City stations- the most
flaniin^. in fart

Mr. A. I.cster

S.iperiiitendent of "'I'.' District
(Clerkenwell)
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The Kinij s coronation, althougli a year off, is causing a
flutter in many establishments. Tlie Covn-t furriers are

laying- their hands on all available ermine for the Peers'

robes ;
jewellers are busy with emblems anil decorations,

and the renovation or making of coronets and such like ;

and antiquaries and archaeologists
arc on the </ui vivc, so that there
may be no solecisms in the
arrangements for the great cere-
mony. It is known, from the ex-
perience of the F"reemasons, that

liis Majesty is a stickler for the
proper performance of all such
functions, and woe betide the
College of Heralds if all is not
as it should be. Already it is said

a distinguished painter has been
approached with a view to the
production of a great historic pic-

ture giving the scene, so that its

artistic value and impressiveness
may be fitly recorded, and that
future generations may see what
great doings were toward at tlie

coronation of Edward \'II.

* * ¥
Painters have not had a very

Pretty bodice for theatre jJrosperous year, for the war has
wear ]3ressed hardly upon them, and

were it not for tlie opportunity
vi'hich this i^rotracted campaign presents to the enter-
prising newspaper artist, things would h-ave been flat

indeed. But they may take heart of grace, for next year
will be full of subjects for their pencils, and in the good
times which everyone thinks are coming, when once this

war has come to an end, will have their share of patronage
for all the arts. The press of pictures sent in for the forth-
coming exhibitions is greater than ever, and the task of the
hanger more onerous and in\idious.

* * ¥
Nothing gives us keener pleasure than a good scent,

uideed it is almost as refreshing as the proverbial cup of
tea, and has this advantage, that while the latter, so the
doctor tells us, must be indulged in with moderation if wc
would escape vitiated nerves and all its attendant evils, the
former may be enjoyed without stmt, tor wc know that the
more sweet perfumes we use in our ablutions on our persons,
the healthier, and shall I say happier, we shall be. We
could hardly imagine a world without scent : it would be as
dreary as a songless one. Fortunatel}' for us, it is full of
beautiful perfumes, and half the charm and benefit we derive
from a stay in the country is due to the smell of the fresh
earth, of the flowers, frees, and in fact of all growing
creation.

* ^ *

We owe a large debt of gratitute to the clever chemists
of to-day who have learnt so well the secrets of Nature's
storehouse and caught the fragrance of every flower that

blows, so that now amid the dust and smoke of London one
may, thanks to the perfumer's art, enjoy a whiff of new-
mown hay, and long before the roses come may revel in

their incomparable scent. I'nlil quite recent years good
scent was not within the reach of all. Most of us remember
the crude attempts made with a predominance of patchouli.

Now it is within the reach of all. The Vinolia and other
good companies have done much to show the public that the
best perfumes need not be those of the highest price.

The little violet has ever been a favourite with us ; indeed,

I doubt whether tlie shamrock can boast more wearers than
this modest little flower. We value it for its svveet perfume,
which is one of the most lasting scents we have. Saghets

of this scent are invaluable for scenting one's drawer, a;:

the perfume from one sachet will permeate all our belongings.
Speaking of sachets, the latest craze is to liave one's sachet
to match the colour of one's corset. A heliotrope corset
must boast a sachet of some heliotrope-coloured flower,
such as lilac, violet or cherry pie.

* * *
When putting away clothes for any length of time, sprinkle

them well with Lebanon dust or any such sweet-smelling
]30wder. They will prove equally as efficacious in keeping
away moth as the pungent moth-destrojers sold tor that

purpose, and have the additional value of sweetening oui'

clothes. Another use for Lebanon dust is that a little

sprinkled on the heated surface of a gas-stove will destroy
any unpleasant odour which may have arisen from the
cooking.

* ¥ * •

It has been the custom for some years past to dress in

black during Lent, and especially in Holy Week, and that

is the real reason why we have not taken advantage of the

half-mourning order sooner. Now Kaster is over, w^e shall

don our colours with a light heart, feeling a duty done in

both respects.

* * *
Nothing can be more becoming to a woman boasting a

good figure than the corselet skirt, as it partakes of the

nature of the Princess robe, beloved by us with so much
reason some seasons ago.

I

Our artist has depicted
one of these new models,
and everyone who sees
may note its air of dis-

tinction and becoming-
;
ness. The smart bolero

I falls over a waistcoat of

I Irish crochet lace, which

[
fastens at one side with

:
a quaintly-enamelled but-

I

ton. A novel feature is

i

afforded by the pipings

I

on the skirt, which tend

[

to heighten the graceful

! lines now so much ad-

i

mired. This style would
I lend itself for treatment

I

in any of tihe sweet pastel

I tones now so much in

I

vogue.
1 * v ¥
1

From a most perplex-
1 ing multitude of beautiful

and appropriate designs
in the now fashionable

' pewter - ware found at
Messrs. Liberty and Co.,

! are to be seen a claret-

jug, a tankard, and a vase

I

as typical specimens of
! treatment not only ele-

\

gant, but adapted for

their several purposes.
Nothing can well be more
graceful than the long,

gently curving sides of

the clarct-jug, the deli-

A smait tailor-inaUc tjowii

cate form of the handle convenient to grasp, the really

artistic feeling of the designer showing itself in the one
h?.rd straight line at its upper end, giving value to the
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rurvilinc.-ir Ircalniciil cjf (he whole
Thi're is ;i little baiKJ of vii>i; Icivcs
jiiid tfrapi'S under the lip, and with
careful torelhoug^ht the base s])reads

out for safety, and about it the

spiral lines of the long' slender bod\-

arc gathered into a coniieeted band
of ornament. It is an excellent in-

stance ofthe combination of elegance
of design with a severe regard to

ihe uses of the object, and as such
is quite Grecian in its motif. Th(;

tankard is purposely framed on
bolder lines, and suggests in an
artistic way the more homely liquor

it is destined to hold. You can
fancy that it would be in jjlace in a
;o!lcge-liall or in any meeting of
good fellows where the mahogany
resounded to some hard rap with
the flagon's rim when the joke went
home or the song was finished. The
vase, on the other hand, cries aloud,
"lam for my lady's chamber, none
of your royslering trenchermen,
with their loud merriment and noisy
gabble for me. I am all delicacy
and daintiness, and with my single
daffodil or spray of cherry-blossom
am fit for the boudoir of a princess.

"

We have no idea who the artist is

who is giving this impress of an original mind to the ware in question ; but we believe that he is initiating a class ot

ornamental treatment which will have far-reaching results, and probably inform and modify the artistic treatment

of much beside that material which he is now specially employed upon. ^Iartha.

Martha will have much pleasure in answering questions relating to domestic and personal matters.

Dainty Spring Hat Sweet seventeen
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"BLJICK. & WJilTE" VICTORIJIJJ SOUVEJJIR
In consequence ol ihe great and continued demand for the several numbers of Biack and White
illustrating the Life, Deattt and Funeral of Her late Majesty ttte Queen, the Proprietors

have reprinted each number and bound them together in a Special Wrapper, reproducing Mr. G. G. Manton's

beautiful picture "The Earthly Crown Passks." Price js. 6d., post tree zs. iid. (Paper Cover). Cloth

Purple Cover, Silver Lettering, 4s. 6d., post free 4s. gd.

PUBLISHING OFFICE : 63, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE

HOME SERIES
Edited by FLORENCE WHITE. Published by BLACK AND WHITE.

Is the name of a new monthly publication partaking of the natuic ot a Magazine and a Book. A dift'crcnt

subject connected with the Home is treated each month by experts in a simple, practical manner.

All who value home comfort and economy should take them in regularly.
Every hint given is based on the personal ex]3erience of actual workers.

Every recipe may be relied on, as each is tested before being included in the work in w hicl; it appears.

Nothing is recommended that has not been tried and found good.
Each half-yearly volume will form a useful encyclopaedia of household information which slioul 1 lit:,' .•. i^h'-ce

in every home. The books deal with essentials, and therefore are suitable for all classes. s

"Our Magazine Corner," including novel and interesting Prize Com])elitions, "Ansv,c:s to Correspon-
dents, " and "Patterns cut in Material, " are attractive features.

No. I.— HOW TO NURSE THE SICK.
A HANDY BOOK OF HOME NURSING.

I.C^

No. :. SPRING CLEANING,
anu now TO Avoiii ir.

No 3—HOW TO COOK WELL AND CHEAPLY
3E>s*i<:^ 2d. X>os;-<> f3c*^^ 3d.. (S^c^Xs-.

ADDRESS : PUBLISHER, BLACK AN1> WHITE,' i.. FLEET STREET, LONDON, E C.
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I H.WE iviuch pleasure in publishing' the following letter
'

from Mr. Edwin Cawston, the proprietor of the well-known
oouth Pasadena Ostrich Farm, Los Angeles, California :

—
{To the Editor, "Black and White Budget.'')

Dear Sir,— I notice a letter in reference to ostrich-farming
in your paper of P'ebruarj' 23rd. Also }our remarks. In
regard to same, beg to state that "the ostrich is not like

the osprey, a victim of cruel fashion," Jis in the former
case the feathers are absolutely ripe when they are
taken from the birds, and if the}' are not taken they
would fall out ; there is no blood or any mark where they
are taken, find the birds cannot suffer an}- pain what-
ever. This applies to all the shorter feathers onl}'. The

In regard to the osprey, the egrettes are pulled out from
the hen when she is sitting on her eggs, this being the only
time when the feather is in perfection. The bird Is killed in

tjhe process of taking the feather, so the eg^s arc lost

as well.

Being the originator of ostrich-farming in the United
States, and having been in the business for fifteen years,
and personally taken the feathers from thousands of ostriches,
the writer is in a position to know what he is talking-
about.

I might add that it would be very short-sighted policy
on the part of the ostrich-farmer to pull the feathers before
they were ripe, as it ruins all future crops.— I am, very
irul}- }ours, Edwin Cawston.

Fire Britiadc horses immediately after a call. The horses turn round and the
apparatus overhead hitches on the harness

large white feathers are cut off, as your correspondent
remarks, before they are quite ripe, that is to say, we cut
them oft two or three inches from where the feathers join

the skin. At this point the feather is absolutely dry, and it

no more hurts the bird than for a man to IJave his hair cut.

We then leave the quill in for three months, until it gets
tlioroug-hly ripe and dry, and then it is taken out. We cut

them before the}- arc Jibsolutely ripe, that is before they are
ciuite full g-rown, in order to get the tip of the feather in

a perfect state.

The public are requested not to send for the present to

Delahay Street, Westminster, any more parcels of book-j

and games for the use of the South African Constabulary.
The appeal made by Lady Sarah Wilson has been so gene-
rously responded to that no more are required. A draft,

consisting of 600 men, of General Baden-Powell's South
African Constabulary, left Southampton in the Assaye last

week. Recruiting for the force has now- closed, only a few
applications remaining to be considered. The number of
men recruited in England is 5,900.

PkK.IPD P.V lllE r;i.ACK AND WhiTE PUBLISHING CcMPANV, LIMITED, AT 33, liOUVERIE STREET ; AND AT EDINBURGH; AND PUBLISHED
Weekly p.v \V. J. P. Monckton', at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C., England.—April 20, igoi.
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THE MARCHIONESS OF HEADFORT
n^e Miss Rosie Boote, of the Gaiety Theatre, Following the prevailing fashion the young M.uquis

took unto himself a beauty from the stage, (Photo by Russell ami Sons.)
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The iiliT, c docs not represent a giaveyaid, but "the
oijcr of the bath," or rather, the bath in order

CURRENT COMMENTS
TilK proverbial fondness of tlie Eiig-lislinian for his niorn-

ins^ "tub" is well illnstratcfl by the accompanying" pictuie

oi' a portion—only a portion—of the stock
of baths held by a leading- firm of man'.i-

factiirers. The traveller by Great Wester 11

Railway from Birmingham to Kiddermin-
ster can scarcely fail to observe the enor-
mous number of these wliile sentinel-box-

lilvC objects just outside Stourbridge Junc-
tion Station, though he may be puzzled at

first sight to decide what ihey are. Some
time ag-o the manuf;tcturers received a
letter addressed to " the people who make
things like coffins at Stourbridgfe." Their
iippearancc is peculiar, to say the least of

it ; so peculiar that a photograph mav
rank as a curiosity. This firm of bath
manufacturers has been in existence on
the spot for considerably over a hundred
years, and exports its baths to all parts
of the world— "a RufFord bath" bjing
everywhere a s\'nonym for excellence.

The courteous member of the firm who conducted the

l>hotogTapher over the works, in ready response for per-

mission to take a picture, in reply to a question as to the

nimiber of baths standing- together in the yard, replied tlat

lie w IS n :)t quite sure, but that at the last stocktaking thev
num'jered over two thousand five hundred. As the cost of

a first-rate ordinary porcelain bath such as tho .e

is nine or ten pounds, the reader may do for him
the prod act of which will ]5robribly astonish him.

Skibo C.\.sri.i:, Sutherland, is (he address in this country of
Mr. .Andrew Carnegie, of the great Pittsburg Steel Works.
I'^Miy ye.ai" he spends some months in the 1 lighlands ; and
ll'.c. Castle is greatly intavour with Mrs. Carnegie, and with
the little girl, the heiress to so many millions. But llu!

Castle, which was built in the eaily part of the present
centui-}-, was rather anlicjuated in arehitectiue and furnishing.
Creat alterations, however, have been carried through
during the past twelvemonth, at a cost of about /i40,ooo, and
the edifice, as is shown in the recenllv-taken photograph,
is of commanding a])pearance externalh', and is fitted and
furnished in the most handsome way.
The new additions to the Castle aie beautifully situated

on high terraces overlooking the Firth of Dornoch a wild
water in the winter-time —the Kyle of .Sutherland, and the
glens and langes of hills to the west. The .Scottish style )f

architecture has been followed throughout - tuiiets, coibelled

embrasures, crow-stepped gabUs, and the other features of
baronial piles. From the tower the ro(jlc)f which is tlat

one of the finest of Highland landscajjcs is before the e) e.

V v V
Spi'xl.M, attention has been devoted to the hall, which i.s of

noble dimensions, with elaborately |)anelled ceiling, and new
giand staircase of purest while Sicilian marble. Stained
glass windows add to the effect rich, but not obtrusively so.

Oak and waliuit have been chiefly used in the decoration of
the larg^e public rooms and corridors, and the ceiling-s arc of
carved oak panelling. In the drawing-room, boudoir and
library the decoration is in fibious |3laster of new design.

The polished parqueti\- fioors of the corridors may prove

SKiho Gastle„ Sujherlandshire,
the Highland home of "the

steel king"

trying to l!ie stiff-kneed visitor. Klectric lifts communicate
I

with the various storeys, and electric light is, of course,

I

supplied throughout. 'On the lliiril floor is a recieafo;

I

room, 63 feet long by 18 feel br> -d, and e luijjped with all

M. Rcnz and his extraordinary hunters. They are one of tlic best "turns" at tlie

Hippodrome and are extremely popular

^
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Another addition to the Zoo — The Tasmariian wolf

_^ymiia'.lic appliances, so that in wet weather—and in

Sutherland when it is wet it is wet—g-uests can get in an
hoin- or two of excixise. Billiard and smoking'-roonis are
ol the most up-lo-dale description.

¥ * ¥
TiI.T very import: n: apartment ni a Highland mansior—

the g'un-room—is on the g'round floor, under the billiard-

Tlic Crocodile Rock, Ali'port, Cumbrac, Firth of Clyde

room. It is 25 feet 6 inches by 21 feet, and here the ghillies 1

and keepers are interviewed, a separate outside entrance
,

lieing- provided for them. The library is 38 feet 4 inches by '

22 fe( t 4 incheS; and; as is to be expected in the residence of
a man who has done ^:o much for the founding' of libraries

in many town-, is a model of what a private, library should
;

be. Ciose at hand a:-o Mr. Carnegie's private room, sccre-
1

tary's room, writing- and smoking-rooms. A private t

swimming-bath is being- erected en the
seashore, along- with a few other baths ;

and here also has been constructed the
electric power station.

¥ * V
.Skibo Cast !e is five miles from Dornoch,

the nearest town, and (he railway does
not come nearer to Dornoch than six
miles, so that special ac-ommodation had
to be jjrovided for the many workmen
employed. When Mr. Carnegie was at
Skibo last year a temporary building- was
also put up to house servants who had
been displaced by the masons. Fortu-
nately the stone would not cost Mr. Car-
negie much outlay, as the whole of it

Ivas obtained from a quarry on his estate
i:bont three miles distant. A large tem-
porary bridge had, however, to be thrown
over a ravine.

Skibo of olden days was the residence,
or Crange, as it was called, of the Bishops
of Sutherland and Caithness -these are

the two northernmost counties In Scotland. For a long
time afterwards it was a fortress, and here the Marquis
of Montrose spent two nig-hts as a prisoner after his

defeat by the Presbyterians at Bonar Bridge in 1650.

Mr. Carnegie acquired the whole estate, and the adjacent
village of Clashmore is his property. He has spent much
money in the past 3ears in many ways, a.nd tie is a valuable
neighbour to have —as the Highlanders have found. Dornoch
is celebrated for its golf links and sea-bathing.

¥ * ¥
The Crocodile Rock, Millport, Cumbiae, Firth of Ch de,

is. sit.nated on the beach at Millport, and has a striking-

resemblance to the head of a crocodile. A few years ago
one oft he boat-hirers painted the teeth and eye. The gums
and tongue are painted red colour; and the eye has a dot

of red too. The rock is a favourite ])lace of amusement for

children, and they clamber o\er it, stick stones in its jaws,
and gleefully shout that the monster will not hurt them.

* * ¥
Thi-; Tasmanian Wolf Thylacine ( Thylacin-iis rjniocrpkcil:-:^)

which has recently arrived at the Zoological Gardens (writes

a correspondent), is the first specimen of the kind which ib.e

societji has received for ten vears, and as the species is

being- rapidly exterminated in Tasmania, its only native

country, it is not likel\- to be succeeded by many other
examples. The Thylacine is the largest of the Australian
carnivora. It is about the size of a small wolf, and its

ha.bits and' -the general appearance of the head and shoulders
show a remarkable resemblance to that animal, although the

hind quarters, tail, and great liquid eyes show its kinship
with the kang-aroo. Another name is that of zebra opossum,
owing to its having- about sixteen black sti-ipes on the bacl<.

The ccmetc
aiiiiivcrsarj

r> at InloniM Camp. I.adysmitli. Hceorated on the

of the relief of l.ad>smitli by tlie loeal braiiej-. of "tlie

Loyal \\ omen's Guild"
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O? tlie o-r^at mass of
buildiiigs with which Kc-1-

vingrove ?'ark, tlie site of
th^ second Glase-r^w Inter-

nationai Exhibition, is

studdea, only one appears
to be unftnisfied .'•o far as
.construction g'oes.(wrttes a
correspondent in The
Timci), and that m rapidly
aoproa' hinsf complet ior.
The R'.i ,Mui artisans who
were brougiit over to build

the four large pavilions
that are to contain the
bulk of t'hcir country's ex-
hibits seemed likely at one
t'me to be behindhand.,
especially when they dis-

covered how badly thev
were paid in comparison
with the poorest Scottish
workmen, and initiated a
helpless kind of strike.

But they ha.ve been helped
by local workmen, and the
outside, at all events, o!

the pavilions is now in the
hands of the painters, who
are beg'innlng' to make th:
quaint, hig-h-roofed struc-

tures glow with .colour.

As the main .buildings and
the other outside pavilions and restaurants are practicallx-
in form and tint what they will be when the exhibitioii
is in full working order, it is possible to give a general
idea of the appearance of the whole. Viewed froni one of
the Oest vanta.g-e grounds—the terrace in front of the
University, whicA overlooks KelvingrovePark—the exhibi-
tion present.s a somewhat higglcd3--pigg-led3- appcaranKre.

V ^ »
In the dull, spring light the solid red sandstone .and

obvious reality .of the perm.anent art galleries cannot be
said to blend well with the brightly-coloured and /is

obviously flimsy range of wooden and stucco erections
which are clustered round .them. It is clear, again,
that in their desire to accommodate all nations the
exhibition authorities have been led to overcrowd the
ground with buildings. As a matter of fact, only about
a tenth of the hundred acres of park is covered by build-
ings in which exhibits are shown, and even when
avenues and passages are taken into account, it will

probably be found that not more than 85 per cent, of the
acreage is enclosed. Still, it is true that the park is

overcrowded, and ihat double the available acreage of
grass and paths would not have been loo much for the

propel- display of the very varied and
generally striking arciiitecture, in wiiich
Ihe genuinely international character of
I he txhibilimi is bodied forth. The
i\ussians, who occujjy four-sevenths of

(he whole space allotted to foieign
nations, dominate also the roiif> diril,

with their four lofty and fanlasticallv-
turreted pavilions, whose sloping, wooden-
slated roofs are painted and gilded with
Oiiental gorgeousness, and whose out-
side walls, on closer inspection, are found
to be ornamented wilh mural paintings
and designs, which have a cm ions re-

semblance to the decoratixe art, which
the ("ilasgow Art .School has made so
familiar of recent jears.

¥ * *
Th:' famous steeplechase at Erldge

Castle came off, as usual, with great
cdat on Piaster Monday. The weather
was tine, 1; oiuy plentiful, and the crowd

in good humour, so that
altogether a pleasant day
was spent.

^ ¥ '.7

We have received from
the War Office a correc-
tion in the Army Order -

94 of igoi—relating to

the South Africa medal.
Paragraph 10 is now
to read :

— " A clasp in-

scribed ' Belfast ' will be
granted to all troops
who, on August 26th
or 27th, 1900, were cast
(jf a north and south line

drawn through Wonder-
fbntein (the garrison and
troops quartered at Won-
derfontein on those dates
will not receive this
clasp), and west of a
north and south line
through Dalmanutha Sta-
1 o 1, ;',nd 1 o.i'h of an "east

and west line through
Carolina," the word
"Carolina " being sub-
stituted for " Dsilmanutha
Station " in the orig-inal

text.
idgc Steeplecliaic—An

old hand

Jiridge Castle
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Erecting the New Marine Barracks at Portsmoutli
(Photo by S. Cribb)

Russian workmen busy erecting buildings at the Glasgow Exhibition
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The Home of the Channel Squadron. The "Majestic" and "St. George" resting in his

Majesty's dockyard jetties at Portsmouth
(Photo by S. Cribb)
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Aston Villa coming oat Sheffl'eia cnited comiag out

A good heaUer I'riest is iii)iirecl and carried ofi

Sheffield United take a corner

SHEFFIELD UNITED v. ASTON VILLA
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^\hlte Urhfng A cjood dri\e by Vardoii
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White plays well on ilic greeii

r

Vardou about to put
(Phou.s hi" J. Coster. Ea>iiioui

\'ardon strikes from tlie furze

PROFESSIONAL GOLF AT SEAFORD — WHITE (WINNER) v. VARDON
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The death-mask of Napoleon, found the other day in an
ash-oarrel at Plainfield, New Jersey

The New York corro ipondent of the Jlfin-Jiing

Post telegraphs tliiit a death-mask of Napoleon
was found recently in an ash-barrei in Plainfield,
New Jersey. The mask belong-ed to the Spooner
collection of art work.;, and when the owner died
it fell into the hands of those who did not know
its value. It was finally thrown into an ash-
barrel to be carted avay, when it was seen by an
artist, who recog-nised it; value. The originality
of the mask is proved beyond doubt, and its mate
Is in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York Cit}-. It is somew!i;it damaged, but not
be3'ond repair.

The Cape papers aimounce (as already briefly

telegraphed) that the Cape Governni'ent have
decided to maintain for some months to come an
information bureau in London for the purpose of
enlig-lilening- the pub'ic of Great Britain upon the
agricultural resources and possibilities of the Cape
Colon}'. This step has been taken consequent
upon the receipt of many hundreds of applications
by letter for such information. Yeomen who have
fought in the war and have proceeded to England
are desirous of returning to settle in Cape Colon)',

and others who have never been in South Africa are
apph'ing for information respecting the openings
for farm settlers in the various districts of this

Colony. Hitherto attempts have been made to

deal with such applications by letter, but the

requests for information became so numerous and
pressing' that the Government decided upon a
scheme whereby applicants may obtain the informa-
tion first hand at the Government offices in Londc>n.

Two experienced officers of the Agricultural Depart-
ment will open chambers in the Agent-General's
offices (Victoria Street, Westminster) and receive

applicants for information in person, and so afford

them every possible information regarding the

character and capabilities of ever district of the

Colony, such as the price of land, the condition of

the laiiour market, the diseases and pests to which
stock and crops are liable, drought, and similar

drawbacks, and, of course, the possibilities of the

farming industry when rightly directed.

^ ^ V

A Laffan telegram from Cape Town says that

Mr. Rudyard Kipling has written the following

i,nscripti<)n for the memorial that is being ercctc'
at Kimberley to those who fell during the siege :

—

" This for a charge to our children, in sign of the
price we jjaid.

The price we paid for freedom, which comcj
imsoiled to our hand.

Read, revere, and uncover—Here arc the victors

laid.

They who died for the citv, being sons of the

land." _ _ _'
ft'*

A sil-VER challenge cup has been presented by
LicuL-Colonel the Hon. H. \V. Campbell, chairman
of the London and South-Western Railway Com-
pany, for annual competition between the members
ot a newly-formed rifle club consisting of 200 of the

company's employiis. The directors of the com-
pany have authorised the use of an arch, 50 jards
in length, near Waterloo Station, exclusively for

Morris tube practice, and arrangements are being
matie for competitions at the Nation Rifle Associa-
tion ranges at Bisley during the summer. The
genera! manager—Mr. C. J. Owens—has consented
to become president of the club, and among' the
list of patrons are the names of Earl Roberts, Earl
Waldcgrave, Lord Wantage, and General Sir

Redvers BuUer. It is with a view to encourage
their emplo3'^s to co-operate with the military

authorities and promote a patriotic feeling among
the staff that the directors and general manager
have given their support 10 this movement.

A typical Uussiaii convict serving a life sentence in the

Siberian mines
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ROUGH NOTES FROM AN ARTISTS DIARY TODMARSH'S CHEF DCEUVRE
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WHAT BOER WOMEN SAY
And thkv olght to know

With re<^ard to the char<<-e.s broiifjlit against the conduct
of Britisli troops, an Australian correspondent, who filled a
responsible position during' the deportation of Boer non-
combatants from their farms, writes to the Times as
follows :

—
' My experiences extend over a period often months, and

during- that time, although calling at nearly every farm on
the line of march to make inquiries as to whether there had
been any cruelt}-, I ha\e never on any single occasion
received an answer in the affirmative.

" In May last Rundle's fellows were beating up De Wet,
Olivier, and Prinsloo into the Caledon V^alley. At that

time tiie men were practically starving'. Any other army
would have just commandeered any food that came in its

wa\'. This w.as not the case with Rundle's troops, the
' Starving Eighth,' as thev were called. The men were
rationed on one biscuit and a half a day. They were almost

mandants fighting against us at that ver)' time. To lell

the naked truth, the troops had no chance whatever of being
cruel to the women, nor would they have been did the chance
occur. A more kindly, moral, self-respecting, and generous
army than that at present in South Africa never marched
through an enem)- s territorj-. When camping near a town,
mounted police patrolled it during daj-liglit, and foot-police
at night. No man was allowed to enter without a special
order from his officer commanding, and no one was allowed
in the town after 5 p.m. The women always spoke iti the
highest terms of the troops. These people used lo bake
Tommy's ration of flour for him, charging 6d. a loaf for

doing so. The men clubbed together and sent their flour

by one man to the house. He would give the man of the
house, it there chanced to be one, a pipe of tobacco, and
then have a cup of coffee at 6d. a cup, and a chat. The
coffee was sugarless and without milk—simply a -decoction
of. burnt barley—so it was well paid for. Most of the Boer
women never earned so much mone}- in their lives.

" The laws with regard to looting were terribly severe.

In hospital

too weak to carry their equipment, were only hah clothed,
and altogether their sufferings were terrible. Yet they had
to pay Mr. Stead's 'ill-treaied women' 2s. and is. 6d. a
loaf for bread, which lett a profit to the seller of is. 6d. or
IS. according to the loaf. Poor little beggars, how my
luart used to bleed for them m those days as I watched
tiiem trailing along in the blinding heat of a noon day, sore,
ragged, hungry, and thirst}', often in a worse condition
than the beasts of the field, but too proud to complain.

" On asking one Boer woman whom I knew particularly
well, and to whom I was constantly making little gift.s of
coITce and sugar out of my small supply, if she had any
instances of crueiiy lo report, she replied, ' O, I am so glad
when the English soldiers come, they pay me so well ; but
fjr goodness sake keep those wicked Colonials away. I am
terrified of them.' The reason ot the good woman's terror
was the fact that the wicked Colonials only paid is. for a
chicken where Tomm\' paid is. 6d. This same woman told
me that she was making ;£Jio clear profit a week from the
sale of bread alone. She was not a storekeeper, but merely
\ farmer's wife, her husband being one of the chief corn-

One would think looting would be encouraged in war-time,

enabling the men as it does to obtain extrji food, and givirg

them some encouragement to put up with the.ir other priva-

tions. But I honestly believe, after ten months' experience,

that the Boer women look on the British soldier as the

most simple, manly, and kind e?:ample of a warrior and a

man. They have told me as much.
"

<x-<" *

When will the treatment of women drunkards cease to bvi

a slvameful public farce ? A poor creature who has been

thirty-seven times convicted came before Mr. McConnell the

other day. Last November she was ordered to be detained

for eighteen months in the London County Council Home at

Farmfield. Then the old battledore and shuttlecock game
began. She was discharged after a day ort\yo because the

Home could not take her, and, of course, convicted once

more before .the week was out. It is only now that they

have been able to find room for her at Farmfield. The
Inebriates Act was passed two years ago, but it has been
virtually inoperative owing to the want of accommodation
for those whom it tries to protect from themselves.
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CHINESE NEW YEAR
Chinese New \'car season is the one occasion—Sundays

not excepted—on which the respectable Chinaman closes

his shop, and absolutely refuses to trade. This year cessa-

tion from business has occurred twice, owing- to the death

of her Majesty the late Queen, and subsequent memorial ser-

vices in the Churches, when the g^enerai closing of doors

specimens made in Germany, in France, and in Fin.im-

mag-cm. Often, liowever, curios distincll)' Chinese can b«
procured by the collector who knows what he is a'joul.

The old hand, knowing just what lo pay, usually succ-cds
after an hour's haggling with John, who, towards riidnigl'il

on the closing day, will accept any price to clear his stock,
and, doubtless, the net result of his sales turns out sati .-

factorily to himself if not to his customers. This year rain

Who said "Jam !^

and every outward token of respect was spontaneous. The
New Year of Clana, however, is a time of activity with the
stall-holders in the narrow roadways of China Town. Here
sellers of candied truits, dealers in china, porcelain, and
glass goods, silk and velvet stuffs, embroider)- and lace,
lacquered articles, &c., drive a brisk business. Here also
the European, newly airived, eagerly seeks for curios, and
often manages to secure, at enhanced rates, tempting

spoiled the holida}-, and the soddened roadways and stroani;-.

of water from stall awnings proved a sorry experience

for the crowds of mixed nationalities who packed the narrow
lanes between the shops, anxiously seeking for some
souvenir of this ancient fair of the Far East. An .-inxlou^

time it is also for John, who quaintly puts It
—"This tune

New Year he come chop chop, no makoo pK-Jity dollar,

makec shuloc shop.
"
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iiack-palniing eight coins- two

fell. I essayed to be-
come a King- of Coins,
and imprudently experi-
mented with my own
money. Some of this

has yet to be found.

V * T
Let me attempt to

describe some of the
tricks ! saw. The back
palming of eight or
nine coins was very
clever. The coins are
placed on the open
fingers of the out-

stretched hand, the
other hand is placed
over this, when— hey,

TALMA^S TRICKS
AN AUDIENCE WITH THE OUEEN

OF COINS

The subject of money is

jilways a fascinating one. It is,

therefore, not surprising to learn
Chat the charming subject of
-his commentary is a magnetic
"draw." Talma is always at

her tricks ; in fact, her success
is so complete and continuous
that, in addition to the assump-
tion of titular distinction, it

would seem that the little lady
had also donned royal immacu-
lateness, and can do no wrong.
We are all running helter-

skelter for the all-powerful sove-

reign, but comparatively few of
as succeed in overtaking it.

Therefore, when a lady, almost
without an effort, plucks coins

of value from the ambient air,

she naturally becomes an attrac-

tive personage. Talma's per-

formance is a wonderful expo-
sition of dig'ital dexterity. While
watching it one marvels at the
variety of uses to which human
fingers are put.

The Queen of Coins has lately

been appropriately ap-
Madame Talma, the Queen of Coins, exercising

the muscles of her hand with her dog chain.

The dog is a faithful little pet

Rising coins—During the assent

pearing at the Royal
Music Hall, Holborn ; but

probably ere these lines

are put into type she will

have moved away to

tresh boards and rafters

new. L however, suc-

ceeded in inducing- the

lady to g'ive a private dis-

play of her adroitness for

the especial benefit of

Budget readers. During
this I noticed she kept
me at a considerable dis-

tance, and upon inquiring
the reason, she informed
me that she was a reader
of character, and plainly

perceived that I possessed
an " itching palm."
Talma's performance

looks remarkably simple.

But this seeming sim-

plicity is in reality a trap
for the intrepid, into

which I very promptly

unpleasant and
unmistaka bl e

signs of mental
d e rangement.
He sang vocife-

rously, and
danced unre-
strainedly, finally

throwing- open
the door and
politely indicat-

ing that he de-

sired to see his

fair traveller leap
out ;

probably to

ascertain how a
human body falls

from a train pro-

gressing at a
rapid rate.
Needless to say,

Talma, " help
up " with fright,

did not evince so

much interest in

the proposed ex-

BacK- palming eight coins-

One

presto !— the coins have van-
ished. A turn of the hand
reveals them at the back, being
held between the fingers. The
"coin and eyeglass " trick was
mystifying. A coin held between
the fingers is, in a flash, trans-

ferred to the eye, and held in

the form of an eyeglass. This
is what might be termed ocular

demonstration.
I must leave the explanation

of the next trick to the pene-

tration of a: keen-wltled public.

It is called the " rising coin"

trick. Some coins are placed

in a glass receptacle, and at the

will of the performer, or the

word of the public, the coins

will mysteriously rise into the

air— 1901 pennies will rise until

they are worth more than £,•].

The performer then passes a
hoop above, below, and around
them, and you can see at once
how it's done. M'yes !

Talma has travelled a great

deal, and has met with "ex-
periences." While passing
through the North of England
on one occasion by train, she

had an exciting time with a
fellow-passenger, a gentleman,

and the only other occupant of

the compartment. He displayed

Rising coins or jumped from the jar
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Coin in the «ye—One Coin in the eve T«o

i^j

i

m
/

1

Palming coma Producing coins fan shape Palming coins—How it is done

Catching coin in the air— Looking tor it Catching coin in the air— Got it

TALMA'S TRICKS
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piiimcnl, but promptly turned her attention to coin mani-
festations in the carriage. The ruse succeccled, and tlie

•'.ccersary time was gained. The mentally deranged looked

on open-mouthed and goggle-eyed, clearly indicating that

;hc ruling passion is strong, even in madness. The lady

continued to catch coins till somebody caught the lunatic,

when the train pulled up at the next station. Talma was
fold it was a case of delirium tremens. She is confident

Ihat it was rooied insanity. However, it served. This is

yet another argument in favour of corridor trains. .
.'

* * *
Talma has herself been made the victim of tricks on the

part of those she has sought to deceive. An enterprising

borrows a n.it from the audience in which to catch coins.

On the occasion in question one gentleman was well to the
fore in offering his hat, which Talma accepted, and pro-
ceeded to catch coins in it. When she had finished she
emptied the coins out, and was on the jjoint of returning
the hat, when, happening to glance inside, she observed
several coins still at the bottom. The truth was soon made
manifest—the inside had been smeared with beeswax, to

which the coins were adhering.

* * *
Talma has a very small hand, she takes a five-and-a-half

glove ; she has to exercise the muscles of her hands to keep
them supple. A curious contrivance for this is shown in an

ff-' r ^

At the Zoo— Full up!

gentleman at the Oxford Music Hall one night openly
doubted her veracity when she declared she could palm
thirty coins at once. In order to convince him and the
audience generally, she offered to allow him to count the
coins ; this he accordingly did, returning them with an
apology, and a statement that she was correct, and that

the coins numbered thirty. Subsequent investigation, how-
ever, proved that only twenty-four had been returned, and
that the " gentleman " hj.d retained six of the coins—half-

crowns—in order to verify his first statement. After that
incident Talma decided not to again offer her coins to be
counted. She says in future the public must take her word,
and not her money.
Although tills trick was successful, it lacked somewhat in

the enterprise displayed in another trick which failed. Talma

accompanying- picture. A ball, made of cork, attached to

a chain, is held in the palm of the hand, and at the other

end of ,he chain is a dog. It is then a case cif pull dog,
pull lady. In the case of the picture here reproduced, the

dog, with the precocity which characterises many canini

pets, refused to come into focus.

The Queen of Coins has had many offers of marriage,
most of them stipulating that she shall continue to catch

coins after the knot is tied.

Talma, I make you my obeisance. H. L. Ada:.!.

*^^^ •

The oldest bonnet on record was found upon an Egyptian
mummy—that of a princess who was interred about 2,000

years before Christ.
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Sunday in Whitechapel — A siding off 3Iiddlesex Street

Sunday in Whitechapel — Selling handkerchiefs

DISAPPEARING WHITECHAPEL
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In the ring — Showing his paces

"WHOA, MY BEAUTY"

I'his horse was not bought at Hamley's but at Tattersall's

A HIGH STEPPER
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PROMlNEJSiX PEOPlaE
^It

ERIN

l.atc Mr. Jas. Slcpliens

FiTZROY Somerset,

SUCCESSION

James Stephens, the old Fenian chief, who has just been
laid to rest in Glasnevin Cemetery, was one of the principals

eng'ag'ed in

the Smith
O'Brien
rising in

1848, and
the founder of the more formidable
consi^iracy in the sixties. He was
the Napoleon of the revolution
which was to set up the Irish

Republic. He drew up the oath
which bound the members of the

Brotherhood together, and he
pledged himself that " the flag of

the Irish Republic must this year
be raised." That wai; a genera-

tion ago, and the Irish Republic is still a dream. James
Stephens was arrested, but effected his escape. He hid
himself for three months in Dublin, and travelled as a seaman
from Ayr to France. ^ ^ ^
Henry Adelbert Wellington

theninth
Duke of
B ear.fort,
who has
just suc-

ceeded his father, is a keen sports-
man, and is the genial Master of
the famous Gloucestershire F,ox-

hounds, Badminton Hunt. Natu-
rally he is also a military man,
and served in the Royal Horsu
Guards from 1865 to 1878, when he
resig-ned his captaincy. He is also
Colonel of the Royal Gloucester
Hussars. In 1895 '""s took unto
himself a wife, Louise Emily, the daughter of William H.
Harford of Oldown, Almondsbury, Gloucestershire, and
widow of Baron Carlo de Tu3'll.

V * ¥
Lieut.-General Frederick Green Wilkinson, Colonel

of the Ox-
fo r d shire
Light In-

fantry — of
which the
King- of Portug-al was recently
appointed Colonel-in- Chief—heads
the deputa.tion of its officers

selected to proceed to Lisbon to

salute his Majesty in the name of
llic reg-imcnt. He has seen fifty-

eij-Iit years' service, and fought
in the Crimean war and Indian
Mutiny.

¥ * ¥
Tho.mas Sidney Cooper, the nonagenarian Royal Aca-

demist, had a terrible struggle ag'ainst adversity in his early
life. His hobby was painting, and many and many a time
as a little lad he has sat in a field, with an empty stomach,
putting down rough impressions of cattle on paper. In

1823 he en-
tered the
Royal Aca-
dem3-Schoo)
and after-'

a drawing
Later on

MEDICINE

Dr. T. IJryant

11^

The Duke of Beaufort Mr. J. ."Murphy, M.P

KENNiNfjToN is Ihe birthplace of Dr. Iliomas Bryant,
one of Hie most distinguished of (Ik- King's doctors. The

.von rf a
famous me-
dical man.
he first saw
the light HI

1828, and sinre then has put in

a lot of work. Besides bcin;.;

actively connected with the prin-

cipal medical societies and hospi-
tals in London, he has written
many standard works. In 1872
he published an important volume
On the Practice of Surgery, which
soon ran into its fourth edition.

In 1887 he gave to the world a
valuable surgical treatise On Diseases of /he Bre.isl.

is a disciple o.f Izaak Walton.
¥ » •?

Mr. John Murpiiv, M.P. for East Kerry, who was sh.oi

at the other day in his native country, is the son of a sawver
and was
born at Kif
larney 29
years ag'o.

His wife,

the daughter of a labourer, ij

said to be a tj'pical Irish beauty.
Mr. Murphy is a bit of a poet, and
has contributed several poems and
articles to local papers. He ir.

also an enthusiast in outdocv
sports, and is secretary of the

Ijcal Gaelic Athletic Club; also
of the United Irish League.

lilCKSIIOT

ARMY

General WilUiusoii

PAINTING

wards set up as
master at Canterbur}^
he travelled in Belgium, where at
Brussels he became a very success-
ful artist. It was in 1833—a long
time ago—that the Royal Academy
accepted his first picture, and since
that time his pictures have been
more frequently copied than those
of any living artist. Born in 1803. , Siancy Cooper, H.A.

(Photos by Elliott and Fry, Ball, 13.i

Captain A. H. Limpi's, R.N., who accompanies Rear-
Adniiral Moore to the Cape as his flag captain, was
specially promoted to the rank of captain for gallantry with
the Naval Brig-ade din-ing- the war in South Africa, 1899-

1900. When the war broke out he was commander of the

__^ Terrible.

I

Capt. Lim-
NAVY pus was

sub. - lieu-

tenant of

the Albacore during the naval and
military operations in the Eastern
Soudan at Suakin 1884-85, for

which he was decorjiled with the
Egyptian medal and Khedive's
bronze star. He has been,

and is, a deep student of naval
warfare, and of that science
directly concerned therewith

—

g'unnery. He is an expert on
all matters connected with that

Mr. Reginald McLeod, the Registrar-General, !s super-
intending- the counting- of the people. iMi-. McLeod is new
to census work, but, although he is onl_\- iifly-four years oi

age, he has
had con- 1

|

sidera b 1 e BIRTHS & DEATHS
experience I

Ij

of official

work in and out of Somerset House.
He was appointed Registrat--

Gcneral onlv last year, t->n the
letirenicnt ofSir Brldg'es Henniker.
It was a great stride for Mr.
IMcLeod, who be:anie head of an
office spending ;£"4D,ooo a year ot

public money. He h;is had a good
deal of experience cf the o\ci-

TUe Keciistrar-Geueral sight of oilier:-,

in-iuil, Lyd Sawyer and Laf.iyeue)

Capt. A. II. LiTTipU!^, R.N.

most important subjeot.
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-^i^l; IC-^iy

S:^
1 1

SHORT
: vatient : story

-'C^O'^

CoyU'LETE

g^i^^

rec>

WRITTEX BY W. .SAPTE, Jin..

The giiTil fire at N' lasl vear destrojc-d, ho .idos

iSiiiGh other pro]3ert\-, Dv. Solly's Private Museum. Altlioug-h

the dcctor not only made fVaTilic personal eftorls, Ijut urg-ed

the fireman by the offer of extravagant rewards to use ever}-

end.'avour to save it, the " Mysterious Figairc ' was consumed
with the other contents of the place. What sort of a loss

tlfus was to the doctor, and to the scientific world genji-ally,

ma-s be gadiered from a pcusal of the following- pages.

"Mr. Brande, I believe?"
" Yes, that i-s my name."
"You don t recognise me', of course. li v.ould be s-!ra!ige

if yo'-i dici. But vv'e used to know each other very well once,

v.-hen we were at Rugby together."

The speaker being- apparently- a young fellow of some
elg-hteen or nineteen vears of age, and the persoii addi-essed

an old g-entleman with silvery hair and beai-d, it is no
wcHtder that the latter looked a little astonished. A little

annoyed, too, for the other's words, thoug-h not the tone in

w!;ich thev were uttered, may w-ell have savoured oi"

impertinent:
"You must be mad,'" said Mr. Brande. "And }'et, " he

added, as the young-looking man shook his head in what
seemed r^ sad fashion, " I seem to know )-our face. What,
mav I ask, is you' nam<: ?

"

" William Gaunt."'
" Gaimt ! I was al Ri'gb\- v.'th a Gaunt—in fact, we

wore g-reat friends. I see, you ;ire li'.s son ! Well, T'm

glad to meet you, though how ti/e dickens you knew i./e

pas'ies m\- comprehension.
"

" I am like tlie lad vou lemember at school?
"

" Like ! Why you're the verj- double Oi him ! But come
wi'.h me, I'm ju-t going to (he ckrb for a ci.j3 of tea—always
ilo about tnis time. You' shall tell me all about my old

friend, \our father. I lost sight of him after leaving school
.—he went into the army, I think."

" You are right —he v.cnt into tlie ami)-. Yes, yes, into

the arm}'."

The voice was the voice of a }outh, but the words were
curiously like an old man's in themselves and in the method
of their delivery. But Mr. Brande did not notice this, he
was an old man himself.

"Thanks, old friend," went on William Gaunt. ''I'll

com^ and have :. cup of tea and a chat with 3-ou, with
pleasure—with pleasure."

Mr. Brande looked at him curiously for a moment.
"Well, come along, then—it's not far. But I sa}', }ou

mustn't call me 'old Iriend,'
"

"No, no—not ^et. Of course not. Not till I've ex-

plained."

Mr. Brande paused in his walk, and ag-ain looketl keenly
at his companion.

" Ye.-,," he said, moving on again briskly, " I think we'll

have an explanation. I don't understandyet how you recog-
nised me, though, to be sure, you're so like your father that

I crtainly ought lo have recogfnised _)'««. Eg-ad, it's a mar-.

vellous likent-ss !

"

Mr. Brande's club was close at hand, and little more was
said before they reached it. William Gaunt bounded up the

steps that led lo its entrance w-ith the .figility of an athletic

boy. And the man whose schoolfellow he; clanned to have
been laboured g-outil}- after him.

" Let us go somewhere where we can be quiet," said

f-aid Gaunt. " I'm—I'm g-oing to surprise you."
"Egad!" laughed Mr. Brande- "You have surprised

mo already. But we'll go into the drawing-room—get it to

ourselves \ery likel_\-. What the djuce liiev w.-i.nt a dr.-iwing-
room in a club for I can't imag-ine."
The spacious and gorg-eous apartment leforred to wa.s

almost deserted, a circumstance which seemed to give Mr.
Gaunt satisfaction.

" We can talk here quietly," he said.

"Now, Mr. Brande, old friend," hd beg-an a l.'.;le later,

when their tea had been set before them, " But pci haps I'd

better call you Mr. Brande for the present."
" I think so," said his host dryly.
Willia.m Gaunt paused for a moment, and wiped his brow

\\-ith his handkerchief. He seemed undul}- agi-la-ted. Then
he burst out, in tones of suppressed excitement :

"As God is my judge, I am telling you the truth wli:-n I

1
say that I am the William Gaunt that jou knew a-s a boy,

;

and that we 7i>ere at school together."

I

Mr. Brande put down the cup he was r.-iising; to hi-; lip.x.

" Look here, joung- fellow, he said, " if you are going to

talk like that, I— I shan't ask you to stop, that's alL I have
no fanc}- for being- made a fool of! If you say you aie
William Gaunt's son, I believe you, and I weVjome )-ou. II

)'ou say }ou are Willi.'im Gaunt liim:A'!f, you .vimply i-iiijuk

me-"
"Very well, very well," an-^wered the oliie.', in a sad

voice. "It shall be as you please. For a while -for a
while. Then, s-oeaking- of "William Gaunt—my fT-ithei-—d«
you remember going poaching' with him at Brov-iisover,

and being eaugiu bj- keepers, and ducked in a oona ?
"

i
" Ha, ha !

" iaug-hed the old g-entleman. " \ 1 forg-otten

it, but it's a fact^ I'm afraid your father and I were no
respecters ot property, or persons cither, in thoL; ; old Rug-by

I'

days."
" And do you remember 3-ouiig- Gilkes being- roasted irn

j

School House Hall, and how 3-ou .-ind I— I mean you and
' my father—fought those two .sandy-haired brothers—let me
see, what 7iifts theii- name ? Dear, dear, what Ti-.7,; il ?

'

i " I remember them well, ' said Mr. Brande, with iinima-

lion. "The buWies ! Let me see—Fletcher— F'litcher

;

" Fletchley ! That was il ! p-letchley. Well, do yon
remember our g-reat battle, eh ? And little Gilkes hoI-Air.g

the bottle? And the Doctor catching- us all at tl>3 fin-'uh ?

Eh? Eh?'
" Do I not?" cried Mr. Brande, again laughing- licarti'y

at the reminiscence. " But "—and he gave a puzzled loo!c

at his 7'is-a-7'is—" it is strange jou should know all th:.:.

But I daresay 3-our father has told }-ou many a tale of o.u-

schoolbo3- pranks. Did he send 3-ou lo Rug-b3- ?"
" M3- father certainl3- did send me to Rug-b3-," answe.-ed

Gaunt, SI0WI3-. " But there is one thing- more, Brande, I

must remind 3-0U of. You remember how 3'ou were alwa3's

experimenting- with chemicals ?
"

" I do that still, on occasion," chuckled the old fellow,

who, it mav be mentioned, was one of the most cn-inent

scientists of his da3-.

" To be sure. I know you do. Bui now, do 30U recol-

lect how, one da\-, when 3-ou'd been up to some business in

1 3-our stud3-, William Gaunt ran in, hot and thirst\-, ;ind in

a thoughtless moment drank something- out of a glass
vessel ?

"

" Let me think — I seem to recall something-
"

" It tasted bitter, and Gaunt thoug-ht he was poisoned.
So he was—so he was. " (These last words were spoken
meditativel3', as if to himself.) "' And 3-ou came in a-nd

recommended a draught of mustard and water. Mustard
and water, ha, ha ! I have often wondered whether that

mustard and water had an3-thing to do with the subsequent
result."
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" Whal do }ou mean ? " asked Mr. Hr-andc, puzzled.
" Now, can you remember—is it possible you could

remember—whal it was }ou had mixed in (hat g-la.ss vessel?

Becciu.se, if }ou could, " and the speaker laid his hand on
Mr. Brande's arm impressively, "_you would know some-
Ihins^- thai nobod}- in the world knows at present. Nobody
in the world !

"

Mr. Brande sal back in Ins chair and gazed wonderingiy
at his youthful -looking' companion. Then he repeated his

former question :

" What do )-ou mean ?
"

"Old friend—dear old friend," answered Gaunt slowly,
" I mean that draught, whatever it was, possessed, in

a measure, the secret of perpetual youth. Since I swal-

lowed it I have not 'in appearance aged a day. Not a day.
Tell me, am I not, to look at, just as I was—let me .see

—

fift3--five years ago ? Am I not, now? Answer me !

"

But Mr. Brande could not answer immediately. He was
more than surprised now—he was dazed. The thing was
incredible ; vet he was beginning to feel it was true. Then
a thoug'ht struck him.

"My friend Gaunt," he said, slowl}', "had, if I recollect

rig'hth', some peculiarity—a mark of some kind, I think on
his arm, but I can't quite recall it

"

"•Was is this?" interrupted his companion, eagerly..

And he bared his arm nearly to the elbow, showijng on the

front of it, just above the wrist, a reddish mark, like a

splotch of paint, about two inches in diameter..

"It is hardlj- likely this vi'ould be hereditar}-," went on
Gaunt, as the other started back on seeing iL " Indeed,"
he added, smiling, " I know it is not, for my son hasn't a
trace of it.

"

"Your son !
' gasped' the other, gazing open-mouthed

at the boyish form before him.
" My son," said Gaunt. " My stout, grey-haired, mar-

.ried son ! I see him occasionally, but he doesn't know his

own father. Perhaps he's a wise son not to."

And he gave vent to a chuckle which, thoug-h youthful in

tone, was senile in manner.
" My God !

" murmured Mr. Brande, after a pause, during-

which he contemplated his strange old schoolfellow in won-
derment, " I must be mad ! I must be mad !

"

" My dear Brande—my \e\:y dear Brande—do net, I beg-

of you, distress yourself. You have imwlliing-ly been the
cause of a strange thing, and I am the victim of it. That's
all. But you will help me now ?

"

" Help you?
"

" Yes—not with monejr^don't think I accosted .you to

beg ! I have plenty of mone}-—more than sufficient for m}'
simple needs. What I want is sympathy-—help as I said
just now—in nn- strang-e and awful posit o i. Brande, in

appearance I am eighteen. In actual age I am seventy-
three ! And, alas ! not merely in actual ag-e, but in in-

tellect, in memory, in all that makes life worth living.

Yes, old fellow, that dose of }-ours was incomplete. It con-
ferred imniortalitj- on the body but not on the mind ! While
the carcase has been standing still the spirit has been
growing old. I am tired, weary ; even as other old men

—

na_v more, for the farce of my appearance has denied me
rest. But why need I explain to you, old friend ? Imagine
yourself—as you are now—with j'our present thoughts,
ideas, and feelings, looking like a lad—as I do, in fact !

•Imagine it, and pit}- me ; for I am very, very miserable.
"

And the fresh-looking young face, with its bright com-
plexion and incipient downy moustache, was buried in the
full, strong-looking hands, while the sturdy body shook
with emotion.

" But how do 3-ou know ?" asked Mr. Brande, after con-
templating his guest for awhile in silence. " How do you
know that your— er—your strange condition is due to liaving-

swallowed that draught in my study?"
" I only know it," answered Gaunt, looking up, "because

I f/o-know it. \ fed that it was so. \\'hen I had swallowed
the stuff its taste haunted me for weeks afterwards ; I

could not get rid of it. I felt a strange, tingling sensation
— I can't describe it, but I've not forgotten it even now.
Of course, at first I didn't know what had happened. It

was only when I realised that my bodily development had
practically come to a standstill that I began to guess the
truth. For it is the truth, Brande ; it /;>-, I swear to you !

"

" I feel 30U are telling the truth —that I must believe you,
but jet —yet

"

" It is impossible ! I know what you would sav. The

'i^w people I have vinluKii io lill nry secret to have all

taken me foj- a madman, or w'/r-,c. What else can I

expect?
"

The last words were spoken very bitl-rh-.

"How have you managed in business mailers - for

money, and so on?" ;isked Mj-.. I^rande, beginn.ing now to
enter with s}-m]jathy into his friend's remarkabl'j situation,
'• You must have had some difficult}-."

"You are right," replied (^aunt. '.\t time, I have been
very awkwardly placed. However, luckily I iiave always
kept in personal touch with my solicitors, and they know
my position ; through them I have been able Jo manage.
My wifci whom I married when I was twentv-three, also
knew, almost as soon as I did myself, of whal had ha|)-

pened. But as she grew older, while I apparently slo<jd

still, she found the stale of affairs inlcJerablc ; you can
understand how unpleasant it must .have been for her.

Anyhow, it led to unhappiness, then to quarrels—finally to

a separation. SJie is dead now, and my .son, our only
child, believes I am dead too. I hj;ve seen, of course, that
he has been well provided for, and now he is a prosperous
stockbroker, and as I have told 3-ou, stout, middle-aged rod
married. M3' life has not been liapp}-, naturalls-j but,

thank heaven, my family affairs ha'\e not been so difficult

AS you might have imagined.
"

"Then why do 3'ou want help now? What ti-r>ub!'_-s

3'ou ?
"

"Man3- thingis trouble me, old friend. But when I saw
30U in the street just now, and recognised \ou, the thing that

flew uppermost in \w\ mind was a hope that you might
perhaps recollect what 30U liaci been -experimenting with
that da3'-"

" M3- dear fellow, is it possible ? After fifl-\--five \-ears ?

Besides, even if I did remember, how would it benefit 3-ou?"
" I— I don't know. Unless, perhaps, if 3-ou knew whal it

was 3-ou might be able to suggest some antidote—something-
that might cause my form to harmonise more with ni3

3'ears.
"

" Gaunt, don't wish that ! At least you have the corpus
saniini! A g-reat possession ! I take it this stand-still

condition of j-ours has saved 3-ou from man3- of the ills that

flesh is heir to. You've never had gout, I w-ager !

"

" No, I've been as healthy ever since as I was in those
old Rugb3' da3-s. But, O Brande ! 3-ou don't know the

ang-uish of mind I've imdergone at times! And now —
lately— I feel old age is come upon me. The flesh is strong,

but the spirit—the invisible part, is feeble. Bi-ande, in spile

of m3- vigorous bod3', I am not far from m3- latter end -, vny

da3's are numbered."
Mr. Brande gazed at him searching-h', but did not

speak.
"That is one reason," went on Gaunt, " wh\- I v>-ant the

help of a friend. I cannot end ni}- da3-s in ]5eaee, looking
like this ! But there is something- else, too, Brande, sonu-
thing- strange and wrong-.

"

j

"What is that ?
"

•
" You see me, as I am. I ma}- sa3' that which would be

I unbecoming- were I as 3-oung- as I seem. My wife, Brande,
,
fell in love with me fifty 3-ears ag-Q ; ni3- face, m3- fig-ure, are

the same now as then."

!
"Well?"

I

" Well, history has repealed itself. M3- fascinations "—
this with a senile chuckle—" have proved too much for a

I

charming- 3-oung- lad3-, the daughter of m3- present landlady.

Poor little girl, she loves me—me, a dotard of seventy-

three !
" '

" But you have ex]5lained to her -at least, what shall I

sa\-, ^-ou have discourag-ed her? There is no harm done?"
" No harm ? No, except that the poor little thing thinks

she is going to marr3- me. It is a most unfortunate situa-

tion—most unfortunate ! You see, she is such a kind and
gentle little lady. She won my heart—^just as she would
3^ours, Brande ! I loved her—nav, I love her still— in a

g-randfalhei-h' wa}-, and she has mistaken me—mistaken me
absolulel}-. She, poor soul, has coupled my earessing

manner- as yours might be caressing—with my young and
handsome appearance. Before I knew my danger— Ueforc

I knew the mischief I had unwittingly wrought—her mother
came to me, and spoke very seriously. To avoid a sceno, \

would not admit—as I might have done- that I had trifled

with a loving young heart. You know the rubbish thcj-

talk, Brande, and so—well, in a woril, I ;'m eng.-iged i Wo
arc to be married next week, in fact, vmiess I c.-m arran.s-;-'
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matters. Here is another reason for niv waiitinjf a

"riend !

"

" It is very awkward, truly.
"

"Awkward! It is indeed. What am 1 to do ? i\Iarry

the girl ?
"

" Heaven forbid !

" So I say"—this with a repetition of that jjeculiar senile

chuekle whieh sounded so weirdly from the young'-looking-

lips—" so I say. But what am I to do, old friend ? Suppose
I run away. I could do that, you know. I can run as well

as ever I could, or nearly. Would they not find me ? And
what would they say to me ? Fancy me as defendant in a
breach of promise case ! Would any jury beiieve my
story ?

"

" You should tell the j-ounj;- lady, or her mother, the true

facts."

"And be called a liar for my pains! — as well as a
scoundrel.

'

" I am afraid the situation is very difficult,' said Mr.
Brande, musing-ly.

" It is one," answered Gaunt, "in which a friend can be
of assistance if he will. A friend could jfo and explain
matters to these poor people, could, perhaps, convince them
of a truth which they would never accept from me. A friend

mit^ht do all this, and more, for the sake of old days !

"

" Gaunt"—and his old schoolfellow clasped the unhappy
man's hand in a cordial grip—"you may count on me. If

there is any service I can render you, I will. Command me."
" Thanks, old friend ! I was sure you would, when you

knew. What I think is best is that I should leave my
lodg-ing-s, and that j'ou should then call and explain for me.
I dare not stay and hear their reproaches, poor things !

Poor things \

"

And so this matter was settled, Brande writing down his

old schooliellow s address, and promising to call on his

landlady in a couple of da) s time. Gaunt to take his de-
parture in the interval. But other arrangements were also
made. At his friend's suggestion the strangely situated
gentleman agreed to consult the Doctor Solly whose name
figures at the commencement of this narrative. The Doctor
was, needless to say, very much interested, though it took
him longer than it had Mr. Brande to accept the truth of
William Gaunt's statement.
When, however, he did at length realise that the facts

were as they have here been narrated, that the natural pro-
gress of William Gaunt's bodily development had actually
been arrested by the unknown, or at least unremembered,
draught that he had swallowed, the Doctor was loth to part
with so rcmarkabJe a patient as Mr. Brande's ofd school-
fl-llow. The word "patient " may be used fairl}', for the
poor fellow's mental decay progressed rapidly, and he
Ijecame very " old " in his speech, manner and ideas
generally.

And, besides, one great fear haunted him.
" Doctor," he said, soon after being admitted to reside in

the physician's spacious mansion—an arrangement which
suited both of them extremel_y well—" I feel I shall not live

long. But how will you know when I am dead ?
"

The Doctor hesitated before replying-.
" WilJ my body decay, then? " went on Gaunt.
" It may— it should," answered the Doctor. " But who

can tell ? Yours, my dear Mr. Gjiunt, is a unique case.
There is no precedent to go by—at least, within my know-
ledge."

" You won't have me buried before— I mean until decay
sets in ?

'

" My dear sir," replied the Doctor reassuringly, for his

questioner's voice had betrayed his nervous anxiety, "it
strikes me that, whatever risks others may be supposed to

run in that respect, you occupy a peculiarly safe position.

Your body has been inoculated with some preservative, the
nature of which we cannot guess, so that it is highly
probable its decomposition may be a very slow process.

Indeed, it may not take place at all.
"

"That is what I fear—and—so
It was evident that the intellect was a little bewildered.

William Gaunt did not seem able to express what it was
exactly he did fear. Dr. Solly watched him narrowly as he
seemed to be puzzling for a word, or perhaps to collect his

thoughts, and reflected, as he did so, that the brain should
have been influenced by the preservative equally with the

rest of the body, and no doubt its material tissue was the

distinctness, the separateness of the spiritual part from the

material being extraordinarily exemplified in Ihe case of the
strange patient.

"Be sure of one thing,' said the Doctor, "that until

your body is decayed it shall not be buried. It presents, if

you will excuse me saying so, too r!ileresting a problem lor

my profession for that."

Dr. Soil}' did not add th.il he had privately made up hi-;

mind that when the time came he would conduct a hearch-
ing post-mortem examination of his patient, with a view of
discovering, if possible by what means his unusual con-
dition had been brouglu about.

Mr. Brande came occasionally, nay, liequently, to N
,

to visit and chat with his old schoolfellow and he was vastly
pained to notice the rapid deterioration of intellect and
:nind-powcr which the latter presented. The incongruity
between this mental feebleness and the siusla.ined bodily
strength and vitality gradually became almost horrible, and
more than once Mr. Brande found himself wondering if he
had not allowed himself to be deceived after all, aivd if this

were not really the son of his old friend, stricken with
idiocy. But fresh proofs that this was not the case had
been amply forthcoming since that first astounding con-
fession in the club drawing-room, more especially in the
form of corroboration of the main fact by an old brother
officer, who knew why William Gaunt had left his regiment
years ago.
The business with the landlady's daughter had been

arranged, after some little trouble, by a compensatory pay-
ment, but when the subject cropped up, as it was bound to

do until finally disposed of, William Gaunt was always
extremely agitated. It had evidently worried him a good
deal, and long- after it had been settled he would talk of it

to himself anxiouslv, and more or less incoherenth'.

" I believe he is dying now," said Dr. Solly to Mr. Brande
as the latter entered his house some three months after the

strange patient had been admitted. " That is, djing- as
far as he can die. His body, I verily believe, will not, at

any rate for a considerable period, evince any decided
change." *

" Poor fellow ! Poor fellow ! May 1 see him, Doc-
tor?"

" Certainly, but I fear he will not recognise )'ou.

Although his eye w;is clear, his lieart sound, and his pulse,

normal, he was unconscious a great part of last night. The
flesh is still strong, but the spirit is nearly—what shall (

say ?—worn out, or evaporated, or vyhat ?
"

"Ah! ' sympathised Mr. Brande, "it is a problem
nideed !

'

As Dr. Solly had predicted, William Gaunt no longer
recognised his old schoolfellow, at whom he stared vacantly,
while muttering to himself words which could not be clearly

caug-ht b}' either of his listeners. Then he was silent, and
the finely-developed frame became rigidly still.

" It will be difficult to say when he is dead—or rather
when the divorce between the spiritual and the material

parts of him is complete," observed Dr. .Solly, after contem-
plating his patient for a while in silence. " 1 should say
that it was nearly so now, but if you will test his heart you
will find it beating as in a healthy person. In fact, he is a
healthy person, bodily speaking."

Mr. Brande did as requested, and easily verified the

doctor's assertion.
" You are rig-ht, " he said ;

" it is certainly a most extra-

ordinarj' case.'

"You see," went on the Doctor, "in spite of his mental
weakness, I have been able to administer nourishment.
His appetite, in fact, has been good, though he has eaten

aad drunk, I should say, almost mechanicalh'. When the

spirit has quite fled, when there is no power of volition at

all, it will not be possible for nourishment to be taken."

"And then ?
"

" Then, I think, the heart will cease to beat, and the

organs generally will rest. But they will not decay at once,

I am sure. Good Heavens, Brande, if we only knew what
that mixture of yours was !

"

Later that evening the two men again sat and watched
William Gaunt's body. It was motionless, and the heart
and pulse had grown appreciably feebler.

" I have sent for Laxton and Grimshaw," said Dr. Solly,

after a time, "and I expect they will both be here shortlj'.

I should like them to be present when—when "
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" I uiidcr'staiid. What do they think of the case j^ene-

rally?"
"What can they think? There is nothing- in nii-thcal

history to be any guide to us. The thing' is as new as it

is strange."
" The post-mortem may reveal something?"
"Most unlil<ely, though of course we shall see. An

analysis of the blood, which seemed most likely to divulge

something under the circumstances, has already been made,
but with no results worth mentioning'."

The entrance of the two medical men whom Dr. Solly had
invited interrupted the conversation. They vvcre made
welcome, and, together with their host, eagerly inspected

the dying man.
Suddenly the latter, who had^been reclining motionless

on the cushions of a huge armchair, sat bolt upright—for an
instant only. Then he fell back limp and inert.

Dr. Solly took him by the wrist.

"There is still a pulse," he said solemnly. "But I

verily believe the man is dead."
"But the heart still beats,'' said Dr. Grimshaw, " He is

not dead yet."
" If my theory is correct," answered Dr. Solly, " he is.

The circulation of the blood, the beating of the heart,

various muscular movements, all these may continue for

a while. But the jimmaterial part of the man went out at

that last effort—just now, when he sat up—and since he will

be able to take no more nourishment, the body will now
cease its labours also. But it will not perish as ours

would."
Dr. Solly was right, as after events proved. That

William Gaunt was really dead was soon admitted by the

others. As Dr. Solly had predicted, inactivity of the cor-

poral part followed soon on the decease, or departure, of

the spiritual, and there was neither pulse nor heartbeat to

indicate that William Gaunt's splendid frame had not gone
the way of all its kind.

But it had not in other respects. The flesh ren'iained

firm, the skin retained its healthy hue ; the body, in fact,

showed how efficacious had been the preservative with
"ivliich it had been inoculated.

In due season the medical and other authorities were
communicated with, and permission to hold a post-mortem
obtained.
This disclosed nothing. The organs of the body were

healthy without exception, and no foreign substance was
found anywhere. There was no clue whatever to the
mysterious preservative which 3oung Arthur Brande had
unwittingly compounded in his study more than half a
century previously.

With the consent of the authorities the body was not
buried, -but up to the fire of last year, which destroyed it, it

had shown no signs of decomposition. Flesh, bone, skin,

muscles—all were as those of a living person, and, indeed,

anvone looking into the glass case which held the remains

would havc' said : " This man is not dead, but sicepctn."
Bui William (jaunl was dead all the same.

Truly there are more things in heaven and earth than .'ire

dreamt of in our philosophy, and the m3'stcry of the strange
case, ot which the particulars are above given, still awaits
solution. By accident Arthur Brande, while a boy at Rugby,}
hit on one of Nature's most valuable secrets ; unfortunately,!

however, he was unaware of the fact, and was thereforej

unable to turn it to the benefit of his species. Millions ofi

ex]3erimenls might be made before the particular mixture
which inoculated William (launt's body so successfully
against disease and decay were again compounded ; so we
must e'en leave the puzzle where it is. It is a conundrum,
which many clever men have pondered on, in vain.

Great events spring from little causes, and he would be a
wise man indeed who knew, at the time of performing
them, which of his myriad actions would have the most
important results. The history of the world would have been
diiterent had all men possessed this wisdom, and judging
by the strange case of William Gaunt, it is not too much to

say that partial immortality, even on this earth, might
have been attained by man. But Gaunt is dead, and his

body consumed ; iind we are no wiser than we were afore-

time.

-^^^^

The latest Parisian marvel is affording a chemist of Sain.

Germain a unique experience. Since last week a girl, six-

teen years old, a domestic servant at a grocer's on tlic

Marche Neuf, has been going to him several times a da^' to

have needles drawn from her flesh. He keeps on his tabic

for the purpose three pairs of nippers of different shapes
and an electro-magnet. She will come in quite suddenly
and remark that she feels a needle in her arm, or under her
eye, or in her neck. The chemist is aware there is not a
moment to lose, for if the point of the needle is not caught
at once as it .appears a.t the surface of the skin, it dis-

appears, and wanders to some other part of the bodv. M.
Mouchy has already extracted one hundred and twenty
needles from this girl's body, and every day others are
appearing. The greater number come to light in the left

arm or the left hand, and round the right eye, but he has
drawn needles from the checks, the ear, the shoulder, the

breast and the feet. The arm is swollen and covered with
little scars. The needles come out as if they were new.
The girl, who is well-made and healthy, was eleven years
of age when she made bets with other girls as to who
would swallow the largest number of needles. One day she
swallowed forty-nine. They went down her throat, she
says, as easily as bread, but once she nearly choked,
having by mistake swallowed her needles pbiii^ downwards.
She feels a slight itching' as the needle makes its way
throug'h the skin. The extraction is jKiinless.-

Ancient artillery of the Ciiiquc Port Volunteers at

Ramsgate. This gun is dated 17 , of the time of

George III.

Ancrent artillery of the Cinque Port Volunteers ;;t

Kanisjatc. It is the sm;illest of the tlireo guns,

and is dated 180S
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i
WOMAN'S WAYS

Olr liu'.c sisters from the Far East are just now having-

£1 very anxious time, for the demon mierobe has invaded
Iheir shores. Everyone knows how proud the little Jap is

of her jetty hair and tlie tlelig^ht she takes in arranj^ing- it

into those heavy shining- coifs, wliich look so well turned
|

l)ack from off her whitened bi-ow, and it is this, her most I

treasured possession, which the microbe threatens to destroy.
,

We may imag-inc the terror among- the Japanese ladies

since, when once this foe attacks them, they are powerless

to arrest its progress and it ends incomplete loss of the haii-.

* ^ *
Nov.-ADAVS, when so much is known about (he hyg-iene of

the hair, it seems small wonder that the unhealthy hair-

dressing- in vog-ue in Japan should not have led to a scalp

disease .sooner. No one who had an opportunity of watch- i

ing- these interesting little ladies at the Japanese Exhibition,
|

lield in Knightsbridg-e some years ago, could forg-et the artful i

little tricks which they naively displayed in the arrang-ement

of their hair—the copious use of unguents and the long- and '

elaborate process which was necessary for the final effect, i

The expenditure of time was only justified by the fact that
[

the coiffure, when once
!

completed, would last
j

for weeks, perhaps
,

months, the happy '

microbe being left un- I

disturbed to his envious
i

ra\ag-es.
'

* * *
I

It is to be hoped the i

hair specialists of the i

day will discover a
|

remedy to meet this
j

dreadful foe to a
" woman's crowning-

1

ory," and so earn
j

the gratitude of every
little' Jap. And for

j

those Fadies who have
already lost their once
plentiful locks, they

'

must take heart of
grace, and if they have
no Andr^^ Hug-os or
other artists in hair,

j

they must visit these

|

shores, where they will

find every style to suit

their pretty faces, and
return to the Land of
the Sun charmingh-
coiffi^ once more.

Whilp: on tlie sub-
ject of hair, let me im-
liress upon my readers
the necessity of paving-

A new corselet skirt

prcat attention to their tresses, as they show a provoking-
disposition to fall at this time of the year, sometimes to an
ak'irming: extent. If so, we should use a good hair tonic.

April .27, igor,
\

or a nourishing cream, for remember, " Wniis herself,

if she had appeared with a bakl head, wouki not- iiave

teni|)(ed Ai)uleius."

* * *
Tin; hair should iiot be washed loo olien ; once a month is

quite sufficient,

A little of
Scrubb's Fluid
Ammonia in the
water will prove
very cleansing;,

and also remove
any superfluous
grease.

* * ^
AcCOR DING

to the present
style of millinery,

a niceh' - waved
coiffure is indis-

pensable, and to

ensure a lasting-

wave an excel-

lent plan is to

damp the air

strand by strand
with any good
scent. Eau de
Cologne, 471 I, is

well adapted for

this purpose
;

then, while the
hair is damp,
use the waving-
tong-s, and you
will find you have
secured your
wave for several

days.

* ^ ¥
" Once niore

the Heavenly
spring makes all

t li i n g s new,"
sangf Tennyson, and to-day, with I he evidence of Xaturc's
awakening around us, we re-echo his words. Surely spring-

is a name to conjure with, bringing- in her train sunshine
and flowers, and all the keenness of the joie de vivrc.

From a meteorological point of view, she continually dis-

appoints us, giving- us more than our portion of April
showers, as quite recent experiences prove. Under these
d-imping- circumstances, we would do well to take the
example of an old woman I once knew, who, hearing- the

weather, which was dreadfully bad at the time, being- much
abused, reminded the g-rumblers that " It was all God'J
weather, though,' she said, glancing- at the splashing- rain'

drops, "this is not his best !
"

Instinct with the spirit of the time, wild flowei-s will

take precedence over their cultured sisters, and the wild
wood pansy, violet, buttercup and cowslip will adorn our
spring; headgear. I have seen some charming examples of

the effectiveness of these simple flowers for millinery pur-

poses. Primroses and cowslips look their best in market
bunches, strung; tog"ether With black ribbon velvet, and so

forming- a festoon which often encircles the entire brim.
What a pity it is that we cannot buy artificial cowslips
scented as we do our violets ! how refreshing- a be-cowslipped
hat would become, surely the stubbornest headache would
yield under sucli frag-rance!

* V *
The newest toques'are all small in contrast to the newest

hats, which are larger than ever; the correct poise for the
toque is not altered, it is still w-orn tilted up on the left side,

and bent over the face ; one's coiffure is too elaborate an
aff^air nowadays to be entirely overshadowed by a toque.

Last week's sketch showed a hat of white rice str?vW, with
two large bunches of roses and one enormous black feather,

and this reminds me of the fact that one feather (which must

A dainty tea-go\Mi
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te of u^-i-eat lcni;-lh), and oiu^ onl}', will be most fHshiunablc on

our chaiJoaiix this season.

¥ * *
Ol R other skitch shows a g-own composed of iv<My cloth.

'l"he waistcoat of blue cloth opens over a blouse of white

lawn, embroidered in blue. The skirt is very novel in treal-

nicnl, and the one straight line from shoulder to hem should
j

prove very beconiinj^ to most (ig-ures where length is of Ihej

greatest importance.

WiC nuisl look up our olci

samplers, for most of tin-

stitches contained therein

will be used somewheie on
our gowns, especially our
old friend " Herringboning-.

This stitch in coarse twisted

silk will hold rows of inser-

tion together, not too closely,

so that we may catch

_glimpses of the silk sli))

underneath. It is most (ffec

live. Try it.

^' e^ «^

II is a fearsome thing for

a won:an to come :— like

cousin Slender — ever in the
rearward of the fashion.

I knew a sad case of a
struggling- professional man who, years and years ago,
spent the greater part of his first considerable fee in

purchasing- for his wife a kirge g-old locket. Alas '. ihe
locket mode was on the wane—expiring, in fact. The
costly bauble was worn a few limes, and has lain uiu-egarded
in a desk ever since. It is, therefore, before all things,
necessary " to catch the fashions living' as thev rise."

* * *
Oni-; of the rising- fashions is the rclurn lo Ihe large

cameo brooches which our g-i-andmolhers wore with becoming-
pride. They are coming- in as the long- chains did, after

having- been discarded for so long- for the more popular
albei-t ; and, fr. a consequence, the trold watch, &c., must be

worn lik

stomach.
like Ihe cam|)a]gn< Th.ackcrav's novel 111.-

* ¥ 't

Birr in Ihc revival of Ihe cameo brooch a new opening is

afforded for a very beautiful art, and the sculjjlors who
exercise their nice skill in carving away the la\ers of Ihe
onyx or shell may find in ]jorlrailure or the likenesses of

modern heroes a subslilule for the gods and goddesses whi'h
.-idorned bosoms of ihe fair

when the eenlury opened.

t t '9

I I1AV1-; seen al Messrs.
Oibdin's establishment in

SlcjaiU' Street some reallv

I hoiec examples of this beau-
tiful art, which are kept in a
()uasi pri\ale manner ;uid

are not shown to evervbod}-.
They are without their set-

ling, as this may be varied
to suit the purchaser's taste,

and can either be adapted
10 brooch or bi-acelel or the
( lasp of ;i gii-dle — I'crbuni

x(ip. .Martha.

J-iberty pc\>tci - war -Claret jiK), tankard

\ ase

and
Martha will have much

pleasure in answering- ques-

tions relating- lo domestic or personal matters.

%f * *
!\lArER. -Vou did quite right addressing- to the office.

Another time put " Martha ' in left-hand corner of envelope.
The reason your lamp-glasses break is because you jjut

them into water. Never do so. Hold the glasses over the
steam of a kettle and polish with a dry cloth, or better still

with soft paper, and then your only objection lo lamps will

have vanished.

\'t;xrs.—Try the " new straight-fronted specialite corset,"

which I am sure will please yon. Thev are to be obtained
at Messrs. DIckins and Jones, Reg-enl Street.

A wciulcrfiil fan woikcd in i\ ory
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"A PRIVATE VIEW"
Amongst the delightful essays of the late Thomas Love

Peacock not the leas-t interesting' is that dealing: with the
subject of misnomers. " What do j'ou say," he asks, " to the

Wisdom of Parliament ? " He pauses to enjoy this poser for

his readers. With what unction he .would have discussed
the " Private \'iew," if that popular function had been
invented " Private !

"

If you are really a connoisseur, and want to enjoy a picture
:jhow in private, is there not the National Gallerj', where the

pictures are many and the visitors are few ? At the National
Portrait Gallery, where no one ever enters, privacy deepens
to actual solitude.

However, the typical or Bond Street private view is our
present theme. Your card of invitation requests the honour
of your company to a private view of X.'s Memories ofMa)iv
MounUiiiis, orY.'s Liiiniiiiffsfrom tlic Loivlands of Laodicea,
for 30U must be alliterative to be attractive.

A polite g'entleman receives you with a bow, and exchang'es
your card for a catalogue. He is an old hand at the busines,s,

and can see through 3'ou and di\ ine your errand at a glance.
You pass the barrier, and enter the ante-salon. Pushing
aside the heavy curtains, you perceive a s.truggling- mass of
humanity, who have all ostensibly come to enjoy the
Mountain Memories and the Lowland Limnings. But no
one can see anything, and if, in remote corners of the
Galleries, there is a little breathing'-space, the little knots of
visitors are not looking at pictures but are scrutinising and
discussing- the lollcttes of their fi.'llow-visitors, to see which
is their real t bj ;ct in coming'.

Let us secure one of these shelters, and take a hand in the

gfame. This lady gowned so becomingly in black, a perfect
example of the elfectiveness of quiet dressing-, for instance
—do the pictures call up that flush to her pretty cheeks,
and brighten her grey eyes ? I think we must credit those
tints to another artist. Notice her tall escort, he has no eyes
save for the living picture by his side, and it is evident that
art has been outrivaled by that older artist Love.
Here comes a group of typical merry English girls : they

are chatting- interestedly enough, indeed they hardly pause
when the ringleader makes a mechanical stop before a
pi;tiure. . Ah! I thought so, they are talking dress, for I

distinctly heard the red-haired one declare :
" He couldn't

help proposing when she wore that duck of a hat !

"

You can tell the new-comers at a g-lance, they at first

speak in awed whispers, as thoug-h they were in church,
and not expected to comment on anything- they might see.

Here are two just recovering their self-respect, which they
were in danger of giving up, with their umbrellas, to the
Grand Inquisitor at the door.
They certainl}- don't appear picture-lovers, and I think

from their guilty looks that they have had a morning's
shopping, and have come in here merely with the idea of
resting in the supposed quiet of a " Private 'View." Their
slynji^s is jvs-ly punished, seeing we have secured the only
available chairs, and they must stand or be pushed round to
the different pictures which they did not come to see.

I

That stout gehllcnian consulting his watch is wondering;'

I
how soon he ma}' with decency avail himself of the
excellent cup of lea always ])rovided for these who come
here.

At last here comes one to whom the pictures will not
appeal in vain. This soulful being— I mean the lady with
the drab hangings and the nondescript hat —has evidently
come to revel in Art with a big A. You can always tell

these supposed beauty worshippers by their person, from
which every vestige of that quallt\- has been excluded. To
be artistic according- to their ideas is not to be in harmony
with all that is beautiful in Nature, but to run counter to
every rule of colour and form, presenting an appearance
more like a much-used palette than a finished picture. LiTic

Alice in Wonderland, one cannot help thinking " A litth^

kindness and her hair in curl-papers would do wonders fo:'

her ;
" indeed, sl.e would derive more benefit from tha-.

treatmcnt than from an eternity of picture-gazing. It i.i

not solely for enjoyment that these artistic souls frec|uent

the "Private View," but as a self-imposed duty, and it i:;

rarely that one escapes them at such exhibitions.

There is moie true appreciation of the artist's work in

that conmionpkice-looking woman gazing wistfully at .tha.

Study of a Girl in an OrrJtard, perhaps it has taken her
back fQ her girlhood when life, like the orchard, was fu'l of
the flowers of promise ; or does the stalwart. form of the

lover in the picture bring back remembrances stiFl more
dear? Here is the young man who has formed one of a
party of Cook's conducted tours to Florence, and since then
has so successfully squashed any inclination to admii'c

English paintings that he can traverse any exhibition with
a perfectly expressionless fa.ce and ma}' murmur (given the

opporturiity) unrecognisable names of Florentine artists as
being the only subjects worthy -of his Italianised intellect.

This old lady and gentleman are certainly paying mere
attention to the pictures, but I think it is principally for the

sake of that bright little girl, evidently their grandchild,
whom, with a view to education as well as enjoyment, the

old couple are taking round the room. See the little Miss is

busy popping chocolates in her rosebud mouth while she
waits patiently before the picture grandpapa selects for her
edification. Then another stop and more chocolates. Yes,
I think that bulky packet of sweets peeping from her mufl"

will last the little maid through the length of the long room,
so we may put her down as thoroughly enjoying her
pictures !

The rooms get more and more stuffy as the crowd grow"
denser. Hot and fatigued, we fight our way to the tea-

table, where 'the "neat-handed Phyllises " are supposed to

dispense that refreshing' beverage. But we are not resolute

enough to secure our share of the coveted refreshment.
There is nothing for it but to make jour way to the door.

With consummate hypocrisy we thank the bowing gentle-

man for the great treat we have enjoyed, alleging that he
has brought within the walls a record exhibition. Over the
heads of the crowd we have caught glimpses of some works
which we should really like to see. However, there will be
another opportunity. L. B.

TRY IT IN YOUR BATH.
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CURRENT COMMENTS
One; of the curiosities of the regulations regarding- the

South African medal is that no clasp has been granted
for the battle of Graspan. This omission is felt by many,
and the Navy in particular, as a great slur. The prin-

cipal part in this severe engagement was borne. by the

Naval Brigade, and they lost most heavily, having to

advance over a plain destitute of cover and to capture a

position described by an eye-witness as like the side of

a house, but the object was accomplished. It was to

be expected that the Admiralty would have insisted on

this clasp being granted, but they have made no move.
Very likely the result will be the same as the Tamai-El-
Teb fake.

* * *
The bird in the accompanying illustration—red and

blue macaw—has recently been instrumental in saving
his home at Islington from a most disastrous fire. Early
mid-day his frenzied piteous shrieks of " Mother,mother,''
startled the household. On his mistress hastening to

ascertain the cause,
the room in which he
was confined was
discovered to be in

flames. One bird was
already dead from
suffocation, and two
others singed and in-

sensible. It is sug-
gested the Sun Fire
Office should reward
the bird with a pre-
mium, for had it not
been for his timely
warning the entire

house must soon have
been involved, and the
call upon the office

much heavier than it

was. The photo is by
Edith Haw^thorn.

* ^ ?
Those who believe

that readers at public
libraries are not such
devotees of fiction as
is commonly supposed
will be gratified with
some figuri s just pub-
lished. \\\ The Library
Mr. John Minto gives
statistics which he has
gathered concerning
one such institution.

Acting on the know-
ledge that serious
reading took a longer

A parrot that saved his home
from fire

time than fiction, he kept a record during a month of the num
her of days which a book was retained, and calculated the
percentage of circulation by volumes and days. He found
that fiction reading, computed by the number of volumes
issued, was 53'i of the whole ; measured by time it was 50*4.

Taking another period, of 294 days. Air. Minto found that

448 novel readers borrowed 15,560 volumes, while 507
ordinary readers borrowed 1-2,1984 books. From the results

given in the previous figures it would -seem that the amount
of time spent in serious reading in connection with the
library in question is much the same as that devoted to the
consumption of fiction.

5? * ^

The photo of the " Strarjge Freak of Thrushes " was taken
on the Cambridge line near Fenny Stratford, Bucks. The
steps are hanging on a fence of sleepers just outside a

pumping-engine door, which is often in use day and night.

There are ten nests, one between each step, all of which an
fully built, except the two at top of steps, and one of th'

nests contains eggs. It is not often that thrushes build s

close together, or in such an unusual position

A strange freak of thrushes. Ten nests on a laddcr

Verdi lived long enough to enjoy to the full the honours
and emoluments justly due to a man who had so enriched
the world by the products of his genius. His fortune was
estimated at not less than ;£^6oo,ooo. The opera which was
most profitable to the composer was A ida. from which he
had drawn, from the date of its compo^sition to the begin-
ning of this year, as his share of the profits, 4,000,000 lire.

Then in order of value came Rigoletto, II Trovalurc, Traviata,
Otcllo and Falstaff.

* * *
Among the city statutes of Milan» Italy, there is, it ap-

pears, on? which prohibits all kisses or other amatory de-
monstrations in publfic places, as being contrary to pubfic
morals. It Ts not a dead letter either, as was shown by a
case in a Milan pofice-court the other day. A pair of per-
fectly respectable lovers were haled before the Iribtmal for

merely exchanging an embrace in a quiet corner of the park
when they thought nobody was looking. Upon this case
the magistrate adjudged that though kissing under such
circumstances could not be considered contrary to morals,
it was not consistent with the ideals of advanc'ed civilisation

as to decorum. A fine of twelve shillings was inflicted.

* * *
The rat-catcher at present holds a very important position,

particularly in maritime owns, for rats are mainly fespon-
sible for the spread of the plague to European countries.

Our illustration shows Mr. Banyard, the professional rat-

catcher of Chatham Dockyards. The service he has
rendered to his employers and to the nation at large may be
best understood by the statement that within the fest twelve
months he has caught over 4,000. He has a weekly wage,
and, in addition, one penny for every tail he produces.

Four thousand rats in a year. The professional rat-

catcher at Chatham Dockyards
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Shipbuildiiic) in Aberdeen — The launch of the "St. Roqnvald." The
vessel, as represented abo\ c, has been towed into dock to be fitted

with masts, Aic.

Aberdeen, famous for its steel clipper steamers, has
produced another fine ship to its credit. This is the new
St. Rognvald (the Norse spelling of Ronald). The vessel is

a passenjjer and cargfo steamer, built to the order ot the

North of Scotland and Orkney and Shetland Steam Kavi-

sintc-nces jiassed ljy the Military Tribunal.
Tin; s(.nl(.'nce passed on th<,- 3oinijf Boks-
burj^ burj^licr, Stcyn, has been commuted
by Lord Kitchener, who has directed that
Stejn be dealt with as a prisoner of war-

On-E of the most depressing- sij^hts of
coimtry life at the present day is the
gradual decline of many of those rural
iirdiisXries which were once the giory of
village existence. The time was when
many of our hamlels boasted some in-

dustry which not only gave employment to
the inhabitants, but also stayed that
exodus to the towns which prevails so
largely at the present daj-. Of the
counties which lia\c suffered in this par-
ticular, Norfolk and Suffolk m;iy, jjerhaps,

be said to have fell the devastation most, and the first-

named shire has recently witnessed the ciosnig of the last

of its paper-mills, situated at Taverham, about five mires
from Norwich. The suhject of our illustration was owned
by McMsrs. Walter for upwards of half a century, during

gation Company, Aberdeen, and is specially designed for
i
which period a large proportion of the broad-slieets upon

their trade between Aberdeen, Leith, and
Orkney and Shetland. The following are
the dimensions :—Length over all, 240ft. ;

breadth, 31ft. ; and depth, 17ft. She i:j

1,070 tons gross register.

The Military Tribunal in joliannesburg
continues to put down bribery with a firm
hfend. On March i8th Julius Durholt,
cyanide manager on the Wemmer mine,
was brought before it on a charge of
attempting to bribe Lieutenant Weeks, of
the Railway Pioneer Regiment, to assist
him in procuring and selling raw gold.
The Cou'rt sentenced Durholt to two years'
imprisonment with hard labour, and com-
plimented Lieutenant Weeks and Captain
Stark, qf the same regiment, on the admir-
able way in which they had brought the
accused to justice, Andries Miiller was
charged before the same Court with re-

siding in Johannesburg without a permit,
and offering a bribe to a. police-constable.
The President, in giving judgment, said
thaf. in view of the fact that the accused
bad been working for the Imperial Govern-
ment, and that the offer of a bribe had
been apparently a sudden and unpremedi-
tated act on his p^rt, the Court would pass a lenient sen-
tence. Miiller was sentenced to six months' imprison-
ment vrith hard labour. In the case of the two natives,
Captain and George, who were convicted of rape, attempted
murder, and rob'oery at the ho'use of two Dutch families
•at TurfTontein, Lord Kitchener has confirmed the death

The Taverham paper mills, now shut down. For fifty years they
have supplied "The Times"

Testinq the new 9-2 gun. The gunboat "Excellent" re
Portsmouth after the test. The gun can hurtle a 4681b

Dover to Calais

which the Times was printed were manufactured in this

picturesque NorfolJt village. This, however, is now a thing

of yesterday, for the mill has recently been stripped of its

costly machinery, the building sold, and its ponderous
water-wheel no longer makes music in the River Wensum,
whicFi flows hard by.

It is necessary that a sturdy fighter

should have good fiists. There will cer-

tainly be nothing to compla'ni of in this

respect so far as our new 'irmoured cruisers

are concerned. Each of them is to crvny
two of the new 9*2-inch guiis shown here.

One gun will be mounted for\«ird and one
aft—bow and stern chasers, as ii were.
The gun shown here is intended for

H.M.S. Hoguc. Those of the Crcssy.

Sitilcj, Aboukif, Koif, &c., will be just I'lke

it. A marvellouslv powerful weapon, too,

this 9'2-inch is. It will throw a 4^8 lb.

projectile practically from Dover to Calais,

and can be fired five times as rapidly as
can the 9*2 inches of older pattern. This
is because the gun is put on a special

mounting- workvd by hydraulics, instead

of hand. Another new feature is that the

crew and the mechanism are completely

enclosed in a thick steel shield.

turning ta
shell from
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The launch of Sir Thomas Lipton's yacht " Shamrock II." at Dumbarton. It is a
"gem of the say," being made of manganese bronze — and therefore unsinkable

Dumbarton, the scene of the briUiant launch of the
brilliant Shamrock II., the new challenger for the America
Cup, was known as far back as the }ear 500 as Dunbreatan,
"fort of the Britons," by the Gaels ; and as Alcuith, " height
on the Clyde," by the Britons of Strathclyde. Dumbarton
Castle, seen in the illustration below, is a fortress of great
antiquit}- and historical interest, and is perched on top of a
bold, isolated rock of basalt. B}- the terms of the union
between Scotland and England the Castle is maintained at

the public expense.
V » »

Before leaving New York at the conclusion of the last

races for the America Cup, in the autumn of 1899, Sir

Thomas Lipton had practically pledged himself to another
challenge. Nothing was, however, done in the matter until

the beginning of October of last year, when the owner of
Shamrock I. requested the Royal Ulster Yacht Club to for-

ward his challenge to the holders of the Cup. This was at

once done, and at a meeting of the New York Yacht Club,

held on October 17th, the new challenge was accepted.

Conditions were discussed, and the only alteration from
those which governed the previous contest was that the

limit of the starting time should be made one o'clock instead

of half-past one—that is to say, the hour of starting each
race may vary according to the weather from eleven to one
o'clock, but cannot be later than one. Early in the present

mX^^^^^^^^

The new challenger for the America Cup—" Shamrock II."—being towed past Dumbarton
Castle. In the eternal fitness of things, it is a happy augury for victory, for St. Patrick

was born in Dumbarton [Photos by the Mutoscope and Biograph Co.
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year some further neg-otiations took place between the Royal
Ulster and the New York Yacht Clubs, with the result that

it was agreed to allow Shamrock II. a clear three weeks for

refitting' and preparation after her arrival on the other side.

* * *
It was also agreed that the clause in the Cup conditions

entitled " Signals " should be changed to read as follows :

—

" Signals.—The preparatory signal shall be fifteen minutes

work of dcsigjiing the boat. In clioosing tin- builders who
would give form to his ideas Mr. Watson availed himself of
the exceptional facilities for scientific experiment obtainable
at Messrs. Denny Brothers' shipyard at Dumbarton. Work
was accordingly started there early in .Vovi^mber, the
challenger being laid down in the shed from which the big
steam yacht Lysistratd has just betrn launched. This shed
was completely closed in, and the utmost precautions were
taken to prevent unauthorised persons gaining admission.

The " Shamrock II." at Prince's Dock ready to have her masts fitted

(Photo by the Mutoscope and Biograph Co.)

before the starting signal, and a warning signal five minutes
before the starting signal. In case of a change in the time
of starting the same signals shall be used. At the starting
signal a yacht may cross the line. The exact time at which
cither yacht first crosses the line after the starting signal
during the succeeding two minutes to be taken as her start,
and the end of that period as the start of the yacht crossing
after its expiration." After issuing the challenge Sir Thomas
decided to entrust Mr. G. L. Watson with the important

The, launch took place on Saturday, April ^otli, and
passed off in the most successful inanner- The day was
observed as a general holiday in Dimibarton, and, the

weather being- fine, thousands of spectators assembled.

The launching arrangements were somewhat unusual, the

vessel being floated over the shallows of the Leven on two
huge pontoons placed alongside the fin, one under each
bilge. The christening ceremony was performed by the

Marchioness of Dufterin. At u.40— five minutes before the
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time fixed—the I'ast of the wedjces was knocked away, and

Lad}- Duflferiii, breakinj:^ a bottle of wine over the stem,

nanied the boat Shamrock II. Two minutes after the

clearing- of the last grips the vessel was well afloat, taking-

Ihe water amid»t the cheers of the spectators, the blowing-

of sirens, and the exploding- of fog: sig-nals. As the

challenger entered the water supported b}- the pontoons she

dipped \v the bow to what seemed to the spectators on

shore an alarming angle. She soon righted, however, and

The spot Johnson's Pier -in Singapore where the Duke and Duchess of York lauded

vvas taken round bj- two tugs to the dock to get her spars i General Fraser writes to The Times :—" Sir,—Among
put on board. Having shipped these and the heaviest of : the many kind acts of private individuals towards the victims

her gear, she proceeded under tow to the Prince's Dock,
]

of the Boer War, two instances have occurred that may
Glasgow, to complete * * * interest your readers. A widow, whose husband was killed

The latest idea of the local authorities in Paris is' to pave ' at Spion Kop, when he was mentioned in despatches for his

the streets of their

cit}' with glass. The
Telegraph's corre-
spondent states that

the new pavement is

being tried in the
Rue du Havre, oppo-
site the St. Lazare
railway station.
Pure glass is used
without admixture of
cement, but sub-
jected to a special

treatment, called de-
vitrifaction. The re-

sult is a hard, smooth
substance — opaque,
absolutely n o n

-

porous, absorbing no
foreign matter, thus
retaining no damp-
ness or unpleasant
odours ; and, lasth-,

of remarkable resist-

ing powers, as it will

stand -jl pressure of

I,coo kilos per square
centin-ietre withou't

cracking or jlelding

in an}- waj-. Conse-
quently, the glass
paving - stones will

Ijeat iM others in

durability, combining
the solidarity of
g.raiiite with the
smoothness of wood
and asphalt, without
the drawbacks of all

three—^the uneven
surface of the first,

and the liability of

the other two to wear
and sink in. The
municipal authorities

state that they have
signed a five }ears'

contract.
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The Royal Colonial tour — The longest road in Singapore

gallant conduct, and
another, the widow of

a warrant officer,

were, for reasons I

need not touch on,

best able to maintain
themselves and chil-

dren by going to

India. The regula-

tions did not permit

the India Office to

give the passages for

which the War Office

applied at my re-

quest, and I then ad-
dressed a circular to

certain shipping firms

trading with India,

offering, if required,

to bear part of the

expense. The direc-

tors of the British

India Steam Naviga-
tion Company, of

London, and those of

the Anchor Line
(Messrs. Henderson
and Co.), of Glasgow,
most liberally, and
without the least os-

tentation, met the

cases by taking out

both widows, and in

the latter case five

children, free of all

expense, and under
conditions of great
comfort. Perhaps
you will enable me to

give a^Jiiblic acknow-
ledgment by - kindly
inser4;ing this letter

should j'our space
permit.—Yours faith-

fully, T. Fraser,
Major-Genera 1,

Government House,
Chatham."
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The latest sea-serpent — A new train at Earl's Court

The latest

train at Earl'

the engines,

the lake, the

five minutes.

" sea-serpent " is the cleverly-contrived electric |
trade

s Court. The head contains
A track has been laid round
journey being- completed in

* * *

of seven historic liouses which were jfooj
examples ot the archileelure oCthe reijpi of
Cliarles I. The houses adjcjin the present
vicarajfe of Windsor, uhi( h formerly was
a residence attached to Windsor (Castle.

They also adjoin a larj^e jjiece of waste
Crown land which was offered to the
corporation some time ago. Upon this

and the site rendered vacant bj- the
demolition of the houses it was proposed
to erect a volunteer drill hall, as a memo-
rial to the late I'lince Christian \'irtor, but
the project fell through owing to lack of

support. The corporation having con-
demned the houses—their own property

—

as unfit for human habitation, their

destruction is being proceeded with, and
in a few days one of the most interesting

landmarks in Windsor will have disa(^
peared.

Another of the pretty spots in London
doonaed to disappear before County Coun-
cil improvements is the famous old toll-

gate at Dulwich. On the occasion of the
match between Tottenham Hotspurs and
Sheffield United the gate did a roarinsi

Perhaps for the last time.

In consequence of numerous inquiries as
to the qualifications for enlistment into the

Royal Garrison Regiments, the War Office

desired it to be understood that ex-soldiers

who have served continuously for not less

than three years, are between the ages of

twenty-tvi'O and forty, and have borne a
good character, will be accepted for these
regiments provided they are medically fit

and otherwise eligible. The Royal Garri-
son Regiment will be employed in the
Mediter'-anean and other non - tropical

stations. Ex-soldiers wishing to enlist

with the Rojal Garrison Regiment can be
attested at any recruiting office, where
full particulars of conditions of service,

pensions, &c., may be obtained.

¥ * *
The Corporation of Windsor have bcg^un the demolition

riie old toll-gate at Duluich. It is soon to be a thing of the past,
aud >vill make room for County Council improvements

The New Portman Marl.ct

TlEsnAV, April 23rd, was another record day for the

Telegraph Department of the House of

Commons, no fewer than 1,504 messages
being dealt with by Mr. Pike and his

assistants, the bulk of which related either

to the Budget resolutions or the Deceased
Wife's Sister Bill. The number of ordinary
telegrams forwarded was 304, and Press
telegrams 261, while thetotal Fcceivcd fell

verj- little short of 1,000

The new Portman Market, situate in

Chapel Street, Edgware Road, will be a
great boon to the neighbourhood. The
buildings cost /l40,ooo, and contain 200

stalls built in the shape of a Union Jack.

The market was opened last Wednesday
(Ma\- 1st), and is leased from the Earl of

Portman.

* * *

The bitter cold weather which visited

Austria in iNlarch drove packs of wolves

from the Carpathian Moinitains to the

\illages in the plains below, whore they

killed and ate no less than twelve human
beings, the last victim being a peasant girl

seventeen \ears old.
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resources, and look to bcg-g-ing for a liveli-

hood. Until her death she depended
solely upon the charity of the benevolent.
Exposure and want shortened her days,
and slie was buried in a common grave,
without a single attendant mourner.

* * *
M R. H LGHES, American consul at Coburg-,

Germany, informs his State Department
that the medical faculty of the University
of Heidelberg has made a very interesting
report on the effect of incandescent light

(gas or electrical) on the eyes. After
having carefully weighed all the pros and
cons of the question, the verdict is that the
incandescent light is not harmful. Fof
lighting large halls or places of entertain-

ment, electricity is especially recommended
from hygienic points of view.

* * *
German military correspondents speak

very highly of a new ration which has been
tried during the recent manoeuvres of the
Austrian troops in Galicia. Owing to the
nature of the country and the extensive
area covered during the exercises, it

became necessary to provide the troops
with some portable food, which could be
prepared in a very short time, or even
eaten without preparation. Various forms
of nutriment were tried, but the one which
gained most favour was a so-called
" chocolate ration." This was invented by
a doctor, and consists of ordinary choco-
late with an admixture of albumen and
certain fatty matter. In a few minutes
this can be cooked either in milk or water,
and eaten as it is.

The crowd of vehicles at the Crystal Palace on the

occasion of the football match Tottenham Hotspurs
V. Sneffield United

A FEW weeks ago an old beggar-woman, well known to

the police for her drunkenness, was buried by the parish
in the suburbs of Budapest, Hungary. As she had lived

for the last ten years entirely upon charity, there were few
benevolent persons in that city to whom she was unknown.
Clothed in rags as she was, and always cowering at the
corner of some street, she still retained traces of her
former remarkable beauty. Her story, known to some
few persons at Pest, was a lamentable one. Born as a
princess of a well-known Russian house, she began lite

surrounded by every luxury. She was, however, a true

daughter of the South Russian steppes, wild and untamable.
Her father, the Prince Feodor Gorcseszkow, served as
colonel at the Siege of Sebastopol, and retired from the
army after the Crimean War. He bestowed every care upon
the education of his motherless daughter, the Princess Lud-
milla, who was introduced into .St. Petersburg society in

1878. The same winter, at a Court baH, the young princess
unfortunately made the acquaintance of an Attachd at the

Austro-Hungarian Embassy, with whom she fell violently
in love. To the horror and indignation of her father and
all her other relations, who then, as now. filled prominent
positions in Russia, she eloped with the young man, and,
though every search was made for her by her friends, she
remained undiscovered. Her father, a man of great wealth,
died literally of a broken heart through her misconduct.
Three years later the pair of lovers arrived at Buda-
pest, and as long as their funds held out were seen at the

theatres, restaurants, and every other place of public
resort. When the money which Ludmilla had stolen from
her father was exhausted they again disappeared. Driven
to the verge of extremity, the young man forged several
bills, and, upon obtaining the money, fled the country. The
princess, deserted and alone, shamed her parentage by
joining the legion of adventuresses at Budapest, and fell

lower and lower as her beauty gradually faded. After
being discharged from hospital as cured after a long
and dangerous illness, she found herself entirely without

The old line of battleship "Hector" at Portsmouth, with
wireless telegraph mast (centre one). fPhoto by S. Cribb)
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The Great Hall of the Worshipful Company of Merchant Taylor-

The Hall of the Worshipful Company of Butchciti

(Photos by Eolas and Co.)

THE CITY HALLS -No. IV.
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done but to get more fuiuls, so the composer jumped into a
cab and drove home. He then returned to the station, put

his case in the hands of the police, and waited for another
train for Marseilles.

* * *

A MAN and woman are now on trial in Paris in connec-

tion with what is known as the treasure trick. They are

accused of having' lioodwinked a wealthy elderly lady,

from whom they obtained ;C240. The money was to be
applied to the help of an Alsatian financier in difficulties,

and of his daugfhter, who was said to be sequestrated in a
convent at Rome. In return for the 6,000 fr. the Alsatian

financier g:ave up in writing-, to the elderly lady, his rig^ht to

a pot of gfold pieces, amounting in value to /,io,ooo. The
pot and its valuable contents could be found in the pretty

wood of Chaville, near Versailles. The elderly lady

employed a person, who was described as a g-eometrician,

to look for the treasure. This expert exhausted his know-
ledge of Euclid in endeavours to unearth the pot. He drew
rig-ht-ang-led triangles and the pons asinoruni at different

spots in the Chaville wood, and then dug beneath, but no

pot appeared. The prisoners put forward a strong defence.

They said, among other things, that they, and not the

elderly lady, were victims of the hoax, and that they had
really g^one to Rome to see a man about the g-irl in the

nunnery. The Judgfe of the Correctional Tribunal, before

whom the case came, said that the prisoners were acting- a

comedy, but he adjourned the proceedings for further

information.

In Paris — The marcbande d'oranges, or the orange

seller

IN PARIS

We are requested to state that the issue of war stamps by
the Victorian Government to celebrate the first appearance
of Victorian troops on the battlefield is not quite exhausted.
Application for them should be made to the Ag;ent-General

for Victoria, 15, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W. There
are two varieties, penny and twopenn}', the prices of which
are is. and 2s. respectively.

A RATHER new sort of pickpocket
has been operating- at the now highly
ornamental and extended terminus of

the Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean
Railway line. M. Gaston Serpettc,

the composer, much to his regret,

has made the temporary acquaint-
ance of the thief. The other day
(says the Paris Correspondent of the

Daily Telegrat>h'] M. Serpette drove
to the Lyons Station in order to catch
the Flying Frenchman, or"rapide,"
for Marseilles, where he had to em-
bark for Alg-eria. M. Serpette has
property in that part of the U'orld.

As he was walking into the station

after having left his vehicle, he was
accosted by an apparently broken-
down person supposed to have seen
better days, and who asked for alms,
M. Serpette was struck by the story

of the dejected beggar, who declared
that he had not enjoyed a square
meal for months, and that he had a
starving family. The composer g-ave

the mendicant a five-franc piece, and
then went to his train. W'hile sitting-

in a coupd awaiting departure, M.
Serpette, like most travellers, beg-an

to feel for his money, which he had
put in an inside breast-pocket of his

overcoat. The sum amounted to a
little over £;Zp in bank notes. These
were in a book, for which the com-
poser searched in vain. It and the

money had been abstracted from his

pocket undoubtedly by the begg-ar,

who had laid himself out to entrap a
hurrying- traveller of benevolent ten-

dencies. There was nothing- to be

-^
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In Paris—A street fair
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Sausages and ham Paris "flower girls"

' Birds " Boxwood

'

Sweet violets

'

Paris "flower girls"

IN THE STREETS OF PARIS
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"Superstition"

/

"The Butterfly"

'Pog Sliow"

•Chestnuts" (old jokes printed on cloak)

SOME PRINCIPAL DRESSES AT COVENT GARDEN FANCY DRESS BALL
(Designed by Claikson)
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One lioop passing through three
others

An endless procession. Through
the legs and over the bead

Up the body and over the
bead

AN ARTIST IN HOOPS
EVOLUTIONS OF THE " GRE

Who has not a tender or wistful

a hoop ? Who can forg-et the

careering' days of childhood,

when to trundle a hoop was tan-

tamount to unalloyed enjoyment?
But it was beyond the realm of

contemplative speculation to

imaji^ine the possibility of one
day becoming' a " champion " of

the hoop, too, when arrived at

man's estate, attract an appre-
ciative public, and " draw " a
princely salary.

Is there any amusement, pas-
time, or occupation, however
simple and unpretentious in a
juvenile "form, of which one can-
not become a distinctive ex-

ponent in a matured measure ?

I trow not. Hoops, kites,
" rounders," which is unques-
tionably the progenitor of the

g-ame " baseball," battledore

and shuttlecock has become
tennis, and golf may be said to

be an extension and a g-lorifi-

cation of the juvenile sport of

"three-holes," which was played

AT EVERHARDT

memory connected with

'TN

in conju iction with the beloved " mivvies." One might g-o

on quoting similar instances till quite a respectable list

was compiled. We are but " children of a larg-er g'rowth."
The hsons used by Mr. Everhardt are of various sizes,

very hght, are g'rooved and
enamelled white. The perfor-

mer is tall, joung, although
some considerable distance past
the orthodox hoop ag-e, and is

a native of the United States.

^ 4& X When the curtain rises the
jte||f T*^ \ hoops are the first to make an

gjB^^k \ appearance, propelled from the

^^Hn \j
wing-s, and doubling' back

3^^» -\ thereto in a straight line. Then
^ • • the manipulator enters, attired

in a fancy costume : knee-
breeches, with ribbon bows,
silk shoes, jacket and lace

'.'dickey." Colour, pink. He
has an intellectual face and a
pair of ready hands. When he
touches the hoops he seems to

give them life and obedience,
and they do his bidding' with
amusing' celerity.

I do not know what special

trainings or physical attribute

is needed in order to become a
successful hoop manipulator,
but upoii sbakingf hands with

./

Hoop passing through others

Along the arms and across the
shoulders

Uoops passing between the legs and over
the bodies of two men
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Everhardt I noticed
that his was dis-

tinctly " horny.
"

Most "profes-
sionals " are natu-
rally reticent con-
cerning- the true
" inwardness " of
their "turn," and
my present subject

was almost hypo
chondriacal in his

cxclusiveness. But
this, I discovered,
was partly attri-

butable to climatic

influences, for he
bitterly bewailed
the precocity of our
elements. "I haven't been well since I've been here," said he.

Incidentally I learned that the forearm as well p-s

both a.ssuminjf
stoopinjc positions,

one behind the
other, the hoops
will play the
hig-hcsl of jinks,

b<tw(x.-n lejfs, over
backs, from one
ifcntk-man to the
other, in follow-

my-leadcr fashion.

Then the two gen-
tlemen will stand
some distance
apart, facing^ one
another, with a
rope stretched taut
between them.
y\long- this rope I he

One hoop through three

Hoops propelled alouij a rope

hoops travel, forwards and backwards, backwards and for-

wards. Then they take to flying- round in a circle, and you
instinctively re-

call the days of
" Here we g-o

round the mul-
berry bush." At
one time there are

two sets of hoops
going- round, in

opposite direc-

tions, but all

worked by the

one nimble hand.
Next I have

the pleasure to

introduce to
Budget readers
a trick which has
not yet been pre-

sented to the
public. In this

an umbrella—an
elegant white
silk " mush,"
with a spotless

white stick —
pla3's an impor-
tant part. The
hoops are
bounced up in

the hand plays an
important part in

manipulating the

hoops. The most
perplexing- part of

the performance,
in my opinion, is

where he sends a
hoop spinning
away in front of

him, which stops a
few yards away,
and then returns to

him by the same
route. It is very
like the flight of the
boomerang-, only

the latter describes
a circle, or part of

a circle, and the
peculiarities of its

m Dvements are ac-

counted for by the
peculiarity of its

construction. Per-
haps the hoop is

worked on the
principle of the
" screw back "

shot at billiards, for in that you get

two distinct movements, advance and
return. The hoops, as I have already
pointed out, are grooved ; does the ex-

planation lie in that fact ?

But it is a mere detail. The per-

formance in its entirety presents many
perplexing featui-es. The hoops are flying-

about in all directions the whole time. One
peculiar trick is to

send a hoop spin-

ning- round, and
through a row cf

other larger hoops.
The hoops at times
evince a strong
attachment for the

person of Mr.
Everhardt, and
glide over him in a
remarkable man-
ner ; along his

arms, across his

shoulders, over his

head, along- his

back, between his

legs, and up and
down them. Anon
a. second gentle-

man will make his

appeai'ance, and Hoops c\crywlierc

Oil an umbrella

the air from the floor—the hoops are full

of elasticity—and caug:ht on the top of

the umbrella, round which they proceed
to circle in much the same way that

they do on the floor. Much easier to

describe than to perform.
1 niMted Mr. Everhardt to allow his

link-, lo be photog-raphcd for the Black
\ hitc Budget. Said he: "You

kent do it ! .1 went
to about half-a-

dozen galleries in

the States before I

could find a pl:ice

suitable. "

I replied

that ,we of the

Budget were wil-

ling- to enter into

friendly rivalry
with tlie States.

Accordingly Mr.
Everhardt aftbrdetl

the necessary
facilities, and we
are now waiiing-

for his testimonial.

I understand
that Ml-. Everhardt
is the son of a tar-

mer, and wheii

quite of a. tender
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age had an apliliicio for jiigglino-. He became a lioop

manipukUoi- by accidenl. He was once pertbrinintf lo liis

fiieiuls on the top of a flour barrel, in lieu of a table, when
•;onieliow the former got broken. He then pro.^eeded to

experiment witii the detached hoops, and hence the " (Jreat

Everhardt." H. L. Aua.m.

Mill 1f

THE "WATERFALL WAG"
curiosities of journalism, such as the Lady

the Gulf Stream, whose g'enial influence softens our atmo-
sphere and ensures temi)eralures far above those of New-
foundland and Laljrador, on the opposite side of the

Atlantic. .Scientihc men, however, can never leave well

alone, and they delight in bowling- over one by one ail tl'.e

beautiful ideas cherished b)' the multitude. It has come lo

be the turn of the (julf Stream at last, the g^reat ocean river

which generations of geographers and others have traced,

apparently in imagination, from the banks of Xewfoundland
across to our coasts and awa\' up north-east waiil across

the Arctic circle to Franz Josef Land and Xova Zembla.

.nilli Lvrc, which the war has produced, a high place must In the North Atlantic and Mediterranean pilot chart for this

e given to the Wdtcrfall Wag, with which the British : month, issued by the Meteorological Council, there is abun-

Among the

s.nilli Lyre
be given t

^ ^,
prisoners at W'aterval endeavoured to while away the weary

\

dance of information for sailors on several subjects, and in

weeks of their captivity. Written, and illustrated too, with the remarks relating- to currents it is stated that the results,

one solitary pen in a penny exercise book, this extraordinary shown by means of numberless blue arrows on the chart,

journal gives the stay-at-home citizen a most vivid idea are derived from observations extending from 1830 to i&xs-

both of what our troops had to bear and of their undaunted Here, indeed, is authority much more convincing than that

cheerfulness and good humour. For the benefit of the of ih

enterprising amateur journalists, the

paper has been repi-oduced in fac-
simile and published at id., or on
fine paper 6d., by Mr. F. F. Bridge-
water, of 20, St. Paul's Church-
}-ard, E.C. It will also, we are
informed, be placed on sale at book-
stalls and by retail newsagents, the
profits going- to those who were
directly concerned in the production
of the paper.
The Waterfall Wag published

only two numbers and a supplement
—the one pen having struck work
not long- before release caliie.

Though the literary matter — we
cannot call it " letterpress"—is very
good in the circumstances, we must
give the palm to the illustrations,

which are almost all admirable.
For instance, a decorative border of
thumb-nail—or, rather, little finger-
nail—sketches of various military
types— British, Colonial, and Boer
—shows in a high degree the g-itt

of seizing- a man's character and
portrajing- it with a few scratches
of the pen. So enterprising- a jour-
nal as the Waterfall Wag naturally
did not lack a war corre-
spondent who furnishes a
" special tel-a-cram " from
"Spoofed Laager," while
the authoritj; of the Slander
and Fibbers' Ne7vs is quoted
for the statement that
Comma n d a n t M a k r o p,
with 200 of his brave
burg-hers, has surrounded
a British force numbering-
some 15,000. In another
engagement "the Federal
lo,ses.were one slightly

kilx'd and two accidentally
wounded," while " the British were forced to retire with
g-ie.'it slaughter." The gaiety of these "Tommies" is

inextingfuishable. In "Fashion Fancies," by "Trilby,"
they jest over the deplorable state of their clothing, and
in an article solemnly headed "On 'Change " they laugh
at their almost empty pockets. Yet throug-h all this fooling;

there runs a g-rini note. "A small party of visitors from
Roberts' column paid us a visit on Saturday last, and,
being- pleased with their reception, have been persuaded
to remain."' That is a rire du bout des dents with a ven-
geance. So, too, with the soldier who said he got so thin
that when lie felt a pain he did not know whether it was
in his stomach or his backbone.

A clever trick

*^^^

A VERY startling piece of intelligence has just been
announced by the Meteorological Office. From our youth
up we have all been taught that the climate of the British

Isles would be almost Arctic in its severity were it not for

the perpetual washing of our shores by the warm water of

armchair philosopher who, unprovided with precise

and numerous observa-
tions, contents himself with
laying- down the law as to

what ought to exist in a
|)erfect world of his own
creation.

Baseij on the in\e^tig-a-

tion of the immense quan-
tity of data referred to, it

is now stated that to the
westward of the British

Isles, between the 50th
and 6oth parallels, the

current drift m the month
of May is largely to the

west and south-west, there

being no evidence of the

north-eastward extension
of the Gulf Stream beyond
about 47 deg. N., 27 deg.
W. Between the 30ih
and 50th parallels, west-
ward to the 30th meridian,
nearly the whole of the

surface water has a south-

going movement. These
features are probably
related to the prevalence
of Polar wmds off the

coasts of Xorth-Western
Europe at this season, the

Gulf Stream itself weaken-
ing greatl)- on passing the

Newfoundland banks and
being driven off, first to

the south-east, then to the

south, and so finally down
lo the tropics again. Our
coasts are thus exposed to

Arctic rather than to tropi-

cal influences, and it is

appropriate, therefore, that

advantage should be taken of the occasion to devote a
chapter to the northerly type of the 'cold spell"' which
afflicts us and Europe 'generally almost as regularly as

clockwork every Maw

Hoop caught on an umbrella and
whirled round

Ml?. Ed.MLND T. Dai'BENV, of Thetford, takes away the

character of the squirrel in a letter to the Daily A'eTi'S. He
speaks of the damage they do to forest trees, and says

there is a widespread cry of alarm at the diminishing num-
bers of many of our little birds, and one of the most
practical ways of preserving them is lo keep squirrels in

check. If a squirrel comes across a nest with eggs he

sucks them ; if there are young birds he eats them, treating

the head of the bird as he would a nut. " 1 am a lover of

birds, and prefer the notes of the blackcap, whitethroat^

nightingale, and other songsters to the squirrefs pretty

and engaging but destructive ways." Therefore the nut-

cracking squirrel must be looked after.
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A CO.MPI.ini: SHORT STOHV

WRITTEN BY MISS E. BURROWES

Along the Embankment the cool April wind was sweeping,

out of the gathering dusk glimmered myriads of lights ;

Rig Ben struck seven with slow and solemn stroke, and a

man, leaning on the wall looking down at the darkly-flowing

river, shivered as he drew his ragged coat more closely about

him.
Heavy footsteps approached, and the man glanced with

the furtiveness born of ever-present suspicion at the stalwart

policeman who paced slowly by, with a keen look at the

lonely figure watching the steamers and barges as they

slipped down the river, and passed into the distant gloom.
There was nothing very suspicious about the man's attitude,

and the guardian of the public peace moved on, leaving the

man of genius alone with his dreams, of which no man could

rob him.
He had been robbed of everything else—wealth, fame,

power, love. His tired head sank on to his outstretched

arms ; the hum of the city roared in his ears, borne from
the busy strand on the wind ; the twinkling lights danced
before his weary eyes, and the keen freshness of the spring
air pierced him as he dreamt. Presently he roused himself,

and thrust his hand into his pocket, feeling with a bitter

smile for the one coin which stood between him and starva-

tion. He looked at the solitary shilling with eyes grown
suddenly hard and sombre ; Nature had not intended them
to be so ; the)' were blue with the blue of the heavens,
though dimmed by want and failure ; they were the eyes of
a dreamer, an envhusiast, a genius.

The' gentle flow of the river, the murmur of the wind in

the trees, brought back to the man a flood of memories ; he
lived again in the past, and, like the Apostle of old, he
seemed to see the Heavens opened before him.
The ten miserable years of failure slipped from his

memory ; he was once more the man who promised to be
famed throughout England as the gTcatest dramatist of the

da}' ; he saw himself—Ra3'mond Mansel—rich in fame,
wealth, and love.

The dusk deepened, in the distance a steam siren wailed
mournfully, but the shrill sound fell on unheeding cars, for

the man of genius dreamt on undisturbed.

lie had alwa^'s been a dreamer, an unpractical fellow, so
his friends at the University were accustomed to say ; but
with it all they could not deny the fact that there was a
spark of real genius in Raymond Mansel. He did excellent
things during his three years at the Varsity, and came
down covered with honour. But he was of the sort which
yearns to be a wholesale reformer ; he longed to be a law
unto himself and to others, and with Shelley he believed
firmly (hat

" obedience, *

Bane of all genius, virtue, freedom, truth.

Makes slaves of men."

He vowed by all the gods of Fame and Power at whose
shrines he worshipped that he would never take upon him-
self the yoke of any slavery.
Then he met the woman he loved, and the man of genius

found himself living in a golden world in which all things
g;;ve way before the Master—Love. He dreamed all the
more, perhaps, in consequence of this new and wonderful
thing which had come into his life. Sweet, mad dreams, in

which he saw himself sweeping all before him ; he saw
wealth, fame, power, at his feet in the cjes of all the world,
and then he lost himself in the deep, dark eyes of the

womtm who had made the man of genius human ; who had
kindled within him that divine flame which is the heritage of
the sons and daughters of men. In short, the man of genius
was in love. It had been given' to him to know the greatest
happiness, the bitterest pain ; for are they not inseparable ?

Everything seemed to smile on him then. He had finished

his play—the masterpiece which was to make his name and
fortune, and to plant his feet firmly on the ladder ofdramatic
success. A celebrated actor-manager had promised to read
the manuscript, and it was now in his hands.
His income, independent of his pen, was quite sufficient for

his needs. He was going to marry the loveliest woman in

London. Is it to be wondered at that his bliss almost
intoxicated him ?

It was late April—a day all tears and smiles—when a
tender green spread like a haze over the trees in the Park,
and the flower-beds were gay with hyacinths and nodding
daffodils, that he wended his waj' to the big' house in

Berkeley Square to see Leila Ransomc. An unopened letter

lay in his pocket. They would open it, and rejqice over it

together, for it was, he knew, from the actor-manager, and
he felt that acceptance was assured. The eagerness Miss
Ransome displayed on the subject pleased the man of
genius, and, seated at her side, with the April wind, laden
with flower scents from the balcony, stealing in through the

open windows, he tore open the fateful letter.

As he read it a shadow fell upon his face.
" Monstrous !

" he exclaimed with passion. " As wcl
me to cut out my heart ! Read it if 30U like, dear,

course, such conditions are quite out of the question."
She took the letter from his hand.
" He cavils at your method of ending it, I suppose,"

said with a cool smile. " Well, you know, I told vou all

along that would go against the success of the piece. But
let me see what he has to say about it."

" Dear Mansel,—On reading- over )'our pla}', on which
I congratulate \'ou most heartily, I must own that vour
methods in the final scene are disappointing. Franklv, such
an ending is an impossible one to present to the public in

these days ; and you must remember that it is the vox popiili

which makes our world go round. Can you see your waj-
to complete alteration of the final scene and moral? Of
course 30U must, and will. You are a bit too ideal, you
know ; in these days virtue goes unrewarded, and villain)'

flaunts itself before the eyes of a public taste, which may be
deplorable, but which has nevertheless to be considered.

One must leave the pointing of a moral to others tl|an

dramatists, )'ou see. Let me know about the matter at

your earliest convenience ; it is bound to be a siirces f<>n it

onl)' jou will take the tip and leave your magnificent villain

to floiu-ish like the proverbial green b;iy-trec.
" Yours, &c., " Franklin Morris.'

Miss Ransome refolded the letter in silence. Finally slio

said :

ask
Of

she

to do \

\.̂.gice to It, of"Well, what are you g'

course."

Mansel stared at her in amazement.
"Agree to it?" he echoed, "never—never! ll is mon-

strous to ask me to do violence to all that is good ;ind noble

;

to cast a slain for ever on the gifts which a Great Power has

given me. I will not do it."

" Is not that just a little foolish ? " "she askeil. lightly.

"You don't know what you are s.iying, Leila; do you
suppose it would do any gooil to .myone 10 see such a piece

as mine would be were I to agree to these alterations? The
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public taste lias fallen loo low already ; and I believe Ilia', a
time has come f^r a reaction to set in."

"O ! you are impossible," she said, impatiently ; "ideals
are all very well in theorj',. but they don't work in practice.

Other?; win fame and fortune by pleasing; the public taste

—

why no;.' you ? After all a play is only a play, and I cannot
see that you would be doing- anything- so very terrible in

making- this alteration. Even I could see that the end was
the weak part. Be reasonable, Raymond ; think what it

may mean to us both ; to me in particular. Your future

would be assured, and no one will think any the worse
of you."

" Except my innermost self—and one other," he retorted,

bitterly, " and so you would have me ])rostitute the g-enius

which is implanted in me, and to what end ? Everlasting-

shame."
" Your language is pure exaggeration," she insisted,

obstinately, " for my sake even you will not gfive way in

this little thing ?
"

"I cannot, and will not."

She shrugged her shoulders.
" Anyone with a grain of common-sense would never

hesitate for a moment ; even genius must bow to the voice

of the people."
But he was firm in his resolve, and half an hour later he

stumbled blindly from the presence of the woman who
maddened him with her smiling taunts, her mocking eyes.

In the streets newsboys \Vere shouting stridently, and he
caught a sentence which sent all the blood from his heart
with one sick throb.

" Failure of the West of England Bank !

"

If this was true, then he, the man of genius, was little

better than a beggar. He bought an evening paper—it

ivas true.

All was gone ; all. He was penniless. Black ruin stared
him in the face What could fame or love do for him now?
Late into the night he sat with the actor-manager's letter in

front of him, and a great struggle waging war in his soul.

Could he sacrifice all his ideals for gold ? Success lay
almost in his grasp, but the sacrifice was too awful, and the
man of genius knew that he would welcome the most
deadly drudger}- rather than that he should be forced to do
this thing. One fact, however, stared him sternly in the
face : he must release the woman he loved from her promise,
and long after midnight he sat with his pen in his hand,
writing that most difficult of letters. Wealth, all hope of
success had been swept ruthlessly away from him : was he
to lose the crown of his life also ?

His question was spee.dilyanswered, a day later, and he
looked with despairing eyes at the dainty monogramed
letter, which was the final blow to all his hopes. The few
cold, cruel words burnt themselves into his heart in letters

of living fire, and in a sudden frenzy the dreamer flung
them from him, and, like the Prophet of old, was sorely
tempted to curse God and die.

It was then that merciful oblivion descended upon him,
and for da3s and weeks he struggled in the deadly grip of
brain fever. Sometimes in his delirium—it could have been
nothing else—he saw that fair face which had been so dear
to him ;' once she leant over him and murmured something

—

what he could not tell. Then the vision vanished, and when
he returned to painful consciousness it was to find himself
in the whitewashed ward of a hospital, penniless and
friendless.

But one last and crushing blow had been reserved for him
to bear : his manuscript was gone. Lost or stolen, who shall

say? It was gone—irretrievably lost, and with that went
all his genius, as if burnt out in that terrible fever of body
and mind which had consumed him. He stumbled out into
the cruel world with bitter anathemas. Heavens ! How he
had suffered ! Everything had gone against him : every
man had been his enemv. And now

« * ' » * „ *

Big Ben. struck eight.

With a start and a shiver, the man of genius raised his

head, and straightened himself. He moved unsteadily
towards the-iusy Strand, his head reeling- with weakness,
his limbs cramped by the cold ; once his fingers closed con-
vulsively over his last coin.

The policeman^ tramping along on his beat, stopped and
looked at him.
"'Nov then, my man, pass along," he said, shortly, " I've

had my eye on you."

Without a word he passed along, and the keeper of llic

peace went on his waj-.

"Another poor devil gone to the dogs," he niiulteced to

himself.

The man of genius drifted along tlic Strand with tlic ever-
flowing tide of humanit}-. The pangs ot huifger which
were now only too familiar to him, had ceased to teat his

vitals, and he slunk along listlesslj', an outcast in his own
city, a derelict among his fell \vs.

A stream of carriages, all wending their wa)- in one direc-

tion, drew him to the spot where a magnificent theatre
occupied a prominent corn'er. Brilliant lightsx shone out
over the heads of the crowds who blocked th(! doorways ;

one after another carriages and hansoms drew up and
disgorged their occupants ; women wrapped in velvet and
costly furs, with the glimmer of iewels on their uncovered
heads, hurried in, followed by thefr masculine escorts.

Someone flung him a copper as he sprang forward and
opened a carriage door. He dropped the coin into the pocket,
where it jingled with his last shilling, and the sound brought
a sudden thought to him. After all the long years of misery
and failure, his old dramatic instincts sprang to new life

within him ; he felt a wild hunger for the light, the music, the
glare of the footlights, the glamour of the stage. He made
his way through the jostling crowd, an incongruous figure in

his almost rags. But he was blind and deaf to everything till

he found himself high up among the " gods," looking down
with eyes suddenly grown eager and full of life on the
densely-packed theatre.

Someone whispered near him that this was a "first night ;

'

and that the new piece was reported to be a sure success.

All the old life swept before him ; he clung to the rail with
trembling hands as the orchestra stopped and the curtain

went up. ...
The first scene stirred him strangely , why was it familiar

to him ? Every word, every vparkling epigram, every
gesture and " business ' was a^ well known to him as
if The unspoken thought made the blood fly to his

head—his heart beat to suffocation—great beads of moisture
stood out on his face. Merciful heavens i This was—this

must be

—

his great play ; his tost manuscript ! .

Roars of applause greeted the fall of the curtain on
Act I., and the principal actors were lorced to come forward
to bow their acknowledgments. It was certainly to be a
success.

The man of genius stood tremblingly awaiting the finale,

which had been in his eyes 'he noblest part of the great
tragedy
He was too bewildered to be able to think calmly how

such a miracle could have been wrought. He had not time
in such a supreme moment of his life to think of treachery

—

of a stolen manuscript—of a woman s greed and boundless
cruelty. His whole attention was riveted on this play—this

child of his heaven-born genius. For genius it must be
which gave him the power to move men and women to tears

—to bring laughter to their lips— to fill them with righteous
indignation. He looked about him, and saw all these things,

and knew that his was the hand which had penned the

words ; his the brain which had conceived the story ; his

the heart with whose life-blood it had all been written . . .

It was his— his

—

his!
He forgot his poverty, his miserable failure, his rags. He

forgot that but one solitary coin stood between him and
starvation. He drank of the waters of Lethe, his burning
eyes fixed on the stage, watching for that for whose sake
he had lost fortune, fame— all.

Then the moment came, and black darkness descended
upon him.
Who

—

who had done this vile thing?
The end had been altered ; some dastardly hand had cut

it out entirely.

It was nothing to him that the house rocked in frenzied

applause ; it was nothing to him but a deadly stain on the

fair fame of his great creation. He leant forward with

staring eyes, and parted lips, as the curtain fell for the last

time, amid shouts of

"Author! Author!"
They were calling him ! Him, the outcast, the beggar,

the forgotten man of genius. He struggled to obey the

call, but the crowd only blocked his way, and his throat

was too parched and dry for articulate speech.
" Be quiet, will yer? " said a man roughly, " who are j'er

a shoving' of ?
'
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He stag'gcred back, and glanced again al ihc stage.

Why this fresh outburst of cheering ?

A woman was bowing from before the dark curtain ;

against the velvet background he could see the shimmering
beauty of her costly gown ; he caught the flash and sparkle

of the jewels in her fair hair. There were roses at her

breast, and roses showered at her feet, and she swept the

whole house with her sweet smile.

Great heavens ! it was the woman he had loved and lost

so long ago.
In one terrible flash of comprehension the whole hideous

truth swept upon him with relentless force.

She was the traitress.

He was stunned, crushed, broken by this last and
supreme agony. He passed his hands over his tired eyes

—

was it only one of those terrible dreams which had so often

haunted him of late ?

He was borne downwards by the crowd, for it was all

over, and the theatre was emptying fast.

But a greater One llian the ptjli' i?nan hud come for the
man of genius. A stream of blood flowed slowly from hi'i

lips as he lay huddled u|) und(rr the porlril of the theatre.

The man of genius had gone out of (hi: world in which
everything had been against him.

Mrs. Charles ARMiTAf.H, Woodlands, N'orthaw, Poller's

Bar, is again collecting clothing, comforts, or money to buy
them, for the men of the Royal Artillerj'. Her first ccn-

signment will be sent to the 69th Battery, which has been
four years abroad.

¥ * ^

An interesting relic of the Indian career of the famous
Lord EHenborough, who was Viceroy in the early forties,

and on his return to England was made F'irst Lord of the

Admiralty, has just reached London. This is a curious-

One has beard of the boys in khaki, of the Kaiser's troops in catskin, but here are a few R. A.'s in sheepskin

"Disguised" Artillerymen in China

He stumbled out into the cold night air, and somehow
found himself at the stage-door, where a brougham was
waiting. A deadly faintness almost brought him to his

knees, but he staggered up against a pillar, and waited,
breathing with difficulty, his hand pressed against his side
as if in pain.

Some half-forgotten words came back to him as he stood
there :

" If it had been my enemy then I might have borne it ;

but it was thou my brother, mine own familiar friend
"

The stage-door opened and a woman came out. The
light overhead caught the flame of the diamonds in her
hair, the beauty of her fair, flushed face.
The man of genius sprang forward—strove to speak

—

failed. Something seemed to snap within him.
" Here ! out of the way," said the man who was follow-

ing the woman into the carriage. " No—it is all right,
Leila ; only some drunken wretch ; there's a policeman with
him now. Home, Thomas 1

"

lamp from the Kaabah at Mecca, which was given by a

high native dignitary to Lord EUenborough's second wife,

a daughter of Rear-Admiral Digby. The lamp bears the
" Tugrah " or Sultan's Seal, is octagonal in shape and
upwards of four feet in height, including the porcelain egg'

and tassel.

* * *

It seems that sweets are made to glitter by means Oi

splinters of glass, so that the sweet has the appearance ot

consisting of sparkling crystal sugar. We have in our

laboratory, says the Lancet, some specimens of even high-

class confectionery, said to be of French make, wliicli all

contain a liberal sprinkling of glass flakes. It is difficult to

imagine a more powerful mechanical irritant than jags ot

glass, which might easily cause laceration and haemorrhage,

not to mention other disturbances, such as are set up by

foreign bodies less jagged than glass, in the alimentary

canal.
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The Couucil Koom

CHRIST'S HOSPITAL
As the public already know, Christ's Hospital, or rather

its ancient home in the City, is threatened with destruction.

Parliamentary powers are being- soug-ht to authorise the

Governors to sell the site, with the object of covering the

whole area wilh streets, shops and warehouses. It is

Geffs Cloister

Trust for Places of Historic Interest or Natural Beauty, and
the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings. At the

I\ . I'onn Room

against this proposal that an earnest protest is made, by way
of an appeal to Old Blues, in a letter which we have
received from Sir Jolin Brunner, Lord Monkswell, the Hon.
Dudley F"ortescue, Sir Robert Hunter and Lord Balcarres,
M.P., and other gentlemen officially representing the
Commons and " ' ~

Tlic Swimmiug Bath

offices of each of these organisations papers of protest are
Footpaths Preservation Society, Kyrle

j
lying awaiting signatures of those interested in preservirig-

Society, Metropolitan Public Gardens Society, the National ' o le of the noblest remains of Old London.

The Library and Reading Room The Museum
(Photos by Sturdee)

THE FAMOUS BLUECOAT SCHOOL, ABOUT TO BE DEMOLISHED
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Garden or pump playground The Grecian Cloister

The Grammar and Mathematical School Another view of the Hospital

A Kluecoat boy .The tuck shop and cjardcn playground

THE FAMOUS BLUECOAT SCHOOL, ABOUT; TO BE DEMOLISHED
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Clever foot -work — No foul

Smart dribbling by the 'Spurs Sheffield on the ball

The kick-off at the Crystal Palace
(Photos by Russell and Sons)

TOTTENHAM HOTSPURS v. SHEFFIELD UNITED
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A corner of the crowd at the football match, Tottenham Hotspurs v. Sheffield United
(Photo by Russell and Sons)

A SQUEEZE AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE
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and half her charm is lost. Of recent years it has been the
fashion at smart weddings lor the costumes of the bride and
bridesmaids to be replicas of celebrated pictures. Miss Enid
Wilson, now Countess of Chesterfield, adopted the Romney
style with great success. This beautiful ideal seems to have
taken a hold on popular fancy. Many of our leading beauties
have adopted the gauze scarf, which we have so often

admired in the great master's pictures.

* * *
The game of the moment is undoubtedly " Ping-pong."

( It shares with " Bridge " the success of the season. It is a
1 very easy way of entertaining our friends. Everyone is

I

delighted to receive an invitation when the raison d'etre is

"Ping-pong," or, to give it its name proper, " Gossima."
Many a long evening has passed pleasantly to the sound of

j
the merry "Ping-pong ' of the little white ball. It is a
game requiring plenty of skill ; therefore we shall not easily

tire of it. The men-folk have taken to it most enthusi-
astically. I've heard it said they put on flannels to play,

but cannot vouch for the truth of this statement. There
seems to be only one drawback to the game, a^d that
came from the materfiamilias' point of view. She declares
that walking round the table so often after the elusive little

hall wore oat the carpet in that particular spot. Throw
do ,vn a few rugs or crumft-cloth and the only objection to this

A useful cjpc I'or Spring wear

ntw 1/v v <r ^ ^ v "^—WW ^v ^'^r ^v v^ v^ ^^S.

1 WOMAN'S WAYS \

The fame of Browning's " Lost Duchess " is quite out-

rivalled by that gained by " Gainsborough's Lost Duchess,
"

and lost many people will still continue to think it ; forthere
will always be people found to argue that the lecently-

recovered picture is not the original, as there are still left

some misguided believers In Arthur Orton. At tlie time the
celebrated picture disappeared, the large black hat. with its

ostrich feather, became quite popular, and so again the
" Duchess ' will no doubt be the means of reviving this

fashion in headgear ; and nothing could well be more
becoming, but, be it noted, only on the woman " divinely

tall :
" let not her shorter sister fall a victim to its fascina-

tions. Should she contemplate the adoption thereof, I would
earnestly repeat " Mr. Punch's ' excellent advice : Don't.

* ¥ ^
Some of our most attractive ideas for dress have been

inspired by celebrated portraits. For instance, does not the

ever-popular Marie Antoinette fichu owe its origin to the
representations we have of the beautiful sad Queen ? It was
from her portraits that we learnt the possibilities of its

snoVvy folds around a white neck. Another Queen, no less

beautiful and with as sad a history, gives us the Marie
Stuart ruff. The Queen of Scots has ever been a favourite,

partly because she appeals so strongly to our love of

romance, and the little individual touches she shows in her
dress we have taken for ourselves, even fashioning our
bonnets somewhat after the manner of her well-known
headdress. What an important part diress plays in our life !

Is Marie Stuart remembered more from what she wore than
what sne did and suffered. Think of her in modern attire^

Princess robe trimmed with lace and handsome
lace bolero
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most delightful pastime vanishes. Jewellers have risen (o

the occasion, and have designed miniature, battledores with

tiny balls to hang on our wrist or chain, as our fancy

dictates, so that our Ping-pong may always be with us.

The newest wedding presents lake the form of playing
battlf-dorcs, sometimes of gold studded with jewels, but

more often of tortoiseshell, silver-mounted, and with the

owner's monogram also in silver. Have we not been growing
tired of Bridge ? But surely this interesting amusement
will gain a fresh lease of favour by this new departure

—

that of substituting living members for cards. Obviously
one requires a great number of players, sdiii; "is a game that

one cannot often indulge in ; but perhajv/jhat Very reason
doubles the enjoyment
when one does secure the
necessary number of
ladies and gentlemen.

The grandfather's easy
chair here depicted is all

that heart could desire in

its easiness, and suggests
if not a "good white
pillow " at least a gra-
cious resting-place for

the "good white head"
which seeks the refresh-

ing after-dinner nap, the
special prerogative of
age. Its amplified com-
panion, which the de-
signer has called a
grandfather's settee, is

not quite so intelligiJble, although its lines are graceful
and all about it is artistic, and in that sense satis-

factory. It is evidently a piece of furniture designed for

two. But two white heads resting at opposite angles of the
settee would not be all that could be wished from the pic-

torial point of view, and if the heads swerved middle-ward
at the same moment the collision might strike out a spark
of grandfatherly and grandmotherly temper. I would sug-
gest as an improvement that the wings should be omitted,
and that this settee should be used by the young people (it

will just hold two), while the chair is being put to its proper
use by grandpapa.

^ V v
" Ne'er cast a clout till June be in and May be out,"

Grandfather's settee and easy cliair in rich tapcstrj-

From Messrs. llewetsons

cautions the old adage, and doubly prudent is she who,
while following this excellent advice, and retaining the
woolh'ii underwear better suited to the vagaries cf early
spring weather, yet select in time the lighter lingcri<; indis-
pensable for the hot da3's, which ofttinies burst so suddenly
upon us. Never was the " tempestuous petlieoal ' which so
delighted the poet Uerrick—more fascinating than at the
present moment. Quite a feature arc those in French
batiste and coloured muslin, the latter being so intercepted
with insertion and lace that they have all the appearance of
an overskirt, and would shame the "plain white muslin " so
dear to the heart of the novelist's heroine. The veiy look of
theie dainty underskirts calls to our mind saunters over

sunlit lawns, pleasar.i

dallyings by the river-

side and all the coming
summer days of idleness.

* * *
How the local laun-

dress, with her knov. ii

partiality for destroying
be-Iaced garments, would
revel in "doing-up" one
of these confections; but
on no account must she
be allowed to exhibit her
prowess on them, they
must be sent to a good
cleaner, for, like Hood's
heroine, they require to

be "taken up tenderly
and touched with care.

"

<5> * ^
In the days of Elizabeth Bennct the choice of a muslin

gown was a momentous question, involving much care and
discretion, as it was expected by the purchaser to do duty
at all the festivities she might grace for many years. With
the best intentions in the world, I don't think our muslin
gowns would stand the same test ; but, then, how plainly

were the gowns of Jane Austen's heroines made, and how
intricate are ours ! We must pay the penalty for our be-
frilled gowns, and I think if one of these prudent little

maidens had to make her choice between a gown of her
time and one of ours, her selection would not be on the side

of prudence, so tempting are these unstable raiment. Perhaps
I
she would have compromised and chosen oneof the coloured

I prints, which are made in a variety of pretty styles.

The Grand Staud at the City and huburbau
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prisinjf, as tlic lady was caiL-fully and artistically jjowned
and appointed. It is a gratification to the writer to thus
have ocular demonstration that her efforts are appreciated.
Ex lino disce omncs. If this reader was so pleased with
what she read, we may rcasonaljlj- infer that the remainder
of our 200,000 patrons and patronesses are similarly gratified,

and it goes without saying that " ^Iartha was a proud
woman ' the day.'" MARTHA.

* * *
Martha will have much pleasure in aiifcwcring questions

relating to domestic or personal matters.

* * *
E.B.—The carved oak cradles are to be obtained at

Messrs. Hewetson's, Tottenham Court Road. Tliey have a
splendid collection of English carved oak furniture, including'

some grandfather's clocks. I am sure you would be able to

find there exactly what you want in old furniture.

* * * *

Nurse.—Tr}- " Lux," it softens the hardest water, and if

you follow the directions 3'our flannels and woollens will not

shrink ; I speak from personal experience. Many thanks
for your appreciation.

f III!
«

From India comes the news of a distressing accident

whereby six gallant artillerymen lost their lives. On
March 19th at Trimulgherr}', while a 6"3 howitzer was being
unloaded by men of the 9th Heavy Battery, Western
Division, the shell burst with disastrous effect. Six men,
viz., Sergeant Atkins, and Gunners Field, Wade, Bvrne,
Hogan and Muloahy, were killed, and Sergeant Parry
wounded. Sergeant Atkins had just been joined bj' his

young wife. He had saved up money for her passage out

to India, and hardlj- had she arrived there than she was left

a Vvidow—a stranger in a very strange land.

Sergeant A. Atkins, 9th Heavy Battery, Western Div., R.A.

Accidentally killed by a shell explosion at Trimulgherry, India.

He was a promising young non-com., ana had just been recoin-

mpuded for promotion to Sergeant-Major

In selecting- our summer hosiery^ let those with sensitive

feet remember that no stocking will be as comfortable for

them as woollen ones as fine as you please, but woollen they

must be. New stockings have a disappointing way o
wearing out at the heels. To cope with this trouble a good
plan is to darn carefully with silk up and down the heel.

You will find this practice will considerably lengthen the

days of your stockings.
* * *

It is only fitting that St. George (tjie Patron Saint of
England) should share equal honours with St. Patrick

(Patron Saint of the Emerald Isle). So thought Eng-lishmen
and women on the 23rd of April, rightly called " England's
Day." Roses were worn by the majority of people, and it

is believed, if our late beloved Queen had lived, she would
have given orders authorising English soldiers to wear a
rose on that day, after the example of Irishmen and their

shamrock.
V V ^

OlR sketch shows a charming example of the Empire or
Princess st^^le. The arrangement of lace on the skirt is

very effective and becoming. Carried out in some light

material, it would make an ideal tea-gown. Our other
model would prove very serviceable wear before we leave
off all outdoor wraps : it is speciall}' designed for a young
matron.

* * *
Did the lad}- who travelled in the 6.10 p.m. from Victoria

on the loth tilt., and who was so engrossed in our "Woman's
Ways," suspect that Martha was a fellow-traveller, and
from her snug corner was enjoying in her way the said
lad}-'s enjoyment. How eagerly she devoured the various
hints—which went home, every one. All our little views
and suggestions as to dress were evidentlj' conned with the
greatest interest, which was amusing and, in a way, sur-

One of the new electric cars

from Sliepherd's Bush to Kew
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Tlie great Sandown Hurdle Handicap. Goldfinder (winner) jumping the last hurdle

CURRENT COMMENTS
The photogT.'iph below repre-sents a most iiileresl'mg'

relic of Englaiid. Not that there is^ anytlyngf particular!}-

remarkable in the survival of a hugfc block of hard stone in

itself, but the associations of this particular block are of no
ordinary kind. It is the veritable .".Chiding' Stone,.' from
which the villagfe of Chiddingstone, in Kent, takes its name,
and in which this venerable rock is situated. -.--5,.

According to one view—which has many supporters among-
experts in history—this.was the " chiding-stone " of ancient
Druidical da3's, on which
the priests took their stand
in order to deliver their

exhortations, and espe-
cially their scoldings and
denunciations of delinquent
followers.

* * *
The popular belief in the

neighbourhopd — a belief

that has been handed down
through centuries—is that

it was the " chiding-stone
"

wlilch constituted the place
of accusation, judgment
and punishment, com-
bined, of shrewish and un-
manageable women whose
ideaof wifely^"- obedience

"

had become warped, aiid

whose husbands — driven
to extreme measures by
the cjntinuous stinging of
unruly tongues—were com-
pelled to call in the aid of
constituted authority and
public opinion in the man-
agement of their obstrepe-
rous spouses. The scold

was placed upon the
" chiding-stone," in full

view of her neighbours and
the whole countryside
(gathered to see what was
sport to them), and was
there publicly rebuked and

I

ŷ
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i
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" chidden " by the dignitary appointed for the purpose, thus
receiving a lesson in tit-for-tat, and a liumjjialing and
salutary public showing-up at one and the same time.

A very much married man may, perhaps, see some advan-
tages in the rough-and-ready methods of bis forefathers ;

though, as a person of observation^ and experience, he
will probably doubt the long continuance of tlie husband's
triumph on reaching home with his temporarily humiliated
and subdued wife. ... .. ._ ...

There appears to be some degree of sound historic basis
for the commonly accepted
belief. . Possiblj' both the
proposed explanations of
the name of the stone arc
correct, and the .^uicienl

Druidic place of general
"chiding" may have be-

come the place ot more
specialised " chiding ' in

after ages ; at any rate,

there is every reason to

believe that the title,

" Chiding-stone," correctly
suggests the purposes to

which the rock was put in

the days when it was a
sacred or a dreaded place.

It is tolerably certain that
public " chidlngs " there
took place in the far-back
age, over which hangs the
mist of legend, rendering
exact scrutiny of details

impossible, while not com-
pletely hiding main historic

features.

* * *
For the past year and

a-half British coal-owners
have bled the British

Government for 30s. a ton
tor coal during a crisis in

the Empire. Now they
wish to coalesce with the

miners. What is required
is De Wet's sjambock.Tlic Chiding Stone"
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The accompanyinsf illustration shows a torpedo-boat

destroyer being "fed" or coaled from its mother—in this

case H.M.S. Victorious. One of two of these dangerous

crafts—the destroyers— are attached to battleships, and as

their capacity for carrying coal is comparatively limited,

they are fed from the battleships at sea or elsewhere.

• * ¥ *
uuidied and sevenThe consignment

hundred yearling

salmon to the
Thames by the
Thames Salmon
Association was
tfie inauguration of

an experiment
which has long
been talked of by
Thames enthusi-

asts. Although con-

siderable doubt has
been thrown upon
the utility of the

experiment, it is

said that the Asso-
ciation has great

hope of its suc-

cessful issue. The
fish were removed
in large milk-cans,

the water in which
was only two
degrees below that

of the river, and,

having been ap-

proved by an ex-

pert, were put into

the Thames in two
batches, , the place

chosen being the

shallow water near
the Teddington
Weir.

* * *

of between six

II. M.S.At the annual
Exeter Hall meet-

ing in support of

MissAgnes Weston's work. MissWeston and MissWintz gave
some account of the year's operations at the Royal Sailors'

Riests in Portsmouth and Devonport. The year was de-

scribed as making a record in every respect. Since this time

la:st year 256,243 men had been accommodated, an increase

o^ over 6,000; and the receipts had arisen to ;£24,ooo. The
provisions consumed at the two rests included 25X tons of

pork, 173^ tons of beef, 9 tons of mutton, and 315,459 eggs;
and the water used for tea and coffee had been enough,

according to the Chief Constructor of the dockyard, to float

a torpedo-boal. The number of baths taken had been
61,407. Building operations were iiinv in progress (odoiAlc
the accommodation at the Devonpoi't Kesl, and of the
;{^i2,ooo required nearly half was slill wanlr-d. ."Miss Wes-
ton's last annual report, for the year ended with last June,
chronicles the sending out of 30 tons of literature^ in

135,503 parcels, to the various ships in the Xavy. In home
ports 5,743 pledges were taken ard 1,348 honours were
distributed, representing 2,364 j-cars of total abstinence

among 1 he reci-
))ienls. 'J'he Royal
Xaval Needlework
(juild, of which the

Duchess of York
is President, is

described as grow-
ing immensely and
giving work to a
large number of

sailors' wives. The
Royal Sailors'
Rests yielded

^2,379 to '^'^^ gene-
ral jncome, which
increased from
;£;5,289 to ;C 1 2.444.

' of which a great
deal was paid in

relief to sick and
wounded and their

needy relatives.

¥ ¥ *
The British Vice-

Consul at Boulogne
records^ i;n his latest

report.- a curious

topsy ' - turvydom
at that port.
"Several steamers
for the local fishing

fleet have been
purchased this

year in the United
Kingdom, the local

building-jard hav-
ing been occu])ied

since March, 1900,

Ln the construction of a 1,000-to^i steamer for a London
firm ; it will not be completed for several months yet. An
impression prevails locally that this is but the second steamer

built in France to British order; in any, case, it would

appear to be an unusual deviation Vom the normal course of

the shipbuilding trade.
"

¥ ¥ s«

The photo of General Sir Henry Xorman (on the cover)

is by Messrs. Elliott and Fry.

torpedo-boat dastroyer coaliiic) from her mother,

the battleship "Victorious"

Rc-stocking the Thames with salmon. View of Tcddiiui|tou Weir, where the fisli

were plaeed
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Re-stocking the Thames with salmon — Conveying the fish (in the cans seen in tlie

boats) to Teddington Weir

Depositing the fish at Teddington Weir

RE'STOCKING THE THAMES WITH SALMON
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Another view of the railway siding at Tientsin. The Indian and the Russian are
weighing cacli other up

Russian and British (Indian) sentries facing each other in the railway siding on the

disputed ground at Tientsin

GREAT BRITAIN v. RUSSIA
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The juTivtil of a fleet of
torpedo-boat destroyers in

the Manchester Ship Canal
the other day caused no
lilt(e commotion in the
nelgfliboiirhood. "Cen-
turion " describes the scene
as viewed from the steam
tug- Mersey King on the
Mersey :^" There they
are !

" Your old sea dog-

)ia's,-naturalh', keener eyes
than a mere landsman.
But, really, a cloud of
snioke no bigger, say, than
a 'man's hand, low down
upon the water, is it the
flotilla after all? Or has
the'keen-e^'ed one's expec-
tation got the better of his

vision ? The answer is hot
long to be waited for.

That low, dark cloud is

mqying : coming nearer.

Ari;d even a,'s we" look
there looms en the horizon
an|jther cloud. And 3-et

an'Oth^r. And then a
fonrth.. '.And — but I9 !

wlij(le\\;e have been watch-
ing the' fiirther clouds the

nea;rf;si one "' has '- taken
shape and is bearing down
upon us in mid-Mersey—

a

loiig-bodied, ' narfow-
w a i s t e d , 1 o w r d e c k e d
swiftly-m o v i ng vessel.
Black-hulled, black-
funnelled, black from stem
to stern : no wonder that

in'the distance she was in- II. M.S. "Le\eii "entering the Ship Canal

distinguishable from her
own smoke. Her boats
are black, her guns, her
cowls, her lifebuoys, her
tarpaulins—ever}- tiling
that the eye can perceive
upon her decks— is of the
same sombre hue. Tho
seamen and stokers wiio

peer over the gunwales
are more tike chimney
sweepers than sailors.
That is the first impression
of a " destro)-er." Amass
of blackness, relieved only
I33- one gleam of colour.

And that a gleam which
sends the blood as quickly
again through e\-ery pulse
—the brave old ensign ot

St. George streaming
astern. v

The first 'returns an-
nounced 'regarding the
population of Edinburgh
were in error, some dis-

tricts annexed in 1900
being overlooked. Edin-
burgh has now a popula-
tion of 316,540. This does
not include Leith. In 1801

the population '6i Edin-
burgh and Leitli was
82,560. The boundaries of
the city include Portobello
and a portion of Dudding-
ston. In 1891 the popula-
was 27.1,978, thus giving
an increase of 43,562;

Off duty on II. M.S. " Leopard"—Printing photos Paterfamilias takes his boy below on the "Leopard

T.'B. DESTROYERS IN THE MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL
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Commander Lloyd inspecting tlie libertj' men before leaving for Belle View

-V ^:znyr'~\-' .t: ; ..

"Liberty men leaving the destroyers for Belle View

T.-B. DESTROYERS IN THE MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL
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The start of the First Spring Two-year-old Stakes

At Newmarket, the Two
Thousand Guineas was won
by Sir E. Cassel's Handi-
capper, who defeated Mr.
Leopold de Rothschild's
Doricles (second), Lord
Wolverton's Osboch (thii-d),

and fourteen others.

¥ * *
At a recent meeting of

the Jockey Club, held at

Newmarket, several pro-
posed alterations to the
-Rules of Racing were
brought forward. On the
motion of Mr. Leopold de
Rothschild, Rule 55 is

altered to read as follows :

"All lads who, while under
age, have of their own free

will, and with the consent
of their parents or

. guardians, bound them-
selves to a trainer for a
term of not less than three

_years, are permitted during
their apprenticeship to

claim 5 lb. allowance in all

handicaps and selling races
except those confined to

apprentices. They will be Uaudicapper, the winner of the Two Thousand Guineas

entitled to this ^Ib. allow-
ance for one year (or 365
days) after winning their

first race in any country.
No allowance can be
claimed under this rule ex-
cept for lads duly appren-
ticed to a trainer carrying on
his business in the United
Kingdom, and (consequen-
tially) to alter Rule 1 16 to

read as follows • ' No horse
shall carry less than 6st. in

any race unless the 5 lb.

apprentice allowance under
Rule 55 be claimed.'

"

* * *
At the annual meeting of

the Doddington, Newnham,
and Eastling (Kent) Sparrow
Club recently no fewer than

7,387 sparrows' heads were
produced by members, this

being the result of a year's

work of extermination of
what East Kent farmers
look upon as a pest to fruit

and field crops. During the

eight years' existence of the .

club 49,330 sparrows have
been accounted for by the
members.

Getting ready for the start of the Two Thousand Guineas Race
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Jack ashore on leave
(Photo by S. Cribb)

Vice-Admiral Sir Cyprian Bridge, the new Com-
mander-in-Chief of the British naval force in China, with

his staff, proceeded by the White Star steamer Oceanic from

Liverpool last Wednesday, May 8th, and will travel by the

Canadian Pacific Railway and steamer, via Vancouver and
Japan, to take over the duties of his command.

An interesting trial was made a few days ago on board

the torpedo-boat Ophir, built by Messrs. Yarrow and Co.

for the Dutch Government, with a view to testing Holden's

system of oil-burning. A trial was first made with coal

only, when a speed of 24^ knots was obtained over a
lengthened run. Then the oil-burners were started, in

addition to the coal supply, which i-emained constant

throughout. With the oil and the coal together the speed

was immediately increased two knots, z.e., to 26^ knots.

The coal burnt throughout the trial was at the rate 2,8oolb.

per hour, and when the oil was supplemented the additional

consumption of this fuel was 700 lb. per hour (Borneo oil).

In the OpJiir there are two boilers of equal size, and a
further trial was made at a slower speed with oil, using

one boiler, when a speed of 14 knots was readily obtained

with a con-sumption of 500 lb. of oil per hour. The great

advantage of oil-burning, either alone or supplemented with

coal, is that variations in evaporation can be much more
rapidly made than when burning coal alone. The stoke-
hold staff in larger installations can be much reduced.

3f 7f %f

A NEW model of a 5in. gun was recentlj' tested by the

United States navy officials at Indian Head with very good
results, a velocity of 3,300 f.s. being obtained for a pressure

of 17 tons with nilro-cellulose powder, the projectile

weighing 5olb. The breech mechanism in use with this

gun was fitted with the Welin type of screw similar to that

now generally adopted by the British Government.

Reuter's correspondent at Constantinople writes as fol-

lows :—The negotiations for the purchase of a cruiser in

England are at last on the point of being concluded.

The officers of the torpeio-boat "Taku" (captured from the Chinese
at the recent bombardment)

Going ashore

(Photo by S. Cribb)

Meanwhile, the scarcity of monc)' is as

acute as ever, and much speculation exists

as to how the Government is going to meet
the heavy extraordinary expenditure on

account of these armaments. Thus far,

the first instalment on account of the

cruiser ordered in America, the contract

for which was signed as far back as

December, has not been paid, nor have
any of the payments due to Krupp, ot

Essen, on account of the contract for

naval guns, been effected. Neither have

any of the eight ironclads, which are to be

transformed into more modern ships by
Messrs. Ansaldo, of Genoa, yet left for

that port, although it was long- since

arranged that the vessels should proceed

to Italy in the course of the spring, it

being considered unsafe to dispatch them
during the winter months. The two tor-

pcdo-boat.s purchased from that firm have

not yet left Genoa, inasmuch as the

balance due, viz., ;^;T20,ooo, is still out-

standin"-.
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"Inspecting" the 67th Squadron Imperial Yeomanry

This original commander accompanied the above squadron about
twenty miles on the way to the Oudeslroom district, and while the

photograph was being taken stood boldly facing the troops

The Hon. W. Pember Reevos, Agent-General for New I the opportunities afforded by his colony for securing- g-ood
Zealand, has brought under the notice of the War Office^ horses for military purposes. The horses taken b}^ the

several contingents from the colony have earned general
commendation, and the Colonial Government has been
asked to undertake the purchase, inspection and ship-
ment of a draft of from 500 to 1,000 horses for the Cape.
This task has been undertaken. New Zealand, always
famed for its good stamp of horseflesh—it is the birth-
place of some of the best known horses on the Australian
turf—is just now making special efforts to maintain and
improve its high standard. Mr. Gilruth, of the colony's

Tlie 70tli Company Imperial Yeomanry (Scots) on their way to protect the district of

Oudestroom, where tlie Boers were hovering about

WITH THE YEOMANRY IN SOUTH AFRICA
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The 71st Squadron Imperial Yeomanry under Lieutenant G. H. S. Fowke

Agricultural De-
partment, has been
in the United King--

dom for some
months buying-
thoroughly sound
and first-class sires

for shipment to the

colony, these rang-
ing from Arabs to

Clydesdales. So
highly does Lord
Rothschild think of
the efforts being
made that he has
presented the New
Zealand Govern-
ment with two
valuable " shire

"

stallions — Dan-
ger Signal and
Hertfordshire Boy
— for the use of
the settlers gene-
rally. Allthehorses
sent will have to

remain in quaran-
tine, and under pb-
servation for six

months after ar-

riving at their des-
tination.

¥ * T
On the return of

the battalion of
I^oot Guards from
South Africa steps
will at once be
taken to quarter
permanently at
Aldershot a brigade
ot four battalions
undei;^ a major-

The 71st Squadron Imperial Yeomanry under Capt. Sir

Saville Crossley

general of the
Guards.

* ¥ *

The R . E .

officers who were
engaged in the
operations on the
North-West Fron-
tier of India in

1897 and 1898 have
presented a trophy
to the officers' mess
at Brompton Bar-
racks, Chatham, in

commemoration of

that campaign.
The presentation
was made on be-

half of the sub-
scribers, by Major-
General Sir \V. G.
Nicholson, who
was Chief of the

Staff in the cam-
paig'H.

¥ * *
With the ex-

press approval of

the German Em-
peror, the German
War Office is

sending an inte-

resting- official ex-

hibit to the Earl's

Court Military
Exhibition, which
was opened on the

fourth of this

month. No doubt

it w ill receive much
attention.
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FROM THE FRONT—THE LETTER FROM THE ELDEST SON, THE HOPE OF THE FAMILY
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IN CHINA

Mav II, 1901

That Li Hung' Chang-, the veteran warrior, .statesman,

and corriiptionist, has neither lost his cunning nor his

avarice witii advancing- age is shown by the following,

which comes from unquestioned native sources :—Ear! Li

was appointed Viceroy of Canton last spring, only a short

lime before the Boxer uprising broke out in the North. The
old Viceroy had been in Canton for onh' five months when he
was recalled to Pekin to ag-ain beconie Viceroy of Chih-li

and Peace Commissioner. There was considerable delay
in arranging transportation facilities satisfactory to Earl Li,

and when he sailed he requested the escort of a foreign gun-
boat. The reason for the old Viceroy's anxiety over his

transportation arrang-ements was because of the large sum
tliat he had " squeezed " out of the natives during his short

term at Canton, and witliout which he absolutely refused to

sail. When he did sail, the boat that carried him from
Canton to Shang-Iiai took on board 1,000,000 taels of silver

bullion, valued at almost ;£Ji5o,ooo, which represented his

accumulations during- his short stay of five montlis.

* * *
A LARGl^; part of this was secured hy Earl Li through a

deal with a syndicate of the leading merchants of Canton.
The Viceroy had proposed that in consideration of the sum
of 4,000,000 taels, to be paid in instalments, he would relieve

them from the payment of transit duties on goods trans-
ported across the country by them, and place in their hands
the imposition of this tax upon other sliippers. This would
have given the syndicate an absolute monopoly oti all trade
around Canton. The syndicate eagerly accepted Li Hung
Chang's proposition, and paid the first instalment to the wily
Viceroy ; but when they attempted to reimburse themselves
by collecting the transit tax from independent shippers, they
were met with such opposition that they were forced to give
it up. They appealed to the Viceroy to return the instal-

ment they had paid in advance, but he indignantly refused,
and threatened to hold them for the unpaid instalments as
they might fall due.

* * ¥
Had the old Viceroy not been recalled to Pekin the out-

come would have been uncertain. The members of the
syndicate, being largely en--

gaged in shipping, have those
peculiar relations that all

Chinese shippers have with
the piratical fleets that swarm
their coasts, and the reason
Earl Li was so anxious to
have the escort of a foreign
war vessel was to make sure
that he would be able to gel

The 'contractor" who built the officers' huts at

Shanghai

Chinamen discussing the situation at Tientsin Railway Station

away with his ill-gotten pelf. There have been many
attempts to estimate the wealth of Li Hung Chang. The
fact that he -was able to get away from Canton with
1,000,000 taels as the result of a five months' stay would
indicate that it is large.

For twenty-five \'ears Li Hung- Chang was Viceroy of Ihe
province of Chih-li, that surrounds the capital. He 'vas
guardian of the Emperor, and every official from any part of
the empire who was called up for an audience with the
throne or any of the governmental departments, during those

long years, was forced- to pay tribute to
Earl Li. That he has taken advantage
of this magnificent opportunity to

"squeeze" all mandarins of high or low
degree is not doubted. In addition, the
old earl is known as the greatest owner of
pawnshops in China. For the last quarter
of a century he has habitually invested
all his capital in the pawnbroking busi-

ness. His income from this source must
have been enormous, since the ordinary
business rates of interest in China range
from 20 to 30 per cent.

¥ ¥ *
It has been freely charged against Earl

Li that his agreement to the large indem-
nity paid to Japan at the close of the
recent war was secured by ways that were
peculiarly Oriental, and which added
largely to the Viceroy's cash resources.
This same thing has been charged against
him in connection with the agreements
made with Russia. It is said that the old
earl was forced to part with large sums in

order to secure his audience with the
Empress-Dowager when he was disgraced
after the Japanese .war, but that he sur-

rendered a sum large enough to embarrass
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Officers riding on a Shanghai wheelbarrow

him, or that bears any appreciable proportion to the total

he had been accumulating-^ for so many years, js not pro-

bab'e. It is said that the Viceroy's chief fear at present is

that he may die before the indemnities for the recent out-

rages have been settled, and thus be depriv.ed of what
he regards as the chance of his lifetime.

¥ ¥ *
Some idea of the possibilities of such accumulation that

come to a Chinese official may be gathered from the fact

that Liang-Ki, who was Prime Minister during the reign of

the Emperor Hwan Ti, accumulated one of the greatest

fortunes of which we have record in history. His arro-

gance and exactions increased with his wealth until they

were both unbearable, and the Emperor ordered him to be

killed. His treasures of money which had caused his de-

struction were seized and confiscated to the State, and when
they were counted it was found that they amounted to over

300,000,000 taels. The addition of this

immense sum to the Imperial Treasury
resulted in such a plethora of Royal funds,

that throughout the whole empire all taxes

we e rjmilted f:r one year.

A STORY is being told in the Service

clubs just now concerning Vice-Admiral
Sir Jokn Fisher, who commands the

Mediterranean Fleet, and Lord Charles
Beresford. It seems, says the Daily
News, that a competition was recently

held at Malta for a prize that is annually
presented by the first-named officer. It is

known as ttie " Malta Cup, " and had so

far always bee i won by a crew belonging
to the Admiral's flagship. On this par-
ticular cc:as!o 1, however, a crew from the
Ram{lli?s (commanded by Lord Charles
Beresford) carried it off instead. A .day

or two la'e.- the Fleet was practising
manoeuvres, and Admiral Fisher—who has
the reputation of being something of a
disciplinarian—was dissatisfied with the
performance of the Ramillies. He sig-

nalled accordingly to its commander the

message, " Explain your reason for being
late in executing the manoeuvre." Without
a moments delay the answer came, " We
are towing the Malta Cup."

» ^ »
The meaning of the word "humph''

was recently the subject of judicial decision

in the Irish Court of Appeal. Mr. Justice-

Madden and Mr. Justice I5oyd h';ld thai
" humph," as used by Sir Walter Scoll
and Miss Austen in their novels, was an
expression of dissent, while the Lord Chic)
Justice and Mr. Justice Burton inclined tc

the conclusion that " humph " only meant
a "dissatisfied condition of the mind."
The Court of Appeal has now decided
that the word is "an exjjression of doubt
or dissatisfaction," or, as Lord Justice
Walker put it, in the words of the Ccn/ury
Dictionary, " a grunt of dissatisfaction."

¥ ¥ *
It is officially announced that the King

has been pleased to approve the appoint-
ment of Sir Arthur Elibank Havelock,
G.C.M.G., G.C.I. E., to be, a Knight
Grand Commander of the Most Exalted
Order of the Star of India. Sir Arthur
Havelock surrendered last year his five

years' tenure of the Governorship oi

Madras, his successor. Lord Ampthill,
being appointed in December. Born in

1844, Sir Arthur followed the profession ol

his fathei", Colonel William Havelock, of
the gallant regiment once known as the
14th Light Dragoons, and entered the
Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry. He
was destined, however, to see but little

military service, and before his retirement

with captain's rank in 1877, had already held several civil

appointments, including the Chief Commissionership of the

Seychelles Island and the post of Colonial Secretary and
Receiver- General of Fiji. In 1881 Sir Arthur became
Governor of West African Settlements and Consul for

Liberia, and three years' excellent administrative work on
the West Coast was rewarded with the successive Gover-
norships of Trinidad, Natal, and Ceylon (1890-1895), and
from Ceylon Sir Arthur went to India to take up the im-

portant appointment from which he recently retired.

¥ ¥ *
The parish of Upper Eldon, in Hants, is probably unique

among the parishes of the United Kingdom. It is situated

about five miles from Romsey, and boasts a population of

ten. The village church stands in the centre of the farm-

yard of one of the two houses in the parish, and the farm-

ycird is also the villag'e cemetery. The building dates from
the eleventh century,

and contains a readjng
desk, Communion table

and rails, and five

pews, but does not

boast a pulpit. The
living is of the annual
value of ;^45, but there
is not at prccnt an
incumbent.

Typical scene in one of the main streets of I'el^iu
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(Photo by Downey)
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Another example of absent-mindedness is sent to tlie

Daily News by a correspondent. "A friend of mine," the

correspondent says, " was recently married. Before his niar-

riagfe he had always lived with his mother. One eveningf, a
fortnight after returning from his honeymoon, he went
straight home from business to his mother's house. What
happened afterwards is his own secret."

V * ^
A REMARKABLE Irish centenarian has just passed away in

the person of Mrs. Ellen O'Mullane, whose death, at the

England and Holland at the end of the seventeenth century.
Fiscal history records that the yield from the tax, con-
siderable to begin with, rapidly diminished, and that its con-
sequences were more pleasing to spinsters than to Chan-
cellors of the Exchequer. In Pennsylvania the idea is to

devote the proceeds of the impost to the maintenance of
homes in which spinsters may live at the public charge.

* * ¥
Major-General Brook, C.B., commanding the ist

Infantry Brigade at Aldershot, inspected on Corunna

A corner of the music room, the British Museum, where the last work of the late

Sir Arthur Sullivan has just been deposited

extraordinary age of 118 yeans, at Gneeves, near Millstreet,

Co. Cork, is announced. The deceased, who was born in

1783, lived in three centuries, and was certainly the " oldest
inhabitant " in the census of Ireland just taken. She had
three daughters, who are still living, the eldest now being
eighty-two years, and had besides twenty-five grand-
children and eighteen great-grandchildren.

¥ * ¥
The experiment of taxing bachelors is actually to be tried

in Pennsylvania, U.S.A. It is not an unprecedented fiscal

device, says the Daily Graphic, for it was tried both in

Parade-ground the draft of the Gordon Highlanders which
has been prepared for active service in South

|
Africa.'

Colonel the Earl of Kintore was in command of the parade.
After the inspection, Major-General Brook, addressing the

men, said that he had been much pleased with their conduct
while in his command, and he wished them all good luck

and a safe return from the place to which they were; going.
The war was not yet over, and maybe some severe work
and strange experiences awaited them before they returned

to their homes. He exhorted them to do all in their power
to uphold the honour of their country and King.
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Cuckoo's egg (topmost one) in a hedge-sparrow's nest
at the Warren, Potton End, Hemel Hempstead. First ict ol the

tragedy

A CORRESPONDENT writes:—"The early stages in the

life history of the young- cuckoo are, as is well known, very
interesting, and I hope the following authentic particulars

may be found of interest and service. The &^^ was found
in a hedge-sparrow's nest at Potton End, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts, on May 17th, 1900. The nest was placed at the

bottom of a large disused gravel-pit, overgrown with furze,

broom and brambles, and was about eighteen inches from
the groimd. It contained three egg's of the hedge-sparrow
and one cuckoo's. On May 29th the cuckoo and two of the

foster-parent's eggs were foimd to be hatched, and the young
cuckoo was observed to be asserting himself conspicuously
even at such an early age. Only two days had elapsed
(May 31st) before the unruly young rascal started, and
finished, the shovelling-out process. One &^^ and one
young hedge-sparrow had just been toppled out of the nest

by the cuckoo with the aid of its hollow back, which is so

The young cuckoo a few hours o'd
Already it asserts itself to the detriment of the young sparrows, and

demands all the attention of the foster-parents

well suited for this purpose. The remaining young one
could not be found high nor low, and one wonders whether
the voracious young culprit devoured it, or did the foster-

parents carry it away from the nest ? The nest was visited

on June nth, when the cuckoo would be about fourteen
days old. He had made great progress since the last day
of May, and the small nest of the bird under whose care he
had been placed was insufficient to hold him. On June 14th we
found the cuckoo out of the nest and screeching, when he
would be about seventeen days old. We thus arrive at the
following interesting information :—May 17th: Nest found
containing cuckoo's e^^^ and three hedge-sparrow's eggs.
May 29th : Cuckoo's and two of the hedge-sparrow's eggs
hatched. May 31st : Cuckoo ejected the other occupants
of nest. One yotmg hedge-sparrow missing altogether.

June nth: Cuckoo the sole occupant of nest, and fully

fledged. June 14th: Cuckoo cut of the nest and screeching.
"

The young cuckoo who has just ejected his nest fellows
and is resting from his labours. Note the hollow back, also the

victims on the edge of the nest

The young cuckoo now fourteen days old

He keeps both his foster-parents busy feeding him, and his demands are
expressed by screeches that attract every kind of bird within hearing

(Photos by J. T. Newman, Berkhampstead)

A TRAGEDY IN BIRD LIFE REVEALED BY THE CAMERA
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The Brili.sh Army suffeis a distinct loss by the death of
Lieutenant-General Gcorg-e Edward Langham Somerset
Sandford, C.B., who passed away at Bedford, in his sixty-

first year. General Sandford had nearly completed half a
contiiry of military life, having- joined the Royal Engineers
:n 1855, shortly after leaving the Military Academy, VVool-
v/ich, where he passed a highly creditable career. During
the Chinese trouble of 1858, and which lasted man)- years,
h3 fought with mucu distinction in most of the hottest

Indian Empire, amongst them being Director-General of
Military Works, and had enjoyed the rank of Lieulcnant-
General since April, 1898.

* * *
Princess Henry of Pless requests us to state that she

is collecting for the "Guild of the Loyal Women of South
Africa." The members of this Guild earnestly appeal for
help to enable them to carry on the work of caring for the

m*

The emigration question — Huncjarian Jews on board an Atlantic liner

engag-ements; including the operations against the Taeping-s.
iiarly in the year 1878 he passed through the Jowaki cam-
paign, and in the Afghan -war, which immediately followed,
held the oost of Assistant-Quartermaster-General to the
First Division Peshawur Valley Field Force, with, which he
was present at the destruction Dt All Musjid. The. able
manner with which he commanded the Royal Engineers
'throughout the Burmese war of 1S35 brought him the thanks
CI the Government of India and a Companionship of the

-^ath. He held many important stafif appointments in our.

graves of those who have fallen in the war. The money
collected will be sent to Mrs. Sclater, Stellenburg, Kenil-

worth, Cape Colony. An account is now opened in the

name of Princess PJess " for the Guild of the Loyal Women
of South Africa " at Messrs. Hoare's Bank, Fleet Street,

London. Princess Pless makes this appeal in the full con-

fidence that all will recognise the sacred obligation which
binds them to honour and protect the graves of those who
have laid down their lives in South Africa for their Sovereign
and c:)Lmtry. .... *
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Some good passing by Sheffield United

Hotspurs pressing hard on Sheffield's goal

Foulke saves for Sheffield United

A Hotspur throw in

The Sheffield United take a free kiek into the mouth of the 'Spurs tjoiil for a foul

TOTTENHAM HOTSPURS v. SHEFFIELD UNITED AT BOLTON
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An evening's amusement. A mock court-martial—the execution

corps, divisions, ;ind briyadcs, as well as
the chief's of their staffs, arc required, at
least once in every four )-ears, to spend ;i

period of three weeks at the artillery train-

ing- g-rounds of tlieir respective militaiy
districts, in order to receive practical and
technical instruction in the use of that ai"ni

both in attack and defence. It is expressly
stated in the order that it i^i the gun now in

use in the field artillery with the eniploj'-

ment of which the officers in question are
required to make themselves laarticularlj'

acquainted. Durin;^ these exercises, which
arc in addition to the usual annual training-

of the artillerj- and which will be held cverj-

year, the cavalry and infantrj- stationed in

the districts will be brought into action, tiie

better to demonstrate the use of the sister

arm. In order not to diminish the amount
of ammunition at the disposal of the artil-

lery for their own training, an additional
forty round:, will be served out for the
special benefit of each of the generals of
the cavalry or infantr}' taking part.

* ¥ *
The King will present colours to the 3rd

Scots Guards, the last-formed battalion of
that regiment, on the Horse Guards Parade
on Friday, the 24th inst.

"'

•v«' •»%•'

Constructing a light trestle bridge

: The commanding ofificer of the 13th JMid-

dlesex (Queen's Westminster) Rifles has
published in regimental orders the follow-
ing letter, from Major-General Turner, (J.B.

(Inspector-General 'of 'Auxiliarj- Forces),
concerning the course of military engineer-
ing carried out by the corps at the School
of Military Engineering at Chatham during
the Ea,",tcr holidaj-s :

— " I have read with
great pleasure arid inteix-st fhe" r(iport of
the proceedings at Cliatham of a large
detachment of }'0ur regiment; The report
is most satisfactory and creditable to all

concerned. ' I consider that too much
praise can hardlv be accorded to those who
gave up their holida}s and went to
Chatham at their own expense to improve
themselves as soldiers.''

V V *
The great importance attached in Con-

tinental armies to the use of artillery ari'ci

to the diffusion of a pracl'cal knowledg'e of
its action in the field aniong- all branches of
;h^ service, is well illustrated by ah Impe-
rial order which has just been published by
the Russian Minister of War. All cavalry
and infantr}- generals in command of army

Col. Sir Howard Vincent Col. Icqli

Major Jackson, H.E.

THE QUEEN'S WESTMINSTER VOLUNTEERS AT CHATHAM
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JIaking a barrel . pontoon

Demolishing the trestle bridge ,, Expcrinicnting with the Jaincs folding-boat

THE QUEEN'S WESTMINSTER VOLUNTEERS

The water jump at the Arderne Steeplechase. Tarporley Hunt, the Duke ot ^^\:^nuin^tel•

leading on Druniee
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RANJITSINHJTS CENTURIES
A SHORT time ago Mr. C. B. Fry stated that if the great

cricketer with whom this article deals played for his average
alone, the said average would at the end of the season be
represented h\ three figures in addition to any that were
preceded by the decimal point. Whether, were " Ranji " to

adopt these tactics, his list of centuries would be more
rapidly increased, is a moot point, and one it would be
hardly profitable to discuss, seeing that the Prince is too
great a sportsman to put "self"
before "side." Taking his career
as a whole, however, in the course
of 297 innings the Sussex captain
has scored fortj^-one centuries, or
practically one in every seven inn-

ings begun ; and as, to all intents

and purposes, last year he scored
two centuries in every seven excur-
sions to the wickets, that he will in

the course of the present season
secure his fiftieth century seems as
assured as things ever, are in the
cricket field.

In the accompanying diagram we
show at a glance against whom
the great batsman has scored his

fortj'-one centuries, which account
for 43 per cent, of his aggregate ot

runs (14,704), where he scored them,
and their exact figures.

As each parallelogram on the
body of the figure in the diagram
represents a centur}-, a glance at
the same is sufficient to show that
Middlesex, Xotts, Cambridge Uni-
versity and Gloucestershire bowlers
!iave had the most weighty reasons
for remembering their redoubtable
opponent, for in each instance he
has scored four centuries off their

attack, whilst the Surrey, Lanca-
shire and Yorkshire bowlers have
contributed three a-piece, and ten
other opponents sixteen centuries
between them.
To the left of the figure the

twenty black squares indicate that
practically one half of Ranjitsinhji's

centuries have been scored at Brigh-
ton, the easiest ground upon which
first -class cricket is regularly
played ; the five shaded squares
represent the centuries scored by
the Prince at Lord's, and the six-

teen white squares bear the names
jf the grounds upon which the
.emaining centuries were scored.
It is interesting to note that
•• Ranji " has not yet scored a
century at either Canterbury, the
Jrystal Palace, Derb}', Edgbaston,
Leicester, Leyton, Oxford, Scar-
borough, Southampton, Taunton, or
Worcester, to mention a few of the
chief county grounds of this country

;

he will probably repair this omission
in the course of the season.
The columns at the bottom of the

figure are drawn in length in pro-
portion to the number of runs scored
by centuries against each of the
teams mentioned, whilst each column is divided into

lengths varying with the number of runs scored in the
century ; thus we see, to take one example, Ranjitsinhji
scored 215 not out and 158 against Cambridge University
last year, 146 against the same Club in 1896, and 107
;n 1899. I' '^ interesting to note that the two centuries
scored against Kent almost equalled in runs the three
tcnturies scored against Lancashire, and exceeded the
iree against Yorkshire ; the longest parallelogram repre-

-^ents, it will be observed, Ranji's record score of 275 against
Leicester last year. Altogether, Ranjitsinhji has scored

6,332 runs by his centuries : 626 Jigainst Cambridge, 561
against Middlesex, 536against Xotts, 504 against Gloucester,

474 against Surrey, 424 against Lancashire, 412 against
Kent, 410 against I^I.C.C., 363 against Yorkshire, 331
against Essex, 329 against both Australia and Somerset,
308 against Oxford Universit}-, whilst Leicester has con-
tributed one century of 275 runs. South Australia one of 189,

Hants one of 149, and New South Wales one of 1 12. What
he is going to do this year lies on the knees of the gods,
but one mav rest assiued his average will be high.
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Thkru are some statements as to

the rale of marriages, births and
deaths in the lafct return of the
Registiar -General which are well

worth noting and pondering over.

In 1899, a year of prosperitj-—trade
and wages being good—the mar-
riage rate was high — in fact, the
highest since 1876. Every vear the
Registrar-General shows that, ac-
coiding to the price of wheat, the
volume of exports and import.s, the

amount of Clearing House tran.sac-

tions, and the price of Consols, the
number of marriages, on the whole,
rise or fall ; and 1899 was no ex-
ception. To be sure, in the absence
of precise information as to the total

population, any statement as to this

point is provisional. Towards the
close of every decade the estimated
population becomes more and more
wide of the mark. The assumed
increments are calculated in a man-
ner which has often been criticised,

and they often prove to be very
erroneous. It is, however, clear

either that there has been an in-

crease in population greater than
in previous decades, or that the
marriage rate has increased ; and
the probability is that there was
marrying and giving in marriage
in 1899 such as has not been seen
for man}' 3'ears. And the increase
was spread over the country. But,

unless the provisional estimates are
erroneous, the birth-rate was un-
usually low. It was 35"6 in 1878 ;

in 1899 it had sunk to 29*3 per 1,000
—the lowest recorded birth-rate for

England.
¥ * *

It is staled that the census
returns for Norwich reveal a large
excess of females in that city, and
the surplus tends to increase year
by year. At the 1891 census there

was an excess of 7,724 women, but
this year's totals show that there

are 9,652 more women than men, so
that presumably the proportion of

"old maids" in Norwich must be
uncommonly large. Dorking, it is

reported, has nearly a thousand
fewer males than members of the

gentler sex, the totals being

:

i\Iales, 5,253 ; females, 6,157.

On Saturday, April 27th, that veteran musician, Mr.
August Manns, took his annual benefit at the Crystal Palace.

A very excellent concert was provided, and included such
talented artists as Miss IMarie Brema, Miss Fanny Davies,
Mr. Barton McGuckin, and IMr. Santley. The Crystal

Palace Choir gave a splendid rendering of Brahms' "Song
of Destiny." Mr. Manns, of course, conducted. ,

5jf ^ *
Why did the lobster blush?

dressing

!

Because he saw the salad
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Juaint Liberty fire-screen in oak, witli panels of

leaded glass abo%e and silk curtains bcioNV
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in cajjitally for the t^arden, for if one: 3'ou use a sunsiiade

you must always do so, or your skin, unused to the heat,

will lake as much harm from that mom;-nts carelessnes'- as

if you had steadily accustomed you, self to the sun. The
latter would not be a jfood plan to adopt, as the sun is

ruinou-s to all complexions, coarseninj^ the skip ver}- much.
IJressy sunshades are more fanciful ihan ever, and cannot
be too much beflounced or betrimmed lobe fashiorKible. So
far white, mauve and g'reys predominate. I have seen

some charming effects in white and black. I would advise

the ji;-irl with a limited dix-ss allowance to invest in one really

g^ood CH-tuut-ras and two sunshades of medium quality, and
not be tempted to buy an elaborate one which would not be
suitable for all occasions.

¥ ¥ *
It behoves the girl who freckles to be very careful, for il

she does so early in the season she will ^lot lose these

blemishes all through the summer. Freckles cannot be

counted a disease, but they are certainly, in any quantitj',

a disfigurement ; in this case, as in all others, " prevention

is better than cure." A good cream, rubbed nightly into

the face, will promote a healthier action of the skin, and sc

save many of these "sun kisses."

* ¥ *
However, we must not be afraid of sunlight, for it means

health ; let as much into your living rooms as possible, de-

pression cannot live in the light, and damage rlonc 10 carpets

and furniture is more than repaid by the benefit no one's

health and spirits.

* ¥ ¥

Our illustrations this week show two very attractive gowns
for spring wear. The one of tweed, with its smartlv cut

When the history of the nineteenth century, with all its

wonderful scientific discoveries and its accumulated products 1

of genius, is written, I don't think romance will find a placej

there. For as the Rontgen rays have penetrated to our'

very bones and shown all manner of hidden wonders, so the;

piercing light of modern investigation has penetrated our
most cherished romances, and likewise laid them bare. The
latest to fall a victim to this fierce light which not only con-

fines itself to thrones is the Lord of Burl&igh immortalised

by Tennyson. A writer in the Daily Chronicle tells us that

the noble Lord was anything but a simple " landscape
painter, " and had already divorced one wife, the mother of

ills t'hree children, before he led the " villag^e maiden " to the

altar. Who, bv the bye, was a Miss Sarah Hoggins
(surely this is a name a poet may be excused from using).

After her death he took a third wife, this time not a simple
maid of any description, but the divorced wife of the eighth
Duke of Hamilton, a proceeding which differs altogether
from the pathetic portrayal the poet has given us of his
" Weeping, weeping, late and early." We are all familiar

with the saying-s attributed to great men, but even these

will not bear the modern test, so we arc forced to exclaim
with Mr. Stig-gins, " ^^'hat is teruth ?

"

* ¥ *
No wonder the Pagans of old worshipped the sun. Does,

lie not seem the personification of deified life? And who can 1

count his lovers ? He brings joy to every heart, from the

woman satiated with all earth can offer, to flie poor little

cripple in a London hospital, each and all benefit b3' his

generous rays : indeed, wherever he smiles he oeautifiesi

and turns the commonest objects to pictures of surpassing]
beauty. Let us hope we shall have many months in which

.

to enjoy King Sol ; but, while appreciating him, we must
remember that, if we value our complexions, to say nothing '

ot our hats and gowns, we must on no account enter his

presence without a sunshade. However much he ma}- add
to scener)-, he certainly will not and to our attractions if

allowed to shine on us in full force.

* * *
j

Slnshades are now within the reach of all, since their

|

price has such a wide range. For a few shillings, a strong
one may be bought which will be found useful all through '

the summer, and wjien its first freshness has left it will come > Spring costume of figured silk
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bolero, wcuki prove ii vcrv serviceable addition to one's

wardrobe. The other model is suitable for sonic dressy
occasion. Both covdd be carried out in any material \-our

fancy miijht dictate.

* * *

Have \on ever g-rown tired of your pictures? Some re-

gard Ihem like old friends, all the dearer for their ver}- a^;e
;

but I confess to having; a fellow-feeling' with the Japanese,
who hang one or two pictures on their wall and, after a
short time, take them down, roll them up, and replace b}'

others : evidently they, like me, become
irritated by looking constantly at one
object. I confess I have sat and gazed
so often at the same picture, that it be-

came impossible for me to look at the
thing without mentally drawing it in

its tiresome detail. Certainl}', in all

these eases, familiarity breeds contempt,
and many an old picture whom we are
unwilling to part with would, by re-

framing, so improve its appearance as
to be deemed worthy a place in dining
or drawing-room, when before it was
relegated to the hall or bedroom. The
latest mode of framing pictures is to

dispense altogether with a mount, and
bring the frame up close to the land-

scape or figure, as the case may be.

I have recently had Dicksee's Symbol
reframed in this manner, and it has
gained so much by the change that I

am having Leighton's beautiful Wedded
treated in the- same way, which- will

make a good companion to it. From
being hall pictures, in their beautiful

guise they must now have a place of

honour in mj sanctum.

* * *
As soon as we give up fires our

thoughts turn at once to the best and
most artistic way of hiding' the place
which was once our most enjoyed spot.

At one time our efforts in this direction

were very crude attempts indeed. Shav-
ings or coloured paper, then the painted
screen, which was, as a rule, anything
but " a beauty and a joy for ever,"

we improved a little when we used the

Japanese fan ; also ferns and plants
made a pleasant change, but now, in the
Liberty design which our artist has
sketched, the fire-screen becomes a veri-

table work of art. Here there is no
forced striviiig
after effect which is

so painfully appa-
. rent in some of the
so-called artistic

fire arrang-ements,
but elegant sim
plieity. It is of
oak with panels of
leaded glass above,
a silk cm-tain be-
.'ow which would
look best in a
colour matchi'ng-
the tiles or a good
contrast. The ledge
makes a capital receptacle for any pretty ornament, or a
bowl of fragrant flowers would add to its beauty.

* * *
Nothing is new under the sun. A fresh proof of this

assertion is given by the American fashion, which is finding

some favour over here, of having coloured dinners or
j

luncheons. For these a flower is chosen—perhaps the
[

name of the one in whose honour the dinner is given—and
[

all on the table must be in the tone of the blossom selected.

Thus we have violet rose, &c. , dinners and luncheons. Did
[

not that delightful French chef m Pe/idennis forestall our
|

ingenious and usually up-to-date cousins when he serv^-d a
white dinner to ^liss Blanche .Aniorj-, as a proof of liis -affec-

tions ? and was not the table decorated with marguerites
and other " savage flowers " ? I am just now paying a short
visit to Devonshire, on the banks of the upper Dart, aird the
other morning, while wandering through the beautiful lanes,
the sight of the profusion of wild flowers which are burstiTig
from every nook and corner made me think how effective a
wild-flower luncheon or dinner could be made. Primroses,
with their delicate green leaves, with mauve periwinkle,
would make a charming combination, and, coupled with

mosses, would look delightfully cool and
spring-like. It seems marvellous how
these beautiful, delicate blossoms have
withstood the late frosts, to say nothing
of the storms and wet weather of early

spring, especially the glorious Anemone-
F.ulgens, which, in large clumps, provide
a feast of colour. This little village on
the Dart is an ideal place in which to

spend a quiet holiday. The river is a
great attraction to fishermen. Ladies
boldly wade into mid-stream, and are
among-st the best rods on the river. It is

a delightful neighbourhood, and the air

from Dartmoor pure and invigorating.
It is just the knowledge that one is

playing truant while others work, which
make these brief countr}' visits so deli-

ciously enjoyable, for, as King Harry
i-cmarks in Henry IV. :

" If all the world were playing holiday.

So sport would be as tedious as to play."

!Martiia.

* * *
. .

iMartha will have much pleasure in

answering questions relating to domestic
or personal matters.

LOETI'TIA.—\\'itliout more particulars,

it is very difficult to prescribe a " certain

cure for baldness "— in fact, the remedy
has yet to be invented which will cure
this evil. " Koko " is an excellent tonic

for the hair ; but if the scalp is very dry
a nutritious cream should be used, and
rubbed into the head with the finger, as
the friction i,s very beneficial. Write
again, and g'ive more particulars.

Anxious IMother.—By all means try

Dr. Ridge's food for your little one. A
change of diet sometimes works won-
ders, and I can thoroughly recommend
this food. It has stood. the test of }-ears,

which speaks volumes in its favour.

Useful gown of tweed for Spring wear

"A Coi'NTRV Squire" writes to a
contemporary from the Riviera Palace
Hotel, Mentone, under date April 27tli :

—

" I desire to warn my fellow-travellers

by two of my experiences here. ,On
Wednesday I requested the proprietor
of this hotel to cash me a small English
cheque, showing him my card, my

passport, and my London bankers' letter of indication.

He detained the cheque for two days ' in order to

ascertain if it was good.' On Friday he stated that my
cheque was good, but that it would be impounded, as ' it was
necessary to make sure, that English people who visited

Monte Carlo could pay their bill.' Qn Saturday my
son and I were suddenly attacked, without provocation,

bv a Frenchman holding a knife, with which he trimmed
his vines in a by-road on the outskirts of Cannes. He
said that the French did not want any English upon
their roads. Until Anglophobia subsides, France is no
place for us." - -

. ,.
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ON SALE EVERYWHERE

'Black $ WDite' Ropal flcademp $ Rew Gallerp Pictures
I

- -
- 19 O JL

CONTAINING FINE REPRODUCTIONS OF THE CHIEF PICTURES OF THE YE\R

PRICE ONE SHILLING. Post free. Is. 4d.

:
; PUBLISHING OFFICE: 63, FLEET STREET, LOXDOX, E.G.

' '; "
,

-
-

-
:^-^-

NOAV READY.

"BLACK AND WHITE" PARLIAMENTARY ALBUM.
PRICE SIXPENCE. POST FREE 7>4d.

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE NEW PARLIAMENT,
48 Pages and Cover.

PUBLISHING OFFICE : 63, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

3sa- oo^icis

BMCK. & WHITE "VICTORIJIJ^ SODVEJJIR
In consequence of the great and continued demand for the several numbers of Black and White
illustrathig^ the Life, Death and Funeral of Her late Majesty the Queen, the Proprictoi s

, have reprinted each number and bound them -together in a Special Wrapper, reproducing- Mr. G. G. Jlanlon's

..beautiful picture "The Earthly Crown Passes." Price 2s. 6d.., po,st free 2s..iid. (Paper Cover). Cloth

Purple Cover, Silver Letteringf, 4s. 6d., post ires 4s. gd.

PUBLISHING OFFICE : 63, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE

HOME SERIES
Edited by FLORENCE WHITE. Published by BLACK AND WHITE.

Is the name of a new monthly publication partaking of the nature 01 a Magazine and a Book. A dirfcroiU

subject connected with the Home is treated each month by experts in a siniple, jji-aclical manner-.

All who value home comfort and economy should take them in regularly.

Every hint given is based on th6 personal oipci-iehce of actual workers. " "

Every recipe may be relied on, as each is tested before being- included in tlie work in which it appears.

Nothing- is recommended that has not been tried and found g-ood.

Each half-\-early volume will form a useful encyclopaedia of household information which shoul \ tind ;. place

\n every home. The books deal with essentials, and therefore are suitable for aUclasscs. —
.

"Our Magazine Corner," including- novel and interesting- Prize Conipetitions, "Answers to Corrc^po:;-
dents," and " Patterns cut in Material," are attractive features.

No. i.^HOW TO NURSE THE SICK. I No. 2. SPRING CLEANING,
A HANUV BOOK OF HOME Nt-RSIXC.

I
AND WOW TO A\-i)111 If.

^03 HOW TO COOK WELL AND CIIEAPLYAK

ADDRESS: PUBLISHER, "BLACK AND WHITE," 03, FLEE F STREET, LONDON, EC.
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Tails —Feeding time
(Photo by S. Cribb)

In connection with the Naval and Military Exhibition, to

be opened by Lord Roberts at the Crystal Palace on the
23rd inst., Lieutenant-Colonel Massy, the "secretary of the
exhibition, announces a proposal to institute Volunteer com-
petitions and displays during- the summer. For the con-
venience of detachments attending- at the Palace, the
manag-ement have offered to erect a standing camp, and
rations and other necessaries will be procurable on the
ground. In addition to competitions and displays, it is

intended to make the camp available for ordinary drill

purposes, tent pitching, and practice with the Morris tube.
Officers and others interested in the scheme are invited

to communicate with Captain Berkeley, 87, Victoria
Street, S.W., who has been entrusted with the prelimi-

nary arrang'cments.

V * »

" PiNG-PONG," says M.A.P., was invented by Mr. James
Gibb, an old Cambridge athlete, now living at Croydon.
As with most games—and most things human—the idea
grew. It was started one evening with champagne corks,
cut as nearly circular as possible, and_ the lids of cigar-

boxes for battledores. Then he tried india-rubber balls

covered with cigarette paper to make them look very white.

They answered fairfy well, but Mr. Gibb was not satisfied,

and sent to America to have some celluloid balls made.
Mr. Gibb is an engineer ; he was one of the best all-round

athletes of his day, and few men have such a fine show of
" pots " as he has. Yet if the game which he has invented

continues to rage as virulently in societ}^ as it now does, he

may incur as cordial execration from his sorely-tried fellow-

creatures as, for a space, did Mr. Richard Morton when he
wrote " Ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay."

* ¥ *

The lighthouse on the island of Mull, erected in memory
of the late William Black, novelist, is now completed. Next
month the red-and-white group flashing light will be shown.
The Memorial Tower is at Duart Point, near Duart Castle,

a stronghold of the chieftains of the Clan McLean in times

past. The light will be seen for twelve miles out at sea.

It is under the care of the Northern Lighthouses Com-
missioners. .

TRY IT IN YOUR BATH.

SCRUBB'S %^ro^AMMONIA
MARVELLOUS PREPARATION.

Refreshing as a Turkish Bath.

Splendid Cleansing Preparation forthe Hair.

Allays the Irritation caused by Mosquito Bites.

Restores the Colour to Carpets.

Of all Chemists, Etc.

Invaluable for Toilet Purposes.

Removes Stains and Grease Spots from Clothing,

Invigorating in Hot Climates.

Cleans Plate and Jewellery.

Price Is. per Bottle.

SCRUBS & CO., GUILDFORD STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

Printed by the Black and White Pudi.ishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Pit.i.ismed

Weeicly by W. J. P.MoNcivTON, at 63, .Fleet Street,' London, E.C., England.—May ii, 1901.
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lliaii 65,098. Bu'ckijlg-lianisIiiiL' li;i> assisted willionly 10,16,1,

ihoug^li il is so close lo Loii'loii. C"<.)ni\vall, CumbcrlriinI
and Cainbridj^fLshiro have iL'inaiiicd praclically stalioiian',

bill twelve coimlies liave fallen 'oaek, the most notable
iTi.slaiices be'iijif (Jxlordshire bv 6,635, I^L-voiishire by c,373,

and Norfolk by 4,863. In the XV'elsli fij^iues liif most
remarkable are ihose of ( jUimorgaiishin', wiili .m inereasi-

of 134, 126.

* * *
Tm; Exhibition at Glasj^ow is Jfojnjf slroni;, ;uid not llir

least strong' is the switchback railway .seen hi the accoiii-

panying illustration.

¥ ¥ H>

In the accompanying pholoi;ra|)h Is shown the Norfolk
residence of Mv. H. Rider Haggard, the novelist, whose
present mis-.ion in the cause if agriculture is attractinig

\
world-wide atleiUion. Tliough given in the eoiinfy directorv

; as " Ditchingh.'im floirse," the fiimons writer's home is

The cluircli \\ith the smallest conijiegat'iou in j:nglaiiil

CURRENT COMMENTS
While the census is sliil a topic of conversation., il is

interesting to note that the parish church of Upper Eldon,
Hampshire, has the smallest congregation m England, for

(he pooulation of the parish altogether is ten ! Certainly a
splendid example of the depopulation of rural districts. The
new census returns indicate very clearly the flow of the popu-
lation towards the great industrial centres. The home
counties—those which hem in the metropolis—continue to

increase, ihougn a great part of the land is agricultural

still. The increases die due in such cases to the creation of

suburban districts, served by improved traijis from London.
The appended statistics serve to illuslrate the trend of popu-
lation towards the nsighbourhood of the City :

—

freacle Pot Hall," Air. Hider Hag<jards Norfolk resideuce

1-

.

%^'J^ .. ^

»j: ! lA

n1 !^ fe Js. '#4 .^^MIHH^j'w*^^ . .JS
m^^ic<i^^^.dKtiStt

HHi1^^ hHHHBrI^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ j^^B
The switchback railway at the Glasgow Kxhibitiou

known locally by the somowli;;! strange
title of " Treacle-pot Hall,' and owes
its origin to the fact that some ser-

vants in the tmplo}' of a former occu-
pant of the house many years ago gave
offejiee to their mistress, and as a
punishment for their misdeeds had
assigned to them a week's dietary of
•'bread and treacle. ' Notwithstanding
the lime that has elapsed sinte this

little domestic incident happened, the

strange appellation of '• Treacle-pot
Hall " (after the manner of its glutinous
title) 'has " stuck " to the popular author s

home ever since !

* * *
F'OR once in a wa}' the Manchester

Athlet'ic Club were favoured with fine

weather for their opening engagement,

Population,
Incre;ise.

1901.

County
London 4>536,034 307.717

Middlesex ... 79^,225 24g>33'
.Surrey .Si9.5'22 100.407
Essex 816,524 2.3«,053
Hertfoids'hiie 258,044 3 '.457
Kent 9.16,903 •29.57.S
Berks 180,366 4.247

8,038,718 1,060,787

A th/rd of the jjopulkllon of Eng-
land and Wales is thus shown to

be congregated round the Empire's
greatest city. Further north the

growth continues to be phenomenal.
Lancashire has added 262,634 to

her residents ; Yorkshire, 172,707 ;

Durham, 112,517; Staffordshire,

108,367 ; and Cheshire, curioii.sly

enough, lias giown by no fewer

T. W. Walker, Deiby A.C., winning the Northern Counties Athletic

Association Cbampionsbip at Manchester
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Full steam ahead—Tne torpedo-boat destroyer "Viper," the fastest craft in the world

and with such an atlracli\ e

programme it was not

surprising to find a large

attendance. A prominent
feature was the Northern
Counties' A. A.. Champion-
ship, three-quarters of a
mile steeplechase; for wliich

M.A.C. sent three, and
Liverpool Policeand Derby
County A.C. one each.

The Championship was
won by T. W. Walker (of

D.A.C.), E. A. Stan-jford

(M.A.C.) second.

* 5? ^
The accompanying

illustration of the torpedo-

boat destroyer Viper gives

one a good idea how the

fastest vessel in the world
drives through the water
at a speed of 35^ knots.

The Viper is at present

being used for experi-

mental purposes, for the

reason that she is fitted

out with turbines. The
Admiralty are not yet

satisfied that the turbine

is the best method of
steam propulsion, although
it is the quickest. The
cautiousness of the
Admiralty is tj'pical, for it

is alleged that they long-

for a return of the days of

iNelson, when the coffin

ships of England were
propelled bj' sail. The Maid's Tower at St. Margaicfs, I.owcstof*

Of the many visitors to

Lowestoft during the sum-
mer months, few, possibly,

are acquainted with the

unique history attached

to the south porch of

the parish church of St.

iMargaret's, shown in the

accompanying photo-
graph. Immediateh' above
the entrance is a small

room, called the " Ahiid s

Chamber, " so named from
the fact that for several

years it was inhabited by
two maiden sisters, known
as Bess and Kate, who
lived here in religious seclu-

sion previous to the Refor-

mation, and afterwards

died in this unique abode.
Entrance to the chamber
is gained by a staircase on

the left-hand side of the

doorwa\-, the apartment
itself containing two win-

dows, which can be seen iu

our illustration, overlook-

ing the church3ard. .-V

short distance from the

church there formerly
existed two wells, which
were known as the " Bas-

ket " Wells, and said to

have been sunk from

money left by the refugees,
" Basket " being a corrup-

tion of the names " Bess

and " Kate " respectively,

by which alone these kidies

^re known to iic-terii y.
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HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
(From a photo just taken liy W. and O. Downey)
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EVERY INCH A KING -HIS MAJESTY EDWARD 'v xi.

(From a photo just taken liy W, and D. Downey)
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1

ThK following-
li'lier has jjccn re-

ceived, with a tjjcal

main' others, l)\

Colonel Gildea, ilu-

Soldiers' ;ind Sailors

Families Association,
from a soldier servin_i4'

in South Africa :
-

" I have the g-reatesl

pleasure in writinjj-

you these few lines to

thank jou for \our
kindness to \w\ wife

.'nul children during-

mv absence from
liome. It has been
ri great help to me.
Sir, during- my stay in

this countr}- to know
that, throug-h the
kindness of yourself
'c\x\'A the association,

ni}' wife has not been
left altog-ether to her
own resources, which
1 may say were ver}-

slig-ht, as she had
r.ot a friend within
many miles. Of
course, we have
roug-hed it a bit, and
had our hard times,

but knowing that m\'

wife was eared for

has been a load off

my mind, and re-

lieved me of great
anxietv. But (here

Shamrock II.," the challenger for tlie America Cup,
under sail (Photo by Giegory)

is one more l.ivoi:i- I

would ;isk of you, Sir

I hat is, kindly for-

ward I Ins letter lo

the lady of your as-
sociation who has
been helping- my
wile, so that she
should know I appre-
(iate the kindness
.ifforded to her,
which I assure you,
Sir, has not been
thrown away, for it

has helped lo keep
m\ home ' log-elhei',

and I can only iiope

for a chance lo i-epay

il some da\-."

* V 'V

Under insimc-
lions from the War
Office the General
Commanding at Al-

dershot has autho-
rised the wearing of
the ribbon of the
South African medal
by all ranks whose
names arc entered on
the medal rolls which
have been ^ trans-
milted lo the War
Office. This is a
chang-e from the time
of the 2nd Afghan
War. \Ve ;ire im-
proving".

The welcome of the Wel^h Volunteer Service Companies from the front at Cardiff
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The " Tantallon Castle " one of the fastest and largest of the Union Castle mail steamers,
wrecked at Robben Island, Table Bay

The beautiful saloon of the " Tantallon Castle," noAv the sport of the salt, salt sea
-™». ^ (Photos by 3. Cribb)

THE WRECKED CASTLE LINER
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itiding bim off— Ranelagh v. Old Cantabs The Earl of Shrewsbury — Kanelagh v. Shrewsbury

Polo is only a development of hockey played upon horse-
back, and success is due fully as much to the merit of the
pony as the skill of its rider. Although longf prices have
been, and still are, paid for polo ponies, costly animals are
by no means essential to the enjoyment of the game ; its

highest honours have sometimes been gained without any
considerable outlay. A notable instance may be cited in

the Durham Light Infantry, which for some years carried

all before it in India, defeating the crack cavalry regiments,
British and native. The Durham ponies were bought by
one officer of the regiment—a good judge of horseflesh, it

may be supposed—and never cost much money. They were
schooled and "made" in the regiment, and the great repu-
tation it enjoyed at polo caused its ponies to command long
prices when ofl^ered for sale. In this manner the officers of

the Durham Light Infantry "had their fun for nothing," as
the saying is.

At Ranelagh there was a large att'endance of spectators
for the commencement of the season, and they certainly saw
some fine polo. The first match was between a Ranelagh
team and that clever quartette who play as the Old Cantabs.
It was a ding-dong struggle throughout, with plenty of fast

galloping and smart attack and defence. Ranelagh won by
3 goals to 2. The sides were as follows :—Ranelagh :

Messrs. J. A. MiHer, E. D. Miller, Foxhall Keene, and E. B.

Sheppard. Old Cantabs : Messrs. Walter McCreery, F.

M. Freake, W. S. Buckmaster, and Lawrence McCreery.
A second match was played between a Ranelagh team
(Captain Cookson, Mr. Walter J. Jones, Lord Shrewsbury,
and Mr. Scott Robson) and the Trekkers (Mr. Winston S.

Churchill, M.P., Major Schofield, Mr. Wormald, and
Captain Thynne). Ranelagh scored anc t er victcrv, this

time by 6 goals to 2. The last ten minutes was very
interesting, no less than 4 goals being scored in the period.

Ranelagh v. Trekkers — A throw in

(Photos by the Standard Photo Union)

POLO AT RANELAGH^
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The "Eel's Foot, " Oiinesby Broad, Nori'olk

In several different parts of the country may. be seen 1
engineering-

public-houses bearing- the somewhat incongruous sign of
I

bridge has

the " Eel's Foot," the origin of which is not
very clear to the lay mind. The accom-
panying illustration shows a picturesque
spot on Ormesby Broad, near Great Yar-
mouth, w-hich is also known b3'this strange
cognomen, being possibly so called from
the fact that an inn rejoicing in the name
of the " Eel's Foot " stands in the vicinity.

A bending tree, forming a unique arch to

the approach of the little bridge which
runs into the water at this point, makes it

an object of interest to the many pleasure-
seekers who frequent the waterways of
East Anirlia during the summer months.

One of the curiosities shown to visitors

to that well-known pleasaunce, R)'e House,
Hertfordshire, is the " Great Bed of

Ware," depicted in the accompanying
illustration. This mammoth couch is of
g-reat historical interest, and was for

many years in the possession of the Fan-
shaw family of Ware Park, but was re-

moved to its present abode in 1869, and
is now situated in a building specially

erected for it in the garden of the hostelry
itself dates from the fifteenth century.

stjuare, and is |)robabl)- the most elaborate
pi'-cc of carved furniture to be seen in this
counlry. TIk; follf)Vving reference to it

will be found in Shakespeare's Tivdflli

" And as many lies as will lie in thy
sheet of paper, although the s/icel wen:
big enough for the bed of Ware in England,
set 'em down."

I'pon different parts of this interesting
relic may still be seen the crests of some
of the most distinguished men of the past,
who years ago visited this famous bed,
and affixed their seals upon its ancient
woodwork as a memorial of the event.

* 5» ¥
A NOVEL and interesting engineering

feat was accomplished on the T\ne the
other da}', when the spans and roadway
of the bridge connecting Newcastle and
Gateshead, which had been built ^Yzh.
to the eastward of the position they were
ultimately to occup}-, were moved over
into place. The building of the bridge has
been remarkable as an example of modern

practice. An old bridge existed, and the new
been built on precisely the same site the old

The Great Bed of Ware

The bedstead 1 one occupied. The traffic has yet gone on uninterruptedly,

measuring 12ft.
I
The new piers were built round about the old ones, and

the roadway and spans were erected a little

above and 4^^ ft. to one side of the old

roadway and spans, a temporar)- footwaj-
meanwhile being- provided for foot passen-
gers. The old piers weie then taken
awa\- and the new roadway was lowered
to its proper level, and then moved over
into its permanent position. This was
accomplished by means of hydraulic jacks.
The total weight of the bridge was i,(x>o

tons, and the jacks were capable of exert-

ing a pressure of 1,500 lb. to the squ.irc

inch. The bridge is built of steel and is

of the American type, but the details are
strictly in accordance with the best
English practice. There are four spans,
two of 252ft., and each of the others 170(1.

The total length of the bridge and its

approaches is i,90o!t. Its total weight
is 2,900 tons. The bridge is carried on
cylinder foundations, each Sft. in diameter,
and sunk to a depth of 50ft. below low-

water. There are four cvlinders to e;icli

pier. The engineers of the bridge arc
Messrs. Sandeman and Moncriotfe, of \ew-
castle, and the builders aie Sir William
Arroll and Co., Glasuow.

A clc\ er elephant perform-

ing at the Glasgow Zoo
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Stamford Street, S.lv. Theobald's Road, vV.C. JJiackfriars Koad (lower end)

LONDON^S BLACK THOROUGHFARES
HAUNTS OF THE

-—
HOOLIGAN

I RECENTLY set Out to seek information about Hooliganism. I they are unequal to tackling <in evil in practice. Individual

I thought the best method would be to go straight to the No. i could not supply nie with what I required, but referied

fountain-head—most people would think so. Nothing of
|
me to a sub-assistant. The " S. A." passed me on to a sub,

^^m g
\

%•' JIB: ^1^0
B ^^^^^^^v ^^^^^1 ^^Bttp^

1 W'j1
^"'" W ^P%0
p?«

ml faf''^

' '' i^rr ^^^ 'i

The ' Xcw Out

"

the sort, a g'reat mistake. Listen to this comedy of a
" Circumlocution Office "—otherwise. New Scotland Yard.

I said I wanted some information about the haunts of
Hooligans for an article. At once the official proceeded to

minimise the evil in theory ; the police general!)' do when

1-Oiidon Koad

deputy-assistant, who conducted me to the sub-deputy.:

ass'istant-adjutant. I bowed urbanely to the " S.D.A.A." in

bright buttons and bonny blue, and beg'an : " I am seeking
some information " He stopped me. " \ ou must ajjply to

the Cliief." The Chief ! ! ! Ods bodkins and curl'ing iror.s !

ClcrkciiweJl koaa AA'ateiloo Koad

LONDON'S BLACK THOROUGHFARES
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Borough Road

I had been up staircases and lifts, past pickets and .sentries,

in custody llirec or four times, and I hadn't reached the head
of the fountain yet !

" Write, " said he, producing' a printed form ;
" we give no

information verbcilly." I wrote name, address, pedigree,
paper, haunts, recreative tastes, &c. : to the bitter end I

wrote. Now, thought I, I have him ! I handed up the slip,

and said he " The Chief is out ; you must write." " But,"
I protested, " I have written—given myself away com-

I'ppcr St. ."Martin's l.ane

pletely.' "You must write by post," continued the im-
placable one, "the Chief would tell )-ou so himself if he
were here."

I rushed to the nearest post-office, purchased a letter-

card, and feverishly dashed off. an application. Two leaden
days passed, when a printed form came stating my letter
had been received. Nothing more. It was the last straw.
I went out and soxight a simple " slop " hanging on to a
street corner, and in five .minutes .secured, moi:e information
from him than I am ever likely to obtain from headquarters

('orncr of \'ork Road

if I live till my hair di'ops off—and there's a fin<- crop still

remaining.
The following are some of London's black thoroughfares,

in "negotiating" which during nocturnal hours—and in

.some cases even during daylight—peace-loving pedestrians
should be very careful. They are the homes of rampant
ruffianism :—Stamford Street, Waterloo Road, Waterloo
Bridge, Oakley Street, Charlotte Street, London Road,
Borough Road, Blackfriars Road, Blackfriars Bridge,

St. .'Maitin's l.aiic

St. Martin's Lane, Upper St. Martin's Lane, Theobald's
Road, Guildford Street, Clerkenwell Road.

Please do not suppose that this is intended to be anything
like a comprehensive ILst, but it is a good r&presentative
selection of "choice" thoroug^hfares. Blackfriars and
Waterloo bridges are veritable traps for belated pedestrians,
the alcoves along the parapets affording excellent shelter
for waylaying and murderous footpads. Compositors
employed on nightwork can amply verify this. Not long-

since one of these was set upon on Blackfriars Bridge, but

Waterloo Bridge Waterloo Road (X'ietoria UalO

LONDON'S BLACK THOROUGHFARES
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Regent Street—Arrested

Iho assailed liappc-iied to be slaluait aiul slroiiif, and
efFeclually " disposed " of his assailant. Hut, then, every
citizen is not so physically fit : inches in lenjcth and breadth,
stones in weig-ht, and the lej;-()('-nuilton lists, are g'ifts of
the jfods.

Stamford Street, the black, needs no ilcnunciation— it is

writ larg-e enoujfh on the patfcs of infamy. Draw a mile
circle round this street, and )Ou have encompassed as low,
degraded, and abandoned a set of human creatures as you
can possibl}- imagine. The street ruffianism called*' Hooli-
ganism " is fostered in neighbourhoods that are honey-
combed with devious by-ways of pestilential alleys. The

j

denizens of these foul quarters do occasionally "drift," in

I

the pursuit of their nefarious designs, to more reputable
districts, and so the evil spreads.
Can anyone imagine a viler thoroughfare than Waterloo

Road, from the station to the southern end ? It simply
reeks with abominable filth—moral and material. Borough
Road is another of the .same class, and the east side of
St. Martin's Lane is little better. Here, in the broad day-
light, I saw a small gutter-snipe furiously snatch a pur.se
from the hand of a lady walking along the path, and dive
into a narrow alley in which was scarcely room for two
persons to pass one another. Before you could say "Jack
Robinson," or any other observation appropriate to the

.

occasion, the youthful thief was lost i.i the labyrinthine
neighbourhood at the rear.

To get at the cause of " Hooliganism," and kindred

The other Emperor William—Mr. McKinley, U.S. President, out for a drive

crime, you need to probe the depths—the

lowest and darkest depths—of our social

system. No superficial examination will

suffice. Scum rises to the top, but to

discover what produces the scum you
must go down below.
Inadequacy of punishment undoubtedly

does much to retard the removal of
" Hooliganism." You give a hardened
ruffian, who has beaten a defenceless

fellow-creature to the verge of the grave,
two months' imprisonment, which, in

thieves' parlance, "he can do on 'is 'ead."

That is no deterrent. He has no power of
comprehension—)ou must get at his feel-

ings through his skin—the " Cat."
H. L. Adam.

Plague precautions iu Bristol

The accompanying illustration sho.vs
some of the elaborate preparations to pre-
vent the introduction of the plague to

Bristol per the agency of the rat. A close

examination of the picture will reveal a
couple of " rat-stoppers '"^one on either
rope. These discs prevent the rats from
running down the ropes from the vessel to

the quay, and before the vessel is dis-

charged the rodents are exterminated.
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Types at the horse sales in the North

With the first advent of the bicycle, the motor-car, and
electric trams, one heard a g-Qod deal of exaggerated

nonsense about the speedy decadence of that patient,

uncomplaining: friend of man, the horse. Imaginative

artists depicted for our delec-

remarkable progress of modern invention could be prcduccxl

than these huge horse sales.

» * S"

A TROOPER in the Tcmbuland Mounted Rifles, who
formerly served in the Kaf-

lation sportsmen "taking'
hedges with motor-cars of

u'onderful design, whilst

Leger winners were equipped
with pneumatic tyres and
pretroleuni reservoirs, and
horseless carriages of pecu-
liar and fantastic forms were
shown in nearly every periodi-

cal. In fact there was no
limit to the resDurcefulness
ofthese brethren of the brush
and pencil. But nobody took
their efforts seriously, or
thought the time was ap-
proaching- when there would
be any likelihood of the horse
being superseded as a beast
of burden. Such complacence
was, apparently, fallacious.

For only the other day more
than sixthousand tram horses
were sold in the North. Elec-
tric trams have been intro-

duced and developed to such
an extent by the city fathers

of Leeds, Newcastle, and
Glasgow, that they found
they had no further use tor

the horses which had been
used to pull the different

tramcars. Leeds sold two
hundred and fifty ; Glasgow
more than five thousand ; and
Newcastle also sold a tremen-
dous number. At the s;ile

at Leeds dealers from Lon-
don, Lincoln, Dublin, Liver-

pool, and all parts of the

country attended, and it

speaks well for the quality of
the horses when it is said they sold at an average of 30

|

chocolate than on a medal.'

The auctioneer's clerk

frarian Rifles, writes Irom
Tabankulu, East Pondoland,
on March 28th :

—" I do not

know whether it is generally

known that a large number
of men who have been serv-

ing in this war since 1S99,

and man)' of whom are still

serving, have not yet received

the Queen's chocolate. We
have applied time after time

through our commanding
officers for the niucli-valued

g-ift, and time after time have
been put off with the informa-

tion that, when the Imperial

troops had all been supplied

with it, the Colonial troops

would be considered. Our
last application lias been
answered by the authorities

'that, as sufficient chocolate

for the troops has now been

issued, no further distribution

can be considered.' Now,
many ot the Colonial troops

have never received their

supply ; what, then, has

become of the ' sufficient

diocolate ' ? Either there

must have been gross mis-

management in the distribu-

tion or else wholesale mis-

appropriation. I assure you.

Sir, that those men who,
although they have well

earned this gift of our lati:

lamented Queen, are still

unable to obtain it, feel the

loss very keenly, many sel-

ling- more value on ihe

Kvidentlv someone h,is matle

guineas each. Surely no more striking commentary on the
I
a roaring trade in chocolate boxes.

PASSING OF THE GEE-GEE-SALE OF 5,000 TRAM HORSES IN THE NORTH
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Tm; rL-st(ir;ilion of St.

Michael's Pan-,h Church,
Macclesfield, which is now
a fait accompli, is a ri'-

markablv successful ex-

ample of what can be clone,

even in a small town of

35,000 inhabitants. The
church has been completely
restored at a cost of

/"jj,ooo, and was opened
on Wednesda}', April 24111,

b}' the Bishop of Chester,
quite free from debt. The
restoration was carrietl

out according- to plans
drawn up by the late Sir

Arthur Blomt^eld, R.A.,
by Messrs. J. Thompson
and Sons, of I'eterboroug-h,

the well-known ecclesias-

tical contractors. The
foujidation stone was laid

two and a-half years ag-o

by the late Duke of West-
minster, who subscribed to

the fund. Mr. J. Kershaw,

J. P., undertook the re-

storation of the lower at

his own expense, and Mr.
F. D. Brocklehurst, J. P.,

presented the handsome
stained-glass east window,
designed b }• M e s s r s

.

Powell, of Whitefriars, be-
sides contributing vei"}'

largel}'. Tlie present struc-

ture dates from the time of

Edward I., having been
founded bv Queen Eleanor St. Michael's, Macclesfield, lately restored

lierself ; although in a!l

probability ;i church has
stood here from earlj'

Saxon times, beeanse Mac-
I lesfield was the seat of
I'^arl Edwin, who held his

I'liriii here. The .Savage
Ch.'ipel seen on the right
of the picture is a chantry
Ijuilt I)}' Thomas Savage,
a native of Macclesfield,

and Archbishop of N'ork

temp. Henr\' \TI., and it,

together with the church,
contains many magnificent
alabaster effigies of this

ancient knightl)- family,

who acquired the earldom
of Rivers, together with
the barony of Darcy of
Cliich in Jacobean times.

That the modern bride

cannot endure the sole com-
panionship of her husbantl
for even the first few days
of married life, and that

Benedick must have golf-

ing- or playhouses, or the
society of friends, lest he
should be bored b}- the
woman he has just taken
as a life-companion, is truly

a pitiful exposure of the
spirit in which the hoi}'

estate is entered upon by
the present generation,
sa}s the Lady's Pictorial.

What of the future?

The restoration of Macclesfield Parish Chu.-ch — The procession passing the Market Place
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r EASTERN " JERRY' BUILDERS "

Till-; Entflisli " jcrry-l:)uilck'r " is an adopt a( runniiii:^- up,

ill an incrodibly brief space, rows of allractive-looking' lilUo

houses which appeal lo joung- and inexperienced liouse-

Uecpcrs, who onl}' i-ealise, (xflcr\\\ii\ have assumed occupa-

linn of these pretlil\-adorned villas, liow g-reen wood
slirinUs, and thin walls admit wind, and too liastil}-hung-

papers show marks of damp.
The bamljoo huts inhabited b_\' so many of the natives of

Burmah are, however, abodes which, in point of swift con-

struction, distance even the speed of the layer out of a new
metropolitan suburb, where houses literally seem to spring-

up like mushrooms. The Burman is 'simple in his tastes,

" he does not want to g'row rich, a boimtiful soil will not let

its cliildren starve ; so he jog's through a cheerful existence,

troubled by no anxious cares."

, For Bui-niese relig-ious edifices—as pagodas and monas-
teries—nothing- is too costly or too enduring to be used in

the wa}' of building- materials, but for the everyday homes
of the natives the bamboo huts depicted in our illustration

are a ver_v popular st^-le of domestic architecture.

These huts u-uallv run about thirl \- feet long, fifteen

were run up for I he ar( (nnn)odalion of llie Kurojjeans durinj^

their halls in the jungle throug-h which their road sometimes
lay; and that these simple erections proved very comfortable
to occu|5y.

The Burmese family in our illu^ti-ation have furnished their

abode sumptuousl}- b)' the addition of a number of water and
cooking-pots ; but natives of simpler habits can (li-.pfnsi;

with these in favour of the ever-useful l)amboo, in lengths <t\

which many Burmese lioil their water and cook their food.

It is no uncommon sight in a Burmese hut lo find wat<;r

stored by the jard, as it were ; joints of bamboo, abfnil

six feet in length, being filled with water, and kept in reserve
for use.

With the aid of the bamboo a Bui-man can, in a very short
time, provide himself and his family with a house and its

fur.niture. European would-be Benedicts mig-hl sometimes
wish that the}- could set up housekeeping- after an equrdly
easy and inexpensi\e fashion. Lrc\' Hardy.

»'»
The New York State Legislature has passed a law on

tenement reform, which g-oes a long way towards the better

housing of the poor. The Bill proxides, among- other thing-.s.

A Burmese family

broad, and ten high. Their supports consist of the stems of
small trees ; the sides and ends are formed of split bamboos
flattened and secured in position bj- cross-pieces of the same
reed, these in turn kept in place by ropes, also extemporised
from bamboos. The hut is roofed with leaves, branches and
grass. The floor—raised at least a couple of feet from the
grbund^s, like the sides of the hut, formed of split bamboos,
rang-ed side by side across rafters of the same material. To
complete the comfort of the interior of the abode, beds are
formed by lajing a couple of bamboos, each the length of a
man, upon the ground, and arrang-ing- across and above
them shorter pieces of bamboo, placed transversely, and
serured by ropes formed b\- twisting- narrow strips of green
reed. The hammocks thus formed can then be slung-, by the
aid of bamboo ropes, from the ratters of the hut ; and, at the
expense of a brief period of labour, the Burman is com-
fortably provided with home and bed.

Swift and simple as is the construction of these huts, they
a-i,- not despicable places of residence. Some twentx-eight
ji ears ago a European traveller in Burmah mentions that,

when the Commander-in-Chief made a tour of inspection
j

through that country, these bamboo huts, which the natives
then called " Mengei Sekan" (llie Covernor's resting-i^l.ice),

that landlords letting apai-tments to doubtful persons are

guilty of a felony, that a bathroom must be provided in

every flat, thaM; sunlight and pure air must enter each s?t ot

rooms, and that every building must be constructed ot fire-

proof materials.

* * *

Some time ag-o a well-known San Franciscan lawyer, who
prides himself upon his handling- of Chinese witnesses, was
defending- a railway damage case. Instead of following- the

usual questions as to name, residence, if the nature ot an

oath were understood, &c., says the Argonaut, he began :
—

"What your name?"— '' Kee Lung." " Vou live San
Francisco?" — "Yes." "You sabbie God?" — "Mr.
Attorney, if }-ou mean ' Do I understand the entity of our

Creator ? '
I will simply say that Thursday evening: next I

shall address the State Ministerial Association on the subject

of the ' r^ivinity of Christ,' and shall be pleased to have you

attend." Needless to say, a general roar of laughter swept

over the court-room at this clever rally, and it was some
minutes, much to the discomfiture of the lawyer for the

defence, before order was restored and the examination ps-o-

ceeded upon ordinary linos.
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>f Chinese, the Russian transport horses stampeded, but were pluekily stuek to by the drivers

^N TRANSPORT IN CHINA
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THE
The JMaiquis of LoiidoiiUeiry at Ihith

MARQUIS OF LONDONDERRY
Charles Stuwart Vane-Tempest-Stewart, 6tli Mar-

quis of Londonderry, the present Postmaster-peneral,
comes from an accomplished stock. One of his ancestors.
Sir Piers Tempest, fought at the battle of Ag-incourt in

1415. A descendant of this Sir Piers was John Tempest,
whose heir was Sir Henr}' Vane-Tempest, who was also
heir of the Rev. Sir Henry Vane-Tempest, the first baronet
of the line. The daughter of Sir Henry married the 3rd
iMarquis of Londonderry. The 2nd Marcjuis of. London-
derry is well known in histor}- as Viscount Castlereagh.
The 3rd Marquis was a distinguished General under
Wellington. The former was also a diplomatist. The
present Marquis is an ardent member of the London
School Board, and has held the Chairmanship for a long
time; however, he mig'ht take a wrinkle from Scotland
with regard to School Board methods. Lord Londonderry
is also an enthusiastic volunteer, and has been Hon. Colonel
of the 2nd Durham Artiller}- Volunteers since 1876. Lord
Londonderry is a coalowner, a class at present rightly out
of favour with the inhabitants of Great Britain. The noble
Lord is a Londoner by birth, was educated at Oxford (a

splendid training-ground for red-tape officialdom), and has
been Viceroy of Ireland. He has country- seats in England,
Ireland and Wales, viz. :—Wjnward Park, Stockton-on-
Tees ; Seaham Hall, Sunderland ; Mount Stewart, New-
townards, Co. Down ; and Plas Machynlleth, Montgomerj-
shire. Altogether he owns about 50,450 acres, the present
heir to which is Viscount Castlereagh, who was born in

1878. Lord Londonderry is K.G., P.C., LL.D., D.L., J. P.,

and Aide-de-Camp to the King.

ol the friend of man is a bit of a puzzle. But when one
relUcts upon the peculiar nature of a fireman's calling, the
l.uk of conveniences for keeping" animals at stations (where
the men have already far too little room), and, moreover,
the constant inoxes which have to be made, the singularity
is ex])lained. The London firemen's domestic ])ets as a rule

take the sli.ipr of baljics, and sometimes of parrots and
canaiics.

There have l.>een wilhln my recollection, however, and
tliere are at the present time, some notable exceptions. At
the Scotland Yard fire-station at the present daj' can be
seen in, ah'.s, a glass case, a fine specimen of a retriever doff

all that !•'mains of a famous firemen's dog, " Bob." This
beautiful animal attached himself to the old Chandos Street

lire-station, and attended every fiix- that the engine went to

from that depot. He knew the firemen's work as well a:;

the firemen did themselves ; understood the dift'erencc

between a "turn-out" for drill and a "turn-out" for an
ictual fire ; and was enthusiastically zealous in clearing the
.tracts of traffic as he went in front ot the engine to a bl.ize.

In quiet times he used to go out on prolonged visits toother
lire-stations, probably with the desire to see that the
irill and discipline were of the same high standard as at
his own particular station, and on these journeys he was
never interfered with. Probabl)' the words which were
impressed upon his collar had something to do willi this.

They ran :

" Slop me not, but onward let me jog,

For I am Bob, the London F"iremen's dog."

There was another very faithful fireman's dog about ten

\e;irs ago, a bit of a mongrel, but a dear creatm-e for all

that, who strolled one morning b)' accident into the South-

wark Station, and getting a comfortable meal and no blows,

instantly decided to make the London Fire Brigade head-

quarters his headquarters. In lime, he' began to fi.id out

there were other fire-sWitions in London, and he set out

DOGS OF THE FIRE BRIGADE
The Handy INIan is always, without exception, fond of

animals and birds, and, in fact, makes a pet of anything
alive ; and as the London firemen are all old salts, it might
naturall}- be expected that one would find a good many pets
at London fire-stations. Singularly enough, this is not the
case, and for some years I was at a loss to understand it.

Commander Wells, it is true, has a fine pigeon-cote at the
Southwark headquarters ; and at some of the outlying
stations the officers and men keep chickens, and even a goat

' One of the Jack Tars presented m ith the Royal Victorian
now and then, but one very seldom finds a dog attached to a I Order by the King. He was one of the men who pulled
London Fire Brigade station,-.and at first sight this absence! the gun-carriaqe at Windsor
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Bruce," the firemen's dog (Whitefriars Station) witii a good background

upon a roving- commission to test the comforts of each. He
A\OLilcl disnppear from \\'inchester House for days, and
even weeks, at a time, and we used to think he had gone at
last ; but intellig-ence would presentl}- be received that he
was "stopping "at the Isle of Dogs station (no joke in-

tended), or Notting. Hill, or Kentish Town, or at some
other outlandish .station, well cared for as long as he liked
to stop, and sure of a clean turn-in in the stables. But he
v.as of a roving dis-

position, and alwajs
i'ound his way back
to Southwarkj stroll'

ing iii after a long
absence as noncha-
lantly as if he had
onlj- been for a five

minutes' walk, and
barking a quiet re-

cognition to his many
admirers. He died
a natural death, much
regretted.

Lillle "Fan," a
nondescript while
dog of m}stcrious
breed, found her
way to the same
station some fifteen

jears ago, and became most enthusiastic in everything per-
tain-iig to the firemen's work. Directl)- the bells went "down "

she was the personification of excitement and bustle, rushing
.'.bout and barking in the most frantic style until the engines
nad left the station. This excitement led to her untimely
end, for one da}- the wheel of the manual engine crashed
over poor '- fan's " head, and for a long time the firemen at

Southvvark would (hink no more of dogs, becau^; no animal
could take poor " Fan's" place.

Reference was made recentl}' in these columns to the busy
Whitefriars fire-station, and to the noble dog "Brace,"
generally to be found on dut}- there. " Bruce "

i.:, a splendid

specimen of the cajiine race, and is as docile as he is strong.

Whitefriars - is a single-men's station, and tlie stalwart

fellows under the control of Mr. McCall are devoted heart

and soul to theii'

great handsome pet.

"Bruce " takes after

all the otlier dog-s

which have attached
themselves to fire-

stations. He knows
every bit of the work
of the station, and is

the liveliest of any
live animal in the
station building- when
there is a "call."

He attends mos', fires,

sometimes galloping
in front of the appli-

ances and occasion-
allv riding- on them,
and is almost as well

known in Citv circles

as the Lord Mayor. He is never without his collar of firemen's

buttons, never loses his temper, and is never absent without

leave fiom the station. It is expected that in time Com-
mander Wells, R.N., the Chief Officer of the I\Ietropoli(an

iFire Brigade, will reconimend "Bruce" to the London
Counl\- Council for the Long Service and Good Conduct
McdaU.

'

J. H. Wllii.r.

Bruce," the firemeus dog (Whitefriars Station)
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THE TOIL OF^A BOWLER
Althol'GH most batsmen have experienced at some stag'e of their career the

sensation of being in the toils of the bowler, few who are not themselves in the
habit of trundling- as well as batting can realise the enormous amount of toil a
cricket season Cntails in the case of a reall}' first-class bowler.

In our first diagram we give an idea of the resultant spheres if all the balls

bowled by the three great bowlers whose names are appended were in each case
amalgamated into one, whilst to the extreme left an ordinar\' ball is depicted drawn
to the same scale. The fact that will probably strike the observer as being the

most extraordinary feature of the diagram will doubtless be the magnitude of the

ball about to be bowled by Rhodes as compared to that which the Champion
is about to deliver. That Rhodes in the course of three seasons should bowl
one-fifth of the number of balls delivered by " W. G." in thirty-five is most
extraordinary, especially when one recalls the wonderful bowling feats of the
Doctor, who in one county match, Gloucestershire v. Notts, in the year of
Rhodes' birth (1877), though a couple of months before that red-letter da\-,

accounted for seventeen wickets himself, and got through as much bowling in a
season, notwithstanding- his performance with the willow, as most men who ivere

simply and solely bowlers ; the explanation of this extraordinary circumstance
lies, of course, in the fact that the number of first-class fixtures comprising a

. single season nowadays would have provided two, if not three seasons in 1872;
indeed, taking all sorts and conditions of matches into consideration, we find that,

whereas the M.C.C. played but 37 matches in 1871, they now play more than
five times that number (in 1899 the total was 196) to-day.

Up to the beginning of this season the young but already famous Yorkshire
bowler has delivered 23,112 balls in first-class cricket, and as each ball contains
1 2*77 cubic inches of leather, cork, &c., a very simple calculation shows that tiie

aggregate ball he is shown in our diagram in the act of delivering must contain
almost 171 cubic feet of material, and must stand 6ft. iiin. high.

The second example of the toil of the bowler, shown in our diagram, is the
aggregate ball delivered by Briggs during his great cricket career, extending
over twenty years, which ball, as in the case of the others depicted, is drawn
to the same scale as its propeller. Including his bowling in first-class matches
in Australia, which country he has visited on three occasions, Briggs has

.;:;:; delivered almost 100,000 balls, or to be specific, 97,817, which, if amalgamated
into one huge sphere, would comprise 723 cubic feet of ball, that is to sai,', the

:n :
:: "pilule" would Stand lift. i3^in. high.

The number of balls delivered by " W. G." so far during- his famous and yet
unfinished career, is, we believe, in first-class fixtures alone, 112,285; which

N number, if represented by one ball, would necessitate the manufacture of a spliere

\ lift. 8in. iiigh and 36ft. 8in. in girth that would weigh a tew ounces over 17 tons
) \ 4cwt. 16 lb., and would serve, if placed on one scale, to counterbalance every

first-class player now taking active part in cricket, that is to sa}-, if they all

(250 in number) marched on to the opposite scale, and if they individually did

not exceed the average weight of an Englishman, cetat 2P1 namely, 11 stone.

To deliver so weighty i\. ball even at so moderate a rate as that affected by
" W. G." would, it can well be believed, entail some considerable efforts ; indeed,
the work done in sending it on its errand of destruction would be rather more,
in the event of the contents of the cover being removed and the eleven players
constituting- any county team stitched up inside, than would be entailed by raising

the ball and its contents to a height more than equivalent to two-thirds the way
up the Eiffel Tower, or to be exact, 689 feet. »

In our second diagram we give an idea of the amount of damage wrought by
the Doctor among his opponents ; the stump, whicli is drawn to the same soale

^' - as the batsman defending it, being :i sample of the three which form the aggro-
gate wicket taken by the Champion in the course of his career, which wicket

comprises 2,602 ordinary wickets taken by him.- The stump shown in our diagram has a diameter of ift. i|4^in.,

and is practically 3ft. 7in. in girth ; its total length, inclusive of the portion in the ground, is 34ft. 4in. Were the
aggregate ball delivered by the Champion to strike the said stump, the resultmt cataclysm would render a certain
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"Bubbles"
(Photo by W. and D. Downey)

phrase beloved of the cricket reporter
respecting the downfall of a batsman's
" timber yard " singfularl}- applicable to the

situation.

The establishment of Jewish colonies in

Palestine to provide for destitute emigrant
Jevi's has, according to the last report of
iVIr. Dickson, our Consul at Jerusalem,
brought about a great change in the

aspect of the countr}', and an example is

now given to the rural population of how
agriculture should be carried on. There
are now many of these colonies scattered
all over the country. One known as
" First in Zion " has become the centre of
a very considerable wine industr}", with
immense underground cellars, in which
over a million gallons were stored last

year, as well as a depot for sale in Ham-
burg. Another, known as the "Gate of
Hope," grows oranges, largely for export";

a third, at Ekron, grows fruit, which is

preserved and sent to Europe. The
change in the country round Jaffa, in con-
sequence of these colonies, is said to b:;

remarkable. The cultivation of fruit,

chiefly oranges, is extending over the
Jaffa plain, where an area of more than a
thousand acres is now covered by orange
plantations, the profits from which have
been considerable of late years, owing
mainly to direct and rapid steam com-
munication with Liverpool. The Jaffa
orange is superior to the Spanish fruit,

and gels ;i higher price ; bi:l la^it v- ur the market was
overstocked. A (jennan colon) also produces wine

;

the Palestine wines generally comi)are favourably with
the common French Jind Itali;in wines, and, as increased
care is being taken in their [)rodii(;tion, the demand
for them in the European market will improve. In a
short time Jaffa will be exporting half a million boxes
of oranges ; last jear this fruit formed more than a
fourth of the total export trade of Jaffa, soap, sesame
and wines coming next in order of importance. Melons,
also, which are grown near Jaffa, form an important
ai'ticle of export ; they are esteemed because of their

si7,e and flavour, and go in large quantities to Con-
stantinople and the towns along the S3'rian coast.

* ¥
Not unfrequently letters to members of Pailia-

nient, who live at places having names common to

several other towns, are dela)'ed, if the county is not
specified, by going round a number of them till the
right one is found. Sir John Leng, having made a
suggestion to facilitate the delivery, has been informed
by the Secretary to the General Post Office that " in-

structions are being issued that letters for members
of Parliament which are undeliverable at the place to

which they are addressed are in future to be re-

directed to the House of Commons if Parliament is

sitting, or, if Parliament is not sitting, to the South-
western District Office, London. Letters for members
Jiddi-essed to towns of which there are more than one
of the same name—such as Newport, Newcastle, &c.
-will not then be sent on trial to another town of the
same name, but will be treated as above indicated."

* * *
According to the London Gazette, during last month

fifty certificates of naturalisation were granted to aliens

bv the Home Secretary under the provisions of the

Naturalisation Act, 1870. Of these aliens seventeen
are described as coming from Russia, fourteen from
Germany, four from Switzerland, three from the
United States of America, two from Denmark, and
one each from Austria-Hungar}', Belgium, Brazil,

Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Ottoman
Empire and Sweden ; one is also g-iven, apparently
by mistake, as coming from " Middlesex."

Black ana White (Budget)
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A COMPLETE SHORT STORY
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WRITTEN BY J. A. FLV.W

Mvoname is Nora Ainslie Vere, but cousin Frank always
ciilti me Cherrybobs. Mamma says he must leave off next
month, when I shall be fifteen, and wear my dresses long-,

but I don't believe he will. It is very rude of him ; but he
is not so bad as my young brothers. They used to call me
" Noah" until he stopped them. They always mind what
Frank says, because he is seventeen, and nearly grown up.

Vou can see his moustache plainly when he sits just under
tlie gas, and feel it when he kisses you—at least, I should
think 30U could.

Of course, I do not care much for boys ; and I used to

say that I didn't like Frank, because he teased so. But his

teasing was never spiteful or unkind ; he would leave off if

I pretended to cry ever so little, and since something that

happened last Christmas-time he scarcely teases me at all.

I'll tell you about it if you like ; but you'd better not say any-
thing to mamma ; she takes such silly notions in her head
about my doings sometimes.
You see, Frank is so much bigger, and stronger, and

cleverer than other bo3's, that some people are a little jealous

of him. It is very absurd, because he isn't a bit stuck-up or
conceited.

The jealousy began over football. His school beat our
town club the day I came home for the Christmas holidays,

and Frank was in specially fine form. He is a back, you
know—one of the players who have to rush at the little men
on the other side, and tumble them over when they get too
near goal. He does it very well, and it is great fun to

watch him. Sis said it was brutal the way he charged Ted
Masters. Ted is her young man, and / think he is very
soft, but she doesn't. He had the impudence to kiss me
when I came home, just as if I were a child ! I told Frank
about it before the match, and he didn't seem pleased. He
never would let anyone interfere with me from the time we
were youngsters.
When Frank came to stay with us on Boxing Day I

noticed that Ted Masters and one or two of his friends who
come to our house were very anxious to take rises out of
Frank. Ot course, I always told him when I heard any-
thing beforehand, and my young brothers, Ted and Will
always told me. F"rank is very jolly with the youngsters,
and doesn't set them down like some people, and, of course,
they look up to him.

It was little W'ill who told me that they were chaffing-

Frank into putting on the gloves with George Fellowes, and
I went and told my brother Harry, who's a doctor. They
were getting very savage and had smashed two chairs in

the garret when he stopped them, and Frank had blacked
one of George's eyes. " I'd have given him something if

you hadn't been such a silly little tell-tale!" hetold me angrily

;

and I went upstairs and cried. Of course, I didn't care
what Frank said ; but it is very hard to be grumbled at
when you meant well. George is quite grown up, and Ted
said that he ought to be able to beat Frank easily.

However, Frank wasn't cross long-—he never is—and he
took me skating all the next morning. "I was an awful
beast last night, Cherrybobs," he said, penitently, as we
were gliding along. So I tossed my head and assured him
that it hadn't affected me in the least, and tiiat next time
r would let him be served out as he deserved. But he only
gave me an extra fast whirl round. " You're too good a
sort, Cherrybobs," he said, remorsefully.
The next night I had just gone to bed, and was thinking

how horrid it would be to go back to school, and whether
they would let you have letters from cousins, when I heard
a tapping" at my door. O, it did make me jump ! First I

put my head under the clothes, and then I sat up and

jrollier Ted whisjjering Ihrough llie

I said, indlgnanlly.

" Honour

door a very

I'll -

up for

a loolii

listened till I heard my
keyhole.

" Go awa}', you naughty boy !

" You have frightened me."
" It's important," he whispered, hoarsely

bright, Norry ; about Frank.
"

So I slipped out of Ijed and opened llie

tiny bit.

" If it's a wet sponge, or an}-lhing of that soi-l

I'll—do something dreadful," I warned him.
" But it isn't. It's about a plant the3-'re getting

old Frank.
"

" Well? "

"You know he's going to the denlists to have
stopped to-morrow afternoon ?

"

" Poor boy! He didn't tell me.
"

" Well, he is. And he'll come home through llie ';hurch-
yard."

" Very likel)'. He alway docs."
" And it will be pitch-dark—no moon or anxthing.

"

"What does that matter, you little stupid. He's not
afraid !

"

" Ah, but 3'ou'll see !

"

" I know he isn't.
"

" But if he were to meet a great white ghost
"

" There aren't sucii things as ghosts, you donkey 1
"

1

was getting- cold and cross.
" W"''aving its arms and ckmking its fetters, and groaning,

and saying : \Give me hi.s blood,' and all lit up with phos-
phorus." I shivered.

" Do you mean they're going to—— ? "

;

" That's it. They made it up this morning- when he had
gone skating with you."

" The mean cowards !

"

" They caught young Will listening, and friglitened liim

into promising- not to tell Frank or you ; so he told me.
"

" You're a dear bo)-, Teddy," I said. " And I'll give \ou
and Will O.' What is that?'.' A pale, ghostly light

flickered at the end of the corridor.
" Mater's candle—going- to bed. I'm off. " He flew

back to his room, like a shot, whilst I locked the door and
peeped through the keyhole, to make sure that it really was
the mater. Then I got back into bed, resolved to tell Frank
all about it in the morning. But when I got downstairs

—

'-

I was late, I know— I found he had received a telegram
from his father to meet him in London, and had gone off by
the early train, but was coming back in time for the
dentist's.

Well, of course, I didn't know what to do. I knew
mamma wouldn't let me go to the station or the dentist's to

meet him. It was nearly three miles. I should only get
teased by everj-one for proposing it. My big brothers

—

who all side with Frank—were away ; and if I told the dad,
perhaps Frank would be cross again, and the rest of them
would call me a sneak.
The only plan I could devise was to slip out, just before

he was coming-, and go round by the lane to nieet him
before lie reached the churchyard. It is a nasty, dark lane,

and I couldn't take the boys for fear of getting them into

trouble ; but I was bound to go, you see.

When half-past five came, I started off accordingly. It

was all right till I got into the middle of the lane, and then

O ! I 'vas frightened ! Just in the darkest part a great
white cow sjirang up, near the hedge, and startled nie so
that I didn't look where 1 was running, and took the wrong
turning. . I tried a short cut across a field to get back, but
a nasty little dog came snapping at me ; and when I escaped
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from him I couldn't make out where I was. I WHiitleied

filjout until it was too late to meet Frank, thinking- how
fhcy would jump out on him and startle him. Perhaps the

f'rijjht would stop his heait and kill him: it does sometimes,
you know. Anyhow he eouldn'l help being' a bit afraid—
no one could—and then they would always be lauyhiny and
jeering' at him. But I couldn't do anything now, except
try to find my way back. Why ever hadn't I told kind old

dad? He wouldn't have called me a sneak, anyhow.
Then I thought I recognised James Smith's field, and the

big gap in the hedge ; but it wasn't the right place, and I

scratched myself horribly in getting through. And I tripped

over a stump into a lot of stinging-nettles, and walked into

a nasty swamp, and filled my shoes with mud and water.
When I found the lane at last, I was so cold and tired and
frightened of the dark, and that awful cow, that I dared not

venture in it again.
So I stood up against a gate, and put my head down and

sobbed like a baby. I couldn't help if; really, I couldn't.

Then, all of a sudden, a big man came rushing down the

lane, and I felt sure that he would kill me for my money,
because I had a lot in my purse—six and sevenpence half-

penny ! As he came up I gave a little cry, and he rushed
straight at me—and it was Frank ! I might have known
that Ted would tell him, and he would come to look
for me.

" Cherrybobs," he said, rather hoarsely; "you dear
little brick ! Don't cry, there's a dear. Why, you re

pluckier than a boy !

"

" O, Frank !
" I sobbed ;

" the ghost ?
"

He chuckled.
" I found the sexton and the village policeman threatening

it with the lock-up.' I laughed, though I was crying.
" So I left them to explain matters—of course, I saw through
it—and went on to your place. Then Ted told me about
you, and I came off full speed. Now you'ie not going to

cry any more."

I told him about the mud and stinging-(i<;i.tles. I didn'i

say anything about the cow, because I wanted him to think
I was just a little brave. And he rubbed my shoes and
dress with his pocket-handkerchief, and finally will) liis

gloves. He should tell them he found me laughing, he
declared.
By the time he had done I had finished crying.
" Why don't you call me a silly ? '.'

I asked, looking up at

him, and taking hold of his arm.
Then he suddenly bent down, and - ar.u— f.'ictt wis when

I noticed about his moustache !

The census returns show that the increase in the popula-
tion of Victoria since 1891 is only 55,469, against an in-

crease of 278,059 in the previous decade. The increase is

almost entirely in females. During the decade females have
increased 51,982, and males only 3,-187. Since 1891 the
natural increase by excess of births over deaths has been
180,000, and the excess of depiirtures over arrivals, there-
fore, is 125,000. Thus one-tenth of the jjopulation in 1891
has left Victoria during the decade. At the census of 1891
Victoria had the largest population among the Australian
Colonies ; now New South W^ales leads in this respect.
The increase in the rural population largely exceeds that

of the urban. The jjopulalion of Melbourne is now 493,956,
an increase since 1891 of 3,060 ; lihe population of the re-

mainder of the state is 701,998, showing aii increase ol

52,409. Melbourne, Bendigo, Baflarat and Geelong com-
bined show an increase in population of 12,303 ; the re-

mainder of the state, 43,166. According to the correspon-
dent of the Times, supporters of Free Trade attribute the
disastrous results of the census to the effects of the protec-
tive tariff. The census returns show that the population oi

New South Wales is now, approximately, 1,362,232, an
increase since the last census of 200,000.

^Jl^§^*
#»wi '»*

^ ^V» J iN , <

--'
5- >l*

At the front — The Royal JIall to the Portuguese Frontier
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Read from left to ri^ht.—A. Pati'ick, reserve ; A. \'oung, right back ; J. I.ytin, %o-^\ ;

T. Darlino', left back ; Sergeant Gihnour, trainer; Lance-Corporal J. Yates, right half-

back ; LieulenatTt P. Balfour, lion. sec. ; J. Bell, centre half; Corporal J. Logan, left

half-back ; J. .Allan, right wing forwarfl , T. Burke, right wing forward ; W. Caldwell,
centre furward

; J. Finilay, left wing forward ; D. Tucker, left wing forwaid

Tlie football team of the Highland Light Infantry—AViimcis of the
Army rootball Cup (Photo by Knight)

ol i\o. r Slationaiy Hos|)ilHl, assisted
1)\' NiiTsinjj^ Sister Sniallniaii and Mrs.
Ca])t. Sloncstrcet. Thurc are eisfhty-

Iwo graves, in liidiiig four Jameson Raid
troopers, and all were equally beaiititully

tended. I think it would he some comfort
to the friends of the poor fellows to know
thai even in this far-off land the jjraves of

those dear to them are well tended and
cared for, and some encouragement to the

good women who tend iheni .so loving-ly."

Hlsb.\.\1)S have now come to the con-
clusion that they must stand shoulder to

shoulder if the}' wish to have justice and
fair pla}'. A conference of these items of
social life was held the other afternoon in

St. George's Hall, Westininster Bridge
Road, with the view of forming a pro-
tection League against wives who become
intoxicated, not with the exuberance of
their own verbosity, but with something
even more objectionable. The attendance
was large. Some terrible tales were told

by those present of wrecked homes and
ruined lives through alcoholised wives, who
pledged furniture, destro\ed domestic hap-
piness, and ruined the prospects of their

husbands ; and )et the latter had no
redress, whilst the delinquents easily

obtained protection when the men were
Hundreds, it was stated, who were in s^mpath}'The Jolurniie^hurg Gazette of April lolh publishes the in fault

following- letter from a correspondent at Krugersdorp :—
|

with the objects would have attended, but shirked the
"f hajjpeiied to go to the cemetery here this (Easter exposure of coming- before the public. This was also
Siinda\') morning to see how our poor Tommies' graves

[
assigned as the reason why many refused to go to the

are kept, and I can tell }Ou I was surprised to find them all

beautifully decorated with fresh flowers, simply magnificent
wreaths, crosses, bouquets, &c., of fresh roses, violets,

and other flowers. I made inquiries as to who per-
formed this Easier service for our poor fellows, and
found that the chief worker was Nursing Sister Yeoman,

police-courts. Ultimately it was decided to form a Hus-
band's Protection Societ}-, and a resolution was also passed
in favour of amending the Bishop of Winchester's Bill, so a
to reach wives addicted to drink. Copies of the resolution

are to be sent to the Prime Minister, the Home Secretary-

and members of Parliament.

Statf-Sergt. \Vm. Simpson
Bengal Ordnance Dept. at fcroyporc

Capt. Robert Simpson
R.H.A. (falhe-)

Corp. C. G. Simpson
5th Royal Iribh Lancers

Bomb. A. H. Simpson
R.H.A., in India

Robert Fred Simpson
(dead) late i6th Lancers

FAMILY OF SOLDIERS

Private R. H. Simpson
A.S.C., now at the front
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;tl tli(; Minislry, to prepare a report, sulj-

mitling' plans for the trials of the bicycle
corps in connection with the jjrand
nianccuvres.

* V *

One of the most noticeable of the lonjf-

shore sijfhts of fhe Thames, writes a cor-

respondent to the Daily (jnipliir, is the
training'-ship Warspite, which has been
moored off Charlton for the last five-and-

twenty years, but will now be found at

(Ireenhithe, where the Arethusa and
Worcester lie. The Warspile was orij^in-

ally the three-decker Waterloo, launch(;d

in 1834. ''1 1862 she was cut down to

two decks and re-named the Conqueror,
in deference to the susceptibilities of our
friends across the Channel ; and in 1876,

on the burninsc of the old Warspite—
launched in 1807 — she was lent to the
Marine Society, chang-ed her nameag-ain,
and took up her mooring-s at Charlton,
where she has remained ever since, with
the exception of a shift to allow of dredg--

ing' operations.

Rugby Football Champions. Batley Team,
winners of the Northern Union Cup three

times in five years

A NUMBER of airs for regimental

marches were recently submitted to the

King for the use of the newly-formed
Irish Guards. TwcJ of those brought to

his notice have been approved of by his

Majesty, and will accordingly be adopted.

These are "St. Patrick's Day " for the

quick march, and " Come Back to Erin
"

for the stow march.

* ¥ *
In order to determine the practical

value of the bicycle for military purposes,

the French Minister for War has decided

to organise companies of " mounted "

infantry, and to establish a definite pro-

gramme for their drills. He has charged
General de Lacroix, an Under-Secretary

Reinforcements for the Volunteer Company of the Gordons
Tl.e detachment of the London Scottish that relieved the det.tchment now home (Photo by Leary)

The 2nd Scottish Rifles at Chatham. The
"execution" of R. A. M. Kelly, who re-

fused to drink Guinness's stout

Orders have been issued directing

H.M. cruiser Fearless, now refitting at

Sheerness Dockyard, to be completed foi

lonimission by September 5th.

* * *

Mr. W. G. Grace has every reason to

congratulate himself upon the successful

working of his scheme whereby- all

matches in which the London County
dub are taking- part this season are

decided on the first innings, provided they

are not played to a definite issue other-

wise. Of coiuse, the consent of the

opposing captain has to be obtained also,

and we believe that in some future

instances this niaj' not be forthcoming.

So far the arraiigemeiit has enabled the

London County Club to gain (wo victories

at the expense of Surrey. The Doctor i>

playing with the same dash with which
lie made his name famous many many
years ag-o.
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Scaling drill—A livelv time

Sc'alinc; drill —Getting over

IN THE U.S. ARMY
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The Signal Corps Telegraph Station of the

U.S. Army near the iiriug line at Pasig, Philippine Islands

bigual Corps (U.S. Army) field telegraph office near Paco Bridge, Philippiuc Isluuds
(Photos by Gi.Tiuham P.aii))

IN THE PHILIPPINES
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THE THAMES STEAMBOATS
After the fitful fever

of legislative recrimina-

tion, and the delirium of

a May -day "review,"
the Thames .Steamboat

Company may probably
sleep well. They tri-

umphed recently in a con-

test with the London
County Council before a
Select Committee of the

House of Commons — at

least for a time they tri-

umphed. It was private

enterprise versus public

progress, and the former
scored through a faulty

jjreamble.

» ¥ *
This determined

attempt of a progressive body to introduce much-needed
reform for the benefit of the community at large, has, how-
ever, served to bring about a certain measure of improve-

ment. It may be limited improvement—possibly practically

.^onfined to new paint—but it is a move in the right direction,

and that is something.

¥ * ¥

During the "off" months the boats have been resting at

Battersea Dock and Tidal Basin. I can answer for it that

the Boadicea, Alexandra, Palm, and Mermaid are creditable

craft. There may be others, but I have not seen them.

But now concerning this May-day review. The day
opened beautifully—sun, hot and bright ; a gentle breeze.

The very weather for a review. Almost before such im-

pressions were fully formed, though, the sun was hidden

behind a canopy of black cloud—a biting " easter " blew
up, and March was with us again

AiiasuiTng locfeers for cushionj,-

Overhauling lifebuoys

This was a bad beginning, but worse, remained behind.
If I understand the word " reviewr"'"noi such thing took
place on the occasion in question. Many steamboats, gay
with small flags and new paint, were to be seen moving
about among barges, tugs, and small craft. The Press
were bidden to the Boadicea and the Mermaid, furnished

with printed pamphlets, and a printed menu of a vegetarian
lunch. There was no ])rograinme of procedure, and every-
body was in a mental ibg as to what was going to happen
—officers included. It was, of course, very ihouglilful of the
Company to .supply members of th(! Press with tliese notices
already printed for them— i( saved one the trouble of think-
ing. If they are as solicitous for the public benefit during
the ensuing season, then the publTc will have much to rejoice
over.

Well, we were first taken up the stream, llien down it ,

Bringing carpets and seats on board

now we were on the Middlesex side, then in mid-stream,
anon we favoured the Surrey shore. Presently we pal-
pitated to Westminster, thence throbbed to Chelsea. But
we looked in vain for the " review." One gentleman, out of
sheer desperation, set about counting the flags. I was
informed that he was great on finance. An individual,
learned in the language of flags, declared to me he dis-
tinctly read this message .•" Along the line the signal ran,
' Don't legislate !

'

"

At Chelsea we cast
anchor. A few seconds
after having defied several
coal barges, we slowed
round on the tide, and sped
like the wind back to the
Temple. From the time
we started fooling about
to the landing at Temple
Pier lepresented three
hours of precious time.

Several bands were
playing, and the crowds
which lined the Embank-
ment from Blackfriars to

Westminster very nearly
cheered on one or two
occasions. One boat
contained Peers, aflother

Commons, a third, Mr.
Hills, the chairman, and
Mr. Doe, managing
director, was answerable
for the arrangements.
While the boats were
manoeuvring for open-
ings, salutes were fired

with fog-signals, or some-
thing.

But I wonder whether
I shall ever solve the
mystery of that lunch !

H. L. A. Cleaning brass

PREPARING THE THAMES STEAMERS FOR THE SUMMER
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Aft saloon ("Palm") Painters at work

Aft cabin ("Boadicea") Refreshment tiar ("Boadicea")
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Fitting awnings I'leet moored at Battersea Dock

A few of the new boats

PREPARING THE THAMES STEAMERS FOR THE SUMMER
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Da>id Ganick (I.. Kciff up; winning the Clitfstei Cup .Mr. F. W. Day, the trainer of Uandicapper, the

•winner of t'>e Two Thousand Guineas at New-
market

The pack of foxhounds belonging to the Calpc Hunt Club

Tliis club is an liiteresling one, as it affoiJs good sport to the officers and "scorps" of Giliralta'. It is the only sporting club in Spain. Of
course, they have bull-figliting in that country, and the biUl-fighters claim to be " SDorts.' Their sport ought to be " six months hard

'
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Coiuiiic] inod-i; of coiffure for evening wear
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If WOMAN'S WAYS
i^i^i ih^ -^-Ik ^*- -^-^ .^.^—^—^ iis ,^ <T^—s^^^t, ^i^

Dress h»is at last received recognition as a work of art,

and for the first time a beautiful g-own is on view at the

I'aris Salon. Why not ! What with hand embroideries,

painted panels, to say nothing- of the arrang-ement of colour

schemes, surely modern dresses are real works of art. It

is said this unique exhibition is attracting- crowds of admirers,
- I fear, to the detriment of the pictures, at least amongfst the

feminine -community. An exhibition of this sort would
appeal more to Parisians, Paris not being so g-enerous as

London in the matter of-showing- her best- in the shop
-windows. Londoners always enjoy a free exhibition of all

that is most beautiful in every art. The display of ever so

lovely a g-own, say at Burling-ton House, would not jjrove

so popular an attraction unless it happened to be the Rojal
Robes for the Coronation, or something- equally unique and
historical.

.Some very beautiful g^owns are on view now at most of

our W^est End theatres, notably those worn by Miss Eva
Moore in The Wilderness, and Miss Julie Opp, who wears
some wonderful creations. I like best her gown of leaf

green silk and the ne\v cut of the skirt, but then Miss Opp
can set off any dress, so perfect is her figure and carriage.

If any of my readers are wanting ideas for fancy dress they
should hie them to the Imperial and see Mrs. Langtry's
costumes in A Royal Necklace.

We have two charming illustrations this week ; one a
dinner gown of crepe-de-chine, with bolero of pink taffetas

with black stripe. The waistcoat of guipure lace is adorned
with handsome enamelled buttons, which, by the bye, will

be in greater request than ever this season. The spray of

La France roses on the shoulder giyes a pleasing finish to

Ihis very smart and becoming gown. Our other model is

of voile, liberally trimmed with Cluny lace. The corsage
is of pliss^e, and the dainty hat which completes this

(harming costume is also of pliss^e, adorned with very real-

looking roses.

* * *
Many a plain girl is rendered allraclive by the skilful

manipulation of her hair—on the contrary, good looks may

be partially spoill by an niibi-( oinini^- < oirAin . It is generally
those possi-ssMig l)c;iiil ilu] haii- who are ino.st i-.'.reless in its

arrjingemcnl, and so bi-nclil nothing from .V<it'ir< s gene-
rosity, whereas I know many girls wl)os<; hair is quitir

ordinary in colour and (juanlity, and yet manage to present
a much prettier head than their niori! frjrtunate sisters. It

is merely because the latter lake pains to choose a suitable

coiffure and the former depend solely on the natural beauty
of then- tresses. In these days, when fashion allows siieli

latitude in the m< dc of hairdressing, everyone may look

their best if they will but study the method best suited to

their face. In this, as in all personal matters, one should
assert their individuality rather than too slavishly follow

the fashion. Personally, I am delighted to see the latest

development of the low coiffure. Owv artist has sketched a
[jarlicularly pretty instance of this becoming style. What
can be more bewitchingly girlish than the canrless coil and
the stray curls over the white shoulders ; while the fancv
comb prettily crowns the whole. This mode is most suited

for theatre wear when one's <;oiffure is so con.spicuous. It

should find favour durijig the coming summer with those

who intend adopting the (}ainsborougli hat and Marie
Antoinette fichu, nothing being more suited to this pictu-

resque stN-le.

V V V

(3ne hears nowadays so mucli about adenoid growths i .

children, and of operations proving inadequate and in some
c.'ises quite ineffectual. If children were taught to breathe
properly these cases would not be so frequent. Mothers
ought to watch their children, and at the first sign of their

breathing through the mouth instead of the nose, should
teach them at once the art of breathing. A good plan is t(j

let the child lie on the back for at least a quarter of an hour
each da)', and breathe through the nose onh'. I know p.

case where a little

boy was ordered fin

immediate operation
for one of 'he.se

growths, but wiser
counsels prevailed ;

he was taught to

breathe properly, and
with such good re-

slilts that the dreaded
operation was not

performed. In very
severe or long-stand-
ing cases no doubt
an operation is im-
perative, but it is the

opinion of some of

our most eminent
medical men that if

breathing was pro
perly attended to

adenoid growths
would cease to be.

Children with this

complaint should be
in the fresh air as
much as possible,

have fi plain, whole-
some diet, and, if the
child can assimilate

it, cod-liver oil would
prove very beneficial.

Some children take
the oil better when
mixed with Maltine.

I believe in the little

one's tastes being
consulted when pos-
sible, and that a
medicine forced upon
a child will not do
as much good as one
which to them is not

so nauseous.

* * *
Sf.MMER, with all

lis beauties, is otten A pretty Pinner »iOM n
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dreaded by sufferers from corns or achlngf feet ; lo these
the hot weath?r bring-s as many days of pain as of pleasure.

To the latter I would advice after ttxe morninjc bath, which
must never be omitted, rubbing- the soles of the feet well

with eau-de-Cologne—meth3lated si^rit would answer the

^/ame purpose, but naturally the sweet perfume is pre-

ferable—then dust a little powdered sulphur into the stock-

ing-. This simple plan is a wonderful prevention of that

dreadfid aching which seem.s so difficult to cure. Soft

corns are caiused by moivSture, a fact not generally known ;

if this is removed, all corns
wiil rapidly disappear. For
this happ}- result the simplest
plan is to daily dust with
Fuller's earth between the
toes, by this means not only
will afl soft corns of long
standing be entirely de-
stroyed, but, if persevered
in, they will never again
make their appearance.

* * *
Our boots and shoes are

responsible for many a corn.

We should be particular not
.to -wear them too large oi

too small : either extreme
will be the means of pro-

ducing one of these painful

excrescences. Fads, like the
poor, we have ahvaj's with
us, but according to a writer
in the Lady's Pictorial, we
may rejoice thereat, since
they are said to be mof.t

beneficial. The very indul-

g-ence in them shows that
one possesses a certain in-

terest and zest for life, which
is of itselfan excellent thing;
ndeed, I doubt if the person
exists who is entirely with-
out a hobby of some sort ;

should he or she boast to the
contrary that assertion alone
would show where their par-
ticular fad lay. Such people
will not escape altogether
from the tyranny of fads,

which are as ubiquitous as
the microbe, but will readily
become enslaved to a multi-

tude of small personal fads
and fancies which will cer-

tainly give no pleasure to

others and bring their pos-
sessors nothing- but worry
and annoyance.

¥ ¥ *
Some of us commence our

hobbies with our school
days. Who does not remem-
ber the keen delight taken
i 1 adding, say, another
stamp or *;^^ to the cherished
collection. The child is

father to the man, and this

joy of the schoolboy again
expresses itself in the en-

thusiasm of the mature col-

lector when discovering a
fresh specimen. The great thing .

with a hobby
choose a good one and then use it in moderation.

* * * :

For womankind surely one of the best is that of the
craft of the needle, which is happily being revived among
the ladies of England, her Royal Highness Princess Christian
being its chief pioneer. This gentle art has brought
pleasure to thousands, both to the workers and beholders,
and to-day we may still admire beautiful embroideries done

Charming voile and I.ace Kobe

to

by fair hands which have long since ceased lo stitch. In
those times effective needlework meant arduous toil; but
nowadays exquisite designs may be worked with a minimum
of trouble, to wit, the fashioning of iridescent china ribbons
into flowers now so much in vogue is simplicity itself, and
yet fen- beauty of form and colour can hold its own with
any of the elaborate slitchery of old.

* * *
A GIRL friend of mine has happily utilised this present

rage for needlework, and has
liit upon the plan of orna-
menting her mandoline with
ribbons worked by lier

friends. These make a bravi
array : they are in all colours,

and most of them beast ap,

propriate mottoes or lines

such as, " If music be the

(bod of love, plaj' on," &c.,
and avowals of friendship.

* * ¥
Nothing is too large or

too small for the embroi-
deress. \'ery charming are
the daint}' book-markers,
and as these allow of much
originality in their designs
and the mottoes which adorn
them, they make veritable

souvenirs of (he giver, be-

sides being capital presents
for book-lovers. Covers for

favourite books make in-

teresting work for expert
needlewomen. These are
made of the richest velvets

and brocades, and have
beautiful old designs traced

upon them.
'. ¥ * *

Are we growing a little

bit tired of hockej', cjcling,

and those outdoor pursuits

in which, perhaps, we have
indulged too freel}' ? And
shall we be content, as were
the ladies of old, to sit at

our frames, occupied solely

in matching the tones of
our silks, finding dailj' in-

terest in watching the de,sign

grow beneath our- skilful

fingers ; or rather, shall not
the hockey-stick and racket
find a place as well as the
work - bag in the boudoir,
neither ousting the other,

but both combining to give
" bright hours and happy
days to m)- lady " ?

Martha.
* * *

Martha will have much
pleasure in answering ques:

tions i^elating- to domestic 01

personal matters.

* * * ,

VouNG Housewife. — I

can thoroughly recommend
Lifebuoy Soap. It is largely used in my household, so I

speak from an intimate knowledge of its many virtues. It

is splendid for all cleansing purposes, and leaves behind it

such a sweet, wholesome smell.

* * *
Violet.—Yes, boleros will be worn all this year. Watc'i

these pages and you will find the most up-to-date st)les in

dress and millinery. I shall be pleased to help and advise
you. Don't hesitate to write in any difficulty.
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A modern Heart of Oak—Jack tries a Vajen-Uadcr
smoke cap. It is a very necessary arrangement

nowadays on a ship of war

THENAVY
The very necessaiy article depicted above is now un-

doubtedly the best patent in existence, and it is supplied as
carpenter's stores to all battleships and ships of war. What
with rapid-firing- and heavy guns with suffocating smoke,
the Vajen-Bader is a godsend. It has special merits of its

own, viz., that one can hear distinctly, see plainly and
breathe freely without the encumbrance ot hose connections
and chemicals for charging it. This is done very easily by
using the small pump shown on the corner of the box. The
pump sends the air into the reservoir at the back of the
helmet. To prevent the helmet falling off, straps are fixed
to the foot and pass under the arms.

For several years the size of the men-of-war of the British
Navy has been increasing at a rapid rate. On the opposite
page are pictures of the three latest battleships of 15,000
tons displacement each ; but it has now been decided by the
Admiralty to make a further almost sensational departure by
laying down in the present year three battleships, with a dis

placement of no less than 18,000 tons. They will be the
largest and most powerfulvesse's for warlike purposes afloat.

Remarkable as is this further addition of 3,000 tons, the
decision of the Naval authorities, though it will be severely
criticised, is in keeping with the tendency of all construction
in the past forty years. We began with the Warrior, of
9,200 tons (the wooden figurehead of which is reproduced
on this page) ; then built the Agincoiirt and her sisters, of
10,600 or so ; in 1876 laid down the Inflexible, of 11,880 ;

the "eighties" ihe Admiral class, of 10,600, followed by
the Nile and Trafalgar, of 11,940 ; and in the early
"nineties" by the Royal Sovereigns, of 14,150 tons. Then
came the Majesties, of 14,900, and the Formidable type, of
15,000. Now at a jump we pass to leviathans indeed of
18,000 tons. The tendency abroad, though not so marked,
has had the same direction. America is building a ship of
16,500 tons.

Our new monster warships will nount four 50-tcn I2in.

weapons of the newest tvpe, being the same number as is

carried by all battleships of recent ilatc, anil ten 6in. quiik-
firers, instead of twelve, as in existing ships. The reduction
in number in this instance is due to the introduction of an
entirely new piece, the 7.5 wire-wound breech-loader, which
has been adopted because the 8in. gun is too heavy for

rapid work, and a need has been felt for something betwccji
the i2in. and the 6in. quick-firer. Mr. Fred T. Jane h;is

secured a plan of this new tjpe of monster battleshijj,

which will appear in the new edition of his All the World's
Fighting Ships, now in the press.

* V
If there is an advantage in thus adding to the size of our

ships of war—in spite of the outcr3' against the policy of
"putting all one's eggs in one basket"—it is not easy to

sec why we should rest satisfied with the present stage.
Vessels of 20,000 or even 30,000 tons may be regarded as
desirable before many years have passed. Meantime, the
average cost per ton, which has risen in the past six years
from £,60 to ;^75 'f this country, still continues to increase ;

and while the newest armoured cruisers will cost over one
million sterling, the battleships of 18,000 tons will probably
not be completed for less than a million and a quarter each,
possibly more.

V * *
The volume in which the first authentic information of

these leviathans will be published will also supply a strik-

ing commentary on this latest departure of the British

Admiralty. The leading constructors and naval officers of

the world's navies have been asked their opinions as to the

six best types of battleships. The vote of the majority has
been given to the Italian, Vittoria Enianitele, and to the

Mikasa of the Japanese Navy, with a displacement of 15,200.

The figurehead of the old warship "AVarrior" (our

first ironclad) now standing at the main gate of
Portsmouth Dockyard
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The Medway Instructional Fleet at Sunderland

The flotilla is under the command of Commodore Mark Kerr. Naturally the sailors were received with open arms

Three of the King's battleships completing for sea at Chatham Dockyard

On the left is the "Venerable," in the centre the "Irresistible," and on the right the "Albemarle"—all 15.000

tonners. They will soon be put in the backg-round by the new 18,000 ton monsters, about to bo built
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The niuch-talked-of Russian cruiser "Aslvola"

How our Jack Tars would laugh to see the five funnels go with one shct

Tlie felling of a huge chimney on Mapperly Plains, Nottingham

It stood looft. high, weighed 100 tons, and measured 12ft. at the base. The masonry at one side was cut away

and seven props were inserted to keep the chimney straight. Then the props were blown up, and down came

the chimney like a r.imble of bricks
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The finish of the Two-mile Race Putting the shot—C. E. StranacU, 1st The finish of the Mile Race

J. A. Pattisson (Sandhurst) equal first. High Jump E. D. Garden comes in second in the Long Jump

The 120-yards Hurdle Race— Getting over the hist hurdle

MILITARY SPORTS -SANDHURST v. WOOLWICH
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CROSSING THE LINE
The ilkistrations on this and Ihe opposite

page g-ive a g-ood idea of the antics still

indulg'ed in by Jack when crossing the

Equator, or the " Line, ' as it is familiarly

called. Crossing the line is no joke.

Ever3'one who has not previouslyjourneyed
past the Equator drops in for a pretty
rough time when he ncars the Line. Nep-
tune, the old Sea God, mysteriously clam-
bers on deck, accompanied by sea-dogs,
attendants, &c. Neptune, by the way, is

usually the sailor who has oftenest crossed
the Line, and his disguise is perfect, if not

exactly neat. The novice is introduced,
knocked about, shaved with tar and a
handspike, ducked the " briny " held in tar-

paulins, and generally mauled about so
much that his own mother would not know
him. Still he has crossed the Line, is a sea-
dog, and may have the satisfaction of
making it hot for some poor lubber later

on. Our pictures depict the scenes on
Old I'iither Neptune and his sea-dogs, &c., come on board tlic

"Gibraltar" in mid -ocean

destroyers, repairing ships, cHstiliing- ships, &c. Si/cli a

slate of affairs was ' intolerable, and should be remedied
without further delay. As things stood neither fleet could

be regarded as on a war footing, and the Mediter-
ranean Squadron was woefully deficient in strength. The
reserves also were very inadequate, and in this con-

nection he pointed out that the League was endeavouring
to increase the number of British seamen in the mercantile
marine. An important conference of representatives of
county councils had been held on the subject, and it was
decided that a training-ship should be established to receive

county council and county borough council scholars to be
trained for a sea-going life as seamen in the merchant
service. With this object in view they wanted to establish

nautical scholarships, tenable on board such training ships..

All this, of course, meant mone}', and they asked that the

initial expense of providing and fitting out the training s'hip

should be borne b}- the Government.

» V V

We understand that all the members of Parliament who
arc serving in the Yeomanry in South Africa vill be allowed
to return to England by the end of June.

And are received by Captain Linipus

boat;d H.M.S. Gihrallar, the new flagshipof the Cape
Station. In former issues we have given portraits of
Rear-Admiral A. W. Moore, who has taken up the

command at the Cape, and of Captain Limpus, his

Flag - Captain. Both the Admiral and Captain
Limpus took great interest in the proceedings, and if

the novices did not have a rough enough time it was
not the blame ot the crew of the Gib. What sport
the}' would have had if they had been taking Boer
prisoners to England !

According to advices from Bermuda, the firing

experiments with shells loaded wWh a new explosive
upon the coast-defence ship Scorpion have been very
satisfactory. His Majesty's ship Crescent first used
three-pounder and six-pounder quick-firers at a range
of 1,000 jards, then, steaming at full speed; she fired

her 6-inch guns at ranges varying from 6,000 to 3,000
yards.

* * *
At the annual meeting of the Navy League Mr.

Seymour Trower emphasised the statement of the
League that the most pressing matter of national
concern at the present moment is the fact that the
tvvo main fighting squadrons of Great Britain are
not complete for war, being deficient in cruisers,

r
* "'" '•^fi^-^iMP^^'™'^™''™

,. ^^-.^.^rnKM

A "subject" on the point of being ducked in the water

CROSSING THE LINE ON H.M.S. "GIBRALTAR
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A "subject" is introduced to Neptune And takes his seat ifor a sha\ e

And is shaved And is washeu

CROSSING THE LINE ON H.M.S. "GIBRALTAR
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The Mayor addresses the meeting

In common with many father places, Southport saw a 1

large concourse of miners protesting' against the coal tax.
|

The protest has
fizzled out in the
mean-time, but the
following figures
are suggestive of
the serious eifects

of the rise in the
price of coal on the
Scottish and Irish

railways in the past
half - year. The
Caledonian has no
fewer than fifty-

three new engines
added to its stud
since this time last

year. The North
British has twenty-
five, the Glasgow
and South-Western
twenty, and the
Highland six new
locomotives ; while
the Great North of

Scotland stock is

imchanged. The
Great Southern and
Western has added
nine, and the Cork
and Bandon two to

the stock of engines. The cost of fuel per engine has
been as follows during the second halves of the past three

The miners 011 the beach at Southport

Mr. Ashworth seconds Mr. Sam Woods' resolution

years:—Fuel per engine: Caledonian, 1900, ;^234 ; 1899,

£\^^ ; J898, £\^2, ; North British, 1900, i;242 ; 1899, £159 ;

1898, ;£i22 ; Glas-
gow and South-
western, 1900,
£2^,%, 1899, ;C 1 58;
1898, £,\^o ; High-
land, 1900, £i2Tf> ;

1899, £22n ; 1898,

£2Z?>; Great North
of Scotland, 1900,
^"221 ; 1899, £\^\
1898, £\e2; Bel-

fast and North
Counties, 1900,
£2j^o; 1899, ;£i48;

1898, £\^i ; Great
Northern, 1900,

;C354; 1899, £2c£;
1898, ;^2oo ; Great
Southern and Wes-
tern, 1900, ;£223;
1899, ;£i45 > 1898,

^147 ; Midland
Great Western,
1900, ;£i85 ; 1899,
;^i29 ; 1898, £\ 16;

Dublin, Wicklow,
1900, ;^207 ; 1899,

£\^^ ; i89«, £14^;
Cork and Bandon,
1900, £202,', 1859,

j

£i'](i ; 1898, £\<^2,. But, according to the colliery owners, coal

I

is a bad spec. Yes, for the people who have been robbed.

Mr. Sam Woods moves a resolution of sympathy for Mr. Pickard oh the loss of his wife

THE MINERS* DEMONSTRATION AT SOUTHPORT
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A high stepper

" As I strolled along- the
(?ois Boulogfne with an in-

dependent air, you can
hear the people swear he
must be a millionaire," sc
sang- Charles Coborn in
" The Man that Broke the
Bank at Monte Carlo."
However, everyone that

strolls alongf the Bois de
Boulogne is not a million-

aire, although the Rotten
Row of Paris is certainly

a nice enough place for

moneyed people and others
to loll about in. Recently
the large house in the
avenue belonging to the
estate of the late Dr.
Evans, and known during
the Exhibition as the Hotel
des Souverains, was of-

fered for sale, but no
^^i^fri^i*^ -- '^^«fc-«^^.

"Doing" the Avenue

V morning spin

buyer came forward. The
price asked is 2,800,000
francs, or ^" 112, 000. Some
property, also belonging to

the Evans estate, and
situated in the Rue dc la

Pompe, at Passy, was of-

fered for ;£i36,ooo, but
there was no biddei\

An old trick has been
played on a French noble-
man who lives in the
Champs Elj's^es district.

The other day t:n railway
omnibuses drew up before
his residence, tlie drivers

clamouring for luggage
which they had been di-

rected to take to various
railway stations. The
whole affair was a hoax.

The Porte l>auphine (Pliotos by Paul Gcniaiix, P.irU) A morning ride

ON THE AVENUE DU BOIS DE BOULOGNE, PARIS
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Satan in chains at Tuxford Hall The entrance to "Hell" at Tuxford Hall

THE MAN WHO CHAINED SATAN
TUXFORD HALI^AND ITS OWNER

BY CHARLES F. SHAW
The piiiicipal home in the quaint old town of Tuxford,

Notts, is a remarkable place, and its owner, by name
Mr. R. S. Wilson, is a really extraordinary man. He is

seventy years of age, a man of erudition, an enthusiastic
archaeolog'ist, picture connoisseur and horse surgeon—in

fact, he knows as much about the good and bad points of a
picture as of a horse, which is saying a great deal.

His home is a well-built mansion of brick and stone,
standing in the centre of a large garden, whence it com-
mands an extensive view of the surrounding country. To
the wayfaring man there is little about the outward appear-
ance of the building to differentiate it from the usual type
of desirable country residences. But the privileged visitor,

once he passes the gateway leading to the house, finds him-
self in the midst of all manner of strange and curious
erections. On a
plot of grass in

front of the hall is

a tall, tapering
monument in me-
mory of the " Iron
Duke " and his
great victories;
and a little higher
up the pathway is

a large stone cross
erected in com-
memoration of the
Queen's first Jubi-
lee. On either side
of the entrance to

the hall stand a
couple oftime-worn
statues, w i t h
wooden awnings
to protect them
from above. One
of these represent
Saint Peter, and is

said to be the
oldest monument of
that Apostle .ex-

tant. The second
oie is an effigy of
the Mitred Abbot
of York, who once Kntraiicc to Tuxford Hall. The tw
occupied a seat in nicnts of .Saint Peter and

^K Jfi &

'^N^^^B aww J[
j-jj^M

^^^^B^Si^'^9

^^HHpJj

HipK~ —11^1

BMP^^':ggS^

Parliament. After death his body was interred in the Mul-
tangular Tower, at York> and his heart was placed in a
smaller coffin and placed above the altar in St. Mary's
Abbe)-, and there devout pilgrims went and paid homage
to his memor}'. Near at hand are the two identical stone
coffins—one largCi the other small—which contained the

heart and the body of the dead Abbot.
Passing into the hall, one finds the vestibule completely

filled with all kinds of historical relics and curios. Here is

the actual sword worn by Lord Nelson in the Battle of

Trafalgar, ancient armour, Roman spears, Persian imple-

ments of war, slave-drivers' whips and gears, lady's stirrups

of the time of Queen Elizabeth, rapiers of Queen Mary's
reign, axes and skull-crackers of the bronze age, and
swords, shields, flints, blunderbusses, daggers, and every
imaginable weapon of attack and defence handed down
from all ages and gathered from all corners of the world.

In the upper rooms of Tuxford Hall one maj' see Lord
B3'ron's bed and table ; an old confession box, narrow and
quaint, wherein penitent sinners confessed their misdoings

to the priests at

Newark Chantrej'.

There is an old

richh'- carved oak
chest from Haddon
Hall, and the ori-

ginal bed in which
Prince Charles
slept. In it is a
life-like effigy of

Barry O'Meara,
Napoleon I.'s fav-

ourite surgeon.
Nearthe bed stands
a curious figure of

Saint Jerome hold-

i n g a g- o 1 d e n

sceptre.

There is lovely

applique work, all

done by hand, of

the fourteenth cen-

tury ; hand-embroi-
dered vests many
centuries old, won-
derfully carved
chairs, finely mo-
delled miniatures
of York Minster
and other notable

o figures arc very ancient inonu- cathedrals; old

the .Mitred Abbot of York clocks and time-
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pieces witliout number ; lovely examples

of Gibbon's carving from the Abbeys of

Newstead and Welbeck ; a rich baronial

table, once the property of Melhuish, of

Blyth ; a pair of seventeenth-century leg-

gings, neatly fashioned in leather. There
is some wonderful lace brought to Welbeck
by William III., which is said to be abso-

lutely the finest of its kind in the world.

There are also numerous relics worn by
Prince Charles^ and a vase presented to

the Dowager - Duchess of Newcastle by
Nicholas I. There are rare specimens of

Valuable Chelsea, Worcester, and Derby
china — some dated- 1694. There is a
statuette, Niobe protecting her children,

which was given to Warren Hastings, the

first Governor of India, by the East India

Company.
A valuable, quaint-looking cat in green

china, the first piece of its kind ever made,
that once belonged to the famous Mork-
hams, of OUerton. There is a rare green

stone from New Zealand ; ancient vases,

used by the Monks at Bolton Abbey ;

marble busts of King Charles I. and
William the Conqueror, from Welbeck.

A corner of the Inferno at Tuxford llalt

But these do not by any means complete the attractions
of Tuxford Hall. Mr. Wilson entertains many original
ideas on moral and religious topics. He has a very poor
opinion of the Church as a power for raising the tone and
morality of the people. In short, he believes the Church
exists for the parson, not the parson for the Church. He
considers that the first thing necessary towards an im-
provement in the life of the nation is to instil a love for
home in the minds and hearts of the young. His great
desire is to sec young men ard maidens spcndin,'- their

Stone coffins that contained the heart and the body
of the Mitred Abbot of York

The original church-brass, recording the death of Wyck-
cliflFe, the Reformer, is also preserved in this wonderful home.
There are Roman querns and lamps from Pompeii. The

bed in which King John died at Newark, the hat worn
by Wellington on the Field of Waterloo, together with
innumerable other wonderful possessions that cannot pos-
sibly be hinted at in the space at my disposal.
There are literally scores of wax effigies of men and

women, from the giant Goliath to the hero of Waterloo,
attired in the different costumes of nearly every age, and as
the visitor passes from one room to another these arc seen
peering out of every corner in startling because so life-like

a manncii

Bed in which King John died at Xca\ ark Castle

In the bed lie?; the elTigv of n.nvry O'Me.ira, M.-ipoIeon's surgeon, llv

the side the Tisure of St. Jerome
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evenings " by their own firesides, reading- good books and
doing useful work." And .so in his efforts to remedy these

what he considers national defects in the training of young
England, IVlr. Wilson has erected a curious little chapel in

the grounds of Tuxford Hall, and every Sunday night he

holds a service for the benefit of all who choose to attend.

On these occasions Mr. Wilson conducts the meeting's, and
his address usually takes the form of reading- extracts from
the works of leading authors. He opines there has been
sufficient g-ood written and spoken to convert the whole
world. All that it now required is to be applied in a direct,

])ersonal manner. He is prepared to spend nearly any sum,
and do anv reasonable thing-, to keep people away from the

public-house and the club. "What I want," said he to the

writer, "is to induce people to take a pride in their own
homes—women and g-irls to do needlework, and have useful

hobbies, and men and youths to cultivate a taste for g-ood

books, so they will stay around their own firesides, and
make home-life beautiful, instead of running off to the

ta\erns and the clubs, wasting time and spending- money in

drink and tobacco."
Needless to say, Mr. Wilson is a strict teetotaller, and has

a bitter dislike of tobacco in any form. He also is an
uncompromising vegetarian, who grows, grinds, and eats

his own wheat.
But the most remarkable feature about Tuxford Hall is a

corner of the garden to which Mr. Wilson has given the dis-

sonant name of "Hell." A pit dug- in the g-round is

approached b)' a rude archway of roug^h stones, at the

entrance to which is a large, heavily-chained figure of Satan,
grinning- hideously from the top of a large pillar. In its

liands the fig-ure holds a skull, and on the base of the column
is the inscription :

" Great is thy power and g-reat thy fame,
far ken'd and noted is thy name."

In this strange representation of the Inferno are all sorts

of figures and fiends, ing-eniously arranged. Prominent
among- these I noticed the chattering charwoman, Joe
Brady and Skin the Goat, the Tobacco Devil, a Relig-ious

Lawyer, the Man who knew to a square inch where he was
converted, the Man who said he collected for God, the Pre-
sident of the Primrose League, a woman with a proud look
and a lying tongue, the War Party, Priestcraft, and numerous
other characters and creeds which Mr. Wilson thought

Lord Sandhurst and bis favourite dog

Lord Byron's bed (from Newark Abbey) at Tuxford llall

worthy of a place among-st these drunkards, hypocrites, and
liars ; whilst rolled up, and squeezed into a bottle, was a
copy of a local paper which had been " bottled up " and sent

to "Hell" because it did not agree with Mr. Wilson in

certain political questions.
But although so drastic in his methods of punishing- his

opponents, the owner of Tuxford Hall is not a bad sort.

His wonderful home is open to all who choose to go and
inspect his many valuable relics and curios ; and among-st
those who have spent many pleasant hours there may be
mentioned : Lord Charles Beresford, who has sent Mr.
Wnison several interesting- thing-s from foreign lands; the

Bishop of Southwell, Mr. Mundella, member for Sheflfield,

the late Sir Frank Lockwood, the late Lord Man\-crs, and
others.

By the recent re-embodiment of six militia battalions, the

number of battalions remaining disembodied is reduced to

fifty-five, whilst the number embodied at home is raised to

twenty-nine. There are also, by the last returns, thirt}--two

battalions embodied in South Africa, four at Malta, one in

Egypt, and one at St. Helena. Of the six battalions just

embodied, the 5th Royal Fusiliers, 5th Lancashire Fusiliers,

3rd East Surrey, and 5th Manchester are at Aldershot, the

3rd South Staffordshire at Portsmouth, and the 3rd York-
shire Light Infantry at Chatham. Men whose engagements
are within six months of expiry have been relieved from
embodiment, unless they have re-engaged for service.

* * *
Cricketers all over the country will learn with deep

regret that Ranjitsinhji is a good deal out of health. He
had at one time intended to play for the London County
against Warwickshire at Birmingham, but he wired to

W. G. Grace that it was impossible for him to do so, and
that, acting on the imperative orders of his doctor, he must
abstain from cricket for sozne time to come. Probably what
he most needs is warm weather. His illness is a vciy
serious matter for Sussex, and another trouble threatcn.s

that count)', as C. B. Fry has strained his back in some
way, and from what he said the other day at the Oval, may
find it necessary to take a rest.
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Sch06lchildren of the village of Billiers, South Brittany

,
Children playing in the streets of Billiers, South Brittany

(Photos by Paul Geniaux, Paris)

THE PLACE FOR A SUMMER HOLIDAY - BILLIERS
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GLITTERING GEMS
A DAY WITH A FAMOUS EXPERT

There is sometliing^ indefinably fas-

cinating- about the study of precious gems.
Not alone for their intrinsic value or their

decorative charms are they attractive, but

their ancient mystical associations, and the

science of their origin, are alike of deep
interest to the investigator of the occult,

and the student of mineralog\-.

The significance attaching to certain

j,rejious stones is but a survival of an
ancient superstition, engendered by an
ignorance of their derivation. The one-

time dark mystery of their being has been
dispelled by the light of knowledge, and
now, instead of attributing to them infinite

powers for good or ill, they are subjected Uare stones in the rough

ISrooches and pins made of pearl "blisters'

to cold and prosaic analysis, named and
ticketed. At least, it is so speaking gener-
all}', although there are still a few in-

fatuated folk who cling fondly and tena-

ciously to the belief that mineral baubles
are possessed of some intangible influence

over the afl^alrs of the owner. Superstition

dies hard, but a period has surely been put
to its existence. It hovers more particu-

larly round the opal, investing it with a
reputation for ill-luck. Now, Mr. Streeter,

the eminent authoritj' on precious stones.

to whose kindness I am indebted in llic

compilation of this article, dismissed this

supposition with a shrug, and one quali-

fication. Said lie, the only kind of bad
luck connected with the opal was that, if

jou accidentally dropped it, it broke
readily !

The opal will probably be very ftisliion-

able during ihe coming seasx>n, on account
of the likelihood of the King having a large
and valuable specimen in his crown. It

might, in fact, be regarded as the " King's
jewel." Mr. Streeter showed me a ".suite'

of opals worth ;{J5,ooo, and a particularly

insignificant-looking pearl necklace, value

;^2,ooo. In fact I stood surrounded with

a bewildering display of precious and
semi-precious gems of ever}' known kind,

in various conditions, from those fast fixed

in their natural bed, " matrix," to those
glistening in the settings of man's handi-
craft. There were dishes of diamonds.

Rcadv for the stones

A case of rare stones worth a fabulous sum

heaps of emeralds, piles of rubies, and-
several pairs of keen eyes !

Mr. Streeter had a very interesting little

anecdote to tell me concerning one of his

" exhibits "—an opal embedded in the very

centre of an ironstone. One of his sons

was in Australia, and was bidding farewell

to a friend, a sheep farmer, who was
departing on some distant mission. The
sheep farmer was on horseback, and as
he set out Mr. Strceter's son picked up a
stone, and with a " Good luck to }Ou !

"

flung it after the rider. It struck a hard
part of the saddle, broke in half, and
revealed an opal in the centre. It was
exceptional, unique. The stone was dis-

patched to London, and now occupies a
distinguished p'ace in New Bond Street.

In point of value the pearl stands pre-

eminent among- precious gems. During
the last twenty years it has gone on in-

creasing in value, and a specimen that was
worth, say, £;\o a score vears ago, would
be cheap at £,'jo or £^0 now. The Burma
rubj' comes next, and, strange as it may
seem, the dialnond is onlv third. Thus
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it but just nianajfcs to .secure a "place."
The emerald, cat',s-e3'e, alexandrite, and
opal occupy the fourth class, and in the

filth are to be found aM other kinds.

There is an al])habet of precious stones,

and hidden names are thus formed. Say,
for instance, )ou wis-hed to present a
name-ring' to a favourite lady, bearing' the

appellation of " Dora," the following
stones would be used in the order given :

Diamond, Opal, Ruby, Amethj'st. Thus
you get the name from the initial letteis,

"DOR A." I trust this information will

not tempt an)' of my love-laden readers to

spend recklessly on this scheme.
All kinds of quaint designs are made up

in gems—birds, beasts, and fishes, with
jewelled backs, i'cet, eyes, tails, &c. How
^.vould you like a turtle with a pearl back,
rub}' eyes, and diamond feet ? Or a frog,

full)' equipped to go a-wooing' wih
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Various designs in jewels

Quaint designs of rare jewels

emeralds, diamonds, and sapphires ? (Jr,

again, how would jou like to possess a
ruby and diamond Mornington Cannon,
mounted on a sapphire steed, winning the

Blue Riband of the turf? Vou can have
all or any of them by paying. I saw a
jewelled dragon-fly—cost, about ;£400.
The process of " making-up " these

articles is interesting. The settings are
formed of gold and silver, soldered to-

gether, the latter on the face. It is then
fixed on to a deposit of cement on the end
of a ''stick," and the silver is worked up
with a sharp metal tool.

Reverting to pearls, it is curious to note
the grotesque shapes assumed by what arc
called the " blisters," the protuberances of
the shells, which have very little market-
able value. With slight assistance from
the jjweller, they make up into novel
brooches and pins. H. L. Ad.\m.

Setting the stones Jewel fly, £400. Pearl body, ruby back, diamond wings

'Suite" of peans, value t5,00U JcMCl setting in cement
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James l.ick, the founder of Kick's ()bsci\ atoij ,

California

THE LICK TELESCOPE
CALIFORNIA, l.S.A.

James Lick was born in Pennsylvania in the year 1798.

.it the asfe of thirty he emig'rated to California, where he
purchased a quantity of land at a very low price ; shorti}'

ifter came the great gold discoveries, when his investments
.normously increased in value and he became an immensely
. ich man.
He was a skilled mechanic, and being- very fond of

istronomy, in the year 1874 he made over by deed to a body
)f trustees, for various public and philanthropic purposes,
ihe sum of two million dollars ; also seven hundred thousand
dollars for (in his own <ivords) "a telescope of greater power

than any ycl made," llu- Iota! amount of the trust fund being
over five million dollars.

The trustees selected Mount Hamilton, 4,500 feet above
the sea level, as the site foi- this monster telescope, and
work was begun under great difficulties. As every portion ot'

wood and iron required in the building had to be transported
0:1 the backs of mules, the difliciilties may be gauged from
the size of the dome of the Observatory alone ; this is 75 feel

in diameter, and its moving parts alone weigh over one
hundred tons.

The large steel telescope tube was mounted by Messrs.
Warner and Swansc}-, of Cleveland, Ohio. It is 60 feet

long, 4 feet in diameter'in the middle, and 36 inches at each
end, and weighs by itself over four tons. The dome
enclosing this enormous telescope revolves on wheels which
run on h-ardened steel balls, and is so delicately balanced
that notwithstanding its great weight it can easily be moved
b}' the hand; the dome and telescope both have clockwork
attachments, so that the astronomer is not necessitated to

interrupt his studies in order to readjust his instruments.
There is practically no limit to the size of a telescope if

the lens makers could keep pace with modern requirements.
In making such a large Itns as for the Lick telescope the

glass foundry in Paris cas?s a block of glass weighing eis;lil

The moon, from a negative made with the great Lick
telescope ,

The great 36-iiich lenses at Lick Observatory

or nine hundred pounds ; the process ot filling the mould,
firing, and the gradual and careful cooling off, often takes
as much as six or seven weeks, perhaps at the end of it

all to find a flaw in the glass from uneven cooling, or that

a minute air bubble has spoiled the block. For this reason
several blocks have to be cast at the same time ; the per-

fect glass is then placed in the hands of the lens cutter,

where it is quite possible another one may be spoiled by
the discovery of some unsuspected defect. In the case of
this telescope the two discs of which the great achromatic
lens is composed were cp.st in France by the well-known
Mr. Fell, of Paris, and the grinding and adjusting were
done by Mr. Alvan Clarke, the celebrated expert in lenses.

The flint disc was obtained of Mr. Fell in 1882, but it was
not until three years later, after several failures, that the
crown glass disc was cast, namely, in 1885. This great
lens is 36 inches clear diameter, and was then the largest

object glass in the world, and was first directed to the sky-

in 1888. James Lick had, however, by this time died, and
was, by his instructions, buried under the great telescope.

Photography now plays an important part in astronomj".
Almost daily photographs are taken of the sun, and we
here show several excellent photographs of the moon taken
by the great Lick telescope during the month of August,
1888, sht rlly after it was erected. AiGisr Kaab.
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Another view of the moon The moon—still another view
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THE ROYAL MINT
BY THANKFLLL STL'RUEE

The Chancellor of the Exchequer's (Master
of the Mint) last Budi^et having- caused so

much to be written of late concerning the

public purse, perhaps this maybe an opportune
time to relate a visit recently paid to the Royal
Mint, a workshop in which everyone is more or
less interested and an institution still less under-
stood in its internal working.

It is for the purpose of throwing a little light

upon the manufacture of money that this article,

with the accompanying photographs, has been
prepared.

It is not the intention of the present article

to go into the history of money, which alone

would fill a volume itself, but merely to describe

the process to which the precious metal is

subjected. But before proceeding it may be
interesting to know that prior to the erection

of this building, which was designed by Sir

Robert Smirke in 181 1, at an outlay of more
than a quarter of a million, the chief mint of

England, at all events dating from the Con-
quest, was located in the Tower of London.
It is difficult to say from where our early

mints derived their bullion. Edward I., the

authorities tell us, drew no less than 704 lb.

weight of native silver from Devonshire in

one year alone, and down to the reign of

George I. money was coined from Welsh
and other native mines. In later times Peru
sent its silver, Mexico its gold, and before

Californian and Australian gold was dis-

covered the Ural Mountains furnished us with
ore.

* * *
The gold is generally sent into the Mint

from the Bank of England in the form of
ingots, each measuring about Sin. long, 3in.

wide, and )i\n. thick, and valued at about ;£8op.

Silver is also sent into the Mint in form of

ingots, each weighing from a thousand to

eleven hundred ounces, and valued on an
average at ;Ci30 each. The ingots are brought
to the Mint in an ordinary covered van in

charge of a responsible officer, and there

.:hecked (each ingot bearing its distinctive

mark), and transferred to the office to be
further scrupulously checked as to weight ; it

now being placed in the stronghold, there to have a corner 1 being
cut out and taken to the Assay Office for the purpose of

1
value ;

Checking the weight of the ingots at the Mint Office

Kcceiving silver ingots at the Mint. The load is worth £1,500

chemically tested as to its quality and standard
the number of chemical tests made according- to

the last annual report during the year being-

45,236. If during this severe test the metal
is of the standard fineness it is trans-

ferred to the melting-room, where it is

placed into plumbago crucibles and sub-
jected to an enormous heat until in a fluid

state, when it is lifted from the furnace
and brought by the electrically-controlled

crane to the moulds ready to receive it,

and cast into bars measuring' some 2ft.

long, 3in. wide, and about lin. thick,

being- allowed to cool, and in the event

of alloy being added prior to melting, it

is again assa3'ed to find the exact pro-

portion of the alloy.

These bars are now next passed to the

rolling-room, where they are placed
through the powerful steam-driven rollers,

which reduce them into thin strips tech-

nically known as fillets. This process of

rolling having so thoroughly hardened
the metal, it is necessary before any further

treatment to place it in an annealing fur-

nace to again soften it ; the fillets are now
weighed prior to their admission into the

cutting-room. I might here state that the

metal is weighed in and out of every room
in which it passes, and the operatives
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Where the silver is melted. Rolling siUcr bars imo • fillct^i
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Weighing silver "fillets The blanching room

Regulating the thickness of the "fillets"

The die press—thirty tons a blow

The annealing room The die turnery
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New machines for stamping naval and militarj- medals Where tlie coins are weighed—half a million coins a day

engaged in the sev
the time of entering-

metal is properly
checked and bal-

anced in the even-
ing, each work-
shop being in-

dependently fitted

with kitchen and
cooking utensils,

lavator}-, &c., so
that no workman,
except under a
case of illness, is

allowed to leave
under any pre-

tence whatever
until the day's
work is accounted
for. We now fol-

low the fillets into

their next treat-

ment, known as
dragging, where
the fillets are
gripped at one end
by the "dog."
This dog is a small
iron carriage tra-

velling by means
of an endless
chain, which
drags the fillets

through two
highly-polished fixed

thickness of the part

eral rooms are there locked from 1 have been through, the metal has again become hard.
in the morning until every scrap of

|
which necessitates its further annealing; for this purposi

the blanks an
taken to the an-
nealing-room, t<

be • there agair.

subjected to the

oven. In the case
of gold blank^
they are submit'ted

to this treatment
for two and a-hall

hours, silver
blanks from fifteen

to twenty minutes,
according to the
size of the coin ;

while the bronze
blanks areaMowed
to remain under
this heat for the
same time as the

gold blanks.

* * 5?

This ]3rocess

having the effect

of oxidizing the

metal, thej- arc
now, after cool-

ing, taken into the

blanching - i-oom,

where they arc
immersed in a bath
amount of oxide
F"inally they are

re-

The counting machine. It counts' one ton of coins per hour,
bag holds 1100

r:\ery

Scunling coins for cracked ones

steel cj-linders set to the required
iciilar coin in course of manufacture.

In this department
the coarser work of
the rolling-room is ex-
amined and per-
fected. A workman
now takes the ad-
justed fillets and
punches out a circular

piece the exact size

of the coin and
weighs it ; if found
to be the correct
weight the fillets are
passed on to the
punching presses,
v,rhich perforate them.
The pieces coming
from the holes are
termed "blanks,"
which is the founda-
tion of the future
coin. These blanks
are now collected,

and owing to the
great pressure they

of sulphuric acid, to rid them of th

taken up by their last treatment.
taken to the drying-room, and there placed into

volving- drums filled with beechwood sawdust for the
purpose of drying ; they are now collected in sieves r.nd

I'lic coinint) room—90 SO\s. a minuic
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Duniislic'd by shakint;- in liol sawdust ; their bri,y;-litiicss

;s all that can now be desired. They are now ready to be

transferred to the coining--rooni, but before proceeding-

there it will be interesting to Icnovv how the die with which

the future coin will be struck will be prepared. First the artist

makes his eng-raving- on a piece of metal ; this is known as

the matrice, or matrix. Upon its being- hardened an
impression is made from it, such impression being termed

the " punch," and is the tool from which the die is made, by
being- pressed into another piece of metal, which produces a

facsimile of the artist's work. This will be more readily

seen b}- reference to the accompanying- photograph. The
three pieces shown in the photograph above the dies form

the seg-mental collar. In this case, being- a die for a
" crowiii piece," the seg-mental collar is engraved with the

Latin inscription :
" Decus et Tutatem." In the case of the

other—silver and g-old coins—this collar is indented. This

indentation forms the milled edg-e. The collar, being a

trifle larger than the die, allows the metal to expand when
struck in the process of coining, which fills up the cavity

and forms the raised lettering in the case of the five-shilling--

piece and the milled edge on the other coins. Having- dealt

briefly with the construction of the die, we will now follow our

blank from the drying--room to the coining press-room.

These presses are worked by steam, as is most of the

machinery throughout the building. The blanks are now
put into a feed-tube, and drop automatically with the work-
ing of the press, falling- into position under the die ; they

are struck with a pressure of something like eight tons,

which converts the blanks into coins of the realm.

* * *
These machines are capable of stamping ninety coins per

minute. Tiie coins are now taken away to the " wringer,"
as the boy is termed. He sits behind a glass partition, and
there, taking- up a handful of coins, allows them to fall

individually upon a steel slab, and then, by the ring-, detects

any flawed or cracked coins. They are now taken away
and separatel)' weig-hed. Each of the machines is enclosed
in a g-lass case ; so exact are they that the balance turns at

the hundredth part of a grain, the coins being- placed into a
tube projecting- from the case. The coins drop and are

automatically weighed and sorted, the standard coin falling

into a receptable in the centre below, while the heavy coins

fall into a place at the back, and the lig-ht ones fall to the
front. The light and heavy are taken away and re-

melted. In this room there are fifty of these machines,
each weighing- twenty-two coins per minute, and the total

number of machines thus employed is capable of weig-hing-

nearly half a, million coins per day. The g-old coinage is

slab, the coins falling into a single channel or' funnel, and
there by their own weij<-ht revolve an interchangeable sort of
cogfwheel, which is inserted to suit the value of the coins
being counted.

¥ * *
This wheel revolves so many times according- to the value

of each coin, so that when a hundi-ed pounds' worth of

In the Mint— The die hardening room

silver has passed the wheel stops, and no more coins are
allowed to pass until the man who collects the coins in bags
below again releases the machine. In the case of bronze
coinag-e, the money is counted into ;^5 bags. This
machine is capable of counting a ton of bronze coins per
hour. Having- dealt as briefly as possible with the
several processes in the operative department, I may be
permitted to quote from the Deputy-Master of the Mint's
last report as to the number of coins issued during the j'ear

1899 (the report for 1900 not yet being- published) :
—" In

1898 the number of coins struck at the Royal Mint of all

denominations—Imperial and Colonial—reached the un-
precedented total of 98,099,217 ; during- 1899 this fig-ure

was exceeded by 46,723,907, the coinage having- amounted
to 144,823,124 pieces. The real and nominal value of the
sterling- coinag-e issued during- 1899 is as follows:—Gold,
;{;8,52o,3ii ; silver, ;C i>6i 5,850 ; bronze, ;£i39,o65 ; making;
a total of ;^ 10, 275, 226. Before closing- this article I should
be ungrateful if I did not record my indebtedness to the
officials for allowing me the unusual privileg-e of taking-

such an exhaustive collection of photographs (such a col-

lection, I believe, has never j'et been before the public), and
also to thank them, from the highest down to the ordinary
workman, for their unfailing courtesy and the amount of

technical knowledge I have been able to record.

-4^^

In the Mint, -rhe dies

now counted into ^100 bag's and taken to the stronghold,
tliere to await its removal to the Bank of Eng-land for circu-

lation. In the case of silver and bronze coinage, that i«

taken away and counted by machinery. This machine
requires some little detailed explanation. The coins—that

is to say, silver and bronze—are broug-ht here m bag-s to be
taken up in the centre of the machine, a'^.d there received by
the two men at the top, w-ho empty the bag-s on to a sloping

An. innovation in the shape of an eg-g--service was held at

Smarden (Kent) Parish Church the other da}', when no less

than 1,327 eggs were brought by children and residents of
the parish, which has a. population of under 1,000. The
egg's wer^ handed to the incumbent, who stood at the altar

rails, and they were afterwards sent to London for distribu-

tion amongst the East End poor.

Mt'CH reg-ret will be felt that it has not been possible this

year—doubtless owing to the expenditure upon the war

—

to make provision in the Estimates for continuing- the work
of Professor Church on the frescoes in the corridors of the

Houses of Parliament. Probably the delay in supplying-

the two renaaining- mosaics in the Central Hall is also due to

financial considerations. Eighteen months ago the Pro-
fessor recommended that the frescoes in the Peers' Chamber
should be cleaned, and that the four g-lazc^d painting's

—

The Burial of Charles I., Charles I. Erecting his Standard
at Nottingham, The Parting of Lord and Lady Russell, and
The Last Sleep of Argyll—should undergo treatment for the

purpose, of removing- the dark circular patches which dis-

fig-ure their surface. From various causes the work has
not yet beep taken in hand, one of the chief difficulties

being' the replacing- of the g-lass behind which the pictures

have so long- been liermetically- sealed.
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The man with the white face entered the carriage at

Rugby. He moved slowly in spite of the urgency of his

porter, and even while he was still on the platform I noted
how ill he seemed. He dropped into the corner over against
me with a sigh, made an incomplete attempt to arrange his

travelling ishawl, and became motionless with his eyes
staring vacantly. Presently he was moved by a sense of
my observation, looked up at me, and put out a spiritless

hand for his newspaper. Then he glanced again in my
direction.

I feigned to read. I feared I had unwittingly embar-
rassed him, and in a moment I was surprised to find him
speaking.

" I beg your pardon? " said I.

"That book," he repeated, pointing a lean finger, "is
about dreams."

" Obviously," I answered, for it was Fortnum-Roscoe"s
Dream States, and the title was on the cover.
He hung silent for a space as if besought words. " Yes,"

he said at last, " but they tell you nothing."
I did not catch his meaning for a second.
" They don't know," he added.
I looked a little more attentively at his face.
" There are dreams," he said, "and dreams."
That sort of proposition I never dispute.

" Do you ever dream?

" I doubt if I have

" I suppose " he hctiilated.
I mean vividly."

" I dream very little," I answered,
three vivid dreams in a year."

" Ah !
" he said, and seemed for a moment to collect his

thoughts.
" Your dreams don't mix with your memories ? " he asked

abruptly. "You don't find yourself in doubt ; did this
happen or did it not ?

"

" Hardly ever. Except just for a momentary hesitation
now and then. I suppose few people c'o."

" Does he say " he indicated the book.
" Says it happens at times and gives the u.sual explanation

about intensity of impression and the like to account for its
not happening as a rule. I suppose you know something
of these theories

"

"Very little—except that they are wrong."
His emaciated hand played with the strap of the window

for a time. I prepared to resume reading, and that seemed
to precipitate his next remark. He leant forward almost as
though he would touch me.

"Isn't there something called consecutive dreaming-^
that goes on night after night?"

" I believe there is. There are cases given in most books
on mental trouble."

':'^'"i~-)<m^i ?J«^

^

'This' he indicated the landscape that went streaming by th-c window
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" Mental trouble? Yes. I darcsa}' there aiv. It's the

right place for them. But what I mean " He looked
at his boil}' knuckles. " Is that sort of thinjc always
dreaming-? Is it dreaming'? Or is it something else?

Mightn't it he something else ?"

I might have snubbed his persistent conversation but for

the drawn anxiet}' of his face. I remember now the look of

his faded eves and the lids red stained—perhaps you know
that look.

" I'm not just arguing about a matter of opinion," he
said. "The thing's killing- me."

" Dreams ?
"

" Ifj-ou call them dreams. Night after night. Vivid!—so

\'ivid . . . this " (he indicated the landscape that went
streaming bv the window) " seems inireal in comparison !

I can scarcely remembei who I am, what business I am
on. . .

He paused. " Even now "

" The dream is always the same—do \-ou mean ? " I asked.
" It's over."
" You mean ?

'

"I died,"
" Diec? '

"Smashed and kiil.'d, and now, so much of me as that

dream waSj Jo dead. Dead ibr ever. I dreamt I was
ai-iothcr man, you know, living in a different part of the
world and :;: a difTe.-ent time. I dreamt that night after

night. Night aftcrniglit I woke into that other life. Fresh
scenes andfrbsh hr.ppcnings—until at last I came upon the
last

"

" Wher. you di;:i,"

"Whor I died,
" And since then

"

"No," h- said. "Th-n'c God! That was the end of
the dream, . o'

It was clear £ -i/as in for thij dream. And after all, I

had an hour before me, the light was fading fa t, and
Fortnum-Rosco- hac a drearj- way with him. " J^iving in

a different lira;," .'- said; "do \-ou mean in some different

age?"
"Yes."
"Past?"
" No, to come—to come."
" The year three thousand, for cxaanplc ?

"

" I don't know what year it w is. I did wiien I was
asleep, w-hen I was dreaming ; that is, but not now—not
now that I am awake. There's a lot of things I have for-

gotten since I woke out of these dreams, though I knew
them at the lime when I was— I suppose it was dreaming.
They called the 3'ear differently from our way of calling the
year. . . What did they call it ? " He put his hand to his

forehead. "No," he said, " I forget."

He sat smiling weakly-. For a moment I feared he did
:i3t mean to tell me hi ; dieam. As a rule I hate people who'
tell their dreams, but this struck me differently. I proffered
assistance even. " It began " I suggested.

" It was vivid from the first. I seemed to wake up in it

.suddenly. Ind it's curious that in these dreams I am
speaking of J never remembered this life I am living now.
It seemed r.s if the dream life was enough while it lasted.

Perhaps But I will tell you how I find mjself when I

do my best to recall it all. I don't remember anything
clearly until I found myself sitting in. a sort of loggia look-
ing- out over the sea. I had been dozing and suddenly I

wcjk^ up—fresh and vivid — not a bit dreamlike—because
tlip g-irl had stopped fanning me."

" The girl ?
"

" Yes, the girl. Yoi
.•'.le oi.t,"

He stopped abruplh
said.

" No," I answered ;

yo.ur dream."

Y I woke up, I say, because the girl had stopped fanning
me. I was not surprised to find myself there or anything
of that sort, you understand. I did not feel 1 had fallen

into it suddenh-. I simply took it ,up at that point. What-
ever memory I had of this life, this nineteenth-century life,

faded as I woke, vanished like a dream. I knew all about
myself, knew that my name was no longer Cooper but
Hcdon, and all about my position in the world. I've for-

gotten a lot since I woke—there's a want of connection—but
it was all quite clear and matter of fact then."

must not interrupt or \-ou will put

" You won't think I'm mad? ' he

"youve been dreaming. Tell me

He hesitated again, gripping the window strap, putting-
his face forward and looking up to me appealingly.

" This seems bosh to you ?

" No, no !
'

I 'lied. "-' Go on. Tell me what this loggia
was like.'

" It was not reall) a loggia— I don t know what to call it.

It faced south. It was small. It was all in shadow except
the semicircle above the balconj- that showed the sky and
sea and the corner where the girl stood. I was on a couch
—it was a metal couch with light striped cushions—and the
girl was leaning over the balcony with her back to me.
The light of the sunrise fell on her ear and cheek. Her
pretty whi'te neek and the little curls that nestled thei-e, and
her white shoulder were in the sun, and all the grace of her
body was in the cool blue shadow. She was dressed—how
can I describe it ? It was easy and flowing. And alto-

gether there she stood, so that it came to me how beautiful

and desirable she was, as though I had never seen her
before. And when at last I sighed and raised mjsclf upon
m}- arm she tur-ied her face to me "

He stopped.
" I have lived three and fifty years in this world. I have

had mother, sisters, friends, wife and daughters—all their

faces, the play of their faces, I -know. But the face of this

girl—it is much more real to me. I can bring it back into

memory so that I see it again— I could draw it or .paint it.

And after all
"

He stopped—but I said nothing.
" The face of a di-eam —the face of a dream. She was

beautiful. Not that beauty which is terrible, cold and wo;-
s lipful like the beauty of a saint ; nor that beauty that
stirs fierce passions ; but a sort of radiation, sweet lips

that softened into smiles, and grave grey eyes. And" she
moved gracefully, she seemed to have part with alt pleasant
and gracious things

"

He stopped, and' his face was downcast and hidden.

Then he looked up at me and went on, mak'ing no further

attempt to disguise his absolute belief in the reality of his

stor}-.

"You see, I had thrown up my plans and ambitions,
thrown up all I had ever worked for or desired for her sake.

I had been a master man away there in Ihe north, with
influence and property and a great reputation, but none of

it had seemed worth leaving beside her. I had tome to the

place, this city of sunny pleasures, with her, and "left all

those things to wreck and ruin just to save a remnant at

least of my life. While I had been in love with her before I

knew that she had any care for me, before I had" imagined
that she would dare—that we should dare, all my life had
seemed vain and hollow, dust and ashes. It was dust and
ashes. Night after night and through the long days I had
longed and desired—my soul had beaten against the thing-

forbidden-!
" But it is impossible for one man to tell another just these

things. It's emotion, it's a ti.it, a light that comes and
goes. Onlj' while it's there, everj'thing chang^es, every-

thing. The thing is I cane away and left them in their

Crisis to do what they ccul 1.

"

" Left whom ? "

I asked, puzzled.

"The people up in the north there. You see—In this

dream, anyhow— I had been a big man, the sort of man
men come to trust in, to group themselves about. Million

>

of men who had never seen me were ready to do things and
risk things because of tlielr confidence in me. I had been
playing that game for years, that big laboriois game, that

vague, monstrous political game amidst intrigues and
betrayals, speech and agitation. It was a vast weltering^

world, and at last I had a sort of leadership against the

Gang—you know it was called the Gang—a sort of compro-
mise of scoundrelly projects and base ambitions and vast

public emotional stupidities and catch-words— the Gang-
that kept the world noisy and blind year by year, and all the

while that it was drifting, drifting towards infinite disaster.

But I can't expect you to understand the shades and com-
plications of the year—the j-ear something or other ahead.
I had it all—down to the smallest details—in my dream. I

suppose I had been- dreaming of it before I awoke, and the

fading- outline of some queer new development I had
imagined still hung about me as I rubbed my eyes. It was
some grubby affair that made me thank God for the sun-

lig-ht. I sat up on the couch and remained looking at the

woman and rejoicing—rejoicing that I had come away out

of all that tumult and foil}- and violence before it was too
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"EASTWARD WAS A GREAT CLIFF'
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late. After all, I thoug-Iit, this is life love and beaul}-,

desire and delight, are they not worth all those dismal strug--

glss for vague, gigantic ends. And I blamed myself for

having ever sought to be a leader when I might have given
my days to love. But then, thought I, if I had not spent
my early days sternly and austerel)', I might have wasted
myself upon vain and worthless women, and at the thought
all my being went out in love and tenderness to my dear
mistress, my dear lady, who had come at last and com-
pelled me—compelled me by her invincible charm for me

—

to lay that life aside.

"'You are worth it,' I said, speaking without intending
her to hear ;

' you are worth it, my clearest one ; worth
pride and praise and all things. Love ! to have you is

worth them all together.' And at the murmur of my voice

she turned about.
" 'Come and see,' she cried— I can hear her now— ' come

and see the sunrise upon Monte Solaro.'
" I remember how I sprang to my feet and joined her at

the balcony. She put a white hand upon my -shoulder and
pointed towards great masses of limestone, flushing, as it

were, into life. I looked. But first I noted the sunlight on
her face caressing the lines of her cheeks and neck. How
can I describe to you the scene we had before us ? We
were at Capri

"

"I have been there," I said. "I have clambered up
Monte Solaro and drunk vcro Capri—muddy stuff Kke cider

—at the summit."
" Ah !

" said the man with the white face ;
" then per-

haps you can tell me—you will know if this was indeed
Capri. For in this life I have never been there. Let me
describe it. We were in a little room, one of a vast multi-

tude of little rooms, very cool and sunny, hollowed out of
the limestone of a sort of cape, very high above the sea.

The whole island, you know, was one enormous hotel, com-
plex beyond explaining, and on the other side there were
miles of floating hotels, and huge floating stages to which
the flyin'^ machines came. Tiiey called it a pleasure cit}'.

Of courc;, there was none of that in your time—rather, I

should say, is none of that now. Of course. Now !—yes.
" Well, this room r^i ours was at the extremity of the

cape, so that one could see east and west. Eastward was
a great cliff—a thousand feet high perhaps—coldly grey
except for one bright edge of gold, and beyond it the Lsle

oT the Sirens, and a falling coast that faded and passed
into the hot sunrise. And when one turned to the west,
distinct and near was a little bay, a little beach still in

s'hadow. And out of that shadow rose Solaro straight and
tall, flushed and golden crested, like a beauty throned, and
the white moon was floating behind her in the sky. And
before us from east to west stretched the many-tinted sea
all dotted with little stalling boats.

" To the eastward, of course, these little boats were grey
and very minute and clear, but to the westward they were
little boats of gold—shining gold—almost like little flames.
And just below us was a rock with an arch worn through
it. The blue sea-water broke to green and foam all round
the rock, and a galley came gliding out of the arch."
"I know that rock," I said. "I was nearly drowned

there. It is called the Faraglioni."
'^ I Faraglioni? Yes, she called it that," answered the

man with the white face. "There was some story—but
that

"

He put his hand to his forehead again. " No," he said,
" I forget that story.
" Well, that is the first thing I remember, the first dream

I had, that little shaded room and the beautiful air and sky
and that dear lady of mine, with her shining arms and her
graceful robe, and how we sat and talked in half whispers
to one another. We talked in whispers not because there
was anyone to hear, but because there was still such a
freshness of mind between us that our thoughts were a
little frightened, I think, to find themselves at last in words.
Arid so they went softly.

" Presently we were hungry and we went from our
apartment, going by a strange passage with a moving
floor, until we came to the great breakfast-room—there was
a fountain and music. A pleasant and joyful place it was,
with its sunlight and splashing, and the murmur of plucked
string;s. And,we sat.and ate and srniled at. one. another,"
and I vvbuld not heed a man who was watching me from a
table near by.

"And afterwards we went on to the dancine-'.iall. But I

cannot describe that hall. The place was enormous—larger
than any building jou have ever seen—and in one place
there was the old gate of Capri, caught into the wall of a
gallery high overhead. Light girders, stems and threads of
gold, burst from the pillars like fountains, streamed like an
Aurora across the roof and interlaced, like— like conjuring
tricks. All about the great circle for the dancers there
were beautiful figures, strange dragons, and intricate and
wonderful grotesques bearing lights. The place was inun-
dated with artificial light that shjimed the newborn day.
And as we went through the throng the jieople turned about
and looked at us, for all through the world mj- name and
face were known, and how I had suddenly thrown up pride
and struggle to come to this place. And they looked also
;
at the lady beside me, though half the story of hpw at last

she had come to me was unknown or mis-told. And few of
the men who were there, I know, but judged me a happy
man, in spite of all the shame'and dishonour that had come
upon my name.

" The air was full of music, full of harmonious scents,
full of the rhythm of beautiful motions. Thousands of
beautiful people swarmed about the hall, crowded the gal-
leries, sat in a myriad recesses ; they were dressed in

j

splendid colours and crowned with flowers ; thousands
danced about the great circle beneath the white images of

1 the ancient gods, and glorious processions of youths and
' maidens came and went. We two danced, not the dreary
monotonies of your days—of this time, I mean—but dances
that were beautiful, mtoxicating. And even now I can see
my lady dancing—dancing joyously. She danced, you
know, with a serious face ; she danced with a seripus
dignity, and yet she was smiling at me and caressing me

—

smiling and caressing with her eyes."
The man with the white face ceased for a space.

C 7h be continued.

J

Lord Monkswell makes an earnest appeal to possessors
of g.ardens, on behalf of the tired workers in the City, for

spare plants and flowers. " Those who send flowers," he
says, " will greatly add to the value of their gifts by tying
them up in bunches, as it much facilitates their distribution

while fresh. Flowers should be gathered in bud, and, if

(:oisible, before the sun is full on them, and sent dry. A
postcard to the hon. secretary, Flower Distribution Kyrle
Society, 2, Manchester Street, London, W., will bring a
prompt reply, giving addresses to which the flowers may
be sent."

¥ * *
,

i A NOVEL and convenient innovation has just come into

!
effect in the United States Post Office. It consists of selling

stamps to the public done up in neat little books. In pi;r-

chasing stamps in any great bulk, it has always been Incon-
venient to have them handed out in sheets. They crease
and stick together when folded, besides being liable to loss

when put away loosely in the pocket. These objections are
entirely obviated by the books of stamps sold by the United
States of America Post Office Department. They may be
obtained containing one, two, or four dozen stamps each. The
bare cost of manufacture, one halfpenny per book, is added
to the price of the stamps contained in it. The covers are
of stiff cardboard, and on them are printed essential

postage rates, domestic and foreign, also other postal

regulations—thus forming a miniature postal guide. Each
postage-stamp leaf is made up of six stamps, two abreast,

and perforated in the usual manner. To prevent these

leaves adhering to each other, they are uniformly interleaved

with paraffined paper. The whole form a flat, neat, and
wholly convenient booklet, having the shape of a gentle-

man's visiting-card. At the cost of an extra halfpenny,
surely such handiness is cheap. The excellent idea has as
yet only been applied to the penny, or two cent, values.

But there seems little doubt that owing to the marked favour
with which it is being received, the United States Post
Office's happy inspiration will have to be extended in scope.

Whether it shall be extended to other countries and to

Britain in particular, it remains for our officials to decide.

They have the reputation of being slow to break fresh

ground ; and because a thing has been done in a slipshod

way for many years, that is often a reason with them why
it should continue to be so done. It is to be hoped that

some, champion will induce his Majesty's Post Office to

adopt this cute Yankee tip.
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The finish of the Great Jubilee Handicap

At the Gaiet}-
rehearsals are now
in full swings of tl e
new piece which is

shortly to replace
The Messenger Boy.
The construction
and writing' of the
book Mr. Gcorg-e
Edwardes has in

this instance en-
trusted to Mr. J. T.
Tanner and Mr.
Harry Nicholls,
while the music is

to be composed by
Mr. Ivan Caryll
and Mr. Lionel
Monckton. Many
well - known fa-

vourites will be
found included in

the cast, although
ceveral familiar
names— such, for

instance, as that of
Miss Katie Se}--

mour, now in Ame-
rica—will be missed
from it. Mr. Ed-
mund Payne, a
tower of strength
in himself alone,
has been provided
with a cong-enial
part, wherein he
appears first as a
London tiger and
subsequent!)' as a
bull -fighter. Mr.
Tanner, by the bje,
is also responsible
for the next piece
at Daly's, although
with San Toy go-
ing as well as ever
it is hard to say
when that will be
wanted.

Saturday, June
ist, is the date
chosen for the pro-
duction at Penley's
of Mrs. T. P.
O'Connor's new
comedy The Lady The Great Jubilee Uandicap (Kempton Park) — In the Paddock

from Texas. The
same evening
also witnesses
the reopening of

the Lyric. But
Mrs. O'Connor
daubtless considers
there is a sufficient

number of play-
goers available to

fill both houses on
the occasion.

To the students
of the Birkbeck In-

stitute Mr. Murray
Carson delivered
last week an inter-

esting lecture on
the subject of
Hamlet Mr. Car-
son, in the course
of his remarks,
discussed the part

both from the ac-

tor's and the stu-

dent's standpoint,

and was at particu-

lar pains to impress
the universalitj- of
the character upon
the minds of his

listeners. " What
does it matter," he
contended, "to you
or nie whether
Hamlet was fair

or dark, tall or
short, fat or thin ?

Yet the critics fall

on their backs in a

stupor of admira-
tion when Hamkt
is played in a straw-
coloured wig, anti

are only brought
into an upright
position again by
the thrill of wonder
when he is played
in a black one.

Phi)- him how you
like, you cannot
e r ;i d i c a t e t h c

Iiuin-inilv out ot

him."
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Three pretty linen teacloths at Robinson and Cleaver's
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S WOMAN'S WAYS

The trees this year give promise of abundant fruit, which
reminds me what an important part it should play in our diet

if we would be healthy. The truth of the old adag-e that
fruit eaten in the morning is golden, silver in the afternoon,
and leaden in the evening has of late been called in question
with regard to the last assertion, for now most of the medical
faculty agree that nothing is more beneficial than an apple
eaten before retiring for the night. It certainty is not every,
one who can digest this wholesome fruit at such a time, but
for those who can do so, it is said to be a remedy for all

complaints arising front a disordered liver. I myself know
an old gentleman who for the last half century has regularly
eaten an apple before bedtime, and he is a splendid specimen
of the new belief.

* * V
There can be no doubt that fruit should be on every break-

fast-table, especially for the nursery. All children are fond
of it, and during the spring months a dish of nicely stewed
rhubarb always finds favour with the little folks, and is most
beneficial ; I say nicely stewed, for however plain the fare,

it should be daintily served. A little cochineal added to the
fruit will give it a good colour and render it more appetis-

ing. Little ones are often dainty in their food, and the

anxious, perplexed mother wearily asks, "What can I give
to tempt them to eat ? "

I answer, do not try to tempt them
with all sorts of luxuries ; it is natural for children to have
good appetites, and when they fail you may be sure the
children are a little out of sorts, and some cooling medicine,
such as "Abbey's Efferves'cent Salt," will soon put matters
right ; but I do advise their food being well cooked and
nicely prepared, as I am sure the fault sometimes lies in

this direction rather than with their appetites.

* * *
It is wonderful how children appreciate the little refine-

ments of life. The pleasure of coming downstairs for

dessert is not wholly confined to the hoped-for consumption
of goodies, but the pretty table, shimmering with glass and
silver, the flowers and lights, all give an air of comfort and
pleasure, which is not unheeded by the little people, and
adds greatly to the charm of tlie evening's treat.

% ^ ¥
The Americans, who are nothing if not thorough, have

lately started the "Fruit Breakfast Cure." On these
occasions all varieties of fruit may be given, but no other
dish allowed to creep into the menu, or the " Cu-re " will be
spoilt. Those who persevere with the fruit breakfast are

said to be insured against all diseases, and will become
invulnerable against the attacks of the most virulent

microbe. I don't think John Bull will seriously think of

substituting fruit, however luscious, for his bacon and,

eggs, especially as he has thriven So well on his favourite

breakfast dish. _ ,

* * V
li cannot be said that all wc have purloined of late years 1

from our brothers' possession has been equally useful to us

as the walking-stick, which we have now conic to look upon
as our own ; and, indeed, we have so beautified this once
exclusively-masculine article as to leave no doubt that its

owner is of the fair sex. What do you say to one boasting
a snake's head in gold, while emeralds flash as the sinister

eyes of the beautified reptile ? The charm of a stick lies in

the fact that, unlike a sunshade, one grows more attached
to it, whereas the hitter's beauties are evanescent, and aftei'

one summer must be discarded. Green canes with golden
heads decorated with their owner's monogram and the date
of the gift, make appropriate presents for prospective brides

who are to honeymoon in the country, for when this mode
of a moment will have had its day the stick may be utilised

for umbrella or sunshade, according to its suitability, and
so be always a souvenir of the " ha|)i))' event."

* * *
I HAVE often wondered why zephyr was not more gene-

rally used for under-garments. It is true that nowadays
one may buy the sweetest of nightdresses in this material,

and nothing looks more becomingly cool than these gowns
in pink or mauve ; it is eminently suited for wear during

the heat of summer, when we naturally turn to that which
is daintiest, and it has the additional advantage of washing
well. I would advise the home needlewoman to make her

summer outfit in zephyr, for with far less trouble than she

would expend on calico or longcloth, she will have a much
more effective garment. We have long recognised its

suitability for blouses. Nothing looks better than a nicely-

Walking costume of blue voile
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tucked zephyr shirt, and as it bears a plain surface, the now
almost indispensable lace and insertion show to their best

advantage.

^ ¥ 5P

Two very summer-like gowns are here illustrated

—

especially the one of blue voile with linen collar, trimmed
with Art Nouveau embroidery—a linen or pretty muslin
would look equally well made in this style. Have the collar

detachable so that you can substitute others to make a
change. Amongst the newest are those of lawn or batiste,

which give the efifect of a triple shoulder-cape, and also those

w th long fichu-like ends. The second gown is built of fine

blue cloth, trimmed with fawn taffetas with red spots. The
hat—especially designed to wear with this coS'tume— is ol

fawn straw, trimmed with blue ribbon and red roses.

Walking dress of blue trimmed tan cloth spotted
with red

When you see that these dainty clothes hail from Messrs.
Robinson and Cleaver you will need no words of mine to

sing their praises, and if any of my readers
are thinking of adding to their stock of
linen they cannot do better than pay a
visit to this establishment, where they will

see a splendid assortment of all that is

newest and best, at prices to suit all

purses.

I AM obliged to a correspondent who
writes to tell me

—

apropos oi my expressing
regret at there being no scented cowslips
for millinery purposes—that "Crab-apple
Blossom" applied to a handkerchief will

cause it to smell on the third or fourth day
" wonderfully like freshly-picked cowslips."
Perhaps this information may be useful

for an} prospective cowslip costume for

fancy-dress ball or bazaar.

* * ¥
The fate of Christ's Hospital seems to

be usurping the place usually held by the
" Big Gooseberry," or Sea Serpent. No
doubt the City will sustain a loss in the
demolition of such an old historical build-
ing if the present scheme is carried out ;

and one must regret—if it is true, as rumour

Two fair Canadian^ frotn British Columbia in disguise.

asserts—that the boys are to discard their very plctlircsqtie

garb for the more modern school attire. The boys them-
selves would rejoice at the change, for their present mode of
dress is not at all adapted for those outdoor games so dear
to the schoolboy's heart. In their present surroundings this

did not so much matter, but at Horsham, besides having a
large airy building replete with every modern improvement
for health and comfort, they will altio have acres of ground
in which to indulge in their favourite sports. If some rich

and generous grumbler would pay the cost of the new
schools, there would be no reason why the old Hospital
should be demolished.

14? ¥ *
Strange indeed will seem the London season without

the genial presence of the King and his gracious and beau-
tiful Consort, Queen Alexandra, at all society functions

;

they will, of course, be seen occasionally, but will take no
part in the year's gaieties. Imagine Ascot—Royal Ascot

—

without the presence of Royalty, and the season without a
Drawing Room or Lev6e ! Court dressmakers, milliners

and all who contribute their share to further enhance the
charms of Court lady or debutante, hoped, in spite of rumours
to the contrary, that at least one Drawing Room would be
held. But now disappointment has universally reigned since

the distressing rumours of past weeks have received official

confirmation. How far-reaching is this disappointment may
be gauged when one thinks of the enormous amoui t sf orders
attendant on a Court reception. The would-be debutante

Sunset at Las Palmas
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has, no doubt, consoled herself with joyful antleipations of

dcliglitlul Henley, Ro)n.l Ascot and all attendant fetes. The
vast arm)' of inconsolable milliners, dressmakers, florists,

jcvvellers, photog-raphcrs, and so on ad infinitum., must
look forward l«o the brighter prospects of next )'ear, wliich

will, if all gocis well, amply compensate them for their lack

of orders now.
V ^ »

Have you ever liiecl a fruit salad composed of orang'es

and strawberries. It is most delicious ; I tasted such a one
for the first time last year while paying; a brief visit to

Paris. It was made by an American lady with whom I was
staying-, and ever since it has lived in my memory as one of

the jo}'s pf mj- visit. I am looking- forward to the coming-

strawtierries to compound m}'self just such another. Now
for the modus operandi. Procure some nice fresh straw-
berries, and carefully pick off the stalks and lay them into

a deep glass or china dish. Then peel an orang-e or sa,

being- careful to remove all pips, white and pith
;
quarter

and place in the same dish. Sprinkle liberally with
powdered sugar, and leave it standing- in some cool spot

—

in a refrig'erator if possible—for some five or six hours,
when it will be quite ready for consumption. I was told a
tablespoonful of maraschino or brandy added to the salad
was a g-reat improvement, but it seemed to me nothing- was
needed to render it more delicious. If you elect to add the

brandy use a g-ood one, such as Hennessy's "Three Star"
or some such reliable brand. I always think it advisable in

a tiish of tliis sort to use a g-ood spirit or none at all.

* * ¥
It is to be hoped Whitsuntide this year will not deserve

its title of IfV/suntide. The meteorolog-ical conditions as I

write are not very promising-, but by the time these lines are
in print we may be enjoj'ing- another spell of fine weather,
which is devoutl)' to be hoped, for the sake of those who
intend g-oing- out of town for these holida3'S. I would
remind these pleasure-seekers not to forget their Kodaks,
for a holiday is twice enjoyed when we have a pictorial

remembrance of it, and this can be so easily obtained by
the merest amateur who possesses one of these indispensable
travelling- companions. Martha.

¥ * V . ,

I

Martha will have much pleasure in answering qluestions
relating to domestic or personal matters.

* * * ^

Many correspondents l]a\ e wi-itten asking questions, and
enclosing a stamped &n«veIope for reply. It is against our
lules to answer questions privately. Please .take a nom de
plume when asking an}- question, and look for the answer in

this page.

V V «?

Dame Trot.— I know that feeling of languor of which
y^u complain. Yoli are quite right to havej'our tepid bath.

into which you should put a tablespoonful of Scrubb's
Household Ammonia. Instead of the milk at eleven, take a
cup of Savory and Moore's Peptonised Cocoa ai d Milk.

1^-^^

A NATIONAL ARMY
"To call constitutional compulsory military service con-

scription, and to characterise its advocacy as a counsel of

despair, is entirely to misapprehend the meaning- and effect

of the existing law of England to th;it end," remaiks the

Broad Arrow. It adds :
" There is no intention on the part

of the advocates of the Militia ballot to introduce conscrip-

tion in the European sense, nor is there anj' idea of making
every man in the United Kingdom a soldier ; certainly we
have never countenanced such proposals, but what is wanted
and what we have urged is that the national Militia should
be doubled or trebled in numbers, and that, if necessary,

the ballot should be enforced to fill the ranks, but only if

and so far as is necessary. No responsible writer on Army
reform has seriously advocated the application of the Con-
tinental system to the United Kingdom. It would be both
unsuitable and unnecessary. England has no need for such
an arm}', nor would it be either possible or politic to attempt
to apply any form of compulsion to provide troops for

foreign service. Not even in France or Germany is that

attempted ; but the principles underlying all forms of con-
scription are those which for centuries have provided
England with an army, and which have only comparatively
recently in our history been supplanted by voluntary enlist-

ment, which now is showing signs of failure, and may
endang-er the sufficiency of the national forces.

* * *
"Our contention," continues our contemporary, "is that

a really strong and thoroughly effective national Militia,

primarily designed for home service, but readily available
for any service in war, should be raised and maintained as
the basis or foundation of a regenerated military system.
From this Militia, as well as directly from the remaining
civil population, should be recruited a professional Regular
Army for the same purposes as now fall to its lot. The
exemption of a limited number of efficient Yeomanry and
Volunteers from service in the Militia would ensure the
strength and effectiveness of those forces, and thus the law
of the ballot if applied may achieve general results which
will entirely remedy the deficiencies which are now so
apparent in all branches of the Army. The ballot can be
regulated accurately to produce only such rnen as may be
required. A quota can be fixed, and that quota may by law
be altered from time to time so that surpluses on the one
hand and deficiencies on the other can he avoided. There
is no need or intention to plunge the nation into military
servitude, but something clearly must be done even to pro-
vide the moderate military forces now proposed by the
Government. The choice lies between person or pocket, and
for the credit of the nation we advocate compulsory personal
service in the Militia as being more worthy than purchasing
national defence under the guise of voluntary service."
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TO THE MEMORY OF THE DEAD
The unveiling by Viscount Goschen of the granite obelisk, 20ft, high, erected at Victoria Park,
Portsmouth, by the officers and crew of His Majesty's ship "Powerful," to the memory of their

comrades who fell at Ladysmith and elsewhere in South Africa. (Photo hv S,. Cribb.J
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brldg'cs creeled prior to 1825 were con-

structed by either architects or iiiilN

wrights. From the earlj- correspondence
of the Stockton and Darlinjjton Railway
we learn that Benonii, of IJurham, was
the architect employed to build the first

railway bridge at Darlington, and, we
believe, it is also asserted that the first

railway "skew" bridge-— one spanning
the river Tees at Croft Spa — was the

work of a millwright. The old bridge
has been used for manj- j'ears to give
access to the Hummersbeek Colliery of

Ord and Mattison. Owing to recent

developments in the coal trade in the

locality by Messrs: Bolckow, Vaughan
and Co., it has been found essential to

replace the old structure by one of more
massive proportions, to carrj' the heavj'

.mineral loads upon the North-Eastern
Railway. The new structure, by the way,
has not been made in America.

An old bridge just demolished

THE FIRST METAL RAILWAY BRIDGE

It is just within the last few days that the first metal
bridge ever erected has been removed from the position

which it has occupied for nearly eighty jears ! This in-

teresting structure was erected by the " first public rail-

way," in 1823. across the river Gauntless, at the western
extremity of their original line at St. Heleils. The frame-
work was composed entirely of cast iron, which rested upon
stone foundations in the river. It is not known definitely

as to who should be credited with the work. It is claimed
that the plans and specifications were those of George
Stephenson and John Dixon. On the other hand, a Mr.
Story is thought to have been the engineer.

In this early period civil engineering was scarcely recog'-

nised as a distinct profession, and it is even claimed that

Geoi-ge Stephenson was the first civil engineer. The

Lord Rothschild's "First Fruit," the witiner of the

Great Cheshire H'andicap

The "Coffin" Chapel

THE "COFFIN" CHAPEL
The builder of the chapel shown m the accompanying

photograph evidently had a desire to create a record in

architectural designs when planning this edifice, which may
be seen in the village of Fressingfield, Sirffolk. Though in

reality the place of worship of the Baptist denomrnation, the

building is known locall}'as the " Coifin " Chapel on account

of its shape resembling an article of that ilk. The reasons

which led to the adoption of such a unique design are not

known, but it would possibly be difficult to find anywhere
else in England a place of worship similarly constructed.

«-^^>

THE OLDEST CANNON IN EUROPE
In the days of "Long Toms" and " Pom Poms," it is

well to remember, that the most ancient cannon in Europe

is in Edinburgh Castle. To Scotland is the honour of in

early days taking a big step in advance in the size of guns.

A century and a-quarter before the time of the Spanish

Armada, and the brass culverins so much in vogue then,

the old iron gun known as " Mons Meg " was forged by a
Scottish blacksmith. And it is to-day a substantial-looking

piece of workmanship. It is claimed, indeed, that at Lisbon
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there is a piece of ordnance even older

than " Mens Meg," but if this Portug-ucsc

"bombard" is proved to be of more remote
date, at any rate it cannot come near the

Scottish cannon in point of size or strength.
" Mons Meg "is 13ft. long, and 2ft. 3Jiin.

within the bore. When James II. laid

siege to Thrieve Castle, in Galloway, the

stronghold of the powerful Earls Douglas,
little impression could be made upon the

enormously thick walls. After weary weeks
of ineffectual operations the King gave
orders to a smith to .construct a gun large

enough to batter in the walls. This was
done. The heavy cannon was built up of

longitudinal bars of iron bound round
with iron hoops. The balls used were of

Galloway granite. And the result, from
the besiegers' point of view, was most
satisfactory, as the garrison surrendered.

This was in 1455.
Smith McKims' formidable piecp of artil-

lery, named after his wife Meg, was
employed at the siege of Dumbarton in

1489. When James IV. invaded England
a few years later he took the redoubtable
"Mons Meg" along with him, though it was a cumbrous
field-piece, and was not as Q;iick-finng iis a Gatling. In

those days, how-
ever, against
bronze culverins

and war snakys
it was a host in

itself. During
the Civil War
in 157 1 the gun
was well in evi-

dence. A century
afterwards it kept
up its reputation,

for in Cromwell's
list of captured
guns in 1650 it

is denoted as
"the great iron

murderer Meg. "

It helped to
bring down the

walls of Ber-
wick, and was
also mounted in

defence of Stir-

ling Castle, a
demi-bastion still

bearing the
name of Meg's
Mount. From
1758 till 1829 it

was in the Tower
of London. Sir

Walter Scott, the
great novelist,

took up the
cudgels, and
" Muckle Meg"
was sent home
to Edinburgh by
sea passage to

Leith. Three troops of cavalry and the 73rd Regiment,
with a band of pipers, escorted the famous old iron cannon
to its present resting-place in the Castle. No finer view of
Edinburgh can be had than from the Mons Meg Battery.
The photograph is by Patrick, Edinburgh.

Where the robin nested

The robin which built its nest in an old fish basket
hanging upon a wooden fence in a garden at St. Mary's
Cray, Kent, evidently had a desire to create another record
in the queer nesting-places chosen by the feathered tribe.

Notwithstanding that a Bedlington terrier with four
yelping puppies occupied a kennel on the other side of the
paling, the red-breasted warbler reared her young in the
unique place depicted in our photograph.

' Mons Aleg," the oldest cannon in Kuropc

The Ninfield stocks exist at the little village of Ninfield,

Sussex. Of the very few now existing in England, this

relic ckiinis the greater attention on account of its being
nearly the only one made entirely of iron, most of the others

being oak. The whipping-post may be seen attached to

the stocks. As a form of punishment, the stocks were
instituted by the famous Statute of Labourers, 1349- 1350
(23 Ed. III.), which enacted amongst other things tliat

"stocks" should be set in every town in England, between
the passing of the Act and Pentecost of the following year.

For minor offences this form of punishment survived well

into the nineteenth century, and appears to have gone into

disuse gradually, especially after the reform of the Criminal
Law in 1823. "The Stocks"—the stockings, a facetious

allusion to the instrument and its mode of application.

The Ninfield Stocks, Sussex
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Slinging out a camel on the pier

at Berbera
Type of Somali Camel Corps. The animal is a riding camel.

Note tlie saddle

Slinging out a mule from a ship
at Beroera

Slinging out a camel Slinging out another mule

Soinalis loading up camels at Berbera

OUR LATEST WAR-THE SOMALI EXPEDITION
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The last tie in

the first round of
the Hunt Cup polo
competition was
decided at the

Ranelagh Club,
Barn Elms, on the

23rd ult. The com-
peting teams were
Warwickshire and
Devon and Somer-
set, and the idea

prevailed that the
representatives of

the Midland Hunt
should win com-

A pass from the side
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Interested spectators on the stand

fortably, as they
were all well-known
players. But the
Devon and Somer-
set quartette made
a good fight of it

all the way through,
and alter being led

by 4 goals to 2 at

half-time were only
beaten by 5 goals
to 4, this very cre-

ditable return for

the losers being due
to Messrs. Cardwell
and Las Casas.

The final of the Social Club's Tournament — A view from the stand

POLO AT HURLINGHAM
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Lord Avebury (Sir John Lubbock) asks for his card for

the Parliamentary Golf Tournament
Lord George HamiUon arrives to take part in the

Golf Tournament
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Mr. W. Hayes Fisher

Hon. Sec. of the Committee

Mr. A. J. fialtcwJ' diiviug A critical spectator—Mr. A. J. Roberts,pn

Winner of the lianJicap for the past nvo years

A meeting of the Committee on the ground

THE PARLIAMENTARY GOLF TOURNAMENT
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Warwick v. London Connty. " W. G." comes out \>iih

a frown, not having scored

Hampshire v. South Africans. Messrs. Robson (captain
of Hants Eleven) and Hill, the first two batsmen to

face the South African bowlers

It was a very creditable performance of the South Africans

to beat the London County at the Crystal Palace, but the

importance of the victory is discounted by the fact that it

was chiefly due to the all-round cricket of Lle\vell}'n, who,

though one of themselves, Is not a regular member of the

team, and will only be able to play when Hampshire have

no match on. He scored 4 and 88, and took thirteen

wickets.

Han.pshirc v. Soittli African*. Captain Greig batting (119): J. H. Sinclair bowling
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BIOGRAPH OPERATORS
SOME OF THE RISKS THEY RUN

BY PAT BROOKLYN
There are few people who, when they sec the biog^raph

pictures shown on the screen at a music-hall, have any idea

of the trouble that is taken in securing- them, or tiic rusk

which is, in man3' instances, run by the operators. . I do
not propose in this article to deal with the making- of the

pictures, or to go into a detailed account as to the processes

through which they pass before they are ready to be shown,
but to confine myself to an anecdotal account of some of the

experiences of operators in different parts of the world.

One of the most difficult pictures ever taken, and one
which was also one of the most successful, was the taking of

Dreyfus in the pris'on yard of Rennes. The person to

whom the ci-edit of obtaining this picture is due was

His Holiness the Pope gi\ tug his blessings. Special im
portance is attached to this picture, {See m/ii/e.^

>
M. Orde, the manager of the French com-
pany. As soon as Dreyfus was brought
to Rennes, M. Orde set to work to devise
some means by which he could secure a
l^icture of the prisoner, and, after infinite

trouble and a good deal of bribery, he
succeeded in discovering that at a certain

hour every dav Dreyfus was taken into

the prison yard and allowed to walk up
and down for a time. First of all he made
application to the authorities for formal
permission to take pictures in the ordinary
wa}- ; but it goes without sa}ing that this

was peremptorih' refused, and so he
brought all his energies to bear to secure
a picture without obtaining their sanction.
L'llimately he secured a house next door
to the prison, some of the windows of
which overlooked the prison \ard, but even
from the highest of these no view could be
obtained. It was therefore determined to
build a scaffolding on the roof in order to
attain the necessary elevation, and a car-
penter was secured and sworn to secrec}-.

In taking this picture of an American fire engine, the
biograph operators escaped death by a miracle. The

driver had to run them down. {See wtkle.)

Somehow or other the prison authorities discovered the

purpose for which the erection was being made, and
the}' determined to outwit it by erecting a high screen of

tarpaulin, stretched from poles fixed on top of the prison

wall. However, the intrepid biograph operators did not

despair ; they, too, erected canvas screens at the top of the

scaffolding, leaving onlj- a small aperture through which the

lens of the camera projected. Every day, during the hours

in which it was possible to take a picture, the operators

remained on duty, relieving each other at short intervals.

This vigil was continued for upwards of a week, and at the

expiration of that time the prison authorities began to grow
less cautiou-s, and evidenth- thought that the biograph

operators had given the attempt up in despair. One morning
the tarpaulin screen was taken down, and the watchful

operators secured their picture. It was not wholly success-

ful, as the prison authorities' attention was attracted by the

whirr of the camera, and Dre^ fus was hunied out of sight ;

.Mr. Hickson, the representative of the liiograph Company. wo.kiUi)

the biograph under fire in Xatal
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Biograph photo taken from a balloon at Aldeisliot

however, the films which were secured were sufficiently good
to create a big sensation and to wholly compensate for the

worry and trouble, to say nothing of the amount of money,
expended in obtaining them.
Sometimes a biograph operator's work and duties lead

Biograph photo taken from a railway engine at full speed

hirn into actual danger where a false move or the slightest

slip would cost him his life, or, at any rate, incur serious

injury, and one of the films now being shown at the Palace
was taken under circumstances which would appal most
photographers. I refer to that of the panoramic view of

The biograph in the fighting line in China -

on Pekin
-the attack

the railway scenery in Canada. In order to take this view,
the camera was fixed on the top of the cow-catcher of the
locomotive, whilst the operator stretched himself full length
upon the bed-plate at the side of the engine, being secured
in this position by strong leather straps. The train was

running at the rale of some fifty to sixty miles an hou:-

during the time the picture was being taken, and the rapid

rushing through the air, the jolting and jarring of the

locomotive, and the suffocating dust which arose from the

track, made a combination of unpleasant circumstances"

Biograph photo taken from a balloon at Aldershot

which would be quite sufficient to shake the nerves of any
operator. However, the man who had this picture in hand
was made of no ordinary stuff, as can be seen by the views
which he secured.
One of the operators in England had a similar experience,

Biograph photo taken from a railway engine at full speed

only somewhat more inconvenient, in taking a view from the
front of a locomotive running into Conway ; and the illustra

tion we produce shows a view of the castle.

On the occasion of the speed trials of the Viper in the
North Sea the operator had a very narrow escape from
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The little Yorks at play
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being' drowned. As it was he spot off with a sc\ere diencli-

injif with salt water. Tlie picture was taken IVoni a small
rowing-boat, which, with tile desire usually found in the men
who take these pictures, was pulled up within a lew ^ards ol

the spot where the ]'ipcr would pass. No allowance had
been made for the enormous back-wash which the vessel

would create, and when" she sped past at t-he rate of forty-

two knots an hour a hug'e wall of water, almost five feet

hig-li, came down upon the occuoants of the rowiner-boat

with a rush. The canici"i narrowly escaped being- pitched

overboard, and all the occupants of the boat got wet to the

skin. Iia the photo we reproduce this wa\e can be seen
bearing down on the boat.

One of the American cpcialors had a very unpleasant
experience in taking a picture of the turn-out of the Atlantic

City Fire Brig-ade. The turn-out was exceptionally large,

and the square in which the camera was placed was crowded
with several thou-
sand spectators.

The various
'•' steamers " gal-

loped past at their

highest speed, and
all went well until

the hand - engine
appeared, with the
men drag-g-ing- it at

:l trot. At this

moment the chemi-
cal engfine, drawn
b)- a pair of gre}'

horses, came clown
street at full g^allop

imtil it ran parallel

with the men on
foot. By this time
they were both
approachingf the

camera, which was
standing well out

in the street, and
too late the driver

of the engine dis-

covered that there
was not room for

the eng^ine to pass
between Llie camera
and the men, who
were running- on
foot.

In this dilemmn
he had choice of
three evils to.decide

upon in about two
seconds : firstly, to

pull to the left and
run over the men
on foot ; secondly,
to pull to the rig-ht,

run into the crowd,
and probablj' kill

or maim dozens of
people ; thirdly, to

drive over the
camera, by the side

o f w h i c h were
standing the two operators. In these two second.s he diose
the last jdternative, and dashed full speed at the camera ;

the pole of the engine struck the camera right in the centre,
breaking the hea\ y oox, scattering the mechanism far and

\

wide, and flinging the operators back into the crowd. How'
!

these two men escaped instant death will never be known,
and they were lucky to get off with a few bruises apiec£.

B}' another stroke of g-ood luck, when the wreckage was
collected, it was found that the light, tight box containing;
th; exposed films had quite escaped injur}- ; the result being,
that when the films were developed, the full scene was given
up to tha veiy moment when the horses, with ears back and
heads forward, bore down upon the camera.
A unique photograjih is shown in our next illustration^

being- one taken of Aldershot from a balloon. Ordinarv
iihotog-raphs taken from a bal'oon are common enough, but
Jiis is probably the first instance on which a biog-rajih

The Ambulance Corps at Soutliport
during the "speechifying ' at tlv

picture has been taken from on;-. The difficulties of taking-
such a picture must be eneounti-rt-d to ije .'i])preciated.

Some of the finest pictur<s ever secured, and, at the same
time, some of the most diflicult IcJ obtain, were those of hi;;

Holiness the Pope, which were taken by his special permis-
sion. To secure these pictures, the biograph ()|)erator

waited for about three months in Rome, and had many
interviews with high officials of the Papal Court, but the
results justified the expenditure of time, for, in years to
come, people will be able to see his Holiness in the act of
blessing-, and, b)- a special decree, this picture, when seen
ij}- Catholics, conve3-s the same privileg-es as if the act was
performed bj- the Pope in person.
At the wreck of the Mohegatt, the biograph operator was

happy in securing- a picture of the lifeboat taking the men
out of the rigging, and this is reproduced herewith. The
jceneis anything but wrecklike, as I he sea was comparatively

calm, but, never-
theless, a most
effective picture
was obtained, a.s

can be seen by the
reproduction wc
sfive.

Mr. \V. K. Laurie- -

Dickson, who i'ol

lowed the war in

South Africa as the
representative of
the Biograph Com-
pan}-, was fortu-

nate in seeuring-

several pictures of
eng-agenients, &c. ;

in fact, most of his

pictures are taken
under fire. It would
be impossible for

me to g-ive anj--

thing- like a brief

account, or, indeed,
a list, of his expe-
riences out there

—

the)' would fill

main- numbers of
the Black and
While Budget. As
a matter of fact, he
has Written a most
interesting- book,
Tlie Biograph in

Battle, in which he
deals at leng;th with
his experiences in

South Africa. It is

a diary kept from
the time he left

England, and in it

he relates man\- cx-

])eriences and inci-

dents which it has
not been the ])rivi-

Icge of many civi-

lians to participate
in. The pholo-
grapli we repro-

duce here shows the guns of the Xava! Brigade coining into

action and firing- the first few shells on Colenso. In the

foreground, to the rig:ht, the camera can clear!}- be seen with
Mr. Dickson operating- it. It is marvellous how Mr. Dickson
succeeded in securing- such a unique collection of pictures.

Mr. C F. Ackerman, the operator, who was dispatclied

to China on the outbreak of hostilities, has scored distinctly

with the pictures he has sent home. In his letters lie tells

something of the hardships he had to underg-o and the

difficulties with which he was beset, not only so far as the

actual taking of the pictures was concerned, but with the

dispatch of the films afterwards. The photograph -we

reproduce shows the attack of the Allied Forces on Pekin ;

and during the time this picture was being taken Mr.
Ackerman was under heavy fire, both from rifles and bows,
the Chinese evidently being under the im])ression that the

mutograph camera was some sort ol machine-gun.

eading " IJIaclv and White Budget'
e recent miners' demonstration
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Mr. Roberts in his introductory

speech

ONE PLAY, ONE
ACTOR

AN EXCELLENT "QUICK-
CHANGE" TURN AT THE
PALACE THEATRE

Since the days of Mac-
cabe we have had many
protean artists, of varying
degrees of merit. Com-
parisons are odious - and
often superfluous, because
tastes so frequently differ :

what amuses one does not
please another. Some
people always swear by
change, others tenaciously
cling- to the past. Thus
one often hears a modern
artist credited with being
"all very well in his way,"
but " nothing like so-and-
so, whom I remember
seeing thirty years ago."
Granted that we improve
as we move, this is a
somewhat arbitrary ver-
dict.

The younger of the pre-
sent generation will not
remember the great Mac-
cabe, so they can enjoy
Mr. Roberts' performance
without any complications
of comparison. Even the
older ones of the present
generation, who do re-

member Maccabe, may
also enjoy Mr. Roberts
in spite of comparison,

As Clarence Gould

1
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From the Baron to Mrs. Twiddles, five seconds

From Clarence to Baron Offenheimer,

four seconds

and, without any delete-

rious effect to their pride

of reminiscence. That is

if they have the capacity
to enjoy anything of a
histrionic character which
is also protean.
Mr. Roberts' little play

is called Luctnda's Elope-

ment, and the versatile

actor is author and sole

interpreter. He enacts six

characters, all striking

contrasts. This he does
with wonderful facility and
agility. The characters
are — and from their
nomenclature their per-

sonalities may prettj- accu-
rately be divined—Clarence
Gould, Dennis O'Bradj-,

Baron Offenheimer, Old
Peter, Mrs. Twiddles, and
Lucinda.
The plot is not too in-

tricate—in fact, it is clear

to the degree of ingenuous-
ness. This is as it should
be, for the audience are

not concerned about the

story, but care only for the

changes and the charac-
ters. The scene is a

lodging-house, kept bv
Mrs. Twiddles. An artist,

Clarence Gould, is seeking
as\-lum, sees Lucinda, and
decides to elope with her,

or induce her to elopo with

him, bj' road and bicycle

built for two, to Britjhton.
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I'rom Mrs. Tuiddles to tue Baron, three seconds From Dennis to Luctnda, three seconds

From the Baron to Dennis I'rom Peter to himself,
Orsradv, two seconds two seconds

Irom Liicinda to Old Peter, three seconds
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Among- the many g-ood points of Mr.
KobfTts' pcrt'ormance is one in eonneelion
with his exits. He does not bej^in lr>

disrobe before he disappears, and so jc^in
lime at the cost of ilhision. He assured
me, and fiom of ular evidence already-
explained I cannot doubt his veracity, that
it was not a question of pullinjf a strinj^ in

order to g-el out of his dresses, or snapping-
a spring- to jfct into them. His cFiang-e.s

are worked by means of ag-ility plus prac-
tice. Again, he uses very little facial
" make-up," but effects a change of coun-
tenance b)' means of muscular action. He
puffs his face out for the German, ar.d
draws it in for the miser. Wigs and
whiskers do the rest.

Altogether Lucinda's Elopement is an
attractive item in an attractive programme.

H. L. AUA.M.

Amusements on Whit Monday —A well-known open-air performe

Baron Offenheimer is staying in the house, and plans to

outwit Gould, and takes his place on the bicycle, back
seat. Old Peter, a miser, is also sta3'ing in the house in

^which he has hidden a goodly store of the root of all the

evil, secreted in an old clock. The elopement is to include

this hoard, which Lucinda is to "convey." O'Brady, a
servant, and an Irishman, naturally contrives to upset
everything. Any more concerning a plot need not be said.

Not only are the changes inost expeditiousl)- made, but
every character is excellently acted. This, most people who
know anything about the subject will allow, is not the case
with most protean performances. Mr. Roberts is an actor,
not a mere trick artist ; and his O'Brady is a typical
Hibernian, his German is a Teuton, his Peter is a shrivelled

old miser, his Lucinda is golden and giddy, and his Mrs.
Twiddles is a triumph of female impersonation. The old
lady has been out to visit another old lady, and they have
been having tea with " extras." Mrs. T. has returned home,
under difficulties, distinctly "mellow." She relates her
experiences, at the same time—as these creatures generally
do—taking great pains to impress everyone with the fact

that she is a " perfect lady." This was the longest " scene
"

in the play, and the house simply roared at it all the time»
One gentleman in my rear, who was gifted with obesity and
an irresponsible sense of humour, indulged in such pro-
longed and sepulchral guffaws, that I was afraid he would
have to be held down. Had this speech been two or three
times the length it would have been appreciated.

To give a comprehensive idea of Mr. Roberts' agility, I

have tabulated some of his changes, with the times against
them. He first appears before the curtain, and gives a
brief speech of introduction. Then the curtain draws up
on an interior scene, a sitting-room. Immediately enters
Clarence Gould :

4 seconds

5 ..

Clarence Gould to Baron Offenheimer.
Baron to Mrs. Twiddles ... .

Mrs. Twiddles to Baron
Baron to Dennis O'Biadv 2 ,,

Dennis to Lucinda 3 ,,

Lucinda to Old Peter 3 ,,

Peter to Lucinda i ,,

Lucinda to Dennis 2 ,,

I.)ennis to Baron '..

3 ,,

Baron to Roberts j ,,

All the dresses are complete, and made in- the orthodox
manner, as they would be made for oidinar}- use. I have
examined them. That w-oi-n for Lucinda is a most dainty
garmciit, the underskirt being of fine ()ink silk ; and there
are " clocks " on her stockings. M}- lad}- readers will per-
ceive that I am an expert at describing their w-earing
apparel.

ALTHOtGH Mr. Penley does not pro-
pose to appear on his own stage during
this season, the playhouse in Great Queen
Street, hereafter to be known as Penley's
Theatre, is not to remain empty. As a

matter of fact it will reopen in the course of a week or
two with a new play written by Mrs. T. P. O Connor,
not the first hostage, by the wa)-, which that industrious
lady has g-iven to dramatic fortune. Some months ago,
it may be remembered, she produced a piece, received
with a fair amount of favour, at a matinee at Wyndham's,
while considerable curiosity was recently awakened by
the promise of a political drama from her pen. The present
play is, however, quite new. and is a comedy of modern
manners in three acts.

AmiiSL-mcnts on Whit Monday —Gcc^rgc. the w cl!lvno\Mi
stilt talker, about to perform
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A curious potato, grown near llowden, East VoiKj

THE IRISH CENSUS

The census returns for Ireland laid upon the table of the

House of Commons show that the population of 4,456,546
is made up of 2,197,739 males and 2,258,807 females; the

decrease upon the fig-ures of 1891 being- 5*2 per cent, in the

case of males and 5'3 per cent, in the case of females. The
retrog-ression in Lcinster is 41,297, or 3'5 per cent. ; in

Munster, 98,568, or 8-4 per cent. ; in Ulster, 38,463, or 2-4

per cent. ; and Connaught, 69,876, or 9*7 per cent. Three
counties only show an advance upon their position of ten

years ago—Dublin and Down, with an increase of 7"3 per
cent, each, and Antrim, with an increase of 7 per cent.

The religious census gives 3,310,028 Roman Catholics—

a

decrease of 67 per cent ; 579,385 Protestant Episcopalians

—a decrease of 3-5 per cent. ; 443,494 Presbyterians—

a

decrease of o'3 per cent. ; and 61,255 Methodists — an
increase of io'4 per cent.

THE CANINE INSTINCT
A VISIT TO MR. WINTON SMITH'S KENNELS

JrsT the other side of Elstree—Boreham Wood, to be
precise—is a picturesque little residence standing- a few
yards back from the road. This is "The Beeches," which
is tenanted by Mr. F. Winton Smith, tlie well-known trainer

or sporting dogs, and is the home of man}' valuable speci-

mens of the " friend of man." You have scarcely set foot

on the threshold when you arc treated to auricular demon-
stration of the nature of the occupant's business. A verit-

able doggie pandemonium greets your arrival, proceeding
from the kennels in the rear.

The country about Elstree and Boreham Wood, although
but a few miles from London, is very prettj- and quite

sscluded. The demon jerrv-builder has not 3et set his

de.'iructive foot upon the soil, to transform charming land-

scapes- into hideous streets of bricks and mortar.
For the purpose of training sporting' dogs a good deal of

g'round is needed, and Mr. Smith has many acres of country
over which his four-footed pupils may move and perfect them-
selves. At the time of my visit there were about a hundred
dogs of various breeds in residence at "The Beeches, " and
all were, or were destined to be, a credit to their bringing
up. Among these were some really splendid specimens of
retrievers, ])ointers and spaniels. Mr. Smith's is, without
doubt, the strongest kennel of the Clumber breed to be
found, and includes such champions as Beechg'rove
Donally, a clog with an unparalleled record ; Beechg'rove
Bee, the only champion field trial spaniel ever bred ; Rob,
loaded with honours ; Beechgrove Perdix, which sold for tlie

hig'hest price ever paid for a Clumber ; and Beechg'rove
Harr\', which was successful in a recent show.

All the kennels face either south oi' soulh-wcst, and are
perfect!)- fitted and dniined.

I'or my especial benefit, Mr. Smith consented, with
alacrity and justifiable piide, to put some of his dogs
llnough their paces. Shouldering a rifle, and accompanied
l)\- a ladj', he made out into the ])astures.

First he introduced Doctor, a splendid retriever, with
" K.C.S.B." after his name, and sire of Stella. Both in

"steady to fall of bird" and "retrieving to hand," he
proved himself an excellent worker. Topsy, a champion
Clumber spaniel, came next, and gave us an exhibition of
"cover work," of retrieving, and was firm as a rock in
" steadj' to shot.'' Then Beechgrove Donally obliged
with " working in the open," and indulged us with a
specimen of his retrieving. Mr. Smith also showed several
black-coated retrievers " dropping," and brought out some
very fine Clumber spaniels, including Rob, Flo, Minette,
and FJi.

* * *
The liver-and-white spaniel is a dog difficult to train not

to run into shot, but several of this breed which Mr. Smith
has are certainly valuable exceptions to this rule. They
underwent the same ordeal as the retrievers, and were
equally successful. They were also tried with rabbits, in

very thick and brambly cover, in which they worked with
considerable determination, sending the rabbits scurrying
away in all directions, but commendably resisting the
temptation to pursue their quarrj' in the open. These dogs
are wonderfully obedient to a word or a whistle.

In addition to the breeds of dogs already mentioned,
there were also quite a lot of terriers—Fox, Irish, and
Scotch—all in the pink of condition, the smaller breeds
having been entered to fox and badger. A specimen of the

latter, weighing nearly 40 lb., was shown to me, having
been dug out with the assistance of the terrible terriers.

Mr. Smith is an industrious exhibitor, and has won prizes

innumerable.

.Sihc-r statuette of an officer of the Scots Greys, pre-

sented to Lieut. I-ong, of that regiment, by the tenant
farmers of the Rood Ashton estate (Wilts)
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"Topsy re'irieving ' 'Steady to sliot"

' Steady to fall of bird
' IJctrivx iiic) to l-..ind

'

THE SPORTING DOGS FROM BOREHAM WOOD
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Working the machine guns. Tliis would not do tor South Africa

Manoeuvring on the sea

Bivouacking for the night. The band phiys—but not on active service

THE GERMAN MARINE MANCEUVRES
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Miss Al. Aubert
In " Peril," (Photo by Bass.ino.)

Miss Portia Knight
Who is bringing an action for breach of promise against the

Duke of Manchester. (Photo by ElUs and Walery.)

Miss Ruby Jay -*
'

In "The Belle of Bohemia." (Photo by Eassano.)

Miss Winifred Williams
In "The Fortune Teller." (Photo by Bassano.)

I
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Miss Effie Uamilton Miss Viola GiUette
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Mr. Joseph Herbert in "The Fortune TeUei ' Mr. Alexander Clark

"THE FORTUNE TELLER" AT THE SHAFTESBURY THEATRE
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\ gallant Australian. Trooper Bisdee, who gained the
South Africa

IN PRAISE OF THE PRIVATE SOLDIER
At Trui'O, recciith-, a presentation was made to Major-

Gencral Sir Reginald Pole-Carew, in recog-nition ol ins

conspicuous services in South Africa. The presentation

consisted of tlie freedom of (he cit_v, and a sword of iionour

offered on behalf of the whole count}-. In
acknowledging' the gift ot tlie sword, at a
gathering- ]3resided over by the Earl of

Mount -Edgcumbe, .Sir Reginald Pole-

Carew eulogised the character of the
British soldier and quoted the opinion of
a distinguished Continental officer at-

tached to his division in South Africa,

who ])revioi.isly in comparing the infantry
of Europe had placed the Turks fir-st, the

Germans second, and the British third.

But after seeing the endurance of the
British in marching- ivithout boots, and
fighting without food, he ]3laced them first.

The foreigner said he altered his opinion
because the Britisli did not want ;is much
leading as the Tiu-ks, and showed more
individualism. Sir Reginald stronglv con-
tended that at the present jimcture the
only safe course was to insist on the un-
conditional surrender of the Boers. To
listen to compromise would so disg-ust our
Colonial brethren that more wovild be done
to destroy- the Empire tlian the war had
done to make it. England must have
soldiers, and she should pay them better.

Rich men with large businesses must
apportion certain posts of more or less

responsibilit^ for g-ood men who had served
in the Arm\-, ;intl similar provision must
be made in Government departments, and
would do far more g-ood than tallc atjout

six or even eighteen ai-n-iy corps.

General Gatacre's old soldiers in

South Africa still cherish a kindly recol-

lection of their former chief. Writing- from
Heilbron, a soldier in the Oxford Light
Infantr\-, who (says the Daily Mail) lias

been asked by his comrades to " shoulder his

pen in defence of the jjeneral," says:— "I
wish to say ' Good luck to General Gatacrc.
Better daj-s in store for you yet ! A wish from
many admiring Tonniiies still on the vcklt,

mostly Reservists.' Although now fifteen

months away from the little things we left

behind us, and still dodging the nickel, let the
pro-Boers take it we can slick another fifteen

months if lequired with ;i good heart, rather
than old England should show a thread of the
white flag- in their fa\our."

¥ * *
The movement to establish a new X'ohin-

teer corjjs in Manchester is being attended
with much success. It is intended to con-
stitute a new battalion as an engineer corps,

and it will bear the designation of " 3rd Lan-
cashire Rojal Engineers (X'olunteers)." It is

staied that a few weeks ago 1,100 names
had been enrolled. Originally the intention

was that the new corps should consist of four
companies only, but the late Sir John ^\V.

Maclure, M.l'., exerted himself in the matter,
with the result that an establishment of eight

companies was authorised by the War Office.

It is announced that the funds already raised

will enable the executive committee to com-
mence very soon the erection of headquarters
at Old Trafford. The new Cardigan \'olun-

leer Artillery will be attached to the forces

allotted to the Western District Rojal Garri-
son Artiller}-, and will be under the officer for

the time being who commands the Militia and
Volunteer Artiller}- of the Severn Defences.

V ¥ *
The new armoured cruiser Euryalus was launched at

B'arrovv the other day with complete success. The Euryalus
is an armoured cruiser of the Crcssy type, of 12,000 tons

displacement, and with a speed of twenty-one knots. She
will be armed with two g'ain. guns, twelve 6in. quick-firing

guns, and fourteen 12-pounders.

V.C. in

Group of iVIaori Colonial shearers
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"The music was different," he murmured. " It went—

I

cannot describe it ; but it was infinitely richer and more
varied than any music that has ever come to me awake.
"And then—it was when we had done dancing-—a man

came to speak to me. He was a lean, resolute man, very

soberly clad for that place, and already I had marked his

face watching- me in the breakfasting hall, and afterwards

as we went along the passage I had avoided his eye. But
now, as we sat in a little alcove, smiling at the pleasure ot

all the people who went to and fro across the shining floor,

he came and touched me, and spoke to me so that I was
forced to listen. And he asked that he might speak to me
for a little time apart.

" ' No,' I said. ' I have no secrets from this lady. What
do you want to tell me ?

'

*"' He said it was a trivial matter, or at least a dry matter,

for a lady to hear.
" ' Perhaps for me to hear,' said I.

" He glanced at her, as though almost he would appeal
to her. Then he asked me suddenly if I had heard of a
g-reat and avenging declaration that Evesham had made.
Now, Evesham had always before been the man next to

myself in the leadership of that great party in the north.

He was a forcible, hard, and tactless man, and only I had
been able to control and soften him. It was on his account
even more than my own, I think, that the others had been
so dismayed at my retreat. So this question about what he

had done re-awakened my old interest in the life I had put
aside just for a moment.

" ' I have taken no heed of any news for many days,' I

said. ' What has Evesham been saying ?
'

"And with that the man began, nothing loth, and I must
confess even I was struck by Evesham's reckless folly in the

wild and threatening words he had used. And this mes-
senger they had sent to me not only told me of Evesham's
speech, but went on to ask counsel and to point out what
need they had of me. While he talked, my lady sat a little

forward and watched his face and mine.
" My old habits of scheming and organising re-asserted

themselves. I could even see myself suddenly returning to

the north, and all the dramatic effect of it. All that this

man said witnessed to the disorder of the party indeed, but

not to its damage. I should ^o back stronger than I had
come. And then I thought of my lady. You see—how
can I tell you ? There were certain peculiarities of our
relationship—as things are I need not tell you about that

—

which would render her presence with me impossible. I

should have had to leave her ; indeed, I should have
had to renounce her clearly and openly, if I was to do all

that I could do in the north. And the man knew that, even
as he talked to her and me, knew it as vi'ell as she did, that

my steps to duty were—first, separation, then abantlon-
ment. At the touch of that thought my dream of a return
was shattered. I turned on the man suddenly, as
he was imagining his eloquence was gaining- ground
with me.

" ' What have I to do with these things now ? ' I said.
' I have done with them. Do you think I am coquetting-
with your people in coming here ?

'

" ' No,' he said ;
' but

'

"'Why cannot you leave me alone. I have done with
these things. I have ceased to be anything but a private man.'
"'Yes,' he answered. 'But have you thought ?—this

talk of war, these reckless challenges, the wild aggres-
sions

'

" I stood up.

" ' No,' I cried. ' I won't hear you. I look count of i.'.'.

those things, I weighed them—and I have come awa}'.'
" He seemed to consider the possibihty cf persi>itencc.

He looked from me to where the lady sat regarding us.
" 'War,' he said, a»s if he were speaking to himseJf, ani'

then turned slowly from me and walked away.
" I stood, caught in the whirl of thoughts his appeal hac

set g-oing.
" I heard my lady's voice.
" ' Dear,' she said ;

' but if they have need of you '

"She did not finish her sentence, she let it rest there. I

turned to her sweet face, ajid the balance of my vncoC.

swayed and reeled.
" 'They want me only to do the thing they dare not (j<

themselves,' I said. ' If they distni.st Evesham they mu^l
settle with him themselves.'

" She looked at me doubtfuWy.
" ' But war ' she said.
" I saw a doubt on her £a.ce that I had sct-n before, a douhl

of herself and me, the first shadow of the discovery thai,

seen strongly and completely, must drive us apart for ever.
" Now, I was an older mina than hers, and I could .s'wa\

her to this belief or that.
" ' My dear one,' I said, 'you must not trouble over thesi

things. There will be no war. Certainly there will be nf
war. The age of wars is past. Trust me to know the
justice of this case. They have no right upon me, dearest,
and no one has a right upon me. I have been free to

choose my life, and I have chosen thus.'

" ' But iimr ,' she said.
" I sat down beside her. I put an arm behind her anc'

took her hand in mine. I set myself to drive that donbi
away— I set myself to fill her mind with pleasant things
again. I lied to her, and in lying to her I lied also to my-
self. And she was only too ready to believe me, onJv too
ready to forget.

" Very soon the shadow had gone again, and we werr
hastening to our bathing-place in the Grotta del Bavc
Marino, where it was our custom to bathe everv dav. Wi'
swam and splashed one another, and in that buoyant water
I seemed to become something lighter and stronger than ;;

man. And at last we came out dripping- and rejoicing anc'.

raced among- the rocks. And then I put on a dry bathing--

dress and we sat to bask in the sun, and presently I nodded,
resting my head against her knee, and she put her banc,

upon my hair and stroked it softly and I dozed. And be-

hold ! as it were with the snapping of the string- of a violin,

I was awakening, and I was in my own bed in Liverpool, ii.

the life of to-day.
" Only for a time I could not believe that all these vivic

moments had been no more than the substance of a dream.
" In truth, I could not believe it a dream for all the

sobering reality of things about me. I bathed aud dresseil

as it were bj- habit, and as I shaved I argued why I of al

men should leave the woman I loved to go back to fan

tastic politics in the hard and strenuous nortli. Even i

Evesham did force the world back to war, what was tha;

to me? I was a man with the heart of a man, and win
should I feel the responsibility of a deity for the wa\- tin

world might go ?

"You know that is not quite the w;iy I think aboii:

affairs, about my real affairs. I am a solieilor, you know,
with a point of view.
"The vision was so real, vou must understand, so utterl\

unlike a dream that I kept perpetually recalling little irrele

vant details ; even the ornament of a book-cover that 1*\

Ion my wife's sewing-machine in the brc;~.kfast-room rv
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calbd with the utmost vividness the j^ilt hue tiiat ran about
the sct'.t in tin alcove wiiere I had talked witli the mes-
senger from my deserted party. Ha\e you eve[- lioard of a
dream that liad a qualitj- like that ?

"

"Like ?
" So that afterwards jou remembered lillle details }ou

had forgotten."
I thoughl. I liad ne\er noticed the point before, but he

was right.

"Nevei'," I s.iid. " Tlial is wliat you ne\er seem to do
with dreams."

" No," he
answered. "But
that is just what
I did. I am a
solicitor, j'ou
must understand,
in Liverpool, and
I could not help
wondering' what
the clients and
business people
I found myself
talking^ to in my
office would think
if I told them
suddenly I was
in love with a
g'irl wiio would
be born a couple
of hundred years
or so hence and
worried about the
polities of my
gr e a t - gr e a t

-

great -g^randchil-

dren. I was
chiefly busy that

day negotiating-

a ninety-nine-
\-car building-
lease. It was a
private builder in

a hurry, and we
wanted to tie him
in every possible

wa}-. I had an
interview witli

him, and he
showed a certain

want of temper
ihat sent me to

bed still irritated.

That night I had
110 dream. Nor
did I dream the
next night, at
least, to remem-
ber.

" Somethingfof
that intense re-

ality ofconviction
vanished. I be-

^•an to feel sure
it 7vas a dream.
And then it came
again.
"When the

dream came
agfain, nearly
four days later,

i t w a s v e r y
different. I think it certain that four e lys had also
elapsed in the dream. Main' things had happened in

the north, and the shadow of them was back ; ,-"iin between
us, and this time it was not so easily dispelled. I beg-an I

know with moody musings. Why, in spite of all, should I

g-o back, go back f^r all the rest of my days to toil and
stress, insults and perpetual dissatisfaction, simply to save
hundreds of millions of common people, whom I did not
love, whom too often I could do no other than despise, from
the stress and ang-uish of war and infinite misrule ? And
after all I might fail. They all sought their own narrow

"IJcfoic as was A'esuvius with a tall and slender streamer feathering

at last towards the south" . ,'

ends, and whj- should not I—wh)' should not I also live xs
a man ? And out of such thoug-hts her voice summoned
me, and I lifted my ejes.

" I found myself awake and walking. We had come out
above the Pleasure Cit}-, we were near tlie summit of Monte
Solaro and looking- towards the bay. It was the late after-

noon and very clear. Far away to the left Ischia hinig in a
golden haze between sea and sky, and Naples was coldly

white against the hills, and before us was X'esuvius witli a
tall and slender streamer feathering at last towards the

south, ;ind the
ruins of Torre
deir Anunziata
and Castellam-
niare glitterinsj

and near."

I interrupted
suddenly :

" Vou
have been to

C a ]j r i , of
course?"

" Only in this

dream," he said,

"only in this

dream. All
across the bay
beyond Sori'ento

were the floating-

palaces of the
Pleasure City
moored and
chained. And
northward were
the broad floating-

stag-es that re-

ceived the aero-
planes. Aero-
planes fell out of
the sky every
afternoon, eacli

bringing- its thou-
sands ot plea-

sure - seekers
from the utter-

most parts of the

earth to Capri
and its delights.

All these things,
I say, stretched
below.

" But we no-

ticed them only
incidentally be-

cause of an un-
usual sight that

evening- had to

show. Five war
aeroplanes that

had long- slum-
bered useless in

the distant
arsenals of the
R h i n e m o u t h
were manoeu-
vring- now in

theeastward sky.
Evesham had
astonished the
world b}' pro-

ducing- them
and others, and
sending- them

to circle here and there. It was the threat material in

the g-reat g-ame of bluff he was playing, and it had taken
even me by surprise. He was one of those incredibly stupid

energ-etic people who seem sent by heaven to create

disasters. His energy to the first gflance seemed so' won-
derfully like capacity! But he had no imag-ination, no inven-

tion, only a stupid, vast, driving- force of will, and a mad
faith in his stupid idiot ' luck ' to pull him throug-h. I re-

member how we stood out upon the headland watching- the

squadron circling- far away, and how I weig-hed the full

meaning- of the sight, seeing" clearly the way things must
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go. And then even it was not too late. I might lia\ c g^onc

back oven then, I tliink, and saved the world. Tlic people
ot the north would follow me, I knew, granted only that in

one thing- I respected their moral standards. The cast and
south would trust me as they would trust no other northern
man. And I knew I had only to put it to her and she
would have let mc go. . . . Not because she did not

love me !

"Only I did not want to go; my will was all the other

way about. I had so newly thrown off the incubus of

responsibility : I was still so fresh a renegade from duty
that the daylight clearness of what I ought to do had no
power at all to touch my will. My will was to live, to

gather pleasures and make my dear lady happy. But
though this sense of vast neglected duties had no power to

draw me, it could make me silent and preoccupied, and
robbed the days I had spent of half their brightness and
rouse me into dark meditations in the silence of the night.

And as I stood and watched Evesham's aeroplanes sweep to

and fro—those birds of infinite ill omen—she stood beside

me watching me, perceiving the trouble indeed, but not

perceiving it clearly— her eyes questioning my face, her
expression shaded with perplexity. Her face was grey
because the sunset was fading out of the sky. It was no
fault ot hers that she held me. She had asked me to go
from her, and again in the night time and with tears she
had asked me to go.

" At last it was the sense of her that roused me from my
mood. I turned upon her suddenly and challenged her to

race down the mountain slopes. ' No,' she said, as if I

jarred with her gravity, but I was resolved to end that

gravity, and made her run—no one can be very grey and
sad who is out of breath—and when she stumbled I ran
with my hand beneath her arm. We ran down past a
couple of men, who turned back staring in astonishment at

my behaviour—they must have recognised my face. And
halfway down the slope came a tumult in the air, clang-
clank, clang-clank, and we stopped, and presently over the

hill-crest those war things came flying one behind the
other."

(To be contiiiKed.

)

MONARCHS AND THEIR MONEY
When Queen Victoria came to the throne she relinquished

the hereditary rates, duties, payments and revenues enjoyed
by her predecessors for a fixed sum of ;^385,ooo per annum,
which was apportioned as follows : for the Privy Purse,
;{^6o,ooo ; salaries and retiring allowances of the Royal
Household, £,12^,260 ; expenses of the Ro3'al Household,
£,i']2,yio ; Royal Bounty, &c., jQ^t^zoo ; whilst ;{J8,040 was
to be put by for extraordinary expenses and a rainy day.
By this arrangement the Consolidated F"und benefited to

the extent of about £"100,000 per annum, in itself an income
that many monarchs would be glad to receive.

King Edward the Seventh, notwithstanding that the
Royal Civil List is increased by twenty-two per cent., will

still, so far as each individual Briton is concerned, be by a
long way the cheapest monarch to provide for in the world.
If we took his income in sovereigns, and, starting from the
Tower, laid down a ribbon of the same past the Mansion
House to Charing Cross ; from thence to Victoria Station
and from the terminus to Knightsbridge, we should still have
sufficient coins in hand to continue the trail as far as Ken-
sington Palace and back as far as Buckingham Palace if

we took a course similar to that adopted by the crow in its

peregrinations ; but when this sum is divided up amongst
his lort3'-one million subjects in the United Kingdom, your
individual contribution, good reader, is represented by two
pennies and three farthings. Should you, however, in a
generous moment give to your King as much as each Hol-
lander subscribes towards the keep of his young Queen and
her Consort ; that is to say, rather less than 3'4^d., his

income, which is now barely forty times his own weight in

gold, would amount to ;^54i,666, or not more than jQ'jOjOOo

less than the King ot Italy.

King Edward's income, if placed in piles of sovereigns
round the entire circumference (336 feet) of the Round Tower
at Windsor, would be sufficient to encircle that ancient monu-
ment with a golden girdle 2 feet i}4 inches high. How his

.income compares with the Czar of Russia's, the most wealthy
crowned head in the Eastern Hemisphere, is shown by the

fact that were we to treat the latter in the same manner the
girdle formed would be over 10 feet high, the Czar's Civil

List income working out at about jQ^ 6s. 8d. a minute, in

addition to which he owns estates and mines in Europe and
Asia that cover, it is estimated, a million square miles, that
bring him in a modest livelihood that has been estimated at

so high a sum as six millions sterling, and is never assessed
at a lower figure than a ribbon of sovereigns that would
extend in a straight line from London to Lewes (/I3, 000,000).
It may be recalled that within a week of her birth the (Irand
Duchess Olga, the Czar's eldest daughter, was endowed
with a million pounds which was invested in British and
foreign securities.

The Shah's personal estate has been calculated to be
worth about six million pounds, whilst his Civil List, if he
would devote it to that purpose for one year, would be
sufficient to provide a first-class Exhibition, the size of the
show that is in hand at Glasgow, and run the same for a
.season with no charge for admission ; the Sultan of Turkey's
pocket-money is never put down, even for income tax
purposes, at less than six tons of gold, and those who know
the gentleman allege that with his private income he,

figuratively speaking, handles ;^i,7oo,ooo per annum. On
the other hand, this total, allowing that Abdul pa3'S his

weekly books religiously every seven davs, cannot b(!

reconciled with the statement that he spends ;£^8o,ooo on his

wardrobe, that he requires ;£ 1,500,000 for pocket money,
a similar sum for birthday presents, which, with a million

for housekeeping, together with other trifling disburse-
ments, brings up the total to not far short of six millions.

The Emperors of Austria and Germany each draw prac-
tically the same income from their countr\'men, which in-

come works out at rather over £^2,100 apiece per diem ; but
whereas the former monarch's stipend is contributed in equal
portions by Austria and Hungary, the Kaiser derives his

three-quarters of a million from the State domains. All

things considered, which include the Dowager-Empress's
income of ;^ioo,ooo, his wife's pin-money, which runs into

;^5o,ooo, and the fact that he has also to provide for his

brother, as well as keep up twentj-four palaces and pay
the wages of 1,500 male and 2,000 female .servants, it is just

as well that William II. possesses a substantial private in-

come of not far short of ^1,200,000.
Although the late King Humbert—who came to the throne

only to find that his predecessor had left a large crop of
debts to be liquidated as a legacy to the next occupant

—

managed to save a million pounds, the present King, how-
ever, has already discovered that his income of ;^6i4,ooo is

none too large to provide in anything- like an adequate
manner for his near relations ; he therefore came to the
conclusion before he had long occupied the throne that he
would relinquish to the State all the palaces, villas, castles

and parks which are not absolutely indispensable to the
Royal Family. As the maintenance of the Royal Palaces
alone entailed an expenditure of ;{[320,ooo per annum, his

sacrifice should result in a considerable saving.
The King of Spain, who will be fifteen next May, haifbeen

drawing since he was a few hours old the comfortable com-
petency of ;£ 1 50,000, which will, when he comes to the
throne, be augmented by some ^200,000, at a total cost of

4^4*^- t^o each of his subjects.

The King of Bavaria, with an income of £^282,400 a }-ear,

is a well-endowed monarch, but after him there is a big
drop in stipends, the King- of Belgium, the next on the list,

receiving officially but £^132,000 per annum, a sum which is,

when taken in conjunction with his private income, quite

sufficient for the requirements of this essentially business-
like potentate. Norway' and Sweden conjointly present
their ruler with £315 P^'" <i^y- The Lord of all the Portu-
guese is in the receipt officiallj' of but a few pence over £g
per hour; whilst the rulers of Holland, Greece, and Den-
mark, so far as their salaries are concerned, average 2s. id..

a minute each; in addition to which we should mention that
Great Britain, France, and Russia each subscribe ;^4,ooo
per annum in order to keep the wolf from the King of

Greece's portal.

Other rulers— but not of the pui-ple—who are the
recipients of .salaries are the President of France, who, with
travelling and other expenses, receives an income of;^48,ooo ;

Mr. McKinley (U.S.A.), who draws a stipend of ;^io,ooo;
the President of all the Swiss, who is cheap at ;{^6oo a 3ear ;

King George of Tonga, who has to make all ends meet on
the not altog-ether princel3' salar3' of 5s. 8d. per diem.
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HOW TOBACCO IS GROWN
Tobacco is a liardy plant, growing' from three to fifteen

feet h'grh, according' to variety and climate. It belongs to

the same family as the deadly nightshade, which gives some
people an argument ag3.inst itsi use, until it is pointed out
that the potato and the tomato belong to the same family.

If tobajcco produces the deadly ni'cotine, so does the potato-
plant yield the equally deadfy solanine, two grains of which
will kill a rabbit. In raising tobacco, says a writer in

Munsey's Maga-zine. the initial process is the seed-bed. In

warm clima-tes this is m/ide in January.

parent, and buras without odo'ir -ap.u v/.ri-.orjt vilrc '. a«h.
In the "all tobacco " cigarettes th_ wrappers arc lut by
hand between the cross veins of the leaf, so that the small
veins will not show. Three pounds of tobacco are needed
for a thousand cigarettes. Three distinct parts make up
the high-priced cigar, and the same dLsfinction follov; ; down
into many of the lower-priced brands. There is the outer
covering of leaf tobacco, which appears t the eye, called
the "wrapper." Just underneath is the " bind'-jr, ' also
leaf tobacco ; and this holds together the " filler," made
up of cuttings of the leaf. The filler usually takes up
about haff the weight, the wrapper only one-tenth or less.First the ground

in the bed i^ turned ov£r, to kill all foreign seeds, and to
|
Twenty-five pounds of the different grades of tobacco arc

produce an ash favom-nble to the growing plant. The seeds I used in making' a thoMsand cigars.
of tobacQO are so small »»
that a heaping- teaspoon-
ful will produce plants
enough to qover two
acres. These seeds ju'e

mixed.with earth, plaster,

or some similar s-ub-

stance, and sown in the
beds. After a few weeks
the young- plants ar-e

ready to transplant into

hills in the field. When
ripe the entire plajits

—

or sometimes only se-

lected leaves— are cut
close to the ground and
hung upon slats, to be
placed in frames in the
curing barn.

This barn is artificially

heated, and the green
tobacco goes into a tem-
perature of go deg. After
a few hours the tempera-
ture is raised gradually
to about 120 deg. It is

kept at that point for

two days, then advanced
rapidly to 175 deg. It

takes about four da3s to

cure a barnful of 1,000 lb.

—the product, say, of an
acre of land. The cured
tobacco is carefully as-
sorted and packed, under
pressure, in hogsheads
holding from 200 lb. to

600 lb. It is now ready
for the market.

In most of the Southern
States there are public
examiners who test the
quality and weight of the
packages ajid stamp them
with their official seal.

The buying is usually
done at auction. About
a quarter of the American
tobacco crop is consumed
in the form of cigars and
cigarettes. It takes four thousand million cigars and an
equal number of cigarettes to supply the demands of the
United States alone. The consumption of cigarettes has
grown with special rapidity, multiplying one hundredfold
in the past twenty-five jears. Most of the cigarettes on the
market are machine-made. One mfuchine, working with
fhe dexterity of the human fingeis, will roll two hundred
thousajid cigarettes in ten hours. A hundred girls would
be needed to do the same work by hand.

* * *

The rice (xiper used in the cigarette is mostly made in
France, and Ls said to be the product of the fibre of the
cocoanut palm. It is verj- thin, tough, and almost trans-

" The Honeymoott "

One ol the dicises (designed by CIarkson)that won a first pi'i.!e in ths

recent Covent Garden Fancy Dress Ball

iNan article on etiquette

in the May number of the
Pall Mall Magazine the

Countess of Cork and
Orrery says : " It may be
news to many that the
beginning of Drawing-
room functions was n a
very small scale in the
days of Queen Charlotte,
when the ladies of the
Court were conveyed in

their sedan-chairs, and
with ' dressed heads ' (as

the phrase ran), to morn-
ing service at the Chapel
Royal, St. James's, on
Sundays, and after the
service hooking on the

trains that lay in readi-

ness within these chairs,

proceeded inside the
Palace to pay their duty
to her Majesty in her
' Withdrawing-room.' By
degrees, in the natural

course of long years, the

number of those involved
by rank or circumstances
in this complimentary
office largely outgrew the

original proportions, and
a change of venue to the
Throne-room, as well as
of days and occasions,
became imperative. The
Queen's daughters, as
they came to fitting years,
duly attended their Royal
mother, and -vve find in

memoirs of that date some
controversy between the

Queen and George, Prince
of ^^^ales, as to the first

appearance there of Prin-

cess Charlotte of Wales,
to mark her entrance into

societ)-. The purport of
the Drawing- rooms was
then clearly defined

—

namelv, )iot to give scope
to vanit)' or forwardness,

still less to promote extravagant and fashionable display,

but to afford all loyal subjects who properly belonged to the

sphere of Court ordinances an opportunity, while complying
with the prescribed regulations, of presenting their offspring

and tendering their own tribute of respect to the Soveieign
and other members of the Roj'al family. In the new order

of things which is coming to pass, it :s probabie that the

King and Queen will elect to hold hesc functions at night,

which will make it more imperative than ever t impress
upon scores, nay hundreds, of undefeated matrons that

these ceremonies are not to be regarded in the light of

ha-ppy hunting-grounds for themselves and theii- daughters,

and that St. Ursula has always been known as the only

being- privileged to carry unlimited virgins in her suite.

This caution is scarcely so unnecessary n-s it m -y sound.
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Two pretty gowns for the seaside
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'S WAYS

Those who have no opportunity of visiting' the Academy
should treat themselves to a book called Royal Academy
and Nc7v Gallery Pictures, published by Black and White
Company. Herein they will find a pictorial record of the

most notable pictures of the year, which, by the b3'e, ought
to be' considered quite a lady's year, for one-tenth of the
total number of works hung- on the Academy walls are by
women. This is a notable fact, for whereas there was a
time in which the lady artist never essayed anything' more
difficult than floral pieces, she has now challenged the male
artist on his own ground and history, landscape and por-

traiture have all yielded subjects for her brush. Of the
latter I must just allude in passing to the fine portrait of
Colonel Grey by his daughter, a work which for vigour and
fine handling would certainly bear comparison with all but
the best work by men, and which, in the absence of the

official announcement that it is the work of a lad}-, would
never have been ascribed to female authorship.

¥ * *
I NOTICED that the neutral colours affected by the picture

gazers made a better background for the works of art than
the gaudy effects worn a season or so ago. With the

fashionable red hair subdued colours are almost a necessity,

and so these pastel tones are likely to be in favour this year,

especially by those who intend adopting this Titian shade
for their hair.

* * *
I HEAR that a company is being formed to supply Lon-

doners with rain-water. Some years back this announce-
ment would have rejoiced the hearts of all women living in

or near the Metropolis, but nowadays when there are so

many different methods of softening the hardest water, I

fancy this news will not be received with much enthusiasm.

Beside innumerable water softeners, soap enters largely
into the same scheme. Within living memory the world
had but three kinds of soap, so slow wa-j the march of such
an important discovery—the refractory "mottled" for

household use, the yielding but astringent "yellow" for

the toilet, and the fragrant though hard and lingular
"brown Windsor" for the chamber of the honoured guest.
The world was alive to the need for a soap, and now space
would fail for a mere eniuneration of its infinite varietj-. I

often think how the course of history might: have been
altered if soap had been discovered at an earlier epoch !

Take the case of Lady Macbeth, to go no further back into

a remote past. You know her sad story. "A little water," she
exclaimed, in her simple, confiding way, "a little water clears

us of this deed." Alas ! poor lady, she found that a little

water without a little soap was of verj' little use, with what
tragic consequences is familiar to us all. Now if she had
used some of Messrs. Scrubb's Antiseptic Toilet Soap she
would have been cleansed of the deed, and lier hands which
so troubled her left white and clean. We all benefit by
using this soap, although we may not ha\'e a spot such as
Lady Macbeth's to remove. But spots we have at some
time or other, and these are mostly caused by the clogged
pores of the skin, especially of those living in London or its

suburbs ; for these the use of a good soap such as this is

absolutely imperative, which, besides being most fragrant,

is cleansing, emollient, sanitary, hygienic, and absolutely

pure and free from all deleterious ingredients.

On reading Barry Pain's amusing- article on " Criminal
Ping-Pong" in a recent Black and White, the thought
struck me tha,t under the author's most humorous represen-

tation of the mischief caused by too great zeal for this

fascinating game there lay a great deal of truth, for be3'ond

a doubt the tendency nowadays is towards all manner of

new excitements, and a game which does not promise to

gratify this grswing desire has little chance of finding

universal favour.

•V V 5?

Much of the' charm of "Bridge" is due to the high
stakes for which it is too often played. Some weak-minded
women allow themselves to be completely mastered by the

seductions of such excitements, and will spend even their

morning in this lamentable way, often losing large sums of

money. His Royal Highness the Duke of Cornwall and
York has shown his displeasure at thi» growing evil by
limiting the stakes played for on board the Ophir, although

he, like others, thoroughly enjoys a game of chance.

* * *
Are we reverting to the hideous times so 'realistically

portrayed by Thackeray in The Virginians, when ladies sat

An old oaK 'Welsh dresser at Bartholomew and Fletcher's
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all clay bickering over the card-tables ready to stake any- liouffuii/c sleeves finish at the wrist with the same lace,

thing and everything- for the excitement which it provided

for the moment. I think the distinction grows perilously

fine. Let iis strive to strike the happy medium and borrow
.some of the simplicity of the days of Jane Austen and Mi.ss

Mitford to temper the unhealthy excitement so prewilent in

this age.

V ¥ V

A REMARKABLK fact noted in May was that so many
couples ran counter to the old superstition which declared

that marriages contracted in that month would prove

unlucky! Let us hope that the future of these "happy
pairs" may be the means of

doing away with the old scruple

which hitherto excluded this

prettiest of Spring months,
which, by the bye, Shakespeare
pronounces to be " The only

pretty ring time " from Hymen's
votaries. June has ever been a
favourite month for brides : no
doubt many of my readers have
prospective weddings in view,

and so prospective presents ;

they cannot do better than pay
a visit to Messrs. Mappin and
Webb ; or if that is impossible,

send for one of their special
" wedding gift " catalogues, in

which they will find illustrated

hundreds of different presents
suitable for bride or bridegroom.

S> ^ *
I HAVE just veturned from a

tour of inspection round the .

London shops, and the keynote
of dress and millinery seems
to me to be on the side of
artisticness gained by the

skilful arrangement of detail

and a harmonious blending of
colours—a happy departure from
the crude colours and sharp
contrasts in favour a few years
past.

* * V

The neck ruffle with its flow-

ing ends gives telling grace to

a pretty costume. This is a
fashion not to be monopolised
by the tall damsel who gene-
rally has things all her own
way ; she who lacks inches n^ed
not deprive herself of this grace-
ful finish, for it is a mode vastly
becoming to both. Those com-
posed of petals are -as beautiful

as they are fragile, and I fear

have but a flower's lifetime ; far

more useful are those of net or
pleated chiffon. If you are con-
templating purchasing one of
these dainty ornaments you
cannot do better than wend
your way to Messrs. Peter
Robinson, where you will find

a charming selection to choose
from, and 3'our contemplated ruffle

possession.

¥ ¥ *

A charming gown

will become a valued

Our artist has represented for you a charming gown
suitable for any occasion when a really smart costume is

required. Taffetas in the new mauve shade is the material
chosen. It is cut en Princesse ; note the becomingness of
the three box-pleats down the length of the front, held in at
the waist by handsome silver buttons. Guipure lace is

employed very effectively on the skirt and forms the bolero,
which likewise fastens with a button. The embroidered
revers open over a vest of white mousseline de sole. The

Tlie home dressmaker would do well not to attempt a
gown cjf this description, which depends fcjr success
upon perfect cut and detail, and would be a failure unless
carried out by a master-h.-md. On the ( ontrary, our other
models could well be made at home, siniplit ily being their

chief characteristics. They are primarily int<-n(lcd for

seaside or country wear, and could b(; fashicjncd in any
material, or in the fashionable linens or cottons would 'cjok

equally well.

Anvo.ni-; who has spent a holid;iy amongst tin; Welsh
mountains must have noticed in

almost every farmhouse or
better-class cottage one piece
of furniture which gave a charm
to the humblest room. I allude
to the oak dresser or sideboard,
or combination cjf both. It is

generally a real antique, dating
from the seventeenth century.
At the latest often the initials of

the original owner appear, and
in some corresponding panel the
date, with perhaps a motto or
aphorism. The carving is rude,

but full of fanc}', and the orna-
ment is most carefully adapted
to the simple gouges and similar

tools used in its production.
Age has endowed it with a rich

full brown colour, which can
with difficulty be imitated in

modern replicas, and which
provides a perfect background
for the plates and vases and
those bright articles of daily

use which find their resting-

places upon its ample shelves.

Many of those old examples,
which are getting more rare

every year—the American col-

lector of antiques having swept
the country clear of all such
treasures as could be bought
for [tempting sums—have been
secured for their clients, and
others, have been reproduced
in facsimile by Messrs. Bartho-
lomew and Fletcher with excel-

lent results. We have given a
sketch of one of these, but
their number is legion, and the

variety which has been given
to these articles of simple design
is remarkable. Nothing- can
quite give the incomparable
charm of age, but these repro-

ductions have all the essenti.ils,

excellent and appropriate design
and soundness of construction.

The rest will come hi time.

?.Iartha.

* * *
Martha will have much plea-

sure in answering- questions re-

lating to .domestic or personal

matters.
¥ * ¥

Dorothy.—Dab the spots with Scrubb's .\mmonia,
which will allay the irritation ; and take every moniing
before breakfast a teaspoonful of .Abbey's Efforvesoent Salt :

if you persevere with this the spots will soon disappear.

From what yoir say, I fancy you have tried tco many
remedies, and not given any one a fair chance.

VovAC".E-VR.—Were I you I should invest in one of .Andre

Hugo's transformations : he would make you one c|uit<.

^indistinguishable from your own hair, and in any style to

best suit your face. These transformations are not in any

way affected b}- d.imp or sea air.
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CORRESPONDENCE
THE HAUNTS OF THE HOOLIGANS

Tu the Editor of ^^ Black and White Budget."

Dear Sir,— I cce in 3'our current issue of Black and
Wln'fe''Biidffet an a.rt\c\e on "London's Black Thoroughfares,
and the Haunts of the Hooligan," accompanied by snap-
shots.

I must take exception In toto to the statements as being
absohitely unreliable, and unworthy of any thoughtful per-

son's credence. I say this after a lifetime of business

experience, and my father's before me, of over sixty j-ears.

I am fort)- years old, and was born in the much-maligned
Waterloo Road. Had your correspondent as much brains

m his head as he so foppishly describes hair on it he would
not have gone to a "simple slop" for his instruction, but

would have sought to verify his information in a far more
reputable quarter. No single instance does he cite that can
be verified, with the one exception—viz., Blackfriars Bridge,
<i bridge policed by the finest body of constabulary in the
world. All the inhabitants he then proceeds to vilify, and
the locality in which they live. And why ? Is it because 1

the inhabitants are more poorly dressed than their fellow-
!

man, and their greatest crime their extreme poverty (more -

shame to the wealthy classes to allow such a state of
things to exist) ? or is it because they are bolder and

'

more straightforward in their way of living, and less 1

successful than wealthy rogues and coroneted thieves ?

I do not want you to infer that I hold a watching brief
i

on behalf of the Hooligan tribe, and therefore cordially '

concur with the closing sentences of your correspondent.
|

Allow me to state that this immediate locality is improving
fast, and I speak from my own experience, as one who has
had business dealings with the poor people during a life-

!

time, whom I have found extremel)- poor, but also extremely
i

honest. I have taken the Budget since its first number, and
have thought that it was a sensible compendium of current

news. I was therefore surprised to find that you lend your
columns to such scurrilous matter. Haphazard statements
like these are calculated to do great injury to many respect-

able tradesmen and inhabitants, and, in common justice to

them, I hope you will insert this letter, or in some way give
a satisfactory explanation of your learned correspondent's
remarks.— I remain, a lover of fair play,

Clarence W. Effland.

197, Waterloo Road, London, S.E., IVIa)- iSth-

^ ^ ^

TAVERHAM MILLS
To the Editor of " Black and White Budget."

Dear Sir,—As agent of the owner of Taverham estate,

Norfolk, may I correct an error which has inadvertently
appeared in your issue of May 4th last. In your " Current
Comments " you state that " "Taverham Mills was owned by
Messrs. Walter for upwards of half a century, and that the
building has recently been sold."

This mill has always belonged to the Taverham Hall
estate, which upon the death ot the late owner (Major G.
N. Micklethwail) passed through the female branch of the
Micklethwait family to my client, the Rev. Cecil Mills, of
Barford Rectory, Warwick, some two or three weeks since,

and who has certainly no intention of selling the same.
I may mention that my firm has acted as agent for the

Micklethwait estates for upwards of ninety jears, and that
Messrs. Walter have hired these mills through myself from
iir.ie to time.—Yours faithfully, Francis Hornor.
Queen Street, Norwich, May loth, 1901.

THE KING'S COMMISSIONER
To the Editor of " Black and White Budget."

Dear Sir, — I notice in Black and White Budget
for April 6th, that it is stated that the Sovereign's Com-
missioner to the General Assembl}- of the Church of Scot-

land was first appointed by King James VI. in 1600. This
is an error. The first King's Commissioner was Sir James
Balfour of Fittendreigh, appointed in 1580, when episcopacy
was formally condemned. King James VI. was present in

person at the Assembly in Montrose in 1600, and took part

in the debates. I am, j'our obedient servant.

The Manse of Dundee, Colin Campbell,
April 5th. Minister of the Parish of Dundee.

TO PHOTOGRAPHERS
The revival of Panoramic Photography is now attracting

considerable attention. The photograph which includes the

ordinary angle of view—that is, just about as much as is

seen fairly clearly when the eyes are fixed on one point of

sight—is invaluable as a record, and may be made highly

pictorial and interesting ; but there is thai about a pano-

ramic picture which appears to give a better idea of many
scenes and subjects than any narrower angle view cal

possibly present. Everyone will understand that a pano-

ramic view is one which takes a wide sweep of scene into

the picture. The reason why the views taken in this way
appear to give one so much more realistic an idea of the

places represented as we know them, is no doubt because

the eye naturally travels round somewhere about the horizon

line, and the mind gets a corresponding impression. Any-
way the fact is that these long, narrow-shaped views are

extremely effective and make interesting subjects, where
the smaller photographs are comparatively useless.

This kind of photography has been exploited in past years,

but the apparatus used has alwa3S been of a complex or

cumbersome kind. The recent introduction of the very simple

and extraordinary compact Panoram Kodaks will doubt-

less lead many photographers this year to enter upon this

charming branch of the hobby- of photography.
The smaller of the two Panoram Kodaks costs only

£^2 los., and the larger one—which makes pictures no less

than 12 inches in length—costs £,:^ los. Both are loaded

and unloaded in daylight, and are so simple in manipulation

that even a child can use them.
Until the introduction of these new Kodaks it was impos-

sible to obtain a camera of such small dimensions yielding

pictures of the sizes given by the Panoram Kodaks. The
apparatus deals effectively with wide stretches of landscape,

seascape, large groups of people, race meetings, regattas,

&c., and it can also be used vertically in certain instances,

for such subjects as waterfalls, mountain scenery-, &c.
The No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak is a noteworthy addition

to the popular folding cameras by which the Kodak Com-
pany astonished the world a few 3-ears ago. It takes film

pictures of the popular ^-plate size, yet folds up so as to

readily and easily go into the pocket, without the pocket
having to be made especiallj' to take the camera. The
No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak is readily charged at one
operation with film sufficient for twelve photographs, and
the film, it may be remarked, makes no difference to the

compactness, and adds but a few ounces to the weight of

the camera. For ladies, cyclists, and holidaj--makers, this

camera is bound to have great attractions, the large

size of the picture, combined with the extreme portabilit)'

and compactness of the camera, being points that will

appeal to many.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—Qx.t'.cv. and White BUDGET is NOT, as many are led to suppose, a reduplication of
Black and White ; neither is it a cheaper edition of that paper. It is run entirely upon its own merits on the

basis of being a SIXPENNY PAPER FOR TWOPENCE. Theiefore, contributors, artists, and correspondents

are requested, when addressing communications, to make sure of the address — which is Black AND White
BUDGET, j4, Bouverie Street, E.C. Letters addressed merely Black AND White and meant for the BUDGET,
are thereby subject to very great delay.

Printed hy the Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly r,Y W. .1. P. Monckton, at 13, Fleet Stheet, London, E.C., England. —Ju.ne i.^tgoi.
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THE FATE OF THE EMPIRE -LORD SALISBURY, LORD MILNER, AND
MR. CHAMBERLAIN DISCUSSING THE FUTURE

- (Photo by Foulsliam and Banfie'd^
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In the other ilkistralion there !% a
"snake-charmer, " as the irreverent Saxon
has it, at play. This is Piper MacPher-
son, at present in Joliannosburg', or there-
about, wlio is starling^ off to capture Ue
Wet. As we all know, " Ta Phairson
swore a feud against, ilie CJan Mac-
Tavish," and to accomplish his end in

extirpating- the vipers, he took *' fourJand
twenty men and ii\e and thirty pipers.

"

Wise m-an, ta Phairson !

There was once upon a time a dis-

tinguished frame maker, a man of great
and deserved eminence in his calb'ng, w lo

one year determined to visit the Royal
Academy in his private capacil,y. Bent
on being- treated purely as one of the

public, he paid his shilling at the turnstile

and walked in. Some hours later he was
met on his way home, after a studious tou?

of all the rooms, by an artist who knew

Snake-charmers at work in India

As Artemus Ward'once said, " Snaix is snaix," but they
don't mind that a bit in India. The illustration above shows
a group of Bengal snake-charmers at work. The large

snake in the man's hand is a recent capture, and not suffi-

ciently trained to be trusted—that is, as far as one can trust

a snake. But the piper—O ! shade of MacCrimond the

great—who is doing the charming is on the watch, and has
raised his hand to strike down the uncharnied one in case of

need. The instrument the man is playing- is a gourd-pipe,

which has much the same sound as " ta great Heilan' war-
pipe." The gourd-pipe, however, has a soothing effect, and
does not strike terror to the " enemy," nor does it speak.

There is no challenge in its chant ; no death and victory.

Taking down the largest picture in the world — the huge painting in Christ's Hospital
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high, that has for so many years hung- on the wall of tjie

Great Hall of Christ's Hospital, was removed the other day.

Itr is a great " work of art," indeed, rather than a work of

great art. It was painted by Antonio Vario, between 1684

and 1690, " to commemorate the foundation and endowment
within the hospital of the Royal Mathematical Scholarship

by his Majesty King Charles H. in 1673 and 1675. " It has,

therefore, been part of the famous school for over, 200 years,

and it has not been removed for over seventy-five years.

Christ's Hospital is doomed, however, and the great picture

is to go to Horsham with the Bluecoat boys. So under the

careful supervision of Mr. C. W. Carey, the keeper of the

picture gallery at the koyal Holloway College, it was
lovvered from the wall with pulleys and carefully and gently

laid on the ground. Its weight is :X tons, and it is the

largest and heaviest picture in the vvoild. The canvas is to

be taken out of the frame and cleaned before being rehung.

The ancient church at Limpsfield village, in Surrey, dates

back to a very remote period. It was one of those cited in

Domesday Book, and it has played rather an important part

in the history of the district. Limpsfield is the most easterly

parish in Surrey, adjoining the county of Kent. The ety-

The interior of the ancient church of Limpsfield.

mology of the name of the parish is obscure, but it seems
quite possible that it took its name from its situation, and
that Limpsfield is a corruption of limit, or
boundary field. The interior of the
church is interesting. The chancel

—

especially that part to the right of the
picture—is very ancient. To the right of
the Communion Table there are the re-

mains of an oven long ago used for bak-
ing the bread for the Sacrament.

V ¥ ¥
In connection with the new street from

the Strand to Holborn, the County Council
has now come into possession of a famous
mansion on the west side of Lincoln's Inn
Fields, and it will shortly, with its neigh-
bours, be " housebroken " out of exis-
tence. It adjoins Sardinia Street, and
was built in tJie reign of Charles II. for
the Earl of Lindsey, from the designs of
Inigo Jones. The right-hand room on
the first floor was taken by Charles
Dickens as the scene in Bleak House of
the assassination of Sir Leicester Dead-
lock's lawyer, Mr. Tulkinghorn, but the
painted ceiling, with the Roman soldier
whose truncheon pointed downwards to
the prostrate body of the lifeless solicitor,

was thoughtlessly covered with whitewash
a few years ago. Although more than
two centuries old, the houses about to be
demolished are in splendid state of pre-
servation.

Disappearing London — The quaint entrance to Sardinia

Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields

Mr. Stead, of Modern Babylon fame, &c., &c., who. or

course, he.s not made even a humble brown over photo-
graphs relating to Brother Boer and his brigandage in

South Africa, will be pleased to learn that the prisoners

—

Boers and British renegades, who ought to have been shot
on the spot—are fed very much better than the "mercenary"
British soldier, who, by the way, gives up his life to enable
swabs— alleged English and otherwise—to make money in

I
Great Britain. The accompanying photograph shows a
bullock—one of several thousands landed every week in St.

I

Helena—that went to make up the food of the motlej crowd
!
of Boer prisoners. Some of them are highly educated,
others of mean intelligence, as ignorant as their Kaffir

herds; many honest, excellent fellows, some "slim" and
treacherous ; a few unmitigated scoundrels with evil his-

tories behind them ; some chivalrous enemies, others vio-

lators of the flag of truce, breakers of the oath of neutrality,

assassins who, according to all the rules of war, ought to

have been shot as soon as captured. The Lancashire
Volunteers, who have just returned from the front, sa}' the

captives were better looked after than the troops.

Pity the poor Boer J The bullock above (for the consumption ot

prisoners only) gave 1,275 lbs. of beef
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The King having a look at the Guards Brigade

The march past at the Horse Guards Parade

Soma interested spectators at tlie presentation of the colours to the 3rd Scots Guards

by the King

THE COLOURS OF THE THIRD SCOTS GUARDS
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The last of a comrade To the mortuary

Carrying a dead comrade out To the mortuary

The sad scene at the Universal Colliery, Senghenydd

THE TERRIBLE COLLIERY EXPLOSION IN WALES
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One of the prize-wiuuers

Interested spectators

THE GREAT CART 'HORSE PARADE IN REGENTS PARK
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Hearty handshakes — the way they have in Bucks Playing the Volunteers up from the station

Presentation of silver teapots and good advice by the
Chairman and Councillors in the Market Square

Welcome home— the presage of a "glorious'

uight

Off to the station to give the Volunteers a hearty welcome home

RETURN TO AYLESBURY OF THE BUCKS VOLUNTEERS FROM THE FRONT
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PALACES AND PYRAMIDS OF
ICE

On a hot August or September day there arc

few sounds more pleasing- than the tinkle of a

miniature iceberg in a tumbler containing a
refreshing drink. The sound occasioned by the

national iceberg, however, would be more awe-
inspiring than pleasant unless the glass containing

it was of unusual solidity, for it has a dead weight

of some 450,000 tons, which is equivalent, as a
very simple calculation shows, to that of an army
of si'x million able-bodied men, each weighing
twelve stone, and contatns^ moreover, a bulk that

is much better ''cribbed, cabined, and confined,"

than at large.

The fact that the official statement of the

national imports shows that 17,342,000 cubic feet

of ice are brought to this country each year,

though impressive is not particularly interes^ting;

for to most people it is but an unwieldy total,

and notning more. The ordinary individual,

however, better realises its inrportance when
W2 point out that if cut in the shape of a cube
of sugar, the national iceberg would be 259ft.

iiong, high and deep, i.e.., about the height of the

Albert Metnorial at South Kensington, plus that

of the organ in fhe neighbouring Albert Halli

and having an area of i j^ acres, which if not so

large as the playing arena at Lord's or the Oval,
would be sufficient to permit of cricket being
played upon it.

Were the national iceberg to take upon itself

the shape of a ball its diameter would be just

twice the height of Nelson's column, together
with its seventeen-foot moffument of the national

hero ; but if, on the other hand, it was cut iifto

the shape of a perfect cone, the base of the same
exactly resting on the rim of the Great Wheel,
placed on its side for the occas'ion, which is

diameter, the point of the cone would rise to

300ft.

a heis

If the national ic-eberg took the sh.ipe of u cube, each of its dimensions
would be 259 feet ; its height can be gauged from the silhouette of the

iUbert Memorial, which is 175 feet high

exceeding that of the Pyra>mid of Clieops if it were balanced
on the end of the Monument on Fish Street Hill, and that

exceeding tall cohimn was in turn resting on the apex of

the Cleopatra Needle.
A cone 736fl. high, thoug+i inipnessive would not be parti-

cularly useful, and the young idea would probably vote, if

called upon to decide what should be done 'with it, that it

should be rolled out flat and used for skating purposes ; if

this was done until the thickness of the ice was lin., it would
then cover a piece ofground containing almost eight square
miles : that is to say, an area as wide as the greatest breadth
of Windermere, and a length equal to that of Ullswater.

St. Petersburg and Moscow in days of yore, as Montreal
does to this day when winter comes round, boasted of a
Palace of Ice ; with the material at our disposal in the
national iceberg, we could build no less than thirtj-thrce

palaces, each with accommodation for eight hinidred

—

doubtless unAvilling—guests. In view of the fact that the

The national iceberg compared with the Nelson column
. Trafalgar Square. If the iceberg took the shape of a ball the dianjeter would be

twice the height of the Nelson column

Rowton House, or Poor Man's Hotel, at Hammersmith,
which covers one and a half acres of ground, and has the

above accommodation, required 1,775,000 bricks, each gin.

by 4^in. by 3m., it follows that to replace the same we
should require 499,500 cubic feet of ice. In addition to this,

the largest item, the wood framing for the 800 cubicles,

covered one and
a half acres of
that material
which would re-

quire as a substi-

tute 9,075 cubic
feet of ice if

the latter
were cut into

slabs one inch
thick. Moreover,
the oak flooring

and frames of the
Rowton esta-
blishme.nt, which
boasts of 1,077
w in d ow s and
1, 158 doors, mea-
sured 2j^ acres,

and to replace
the same 9,075
cubic feet more
of ice would have
to be cut into

sheets one inch

thick, bringing
up the total ice

required to
515,000 cubic feet

—a large quan-
tity, but only one-
thirty - third of
that which tinkles

so pleasa,ntly in

our glasses, a-nd

is -so useful in our
refrigerators in

the summer.

A ghss large enough 10 hold the rational ice-

berg comfortably would have to be 5S? (c«t higli

and 39c feet from side to side : the glass is drawn
to the same scale as the Queen's Tovcr of the

Imperial Institute, which is ',00 feci Uigli
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The ordinary tumbler, holding; hall" a pint of liquid, can,
and often does, accommodate a lump of ice measuring;- 4J4
cubic inclies, together with 13 cubic inches of liquid. With
these data, it can easily be ascertained that the capacity of
the tumblerlhat would conveniently hold the national iceberg-,

and the liquid' it was intended to cool, would have to be
583ft. hij^h, or almost one and a-half times as liig^h as St.

Pauls Cathedral, and 390ft. across from side to side, which
would .yjive it an area practically equal to that contained
vvitliin the railings of Belgrave Square. Were the contents
of the tumbler to be emptied into a dock 6oft. deep and
927ft. long- and wide, the said dock would be filled to the
brim. Such a dock, by the way, would not only hold the
largest vessel in the world—the Oceanic—but would, in

addition, be easily large enough to accommodate eleven
other ships, each as large as the forthcoming " largest

'

vessel afloat, which an American firm is about-tobuild, the
dimensions of the same being 61 oft. long by 74fl. by 56ft.

The declared value at the docks of the national iceberg is

about ;^337,500, but its cost in retail quantities to the con-
sumer is undoubtedly much more ; at rather less than one
halfpenny a jiound, its retail value would amount to just

about two million pounds, a sum which, if taken in gold,
could be converted into 114 bricks of that metal, each the
size of one of the 1,775,000 bricks used in the Hammersmith
Rowton House, each weighing 311 lb., and each worth

BRITSTOWN, SOUTH AFRICA
1 HAVE received the following interesting letter with

reference to the gift of plate to Mrs. Andrews, by the
C.I.Ws:-

( Ti) the Editor, " Black and Wliiic Budget.")
I'olice Office, Britstown,

February 12th, 1901.
Dear Sir,—Allow me to thank jou for the publication ni

your paper of the handsome gift to my wife by the C.I.V.'s.

It came upon us really as a surprise, when informed by
the Postmaster here of the two parcels addressed to me
containing silver ware. I told him there must be a mistake,
as I Jiad no one to make me silver presents. However,
the cases were opened and then the owner's name was
evident. *

It was the least in our thoughts that an acknowledgment
on such a grand scale would be made for so little done.
What was done was done for our countrymen (townsmen
many) nobly fighting for the Empire, who had given up
hixury, ease, and comfort to take their part in the strife.

And only those who went through it 'know the sacrifice

fhev made for home and honour.
If all the places in the colony they visited were like

Britstown, then each man earned a medal for heroism.
It was heroic on their part to patiently put up with the
privation; they did without a murmur. Not one—and I

knew many—did I hear complain. And cause there was.
How many at home would care to be fished out of a sluit,

narrowly escaping being smothered in mud and washed
away and drowned, as some I know were ? And, again,
when after the order had been given to strike tents and
get ready for marching, down came a pouring rain, which
in -.1 few minutes wetted every man to the skin.

And also, when the staff" had just sat down to tiffin, an
orderly had brought the Chief Constable to Lord Kitchener
with a letter, up came what is called at Pe Aar "a dust
devil, " wjiich peppered the contents of. the table so as to
spoil the food.

There is also a little story already attached to the silver

service. After the occupation of Britstown by the Boers on the
22nd December last, after looting my office, and taking my
pair of horses' saddle, and bridle, two of the Boers came to

m\' house and demanded the key of the English churchy
which I, as lay reader and church\va,rden, kept. Upon
being forced to do so, I tendered the key, and was then told

to acccmpanv them, "as they respected churches" (but I

failocl to see where the respect came in). On the door being
opened, thov peered in every available place that would
hold anything, and 1 had a suspicion they were searching
for ammunition. Under the altar they looked, and I was
afraid they were going to open the organ. They then went
into the vestry, and found two small cases. In the twinkling
cf an eve the butts of the rifles smashed in the lids of the

cases, but-' in jjlace of the eagerly sought ammunition—
was the silver service ! (I had tin previous day placed it

there for safety). Fortunately none of the pieces were even
scratched. Then it all came out.

One of the two men told me the people in the village had
given them information that thej- would make a grand haul
by searching the English church ; one large and two small
cases had been put into it. It was partly true. Early that
week our new organ had arrived, and in its case was
carrie.d to oin- church, taken out, and the case sent up to my
house.

The spies in the village very likely had got hold of infor-

mation that I had previously collected all the ammunition in

the village, and came to the conclusion it had been put in

the church ! It is yet lying under their ver\- noses, some
few thousand rounds, but u>ifit for itse.

Thanking' you again on behalf of my 'wife,

I remain, dear Sir, yours Iruh-,

G. AI. Andrews, Chief Constable.

THE DISAPPEARING CIGARS
SOME CURIOLS TRICKS WITH THE " FRAC. RANT WEED
I RECENTLY had the pleasure of discoursing on the merits

and entertaining qualifications of the " Queen of Coins "

—

"Talma" to wit. I now propose to say something in

appreciation of his Majesty the King—of Coins, Mr. T.
Nelson Downes. I believe— I have been assured—that Mr.
Downes was the first to manipulate coin'; in this countr\-,

and that when he originally appeared as " King " he had
no consort, nor any rival to his Imperial position. Indeed,
he still maintains that he has no rival. This, however, I

know to be incorrect. I am acquainted with several people
of both sexes who can manipulate coins with wondrous
dexterity. But let that pass.

Mr. Downes is appearing at the Empire, and gives a very
skilful exposition of sleight-of-hand. It is not, however,
with his coin tricks I propose to deal, but with those he
performs in conjunction with several cigars. I also pro-
pose, with the consent and connivance of Mr. Downes, to

show how the tricks are done. Then, of course, anyone
who cares to take the trouble may perform the tricks and
draw Mr. Downes' salary. I shouldn't wonder

!

First, then, Mr. Downes produces a cigar, a genuine,
expensive " Bock," and holds it up so that all may clearly

perceive it. The cigar in one hand, he holds in the other a
small, ivory-tipped wand, and, strange to say, it is this

inevitable, but generally delusive "magic," article which
practically "does the trick." In other words, the wand in

this instance is absolutely indispensable.

All at once the cigar disappears—you do not know how
and you can't tell where. It's gone. Mr. Downes will

show you both sides of both his hands, but nothing bearing
the smallest resemblance to a cigar is to be seen. Where
is it ? All the time he retains possession of the wand ; it

cannot have been smuggled inside this, as, even supposing
it to be hollow, it is much too small to a.^commodate a cigar.

In showing his hands, apparently empty, to the audience,
Mr. Downes passes the wand from one hand to the other,

finally displaying the fronts of both hands at the same time.

It is really very bewildering. As you sit, open-mouthed,
with your senses wool-gathering, the cigar reappears as
mysteriously as it disappeared. The conjurer seems to

draw it out of the wand, but, if so, you cannot imagine
how he contrived to get, it in.

As a matter of tact, the cigar has never been out of his

hands the whole time— it has been hidden bcltind the wand.
This is so cleverly contrived, so dexterously manipulated,
that it is impossible to detect the deception. It is passed
from hand to hand with the wand, and when the fronts of
both hands are shown simultaneously', it is actually before

the eyes of the audience, only it is held in such a peculiar

manner that it appears part of the wand.
Mr. Downes can also palm three cigars at once—not by

any means an easy task—and palm a cigar on the back of

the hand, which sounds paradoxical. He can also smoke
cigars, and anyone is at liberty to lest him in this ; he
produces better effects with other people's cigars, provided
they arc of a good brand.
A very realistic and amusing trick was where he appeared

to swallow a cigar and reproduced it from his ear.

H. L. Adaji.
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ilow the trick is done. Cigar hidden
behind wand

Tlie cigar in the right

band again
Producing the cigar from the

«and

Back, palming a cigar Extracting a cigar from the ear Palming three cigars

THE DISAPPEARING CIGAR
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The champion runner of Bengal. Pte. Mossnian and
his trainer, Pte. Malone, of the 93rd Highlanders

Private Mossman lias wen 20 firsts, i3 seconds, 14 thirds, won >. matches,

ran 4 dead heats within the past four years. Some of his besi. feats ;r.e

100 yards in 10 1-5 sees. ; 220 yards, 23 sees. ; J^'-mile in 53 sees. ; i mile

in 4 mins. 45 sees.
;

J^o-mile in 2 mins. 10 sees.

THE NEW BREECH-LOADER
Captain H. Garbett, R.N., prints, in the "Journal" of

the Royal United Service Institution, some account of the

7'5in. breech-loader, the new weapon which is to be mounted
in the great i8,ooo-ton battleships that arc about to be laid

down for the Royal Navy. It is, of" course, of steel con-

structioii, " wire ribbon " being- tightly wound round the

outer of the two tubes, and covered by a steel jacket. It is

fifty calibres long in the bore, the to<:al length from the

breech face io- the muzzle being 3867in. The gun weighs

15 tons 15 cwt., the mounting with shield being equal to

12 tons 16 cwt., and it fires a projectile weighing 20olb-

(twice the weight of that of the 6in. weapon), with 791b. of

nitro-cellulose, with a velocity of 3,000ft. per second, and an
energy of 12,480 foot-tons—results in every way admirable
and surprising. It is the longest weapon in relation to size

ever constructed, and in destructive force exceeds the results

ever achieved by £«-tillerists hitherto. As an indication of

the tendency of the modern cannon, it is interesting to note

that the 7-5 exceeds in length the earlier types of the i2in.

g-un, and is more than twice as long as the older6in. weapon.
The breech mechanism is of the most ingenious character,

being of a new hand-lever type. The breech is opened and
closed by a single motion of the lever. The one horizontal

swing of the hand-lever rotates (locks or unlocks) the breech-

plug, which is of a special design, swings it in and out of

the gun, and " cocks " the firing-striker.

A NEW MEMORIAL
One of the heroines of Robert Burns—the " Lassie wi' the

liiit-white locks "—has been honoured with a monument in

Edinburgh, the movement for its construction having been
under the patronage of, among others, the Earl of Rosebery.
The niomorial is after the style of the ancient sculptured
crosses of lona, and is of light grey granite. It bears the

inscription :
" This stone marks the grave of Jean Lorimer,

the 'Chloris' and 'Lassie wi' the lint-white locks' of the
poet Burns. Erected under the aus|)ices of (lie Ninety
Burns Club, Edinburgh, 1901.'

» il!l
•

ABERDEENWHITE FISHING INDUSTRY
Amongst the many places of interest in Aberdeen which

Aberdonians take their visitors to, is the large, spaciou;;
fish market on the north side of the Albert Basin. There,
from the early hours of morning", boats arrive and discharge
their cargoes of fish, which are afterwards disposed of to
the highest buyers, and are dispalclied to London and othe;-

centres. The most suitable time to visit the market i.;.

between 5.30 a.m. and 6 a.m., when the boats arrive, and r,

scene of great activit}' goes on. The white-fishing industry
at Aberdeen has been making great progress during the
past years, and the results hr'l\e been causing envj' amongsl
the other fishing ports over the kingdom. Everj- year
shows a steadj' advance, and every record is made only to
be beaten by another one which takes it place. On
April 22nd last (when I took the photos shown on next page
at 6 a.m.) the quantity of fish landed at Aberdeen exceeded
all former records for a single da}'. Thirt}- trawlers landed
a total of 355 tons ; five liners, 10 tons ; and 40 jawls, 2 tons;
making a total of 367 tons. This is 51 tons in excess of the
|)revious record of 316 tons for a single da}', established on
April 23rd, 1900. From the igoo Reports of the Fishing-

Board for Scotland, I find that as regards liners and trawlers,
the total of round fish captured during 1900 amounted to

1,541,980 cwt., valued at ;£8i7,640, being a decrease in

quantity from the preceding year of about 84,600 cwt.,
but an increase in value of almost ;£ 15,900. Line-
fishing shows a decreise in quantity of not less than
160,000 cwt. ; the trawlers are responsible for counter-
balancing this with 75,500 cwt. in quantit}-, and £,^1^,(^00 in

value, this latter amount making up the deficiency o'i

;£^7,o28. In regard io flat fish, the total quantity landed was
154,097 cwt., valued at ;£^2io,643, or an increase as com-
pared with 8,9i5cwt. and ^11,698 in 1899. This increa.sc

is due to the trawlers, over 70 per cent, of the total catchea
and 76 per cent of total value being accounted to them.
The average price of line-fish was about 21s. 8d. per cwt.,
or IS. 8d. in excess of the price of 1899 ; the price of trawled
fish was almost 2Qs. 6d. per cent. H, S. L.

The house at Charlton where the fi\e children were
murdered by their father, Sergt.-.Major Dutler
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Drying white-fish in the sun An Aberdeen fisherwife and fisherman

The record catch of wbite-ftsh at Aberdeen Placing the fish in boxes for the convenience of salesmen

A resident of Fittie — Making ready
bis lines

When the fish arrive they are laid on the quay and mo\ cd

about with forks

THE WHITE -FISHING AT ABERDEEN
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THE BLUE RIBBON OF THE LINKS
FouNDEli in 1860 h>- the Prestwick Golf Club, whose

links on the Firth of Clyde rire so veil known to the enthu-

-siast wieltlei- of the nibliek and putter, the open champion-
ship is n:-,doubledly the principal event in the goHing- j'car,

and the Mecca of e\ cry g'olfer is the scene of the competition

which is pkijed year b\- year, and in rotation, on the links

of the Prestwick Club in Ayrshire, at St. Andrews, at

Muirfield, at Hoylake, and at Sandwich, the latter two links

being- the jiropertj- of the Royal Liverpool Club and the St.

Georg-e's Club, whoa few jears ago were invited to join the

other three bodies in adjudicating upon and arranging aU

details of the com|)etition.

¥ * *

When the competition was inaug^urated, the winner re-

ceived much glorj', and the use for one year of a challenge

belt, which could only become his property by his winning
it three }ears in .succession, a feat performed by Tom
Morris, jun., who held the championship from 1868 to 1872

inclusive. Nowadays the championship, in addition tc

honour, enriches the winner to the extent of a gold medal,

and in the case of a professional ^^50, whilst, in addition,

the champion holds for the year the champion cup, that can

never be won outright.

* * *
In the accompanjiijg, diagram, the shaft of the putter has

been graduated, and the names of the winners of the last

twent)- years are pkiced opposite the figaires representing
the number of strokes in which the championship was won
in an}- particular year, therebj- affordingf a fair method of

comparing- those performances accomplished on the same
links, and a general aspect of the competition during- the

last two decades. It must be mentioned that in 1892 the

conditions of play were altered, four rounds being- played
instead of two, as in previous years. In order to show the

performances of the champions prior to 1892 on the same
diagram as those of the champions of 1892-1900, we have
placed the names o' the former at four positions on the shaft

representing- fig-ures exactly double their actual scores for the

two rounds. These scores, are, however, given in bracket?
following- the name.

* * *
The names of the links upon which the various perfo. m

ances were accomplished are g-iven to the right of the shaft,

in respect to which it will be noted that when the Honour-
able Company of Edinburgh Golfers migrated from Mussel-
burgh to their private course at Muirfield, the latter links

superseded the formei as a championship course, and, so far

as the championship is concerned, were inaiigfurated by Mr.
H. Hilton's record championship score of 305 in 1892.

Of late years, perhaps the most exciting- competition
was that at Prestwick in 1898, when Harry V'ardon had
a neck-and-neck struggle with Willie Park in the final round,
and eventually won by one_ stroke, Park's score being' 308,
Mr. H. Hilton's 309, J. H. Taylor's 312, and the late and
greatly lamented Lieutenant Tait's (who was killed at

Koodoosberg-on February 7th, 1900) 315. The high standard
of pla}- attained on this occasion can be gauged from the

tact that no less than eleven of the plajers returned scores
that were better than W. Auchterlonie's winning- score in

this event over the same green in 1894.

* * *
j

In 1899 X'ardon again won the Championship, thereby
bringing up his total to three, his first victor}- being won at :

Muirfield in 1896, after a tie with J. H. Tajdor. Vardon's
j

1899 score of 310, it will be noted, is the best in the competi-
tion, so far as the Sandwich green is concerned. The '

runner-up on this occasion was Jack White, of Seaford,
|

who accomplished the fourth round in 75 strokes, thereby ,

breaking the record of the green previously held by the late !

F. G. Tait.
jLast year, our readers will hardl}' require reminding, the

competition took place at St. Andrews, and was won by J.

!

H. Taylor (Richmond), who accomplished the four rounds in '

309 strokes, a championship record for the green. To the
left of the diagram the black columns are drawn in length in 1

oroportion to the number of strokes taken to cover the four
j

rounds by each of the first twelve competitors. In the case
of Taylor and V^ardon, the columns are subdivided in pro-

'

portion to the number of strokes taken for each round. It

will be noticed that both competitors accomplished the first

round in 79 strokes, but V'ardon took four more sti-okcs t;)

do the second than Taylor (81 to 77), two more for the lliiixi

(80 to 78), and two more for the fourth (77 to 75). The best
amateur peiformance was that of Mr. K. M.-ixwell (Tan-
tallon), who went round thrice in 8r, and once in 86.

iSaq mi.uc PfiKr<.rissii\' Lnonoa/Kr,

Diagram of the Golf Championship
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A quiet corner « ater from the uell Obstreperous pets

Fuel Scraps Firewood

A peasant A family pet

(Photos by Paul Geniaux, Paris)

A HOLIDAY IN BRITTANY

i^atting fur<c
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Aiiirn'cn there were eijclit cullers and seven schooners, the
majority of' lliem beiiiif of llu- blufT-ljowed type. W'fien all

allowances were made, the wonderful .speed displaced by
tlie Aiiwrica was more tlian had been anticipated Ijy ling-li.sh

yachtsmen. The wind at tfie start was westerly, very lijfht

and variable, and runninji' to the east end of llie island the
cutters had at first tlie advantatfe, but coniinjf on the wind,
the Aiiirn'm at once commenced to show tier speed. In
bcitiiii^- u|) the back of the island at^ainsl a strong- tide and
with liule wind, tlie Ai-ru'i' jfot ashore and the Alarm went
to her assistance. Tiiese were considered to be two of the
best in the fleet. Later in" the race two others, /'r<'n/fr and
Vo/iiiih', fouled each other, and fiad to give up. There was
now consideraljly more wind, and the Amcricn had csla-
blLslied a decided lead to windward, which she continued to
improve. She passed throu.tfh the Needles miles ahead of
the Aiirorn (47 tons), the next )achl, and arrived at Cowes

A part of the Russian section

Tlie Bungalow Restaurant

Thk histor\- of the America Cup which Shamrock II. will

attempt to wrest from the United States, is graphically

narrated in the June number of the Universal and Ludgate
Magazine. The writer of this interesting' article, who pre-

fers to be known bj- the nom de guerre of " Nerine," thus
describes the origin of the America Cup:

—

"In 1851 the
regatta of the Royal Yacht SquacFron at Cowes was, as it

ii now, the fashionable jachting event of the year. It took
place in August, and on the 22nd of that month a race was
arranged for a cup, offered as a prize by the members of the

j

i-lub, to be sailed for b}' the yachts of all nations, without
regard to difference of tonnage. The course was from •

Cowes round the Isle of Wight. The A /nerira entered for ' eighteen minutes before her. Thus ended tiiai famous rare

this race, and was the only foreign competitor. The start ; The prize then won by the America was some time .'liter-

took place at 10 o'clock in the morning, and besides the
|
wards presented b\- her owners to the New Vork Yacht

Club with the idea of ' making it per-

petuallj- a challenge cup for fricndlj- com-
pelitioii between foreign countries," and
that prize is what has ever since been

known as the ' America Cup.'
"

Earl Roberts was in rural Essex the

other da}'. He travelled, with other

ofiicers,-byspecial"saloonfrom Feiichurcli

Street to Pitsea Junction, where a motoi--

car was in waiting, and conveyed ihe

part)- in the direction of Epping. Thi-

visit had been kept a profound secret, but

the village got wind of it, and " Bobs
"

was heartily cheered as he left. A local

clergyman arrived at the station after tin-

motor part}- had left. " You are too

late," said the station-master. " For m\
train?" queried the cleric. ''No, for

Earl Roberts. Did you not meet hini

aiong the road in a motor-car ? " " Dear
Hie." replied the other in agitation, " was
that Earl Roberts ? I took him for one

of those dreadful land speculators."

Although this is an old story brought

up to date, nevertheless it is very inter-

esting.Water chute at the Exhibition

AT THE GLASGOW EXHIBITION
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The launch of the " Constitution," tlic defender of tlie Aniericu Cup

Terns in Xew Z^^aland A typical scene in Auckland. Xew Zealand

A New Zealand geyser, or hot-water spring The Dry Docks at Auckland. N'cw /calaad
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MISS MARGARET^ -FRASER
(Photo by Ellis and Walery),,
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MISS CLARISIA TALBOT
• (Photo \>\' Ellis niicl Walcrv)
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Peking, March 15111, igoi.--Most of us are only I'amiliar
1

•with executions by ihe clever word-painting' of novelists or 1

historians. Until to-day (writes a special war corre-
j

spondcnl), often as 1 have looked upon the grim, grey walls i

of the Tower of London, I could never in my mind really
j

grasp the meaning of its history oi" confinement, of torture,

and the block. Hut now that I have seen two hapless men
Jed to the slaughtei-, walclnxl the gleaming chopper fall,

heard the sickening thud, and seen the awtul spurt of blood,

the neau moving' as it lay, conscious, one would swear, for

a full second ;j,fter the fatal axe had divided it frojii its trunk ;

now, when 1 look upon the Tower again and listen to tales 1

of execution, I shall always see that head and the pool of

blood, the ghastly, headless trunk, with bare shoulders, half-

covered with silken raiment, the small, fine hands cla>sped
j

light in deatli.

The Garden Walk at the Summer Palace, Pekiu

I heard at the Legation lliat l,he final act would be accom-
plished between half-pa.st twelve and two, as the time chanced
vhen the victims had finished t^eirlast deeds and made their

last farewells. They were to be led from confinement to the

board of punishments, received there by the officials, and
have their crimes ixcanted, and then
oassed on to the fearful ghouI,s who were,
^\cn as I arrive;), squatting in animal-like
indifference nca.r the mats on which the.se

men were soon to expi.ate their crimes. In
.he executions of romance or of European
liistory the scene is a.'grim courtyard with
battlemented walls, the block in the centre,

the grim, masked figure standing proudlj'

.'lideous, leaning- on his axe. Or it is the
_jreat public square. A platform has been
thrown up, and on it halberdiers, the

Xing-'s guard, are mounted. Horsemen
in helmet and cuirass keep back the surg-
ng mob. Places are arranged for the
King and for nobles, even for the ladies,

ind one perhaps will see her lover's head
.ipon the boards.

Here it was the more hideous, the more
errible, as there was none of the pomp
ind prepaViUion with whTcb the European
graced his savagery. It was hideously
commonplace, yet brutally true. In a
narrow, alle3-like oartof the great market

The bridge at the Summer Palace, Pckiii

street which leads to the we-tcrn gate of the CbJnese city,
two common mats of straw were lying. On one, carelessly
spread, lay a piece of red cloth ; on the other a' black
cus'hion had been thrown. They were about 15ft. apart,
and by an instinct one felt that the men would "kneel with
their faces to the rising sim. .A. battery of camera.s had
been planted on stands, already focussed on the majts.

* ¥ *
At fast the crowd stirred down the street, and people

rushed to their mentally-selected posts, colliding and
wrangling for places, to be pushed back into line by the
soldiers' levelled gun-s. Then a pause followed. The
murmur passed round that the prisoners had arrived. X
solemn procession of Chinese assi-stants walked down the
street to fetch the unhapoy men. Then the crowd closed in

again and almost rushed (he line of guns. The soldiers

barely held it back. Another long pause followed. I

watched the queer wrinkled face of the old animal who was
to hold the head. He stood there, ghastly in his blood-
bespattered grey clothes, tying a gory yellow apron about
his waist. Supreme proof of the Chinese besotted indiffer-

ence to filth—this bloody apron, like its master, the veteran
of a hundred executions—that awful garment splashed with
human lives ! The ok! gnarled face had for hours betrayed
no emotions. A certam animal pleasure in the warm sun,

as he blinked his eyes from under drooping- flesh-pads, was
the only sign above an utter unconcern. Now the brute

stood straig-ht, with shoulders squared and sleeves rolled

back, handling the thin rope that soon would make a noose
for a living.head and fall bloody from a dead one..

* ¥ ^
Another terrible'creature stood with a beaten-copper basin

i.n his hands. I had never seen his type before in an
Oriental. He was an embodiment of Bill Sykes. The snub
nose, the bulldog mouth with the great savage jaws, the

little slip-like ej'es, the head with its grey shave, like a

The Sikhs machine gun in action on the outskirts of Pekin
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if^AiM^'jn'<

A grass foraging party near Pekin

prison crop, and on tVie scalp an ugly healed-up wound.
This creature's queue grew from the tiniest patch on the

back of his crown, and the lack of hair ending in this rat-

like tail added to the criminal character of his appearance.
The heavy muscles of his cheeks and jaws twitched below
the drawn skin—the only symptom of restlessness he
betrayed. A third creature of a lesser character and frame,

a man, who perchance wa.'? once respectable, stood in a
vacant, half-nervous manner, his hands catching a roll of

brown paper, from whicn he unconsciously nipped pieces

and out some into his mouth to chcNv. He stood beside the

executioner. With the paper it was his dul}' to wipe the

knife. A young man with a baboon-like face and a feeble

grin held the chopper in its sheath, covered with a yellow
bag. The executioner, the least remarkable figure, dressed
in a little better clothes, looked a si}', tricky scoundrel, but
entirely unlike the preconceived man of de;ith ; in no way
related to the tall man in the black mask of fiction.

Another foraging party at the Summer Pah\cc, Pe.kin
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'Ilie switchback railway at the Aiexaudra Palace

ALEXANDRA PALACE
A GREAT, beneficent and publk-

spirited work was consummated on
the 2otli ult., when, in glorious weather
and in the presence of n vast assemtlv,
the Alexandra Palace and Park were
opened to the free use of the people of
London in perpetuity. What that

means is that a beautiful estate of
woodland and la'wn, nearly one-half
the expanse of Hyde Park, and bear-
ing on its breezy heights an exhibition

building, with art g-alleries, theatre,

concert hall, and, not least, its great
central transept, has been added to the

lungs of the metropolis as part of fhe

heritage of the citizens. It is an old
Glory, but wx)rth the brief telling how,
"jUst as Paxton's Cr3'stal Palace was
removed from the Exhibition site of

1851 from Hyde Park to Sydenham,
the buildings which formed the Inter-

national Exhibition eleven years later

were removed to Muswell Hill, to be-

come what was fondly hoped would be
as great a boon to North London as
ihe Palace in the South-East. Scarcely
had the work of reconstruction been

completed, in the summer of 187;^,

U'hcn the entire biiijding waS' destroyed
by fire, only to be rebuilt and opened
within the next two 3cars to meet
a disap]3ointing future. From whatever
cause, the Alexandra Palace as a
commercial enterprise failed to " catch
on." Since 1890 it has had but a spas-

modic existence, and when Mr. Littler,

K.C. (Chairman of the Middlesex County
Council) formulated a scheme ten fyears

ago for the acquisition of all nnd more
than has now been obtained, neither public

opinion, private generosil3-, nor the spirit

of local goverrunent was sufficiently ad-
vanced to give life to the proposal.
Last year, however, the opportunity
came, and with it the men. On the very

I« the Alexandra Palace grounds

The Alexandra Palace Crom the Jstoating lake

eve of the intended issue of a leaste to a
syndicate, with option of purchase, six

men contributed an immediate deposit of

-^Cf,Qoo, and obtained an agreement with

the same right of purchase. ;^ 140,000

was needed for the freehold of 173 acres

and the buildings. A private Act was
carried thro"ugh last session authorising

contributions and appointing trustees,

and then th« Middlesex County Council

and the local councils of Hornsey, Wood
Green, Islington, Tottenham, Friern

Barnet and Finchley subscribed in vai-ying

sums a total of ;^ 150,000. That has
given a balance after providing for the

purchase, which has been wisely and
artistically expended in renovations.

A further sum of ;^i5,ooo is needed for

an extension of fifteen acres, consisting'

of the boating lake and the adjoining land,

which has been temporarily acquired, and
doubtless that will come in fitting time.

Meanwhile, what with greenhouses, pic-

ture galleries, art collections, abundance
of buffets and dining-rooms, and the

transept, with its nobte organ, there i.s,

under shelter, a resort comparable only
to that of the Crystal Palace, and abso-
lutely free, while outside there are glades
and open spaces of that diversified land-

scape which renders oiirnortherly suburbs
so distinctly attractive.

LONDON'S NEW LUNG
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(Continued from page Ji6.)

The man seemed hesitating- on the verg-e of a description.
" What were they Hke? " I asked.

"They had never fought," he said. "They were just

like our ironclads are nowadays ; they had never fought.

No one knew what they might do, with excited men inside

them ; few even cared to speculate. They were great

driving things shaped like spear-heads without a shaft,

with a propeller in the place of the shaft."

"Steel?"
"Not steel."
" Aluminium ?

"

" No, no, nothing- of that sort. An alloy that was very

common—as common as brass, for example. It was called

—let me see " He squeezed his forehead with the

fingers of one hand. "I am forgetting everything," he

said.
" And they carried guns? "

" Little guns, firing high explosive shells. They fired

the guns backwards, out of the base of the leaf, so to speak,

and rammed with the beak. That was the theory, you
know, but they had never been fought. No one could tell

exactly what was going to happen. And meanwhile I

suppose it was very fine to go whirling through the air like

a flight of young swallows, swift and easy. I guess the

captains tried not to think too clearly what the real thing

would be like. And these flying war machines, you know,
were only one sort of the endless war contrivances that

had been invented and had fallen into abeyance during the

long peace. There were all sorts of these things that

people were routing out and furbishing up ; infernal things,

silly things ; things that had never been tried ; big engines,

terrible explosives, great guns. You know the silly way of

these ingenious sort of men who make these things ; they
turn 'em out as beavers build dams, and with no more sense

of the rivers they're going to divert and the lands they're

g-oing to flood !

" As we went down the winding stepway to our hotel

again, in the twilight, I foresaw it all : I saw how clearly

and inevitably things were driving for war in Evesham's
silly, violent hands, and I had some inkling of what war
was bound to be under these new conditions. And even then,

though I knew it was drawing near the limit of my oppor-
tunity, I could find no will to go back."
He sighed.
" That was my last chance.
" We didn't go into the city until the sky was full of stars,

so we walked out upon the high terrace, to and fro, and

—

she counselled me to go back.
" ' My dearest,' she said, and her sweet face looked up to

me, ' this is Death. This life you lead is Death. Go back
to them, go back to your duty

'

" She began to weep, saying, between her sobs,
and clinging to my arm as she said it, ' Go back—Go
back.'
" Then suddenly she fell mute, and, glancing down at her

face, I read in an instant the thing she had thought to do.
It was one of those moments when one sees.

" ' No !
' I said.

" ' No?' she asked, in surprise, and I think a little fearful

at the answer to her thought.
"'Nothing,' I said, 'shall send me back. Nothing! I

have chosen. Love, I have chosen, and the world must go.
Whatever happens I will live this life— I will live for you !

It—nothing shall turn me aside ; nothing, my dear one.
Even if you died— even if you died—

—

'

" ' Yes ? she murmured, softly.
" ' Then— I also would die'
" And before she could speak again I began to talk,

talking eloquently—as I could do in that life—talking to

exalt love, to make the life we were living seem heroic and
grlorious ; and the thing I was deirerting something hard
and enormously ignoble that it was a fine thing to set aside.

I bent all my mind' to throw that glamour upon it, seeking
not only to convert her but mj-self to that. We talked, and,
she clung to me, torn too between all that she deemed noble
and' all that she knew was sweet. And at last I did make
it heroic, made alfthe thickening disaster of the world only
a sort of glorious setting to our unparalleled love, and we
two poor foolish souls strutted there at last, clad in that
splendid delusion, drunken rather with that glorious
delusion, under the still stars.

" And so my moment passed.
" It was my last chance. Even as we went to and fro there,

the leaders of the south and east were gathering their

resolve, and the hot answer that shattered Evesham's
bluffing for ever, took shape and waited. And all over
Asia, and ^re ocean, and l,he South, the air and the
wires were throbbing with their warnings to prepare

—

prepare.
" No one living, you know, knew what war was ; no

one could imagine, with all these new inventions, what
horror war might bring. I believe most people still believed
it would be a matter of bright uniforms and shouting charges
and triumphs and flags and bands— in a time when half the
world drew its food supply from regions ten thousand miles
away "

The man with the white face paused. I glanced at him,
and his face was intent on the floor of the carriage. A little

railway station, a string of loaded trucks, a signal-box, and
the back of a cottage, shot by the carriage window, and a
bridge passed with a clap of noise, echoing the tumult of the
train.

" After that," he said, " I dreamt often. For three weeks
of nights that dream was my life. And the worst of it was
there were nights when I could not dream, when I lay tossing
on a bed in this accursed life ; and there—somewhere lost to

me—things were happening—momentous, terrible thing's.

. . . . I lived at nights—my days, my waking" davs, this

life I am 'living now, became a faded, far-away dream, a
drab setting, the cover of the book.

"

He thought.
" I could tell you all, tell you ever}- little thing- in the

dream, but as to what I did in the daytime—no. I could

not tell— I do not remember. My memory— uiy memory
has gone. The business of life slips from me "

He leant forward, and pressed his hands upon his eyes.

For a long time he said nothing.
" And then? " said I.

" The war burst like a hurricane.
"

He stared before him at unspetikable things.
" And then ? " I urged again.
" One touch of unreality, " he said, in the low tone of a

man who speaks to himself, "and they would have been
nightmares. But they were not nightmares—they were not

nightmares. No! "

He was silent for so long that it dawned upon me that

there vi'as a danger of losing the rest of the story. But he
went.on talking again in the same tone of questioning self-

communion.
"What was there to do but flight ? I had not thought

the war would touch Capri— I had seemed to see Capri as
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being' out of it all, as the contrast to il all ; but two nig'lits

ufter the whole place was shoutint;' and bawlint^s every
woman almo^^t and every other man wore a badg;e—Eves-
ham's badgfe—and there was no music but a jangling- war-

was out of it. I was like a man who I "But why should it be? If,

song- over and over ag'ain, and everj'where men enlisting',

and in the dancing- halls they were drilling'. I'he whole
island was awhirl with rumours ; it was said, again and
ag'ain, thai fighting- had begfun. I had not expected
this. I had seen so little of the life of pleasure that I 1 beg^inning' ag^am
had failed to reckon with this violence of the amateurs,

j
monotone :

And a:; for me, I

mig'ht have pre-

vented the firing'

of a magazine.
The time had
g-one. I was no
one ; the vainest
.stripling- with a
badije counted
for more than I.

The crowdjostled
us and bawled
in our ears

;

that accursed
song' deafened
us ; a woman
shriel?ed at my
lady because no
badge wa-; on
her, and we two
went back to our
own place ag-ain,

ruffled and in-

sulted—my lady
white and silent,

and I aquiver
with rag'e. So
furious was I, I

could have quar-
I'elled with her if

I could have
found one shade
of accussition in

her eyes.
" All my mag--

n i fi c e n c e had
gone from me.
I walked up and
down our rock
tell, and outside

was the darkling-

sea and a light

to the southward
that flared and
pissed and came
ag-ain.

" 'We must get
out of this place,'

I said over and
over again. ' I

have made my
choice, and I will

have no hand in

these troubles. I

will have nothing
of this war. We
have taken our
lives out of all

these things.
This is no refuge
for us. Let us
go-

" Whe-'-e did you go ? "
I said.

"When?"
" When you left Capri."
" South-west," he said, and glanced at me for a second.
We went in a boat."
" But I should have thought an aeroplane?"
"They had been seized."

I questioned him no more. Presently I thought he was
He broke out in an argumentative

indeed, this battle, tliis

slaughter and
stress is life,

why have we this

craving for plea-

sure and beauty?
If there is no
refuge, if there

is no place of
peace, and if all

our dreams of

quiet places arc
a folly and a
snare, why have
we such dreams ?

Surelv it was no
ignoble cravings,

no base inten-

t i o li s , had
brought us to

this; it was' Love
had isolated us.

Love had come
(o me with her
eyes and robed
in her beauty,.

• more glorious
than all else in

life, in the very
shape and colour

of life, and sum-
moned me away.
I had silenced

all the voices, I

had answered all

the questions—

I

had come to her.

And suddenly
there was no-
thing but War
and Death !

"

I had an inspi-

ration. " After
all," I said, " it

could have been
only a dream.

"

" A dream !

"

he cried, flaming
upon me, "a
dream — when
even now "

For the first

time he became
animated. A
faint flush crept
into his cheek.
He raised his

open hand and
clenched it, and
dropped it to his

knee. He spoke,
looking away

"And the next day we were already in flight from . from me, and for all Ihe rest of the time he looked away.

"The crowd jostled us and bawied iu our cavs'

the war that covered the world
" And all the rest was Flight — all the rest was

Flight."

He musjd darkly.
" How much was there ot it?"

He made no answer.
" How many days ?

"

His face was white and drawn and his hands were
clenched. He took no heed of my curiosity.

I tried to draw him back to his story with questions.

We are but phantoms," he said, "and the phantoms of

phantoms, desires like cloud shadows and wills of straw
that eddy in the wind ; the days pass, use and wont carry
us through as a train carries the shadow of its lights—so

be it ! But one thing is real and certain, one thing is no
dreamstuff, but eternal and enduring. It is the centre of

my life, and all other things about it are subordinate or

altogether vain. I loved her, that woman of a dream.
And she and I are dead together !

"

(To he continued.

)
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"YOU KNOW THE SILLY WAY OF THESE INGENIOUS SORT OF MEN''
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G. Clunies Ross
King of Keeling-Cocos. He manages every-
thing ; is doctor, law-giver and shopkeeper

On the beach of Christmas Island
There is an abundance of palms and cocoanut trees. All kinds of fish abound, and being

easily caught are the staple food of the natives

CHRISTMAS ISLAND
Far away in the Indian Ocean lies Christmas Island, a

very small spot twelve miles long- by seven broad, sur-
rounded by seas of enormous depth. The island lies 190
miles south of Java, and its King is Mr. G. Clunies Ross,
whose father hailed from the " Land o' Cakes." Mr. Ross
tnakes a very ideal King;—this King of Keeling-Cocos and
Christmas Island. Everyone under his sway is happy and
contented. The King married a Cocos maid, who, strange
to say, does not speak English. He has four brothers,
and is doctor, magistrate, shipbuilder, engineer, and shop-
keeper. There are no police, no gaols, not even a public-
house, but the natives abstract an intoxicating drink or
loddy from the trees.

Birds abound in the islands, and on the occasion of my
visit (writes a correspondent) we bagged about 400 pair of
pigeons ; we had no trouble in shooting them, for they
were so tame that they sat on the boughs and waited to
be shot. These islands were discovered, in 1609, by
Captain Keeling, but were not governed by the Ross family
till 1824, when Old Ross, as Mr. Ross's grandfather was
called, came to the
throne. The pre-
sent King is a man
possessed of great
force of character,
and who is physi-
cally a giant, no
man being able to
compete with hiin

in spearing fish,

shooting, sailing,

or any other sport
that requires skill

or endurance.

* * *
Anenthusiastha''

said that to future
generations the
story of the little

Christmas Island
will read as thril-

lingly as a tale

from the Arabian
Nights. That seems
a large order at
first sight, as
Christmas Isle, is Mr. Ross's house in far-away Christmas Island in the Indian Ocean

known mainly so far for its phosphates, and it is not easy
for the imagination to glow over phosphates. The island
riches in this regard are, however, exceeding great.

* * *
Until the past few years Christmas was regarded by

scientists as the only known tropical island of any appre-
ciable extent that has never been inhabited by savage or
civilised race. The discovery of the spot in the commercial
sense dates from the days of the Giiallcnger expedition.
In 1888 it was formally annexed by the British Government.
Its prospecting took quite a decade. A small private
company, composed of folk well known in the worlds of
chemistry, engineering, and other sciences, was formed,
and they seemed satisfied with the "hidden wealth."

From a scientific point of view, a recent visitor said,

while his enthusiasm was at fever heat, it is the most
interesting island on the face of the earth. When the pio-

neer inhabitant pitched his tent on the virgin shorcland of
the isle he could only discover two species of bats, two
species of rats, and a shrewmouse. These were the only
mammals. Down to the very water's edge the surface

of the island is

covered with vege-
tation. Slopes,
clad with trees,
" tall as Norweg'an
pines," through
which nothing is

visible but glints of
the sky, lead to a
great central pla-

teau, some 800 to

900ft. above the

sea level, and the
highest peak in the
island, called Mur-
rayPoint,is i,iooft.

above the level of
the Indian Ocean.
The plateau is

covered with excel-

lent soil, so rich

that all tropical

fruits and plants

grow luxuriantly,

and a special form
of sago may yet
find its way to the

world's markets.

THE KING OF KEELING-COCOS AND HIS TERRITORY
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A closer view of the Christmas Islanckrs

Mr. Ross's loyal subjects at home. The original itihabitants were Malays

THE KING OF KEELING - COCOS AND HIS TERRITORY
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Some pretty sleeves and ties
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Many correspondents have written to me for advice upon
their complexions. I thinli I cannot do better than answer
them here collectively instead of individually ; the same
advice may do for others similarly afflicted. I need not
remind you that health is " first aid " to a good complexion

;

if we are sickly-looking- and white from ill-health we cannot
possess that beauty which Nature intended us all to have.
I could not help being struck by the pink and white com-
plexions so common in Devonshire, and pondered over in

my mind if a liberal diet of cream had anything to do with
their milk and roses, or if the outdoor life in the pure air

was not a greater factor towards this happy result.

* ¥ *
I ADVISE open-air treatment to ensure a good complexion,

but in moderation be it understood. The pet cycle, although
in its way a great aid to health, can be, and is so often

abused as to act in quite the contrary direction. When I

see a girl scorching along a dusty road, without protection

of any kind from the burning rays of the sun, I think either

she has no regard for her appearance, or else is one of those
who will write to me later on deploring her ruined com
plexion when it is almost too late to save it. These same
girls if going for ever so short a walk will take a sunshade

—

how can they expect their skins to stand this sudden
change ? My dear girls, if you have any care for your
complexions wear a veil, white for preference, when cycling ;

it not only protects your skins from heat and dust, but also

circumvents those horrid little midges who always make
straight for your eyes, causing great pain and inflammation
and sometimes leading to a spill.

¥ * ¥
Diet, again, has a good deal to answer for in regard to

the complexion. Greasy foods, rich cakes and pastry
should be avoided, also strong tea and coffee ; these react

on the skin and Nature takes her revenge by giving it a
thick muddy look. Sitting up late in heated rooms and
sleeping in a badly-ventilated apartment are both bad for

the complexion. It is not wise to wash the face too often

during the day, especially just before going out, but at

night the skin should be thoroughly cleansed with hot
water, rain water if obtainable, if not, boil j'our water
before using: this tends to soften it ; and use Messrs. Scrubb's
Antiseptic Toilet Soap, which will not leave any of those
disagreeable after effects which are caused by some soaps.

* * *
OvER-HEATED blood causes not only a very unpleasant

condition of the skin, but also produces unsightly pimples

and blotches. To guard against this evil a leaspoonfirl rrf

Abbey's Effervescent Salt should be taken ever)' morning
before breakfast. It is most pleasant to the taste, and will

be found to be most beneficial for keeping the blood cool

during the hot summer months. This " Salt of Salts " is

invaluable for a sick headache, Often effecting an instant

cure, as I can testify from.personal experience.

¥ * *
Sleeves just now are engaging a great deal of o-.ff

attention. What to choose out of the ever-increasing supply

of these pretty devices seems, by reason of the great

variety, a perplexing affair^ Sleeves have always played

an important part in feminine apparel ; indeed, I may say

in male attire also, if one reverts to the days of the Cavaliers,

who certainly let their taste run riot in the selection of the

various stuffs and designs for these necessities. We have

learnt from our copy-book days that " Pride comes befbi-e

a fall, and the puffed-up importance of the exaggerated

large sleeve we wore some years ago was justly punished

by the revival of the eelskin variety which allowed itself no

frivolity from start to finish. Certainly a perfectly-shaped

arm looks its best thus sleeved, and I can still recall with

admiration the telling effect ot Miss Julia Neilson's tight-

fitting sleeves in her dresses worn in The Tree ofKnowledge

;

but since we have not uniformly been blessed in this respect

like that popular actress, we may rejoice that fashion

merely orders that our sleeves shall be fussy, and gives uS

plenty of styles from which to make our choice.

¥ ¥ *
Among the multitude of different patterns be careful to

use judgment in the selection, and do not adopt a style

merely because it is pretty. It behoves the girl with a short

plump arm to be especially careful to avoid the allurements

of frills and horizontal tucks, which add considerably to its

size ; rather let her choose such a sleeve as No. 4 in oijr

illustration, which is both fashionable and pretty, and will

show her arm to its best advantage. Length-way tucks

and trimmings help to give a longer effect to ones arm,

A dainty frock
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Pretty bodices for mother

and daughter

and if this is sought let the nio;?t ornamentation be on the

top, and avoid much "uffinsr above the wrist. A slashing- of

some different material nunimises too much breadth. A
puff at the elbow only Iooks well on a long arm. Remem-
i)er that a finish of whote at the wrist is a"iwa)'S becoming :

artists know the value of that line oi white next the flesh,

and j'ou naay notice how invariably they use it in their

pictures. The sleeve cut away below the elbow and dis-

closing a whit-e under-sleeve is among the most becoming.
This was in favour in the "directoire period," when every
effective detail was so well studied and utilised, with what
charmi.ng' results we are all familiar. Surely this mode will

racommend itself to the economical girl who wishes her last

season's cotton to do duty in a subordinate role this summer.
A washing frock is often spoilt after a visit or two to the
laundress by shrunken sleeves ; these can be remedied and
at the same time brought up-to-date by adopting model
No. 2. If these same frocks were washed carefully by the
OA'ner, using a little "Lux" in the water, she would not
have to deplore any shrinkage. The idea of getting up
one's frocks and blouses sounds a much more alarming'
process than it really is.

¥ * ¥
The effect of a pretty sleeve is quite lost if it draws

attention to an ill-kept hand. This must not be the case
;

with a little trouble everyone may possess a hand to compare
with that " snow white hand " of " My Lady Rosalind." To
ensure this do not wash the hands oftener than necessarj'

;

rather keep them encased in old gloves while doing any
work which would be likely to soil them. Then soft water
is most essential : a few drops of Scrubb's Cloudy Ammonia
will soften it, or a good plan is to keep a muslin bag of
oatmeal in your ewer. Never clean the finger-nails with
any sharp scissors or knife; since manicure cases are so
cheap every girl should possess one, and if their contents
are used perseveringly the ugliest hand may become
pleasing, and will certainly compare most favourably with a
prettier but less well-kept one. A piece of lemon should be
on every washing-stand ; this is invaluable for removing
stains and. for all softening and whitening purposes.

What a debt of gratitude lovers of flowers owe
to the Park gardeners! Anyone who watches the
I)ed<'strians in these pleasure resorts cannot fail_ to

notice the genuine admiration bestowed upon their

brilliant effects, and this must in some measure repay
those clever horticulturists for the labour and skill

which has produced this floral panorama. ^'e ir

after year they have given delight to thousand', fo'

our love of flowers I'cmains unchanging, unsv ay d
by the vain attempts of Fashion who would strive to

subject our tastes to her guid nice in this as in all

else. Our joy in creation is too real to defend on
the will of this fckle goddess.

In l-hese days when we hear so much of plans to

rcfme and bring pleasure into the lives of the masses,
I often think of the vast amount of quiet good which
this daily feast of flowers provided, by our Parks is

working, thus familiarising' the people with Nature's
loveliness, bring'ing them in touch with her beauties
vi-hich otherwise they would miss. Many a philan-

thropist's plan, pushed fb: w ird by noisy enthusias s,

pales before ih; unobtrusive influence of ihese silent

preachers. To my mind just one thing is needed
to turn our public gardens into ideal spots, and
that is what large-hearted " Dagonet " advocates
in " Mustard and Cress "—a better accommodation fof

the little ones. He saj's : "Surely some arrangement
might be made by which the children could obtain
pure drinking water. For many years I have
watched the children in Regent's Park on a hot
summer day, drinking from the foul pond which we
dignify by the name of a lake, anc; I have pointed
out that it is a good half mile to the nearest drinking-
fovuitain. It is curious that while outside every
other shop we place troughs for thirsty dogs, oui

public Parks are almost entirely destitute of drinking
water for thirsty children." Curious indeed ! If oui

Parks catered as much for our little ones as do tho<,3

on the Continent, not only in providing drinking-
fountains, but also in the matter of juvenile enter-

tiiiriment, then would not only the little ones find still

.greater enjoyment in their beloved gardens—and one has
only to look back into childhood to see how much of its

pleasure lay in those daily walks in the Parks, away from
the perplexinr^-

bustle of the
sitreets, and the
glare of the
shop windov^'s,

whose reflec-

tions were un-
heeded by our
childish eyes

—

but the "grown-
ups" also would
gain immeasur-
ably, since to

watch the chil-

dren play under
these circum-
stances would
possess added
pleasure.

V ¥ ^
Three very

f/n'rand original

gowns are here
depicted fo r

your apprecia-
tion and imita-

t i o n . The
spotted voile
destined fo r

Ascot is very-

modish, and
eminently suited

for the occasion
chosen. The
foulard is espe-
cially designed lu the Bois de Boulogne, Paris
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fjr a }Oung' matron at my request. I fear she does not receive

that attention in matters sartorial which is her due. I hope
she will be propitiated by the very charmingf model
designed for her delectation. The flowered muslin, so
daintily fresh and g-irlish, needs no words of mine to sing its

praises, but will appeal at once to the girl requiring a
smart though simple gown, and in this model she -will find

those requirements to perfection. Martha.

Marth.\ will have much pleasure in answering questions
relating to domestic or personal matters.

Nancy.— I am sorry to find you have a difficulty in

obtaining numbers of the Budget. Living as j-ou do in a
remote part of the country, it would be worth your while
to subscribe, and have it sent direct from the office, or
make arrangements with W. H. Smith to send it from the
nearest bookstall.

V * *
C. H.—M}- remarks this -week will answer most of your

queries.

* ¥ ¥
Gladys.— Floriline is an excellent preparation for the

teeth, and is not only effectual, but most pleasant to the
taste.

* ¥ ¥
Irish Girl.—No. i : I arn sorry to hear your pretty hair is

- falling to such an alarming extent. You must not wash it

too often, as this encourages dandruff; once a month is

quite sufficient, and then use Cuticura Soap, which will re-

move the dandruff, and for the dryness rub into the scalp,

twice a week, Hopgood's Nutritive Pomade, and brush the
hair after so that it may penetrate into the scalp. No. 2:

Surely any colour should become j'ou, you ought to find no
difficulty with such colouring as you possess ! Plain skirts

and short coats would naturall}- suit you best. No. 3: You
will be able to obtain the information from the Government
Emigration Offices, the Broadway, Westminster, S.W. ;

but you will find that the emig-ration of governesses is not
advised or assisted. Assisted passages to Western Australia
are given to cooks and housemaids, and preferably to the
former. Inquiries addressed to the above office will receive
every attention, where the officials are most courteous and
obliging, and there are no fees of any sort to be paid.

OSTRICH'PLUCKING
{To the Editor of '•Black and While Budget")

Sir,—In j'our issues of January i6th and February 23rd
I observe two paragraphs dealing with the "plucking" o(

ostriches. The remarks in the former are, I think, quite in

order, but I must take exception to that part of the lattef

where you say : "In the majority of cases the correct

reading of 'cutoff' is ' plucked out.' " I cannot say anj'-

thing, of course, as to the method of plucking pursued in

California, but as regards South Africa, where, I think, a
good deal of that is done, the procedure is as follows :

—

The bird or birds are driven into a kraal or plucking-box.
If wild, a stocking or bag is put over their lieads (as each
one is plucked), but this is the exception. The plumes or
white wing-feathers, which grow in one row along the out-

side edge of the pinion, and which are " the feathers " par
excellence, are taken each separately and examined. If on
examination they are found to be sufficiently "ripe," they are
then ("«/withaspringnippersorscissors about two inches from
the end of the quill. The stump left remains for the time in

the pinion. If the feathers are ''green," or not ripe

—

i.e., if

the quill is soft and full of blood, &c.—they are left and not

cut ; as if they were cut the stump would bleed, causing the

bird pain, besides doing what is perhaps as important

—

namely, ruining that socket for next plucking, and so spoilmg
the next feather to grow there. The stump quills are left

then in the bird for two months, by which time they have
fully ripened and dried up, and are then rubbed or pulled

out, causing not the slightest pain to the bird, leaving the

socket clean and free for another feather to grow. The tail

feathers, the short black, grey, drab, floss and other feathers

from body, top of wing and under wing, are all looked to and
seen if fit. If so they are plucked, literally, and cause no
hurt or pain to the bird. "These have small quills and all

ripen at once—consequently, there is no need to examine
each little feather separately. If properly done, the so-

called "plucking" of an ostrich should cause no more pain
than a man having his hair cut. No ostrich farmer is

likely to pluck his birds indiscriminately

—

i.e., green and
ripe feathers together—as, should he do so, the feathers in

next plucking would be spoiled, and what he gained in to-

day's plucking he would lose next time.— I remain, j'ouf

obedient servant, Bruce Coutts.

Rietfontein, Klipplaat, Cape Colony, May ist, 1901.
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The death of Archie, who carried the King (then Prince of Wales) in India
It will be remembered that he broke loose not long ago at the Crystal Palace, when Charlie had to be shot

Archie, the elephant that carried the Prince of Wales
during- his visit to India in the early seventies, after a
famous career died ingloriously in the street at Penarth.
Archie, a fine type of the Indian elephant, first became
famous on account of the patronag;e of the present King,
and after living in the reflected glory of this honour for
some years he eventually drifted to Hamburg. Here he
passed into the possession of Sanger's Circus, and has
formed a conspicuous part of their show during the past
seven years. After taking part in the performance—Archie
was an educated fellow—at Newport, he accompanied the
rest of the circus to Penarth. He showed signs of illness

at the start, but he stuck to Lis fotuteen-mile journey with

the pertinacity ot his kind. When within sight 6f his

destination Archie collapsed in Stanwell Road, Penarth.
Here he remained in a sinking condition for some hours,
and eventually expired in the afternoon and lay for hours in

the gutter. In the evening, with the aid of a derrick and
chains, the carcase was raised and lifted on to a con-
veyance and removed. This was no light task, for he
weighed 4 tons 15 cwt. Archie has led a quiet, uneventful
existence during the last two years. His last bid for

notoriety was about a couple of years ago, when he accom-
panied Charlie (a huge Africfn beast) on nn unauthorised

i
ramble from the Crystal Palace. He was valued at some

I ;£J6oo or ;^7oo-

The performing lions nt the Hippodrome

I
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Mr. J. Dawson's Rambling Katie winning the Manchester Cup Race

Flooded out — An incident of the recent floods in Birmingham
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Si,' Iraiicis Cook and Lady (Xiok

COACHING
It seemed at one time on Saturday (June

meet of the Coaching- Chib
would be more or less spoilt

b}- a downfall of rain ; but
the sky cleared before the
hour of starting, and
nothing occurred to mar
the enjoyment of what
many people regard as the

most attractive outdoor
function of the London
season. The interest which
these meets excite is not,

perhaps, quite so keen as
it ^yas before the noyelty
of them had worn off ; for

the attendance last year
was very much below the

general standard, and,
though it was rather larger
this }ear, it can hardly be
said that there was the
crowd which used to

I) that the first

Mr. E. Stern and Mrs. Stem

Lord Newlands

assemble at the Powder Magazine. This is, in one sense,
a good thing ; for it enables those who are present to get a
better view of the coaches and of their occupants, while it

diminishes the risk of acci-

dent which has, upon more
than one occasion, been
very imminent. There
were not so many people
either on foot or in car-

riages, and the police, who
manage these meets re-

markably well, had no
difficulty in keeping- a clear

space for the coach^,
although the muster, while
not quite equal to those ot

some previous years, was
nearly double that of a
twelvemonth ago, twenty-
six members being present
as against sixteen. This
was quite sufficient to

make up a very interesting

meet, and there was little

fault found v^-ith the teamr.

Colonel Baldock and the Hon. Mrs, Benyon

THE MEET OF THE COACHING CLUB IN HYDE PARK
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X^ord Doneraile talking to Mr. "U. Kingston' Ladies' Singles—Miss
SoAver, 1st

Mr. R. X. Roper— 1st,

Gents' Singles
Mr. "H. Kingston"—2nd, Gents' Singles Ladies' Singles—Miss

Beausire, 2nd

Mr. WiUis Uandicap Singles—Sir C. Hughes and Mr. B. Cartcj-

THE CROQUET CHAMPIONSHIP MATCHES AT WIMBLEDON
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of both scxc» would bi-i»oiiK' domesticated and prove useful

for transport service, and also in propaj^atiiijc tlieir species.
Tlie second j^eneration, if my experiment prove in any way
successful, would Ije even more domesticated llian tlieir

parents, and I am sure that in course of time a larj^^e supply
of the domesticated zebra would be forllicoming' for the
future use of transport work at home and abroad. The
initial cost niijfht be a little more than tlie first results mig^ht
justify, but there is no reason to doubt that in the lonjj run
the ultimate results would far moje than compensate for the
initial expenditure."

A bri:at.h from the tropicus has been imparted to tlic

1 Thames by the appearance ofi Waterloo Bridfcc of the stern-

wheeler Livings/one (see pajje 377), which has just liad a
successful trial trip, and now lies at the pier for inspection
by the public before being- sent on an errand of usefulness
and mercy. The vessel has been built by Thornycrolts to

the order of the "Regions Be3ond " Missionary Union, or

Harley House, Bow, for service on the rivers within the
sphere of the Congo Balolo Mission. She is of the two-
decker type, built of steel, is 111ft. long', iQi't. beam, and
draws but 2J/2II. of water when canying her lull complement
of passengers and twenty tons of cargo. She will be taken
to pieces for shipment to Matadi.

Aged IO,S — Ann Simms, who lias just died at

Glastonbury Women's Almshouses

THE DOMESTICATION OF THE ZEBRA
Tin? Foreign Office has just issued (Diplomatic and

Consular Reports, Miscellaneous Series, No. 556) a report
by Mr. R. J. Stordy on veterinary work in the British East
Africa and Uganda Protectorates for 1898- 1900. After
dealing- with the occurrence of the tsetse fly disease, South
African horse sickness in its various forms, rinderpest, liver-

fluke, &.^., Mr. Stordy urges the advisability of utilising for
purposes of transport an animal — the zebra — which is

" naturally imnuined against the ravages of the tsetse fly

disease and horse sickness," ;ind which exists in enormous
numbers. He saj's :

"I am convinced that, should the Government enter upon
a scheme for its domestication, it would piove one of great
value; and that at no ver}' distant date a supply of animals
would be available, not only for African service, but also for
Army transport work at home or in India. The great
difficulty so far has been the domestication of the adult
animal. I have, however, to suggest the following plan for
obtaining a possible way out of the difficulty :— I would
propose that a kraal be formed -within a district where fire-

arms are non-existent, as in the case of a preserve. The
kraal would have two extending^ arms leading from the
open country into it, and would be constructed large enough
to hold a herd of, say, fifty adult animals. Several mounted
Cape boys would be employed, whose duly, in the first

instance, would be to accustom the zebras in the neighbour-
hood of the kraal to the sight of horses or mules. If my
anticipations prove correct, the zebras will in the course of
a few days follow the horses or mules, and advantage could
be taken of this to lead them into the kraal. If it were,
however, found that they would not be led it would be
necessary to have them driven in by the Cape boys, assisted
by swift-footed natives. The animals being in this way
confined within the kraal they would naturally propagate
their species. It is with the offspring that I would propose
that the experiment in the way of domesticity would begin.
As is well known, it has been found nearly impossible to
rear a zebra foal apart from its mother. I would not
propose to separate them, they would live along with and
be nurtured by their mothers. A few months after birth
the young animals could be caught and by various wa3's
become accustomed to the sight and presence of man. I

am very hopeful that in this way a number of young animals

In 1361, the elder line of the Dukes of Buigundv having
become extinct, King John of France seized the Duch\', and
a couple of vears later presented it to his son Philip as a
reward for llie latter's great bravery at the battle of Poictiers.

This was the beginning of that famous line of Dukes whose
lives form so important a part of the iiistorj' of P'rance
during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and whose
splendour of achievement and mag'nificence of state rivalled

Iha-t of the gieatest families in Europe of that age. Philip

jlhe Bold, as he was named, the first of the series, slrength-

I ening himself by a fortunate marriage with Margaret of

: Flanders, proved himself both a soldier and an administrator
jof the first class in the troubled politics of the reign of the

.minor Charles VI. The discomfiture of the English during
;tlie rc^ginie of this King, who was no sooner of age than he
( became insane, is to be largely attributed to the masterful
I policy of the Duke of Burgundy, though his struggle for

domestic supremacy, and with the foreign invaders as well,

was not always marked by disinterestedness. He died

.'\pi-il 27th, 1404.

King Edward's Zebra—A present from Menelik
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FIGHTING THE FLAMES — THE LONDON FIREMEN'S NEW SMOKE HELMET
AT WORK, THE AIR IS PUMPED FROM BEHIND
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WATER . FINDING IN THE WEST COUNTRIE
BY MAUDE A. CRAIGIE HALKETT

A FEW years ago
educated people
would have laug-hed

at the idea of find-

ing- water by means
of a divining rod.

They would have
called in the as-

sistance of a geolo-
gist, who, in spite

of much learning,

might possibly be
mistaken as to the
strata of the land
and the exact spot
of a likely spring.
Nowadays, how-
ever, it is no un-
common thing for

large landowners
to requisition the
services of the pro-

fessional water-
finder or diviner.

Of these profes-
sionals there are
now not a few, and
mostly hail from
Bath, Bristol, and
other parts of the

West of England.
Many of them com-
mand quite large
fees for their work,
but nearly all go
on the principle of

' no water no pay." So certain are most of these diviners

A Spring near

not worry him at

all. He knows
that his neigh-
bour can find

water, so he calls

in his aid, and
gets his spring
located for a
small sum of
money, a jar of
cider, or, per-

haps, free, gratis,

by the local

genius (very often
a small farmer
himself), who
boasts that he
only uses his art

to "oblige his

friends," and not
to make money.
These country
folk will tell you
that "they do
say witch - hazel
is the only kind
of twig that will

find water, but,

'

they will add,
" most sticks will

serve I."

Sure enough
they make use of
any kind that
comes most
handy at the
moment, willow, thorn, hazel, wild rose stalks, or spars.

Water found—a strong sfring

as to the depths of the springs they find that, by allowing such as are used for thatching ricks ; in fact, any stick
themselves a foot, or perhaps two, for mistaken calculation, '~ -"^-' -''- - • . i-

- ^ • ..,•. .1 _

there is hardly an instance on record of iailure to find

water at the computed depth. The diviners employ various

which is sufficiently yielding to be twisted into the
1 proper shape without deliberately breaking:. All seem

ways of locating a spring. Gatacre, who is perhaps one
of the most famous in the West-country, uses no rod, but

agreed that the implement must be V-shapcd, and, of
course, if one can get two twigs growing out in the correct
shape, it is better than artificially twisting them and per-

simply stretches out his hands, and, walking over the ' haps destroying several in the process
ground, he knows by a peculiar
sensation in his hands and arms
when water is near. He has gene.-

rally been able to give the exact
depth at which the water is situated,
and can also tell whether the spring
is a powerful one or not. Benja-
min Tompkins, a Wiltshire man,
ranks also in the first class of pro-
fessionals. His first find was for

Lord Methuen on his Corsham
estate. Since then Tompkins has
been to South Africa, and almost
every other part of the globe in his

professional capacity. He also uses
his art for finding metals, and has
been very successful in discovering
gold, silver, and copper by this

means. He employs a rod, prefer-
ring, I believe, a bough of the witch-
hazel. His eldest son, a boy in his

teens, has inherited his father's gift,

and bids fair, one of these days,
to become a formidable rival in the
art.

Leaving professionals on one side,

it is quite extraordinary the number
of people who have this power in

the West-country. A farmer wants,
perhaps, to dig a pond in a field to

give his stock water. He does not
caie to expend the sum required for

the services of a geologist or a
professional diviner, but that does Method of holding the divining rod

I assisted lately at one of these
amateur finds, and took the photo-
graphs which illustrate this article,

during the finding of the spring
which was to be used for the water
supply of a fairly large country
house. I must confess that I was
slightly sceptical as to the results,

and wondered in my own mind
whether the man, being born and
bred in the place, he did not know
the lay of the land very well, and
when he came to a spot where he
thought water was likely to be found,
simply twisted round the twig with
his strong- hands. I soon found my
theory was incorrect. The way the

rod is held renders it absolutely
impossible for the holder to move
it without moving his hands.

Several people, friends of the
gentleman who wanted the spring
found for his house, were watching
the proceedings and were tempted
to try their skill by the water-finder's

success. They all failed to obtain
any movement of the rod. Looking
over to me the man suggested I

should try. He showed me how
to hold the twig in the orthodox
manner. Try as I would I found it

was quite impossible to turn the rod
round by mere force, as the fingers

are placed in such a way as to rendei
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this impracticable. I walked
about with the twig- in my
hands in rather an aimless

fashion, thinking- all the time
that it was nonsense, when
suddenly I felt a curious ting-

ling- sensation run up my arms,
the rod began to quiver, and a
little further on gave a violent

twist ; finally it turned rig-ht

round, remaining in an upright
position. One of the specta-

tors came and tried to pull

the stick round, but it resisted,

and came back to its original

position each time. I realised

then that I had ac.tually found
water, and possessed the
power without knowing it.

The farmer who was searcli-

ing- for water declared the
spring I had found to be a
strong one, so it was marked
down by means of a peg in

case no better was discovered.
After casting about for some
time, the diviner was able to

trace the exact course of the
water, and advised the boring to be made slightly lower
down than the place I had located, as there was a stronger
spring- in that spot.

Later on, when digging was begun, a fine well was made,
so amply supplied that no fear of a water famine need be
entertained.

The diviner, who figures in the pictures, is a native of the
village of Catcott, in Somerset. In this parish alone there
are certainly over a score of persons who can find water
more or less well. Those who practise it can always find

employment for their art, as when a well has to be found
the West-country folk firmly believe that " dousing," as
they call it in these parts, is the best means of finding a
good spring-.

Last autumn I heard an interesting paper read by Pro-
fessor Bairett, of the R03 al College of Science for Ireland,

on the subject

of water-finding
with the divining

rod. The paper
was read before
the Psychical
Society . in the
Westminster
Town Hall. The
Professor told

his audience he
had made many
and vast experi-

ments on the
subject, and had
written a hand-
book on water-
finding by means
of a divining rod.

His tests were
chiefly carried

out in Ireland.

He had taken
great trouble to

find a piece of
ground utterly

unexplored by
either geologist
or diviner, and
carried out his

experiments on
this spot. First

he got a geolo-
gist to give his

opinion, then he
got a water-
finder to come
across from Eng-

A small spring only land.' As the re-

Marking the spring

suit of tlicse experiments, he
gave as his opinion that the
geologist was the belter niaii

when water is at a great
depth—say eighty or ninety
feet—but he considered that
the diviner is more successful
with springs existing- some
fifteen or twenty feet from
the surface. During- the
course of his lecture,' he
showed some maps which
testified that he had chosen
an extremely difficult piece of
ground for the trial. From
what he said, I gathered that
on the whole the diviner had
been, if anything, the more
successful.

One thing I disagreed with,
though my opinion is perhaps
of little value compared with
that of one who has tested
the subject so thoroughly,
and made such exhaustive
researches in it; Professor
Barrett seemed inclined to

think that water-finding by
means of a divining rod is some occult power akin to

spiritualism. He gave as his opinion that people who were
good " mediums," who could do planchcife or table-turning,
could likewise find water. Now, iT I put my hand on a
plaiichette, it straightway writes the most arrant non-
sense or stops altogethei", and my mere mortal presence
in the room is sufficient to prevent the giddiest table
from turning. I am personally inclined to think that
the so-called occult power is more or less connected
with animal magnetism. If ^ny of my readers have ever
had a slight electric shock, they will remember the sort

of tingling sensation that seems to pass through the hands
and arms from the battery. I felt much the same feelings

when the rod began to turn in my hands.
j

There is no doubt that to anyone who has witnessed the

process, the finding of water by a diviner is a very wonderful
sight.- No record
exists that I am
aware of as to

when the art was
first practised in

this country. We
are told that the

ancient Greeks
knew all about
it, and were
skilled in the
divining of water
by means of a
crooked stick. It

is from them we
get the name of

R h a b om a n c y,
which is the
scientific term
for what we call

in more common
English water-
fin d i n g. The
We St -country
people call it

" dousing," and
the water-finder
a " douser." No
one can tell me
why this name
was given. The
English diction-

<ary gives the

meaning of the

word " douse ' to

plunge suddenly
into wPvter, so in

olden times it

may have meant
Computing the strength of a spring by
tracing small ones to the sa-mc source
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"to conic juddeiily on water." It is vc-iy interesting'

I

to note how a water-finder computes the strength of ji

spring-. Firstly, when he is locating the water, if he
docs not walk directly over the course, the rod will

swerve quite perceptibly to one side or other in whichever
direction the stream goes. Secondly, after finding the
main source, the diviner walks to a-nd iVo, and finds out, by
means ot the ever-twisting rod, how many minor springs are
connected with the chief one. In this manner the correct

strength of a spring may be calculated to a nicet}'. The
men who practise the art most nearly all agree that the
witch hazel or the white thorn are the most successful rods
to use, but, as I said before, the ordinary West-countryman
makes use of any suitable twig he comes across.

It is said that anj- water-finder can also find metals. In

Cornwall the art is much in vogue to locate tin when a vein

gives out, and it is doubtful if further working would repay
the trouble. Several persons known to m)self have hidden
coins in impossible places, but on setting the diviner to work
ho has hardlv ever failed to discover them.

It has been decided to provide steel shields for all

rapid-fire guns in the American army. This form of pro-
tection will be of sufficient strength to adequately shelter

the weapons, personnel, and mechanism from projectiles

fired from the small-arms and quick-firing' g^ins of an
enemy. For heavy sea-coast guns, the Board of Forti-

fication and Ordnance unanimously decided that it ^/ould
not be advisable to adopt shields strong enough to protect

the gunners from projectiles fired from guns of a like type.

It recommended, however, that such large calibre guns be
provided with shields sufficiently strong to protect the men
from all small-arm fire, and from the fire of rapid-firinjf

guns. These recommendations have been approved by the
Secretary of War.

* ¥ »

Only in comparatively recent years have the Admiralty
begun the organisation of a service ol carrier pigeons round
the coast to assist the Naval Intelligence Department in the

heavy work which will devolve upon it in case of hostilities.

Jack ashore at Shanghai — The O-poundcr of H.M.S. "Astraea" ready for the road

I saw the finder whose picture appears in these pages
]ilace a key on one finger and walk over the ground with
Ills hand stretched out. When water was near the key
turned right round, in the same manner as the rod turns.

W^hen a diviner marks the place where water exists the
digging- must be carried out in that exact spot. Some
time ago a man digging a well dug the hole several feet

away from the place marked. When he got to the com-
puted depth he was very much disgusted to find no water,
and reproached *he local sorcerer somewhat warmly for

having- made a mistake. The diviner came to see for him-
self, saw his mark some feet further down in the field, and
told the man he had not advised him to dig several feet

aivay from the spot he had marked^ but to dig there. He
succeeded in convincing his irate neighbour, who recom-
menced digging at the place indicated, and found, to his

jo)', a plentiful supply of water at the computed depth. The
art is certainly very fascinating ; still, I would not advise my
readers to try it promiscuously, as people might object to

having large holes bored on their estates in order lo enable
their friends to test their powers.

The British authorities merely acted in conformity with

many other maritime Powers—France, Germany, and Spain.

Lofts have been established at some expense at Portsmouth,
Devonport, and Chatham, where over i,ooo birds are housed.

Just as the system is being got into good order, the

Americans have come to the conclusion that with the adop-
tion of wireless telegraphy the utility of the pigeons will

cease to exist. Consequently, no fresh cotes will be esta-

blished in the United States, and as soon as a wireless system
is adopted in the American Navy these birds of peace will

cease to fulfil their mission as messengers of war.

V * *
Mr. R. Moody, farmer, of East Buttcrwick, North Lin-

colnshire, who will be seventy-two years of age next

birthday, has just cycled from East Buttcrwick to Lichfield,

a distance of lOO miles. He left East Buttcrwick at a
quarter to four in the morning, travelled via Newark,
Derby, and Burton, and reached Lichfield at 2.35 p.m.,

covering the distance at an average pace ot over eleven

miles an hour.
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Trooping the colours at the Horse Guards Parade on the occasion of the presentation by
the King of new colours to the 3rd Scots Guards

(Photo by Sturdce)

The return of the Suffolk Volunteer Service Company from the front. Tlic .Mayor of

Eye welcoming some of the men
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With Sussex gipsies — Helping mother

In Daisy Land
(Photos by J. Coster, Eastbourne)
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for extreme hieat at ttial season is, fortu-

nately, conspicuous by its absence, and
the visitor may, if so minded, spend the
entire da}' out of doors. So a f)Ook and a
deck-chair in the j^arden are the order of
the day, and if, lulled by the sonj^ of the
wild canary overhead, you should chance
to fall asleep there, who shall venture to

reproach you, for is it not in your power
to retort with, O ! what consciousness of

rectitude, " My dear friends, / was out
before breakfast."

The Praca da Constituicaa, Funchal

MADEIRA, THE MAGNIFICENT
Morning in Madeira, and the hills on the slopes of

which the town of Funchal stands, are bathed in the glovy
of pearlylight, which is only to be seen on them about the
time of sunrise orsunset.
Now is the time to mount your horse and follow one of

the steep hill paths down which the country people are
hurrying- to market. The Sig^ht of them alone will reward
)'0u for an early 'start, for the boys drawing- their sleds
piled high with bananas, and the women carrying baskets
on their heads, and attired in colours which would delight
an artist's eye, make a pictureWorthy of their surroundings.
You may gather a nosegay if you will as you go ; you will

scarcely need to stoop from your saddle, so high is the hedge
of heliotrope bj- the wayside, and over your head, per-
chance, the bourgainvillea hangs in brilliant clusters.

,
Every country house (Quintas they are called) has its

"miraiite," which answers to an English arbour, and these,

often built to overhang the narrow roadway, stand out on
either side of it glowing patches of coloin- gay with many-
coloured creepers. -

_ .

O ! it is a lovely spot; that distant island in the broad
Atlantic, and whenever I Want to conjure
up a vision of stately-terraced gardens,
gay with a gorgeous wealth of colouring,
of brilliant sunshine, tempered by balmy
breezes, then Madeira and my morning
rides there will rise to mind a cherished
memory.

,

You maj- turn your horse's head now
and let him take his own waj' down the
stony track which leads towards the town.
With one exception all roads in and about
Funchal are paved with cobble-stones,,
trying to the verge of exasperation to the
pedestrian, and also somewhat trying to
the nerves of a timid rider. But there is

not the least occasion for alarm. Let the
horse pick his way for himself and he will

make nothing of the steepest inclines—no,
nor even of the shallow flights of stairs
which are often set in the face of the Kill,

but will accomplish them all without
making a single mistake. They are
plucky, surefooted creatures the Madeira
horses, keen goers too, and, consequently,
a delight to ride.

The sun will be high in the heavens by
the time you leave the hill path behind
30U, but the solar topee of the East is

unnecessary during a winter in Madeira,
'

A PRIEST, ctiUcd Jesu Esparza, recently

absconded from Guadalajara, in Mexico,
with a beautiful girl aged seventeen,
named Maria Padilla, carrying off /Ji2,ooo
belonging to the Archbishop and clergy of

Guadalajara, tor whom Espar-;a had acted
as treasurer. The very man wanted pre-

sented himself recently at the residence oi

the Mexican Ambassador in Madrid, ask-
ing him to attest his signature on four bills

cf ^^2,000. Apprehension followed, the

Staiidard's correspondent tells us, and the
priest and the girl have been sent to gaol
pending the formalities for their extradition,

both showing siol d unconcernedness at the
position in whith thiy find themselves.

V * •?

The Gibraltar Chronicle attained its hundredth year a few-

days ago. Its first editor was a Frenchman, M. Charles
Buisson by name, who took up his residence on the Rock in

May, 1801. Since then, the Daily Kctvs remarks, it has
been edited by both civilians and soldiers, among the latter

of whom may be mentioned Sir Coleridge Grove, Major-
General Sir Henry Hildyard, and Major Arthur Griffiths.

At present the editorial chair is occupied by Colonel Dundas.
It is the official organ of the Government, and as such
publishes all orders affecting the civil population.

¥ * ^

It is now announced that the composition of the Spanish
Senate, includmg life-members, is as follows :—Liberals 163,

Cotiservatives 112, supporters of the Duke of Tetuan 24,

Independents 10, supporters of Senor Gamazo 7, Demo-
crats 3, Carlists 2, supporters of Sefior Romero 2, Repub-
licans 2, National Unionists 2, members without definite

opinion, and^ notably episcopal members, 18. There are
eleven vacant seats. The Ministerial journal, Correo, thinks

that, although the Government majority is small, party
discipline will enable it to surmount all difficulties.

Women at work in 1 unchal, Spain
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THE COLD BATH
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T^RIBUTES TO POPULAR CRICKETERS
•'

The g-Qod old days \ilicn plots of {ground and jcold-mine
shares were offered by entliusiaslic Australians for good
performances in the ci^ickcl field by \isiling- teams in Aus-
tralia are now perhapsipasl and g'one, but that they are not
ver}' far remote can be gaug-ed from the fact tint Mr. W. W.
Read, lately one of the most popular members of the Surrey
Eleven, when playing for the Hon. Ivo Bligh's team verstis

Maryborough in 1882 with a score of 66, secured a plot of
ground offered h\ the local authorities of a neighbouring
township to the member running- up the highest innings, and
250 shares in the Gympie mine offered in 1885 for a similar

performance were subsequently secured by poor Jack
Ulyett with scores of 53 and ro6 not out. We are unable to

say whether the popular Yorkshireman profited much from
his shares, but when his will was proved it was stated
that he left /^ 1,000, which sum would about represent the
amount he received at his benefit, a fact that tends to show
that the shares were not very remunerative to him.
A few days before the opening of last year's season, the

Essex Cricket Club meeting- was enlivened by the presenta-
tion to Mr. Percy Perrin of a unique silver inkstand, incor-

porating in its design bats, balls, and stumps, in recognition
of the batsman's feat of scoring half a dozen centuries for

the counlj- the j'ear before ; the gift of an inkstand of so
appropriate design is, we believe, an absolute novelty for a
batting performance; Captain Wynyard, who, it will be
recalled, scored in 1894 117 against Sussex when baiting
against timCj 116 against Leicestershire, and 108 against
Essex in Successive innings, received silver candlesticks for

Ills feat ; and Mr. A. C. MoLaren, for his record score of

424 for Lancashiie against Somerset at Taunton in 1895, a
gold watch fiom.his County Club.

¥ * ¥
Watches are verj' popular gifts to cricketers ; !n 1882, for

instance, when at the conclusion of the match Shaw's XI. v.

Australia at S3'dney, Barlow and Ulyett each received a
Maltese cross set with diamonds, and Mr. Blackham a
service of plate for his fielding, Mr. W. L. Murdoch was
presented with a gold watch as a memento of his compila-
tion of 321 on behalf of New South Wales against Victoria.

The Australian team of 1899 were also fortunate in that
respect, for every member of it received a watch ; the gold
forming the cases of the same being brought to England by
Mr. Lavcr, the brother to the cricketer of that name, in its

virgin state. The watches bear the Australian arms
enclosed by arabesque engraving on one side, while on the
other a shield boars the name of the donor and also" of the
recipient. When Howell took the whole ten wickets that
fell in Surrey's first innings, he not only received the ball

mounted in silver and a sovereign-purse, but Mrs. Howell,
as a species of consolation for being left behind tending the
famous bees, also received a gold watch.

Clocks are also a favourite gift to bestow on a cricketer :

in 1899 the Yorkshire County team gave a marble time-
piece with bronze cups en suite to David Denton on the
occasion of his marriag'e (the Lancashire team gave IMr. A.
C. McLaren a spirit tantalus on his), and a couple of years
ago Mr. W. Newham received a similar gift to Denton's
as a wedding present from the Sussex County Cricket pro-
fessionals ; and Mr. W. Troup, in 1899, an oak chiming
timepiece from the amateurs of the Gloucestershire team on
his retirement from the captaincy, the professionals pre-
senting him with a silver flask.

The manager of the last Australian team, a year last

December, was presented with a ease of fish and fruit knives,
and Mrs. Wardell received a silver tea and coffee service as
a token of the appreciation of the members of the team of
her husband's care of them. W. Gunn, just a year prior to
this presentation, received a case of dessert-knives and forks
and the inevitable gold albert in recognition of his splendid
batting the previous season. At the close of last season, it

will be recalled, Mr. G. L. Jessop was presented with a
handsome silver-mounted dressing-bag' by his County Club
in recognition of the success attending his first year of
captaincy ; and half-way through the season Mr. A. J.

Webbe was the recipient of a silver tray, subscribed for by
every man who has played under his captaincy for Middle-
sex, which bore the autographs of the donors engraved on
its surface.

If Clem Hill continues to bat as brilliantly as he has done
of late years, he will in the course of a few seasons be able
to set up as a wholesale watch dealer, for it appears to be
his fate to be haunted by magnificent gold watches which
are thrust upon him. In addition to the one he received as
a member of the last Australian team visiting England, In

1898, during the afternoon tea interv.'il, and in the course of
the match between Stoddart's XI. and South Australia,
he was presented with the inevitable timepiece, plus a
gold chain and double sovereign case, together with
a silver shield, the whole representing the sum of
;^I90 (including /J50 from the promoters of the English
tour), which was stabscribed to commemorate his unique
performances as a cricketer, and more particularly
his 188 in the fourth test match and his feat of making
1,000 runs in an Australian season. The brothers W. L.

and R. E. Foster were in 1899 the recipients of handsomel) -

gilt silver shields in commemoration of their feat of each
scoring a couple of centuries in the same match against
Hampshire. The presentation of shields, however, received
a severe blow when, as George Giffen relates, Fred Jarvis
won, by a fine piece of bowling, a huge bronze shield,

valued at £^20) 5s., " large enough to hide a fair propor-
tion ot the wall of an ordinary-sized room," provided
by a Sydney enthusiast, and found when he arrived at
the South Australian border that there was a duty ot

£,() us. 3d. to be paid forWorks of art valued at the

above sum !

Cups and bowls are frequentlj- presented to successful

cricketers. In 1896 Mr. C. E. Green received one subscribed
for exclusively by Essex residents in recognition of his

services to that county ; in 1889 Derbyshire cricketers

presented to Mr. S. H. Evershed, their late captain, two
handsome silver loving-cups and a silver punch-bowl as a
centre-piece; Mr. G. J. Weigall also received from his

fellow-members on the Stock Exchange a cup in recognition
of his batting feat against the Australians in the match in

which they were defeated by Kent ; and last year each
member of the championship team was presented with a
silver bowl as a memento of the fact that Yorkshire went
through the season undefeated by any county. One of Mr.
R. A. H. Mitchell's most treasured possessions is a silver

bowl suitably inscribed and exclusively subscribed for by the

captains of the Eton eleven from 1866 to 1897 on his retire-

ment from the post of coach at the college—a post he has
relinquished to Mr. C. M. Wells, an old Light Blue and
Middlesex player. Lord Harris, who made the presentation,

said that with one exception—Mr. E. O. H. Wilkinson, who
was killed In the Zulu war—all the captains were living.

Amongst Lord Hawke's treasures is a gold cigarette-case,

bearing in front his crest and the county arms, and on the

back a white rose with the inscription :
" To Lord Hawke, by

the professionals of the team, 1896." Vine, the Sussex pro-

fessional, also treasures a cigarette-case made of silver which
was presented to him by Mr. C. B. Fry, in recognition of his

success with the bat in 1899; and Tom Richardson boasts

a silver matchbox, presented to him on the occasion of his

benefit in 1899 by Mr. J. J. Bentley, the president of the

Football League, on behalf of his daughters, who live in

Bolton, to which grimy town " Long Tom" was wont to

repair at intervals to coach Mr. A. M. Hollins, the old

Oxford Blue." .

* ¥ *
J. Devey (the Aston Villa football captain) was presented

last year with yet another silver cigarette-case in recognition

of his score of 246 for Warwickshire against Derbyshire, the

score being engraved upon the case.

The story, anent the Ranji worship in Australia, to the

effect that amongst the ceaseless rain of notes that awaited
the Prince each morning, was one from which a diamond
pin tumbled to the floor, which he carelessly bestowed on
the attendant waiter, must be taken with an ounce or two
of salt, but we have good reason for believing that a similar

gew-gaw was given to Hayward in 1899 as a memento of

his grand batting in the test matches by a cricketing

enthusiast: as Hayvvard also received ;C 131 3s. 6d. as the

result of a collection on the ground during the last test at

the Oval, he had very good reason -to "remember the last

Australian Incursion.
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%^\\ a geconb !

The £ s. d. of - - - . e^
' ' ' ' THE DERBY feSl

On turning- to the standard authorities for statistics

•elating' to the great race meetings, the searcher after

igures finds that with singular unanimity the said authori-
ties preser\'e a Sphinx-like reticence in respect to the actual

number of spectators witnessing the struggle for the Blue
Riband of the turf. Such statements as "it is a meeting
xttended by all London"—say 5,000,000 souls—or "the
Downs are black with a dense throng of surging humanity,"
(hough picturesque, are somewhat unsatisfactory from the

point of view of one desirous of meeting with facts and
plain figures, instead of figures of speech such as "all

London." Thrown on his own resources the writer sought
to obtain some definite information by a close examination
of the receipts from passenger traffic on the two lines con-
veying the majority of spectators by rail to Epsom for the
weeks preceding and following, as well as Derby week
itself, for several years, with the idea that by comparison he
might gauge the average increase due to the Derby Day
crowd.

¥ * *
For the last few years the average increase of the pas-

senger receipts on these lines during Derby week has
amounted to ;£3i,465, but in view of the fact that Whit
week immediately followed Galtee More's and Jeddah's
Derbys, it is obvious that the whole of that amount cannot
be credited to Epsom and Derby Day ; but if we take one-
fifth of the increase, i.e., £,i>,2,oo, which may be said to

represent the fares of the multitude conveyed to the race
course by rail on Derby Day, that sum (which is rather less

than one-third of the amount won by Persimmon in the

course of the year in which his Majesty won the Derby)
will represent a crowd of about 50,400 souls, to which half

as many again must be added to account for those indi-

viduals who elected to walk, drive, cycle and " mote " to the

Downs, making in all an average attendance of 75,400
sportsmen and women, we shall not be guilty of exaggera-
tion. In some years, as, for instance, in 1899, when, to

quote the Times, the weather was "absolutely perfect," the

crowd is probably more numerous ; but there are other
years, such as 1897, when Galtee More was an absolute
certainty and the weather showery, when it must fall much
below that figure.

The personal expenses of the crowd will naturally vary
considerably, but if we place those of 50,000 present at 6s. a
head, 20,000 at half-a-guinea, and the remainder (including
the champagne and chicken and grand stand brigade) at

35s., we arrive at a total of ^34,950, which is ^4,950 more
than the late Duke of Westminster received for Ormonde,
and ;^4,4oo less than Flying Fox realised. Another great
'tem of expense is the time expended for this day in the
country : probably 3s. a head for the first-mentioned class,

I OS. a head for the intermediate, and a sovereign for the
wealthy (which is, of course, allowing for ladies and non-
workers) would represent in the aggregate the value of the
time consumed. This aggregate amou its to ;^22,9oo, and
is about half the sum won last year by the late Duke of
Westminster in the sixteen races in which his horses were
first post to post,

It was stated some time ago that about ;£4,8oo,ooo repre-

sents the training expenses of racehorses in the course of a
year. Tliis sum would represent about ;£^3,ooo per race run,
or ;^i8,ooo for an average day's racing ; but in view of the
importance of Derby Day in the sporting almanac, we feel

justified in debiting our account with ^{^30,000 in respect to
this item, which sum is twice the amount that was received
for Common.
A further sum of ;^ 10,000 will provide for the Derby stake,

which approximately amounts to ;{J5,400 as a general rule,

though in if65 it was worth jC7,35o to' Mr. Sutton when
Lord Lyon won it, and other extraneous expenses, and will

bring up our total to £,<yjfi^o, a sum which represents ;{j6i i

per second for each second of the fastest recorded race for
the Derby, i.e.. Persimmon's.
The above amount, which is the equivalent of one and

a-half times the weight of the winner in gold, does not
include the enormous expenses of those travelling the ]Drc-

vious day in order to reach Epsom from London at a
convenient hour on the day of the race, nor does it include
any hotel expenses or money changing hands by betting
transactions.

If we were to take our 97,850 sovereigns and lay them
down in a continuous ribbon, this golden girdle would
almost proceed round the racecourse, but probably would
not remain there long ; were we to convert the sovereigns
into halfpence we should have sufficient to join the Grand
Stand with Westminster Bridge by a copper track 4ft. 5in.

wide.
Placed in a balance our pile of Derby gold would show a

considerable weight ; indeed, if the famous jockeys,
S. Loates, O. Madden, M. Cannon, T. Loates, J. T. Sloan,
T. Weldon and F. Allsopp, whose average weight is

107^ lbs., were placed in the opposite scale, they would
have to call upon seven more of their comrades to add their

weight ere the balance was true, for the gold in question
would weigh 1,530 lbs., which is equivalent to the combined
weights of fifty-two Kitcheners — not the famous General
but the light-weight jockey, who scaled at Ascot in 1840
something like 2st. lib.

¥ * ¥
It is not perhaps remarkable that the statistician shirks the

task of endeavouring to discover the mean sum wagered on
the Derby in view of some of the remarkable bets that have
been made over it. In 1857 when Blink Bonny beat Black
Tommy by only a neck, the chances of the latter were
thought so poor that one bookmaker actually laid the

owner ^20,000 to a suit of clothes, hat, boots and Malacca
cane against him. , Mr. Henry Chaplain is reported to have
won something like ^{^145,000 over the 1867 Derby when
Hermit won, and the fourth Marquis of Hastings is credited

with losing over ;£, 100,000. The Duke of Hamilton is said

to have laid ;<Ji8o,ooo to ;^6,ooo against Hermit for the

same race, but luckily for himself he got the bet declared

"off." When Teddington won the great race in 1851,

Davis, the largest bookmaker of his time, lost over

;^ioo,ooo; and that the owner's winnings were considerable

can be gauged from the fact that Marson the jockey
received ^2,000 for his ride, or £i\,<x>o less than the sum
received by Daly, who rode Hermit.
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Cooking Jack's dinner on board a man-o'-war
(Photo by Cribb)

JACK'S^CUISINE
In relation to luxurj', as to most other tilings, the Navy

has a way that is all its own. The seeker alter culinary
noveltres would find these in plenty on the sailors' menu.
If "humdummick" sounds repellent, he will have "stodger,"
"boiley-bakes," "three-deckers," "balls of wax and bol-
licky," " Fanny Adams," and sundiy other dishes to choose
among-. What greater variety could the most exactive
epicure wish? " Fanny Adams " certainly has a cannibal-
istic ring about it, and "three-deckers" does suggest that
the Admiralty are using up old warships in the same way
thai worn-out cab-horses are by some people believed
to be utilised. But the article is in neither case so inedible
as the appellation it bears may seem to implj'. " Fanny
Adams " is Jack's name for preserved meat. This article

happened to be introduced into the Navy about the time a
murderess named Fanny Adams suffered the extreme
penalty of the law. It was stringy and unpalatable, and
Jack, therefore, dubbed it by the name that tinned meat
will for ever bear in our fleets.

A ' three-decker " is a sort of sea pie built up in layers ;

"humdummick" is a kind of cosmopolitan mixture—it

contains little bits of everything from everywhere, and the
aptly christened "stodger" is soup so thickened with
powdered biscuit that it would hold a telegraph pole erect.
When meat is tough—as frequently hap-
pens—Jack parboils it and then puts it

into the oven, hence a " boiley bake."
"Balls of wax and boUicky " is sailorese
for the familiar meat and potatoes ; and
so on with the various other gastronomic
compositions that garnish the mess- tables
of the lower deck. But it must be
confessed that cookery, as practised in

t!ie Navy, is very crude art. In recent
ysars the methods of preparing soldiers'

tood have been wonderfully improved.
But in this respect the Navy has not kept
pace with its sister service. One or two
trained cooks are included in a ship's
CDmpan}- ; but tis every mess chooses its

own menu, " cookey " can do little more
than keep the galley fire burning. One
s lilor in every mess is told off each day
to act as " cook of the mess. " His duty
it is to peel the potatoes, build up the three-
dacker, or whatever the dish for the day
may be, lay the table, and do the washing
up afterwards. As the cook of the mess
escapes much drill and is privileged to
drink half his messmates' grog, the posi-
tion is highly popular. The men take
it in rotation day by day, whether they
have any culinary knowledge or not, with

the result lliat the average of lower-deck
cookery is about the worst in the world.
It must have been some dissatisfied blue-

jacket who originated the familiar saying
that •' God sends food, but the Devil sends
cooks," for you will hear this assertion
made more often in the Navy than any-
where else—and in dead earnest, too.

Sometimes the ship's cook, despite the
school training he receives ashore, hasn't

a very good notion of when a thing is

"done to a turn." But against him Jack
has a remedy. If the dinner is not cooked
to the liking of the mess they can take
it on the quarter-deck for the captain's
inspection, and should that autocrat decide
in favour of the men, '' cookey " will most
likely have to refund the cost of the
dinner he is adjudged to have spoiled.

The little consequence that the Admi-
ralty attach to what most men deem to

be one of the most important things ol

this life, is shown by the fact that Jack is

not supplied with knives and forks. Prac-
tically his sole table implement is a pur-
ser's knife—a big, square-ended clasp
knife, that he uses for hammering in re-

fractory bolts, and artisan-like purposes,
work, and also as a carver or a chop-
case may be, whilst at table. Of it the

man makes a handy tool ; but the marines who
n the same ship with him are given knives and

" My Lords" also

Most of his ' mess
But the

his

the
whilst

stick,

handy
serve i

forks at the expense of the Admiralty,

omit to furnish Jack with table utensils,

traps " have to be paid for out of his own poc'ket.

British Tar is used to turning things to the best account,

and despite the limited resources at his command, he usually

manages to feast high on special occasions. Christmas
he keeps as merrily as we do ashore. The mess -tables are
gaily decorated, and to remind him ot home Jack scatters

the photos of all his friends amongst the beef and plum-
pudding, and mirth and song is everywhere in the ship, for

Jack has an unequalled faculty for making the best of a
situation.

*<- '

Addressing local Bands of Hope, in the neighbourhood
of his Monmouthshire residence. Lord Ti-edegar advised his

youthful audience not to allow their "young idea" to be

monopolised by " one idea," even in the cause of teetotal-

ism. A little girl, he said, recently became so imbued with

temperance principles, that when a school inspector asked
her, " What happened at Runnjnicde ? slie promptly
replied, " The}' made King John sign the pledge.

'

The cook's galley on Poard a inan-o'-«ar
(Photo by Cribb)
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MISS DORA BARTON
. (Pholo by Ellis and Walery)
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** THE LOST CHORD

"

(Photo by W. and D. Downey)
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THE AGES AND DEBUTS OF OUR COUNTY CAPTAINS

The enrolling- of Mr. R. E. F"ostcr as captain of the i L. A. Jepiison, of the Surrey (cam, made his first appearance
Worcester Eleven has already had a marked effect upon the

! with somewhat similar results, and three years later still

noble confederation of cricket captains, insomuch as his
j

K. S. Ranjitsinhji played the first of his nvunerous innint^s
appearance in their ranks has reduced the average age in first-class cricket in the same fixture, the score-sheet
iVom 33>4^ to 32 j4.

I
reading, b. Mold, i8.

The diagram on the opposite page, in which the

;

^ ^ ^
cricket stump has been graduated in such a manner as to !

Lhow at a glance the relative ages of the various county
captains to one another, reveals the fact that Mr. H. G.
Owen, of Essex, so far as age is concerned, is the doyen ;

whilst Mr. R. E. Foster, whose batting, in one sense, is

" infantile," the speed with which he dispatches the ball to

the boundary being reminiscent of the Woolwich Infant, is

the " baby " of the fifteen, notwith-
standing the fact that the appellation
has hy his intimates been applied to

Mr. D. L. A. Jephson, the Surrey
skipper, these many years.

In a cricketing sense Messrs. H. G.
Owen, C. Robson (the Hants captain,
who in 1 88 1 obtained 34 runs for

XXI. Colts of Middlesex v. M.C.C.
;ind Ground in excellent style, was
forthwith drafted into the Middlesex
team, and made his dibut in first-class

cricket under the banner of the home
county by scoring 5 and 16 not out
against Surrey), and Lord Hawke,
whose di§but occurred in the return
match between M.C.C. and Ground v.

Yorkshire (he scored 4 and o) in 1881,

at which date the present Worcesten-
shire captain was three j'cars of age,
arc veterans ; and the same can also

be said, though in a lesser degree,
of Messrs. H. W. Bainbridge, whose
di^but (for Surrey v. Notts in May,
1883) was somewhat inglorious —
"spectacles" were his portion—and
Mr. C. de Traffbrd, who, like Messrs.
Robson and Bainbridge, made his

debut for another county to the one
he is now captaining. Mr. de Trafford
made his first appearance for Lanca-
shire against Derby, cit Derby, on
August 5th, 1884. Speaking of his

debut the Leicester captain summed it

lip succinctly as follows :
" I missed

two catchc.-;, scored no runs, and was
not invited to play again " (for the
county of the Red Rose).

^ * ¥
Although only a few months over

the mean age of the county captains
(indicated in our diagram by the black
band two-thirds of the way up the
stump), Mr. S. M. J. Woods has had
a lengthy experience of first-class

cricket ; he was, indeed, but a few
months over eig-hteen when invited

to play for Mr. G. N. Wyatts Eleven at Portsmouth
against the Australians, and although his initial effort was
n&t quite so brilliant as that of Mr. A. C. McLaren, who
having scored 76 for Harrow v. Eton in July, 1890, one The Sunlight Cottages in the grounds of the Glasgow
month later made his dt^but for Lancashire v. Sussex by International Exhibition are being fully appreciated as a
scoring io8, he undoubtedly did very well to score 21 and \i

\

most desirable place of residence, for a couple have taken
off the bowling of Spofforth, Palmer and Garrett, and to
take two wickets for 45 runs in the first innings.
Having played on the side opposing that which included

Sinclair, of the South Africaa
team

celebratint

Mr. S. II. Wood, we believe, made his d^but in first-class

company as late as 1898, in the course of which season he
scored four runs " not out " for Derby v. Lancashire at Old
Traffbrd. Mr. A. O. Jones scored his first "notch" as a
first-class cricketer at the Oval, when as a freshman he
assisted Cambridge University to defeat Surrey for the

second year in succession in 1892:
Mr. Jones scored 10 not out, ii.

Mr. Jessop's career in the inner-
most circle of cricket dates back
to July 30th, 1894, when he startled
the natives of Manchester by running
out to Mold, of all bowlers. That his

methods were quite successful can be
gauged from the fact that he scored
29 out of 99 in the first, and 19 out of

154 in the second innings.
Mr. R. E. Foster's initial effort for

Oxford University v. Mr. A. J.
Webbe's Eleven in May, 1897, clearly
foreshadowed his future success as a
batsman, his scores of 56 and 23
going a long way to secure for him
his place in the Inter-Universily
fixture.

Turning for a moment to their

natal days, we find that practically

ten out of the fifteen captains cele-

brate the anniversaries during the

cricket season : Messrs. Woods and
Foster in April, Messrs. Jessop, Owen
and de Traffbrd in May, Mr. Robson
in June, Lord Hawke, Messrs. A. O.
Jones and G. McGregor in August,
and K. S. Ranjitsinhji in September.
Mr. Bainbridge, however, was born
on October 29th, Mr. A. C. McLaren
on December ist, Mr. Jephson was
born in Februar}-, and Messrs. Mason
and S. H. Wood in March. By a
curious coincidence two of the elder

captains celebrate the anniversaries of
their natal days on the same days as
two of the youngest captains : for

example. Lord Hawke on the day,
August i6th, 1873, upon which Mr.
A. O. Jones first saw the light, was
celebrating the thirteenth anniversary
of his birthday ; and on May 19th,

1874, the day on which Mr. Jessop
was born, Mr. H. G. Owen was

the fifteenth anniversarv of his natal day.

Mr. S. M. J. Woods in the Freshman's match at Cambridge
in 1888, the Middlesex captain, Mr. Gregor McGregor,
m.ide his first appearance in first-class cricket for the
University against Mr. C. I. Thornton's Eleven when he
was a few months under nineteen years of age, although
not quite so disastrous as Mr. Bainbridgx-'s experience, for

he was once "not out;" Mr. McGregor failed to trouble
the scorers in (.he same fixture, but two vears later Mr. D.

up their abode in them, and do not seem to have the slightest

intention of moving. The lady evidently means to introduce
a familj of three shortly, and seems so taken up with this

fact that she pays no attention to the workmen going about,
who are letting her carry on her household duties without
interruption. The gentleman seems to look upon the

arrangements as satisfactory, and appears to pick up a
comfortable living in the grounds. This interesting pair
consists of two robins, and robins building in a new house is

always looked upon as a good augury, and is said to bring
luck.
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1st City of London Volunteer Artillery team—Winners of the Royal
Military Tournament Repository Competition. (Sec pa^e 384.)

Royal Artillery tug-of-war champions of Gibraltar

(See page 3S4.)
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WRITTEN BY H. G. WELLS ILLUSTRATED BV L. DANIEL

(Concluded from page j^8.

)

" A DREA^r ! How can it be a dix-am, when it drenched a
living- life with unappeasable sorrow, when it makes all that

I have lived for and cared for, worthless and immeaning-?
" Lhitil that very moment when she was killed I believe

we had still a chance of getting: away," he said. "All
through the night and morning- that we sailed across the

sea from Capri to Salerno, we talked of escape. We were
full of hope, and it clung about us to the end, hope for the

life together we should lead, out of it all, out of the battle

and struggle, the wild and empty passions, the empty
arbitrary 'thou shalt ' and ' thou shalt not' of the world.

We were uplifted, as though our quest was a holy thing-, as
though love for one another was a mission.

" Even when from our boat we saw the fair face of that

great rock C'lpri—already scarred and gashed by the gun
emplacements and hiding'-places that were to make it a
fastness—we reckoned nothing of the imminent slaughter,

though the fury of preparation hung about in puffs and
clouds of dust at a hundred points amidst the grey ; but,

indeed, I made a text of that and talked. There, you know,
was the rock, for all its new- scars still beautiful, with its

countless windows and arches and wa}s, tier upon tier, for

a thousand feet, a vast carving of grey, broken by vine-clad

terraces, and lemon and orange groves and masses ofCigave
and prickh- pear, and jDufts of almond blossom. And out

under the archwa}- that is built over the Piccola Marina other
boats were coming ; and as we came round the cape and
within sight of the mainland, another little string- of boats
came into view, driving- before the wind towards the south-

west. In a little while a fleet had come out, the remoter
just little specks of ultramarine in the shadow of the east-

ward cliff.

" ' It is love and reason,' I said, ' fleeing froni all this

niadness of war.'
" And though we present Iv saw a fleet of aeroplai-ies flying

across the southern sk}- we did not heed it. There it was

—

a line of little dots in the sk^-—and then more, dotting tlie

south-eastern horizon, and then still more, until all that quarter
ot the sky was stippled with blue specks. Now the}- were
all thin, little strokes of blue, and now one and now a
multitude would heel and catch the sun and become short
flashes of light. They came, rising- and falling and growing
larger, like some huge flight of g-ulls or rooks or such-like
birds, moving with a marvellous uniformity, and ever as
the}- drew nearer they spread over a greater width of skj-.

The southward wing flung- itself in an £iri-ow-headed cloud
iithwart the sun. And then suddenly they swept round to

the eastward and streamed eastward, g-rowing smaller and
smaller and clearer and clearer again until they vanished
from the sky. And after that we noted to the northward
and very high Evesham's fighting machines hanging high
over Naples like an evening swarm of gnats.

" It seenied to have no more to do with us than a flight of
birds.

" Even the mutter of g-uns far awa}- in the south-east
seemed to us to signifj- nothing-. ...
"Each day, each dream after that, we were still exalted,

still seeking that refuge where we might live and love.

I'atigue had come upon irs, pain and many distresses. For
though we were dusty and stained b}- our toilsome tramping,
and half starved and with the horror of the dead men we
had seen and the flight ot the peasants—for very soon a
t^ust of fighting swept up the peninsula—with these things
iiaunting our minds it still resulted only in a deepening
resolution to escape. O, but she was brave ,and patient !

She who had never faced hardship and cxposui-e h.ul cou-
rage for herself—and me. We went to and fro .'eeKing an
outlet, over a country all commandeered and ransacked by
the gathering- hosts of war. Always we went on foot. At
first there were other fugitives, but we did not mingle with
them. Some escaped northward, some were caught in the
torrent of peasantry that swept along the main roads

;

man}' gave themselves into the hands of the .soldiery and
were sent northward. Many of the men were impressed.
But we kept away from these things ; we had brought no
money to bribe a passage north, and I feared for my lady
at the hands of these conscript crowds. We had landed at

Salerno, and we had been turned back from Cava, and we
had tried to cross towards Taronto by a pass over Mount
Aberno, but we had been driven back for -want of food, and
so we had come down among the marshes by Paestum,
where those great temples stand alone. I had some vague
idea that by Paestum it might be possible to find a boat or
something, and take once more to sea. And there it was
the battle overtook us.

"A sort of soul-blindness had me. Plainly I could see
that we were being hemmed in ; that the great net of that

giant Warfare had us in its toils. Many times we had
seen the levies that had come down from the north going
to and fro, and had come upon them in the distance amidst
themountains making ways forthe ammunitionand preparing
the mounting of the guns. Once we fancied they had fired

at us, taking us for spies—at any rate a shot had gone
shuddering- over us. Several times we had hidden in woods
from hovering aeroplanes.

" But all these things do not matter now, these nights of
flight and pain. . . . We were in an open place near
those great temples at Pffistum, at last, on a blank stony
place dotted with spiky bushes, empty and desolate and so
flat that a grove of eucal}ptus far away showed to the feet

of its stems. How I can see it ! My lady was sitting down
under a bush resting- a little, for she was very weak and
weary, and I was standing up watching- to see if I could

tell the distance of the firing that came and went. They
were still, vou know, fighting- far from each other, with
those terrible new weapons that had never before been
used : guns that would carry beyond sight, and aeroplanes
that would do What they would do no man could

foretell.

" I knew that we weie between the two armies, «'ind that

they drew together. I knew we were in dangei?, and that

we could not stop there and rest

!

,

" Though all these things were in m}- mind, they were in

the background. They seemed to be affairs beyond our
concern. Chiefly, I was thinking of my lady. An aching
distress filled me. Forthe first time she had owned herself

beaten and had fallen a weeping. Behind me I could hear
her sobbing, but I would not turn round to her because I

knew she had need of weeping, and had held herself so far

and so long for me. It was well, I thought, that she would
weep and rest and then we would toil on again, for I had no
inkling- of the thing that hung so near. Even now I can
see her as she sat there, her lovely hair upon her shoulder,

can mark again the deepening hollow of her cheek.
" ' If we had parted,' she said. ' If I had let,you go.'
" ' No,' said I. ' Even now, I do not repent. I will not

repent ; I made my choice, and I will hold on to the end.'

" And then
"Overhead in the sky flashed something and burst, and

all about us I heard the bullets making a noise like a
handful ot peas suddenly thrown. They chipped the stones
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**l SAT DOWN AND H^LD HER IN MY ARMS"
(See fiilloiving- page.)
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about lis, and whirled fragments from the bricks and
oassed. . . ."

lie put his hand to his moiitli, and then moistened his

lips.

" At the flash I had turned about. . . .

" You know—she stood up
"She stood up, you know, and moved a step towards

me
" As fhoug-h she wanted to reach me
"And slie had been shot through the heart."

He stopped and stared at me. I felt all that foolish

incapacity an
Englishman feels

on such occa-
sions. I met his

eyes for a mo-
ment, and then
stared out of the
window. For a
long space we
kept silence.
When at last I

looked at him he
was sitting back
in his corner, his

arms folded, and
his teeth gnaw-
ing at li i s

knuckles.
He bit his nail

suddenly, and
stared at it.

"I carried her,"

he said, " to-

wards the tem-
ples, in my arms
— as though it

mattered. I don't

know why. They
seemed a sort of
sanctuary, you
know, they had
lasted so long, I

suppose.
"She must have

died almost in-

stantly. Only

—

I talked to her

—

all the way."
Silence again.
" I have seen

those temples,"
I said abruptly,
and indeed he
had brought
those still, sunlit

arcades of worn
sandstone very
vividly before
me.
" It was the

brown one, the
big brown one.
I sat down on a
fallen pillar, and
held her in my
arms. . . Silent

after the first

babble was over.

And after a little .'

while the lizards

came out and ran
about again, as Ihoueli nntlini<

as though nothing had changeu.

for a time in the water. I could sec it down the aisle of the

temple— a black thing in the bright blue watei\
" Three or four times shells burst about the beach, and

then that ceased. Each time that happened all the lizards

scuttled in and hid for a space. That was all the mischief
done, except that once a stray bullet gashed the stone hard
by—made just a fresh bright surface.

" As the shadows grew longer, the stillness seemed
greater.

" The curious thing," he remarked, with the manner of a
man who makes a trivial conversation, " is that 1 didn't

think — 1 didn't

ihink at

sat with
my arms

1

'You must not come here.' I cried,

my dead'

"

unusual "•oc eoing on,
. . It Wo..-, t.eniendously

still there, the sun high and the shadows still ; even the
shadows of, the weeds upon the entablature were still-
in spite of the thudding and banging that went all about
the sky.
" I seem to remember that the aeroplanes came up out of

the south, and that the battle went away to the west. One
aeroplane was struck, and overset and fell. I remember
(hat—though it didn't interest me in the least. It didn't seem
J.O signify. It was like a wounded gull, you know—flajjping

her in

amidst
the stones— in a
sort of lethargy
— stagnant.

" And I don't

remember wak-
ing up. I don't

remember dress-

ing that day. I

know I found tny-

self in my office,

with my letters

all slit open in

front of me, and
how I was struck
by the absurdity
of being there,

seeing that in

reality I was sit-

ting, stunned, in

that P ae s t um
Temple with a
dead wanian in

my arnvs. I read
my letters like a
machine. I have
forgotten what
they were about."
He stopped,

and there was a
long silence.

Suddenly I per-

ceived that we
were rujining
down the incline

from Chalk Farm
to Euston. I

started at this

passing of time.

I turned on him
with a ,

brutal

question, with
the tone of "Now
or never."

"And did you
dream again ?

"

"Yes.""
He seemed to

force himself to

finish. His voice

was very low.
" Once more,

and as it were
only for a few
instants, I

seemed to have
suddenly awak-
ened out of a

great apathy, to have risen into a sitting position, and the

body lay there on the stones beside me. A gaunt body.
Not her, you know. So soon—it was not her. ...

" I may have heard voices. I do not know. Only I

knew clearly that men were coming into the solitude and
that that was a last outrage. .

"I stood up and walked through the temple, and then
there came into sight—first one man with a yellow face,

dressed in a uniform of dirty white, trimmed with blue, and
then several, climbing to the crest of the old wall of the

vanished city, and crouching there. They were little bright

' I am here witli
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figures in the sunliglit, and there tliey hung-, weapon in

hand, peering cautiously before them.
"And further away I saw others and llien more at

anotlier point in the wall. It was a long lax line of men in

open order.
*' Presently the man I had first seen stood up and shouted

a command, and his men came tumbling down the wall ;md
into the high weeds towards the temple. He scrambled
down with them and led them. He came facing towards
me, and when he saw me he stopped.
"At first I had watched these men witli a mere curiosil)-,

but when I had seen they meant to come to the temple I was
moved to forbid them. I shouted to the officer.

" ' Vou must not come liere,' I cried, '/ am here. I am
here with my dead.'

" He stared, and then shouted a question back to me in

some unknown tongue.
" I repeated what I had Kiid.
" He shouted again, and I folded my arms and stood

still. Presently he spoke to his men and came forward.

He carried a drawn sword.
" I signed to him to keep away, but he continued to

advance. I told him again very patiently and clearly :

' You must not come liere. These are old temples and I

am here with my dead.'
" Presently he was so close I could see his face clearly.

It was a narrow face, with dull grey eyes, and a black
moustache. He had a scar on his upper lip, and he was
dirty and imshaven. He kept shouting unintelligible

things, questions, perhaps, at me.
" I know now that he was afraid of me, but at that time

that did not occur to mc. As I tried to explain to him, he

interrupted me in impL-rious tones, bidding- me, I suppose,
stand aside.

" He made to go past me, and I caught hold of him.
" I saw his face change at my grip.
" ' You fool,' I cried. ' Don't )ou know? She is dead !'

" He started back. He looked at me with cruel eyes. I

saw a sort of exultant resolve leap into them— delight.

Then, suddenly, with a scowl, he swept his sword back

—

so

.
—and thrust."

He stopped abrupth-.

I became aware of a change in thr rh^-lhm of the train.

The brakes lifted their voicirs and the carriage jarred and
jerked. This present world insisted upon itself, bccam'
clamorous. I saw through the s(eamy window hugi-

electric lights glaritig down from tall masts u[K>n a fog, saw
rows of sl;ilionary empty cirriages passing by, and linn ;;

signal-box, hoisting its constellation of green and red int(.

the murky London twilight, marched after them. I lookcc
again at his drawn features.

" He ran me through the heart. It was with a sort o'

astonishment—no fear, no pain— but just amazement, tlia'

I felt it pierce me, felt the sword drive home into my bod)-.

It didn't hurt, you know. It didn't hurt at all."

The yellow platform lights came into the field of view,

passing first rapidly, then slowly, and at last stopping will,

a jerk. Dim shapes of men passed to and fro without.
" Euston !

" cried a voice.
" Do you mean ?

"

"There was no pain, no sting or smajf. Amazemen'.
and then darkness sweeping over everything. The hoi.

brutal lace before me, tlic face of the man who had killed

mc, seemed to recede. It swept out of existence
"

" Euston !
" clamoured the voices outside ;

" Euston !

"

The carriage door opened admitting a flood of sound, and
a porter stood regarding- us. The sounds of doors slam
ming, and the hoof-clatter of cab-horses, and behind thes<

things the featureless remote roar of the London cobble
stones, came to my ears. A truckload of lighted lamp
blazed along the platfoi-iii.

"A darkness, a flood of darkness that opened and spreat

and blotted out all things.
"

" Any luggage, sir? " said the porter.
" And that was the end ? "

I asked.
He seemed to hesitate. Then, almost inaudibly, h •

answered, ''No."
" You mean ?

"

" I couldn't get to her. She was there on the other sid

of the temple- And then
"

"Yes," I insisted. "Yes?"
"Nightmares," he cried; " nightm.ares ! My God!

Great birds that fought and tore."

The End.

Officers and N.C.O, of Mossel Bay District Mounted Troup and Town Guard
(Plioto by E. June.)
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Althougii we are supposed to live in an era of Free
Trade, there never was a time in which we enjoyed Protec-

tion in so many forms. Commons, ancient footpaths,

children, wild birds—each and all have their special societies,

.vho are ever on the alert to enforce their rules and punish

infractions thereof; and now has come the time for long--suffer-

ing- and down-trodden man to share in the benefits of the

humanitarian movement. He is to be leg-ally protected

from the lady of his choice who swore to love him, to honour
him ;ind to obey him, and who, according to his account,
sworn to before sympathetic magistrates, does none of these
things, but very much the reverse. The complaining and
remonstrating husbands are in grim earnest, and the

numbers are daily increasing who say they are an aggrieved
class, and that they will no longer suffer the indignities of
drunken wives, or at least demand relief from the obligation
to support the woman who neglects his children and pawns
his and their clothes. It must be admitted that there is

reason in what they urge, and on the principle that " sauce
tor the goose is sauce for the gander," if a woman is not
obliged to put up with a drunken husband, a man ought to

'lave some relief from what is a worse evil—a drunken and
dissolute wife. He m'9"ht also not unreasonably claim some
•jroteclion asrainsl llic ci iticisms of Madame Sarah Grand.

Our affection for gold Irinimings, which was leading us
to such a lavish display of that effective garniture before the
national mourning came to extinguish it, has tried to re-

assert itself, but without success. The sheen of gold here-
tofore so prized, now only appeals to us from cravat, belt-

ribbon, or from such dainty etceteras, which are indispen-

sable to the woman of fashion, who is lost if she disdains
ittention to these important details. We have reverted to

)ur first Jove—the note of black ribbon-velvet which was
ised with such telling effect on hat and gown last summer:.
This we are not picpared to give up, and its decorative
ouch will enhance the charms of many of our light costumes.

* * ^
1901 is to be a year for trimming's, anv garniture is per-

nissible, and this gives scope to the girl with original ideas,

juch a one will find the floral cretonne garnitures very
' lluring. These appliqu^d in a chosen design, or merely
^sed as a bordering' for skirt, sleeve or bolero, are among
he newest finishes, and are most suitable for decorating the
'ishionable linen frocks.

The strappings which we found so becoming on our cloth
gowns again appear on our summer fabrics, and with
marked success ; a white voile destined for Henley gained
considerably from its arrangement of white strappings,
stitched in cornflower-blue shade, which matched the
appliquc^d design ornamenting the edge of the skirt. The
.'U't-coloured bon-bon linens look their best made up with
I two-inch strapping of a contrasting colour or with
appliques of a darker shade ; dark blue linen with helio-

trope strappings, worn in conjunction with a heliotrope
shirt blouse, makes a smart little frock, and would he most
inexpensive. Many of the floral muslins boast stitched
strappings—these are generally the same colour as the
predominant flower in the design.

* * *
The art of being well dressed consists in a pcrseven'ng

attention to a number of little details, which by themselves
seem insignificant, but on whose right or improper use
depends the success or failure of the whole. So often one
sees a pretty hat totally unsuited to the gown it should
adorn. Picturesque millinery should never be worn with a
severely plain gown, whose merit consists solely in its cut

—

the one spoils the other, and vice vers&. Again, one's
coiffure should suit the chosen headgear, which reminds me
that the newest millinery necessitates a low style of hair-
dressing, which in its turn demands a bare neck, and will

have none of the various neck-belts in which our affections
as well as our throats have hitherto been wrapped.

* * *
The costume crowned by the jaunty '^tricorne is very

simple, and at the same time very chic. One of its

chief charms lies in the handsome guipure collar, which
opens over a vest of pleated white mousseline-de-soie.
The note of black is well expressed on the gown,
and reappears with charming effect on the very becoming
hat. The second gown is rather more elaborate and
depends for success on the skilful arrangement of colour
and detail. Our model is fashioned of string-coloured
voile and peasant blue. The waistcoat of a darker shade
of blue, and the jabot of white mousseline-de-soie. The
buttons which adorn bolero and sleeves aie also white.

* * ¥
Searching the other day for a suitable and original

christening pre-

sent, I had the
good fortune to

light upon the
very thing at
Messrs. Liberty
in the shape of
the very hand-
some Japanese
silver porridge
bowl and spoon,
here illustrated.

What could bo
more charming
or more suitable ?

As soon as baby
is old enough he
will take his
" Quaker Oats "

or Ridge's Food
out of this lovely

bowl, and I am
sure the little

fellow will crow
with delight at

the sight of his

favourite food
served in such
dainty fashion.

At the same
time I could not
resist the lovely

fruit spoon, also

of Japanese sil-

ver, and richly

ornamented. I

am sure you will

agree with me Smart walking gown
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Uiat to sec it is

to want imme-
diate possession
of such a dainty
server.

* * *
Women of a

certain age will

readily acquiesce
in Max ORells
opinion, ex-
pressed in his

latest book, Her
Royal Highness
Woman, that a
woman is most
fascinating when
she has reached
her fourth de-

cade. He is such
a keen observer
that his ideas on
I he subject are
worth having-.

His strictures on
the " up-to-date"
and masculine

I

lype of woman
are very severe,:

and, to my mind,i
slightly un-|
merited, for, in'

spite of her little

eccentricities she
is ail fond, as
good-natured,
kind - hearted

,

and contradic-
tory as it may
sound ; as gentle
and truly wo-
manly as her
prim sister—
when she is put
to the test. I

must not say any
more on the sub-

ject, or you will

think I entirely approve the masculine type. Not so ; but

I do believe her " bark worse than her bite," and, as she

is covered with so much abuse, feel I must take up the

cudgels on her behalf, since many of her idiosyncrasies

liide sterling qualities, unfortunately too often obscured by
this most wayward ot " Woman's.Ways."

* * *
I HAVE often wished that Thackeray had depicted for us;

the character of an old lady—not a Baroness Bernstein, nor
a campaigner, but a companion picture to his Colonel New-
come, that truest of gentlemen. Writers in general have
left the " old lady " severely alone. Even in plays she must
be content with a minor part. Perhaps one day she will

have her turn, and a great book be written showing her as
she reall}' is, in all her charm and fascination—the legacy
left by the years which her life has graced. Then surely
she will be in fashion, and, so unlike nowadays, in evidence.

* * *
At assembl)', garden party or dinner one mentall)'

exclaims, "Where are the grandmothers? ' Everj'body
seems young, more or less. Youthful frocks, youthful coiffure,

and more youthful millinery tell one that age is a quality at

a very low discount, and must be totally ignored. Still, age
has its rights, and should present an appearance to com-
mand both love and respect. The merciful hand of time,
when it has robbed us of much which we prized in our
youth, yet in seeming compensation adds a beauty not less

than that which we have lost, and we call it the beauty of
age. It has many admirers, but few value its possession,
and, indeed, some will have none of it, and so, bereft of all

that made youth lovely, and concealing by every artifice!

what Nature intended to be beautiful, they present a pathetic '

if not ludicrous picttirr>, reminding one of that faded flower,
"The Honourable Mrs. Skewton !

'

* * *
Should the intelligent foreigner, without any previous

warning, suddenly find himself taking part in the nine;

o'clock evening service at St. George's Chapel, Albemarle
Street, he would be considerably astonish(;d, and I fear
not much edified, at the sight of ladies in eveii-ing dress with
their attendant cavaliers. He would naturally wonder where
was the boasted decorum of English conj'rcgations. I

venture to think nowhere abroad v.ould sucli a thing be
permissible.

>#' ¥ *
The great sales at the London shops nre looming in the

near future, and I prophesy great bargains this year in all

coloured dress lengths. Society has so persistently clothed
itself this season in black, grey, and mauve, consequently
there will be a large stock of coloured goods to be disposed
of, and as these have to be cleared from all the large esta-
blishments to make way for the new autumn stock, a visit

to any of these large emporiums will be amply repaid. I

know some people are afraid to go to large shops fearing
everything there so expensive; they never made a greater
mistake, because at such large firms as Dickins and
Jones, Peter Robinson, &c., where it. ib uecesaary to so

On the Bois de Boulogne, Paris

New nioiic in walkiiiii costume
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frcquciitVy re-stock cvcM)cU'partmenl

—

the old slock is cleared
|

situation, easily produced by a few tears, and a deep black-

a; sacrificing prices. Take my advice: visit tliese large
j
edged envelope addressed to lier by a helpful, sympalhelic

shops at sale time and )-ou will agree with me that here the

bjst bargains are to be obtained. Makth.v.

V « V
Martha will have much pleasure in answering questions

relating to domestic or personal matters.

SiBVL.—You are suffering from indigestion, and should

take Lactopeptine for it. 1 have always found it act like

magic even in the most acvitc attacks.

j

Mater Afflictorum.—Thanks for ^-our flattering letter.

Clark's Blood Mixture is a world-famed blood purifier : you
cannot do better than give it to your little one. I have
something to saj- next week on the management of children

at the sea.

V * ^
Joss.—Your cjuestion hardly comes under my depart-

ment, but I will give you the help I can. I should advise

you to send your requirement to the Under-Secretary of

State for War, Horse Guards, Pall Mall, S.W. ; he will,

no doubt, help )'ou if he can.

-»i^i»-

ON THE SERVANT QUESTION
I PROPOSE writing two articles on this burning question of

the day—one from the mistress's point of view, and one
from the servant's ; because if we desire to observe the

present condition of affairs from all its various aspects, we
must see it from the other side as well as from our own.
As the side of the mistresses is undoubtedly the weakest, I

propose to deal with the matter first from their standpoint,

and' make a few suggestions that may help them to be more
wary and careful, and so more able to cope with the

domestic of the hoin-.

In years gone by, when persons required a retainer, the

matter was comparatively simple. At a registry office in

those days mistresses ot households were treated with
respect and attention. They made mention of ihe species

of servant they desired, and they had myriads ot applica-

tions for the situation they offered ; to-day householders
besiege the registry offices, and are received by those in

command with indifference and almost annoyance.

f* The lady at the desk raises her eyes with a wearied,
apathetic air, and takes down' )-our "case." I use the

word "case" advisedly, for the difficulties one has to go
through to obtain a servant is 'an illness in itself.

Previous to your having paid your fee you command
some attention, but when at the end of a week you return

—

having not received one single application for the vacant
l^^ace—the lady at the desk looks you up and down with a
seriously displeased air, which expresses :

" What, )'0u here
again? I can do nothing' for you."
At some of the offices it is true that the officials are bland

and soothing, but later one discovers that these encouraging
manners were only assumed to conceal the blank condition
of their books.

At offices of a lower calibre one may frequently observe
quite a long row of young- women waiting to be hired.

And who are these ?

Well, these young people arc members of that nomad
race who desire .change t)f ;iir free of all cxpcAse. They
are here to-day and g-one to-morrow ; they aj'c in love with
variety, and desire tliat pleasant visits should be arranged
for them, for which they are quite willing to pay a shilling

fee. Two months with Mrs. Smith in a flat in Victoria
Street, followed by six weeks in the country with Lady
Brown in the position of scullery-maid, for was not the flat

close, and the change of air into the larg'e country house
exceedingly refreshing ?

Still, that place, too, had its drawbacks ; it was cold as
the autumn advanced, and to be perpetually washing up
plates is monotonous. So Mary Anne discovered, for in the
middle of the shooting week, when the work was heavy,
the young lady in question arranged a simple dramatic

friend in Brighton !

In an interview with Lady Brown, Mary Anne explains

with an accompaninvent of sniffles, and a free application

of a pocket-handkerchief, that her mother is dead. Mary
Anne's mother has a perfect genius for dying when lier

daughter is tired of her places.

A kind mistress. Lady Brown sends her scullery-maid to

the station to catch the evening train in the very dog-cart

that should have gone to meet the guns ! Sir Beresford

Brown and his guests plodded home on their feet that

evening from right the other end of the estate, while Mary
Anne sat perched up by the side of the groom who drove
her to the station, and inwardly chortled at the success of

her plans. In another fortnight she is established in a
fresh place free to enjoy the brightness of new surroundings.

This is no exaggerated picture of the relations between
mistresses and servants at the beginning of the century,

and as the question of procuring servants becomes daily a

grave one, one asks oneself, is there no remedy ?

The remedy appears to me to be in increasing the number
of training homes for servants all over the United Kingdom.
It is a work that many a Lady Boiuitiful might undertake

on her husband's estate^ for from the children of the toilers

of the soil the best class of servant is fashioned. And even

in London, if in various districts such schools existed, surely

they might be made sufficiently attractive to draw some of

the Ethels.and Mays from the selling of flowers in the streets.

A visit to the "Home of Mercy" at Stone, Dartford,

would show what can be done with the roughest of the

rough. These girls remain two years in the home, and
witii all their drawbacks they are placed in service tho

moment they leave. So that it strikes one that training

homes for respectable girls would be a perfect boon to the

inhabitants of every neighbourhood ; and though such

schemes mean money, so great is the dearth of domestics

that it is probable subscriptions would not be difficult to

obtain.

sion.

Final,

6 min.

. « 14 10

ARTILLERY CHAMPIONS
The tug-of-war team of No. 18 Company, Eastern Divi-

sion, Royal Garrison Artillery, Gibraltar (see page 377),

succeeded in winning the Royal Artillery tug-of-war cham-
pionship of the Rock for 1901, and the following are the

teams met and the times taken :—First round, v. 20th

Company, Eastern Division (holders). First pull,- 9 min.

13 sec. ; second pull, 6 min. 20 sec; third pull, 4 min.

18 sec. Second round, v. 32nd Company, Southern Divi-

First pull, 3 min. 21 sec. ; second pull, 3 min i 2-5 sec.

V. 26th Company, Southern Division. • First pull,

21 sec. ; second Ipull, 3 min. 20. sec. After pulling

for 9 min. 13 sec. against the holders, the rope—a 5-in.

white -service one—broke in the centre, hence the necessity

of three pulls. The conditions arc all men over, and it is

worthy of mention that not one man of the winning team
was pulled over the line throughout the competition. The
shield was given for competition to the Royal Artillery by
Major-General Booth Richardson, late Royal Artillery,

and was presented on this occasion by Major-General F.

Slade, C.B., Royal Artillery. The average weight of the

team was 12 st.'io lb., and they were coached and trained

by Sergeant F. Ryall, Royal Garrison Artillery, under the

superintendence of Second-Lieutenant M. R. Strovcr, Royal
Garrison Artillerj'.

* * *
The Ro}al Military Tournament Repository Competition

(Volunteer Artillery), was competed for at the drill grounds

of the rst City ofLondon Artillery Volunteers, Loughborough
Junction, on the i8th of last month. Seven teams competed

tor the two prizes offered by the committee of the Royal

Military Tournament. First prize, cups, value ;C20 ; second

prize, cups, value ;£iio. First prize was won by ist City

of London Volunteer Artillery ; the second prize was won
by ist Essex Volunteer Artillery.

'

* * * •

The photo on page 377 is of the ist City of London
team, No. i of team being Company-Sergeant-Major
Fox.

Pkinted cy the r.i.Aci-: and White Puni.iSHiKG Company
WeEICLY by W. J. P. MONCKTON, AT 63,

Limited, at 33, P.ouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Fleet street,' London, E.G., England.—June 15, 1901.
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THE DUKE OF CORNWALL AND YORK
As he appeared twenty years ago on his first visit to Australia
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The Moorish Mission arriving at Portsmouth
Th? representatives of the Sullan now in England on a friendly mission to King Edward have spent their time in seeing the sijhts oi

London. Tiie rumour that tlieir visit is connected with French movements in Morocco is denied. (Photo by Step],en Cribb.)

Accompanied by Kaid MacLean, the gallant Scot who is
I
the enclosures the principal noticed a little bo}-, who was

revolutionising- the Moorish army and bringing- it up to date,
I

resting- on hi.i mother's knees, gazing at the Moors with

and by Captain James, of the Army Headquarters' Staff,
|
an awestruck look. He went up and patted the little

the Sultan's Envoys visited the Zoological Gardcua the other [
fellow's clieek, and was intensely pleased when the mingled

Sunday, and spent a
very pleasant after-

noon
.
contemplating

the wonders of that

establishment. The
number of visitors

was unusually large,

and as the ladies

werearrayed in multi-

form and pictm-esque
dresses, in harmony
with the weather, the

Moors had the oppor-
tunity of seeing how
the men and woinen
of England who are
interested in natural
history pass the
hours between lun-

cheon and dinner on
Sunday after their

morning devotions.
Nothing seemed to

perplex the stately

and sombre strangers
more than the fact

that the ladies present
not only walked about
with their faces \in-

veiled, but actually

laughed, joked and
took tea with gentle-

men without remorse.
They could not tui-

derstand it, but at

last began slowly to

comprehend that
pleasure may be
found even outside

Morocco. Mr. Bart-
lett, the superinten-

dent of the Gardens,
showed his distin-

guished visitors
through the various
departments, and the

Envoys displayed
great interest in all

they saw. While pas-
sing through one of

Mrs. Botha, who by the courtesy of Lofd Kitchener is touring

[Europe for the benefit of uei health and Dr. Leyds

fear and timidity dis-

appeared from the

child's face, to give
place to a smile of

confidence. While the

envoys were in the

lion house the Duke
of Cambridge also

entered, andalthough
there was no formal
introduction, the
Moors bowed to his

Royal Highness, who
returned their saluta-

tion. Before leaving,

the distinguished
visitors, through Kaid
MacLean, thanked
M.-. Bartlett heartily

for his attention.

*" * *
BLiiSSKD are IIk'

peacemakers. The
best peacemaker in

war— the rifle— has
not been used in

South Africa as it

should have been.

Instead pf treating a
treacherous enemy
according to his de-

serts—as the Ger-
mans did to the

Franc-tirein-s — we
have been trying to

make a milk-and-
water policy fit in

with that of horrible

war. The result has
been that many valu-

able lives have been
sacrificed unneces-

sarily, and that the

war has been unduly
prolonged. It is no-

torious that many
Boers who had taken
the oath ot neutrality

took up arms again
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The destruction of tlie Dominion Iron and Steel Co.'-s works at Sydney, Gape Breton, Canada

as soon as our soldiers' backs were
turned, and thus kept the ball rolling-.

Further, leniency isjviewed by the Boer as
weakness. So it is. If", sa}', ten] months
ago, every Boer who had broken his oath
and every rebel had been tried by drum-
head court-martial and shot on the spot,

the war would now have been over, and
the name of an Englishman respected.
Peace ! There never will be peace until

the Boer is on his knees, and kept there
for some considerable time. War is war.
We have been playing- "Pom Pom"
with the lives of our soldiers.

» * *
Whether Mrs. Botha h?."? .ccmo as a

jfoacc envoy or as a contidcmial Boer
ag-cnt is immaterial. There will be peace
when the brigands now hovering about
amongst the South African hills surrendei
unconditionally. They commenced the
war ; we shall end it. Unconditional sur-

render is the only solution of the diffi-

culty, unless that blessed peacemaker, the
rifle, is called into requisition. That is

war—surrender or be shot. There must
be no half-measure, unless it is understood
that the next generation has to take up
arms and indulge in another bloody war.
In 1881 we had enough oi that blood-
guilty lunacy.

¥ * *
While medals have been presenlo<l to

many a gallant man by his Majesty the
King, and while many Volunteers—who
so nobly responded to the call — are
returning home, let us not forget tlio

regular soldier and the Militiaman, who
have a long and weary task yet in front
of them. Many of the regular regi-
ments—for instance, the Devons and 2nd

The South African medal

18991901

Gordons—came from India and saved the

situation at the very beginning of the

war. They are still at the front, and
when they leave South Africa they do not

come.to England, but will be packed back
to India—that is, tho'.c that are loft. The
Militia regiments, as uau'J, have been'

overlooked. Many regular rcgiiHcnls—as

was the case at Waterloo—have becni

filled up from the Militia battalions,-

while those battalions have been en>-

bodied at home, or at the front. There
are somewhere about thirty ]Mi!itia regi-

ments at the front, but whoever hears of

them ? Under those circumstances, then,

let us not forgot the regular soldier^ or

the much-despisod mililiuman,

* * *
Colonel A. W. Hill, C.B., command-

ing- 2nd Middlesex Regiment, issued at

Utrecht on May 7tli the following battalion

order referring to the \'oluntecr Service

Company of the regiment, who have now
returned to England : — " Colonel Hill

cannot part with Captain Roche and his

Volunteer company without conveying to

them the sincere regret of all ranks in the

battalion in losing- their gallant services,

and he takes this opportunity of congratu-
lating them on the good work they have
]3orformed during the last thirteen months
in the field. No company or battalion

commander could wish for a better lot ol

oftioers, non-commissioned officers, or

men, and the splendid way in wliicli thoy

have assisted to m.iintain the glorious

traditions of the battalion in particular,

and the army in goiioral, will, he hopes,

be ever romomboroil with pride and satis-

faction bj' them and their comrades. He
wished them 'good-bye,' and a speedy
and sale rotiu-n homo to thoir tamilies.
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Mr. John Voung, the President of the N.S.W. Bowling
Association

Mr. Nathan, a formidable bowler from the Southern
Seas

Mr. Cuddon, Manager of the
Antipodean team

On the Green — Mr. W. S. Carmichacl on the left

BOWLING AT BROWNWOOD- AUSTRALIA v. HOME TEAM (WINNERS)
THIS IS THE FIRST VISIT OF AUSTRALIAN BOWLERS
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Cap and Bells II., the winner ot the Oaks

Xhe accident to Marshcress at the Oaks. K. Cannon, who was injured, being escorted

J to the weighing-room
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H.R. 25 Constable Jas. Tilley
who distinguished himself ait a

Bethnal Green Fire

H, 132 Constable Jas, Pettifcr
Who distinguished himself at a

Bethnal Green Fire

Captain W. Wilson, R.rf,

The new Commandant of Ports-
mouth Dockyard Reserve

JPhoto by Russell and Sons)
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The Torpedo Competition — Four men from eacli ship

Three of tlie men carrj- a charge, loaded to 281bs.. while the fourth man (No. i) carries the primer. Th'> teams itin lo and surmount three

obstacles, and ftien^lacg the charges m iront of the supposed obstructions and blow ttiem up. Eefore the explosion me teams retire to a,

barrier thirty yaras m rear, and the firet explosion wins the rii'Sl prize

f —•'

The Torpedo Competition— Placing and firing the quick The Torpedo Competition — Behind the barrier. H.M.S.
match ••lUnstnous ' (i$t explosion) wins

The Sack Race if"'"'^^^ ^>- <^'^'^-

THE SPORTS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN FLEET AT MALTA
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The Bishop of Liiicolu (Dr. King) and the Archbishop of Canterbury at the Bicentenary
of the S.P.G. at Lincoln

The management group of the motor-car meet at Sheen House.
(Photo by the Biograpb Co.) •
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a^ ^k^i^ i^^l

±^
One of the competing teams ("B" Company) for the physical drill team at the

93rd sports

Baggage Guard. The young camels follow their mother

WITH THE 93rd (2nd BATT. ARGYLL & SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS) IN IND /
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'BBtiim-^

mile |rom tlje (^cbs :

A COMPLETE SHORT STORY

llilMl
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GAS

CLA£)

WRITTEN BY E. BURROWES

Whkn in the space of one short year, Sir J\Iontag-ue

ThoroUl g-ot his V.C. and married Winifred Bellew, he said

to himself that it was a smile from the Gods. He was
unused to luck, as they call it ;

good fortune had been very
chary of her favours to him until now, when a sudden and
almost bewildering- flood of happiness came to him in the

shape of the coveted decoration pinned to his breast by
Royal hands, and—Winifred Bellew.

She did not love him, but the brilliance of his happiness
dazzled him and blinded him to the fact. Thus it came to

pass that within nine months after his return from active

service, a brilliant assemblage met together in the most
fashionable church in London to do honour to their latest

hero, and Winifred Bellew was transformed into Lady
Thorold. Royalty shook hands graciously with the per-

fectly calm and self-possessed bride, and added a handsome
bowl to the wonderful collection of wedduig presents. And
the world—which is so wise, or thinks it is—said that Thorold
was a lucky man in adding to his laurels by carrying away
a prize in the shape of the beauty of the season. After
which the sensation died away, and there was an end to the

hysterical paragraphs in society papers which had irritated

and disgusted Thorold beyond measure. To Lady Thorold
they came naturally ; in her opinion, there was a boundless
joy in seeing her photograph figuring in illustrated papers
as the bride of the season ; in reading- eulogistic notices of
her own beauty, and—in a lesser degree—her husband's
valour ; all of which goes to show what sort of woman she
w.is. Still the Gods' smile blinded Thorold so completely
that for nearly a year he remained in ignorance of what
was only too visible and well known to the outer world.

It was when his cup seemed full to overflowing that his

appointment was gazetted as Governor to a distant island.

Lady Thorold was furious ; to her it meant exile, for London
and London life, and the never-ending whirl of society, were
as the very breath of life to her, and in the distant island

these things were not. She smiled adorably upon Thorold,
shed a few crystal drops on his shoulder when the day of
his departure came, and jsromised to follow him in six weeks'
time — a promise she had no intention of keeping. So
Thorold, accompanied by an A.D.C., sailed for his distant

island, while Lady Thorold, having carefully dried her
pretty eyes, went to a supper-party at the Savoy.

Arrived at his island, the new Governor speedily found
that his post was to be no sinecure. There had been a slight

misunderstanding between the natives and the previous
Governor, out of which had sprung- an attempt at a rebel-

lion ; it was quelled, however, but Thorold found all his

tact was required to keep the peace, and days and even
weeks slipped away before he realised that he had already
been five weeks Governor of the island, and so far his

wife had made no mention of joining him.
His heart ached for her, and he sat down in the palm-

shaded verandah and indited a letter so full of devotion, so
eloquent, that it brought a shadow to her ladyship's lovely

eyes. How little she deserved such love she alone knew.
She threw down the letter impatiently : her glance had
fallen on a mass of pink roses lying- on the table, with a
coronetted note.

And day after day passed, till the mail dropped anchor in

the miniature harbour one sunny evening. But there was
no letter, and the Governor's heart grew sick with dread.
She must be ill: that alone could account for her silence.

He resolved to wait another week, and then if no tidings
came he would telegraph.
Meantime he had enough to do. Friction hadr.ga::; arisen

between the authorities and the natives ; a missionary had
been beaten and robbed by a fanatic mob, which couid only
be dispersed with the aid of native troops ; even they were
wavering in their allegiance. Rumours were rife that an
attack was meditated on Government House, and Thorold
found himself once more in the atmosphere of insurrection,
ready at any moment to break out into open war. That
he was the right man in the right place was not to be
doubted, and the authorities had the utmost confidence in

him ; a confidence which was shared by those under his

command in the island.

Days of suspense dragged by with leaden feet ;. the heat
was intense, and distant mutterings»of a •gathering storm
broke the hot silence at intervals. The sea lay like a molten
flood—greyish-green, with foam on the long line of breakers;
away on the horizon there appeared a long trail of smoke.
It was the incoming mail, and Thorold watched it from
his verandah with eager, speculative eyes. Two hours
later he rode slowly down the hill with his A.D.C. to inter-

cept the mail-bag, and seize the news from Winifred. He
made sure she would have written now.

In the narrow street there reig-ned an omiiious silence.

Heads peeped furtively at the tall, handsome Governor
as he rode slowly along the stony path. Faces with evil

written on them watched him, and low threats of vengeance,
for what they knew not, escaped the lips of the watchers.
The A.D.C. noted all these signs of evil portent ; but
Thorold's thoughts were far away in peaceful England,
lingering- round a flower-faced woman.
He was recalled to his present surroundings b}' a startled

plunge from his grey Arab.
A flint had whizzed past his head, graziiig the pony's ear.

Thorold looked across at his A.D.C. with something like

a smile in his dark ejes.

"Still thirsting for the b'.ood of the Englishman, Ham-
mond," he said, enig"matically ;

" that young scoundrel,

Fernando, went off this morning ; I told him he was not
wanted any long-er in my stable.

"

f

" It seems a pity—^just now," murmured Hammond,
thoughtfully.

" It can't be helped ; his conduct has been excused too

often. Still, as you say, it is a pity it should have happened
just at this juncture."

The Governor flicked a fly off his pony's neck. They had
nearly reached the quay now. Outside the harbour bar lay

the mail, black smoke rising from her funnels, iind there

was a letter from Winifred at last. Thorold thrust it into

his pocket to read when he g-ot in, and they turned home-
wards. Black clouds were rising in g-reat banks over the

sea ; the sun went down in lurid splendour, streaking the

angry sky with bars of red and gold ; a light cool wind
rustled among the lemon trees in the Governor's garden.
And as dusk fell, a dark mass of people surged through the

narrow street below.
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A lamp was lighted, and Tliorold (hrcw himself into a
thair with an unaccustomed feeling- of luxury The longed-

for letter was in his hand ; he opened it lingering! y, then as

the first words smote him with an icy hand, he read steadily

to the end.
" My Dear Montague,—By the time you get this I shall

be— I wonder where ? Not on my way to the island ; I

knew I could never face that, so like the proverbial coward
— I am running away. You were always too good for me,
only you blinded yourself to the fact. Now you know, the

(ruth. I never loved you, and, of course, I ought not to

have married you. I am taking the only remedy I can find

lor the case. Being of the earth, earthy, it is possible I shall

l>e as happy as I deserve to be with Archie Trent. I don't

think there is anything more to be said Being a good and
noble man, you may, perhaps, forgive tlie pain I am causing
you. That is your own affair. Good-bye. Winifred."
The letter fell from his fingers and fluttered to the ground.
The awful suddenness of the blow stunned him, and it was

not till a distant, sullen roar of angry voices fell on his ears
that he started from his chair. The only thing that came to

him was the saying which he had so often applied to himself:

"A smile from the Gods." The Gods had ceased to smile

now.
With that ominous roar coming nearer, and ever nearer,

he realised that the moment for action had come, and only
stopping to thrust the fatal letter into his breast-pocket, the

Governor hurried from the room. Already the house was
barricaded and in a state of defence. A galloper had been
sent to the fort behind the hill for troops, and below, surging
up the road from the town, with flaming torches and furious

cries, came the rebels. Everything" was consigned to

oblivion save the present crisis, and no one guessed that the

cool, determined Governor carried his death-blow in his

breast-pocket. The struggle was as brief as it was violent,

and the arrival of the troops scattered the enraged populace
effectually. Some of their number, indeed, they left behind,
victims to the steady fire with which their attack had been
met. The ringleaders were made prisoners, and it seemed
highly probable that this attempt at rebellion was the last

flicker of the flame which had been breaking ou' at intervals

for the past year.
Night had fallen. Quiet reigned once more, and overhead

the silver moon rode serenely in the dark heavens.
The Governor stood looking out at Ihe myst'C moonlit

scene with absent eyes ; the letter was sliU in his pocket,
and the reaction of despair came upon him with awful force.

The exigencies of the moment had stifled his feelings for a
while ; action brooked no delay, and amidst the crack of
rifles and the hailstorm of stones, he bad had no time to
think of anything but his duty Now ii was different. Like
a kaleidoscope, all the happiness of the past year rose up
before him, and his anguish seemed more than he could bear.
He recalled the smiles, the sweet words with which he had
been beguiled : it had all been a lie. She had played her
part well. Never for an instant had he suspected that
young Lord Trent was the man she cared for in her own
butterfly fashion ; otherwise, had he even guessed he might
have saved her from herself.

He unlatched the window and paced up and down the
verandah in the cool night air. Thousands of sweet scents
from the garden floated up to him on the breeze • m the
distance a steamer whistled shrilly. And m the shadow
of the lemon trees someone watched ihe Governor as he
paced up and down in the moonlight, battling alone with his

pain.

A shadow crept out from among the trees, and the moon
shone on a dark Spartish face. Nearer and nearer it stole

to the verandah, where the Governor was standing motion-
Jess, his tall figure silhouetted against the white house behind
him.
The shadow ra.sed a hand ; something flashed in the

moonlight There was a report, the Governor reeled
slightly— then pitched forward on his face.

The shadow, wiih the face of Fernando, sped away
through the lemon trees, where a nightingale was singing to
the silver moon.******

It is now a matter of history how the Governor of that
di.stant island was found on his verandah, shot through the
heart. But only the A.D.C. knew of the letter which he
found, soaked with blood in the dead man's breast-pocket,
and he consigned it to the flames.

Among Ihe orange groves of Souilicrn France a woman
read of that tragedy in the distant island wilh startled eyes.
But it did not lake long for the butterfly to flutter again in

the sunshine, and within a year she reached the; goal of her
poor ambitions ; a countess's coronet rested on her fair head.
As for Thorold, the Gods' smile had blinded him so well for

that one sweet year that when the blow fell it plunged him
into the deep waters of affliction—and the Gods took him.

THE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
RACEHORSES

BY E R A N K H O L M K I IC I. U

The race is not always to the swifteist horse. H<jw often

has a fine racer failed at the all-important moment through
the ig'norance of the jockey who ought to have hcl])cd his

mount ? The feather-weight inuscleless lad has no proper
control over his mount, which again and again is relegated
to the reporter's limbo of the "also rans."

Is the present English system of training a race-horse

bad ? Many experts say it is ; otiiers defend it " tooth and
nail." Can it be true that England lags behind in this as
in many other instances ? There must be something wrcing.

.somewhere, when the training of a horse for speed and
stamina results in the animal's inability to carry anything
but the lightest weight in order to have a chance of success.

Look at the spindle-shanks of many of the " also rans, " and
wonder, if you dare; why "placing ' is such a rare oc-

currence with them. Who ever saw a successful human
sprinter or crack long-distance runner with legs like pipe-

stems ? Men have only to carry their own weight. The
racehorse must also carry the weight of his jockey ; yet ihe

average equine specdist possesses limbs of very fragile

build. This frequently means disaster if the weight carried

is out of proportion to the strengtli of liie legs.

American visitors lo our great racecourses are wont to

I

comment on the English .system of getting a horse into

condition, and wonder why it is that more attention is not
! paid to the development of the tendons and muscles which

I

are called upon to so great a degree in the exercise of

!
racing speed and weight-carrying. In the States for many

i

years it has been the custom to employ experts in limb

I
manipulation, with very satisfactory results.

I

It was while travelling through North America .-.ome

i

time ago that the attention of Professor .Atkinson, the

i
famous Park Lane expert in bone-setting and muscular

I development, was attracted to "the system as practised with

I
racehorses over ther^. Knowing as he did the great value
that attaches to the proper condition of the various bones,

muscles and tendons of the limbs in speed contests, he
recognised xXm desirability of that -.ystem. To one knowing
the working of every joint, muscle, tendon or nerve, the

development of each and all, as the Professor knew from
his worldwide and lite experience with human patients, was
bound to prove most advantageous lo an animal to which
speed ind strength were a sine qua non. The result of the

Prol"essor's investigations is that he is now practising con-
siderably at the headquarters o\ several of the more impor-
tant racing establishments, with wonderful results. To the

new system of development may be put down the successes

of Lord Derby's -Xlliiiark, which won the Liverpool Cup
after the Professor's treatment, and of Lord Stanley s Free
State, which has come forward rapidlv under the manipu-
lation of the famous bone-setter.

* * *
The new system may be put down shortly as the more

scientific method of developing those muscles .and tendons
upon which maintained speed and heavy weight-carrying
depend. The ordinary exercise does not altogether meet
the case, expert manipulation by strong hand and arm com-
pleting the work of training to a far greater extent than the

old methods.
Take, for instance, the strengthening and stretching of

the tendons of the forelegs for standing or bearing over ot

the knee, a condition towards whicli many horses are prone.

In this the Professor grasps the leg with his hands in

such a way that he can exercise immense leverage, work-
ing the leg thoroughly for a certain space of time. An
immensely strong pair of arms aids considerably in the

manipulations of the limb under treatment, and the Pro-
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1

feccor c^.n produce better results in

Iialf an hojr's m crk than wouki
he. othervvijc poss'.ljlc in days of
ordinary practice on heath or
common.

It frequently occurs that the develop-
ment of the back tendons of a horse's

foreleffs has not been all that could
be desired after the orthodox system
of trainin'^-. The weakness must be
dealt with satisfactorily if the animal
is to give a gfood account of itself.

The Professor has a special form of
manipulauion to carry out the improve-
ment to the utmost. His wonderfully
powerful wrist and hand are soon
busy on the affected spot, and the

magic touch produces almost visible

effects, so plainly are the tendon:.'

condition improved.
Strengthening- the tendons and

muscles of the shoulder-joints is a
Grasping- the leg' firmly in his iroii gr
cecds to manipulate the limb in

such a way as to bring every
muscle and tendon into play.

The photograph illustrates the

system, and the fine muscular
development of the horse's

and tendons of the spine witli a simi-
lar object. It is claimed that a race-
horse treated in the new way will

carry a stone heavier weight with
greater coml'ort and ease than before.

To develop the tendons of the stifle

joints (a rather lisky opeialion, espe-
cially if the animal is a kicker), a
( ertain movement is produced, the
Professor, with the aid of an assistant,

taking care that the action will bring
well into (Jlav the j lints l:e wishes to

improve.
It often happens that the tendons

of a horse's fetlock joint become;
weakened owing to too rapid growth.
Treatment is necessary' to bring the

tendons into a proper state of develop-
ment. Tile process is very interesting

to watch, as the Professor's strong
arm brings into action the exact poiiU

vigorous operation,
j

required, his manipulation being steady and regular through-
Ip, the Professor pro- ' out, and, at the same time, giving- no pain whatsoeve.'

to the animal being operated upon.
The results are often marve I )u^

,

the strengthened tendons enabling
the horse to perform far Ijetle.'

work than it w.is previou
capable of.

[icyiiilaling the bones and tcni.!o: s

wlicii suffcrin.i from picjcon-toc

Strengtlicninci tlic tendons and
muscles of the sliouldcr

; houlder-joint owes much to the
treatment given, as the animal
shown had been under the Pro-
fessor's care for some little time.
A sort of massage treatment is

given for the development and
strengthening of the suspensory lis.

an important factor in the stride of
An animal suffering

from pigeon-toe is treated _
by the manipulation of the
bones and tendons, and
"dishing" is judiciously
used to get the hoofs
well under the centre of
gravit}', as shown in the
photograph.
The Professor lays great

stress on the fact that
under the new system ani-

mals arc enabled to carry
heavier weights than when
trained only by the old
methods. The shoulder
muscles are stronger,
whilst every muscle and
tendon in the forelegs are
splendidly developed. He
also treat, the tnuscles

Hw\ i_iui^i.iij mi; icndoiis 01 tlic fctiociv joiiii

wlieii weakened by too rapid growth

faments of the forelegs

-

the horse.

llorsc standing in natural position, slioUug well-

developed legs

I)c\ eloping the legs to carry

liea\ y w eights

Developing the tendons at the
back of the hock is ar.olher impor-
tant point of manipulation. It

seems to be a simple piocess, but
every movement of the operator's
strong wrist has its particular

object, as the improved pace and weight -bearing eapacilv
of the animal afterwards testifies. A somewhat similar

style of manipulation of
the tendons in front and
inner side of the hock is

equally advantageous.
Owners of racehorses

are watching with con-
siderable interest the pro-
gress of the new treat-

ment. Of course, the
usual difficulties of old-

fashioned prejudice have
to be overcome. English-
men are so prone to stick

to old methods.^ Still, the
results up to the present
.are beginning to tell, and
there is a likelihood that
in the course of a season
or two the new system of
developing racehorses will

be universally adopted.

THE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF RACEHORSES
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A\ atchiiig the Derby Oa the bill

In the King and on the Course. Jockey Ciub euclosute in the foreground

Volodvovski—The winner of the I>erby In the Paddock— Inspecting thb horses
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The Sultan of Aioiocco ana Dr. AerdDiij the EnqJish

doctor

Abel El Aziz, Sultan ot Morocco

In the centre of tlic town of Tangicis
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A view of the landslip towards the threatened village, which has been deserted.

In the background is the Lake of Brienz

A million cubic yards of land have already fallen, and the mountain is still slipping,

tlu'eatening to bury the village of Schwanden and the Lake of Brieuz

SWITZERLAND'S MOVING MOUNTAIN
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The Czar on his way to review troops, accompanied by the Empress and Empress
Dowager of Russia

The Queen of Holland has met with a hearty reception from the subjects of the Emperor
William, wnom sue has been visiting. The Queen is seen in the photograph with the

Emperor and Empress of Germany (piioio byOitomar Ausaicu;)
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JUNE
(Photo by W. and D. Downey)
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MUSIC
(Pboto by W. and D. Downey)
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The Monliiii horse at work. By turning
to be struck (the busby»looking

The I'rench Military
autliorities have adopted an
ing-enioiis invention in the
training- of their cavalry
recruits. As may be seen
by the illustrations, the
invention consists of a
movable targ-et that circu-

lates round a wooden horse.
The recruit mounts this

redoubtable charger, which
entertains no fear of having
its ears cut off by an inex-

perienced swordsman, and
at the same time the instruc-

tor seizes the wheel. One
twist, and round goes the
target, the swordsman
slashing right and left. One
of the advantages of this Adjutant Monlun,
running target is that half of Dragoons,

the wheel in the hands of the instructor the object
arrangement) revolves round the dragoon

.1 d ;7.c:i men miy join in

t':c- f'l.;—l;r,-ers, di-agoons
and hussars. Foi-merly the

great drawback was that

I'.e soldier had to g'o

llirough his swoid exercise

;'t a stationary object, but
the new invention does
away with tliat. Fiuthcr,

the " running man " enables
the recruit to become a.

more or less expert swords-
man, for which fact many
a French army horse will

be devoutly thankful The
inventor of the horse is

Captain Monlun, th.e adju-

tant and Instructor of the

3rd Regiment of Dragoor.s.
He has made a lii'e-lorg'

study of cavalry training-.
instructor of the 3rd Regiment
and his mechanical horse

The Monlun horse at v\ork

WITH THE FRENCH ARMY — TRAINING CAVALRYMEN
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THE NEW PRETORIA
A YEAR ago, when the British

:!pproached Pretoria, they ex-

pected to receive a very warm
reception, and they prepared for

h. So much has been printed
and said about the extraor-
dinarily formidable forts and
other defences which the Boers
are alleged to have constructed
on all sides of their sacred
capital, that nothing less than a
protracted siege was antici-

pated, and the British, with in-

finite labour and ingenuity, had
brought up from Bloemfontein,
De Aar, and even Cape Town,
a number of the heaviest and
most destructive weapons known
to modern artillery science, from
the 9'6in. howitzer to the 4'7in.

quick-firing naval gun. To the

astonishment of every one (says
the Pretoria correspondent of

The Times) and the bitter dis-

appointment of the British

gunners, none of this ordnance
was ever brought into action.

The army entered Pretoria without meeting any oppo-
sition worthy of the name, and when the defences of

the city came to be examined, it was found that prac-

tically there were none. North of the town the Boers

had erected a couple of toy forts, and on the south

were two more ; but even the largest and strongest of

the four, Fort Wonderboom , would have been utterly de-

molished in half-an-hour if the two 280 lb. howitzers

hi.'longing to
gunners had

the siege train

been let loose
during the ten

elapsc<l

and his

posses-
of the

Cotninandant van Rensburtj, who surrendered

with his commando the other day

on it. But,
months which have
since Lord Roberts
victorious army took
sion of the capital

Transvaal, a marvellous change
has been effected in the char-
acter and extent of the Pre-
toria defences. Heavily armed
blockhouses have been erected
on an inner circle, and in

such ]30sitions that every inch
of spare ground between the
forts and redoubts is capa-
ble of being swept by gun and
rifle fire. All except the lour

main roads leading to the town
are closed and commanded by
the defences, and each line of

fortifications is guarded by an
encircling labyrinth of barbed
wire. The barbed wire entangle-
ments are charged with elec-

tricity, and if even a stray goE.t

happens to blunder against a
wire, a bell is set ringing in the
fortification itself, where an in-

dicator instantly points out the spot from which the alarm
has come. The range of every point at which an enemy
could possibly appear is known to a yard, and night and
day the guns stand ready for action, ammunition at hand,
and with their detachments always prepared to get to work
at a moment's notice ; indeed, in the majority of cases, the
dstachments actually sleep in the gun emplacements, fully
dressed and v,/ith their small-arms at hand.

Where Mr. Kruger discusses the Avar news
In this room, at "Casa Cara" Villa, Hilversum, Mr. Kruger meets his political " Cabinet " and discusses with them the news re.-iching him from

South Africa. It will be from here, in all probability, that the final negotiations on the Boer side will be conductctl. The tigures in the photo-

graph are two ol the secretaries now with the fallen President at his European headquarters. Mr. E. J. I?ok (sitting) is the first secretary, and
Mr. P. A. Van Veen, who is standing, is the second secretary. Our photograph was taken specially by a member of " Black and Wuite

Budget's " Continental staff, with the .-icijuiescence of Mr. Kruger
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Dan Leno at play. ;

THE S.S.F

He is almost as funny as French

duellists

A.

Majesty the Queen, the Patron of the Great County*Salo,
wlio writes that " without further luiuls tlieir homes must
be broiven up, and all that we have been doing- for the last
twelve months will be undone."
Any contribution of money to this end would be received

and gratefully acknowledged by—Yours faithfully,

Arthur Hill, Chairman of Committee.
J. S. Wood, Honorary Ors^aniser.

43, Eaton Place, S.W.

* * *

THE MEN WHO HELD ELANDS RIVER
{To the Editor of "Black and Whi'tc Budget.")

Sir,—In a recent number of your most excellent journ.-il

I regret to see that you continue to propagate tiie mistake
that the holding- of Elands River was due to the Australians.
The key of the position was held by the Rhodesians under
the command of the late Captain Alexander Butters (killed at
Lindlej-), and they stood the brunt of the g-reater part of the
shell fire. The kopje on which they were commanded the
water. Colonels Hoare and Aircy, who were in command
at the other end of the position, sent over a message to
" Sandy Butters," saying, " Commandant Delarey offers
us such and such terms, and as we are outnumbered and
there is no prospect of relief, we propose to at :ept them."

I don't vouch for the exact wording, but that was the gist

of the message. Captain Sandy'Butters, who was a rough
card, made some opprobnous remarks, concluding with,
" Me and my mates don't surrender," and they didn't. The
Rhodesian force consisted of men from the Rhodesian
Regiment, Mashonaland Squadron, and the Southern
Rhodesian Volunteers, about a hundred in all. Thanking
you tor mserting^ his,

1 am. Sir, your obedient servant,

F. W. Mackenzie Skies,
Trooper H. Troop, S R-V^.

{To t'he Editor of ''Black and
White Budget:")

I

Dear Sir,t-As some little

imlsapprehension appears to
X'xist as to how the funds to

jbe derived from the Great
Counly Sale, at the Military
ICxhibition at Earl's Court, on
jtlie 27th, 28th and 29th inst.,

are to be divided, will you
jallow us to state, for the infor-

Imation of the 11,000 ladies and
gentlemen throughout the king-
dom who are the active almoners
ot the Soldiers' and Sailors'

Families Association, that every
penny of the money taken at

the stalls of the respective
counties will be retained and
dealt with by the presidents in

their own organisations. The
committee controlling the ar-
rangements will deal with funds
derived from entrance money,
entertainnvents, &c., and they
hope that after the necessary
payments for the erection of
Stalls, advertising, printing, &c.
(the preliminary office expenses
being provided free), there will

be a considerable sum to divide.
There are a-lready 53 county

and other stalls allotted, so that
tlie entire space in the Imperial
Gardens is taken up. Some of
t lie railwaj's are running special
trains to London, and there is

every iiidic'ation that this re-

sponse to the " Pi-incess of
Wales' Appeal" will succeed in

materially helping the 80,000
families of soldiers and sailors,

and so avert the disaster best
descuibed in the words of her

Max Regis duel with M. Laberdesque, -who is dicector of the "Revr.n?Uc

du Peuple." (Photo by A. de Guictiard)
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Y3 X^lolet ^ra^ers' \)Ql}lrl\jC)inb

V/ Cj

A COMPLETE SHORT STORY

WRITTEN BY EDITH REDE BUCKLEY

Violet Travers was seated in the prettily-furnished

drawing--room of her flat near Victoria Station. The tea-

tray, covered with beautifully-kept silver and the daintiest

of china, was before her, and she glanced at the clock upon
the mantelpiece incessantly. She was evidently expecting
someone whose arrival was of importance to her.

She was a very pretty woman, refined and fragile-looking,

with soft, fair hair and large dark blue eyes, eye<i that had
that innocent child-like expressfon which some women keep
all their lives, and which others, the very clever ones, know
how to assume, and which takes in most men, and no other

women. The expression in Violet's was absolutely natural.

She was a widow, and though turned thirty still looked
quite young, almost girlish. At seventeen she had been
forced into a loveless marriage with a rich civilian nearly
forty years her senior. Her father was a military chaplain

with a large family of daughters, and they were allowed no
voice in the choice of their husbands.

Violet had been left a childless widow some years before,

and had recently become engaged to Dr. Fane, the man
whose skill and devotion had saved her life the preceding
winter. She had been so ill that for days her life had been
despaired of; but she had slowly recovered, and in the

sweetness of convalescence she had given herself and the

love of her life to his keeping. They were to be married in

three days. She impatiently awaited his coming. She was
a woman who loved passionately and unchangeably, and
Guy Fane was a man worth winning. He was several years
older than herself, silent, and, some people thought, stern,

and with the jealous temperament that only accompanies the
very deepest powers of loving. But joined to this, he had
the tenderness that comes with strength. Love with him
was almost worship, and his devotion to Violet was exacting
in its depth.
She started up and ran forward to meet him, as she heard

his familiar step outside. Her quick eye detected that he
looked worried and sterner than she had ever seen him
before. But his whole expression changed as he bent to

kiss her, with all his usual tenderness. They sat down, and
she began pouring out the tea. He watched her, fascinated
by her unconscious grace and beauty, her fair head slightly

bent, and a smile upon her lips, called there by his kisses.

"You are silent. There is nothing wrong, dearest? " she
questioned as she handed him his cup.
He did not answer, but moved behind the sofa on which

she sat, and, putting his hands on her shoulders, bent down
towards her.
" Violet, I trust you, as you know, implicitly; if I didn't

trust you, I should believe in nothing in this world or the
next. What I am going to say, therefore, is not worth
mentioning, but you know my anxious, jealous love, and I

want the whole thing denied by your dear lips."

Violet's face grew a shade whiter.
" Guy, you frightened me ; what is the matter ?

"

She was looking up at him, her face very close to his.
*' I heard a story to-day about you. Remember, I don't

bslieve it ; no one should make me believe it excepting your-
self." '!-.._

He spoke rapidly and impatiently.
" Guy, Guy ; surely you can trust me ?

''

" As I trust Heaven."
She held up her sweet lips to his, hoping he would say no

more. But he went on, speaking with low, feverish
intensity.

" The story was told me by an old General at the club,

who did not know of my engagement. He declares that

you, Violet Manley as you were then, were engaged to a
young officer whose name he refused to mention, when
you were a young girl of sixteen or seventeen, that you were
mutually attached, and that he was some ten years your
senior ; that he loved you as a man loves only once, and
that you jilted him, heartlessly and cruelly, to accept the
rich civilian, Mr. Travers. I told him I knew the story to be
false. We had high words ; he declares the young fellow

was his cousin. Violet "—and he looked into her ej'es with
the stern, passionate intensity of a man to whom "love was
strong as death, but jealously cruel as the grave '—" Violet,

swear to me that this is untrue."
It was the crisis of Violet Travers' life. She had no time

to wait, no time to think—delay would condemn her. For
one moment—the moment she hopelessly yearned to recall

to the end of her life— it flashed through her to tell him
everything, the truth as it really was.

"Violet, how can you hesitate? I cannot endure the

suspense ; my whole life hangs on your answer."
Clear and firm came the answer ;

" It is absolutely false ! I never loved till I saw you."
He sealed her lips with a kiss that was almost fierce in its

intensity.
" Thank God ! Had there been tven a grain of truth in

it, I could never have forgiven it. I don't mean, my best
beloved, that I should be such a jealous tyrant as to mind an
innocent, girlish fancy. Of course not : but I should have
lost my confidence in you. I should- have felt you had kept
something back, and I could not have borne that." He
stroked her hair. " I believe in you, sweetheart, as deeply
as I love you."
They dined together, and then went to the theatre. She

hardly followed the piece. He bid her a more than usually
tender farewell when he left her at the door of her flat :

"Only three days more, and there will be no more part-

ing."

She smiled up at him as his dark, clean-shaven face was
bent to her, and he did not see the quivering of her lips.

But alone at last, all the restraint was thrown aside, and
she broke into passionate sobbing. O, if she could but
recall the past, the girlish past, in itself so absolutely inno-

cent, but which had now a cloak of deceit upon it, never to

be removed by her one lie. That one denial could never be
called back : it was like a heavy iron gate, shutting out all

hope and happiness from her. If only she had told him the
truth when she was first engaged, it would have been so
simple and easy, and no reasonable man could have ob-
jected. She had been engaged for a few weeks to a Captain

. Vernon, a young officer in a Native Indian Regiment. Her
parents had refused to allow the engagement, had forbidden
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licT to continue seeing Iiim, and even prohibited licr from
writing him a letter to explain her seemingly cruel conduct.

He had left his regiment immediately, and gone to Australia,

and she had never heard from him since. Though she did

not know it, it had been the one love of his life ; with her it

had been a young girl's fancy for the first man who had
paid her attention after her arrival at Simla from school

in England. In a few months her father had forced her to

mai ry Mr. Travers. If only she had told this to Guy ! She
had always meant to do so, but she had dreaded his jealous

love, dreaded casting even a shadow upon the joy of their

intercourse ; she had put it off, and now—now it was im-
possible for ever. She had lied to him, and he trusted her-

with his whole heart ; he would never forgive her for

deceiving him. He would believe that she was false

through and through. How could he believe her word
now? His confidence would begone for ever. She lay awake
all night, tossing from side to side in feverish agony. It

was a grief too deep for tears ; there was no possible way
of escape. She must keep her secret and carry the burden
of an unacknowledged lie with her, or tell him all, and, as
she knew full well, lose him for ever. And she loved him

—

loved him better than life ! No one could help her. At last

she tried to pacify her misery by determining to tell him
everything ; and the reason of her sudden untruth after her
marriage. Surely he would forgive everything, understand
everything; to his newlj'-wedded wife to understand would
be to forgive. By a stupendous effort she decided to put it

trom her. He believed her word implicitly. After her
marriage no one would dare to refer to the story again.
She would live everything down, and he would believe that

her one untruth was her only one, and it burnt through her
very soul.

Her face looked worn and haggard in the morning light.

Guy had important business in the country, so she would
not see him all day, but he was to fetch her for a ball that

night. Sleep she must have at any cost. She rang for the

maid, and told her she had had a bad*nightand should stay
in bed most of the day. She took a little breakfast, and
then, going to a medicine-chest, took out some morphia.
Dr. Fane had given it to her for sleeplessness during her
illness. It secured her several hours of sleep, and when
she awoke she felt refreshed and more hopeful. After
dinner, when she came to dress, there was a feverish colour
in her cheeks. She put on her most becoming dress—an
exquisitely-made, but very plain, black dress—for she knew
that fair women look their best in black. Her neck was
dazzlingly white and she wore no ornaments.
Guy arrived in good time. She was seated in the

drawing-room ready to receive him.
' Violet, how beautiful j'ou are!" he exclaimed. " I have

never seen you look so lovely before."
She blushed vividly like a young girl.

•'Do 3'ou really mean it?" His only answer was to

draw her slender figure into his arms and kiss her lips and
neck and brow.

Violet enjo)-ed the ball with feverish intensity. She
Hlmost forgot her last night's agony in the joy of being
beside him in the ecstasy of his perfect trust. She would not
allow herself even to think.

In the middle of the evening Guy received a call to go to
an urgent case, and was obliged to leave her. They were
-Standing together on the balcony. " I- will come back
for you. I am so sorry to have to g-o, but I cannot
refuse."

"Of course not, darling. I shall wait here. I do not
care to dance unless you are here."
He gave her a tender look of mingled love and perfect

confidence, and was gone, and Violet seated herself in a
low-cushioned chair to wait for his return.

It was a glorious summer night, late in June, the dark
blue heavens were all aglow with myriads of stars. A
.strange calm seemed to steal over Violet. Her last night's
anguish felt like some bad dream from which she had
awakened. The music with its sad cadence mingled with
her thoughts, a spell (very short and fleeting as such spells
always are) of unutterable happiness seemed upon her as
she lifted her face to the starlit heavens. Guy loved her,
and nothing else in all the world mattered, or could matter.
Scenes of indescribable beauty floated before her mental
vision, dreams of bliss which never can have a realisation
filled her mind—Guy the centre, Guy the cause, Guy her
love. Her feet seemed trembling on the very threshold of

Eden, and love, the great master-key, was opening the gates
for her. She could have cried aloud in the fulness of her
anticipated rapture.

Involuntarily, she gave a sudden shudder. A man's
figure was stepping through the open window to the balcony.
In another second he was facing her, looking straight into

her eyes.

"Violet !"

She started, and all the colour flew from her face.

"Tom

—

yoxi, here !

"

"Yes," he answered, verj' low, but in a harsh tone,
" I am. After all these years—fourteen years—we meet
again, Violet Travers, and I ask you for an explanation of
your broken faith. Vou, who taught me what life and love

meant ; taught me also what desperation and recklessness
mean."
"Stop!" she cried, raising her hand imploringly.

" Don't be too hard on me, Mr. Vernon. I was very joung,
and not my own mistress."

" Yes, women always have an excuse," he answered
bitterly. " You spoilt my life for me, Violet, and never
even asked my pardon ! You can never give me back the
ten best years of my life ; worse, you cannot give me back
m}- faith in goodness and my trust in w'oman !

"

" Is it generous to come to me like this?" she pleaded.
" You did not wait to be generous, Violet, fourteen years

ago in Simla."
She made no reply.

"Don't think I am such a cad as to speak to you like

this," he went on in a milder tone ;
" I have tried to forgive

you, though I can never forget, and I should never have
spoken to you to-night unless I had heard the news, just by
accident, a minute ago, that you are to be married the day
after to-morrow to Dr. Fane."

" I am proud and happy to say it is true, " she answered,
her whole frame reanimated by her thought of and love for

Guy ; "and I see no reason why the fact of my marriage
should give you the right to dare to speak to me, as you
have done, of my young girl's mistake, a mistake I grieved
bitterly over on my own account and on yours, because I

could not bear to think I had given you pain."
He laughed, a little hollow, joyless laugh,
" I see. Well, I am afraid I must give you a little pain

now."
"What do you mean ? " she gasped.
"You must not marry Dr. Fane. He is the best fellow

in the world "—he paused a moment, looking straight at

her—"and he is my brother !

"

" Your brother !
"

"Yes— I should say my half-brother ; we had the same
mother, and he was the idol of my boyhood's days, and I

will never let him marry a woman he believes to be staunch
and true, and who is in reality fickle and false to the
core."

" You are unjust and cruel," she cried, standing up and
facing him; "cruel! I know that apparently I behaved
badlj-, but my father absolutely forbid me to hold to my
engagement, refused to allow me to write to you, and forced
me into a loveless marriage for the sake of money I don't

deny that I loved you with a young girl s first love, but it

was not the love of my life ; not the love I am giving to the

man I am about to marry, and whom I worship from m\-

soul."

Her whole frame shook.
" You have told my brother all this?

"

" You have no right to ask."
"Then I shall tell him my story before I sleep to-

night."
" No, I have not told him," she answered ;

" but I will.

There shall be no shadow of secret between him and me.
I will tell him everything— the whole truth of my girlish love

for his brother."
" Girlish love !

" The man was stung by jealousy, and
the stirring of an old, bitter, never-forgotten disappointment.
" / shall tell him that jou were mine, my affianced

w^ife !

"

A shadow fell across the open window, and Guy stood
between them. He had overheard the last words. He saw
X'iolet looking drawn and haggard and ten years older than
when he left her half an hour before, ."xnd beside her stood
his brother, of whom he had not heard for years, but to

whom he had been devotedly attached. For a minute he
stood like one paralysed, and then very slowly he spoke :
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"Violet, v/iiat does this mean? Deny what my brotliei-

'las just said. It is not true ; you never were his affianced

wife ?
"

"Guy, Guy, I will; I can explain everything-," she cried,

moving' a step forward and puttinar both her hands on his

arm, while she raised lier wjiite, agonised face close to his

in the darkness.
" Guy, speak to me !

"

She had never seen him look as he loolvccl now. His face

was stern and hard-set.
" I have absolutely trusted vou. I believed youn word

implicitly when General Seymour told me this same story
;

you have deceived me." His voice came slow and thick.
" Deny this," he went on in a hoarse whisper, "for God's
sake, Violet, deny it—tell me it is all a lie, and I will believe

your word against all the world."

She made no answer. The music throbbed through her
temples ; the whirl of the dancers' feet sounded like a
funeral march thumping- on her aching brain. She seemed
to have lost the po^\^-l to urticuiaiu.

THE MASSACRE AT CAWNPORE
A MOST interesting and deeply rno\iiig acc(junt 01 the

events at Cawnpore during the Mutiny ajjpears in the
Cornhill. The massacre is thus described:— 1( was a little

after five o'clock—just when Stevenson's Fusiliers and
Hamilton's Highlanders were sweeping over I he bridge at
Pandoo Nuddee—that five men, each carr3ing a tulwar,
walked to the door of the Bebceghur, two rooms each 20ft.

by 10ft. and an open court some fifteen yards square. The
five men entered, and the shuddering crowd of women and
children was before them. The crowd, who watched as the
door opened, saw standing erect on the threshold the English
lady who had asked the native officer whether they were all

to be killed. Then the door was closed, and over the scene
that followed the horrified imagination refuses to linger.

Wailing, broken shrieks, the sound of running feet crept
out on the shuddering air. Presently the door opened, and
the man in the red uniform of the Nana's bodyguard came
out with his sword broken short off at the hi!t. There were

212 to be killed, and the strain

on steel blades, as well as on
human muscles, was severe !

He borrowed a fresh sword
and went back to his work,
again carefully closing the door
behind him. After a while he
re-emerged once more with a
broken blade, and, arming him-
self afresh, returned a third time
to his dreadful business. It was
dark when the five men — all

alike now with reddened gar-
ments — cnme out and locked
the aour uenind iheni. leaving

' Speak .
" he reiterated, in the voice

of a man fighting for his life, while
he gripped her bare wrists with such
unconscious force that it was physical
torture, and gazed into her eyes as
though he wanted to read into her yer}'

sou!.

At last the words came through her
parched lips.

" I can't deny it."

He let go her hands.
" Come, Tom," he said in a voice so

strange, o unutterably different from
his own, that Violet would not have
recognised it. Thcr the twc men passed together back
into the gfailv-lighted drawing-room, and the vioman fell

back into the chair ar,^. leant her forehead down on the cold
ir -^ railing. Sh "caped a cruel and unmerited whirlwind.

'--'Z End.

I

that great company of wives and
mothers and little children in the

slaughter-house. The men had
j
done their work but roug-hly, and

}
all throug-h the night, though no

J cry was heard in the Bebeeghur,
yet sounds, as if sighs from dying lips, and the rustle as oi

Order; r C.e Encydopadia Britannica should be sent, strugj^'ling bodies, seemed to creep out into the darkness.
1 at once by those who desire to avail themselves of this At eight o'clock the next morning the five men returned,

unique offer. That it is a unique offer everyone knows who
I
attended by a few sweepers. They opened the door and

-4

Ivnows the work ; and that the Daily Mail's offer of the
Times Reprint, for a first payment of 5s., constitutes a
marvellous bargain, is a fact as generally recognised.
Results show, as results alone can show, that the public
has been quick to appreciate this offer, and it only remains
for us to remind our readers of the single drawback which
accompanies this great success of a great venture. Not
everybody who would like to possess the Encyclopedia
Brilaiinica will be able to secure it on the present advan-
'.agcour- terms, for the offer will be withdrawn this week,
and it ca-i never be renewed.

commenced to drag the nearer bodies, by their long- tresses

of hair, across the courtyard to the fatal well, hard by.

Native evidence, collected afterwards, reports that a few
children and nearly a dozen women had contrived to escape
death by hiding under the bodies of the slain. They had
lain in that dreadful concealment all night, but when the five

returned they crept out with pitiful cries. Some of these

were slain without parley ; some ran like hunted animals
round the courtyard, and then threw themselves down the

well. One by one the victims were dragged out, stripped,

and, many of them living-, flung into that dreadful grave.
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B WOMAN'S WAYS
M
ten

;it(cmp(s to rc-cstabli'ili the ol(J M;iy-J;iy fetes and jollities

whicli were revived so liapjjily this year by a performance
jjfivcn by llie poor eliildreii of London who, j^arbed in the,
quaint costumes of Merrie Knjfland, danced thi! Morris and
other dances to old-world music. An effort has also been
made to bring- back to our children the pretty sinjjing- jjames
which so delijfhled the } oung-slers o( those da) s.

* * *
Even the "g-rown-ujjs" substitute j^ames of an oliler

time for those of a modern invention, and now tiie wheel oi

time has broug-ht the old historical game of bowls again
into favour. Historical, yes, for was it not this ancient
game which so fascinated our great Admiral Drake on the
memorable occasion when the Armada sighted Plymouth,
that he joyfully exclaimed that " there would yet be time to
finish the game before defeating the Spanish!" In Tepys'

I

delightful diary we find many references to this favourite
pastime. Charles I. was a skilful player, and every countrv
house possessed its bowling green, and matches were
played for very high stakes. Perhaps with the restoration
of Hampton Court to some of its old splendour bowls ma\-
become once more a Royal game, and its velvet lawns and
green s'wards be again the scene of sports and beauty.

* * *
Even in Church matters we arc graduall}- adopting the

beautiful ojd ritual whi h, thanks to the Roman Church,
has been preserved in all its entirel}-, and are seeking- to
invest our churches, left so bare by the over- zealous
reformers, with some of its incomparable grandeur and
beaut \- in church and service

w

Blue serge is always sale wear at the seaside, so I have
had a very sweet little dress in that most useful material

sketched for you. The yoke is of tan-coloured lace, without

which no dress seems complete. A si'iiarter dress for the

promenade is represented in voile, but could be successfully

carried out in linen or in any light material your fancy might
dictate. Lace also forms the trimming of this dress; a sash
encircles the. waist, whidi to my mind is alwaj's a pretty

finish to a juvenile costume.

V * T ^
Our third illustration, a gown for a "grown up," is, I

think, most fascinating, the smartly-cut bolero, with the
ubiquitous black ribbon velvet and the unique sleeves, being! •

most attractive. The skirt is very handsomely trimmed 1^-^

with embroidery, and further adorned with three little I

ruches of white mousseline de soie.

* ¥ *
Much has been said and written about the inconstancy of

the human race, with, I think, a little injustice, for the
frequent verification of the old French saying, "Nous
revie/ii toujours," surely shows a degree of that much-prized
quality, if only in our returning to what has once given us
pleasure. This we have been showing lately in the recent

Quaint furniture tn velveteen from W . M'allace At Co.

(:'

A smart go\>n
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Miss rioreiice Nightingale, the heroic nurse of the

Criinea, who is now in her 82nd year

(Photo by ihc London Stereoscopic Co.)

Dl'RiNG this " month of roses " many of my readers will

be making' their own pot-pourri ; let me give them a hint.

An artificially-scented carnation, which can be obtained at

most chemists or larg-e drapers, will most beautifully scent
the mixture if allowed to«remain with it. Scented roses can
also be bought, but a carnation is best for the pot-pourri.

5Sf ¥ *
The wiseacres tell us that this is to be a " river year."

Takinaf this for granted, I am going to tell you of the
newest coat indispensable on these water trips. It most
resembles a man's tennis blazer or smoking jacket, and is

the essence of lazy comfort. These look best made in white
linen with coloured collars and cuffs. No girl going up the
river this summer should be without one if she wants to be
thoroughly " up-to-date."

TllK task of the liome dressmaker is very much sim-

plified owing to the many materials sold tucked and other-

wise embellished, all ready to her hand, and which are so
necessary to the present style of dress when work of all

kind is so much in evidence. Detachable collars and cuffs

may be had in numerous varieties, and the girl with nimble
fingers who prefers to assert her own individuality instead

of slavishly following a prevailing fashion, can with a little

contrivance and ingenuity fashion her own collars and other

dainty accessories. MARTHA.
¥ ¥ V

Martha will have much pleasure in answering questions

relating to domestic or personal matters.

SiLENE.—The depilatory sold by Philip H. Mason, Bank
Plain, Norwich, is the best I know of. It is two shillings a
bottle. It is not supposed to effect a cure, but will remove
the hair, and an occasional application on the surface of the
skin will prevent any visible growtli. This preparation will

not injure tlie skin.

V * 55?

L. E. B.—In our illustrations this week you will find two
dresses for children. The one of blue serge would be most
suitable for your little girl. The children shall not be
neglected in future. I will prevail upon our artist to give us
from time to time dresses for the little ones suitable for all

occasions.

V Illll 4

"THE CROCODILE," MILLPORT
(To the Editor of " Black and White Budget.")

Sir,— I notice in your interesting paper. Black and
White Budget of April 27th, a reference to the above, in

which you say one of the boat-hirers painted the rock,
bringing out the features of the crocodile. Will you allow
me to say that it was Mr. Robert Brown, architect, and a
resident in the favourite watering-place, who painted the
rock and made it worthy of your attention ?— I am, yours
truly, Daniel Wilkie
Glasgow. (one of j-our readers).

S> V *
THE COFFIN CHAPEL

{To the Editorof " Black and White Budget.'-)

Sir,— I have read with interest your remarks as to the
Coffin Chapel at Fressingfield, Suffolk. Let me at once
inform you that the late Rev. G. D. Spratt was pastor of
the Baptist Church for many years, and it was during his

pastorate that the present chapel was built. He built the
chapel with the express idea that his hearers, one and all,

should think of their latter end. This accounts for it being
in the shape of a Coffin. This is the only explanation that

can be given. I remain, yours faithfuUj",

E. \V. GOLDSPINK
Wilby, Eje, Suffolk. (one of the Trustees).

TRY IT IN YOUR BATH.

SCRUBB'S %^ro^AMMOISHACLOUDY
FLUID

MARVELLOUS PREPARATION.
Refreshing as a Turkish Bath. Invaluable for Toilet Purposes.

Splendid Cleansing Preparation for the Hair. Removes Stains and GreaseSpotsfro;n Clothing.

Allays the Irritation caused by Mosquito Bites. Invigorating in Hot Climates,

j
Restores the Colour to Carpets. Cleans Plate and Jewellery.

Of all Chemists, Etc. Price Is. per Bottle.

SCRUBB & CO., aUILDFORD STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

PltlHTED CY TCIE RlACK AND WHITE PUUI.ISHING COMPANY, LIMITED, AT 33, BOUVERIE STREET ; AND AT EDINBURGH; AND PUBLISHED
VVeeicly by W. J. P. MoNCKTOK, AT 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C., England. —June 22, il^i.
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TWO BROTHERS
Lord Alverston (Lord Chief Justice) and the Rev. Mr. Webster, his brother, a-t the Iiitcr-

Polytechnic Sports held at Paddington. (Photo by S. J. Becked.)
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Obsolete iiiins (muzzle-loading) being removed from Newhaven Fort
(Photo by W." Wynter)

The " Gravel-Crusher," as
tile private of the hue dubs
the Royal Artilleryman, is a
g-oo'cl man, and at the end of

his twenty-one, twelve, or
seven years, as the case may
be, is, perhaps, the best man
in the Ami}'. He can shoot,
handle a spade with the best
navvj', and pull a rope w'di
the pick of the " handy-
men. " The photograph
above shows the removal of

two old and obsolete muz/.le-

loading' guns (an i8 and a
i2-tonner respectively) fiom
Newhaven Fort. Forlu-
nately they have been re-

placed by more modern im-
plements of warfare, but,

of course, not the latest.

One of the gunners, a bit of

a wag-, thoug-ht he would
improve the occasion by put-

ting a little inscription on the
18-tonner. It runs as fol-

lows : — " Name, Kruger
(captured by Sussex Artil-

lery), 18-ton Long- Tom."

The Duke of Fife is tc open
the Horniman Museum and
Park to-day (June 29th). It

The Horniman .Museum opened by the Duke of

to-day C29th) (Photo by Sturdeu)

Fife

will be remembered that Mr.
F. J. Horniman, M.P. for

Falmouth, made a gift of the

building and grounds, near
Lordship Lane, to the people
of London, through the
County Council. The mu-
seum is a handsome struc-

ture, erected at a cost of
/^40,ooo, and containing
many valuable articles of
archseoiogical and historical

interest. There is also a
library of 5,500 volumes, antl

a section illustrating the to3s
and games of different na-
tions. The County Council
recently voted a sum of ^,400
for the maintenance of the
place, and also prepared a
series of regulations for the

observance of visitors.

¥ ^ V

The recent fire ihat oc-

ciured in Edinburgh, and
resulted in the wreckage of

the extensive premises of

Rlessrs. Liddle ar.d Johnston,
coachbuilders, Belford
Bridge, and the complete
destruction of a large number
ofcarriages and motor-cars, is

The new Royal Garrison Regiment (now forming part of the garrison of Gibraltar)
marching past Sir George White, V.C, at that citadel

(Photo by Moitegriflo, (^Sibraltar)
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Tllic )5i>ih<)]) of I'llrTboroiij^]), in lie
r:ours<' of his primary visilalion, Htlcnd<-<1

KcKerinjf, and in his (.harj^fc (:aus<-<l many
smiles whf-n he s]3oke of the excuses h':

liad received from some oC (he clerj^^' lor

nol holdiiij^ daily serviees. He said one
of Ihc elerj^>' had \vritt<-n savinjf thai the

reason why he did not hold such servif es

was that for many years when he did so

his wife and himself were tlie only people
who came. At last he was oblij^ed to

discontinue the services because his wife

refused ;inv longer to be addressed bvhim
as " dearl\ -bc!o\c(l bicllircn."

AccoRDIN(; to the accounts which liave

just reached Paris, Ihe celebrated " dor-

nieuse, " of Thenelles, in. the Xorth of

France, who has been in a state of calalejjsy

for upwards of eitjfhteen years, is approach-
ing; her end, and is not expected to last

more than a few weeks. It was on May 31 si

,

1883, that the poor woman g-ot into this

extraordinary condition, and throughout
the whole of this long and wear\- interval

she has been nursed day and nigiit with
the utmost devotion by her UKjlher.

The ruins of the extensive premises of
coachbiiilders in Edinburgh. The fire

was the lar.nest in that city for many
years

b}' far the most serious conflagration which
has happened in the Scottish capital for

several years. The building was almost
new, and consisted of four flats and attics,

with a tower rising to a height of sixty

feet ; the two first floors being- on a level

with Sunbury village, and the two upper
floors facing Belford BricJge. A loud ex-

plosion in one of the lower flats was the

first intimation of the fire. Soon the whole
building was wrapt in flames, and, although
Ihe fire-engines were speedily on the spot,

it was with the utmost difficulty that the

adjoining properties were saved. Nine
lines of hose were eng-aged, and the fire-

men wrought heroicalh'. Their work w^is

highly dangerous, for the back wall bulged
out so considerably that there were fears it

would fall. The building after the flames
were subdued was simply a shell, nothing
being left but bare, blackened, cracked
walls. The loss is estimated at from
£^25,000 to £J 30,000, and is only partially

covered bv insurance.

A TERRIBLE fire occurred at Cardiff
early on Sunday morning- (i6th inst.), when
the large oil works and stores of the
Cardiff Colliery .Supply Company were
completely destroyed. The huge column
of dense, black smoke, arising- from
immense quantities of burning oil, paint,

and resin, was a very wonderful sight.

The oil tanks exploded with loud reports,

and the liberated oil flooded the vard, con-
verting it into a veritable sea of flame.
.So great was the heat that a number of
steam-engines in the building were melted
into a solid mass. The extensive oil and
soap works of Messrs. Bird and Son,
almost adjoining,, were in great danger,
and grave fears were entertained that they
would also be attacked. Happily, how-
ever, the combined efforts of the town and
docks fire brigades were successful in pre-
venting the flames from spreading. The destruction of huge oil stores at Cardiff
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Tri!! committee
Regatta ha\'e beer,

determination to pull

off a successful
meeting before Hen-
ley. A great de<il

of interest attached
to certain of the

entries, as in several
cases it depended
on the day's per-

formance whether a
crew would be seen
at the big regatta
in July or not. In
spite of counter-
attr actions of
various kinds ' at

Sandown, at Rich-
mond, and at
Ranelagh, a large
number of people
turned up in the
pretty reach from
Walton Bridge to

Sunbury Lock,
which gives such a
capital piece ot

straight g'oing over
a good mile of the
Thames. It was
unfortunately found
necessary to shorten
the course this year,
for reasons which
appealed more to

the local- executive
than to spectators
who care for the

The winners of the Senior Eights — Kingston Rowing Club

of the Walton-on-Thames Amateur 1 best interests of good rowing. The following are some of

fully justified in their sportsmanlike I the most exciting heats of the da\- :
—

.SeniorEights.—
Final Heat. —
Kingston^ Rowing
Club : H. E, Gra-
ham (bow), T. P.

Hardwicke, H. C.
Firmin, C. M. Mur-
ray, H. H. King,
R. Willis, A. A.
Stuart, E. W.
Greene (stroke), L.

Munro (coxswain),
.1. Lon'don Rowing
Club : C. H. Mercer
(bow), H. J. Bryant,
F. Eraser, W. Max-

1 well Lyte, J. W.
Knight, A. S.Cowen,
C. R. Howard, E.J.
Rudge (stroke), C.
Tolkein (coxswain),
2. This was a splen

did race for half the

distance, Kingston
then drawing ahead
and winning" by
nearly a length.

Senior Fours.—
London Rowing
Club, I ; (Thames
Rowing Club, 2.

The steering was
very bad in both
boats, but London
travelled the faster,

and won easily by
three lengths.The winners of the Senior Pairs — A. Landale and B. C. Cox

AT WALTON REGATTA
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In the Paddock

Sinopi wiii-s tiic Ascot Stakes

AT ROYAL ASCOT
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The Lord Mayor

Reading the address to the Lord Mayor at the Crjstal Palace

The Lord Mayor
and Lad}' Mayoress
patronised the
Printing- and Allied

Trades Charity
Sports at the Crys-
tal Palace, and his

Lordship distribu-

ted the prizes.

Large entries were
received for the
open handicaps.
Of these G. Childs
won the loo yards
handicap, with 8^
yards start, in

lo 2-5 sec, and A.
Manning won the
half-mile handicap,
with 70 yards start,

in I min. 55 1-5 sec.

F. G. Crowley, 45
yards start, won
the half-mile open
cycle handicap, in

I min. I 2-5 sec. ;

and H. P. Rose,
besides winning The Prizes

from scratch the

mile cycle handi-

cap (open to the

trade), was the first

man home in the five

mile inter - team
c3-cle race for the

challenge shield.

* * *
A half-mile level

cj'cle race for the

Corporation cup
was won by W. H.
Rose, time i min.

9 1-5 sec. J. Binks
won the three-quar-

ters of a mile flat

scratch race for

the Farquhar chal-

lenge cup, beating

J. Henney by half

a yard, in 3 min.

17 4-5 sec. After
the sports Mr. W.
R. Orford, in a
happy speech,
thanked the Lord
Mayor.

Winning the Half-mile open Flat Handicap

PRINTERS AT PLAY (Photos by Sturdee)
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A RAILWAY FIRE
CoNElDLRABLE cxcitcmciil was occa-

Eioncd on Saturday afternoon, Juno i.stli,

at Hcathik-Id Station, on the Eastbouinc
and Tunbridije Wells lino, by the arrival of

a goods train with one of the trucks in

flames. 1 arrived (writes our photo-

rj^rapher) at the station just as the flames

had been extinguished, and was able to

take the enclosed snap-shot of the scene.

The platform was strewed with half-burnt

bales of calico and other drapery goods,

bars of soap, Quaker oats and other gro-

ceries, with a large quantity of half-baked

cocoanuts and oranges, &c. This station

is somewhat remarkable from the fact that

it is lighted by natural gas, which was dis-

covered a few yeais ago close to the rails

while sinking a well. The fire was attri-

buted to a spark from the engine.

Amonc. many popular fallacies none,

perhaps, says the Lancet, is mcfre per-

nicious or more tenaciously held than that

the addition of spirits to water "kills the

insects in it." While some doubt is enter-

tained as to the character of plain water,

yet iiU risk of swallowing germs is sup-

posed to be avoided by drinking the water
plus an addition of whisky or other spirit.

The railway accident at Heathfield — Salvage ; Soap, calico

and cocoanuts

ihe night, leaving a note. " I may dieJn

a week," it read, " but how are you fellows

going to prove it ? " The village feels that

its oldest inhabitant has betraj-ed it, and
has changed its policy and dropped its

policies,

^ * *
Spkaking last week at the annua! dinner

of the local Volunteers, held at Aldershot,

General Sir Redvers BuUer said he iii-

variably found that our Regulars and
V^olunteers were very good shots at 500
yards, but were not so good at 200 yards.

That was not as it should be, for it was
ab.solutely necessary that our troops should

be able to fire accurately and rapidly at

small targets exposed for a short time at

short distances.
^

The interior of St. Benedict's Cluirch,

Lincoln. It was once a very liicih

church, and is now used as a tool shed

In other words, the whisky is assumed to

sterilise the water and to make it germ-1'ree.

It does nothing of the kind.

^ * *
ACENTF.NARiAN in the United States has

been gravely annoyed for ten years, says

a writer in the Daily Ckronicie,' hy the

knowledge that his genial fellow-villagers

were regularly gambling on his health

—

were constantly taking out small policies

on his life. Monthly premiums of 16 per

cent, were paid, and longing eyes followed

his feeble footsteps as he hobbled along

the streets, their owners trusting that the

policy would be payable ere another pre-

mium came due. Last month the old man
was taken ill, and the hamlet was f\ill of

hope. He got better, and slipped away in

The railway accident at Heathfield. The charred truck and
cocoanut pickings

(Photos by J. Coster, Eastbourne)
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Growing figs in the City of London arc

great rarities now. In tlie courtyard of

the Aldgate Ward Schools there is to be
seen at the present time a beautiful fig-tree

in full leaf, with at least twenty-five good-
sized figs developing upon it. The tree is

believed to be a relic of the old abbey of

the Holy Trinity, which existed for a good
many centuries. The abbey was abolished

by Henry VHI.

^ * *

At the famous end of Great Britain

called "John o' Groats" stands a famous
washing-house. This is a fine old boat
placed upside down, high and dry from
the attack of the waves berrting on the

shore. It is fitted up with a door and
windows, and forms a roomy and excel-

lent wash-house. It is the admiration of

all beholders !

¥ ¥ ^

Some extensive alterations are now
being made to the plant of Portsmouth
Dockyard, with a view to making the
appliances at the great naval establish-

ment up-to-date. A great deal of the

Ci'*^^ N.

Toby— The performing dog of the QSrd Highlanders
(2nd Argyll and Sutherland) now in India

His most famous trick is walking about a hundred yards on his front legs

machinery is so obsolete that considerable delay is occa-
sioned when it is necessary to carry out repairs on board
a modern ship-of-war. Most of the plant was laid down
when the dockyard was extended, some thirty years
ago, and-it has not been much improved since. Pressure of
circumstances, however, has at length induced the Admi-
ralty to consider the question of modernising in the chief

engineer's department, and although the finatTcial year is

only a few months old, ;£^37,ooo has been devoted to acquir-
ing new appliances, and a very much larger sum is to be
expended. Pneumatic machinery for drilling and riveting-

is to be laid down near the building slip at ths north corner
of the dockyard, and it will be wholly used for vessels under
construction there. Several electrical caulkers have also
lately been introduced, besides some electrical drillers, and
the other machinery ordered is calculated to save labour and
expedite the work. There is, too, a scheme under con-
sideration for. utilising electricity as a motive-pov^'er in some
of the more important workshops.

* * *
The gramophone is a great source of pleasure to Turkish

ladies, says a writer in the Daily Telegraph. For some

The City tigtree. It grows in the courtyard of the Aldgate War<i
Schools

years it was strictly forbidden ; now nearly every house is

provided with one, and the ladies sit round and roar with

laughter every night at its productions. Nearly all are

fitted with cylinders giving Turkish songs and stories which
are rather risqu^. If the ladies with their gramophones
would only stop at home, no one would object ; but what
they delight in is to get into a boat with their friends and
float slowly down the Bosphorus, with the gramophone
shrieking in the middle.

V 5? ¥
" A Scotsman " writes to The Times:—" On looking over

the columns of the Heraldo of Madrid, of the 5th inst., one
of the most prominent Spanish newspapers, I notice in bold

type the heading, ' Un Discurso contra los Angleses ' (a

speech against the English). At the first blush the idea of

an Englishman's words being open to such an interpreta-

tion will be scouted ; but, after all, is not the Madrid editor's

characterisation of the speech in question correct, for it was
delivered by Mr. John Morley, and the subject was the

South African war ?"

* ¥ ¥
A DISCOVERY of gold and silver has been made on a farm

near Tarbeck Hill, says an Annan correspondent. The
owner has sent specimens of rock trom a cave which was
worked in the eighteenth century by some Germans, but

with what success is not known, to an expert, who reports

that the mine will prove very valuable, there being 4 dwt. of

gold and 10 oz. of silver to the ton.

;'

^^'4 -

JnSkLj ^

H M|
|HHH| ^. ri./^bsbis^^BHI fc.

The famous vashing-housc at John o' Groats
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time for the risiiiy tide of the iron and steel

iiulustry.

Dunfermline, where Mr. Carnegie's
fatlier was a weaver, is celebrated for its

table linens and damasks It is a busy
little town—or rather city, for it lias that

ancient title, and has a population of about
20,000. North Queensferry, where the
Fife end of the Forth Bridge rests, is

distant six miles. The cit)' stands high,

and the Dunfeiniline good-man has a
view over fourteen different counties.

That famous old Scottish King and fight-

ing man, Malcolm Canmore, founded the

monastery of Dunfeiniline in 1080. Now-
adays the linen town is closely identified

with the name of Carnegie. There arc
tiie Carnegie Baths, Carnegie Free Library,
Carnegie Technical School, and a new
street is named Carnegie, while a band-
stand has been gifted by Mrs. Carnegie.
For centuries it has been a R03 al burgh.
James VI. gave it its charter, and
Charles I., of unhappy fate, W£ s born
in Dunfermline Palace. In the Abbey,

Tlie Cottage in Moodie Street, Dunfermline, wherCj
Mr. Andrew Carnegie was bora

MR. CARNEGIE'S BIRTHPLACE
There is still standing in Moodie Street, Dunfermline,

the very plain-looking- dwelling in which Andrew Carnegie,
ironniiister and millionaire philanthropist, was bor 1. Within
the last few days Mr. Carnegie has g-iven a million sterling

to New York for libraries, two millions to the Scottisii

Universities, ^400,000 to the Cooper Union Institute, New
York, and ;^ioo,ooo to Glasgow Library. In all he has
donated to various purposes nearly eight and a-half millions

sterling in his lifetime.

Curious it is indeed to contrast this modern Monte Christo
with the house of his fatlier before they sailed for Amei-ica.

Skibo Castle, Sutherlandshiie, is Mr. Carnegie's Scottish

address to-day, but he has not forgotten his early life. In

the year 1847 his fallur and mother, with Andrew, then
twelve years old, and lis brother, took ship at the Broomie-
law, Glasgow, for New York. It was a sailing ship, a
long weary voyage, and an emigrant's berth and fare. -^But

the stars were propitious, and Andrew -Caniegie was in

'.1 ,: •
. :

"**

\ \
- •

iMfMM^f^V-'

Jx.^--,-
^ - - *', • -%!>^i^.

The Quartermaster's Staff of the South African Irregular Forces
Reading from left to right— Front rtnk : Sergeant 'iiiderson, Captain Lewis, Quarter-
master-Sergeant Cusick. Re:ir rank ; Trooper Sullivan, Trooper Burrows, Trooper
Thompson, Trooper Alexander, Sergeant Colver, Trooper Cooke, and Trooper Vernon

Curious old do\e-cot, near the church
at Alciston, showing pigeon-holes.

It is buiit of hill flints (the local stone) arid I'he

holes are formed of blocks of hard chalk from the

South Downs

which has its charter under date 11 24,

are buried Malcolm Canmore and King
Robert the Bruce. There are seventeen

other Royal tombs, besides those of two
Regents, Earl of Murray and Duke of

Albany.

Mr. Carnegie has a further chance of

carrying out his resolve to do good with
the vast amount of money he worked so

hard to gain. Why not give the Soldiers

and Sailors' Families Association a mil-

lion ? As man is at present constituted,

without war there can be no peace, and
without peace no millionaires—barring- a
few contractors, of course, who do not

know of such an institution. There are
women and children in starvation— little

mites, the sons and daughters of those

who died to keep the Union Jack flying

above the shops and thopkeepers of Great
Britain. These little mites have to be
clothed and fed, and it is even alleged

that they have souls to be saved. Their
souls cannot be saved on an empty belly ;
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but who cares? Really very few. But if every one I left destitute by the deaths of those who have fallen for

who waved a flag or shouted at the relief of Ladysmith the p:mpire, fallen in the cause of justice and the rijfh-.,

c r Mafeking- were to give but a penny, it would go a fallen that even detractors and liars may have ihe iibcrty

lono- way to relieve the needs of t'le starving widows |
to stay at home and detract and lie to their hearts

and children. You see,, the soldiers did the fighting, I content. ^50,000 is necessary every month to keep th:^

Mr. Andrew Carnegie

we did the shouting, the wives and children do the
starving. The Soldiers and Sailors'' F"amilics Association
,is spread all over Great Britain, with branches in

every county (usually in the principal town), and the
London headquarters are situate at 142, Strand, W.C.
E'shty thousand (80,000) women and children have been

wolf from the door while the dead breadwinner sloops in

South Africa. It is the duty of every man to bear arms for

his country : it is the duty of the Stale to look aflor the

country. Both duties are shirked at present, but the day is

coming fast when these duties will be tai-glit in the holy

name of compulsory service.
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KAID MACLEAN
The Commander-in-Chief of the Moorish Army, Kaid

Maclean, who accompanied the Moorish Mission to the

Kinaf, is a Scotsman who has been for twenty-three years
in Morocco. He is a member of the Highland clan of

Maclean, which in by-gfone days took part in many feuds

and Lowland forays. Entering- the British Army some thirty

years ag;o, he saw fig-hting- during- the Red River Expedi-
tion. When Mulai Hassan, the Sultan of Moi-occo, decided
to reorg-anise his army, he applied to England for a drill-

master, and Kaid Maclean received the appointment. Soon
after his arrival among the Moors he won the Sultan's con-

fidence, and became not only the Commander-in-Chief of

the Sherefian
Army, but the

trusted adviser fe^'
of the late ruler.

^ ^ ^
He reorgan-

ised the Army,
and his daring-

deeds in battle

impressed the

natives so much
that he practi-

cally held the
nomination to the
throne on the
death of Mulai
Hassan,although
the Grand Vizier,

Ahmed Ben
Mussa, also pos-
sessed much in-

fl u e n c e. The
Sultan's brother
was ready to

s.'lze the throne,
but as Kaid
Maclean and Ben
Mussa were the
only persons pre-
sent when the
Sultan died, two
days' march from
Marakesh, they
had the body con-
veyed secretly
tothr.t city,where
they announced
the death, and
had Mulai Has,
san's son, Abd-
el-Aziz, pro-
claimed in hid

stead, and a
slig-ht outbreak
was quickly sup-

pressed by Mac-
lean's admirably-
disciplined I sol-

diers. The new
Sultan being- only

13 years of age,
a regent was
necessary, , and
Ben Mussa was appointed, with Kaid Maclean
power and hand behind him.

Any incipient opposition which broke out was suppressed
with a strong hand, as all risings of the tribe have been,
and notably that of the Misfiwa tribe a few years ago.
To prevent, if possible, the recurrence of such incidents,

the heads of fifty prominent Misfiwa tribesmen figured on
spikes over the city gates of the port of Rabat, and a
similar number adorned the gates at Fez. The Kaid,
whose full name is Harry Aubrey de Vere Maclean, is a
C.M.G., and is 51 years of age. He is married, and has
three daughters and one son living. At Fez and Marakesh
the family live in palaces of Oriental magnificence. The

The entry of the Sultan of Morocco into Tangicrs

ifluence

army over which this intrepid Scotsman is the Commander-
in-Chief comprises about 20,000 men, and it is equipped
with European rifles. As a native of this country, Kaid
Maclean has been able to serve the British Government in

Morocco from time to time, and his services liavc been greatly
appreciated.

* * *

Not very many Englishmen have ever had the privilege
of enjoying the unbounded hospitality of Kaid Maclean
and his gracious and charming wife in Morocco. It is

a far cry to Fez ; the journey is difficult and not without
danger ; but those who have made the long ride from
Tangiers or the western coast to that strange and mysterious

city, and have
found inside the
ba ttle m e n t ed
walls and towers
the English home
and the English
hospitality and
kindness of " the

Colonel " and his

wife, will never
forgetthat unique
experience. In
dress the Kaid
is Moor ; at heart
he is British to

the core. He
has upheld the
British name and
fame with signal
success in the
most exclusive,

most isolated,

and with the ex-
ception perhaps
of China, most
hostile country
in which a white
man can live.

Courage, tact,

and temper have
conquered for

him, in a lonely
and difficult posi-
tion, the esteem
and reverence of
a race instinc-

tively hostile to

Europeans.

ACCORI5ING to

Board of Trade
statistics the
changes in rates

of wages re-

ported during
May affected

375.756 work-
people, and the
net effect of all

the changes was
a decrease of
IS. 5d. -weekly
per head. Of this

number 15,785 received advances averaging is. tYz^- per

week, and 359,971 sustained decreases averaging is. 6^d.
per week. The net result of the changes reported in the pre-

vious month (April) was an average decrease of 2s. 8d. per

head on the weekly wages of 54,874 workpeople, and
during the corresponding month of last year (May, 1900)

the net result was an average advance of is. o^d. per

head in the weekly wages of 181,200 workpeople. "The

principal advance during May affected 6,000 engineers

in London, and 3,000 platers, riveters, &c., in Liverpool

and Birkenhead. The principal decreases were those

affecting about 319,740 colliery workpeople in North-

umberland, Durham, Forest of Dean, South Wales, and
Scotland, and 28,950 ironworkers in the North of England,
the Midlands, and Scotland.
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KAID MACLEAN
The Commander-in-Chief of the Army of the Suhan of Morocco
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A GREAT ASTRONOMER
Sir Nor.man Lockyer, the wcll-ianied astronomer, is a

man who may be said to live above the clouds, but in his

slar-g-azing- and sun-scanning- is a defiTiitc purpose. He
scales the heavens only that we may be laug-ht to feed the

creatures of earth, that by a life-work devoted to observation

of the most complex and obscure of physical laws, he may
apply his knowlcdg-e to the work of saving- British subjects

who might otherwise perish of starvation, and to the saving
of some millions of pounds at recurrent periods. In the

scheme and jjlan of this giant of science is philanthropy,

whose influence will one day be beneficently felt throug-hout

the length and breadth of the greatest Empire in the world.
" One murder made a villain, m'illions a hero." In inverse

ratio, reward and honour for the saving- of life are accorded.
The saviour of
one of his fellows

isapctheosi.'cd'Dy

the multitude ; the
benefactor of a
race may be only
contemned as a
visionary and a
dreamer of
dreams.

It is at once in-

spiring- and over-
whelming- to con-
verse with Sir

Norman Lockyer
UjDon his work :

overwh aiming-
because of the
immensity of the
{abject, inspiring-

because of the
absolute cer-

laii-ity and en-
tire confidence
with which he
explains his ope-
rations, and
points to the di-

rection by which
results may be
hoped for. Fa-
voured with an
interview with
Sir Norman at
South Kensing-.
ton last v.eek,

the writer was
fortunate enoug^h
to g-ain what
perhaps may-
prove to readers
some new facts

as to the relation

of solar influence

upon terrestrial

meteorolog-y. It

will be remem-
bered that Sir

Norman has expressed the hop6 that in a few 5-ears' time
meteorologists will be able, as the result of observation of
solar phenomena, to predict the time and even perhaps the
place in India in which famine may be expected, and so
enable the authorities to take precautions against loss of
life, while they will also be able to give warning- of -hig-h

and low floods in Eg-ypt. The vast importance of such a
work as this is too obvious to need emphasis. Apart fiom
the humane consideration as to health and happiness,
its commercial sig-nificance would be enormous in ways
which are apparent.

Speaking- g-enerally of scientific progress, Sir Norman
was enthusiastic over the increasing: attention devoted to
scientific study, of the constantly growing number of
.students all over the world, and the perpetual flow of addi-

Sir Norman Lockyer in his workshoij

tions to the common fund of scientific kno./ledsjc. Sir
Norman is an indefatigable worker himself, he rejoices in
the labours and rewards of others, and wants more to share
the toil and rich results. (Jnly work will bring- j^reat re-
sults. "You cannot order anything-, you must take things
as you find them ; do jour work as honestly as you can,
and the discovery comes. One great advantage of llie

jjresent time is that so many people recog^nisc the extreme
importance of scientific inquiries, and interest themselves
actively in the problems. The more the work dor.p the
more fresh discoveries you will have.

Sir Norman complains, however, of public indifTenfnce to

all but applied sciences, and points out that until the prac-
ticability of science has been tested its value cannot b;

determined, a: d
that if none b; t

sciences alreadj"

applied be
adopted further

research is prac-

tically useless.
" Take, for ex-

ample, our in-

d ustries," he
continued. " See
how our indig-Q

trade has g-one.

It was simply
because the Ger-
man chemists,
working- quietly

in their labora-

t jo r i e s, d i s-

covered, almost
accidentally, that

they could make
artificial indigo.

Now, of course,

they redouble
their efforts, and
with their arti-

ficial pro duct
have killed our
trade in indigo.

Ifj-ou had formed
a s }' n d i c a t tt

twenty years ago
to attempt the

manufacture of

in'dig-o it is pretty

nearly certain

that you would
have failed, jet
hy piecemeal dis-

covery the end
has been at-

tained."
" Does the

British Govern-
ment afford due
ell c o u rag e n>ent

to science ?
"

" It does not.

The English Go-
vernment, I am afraid, is under the impression that to a
large extent science docs not matter, except for warlike

purposes. The wars of peace, this incessant competition

between tile peoples, is not supposed to be the affair of the

Government—^JVIr. Balfour recognised this the other nig-ht ;

whereas, in my view, it is just as much the duty of the

Government to look after the peace condition of the nation

as the W7ir condition of the nation ; and in the future liistory

of the world a nation will lose very much more by neglecting-

the arts of peace than the arts of war. It is the eftects ot

this that are telling- so badlj- against us at the present

moment. Wars happen only occasionally, but you have
always got a peaceful conflict going- on, with a constant

struggle as the result. And if from time to time

there are failures in that struggle, it must eventually

sap the strength of the nation, no matter how strong- it

be originally."
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British troops crossing a river

THE HOSTILITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA
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AN EXILE
Surely, the unhappiest little

yellow -faced royalty that ever

shed a tear is Ranavalo, once
Queen of Madag;ascar, now ex-

piating- in Paris her crime of

having- worn in the past the crown
of a rich, savag-e land, which the

white man coveted and clutched.

Poor little Queen : the}' say she

cries a g-reat deal in her ding;y

third-rate apartment over the

wine-shop of the Rue Pauquet,
when, haying been marched out

to see Paris by a minor repre-

sentative of the Colonial Office,

she has ijeen marched back by the

same official to dine frug-all}' in her
dismal lodging, and to retire to

bed, like a good little ex-Queen,
at the hour the "protocol" has
fixed. " Pi'otocol " is scarcely the

word :
" prison rules " would per-

haps be more appropriate. If the

powers that be are chary of other

honours to the shrinking, lowly-

minded Queen that the Fates and
General Gallieni have thrust upon
them, they honour her in this—that

they pretend to find her formid-

able. Probably France, certainly

Paris, would rather not have to witness this spectacle—the
Cabinet and the Colonial Office wasting so much mean,
petty cruelty on this most harmless of poor little dis-

possessed royalties.

The Queeu's bedroom.

The Quecii in her apartments

It is of the style one gets for seven francs in a secoud-

class hotel in Paris

It is pretended that, left to herself, Ranayalo might take
flight from Paris, over the border with her and away— to

the protection of Germany or England !—and to prevent hei

flight the Queen is watched by four policemen : she is not

allowed to put foot outside her door
except at regulation hours—that is, when
the Colonial official in charge finds it con-
venient to present himself to escort her.

In the first da3-s of her coming, she
acquainted her official cicerone with hef
wish to make certain purchases at a

certain shop at a certain hour, and she

ordered her landau for that hour, half-pasl

eight in the morning. At half-past ninJ

she was still in the house and in tears-
no cicerone, no carriage. At half-pasl

ten both arrived, and the child-like litt!,-

Qiieen dried her eyes to drive out. The
official, by the way, had been using he(
landau for his own business. But an
innocent Malay ex-Queen forgets these
sraali contretemps once she finds herself
bowling along the Paris boulevards in

gay sum.mer weather : she was happy.
Till she found, inconceivably found, that
she was not to be allowed to go to the
shop she had chosen, but, willy-nillj-,

must patronise a " protocolian " establish-

ment, even a.rticles of toilette must be
bought according to the rules.

At the Caf^s, over the pre-prandial
absinthe, you hear people remarking that

France is being made to look unwontedly
mean. The Cabinet distinctly gets a bad
mark in the popular books when Ranavalo
is seen driving past in ungilded chains.
" It's a national shame, une honte
nationale," I heard an honest bourgeois
declaiming to another bystander outside
the wine shop over which Ranavalo lives—"a national shame : at Tananarive she
was given just two hours to pack up and
clear out ot her palace : we send her igno-

miniously to the Isle de la Reunion : from
Reunion she is hurried away to a dismal
exile in Algiers ; and when, after three

years of humble petition, she is allovved to

visit Paris, we stow her in a dingy street,

m a mean apartment over a wine shop."

THE FRENCH AND THE EX-QUEEN OF MADAGASCAR
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President McKinley on tour — "He contemplates with satisfaction the manifold
evidences of the nation's prosperity at the end of his first term "

President McKinley has materially strengthened the
causes he had most at heart by announcing- his resolve not
in any circumstances to be his own successor. Much of the
alarm, real or feigned, about Imperialism associated itself

with Mr. McKinley's continuance in office for another term.
Some of his opponents professed to dread lest the United
States should become another Mexico and Mr. McKinley
another Diaz, who is and has long been practically dictator
for life. That nonsense can be talked no longer. It is

seen that what the President cares for is the success of his

policy, not personal success. Unbridled ambition can no

longer be imputed to him. His ambition, say journals no;

over-fond of him or his methods, may well be satisfied i-

he brings the Philippines under American rule with the

assent of their people, and establishes a lasting- protectorate

over Cuba without alienating Cuban goodwill. The politica!

effect of Mr. McKinley's declaration is considerable. True,

the next election is more than three years distant, but one

contest for the Presidency is no sooner over than another

begins. The third term talk of the President's over-zealou;;

partisans showed that it had begun. His withdrawal leaves

a free course to the innumerable asoirants in his own party.
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Sheep-shearing by machinery at the Glasgow Exhibition

CLOTHES FOR RETURNING SOLDIERS

and While Budget, and amonerst other interesting items
noticed the picture of " Mens Meg-." Having finished the
Budget I looked round for something else to read ; my eye
caught a row of volumes oi Illustrated London Xavs. Pick-
ing out one at random I opened it, and on the very page
I opened was an account of the Queen's visit to Scotland,
and a picture of " Mons Meg," which slie inspected. The
date of the paper was September 17th, 1842., Now, sir, I

venture to think that that is really a most remarkable
coincidence. I am, Sir, yours faithfullj-,

Ernest H. Shackleton.
Royal Societies Club,

63, St. James's Street, London.

The Dreyfus case has been fruitful in queer episodes and
in odd situations, and among them may now be noted the

discovery of an individual who is in and on his own person

a walking picture gallery of the most remarkable features

of the affair. This man is a coachman who has got into

trouble with the law of the land over a matter of assault and
battery. Some time ago he was in one of the punishment
companies in Africa, and a comrade of artistic proclivities

beguiled many a weary hour by tattooing him all over his

body and legs with no less than 120 illustrations of the

prominent scenes of the case, including portraits of the

leading personages connected with it, and various allegorical

and emblematic devices as well. Besides black, blue, red

and green colours have been employed, and the work has

been executed with much skill. The individual thus embel-

lished relates that one of the surgeons of hi> regiment

offered him 40of. for his skin, explaining that he cculd

remove the surface without pain or risk, and that a spsedy
recovery would follow. The soldier, however, preferred to

keep his hide and the sketches tattooed on it, and therefo e

declined the offer.

Major-General the Hon. H. F. Eaton, member of
the Committee of the Soldiers and Sailors' Help Society,
writes to us as follows :

—

"I am venturing to point out how piactical assistance
can be given to the men now returning from South Africa in

a way that would not entail any further drain on the already
Gorely taxed purses of the generous, and it is by the gift of
discarded clothes. In almost every case in which a man
applies to the Soldiers and Sailors' Help Society for aid to

get employment the applicant invariabl}' points out that

his great difficulty in obtaining a situation is due to his

want of decent civilian clothing. A branch of the above
society is being, therefore, started for the purpose of
collecting clothing. The Committee would be much
obliged if any gentleman having- clothing-, including shirts

and underwear, for which they have no further use would
kindly give it for the use of the men. To save the donors
any unnecessary trouble or expense in the matter, arrange-
ments have been made witli Messrs. Carter, Patterson and
Co. to collect parcels within their area at usual rates if

those giving clothes will kindly send a post-card addressed
to the firm at 128, Goswell Road, E.C., requesting them to

collect any parcels they may wish to send ; or articles of
clothing may be received at the following- addresses :

—

Captain Simpson, 70, Victoria Street, S.W. ; the employ-

j

nient branch of the Soldiers and Sailors' Help Society,

115, Ebury Street ; the offices of the Soldiers and Sailors'

Help Society, 17, King Street, St. James's, S.W.; Captain
S. Waters, 28, Overton Road, Brixton, S.W.; Mr. Oliver
Williams, 71 and 72, King William Street, E.C."

*~i-^^-«-—— •

A REMARKABLE COINCIDENCE
(To the Editor of "Black and White Budget."

)

Sir,— The following coincidence may interest you:

—

Being one of the officers of the Discovery, the Antarctic

exploring ship, I was waiting like the others till an
accident which occurred was repaired before starting

'or London, and' going out this evening I bought a Black Gold miners packing up to go to Klondyke
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The Dockyard diver, Devonport

THE STRENGTH OF THE NAVY
A Parliamentary paper has just been issued comprising

the following return of the numbers of commissioned officers,

subordinate and warrant officers, petty officers, men, and
boys of the various branches of the Royal Navy, borne on
April ist, 1900, excluding pensioners and Reserves; and a
similar return of the numbers
oftlie commissioned, warrant,
and non-commissioned
officers and men of the Royal
Marine forces:—

Executive Branch.—Com-
missioned officers, 1,892 ; sub-
ordinate and warrant officers,

including masters' assistants

and cadets, i,974(no masters'
assistants are included in

this number, as officers of
that rank are no longer
borne in the Navy) ; petty
officers, 7,090 ; men, 28,875 >

bo}^s, 9,411—total, 49,222.
Engineer Branch.— Com-

missioned officers, 889 ; sub-
ordinate officers— z'.e., engi-

neer students, 196; warrant
officers, 69 ; chief and other
engine - room artificers,

3,051; stokers — petty
officers, 4,475 ; men, 17,279
—total, 25,959.
Other Branches. — Com-

missioned officers, 946 ; sub-
ordinate and warrant
officers

—

i.e., clerks, assist-

ant clerks, and carpenters,

347 (including 13 head school-
masters) ; petty officers,

4,947 ; men, 5,727 ; kroomen,
518; boys, 380 — total,

12,865.

Royal Marines.—Commis-
sioned officers, 443 ; war-
rant officers, 39 ; non-com-

Ready for work

missioned officers, 2,179; men, 'SiSoo—total, 18,461. Granc
total, 106^507.

^ iliii" i

SMART NAVAL GUNNERY

Two of the King's -V.B

PiyVATE telegrani received in London from Shanghai
states that the Terrible has
concluded her prize-firing,

and that she fired 128 rounds
from her 6-inch quick-firing

guns, and made 102 hits.

This is beating the record
with a vengeance. It should
put the gunners in the

Channel and Mediterranean
Squadrons on their mettle,

the Army and Navy Gazette
states, and, indeed, it would
be by no means a bad idea

if the Admiralty would
institute a prize to be com-
peted for in inter-squadron
trials. The 6-inch weapon
referred to above fires loolb.

shell 1,200 to 6,000 j'ards

from the target. The
Terrible is commanded by
Captain Percy Scott. His
former ship, his Majesty's
ship Scylla, was "cock of

the walk " w'hen in the
Mediterranean. He is one
of the greatest gunnery ex-

perts in the Navy. At a

recent trial at Portsmouth,
the gunners managed to fire

one proiectile of S5olb. every
twenty-four seconds from a
12-inch 50-ton gun supplied

with the new breech me-
chanism. That is in itself

no easv feat, entailing" as it

does no end of worry .and

labour.
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WRITTEN BY L. TURNER

He was quite a "character" in the village, and in his

own estimation a very important person indeed. According-
to his firm belief he was every bit as indispensable to North-
mill as were the vicar or the doctor. To speak correctly,

even more so, for anyone wanting to be either christened,

married, or buried could find a clergyman two and a half

miles away, at Clawley, or another a little further on, a'-

Ainleigh ; while, as for doctors, well, you could take your
broken bones and battered head to either of the places
mentioned and have them attended to by a fully-qualified

medical man, who would be only too pleased to do his best

or his worst, as the case might be, for you.
But cobblers were quite another matter, and not quite so

easily got at. No ; and Joseph Barnard could tell you that

he himself was the only cobbler, the only really clever and
reliable cobbler in Northmill, and for six miles round. That
was something to be able to say, he considered, that was.

Moreover, he was an old soldier ;
" one o' the good old

sort what served in the good old days ;" and, like most of
his kind, had numerous grievances to air whenever occasion
permitted, and many charges to level against Fate for

serving him so " shabby-like."
This is why Barnard felt he was treated so badly by

Fate. You see, he belonged to quite a military family, and
his forefathers for many generations had been kindly allowed
by Fate to die for their country, and thereby achieve a
certain amount of fame among their immediate friends and
relatives.

Most wonderful stories about the deaths of some of his

gallant ancestors Barnard could relate, though he invariably
wound up with a bitter complaint because the enviable privi-

lege had been denied to him ; and he thought it very wrong of
her (Barnard always spoke very respectfully of his unkind
Fate as " her "

;
" because she must be a woman," he said,

" bein' so pervarse-like," and because "there's no under-
standing of her fantastics no-how "). He thought it very un-
kind ofher, then, to so " do " him out of his " family rights,"

especially as she had, very unjustly, he thought, allowed
his son, his only child, to meet his death at El Teb ; and the
latter's child, also an only one, whom Joe had brought up
and well-instructed in much curious soldier-lore ever since

the death of the lad's mother, which took place soon after

her husband's, to take his last sleep with the British heroes
in South Africa.

" Hcr's passed me over," he'd say, bitterly. "Passed
me over ! Me that's the last o' the race o' Barnard. To
think that her's broke the fam'ly line b' he-roes ! It's

most disunderstandable,. that's what it is

—

most disunder-
standable.

" I don't know what I've done to desarve such treatment,"
he'd continue. " Look at the medals I've got, sir ! They'll
show you how Joe Barnard's fought ! Aye, we earned ten
medals for every one we got in those days. We didn't have
em chucked at us whether we wanted em or not. We had
to earn them, we had.
"And here's, me, seventy years old come the nineteenth o'

this month ! That's gottin' very serious when you come to

recommember that no Barnard ever lives over seventy, and
that none o' the true stock ever dies in their beds. How's
an ole man like me goin" to die out of his'n, I should like to

know ? I don't want to be no centipaidrian, I don't. And
after all the quare comspariences I've had, and all the
narrow riscapes I've run for love o' the country !

"

Then his half-childish old face would light up witji recol'

lections of his youth, and, if you were very unlucky, you'd
be obliged, out of kindness and politeness, to sit and listen

to one or two of his many " fairy " tales.

"There was one narrow squeak I had once, sir—very
narrow. It was like this, sir, if you'll believe me \en pas-
sant, very few did]. It was before Lucknow, sir, as I dessay
yow'll recomberlect, and we—the 333rd—were facing the
hottest fire that was ever known upon this earth, from them
Sepoy demons, and I'm blowed if it didn't seen to hit every
blessed one of us but me. Men were falling on every side

like rabbits, when all of, a sudden the thought came upo f

me unbewares-like, as how, as a matter of dooty, I ought Ij

get killed then if I could, and so live up to the family name-
like, you know.

" Well, I kept an eye on the air, and presently—if you'll

believe me, sir— I seed a bullet comin' along, just making
for the chap on my left. Well, sir, the bullet came on
whizzing faster and faster. I could see it plainly gettin'

bigger an' bigger, and I thought :
' Now's my chance !

Here goes for glory !
' So I stepped a bit in front of my

comrade, and—if you'll believe me, sir— I was so excited-

like that I held out my hands to catch it, as if it had been a
bloomin' cricket-ball, I did, and blessed if the cheaty thing
didn't run straight up my coat-sleeve, out at the shoulder
seam, and right into the chap behind, killing him on the

spot — if you'll believe m.e, sir ! — without a scratch
myself !

"

Joe was sometimes a little mistaken, perhaps, but you
readily forgave when you saw the delight he found in

imagining that your look of grave and helpless disapproval
was one of wonder and admiration. His worn old eyes
would widen and sparkle like a roguish child's as he'd gaze
at you proudly and mutter, half under his breath : "What
would the soger-chaps now think o' that, I wonder, eh ?

"

If Joe's passion was patriotism, his hobby certainly was

—

music ! And there is no denying the fact that you really

could just recognise such airs as " Home, Sweet Home "

and "The Blue Bells of Scotland" when played by him on
his fiddle. He played other tunes on it, too—things that

had " no beginning and no end, nosense and no nothink," to

borrow the words of Widow Stokes, the woman with whom
he lodged.
Once or twice at the village charity concerts Barnard had

given, himself at least, great satisfaction by what he de-

scribed, rather aptly, as an " extremy-paineous skillaction

on the vi'lin ; " and when Northmill arranged a patriotic

concert without including Mr. Joseph Barnard's name in the

list of "local talent," the poor old fellow's heart was nearly

broken.
" Her's at it again," he said, tearfully, alluding to his

"pervarse" Fate. "Her's showin' the old tricks on me
again. Her'd never let me die for my country, &nd now
her won't let me play for it. But I'll be even with her yet,

I will. Up to Passon Browne's first thing in the morning
I'll go and argufy about it. You won't find him turnin'

away an honest man that vi'ants to be a benedictor to his

fellow-accomplitrots, and live up to the fam'ly honours, you
won't !

"

So, next morning, Joe interviewed the vicar, who, poof
man, was more than a little alarmed by his visitor's threaten-

ing tears, wonderful vocabulary, and the red baize b«g hi;

carried, wherein reposed the treasured violin.
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Joe drew the instrument slowly from its cover, and said,

in great ag-itation :

"There it is, sir; it speaks for itself in its beautiful

harminotony ! Surely Mr. Browne, sir, you'll let me do all

that lies in my power to help me poor country ?

" It's that bad old witch of a Fate, sir ; she's pressing- me
sore again ; but I can see her little trick this time. Her'd
like to give me infle-enzie—Widder Stokes says that's what
I'll have— and make me take to my bed ; but I know her

plan of campaign, and I'll not go to bed for a regiment o'

Fateses—I'm just a leetle too sharp for that.
" It's the last oppcrtoonity I'll get, maybe, to show my

devotement to his Majesty's great dominishuns, an' you'll

not turn agen me, Mr. Browne, will you, sir?"
The programme for the forthcoming concert had long ago

been completed and all arrangements made, but Barnard's
entreaties, added to his eloquence, prevailed over the Vicar's

private ideas and quite pardonable inclinations. So " Violin

solo, ' Home, Sweet Home,' Mr. J. Barnard," was added
between the last item and the National Anthem, and the old

man went home intensely happy to await the great event.

In a small class-room in the Northmill village schools the

performers were gathered together in friendly groups,
listening to the sounds of applause that reached their

grateful ears ever and anon from the delig'hted audience in

the larger "hall," which on this occasion served as concert-

room.
The affair had gone very well so far, and the promoters of

(he entertainment were chiefly engaged in sticking gigantic

feathers in their own caps, and in blowing their own
trumpets fortissimo. Most of the musicians, too, after

having been led out to the ordeal, pale, nervous and almost
in a state of collapse, had returned swaggering and
triumphant.

In the midst of the brilliant throng sat Joseph awaiting
his turn. He was in an extra good humour, and no sign of
timidity or uneasiness were discernible about him. But his

thin cheeks were touched with an unwonted flush, his eyes
were curiously bright, and his manner a little sharper than
usual.

Surrounding him was a small, silent company, just now
deeply interested in the story of a wonderful adventure that

ended in his becoming the lucky possessor of the beloved
fiddle.

His regiment, he said, was, during the Indian Mutiny,
attacked at night at Umbella. The men turned out at once
in their shirt-sleeves, fought grandly, and won.

Well, that was right enough, but Barnard was not con-
tent with its correctness and simplicity, as it did not serve
his purpose, so presently he began to romance a little.

The Colonel was alleged to have been hastily roused
frorh his "solumbers," or disturbed during careful and par-
ticular shaving operations^ Barnard could not " righteously"
say which exactly ; anyway, he led his men to battle

adorned with a " yaller dressing-gunde," carpet slippers,

and a red flannel night-cap.
Before the fight was over, according to Joe, he and the

grotesquely-costumed Colonel unfortunately got separated
from the British and surroimded by Sepoys, whereupon the
gallant officer and Barnard—chiefly Barnard—performed

1 magnificent feats of valour, very deadly to th'.ir fofs, and fled

for refuge to a deserted native palace that most conveniently

j

happened to he near.

At this point in his narrative Barnard was seized with a
slight fainlness, and someone wisely adviserl him not to talk

so much. However, after a little refreshment, kindly offered

by an individual whose somewhat remarkable facial appear-
ance rendered the explanation that he was " never without
such stuff," quite superfluous, Joe went on to relate how,
perceiving the beautiful objects scattered around, when once
they found themselves inside /tnd safe, he and the Colonel
began diligently to " loot," the Colon .1 amassing
numerous jewels and a few more strange and vivid articles

of apparel, while Joe got an incredible number of things—

-

that were "afterwards stolen from him on account of their

surprising value—and the violin.

Unfortunately their profitable occupation was suddenly

j

interrupted by the untimely entrance of a most lovely lady,

a handsome princess, whose appearance so discomfited the
Colonel that, conscious of his unmilitary garb, he precipi-

tately took shelter behind Barnard, in the vain hope of
hiding himself.

But Barnard would not allow such a proceeding, saying,
he affirmed: " O, no, you don't, sir ! Come and pay j'our

respects to this beautiful maiden, like an officer and gentle-

man. Come out and make her a gallant bow for the credit

of the profession !

"

However, the Colonel refused to leave cover, and the
lady, unused to what Barnard indignantly denounced as
" unsoldierly conduct," raised an avenging arm, and im-
mediately a multitude of fearsome-lookir.g serpents from
the jungle swarmed into the apartment. Then catching up
their booty, Barnard and the Colonel—chiefly the Colonel

i this time—fled.

Barnard's voice grew weaker as his imagination gained
in strength, and fortunately for his reputation as an "honest "

man, the organist, as master of ceremonies, at that moment
appeared, announcing that his turn had come.

I Still adding decorations and variations to the story,

'punctuated thickly with his customary phrase, "If you'll

j

believe ?«?, sir," Joe left the class-room.

As he reached the platform a faint excitement was per-

ceptible in him, and his intense earnestness was quite

pathetic.
" No accomplement—no acconiplement, please, if it's just

the same to you, sir," he said, as tlie pianist was about to

take his seat. "Let me do the utmost I can for my country
alone, sir."

The pianist descended, and Joe, alone on the platform,

laid his bow to the strings and literally played his harmless,
patriotic soul away. He played from memory, and the

notes rang through the room wonderfully true and mellow.
It was a marvel, people said ; and no other music could

have iouched more deep!}' the hearts of this nijin's fellow-men
and women.
He played it through and through, with strange and

Fascinating variations, until at last the g-leaming-, while bow
dropped from his nerveless hand, the death-stricken face fell

forward on to the dear instrument, and the swaying body
sank into tender, ready arms.
Joe had " had it out " with Fate. He had done his utmost.

And who can say that he did not '' die for his coLiiUry " ?

Stonehengc as it now appears — Admission, one shilliiui
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Mrs. T. P. O'Connor, the gifted authoress Of "A Lady
from Texas''

THROUGH FOREIGN SPECTACLES
The Gazette de Lausanne, early this month, published an

interview with a young Swiss, M. Alexis Pache, who had
recently returned to his own country after havinsf made the

campaign in Natal upon the Boer side. The following' ex-

tracts are not without interest :
—

" The difficulties which the English Army had to surmount
were enormous. In front of positions which were almost
impregnable, it was impossible to make any plan of attack
without the Boers immediately seeing them and going to

the defence of the points threatened. And when at last all

the tactical and strategical difficulties had been overcome,
the English officers and their men were exasperated at find-

ing no resistance to their final assault. This, too, had con-
oequences of another kind : never seeing the Boer except in

flight the Englishman has learnt to hate and despise the
Boer more and more, and to regard him as a being quite

unworthy to have a country of his own and to govern him-
fielf. . . . People talk a great deal of the enormous numerical
superiority of the English ; but what 'were 240,000 men
spread over such a wide extent of country? It is necessary
that the English should everywhere have a force sufficiently

large to meet any eventuality. As a matter of fact, we (the

Boers) were actually superior in point of numbers in most of
the engagements of secondary importance. . . . Here is a
characteristic story. The Yeomen prisoners were sent on
foot to the camp at Neilspruit on the line from Machadodorp
to Komati. Some time afterwards the English headquarters
asked the Boers for permission to send some clothes to the
prisoners, who were in rags. The Boers accepted with
pleasure ; but soon afterwards they released their prisoners,
on the approach of Methuen and French, and kept the khaki
clothing- for themselves ; our men just put them on without
even changing the buttons—one would have taken them for

English soldiers. . . . During the first year of the war the
Generals were more eager to enrich themselves than any-
thing- else. They were so sure of driving the English into

the sea, that they even included in their plans of campaign
fortifications and g-arrisons, which they intended to erect in

the principal towns when they were conquered ; but at the

same time they plundered their own Government without
shame. The same horses used to appear three, four, even
seven times upon the list of purchases, and all the money
made in this way went into their pockets. The Boers ! why

they simply robbed in every way ! If one came across an
abandoned farm, they would clear it out before your eyes.

Pillage? Not at all ! It was called ' Beut-maak.' And it

went as far as sneaking a horse away from a Uitlandcr
comrade, or his saddle, or his clothes, or anjthing else.

Oh ! but it wouldn't do for a Uitlander to do the same, he
would soon be brought down by Icnife or rifle. Indeed,"
said M. Pache, " I had only one good moment of safety in

the day. That was when, in the evening, they used to sit

in a circle and sing hymns. Then at least one could stretch

oneself out and sleep. And, for all that, they weren't bad
people," added M. Pache. Evidently this strange mental
attitude of the South Africans is a thing which attracts and
disgusts at the same time. And he concluded :

" What the

Boer is fighting for is not so much his country as his own
property. What he detests in the Englishman is not so

much the conqueror as the imposer of order, the governor."

. <--«--»

An officer serving with one of the columns now operating
in the Northern Transvaal under Sir Bindon Blood writes
under date May nth :

—" No praise is sufficient for these
gallant Australians. We had about 300 West Australians
with us on our last show. They had only just landed, but
it was quite marvellous to watch the fearful keenness with
which they worked. They just thirst for action, and do not
mind going for any number of Boers. They think it is a
tremendous joke being under fire. One of their officers the

second day we were out was hit by a bullet which glanced
up his shoulder-blade, tearing his shirt and coat, and did
not draw blood. He is awfully proud of this. It really

does one good to have such keen and good men as these
Australians with one at this stage of the war. The only
fault to be found with them is their neglect of the first rule

of horsemanship, i.e., looking after their mounts. They
never rest their nags or get off unless made to, the conse-
quence being that of the 300 men who started with us
only about 100 rode in here on their horses. The others
had to walk, most of their remounts having died."

Miss Daisy Franklin with her black pug Ugly

He got two ttiirds at the Dog Show at the Botanical Gardens. Miss

Franklin is a sister of Lady de Trafford's
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KILLARNEY
Irishmen, clcspile tlicir

alles^ed fun and frolic, drive

harder barg-ains, when it

comes to a barg'ain, than
any native of the lands

lying; between the coasts of

France and America. And
I hey are walking up to the

fact that the " distressful

country " is also beautiful,

and that therefore there, is

not the slig^htest reason
whatever why the Saxon
should not " shell out " a
lew more kopecks. Ireland

generally is certainly a
lovely country, and as Mr.
John Murphy, M.P. (whose
portrait was published re-

cently in this paper) sajs of
Killarney in the Pall Mall
Gazette:—" There are lakes
and mountains and veg'eta-

lion in delightful profusion

all around. Everywhere
one g'oes there is an inde-

scribable loveliness that no
pen can convey any ade-
quate conception of. Mr.
Alfred Austin was so lost in admiration of the ' mountain,
wood, and water harmoniousl}' blent ' that he declared that

all the world over Killarney has no superior.

V ^^ *
" Many other eminent judges have expressed their admira-

tion of its scenic attractions in langiiagfe quite as beautiful

and as strong. The visitor is struck with the great wealth
of trees and flowering' plants to be met with in the district.

The grey rocks are everywhere studded with beautiful dark
green arbutus trees. Then the deep purple of the mountains
forms a brilliant picture in combination with the lig-hter hues

On the Kenmarc lioad

look of awe, about the entire scene, but the passing contrasts
only increase the effects of the soft, insinuating; loveliness of
the whole. What, for instance, could be more pleasing- to

the artistic eye than the grand combination of mountain,
wood, and waterslo be seen at The Meeting of the Waters?

* ¥ ¥
" Then again, if it is desired to have even a still larger

prospect, where can one meet with such great varietv in a
small compass as that to be seen on the Kenmare road on a
summer evening- ?

" And these two scenes onl}- give a fain' conception of the

.DISTANT Viev/ OFTHt
Cl*p or T>«Jn • "^f

On the Kenmarc Road

oi the different varieties of forest trees and shrubs, Beauti-
ful trees and shrubs ar« everywhere set in frameworks of
hills, b(,'tween which island-studded lakes are always observ-
able. There is sometimes a look of ^'''andeur, and iig-ain a

many similar ones m which the district abound-;. Again, if

one should weary oi llie scenic attractions even for a while,

the opportunities of turning to different pursuits are near at

hand. For instance, there are old castles and ruins here,
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tluMj and evcfvwliarc around, in tlicnisclvcs sufficiently movement all success. To lliiiik of a hap|))- and i ontented
stiiiiiiig" to occupy an)' lime at }our disposal. Archi-

,
lieland in the Pacific Ocean, where Mr. Dillon and Mr.

Icc'urally, thev all present the tfreatest beaut)- in dcsig-n and Hcaly could partake of luscious fruit totfether, as they walk
workmanship. There are stately monuments erected to arm in arin b)- the marj^in of the soundinsf main, and recall

chieftains of the olden time, and ever)- nook or cranny has a
j

with tender humoui- the days ol tlu-ir estrans^emenl, is

romance or a story attaching- to it, beautiful and interesting;

ir. a hig-h degree. The Abbey of Muckross, for instance,

which was founded by the Princes of Desmond in 1340, has
transept, nave,;, towers, and arches equalling- in design
anything of the present day. In the centre there has now
grown up a magnificent yew tree, which spreads its branches
over a pile, the situation of which adds much to its associa-

tions and histor)-. Then there are waterfalls and streamlets

in abundance. The finest waterfall in Ireland is to be seen

in the beautiful Tore Mountain. It is one of those capricious

things, however, that must be seen more than once to be
appreciated. Sometimes its w-aterflow is a mere glistening

•Streamlet, and then
ag-ain, ' it mounts
in spray to the

skies, making- it all

one emerald.'

¥ * *
'

' I could g-o on
detailing- scene
after scene (con-

tinues Mr. Murphy)
"quite as delig-ht-

ful in every wa)-.

But I have said
enough to make
the point I desire.

Killarney for natu-
ral scenery cannot
be excelled. In

addition to this the
climate, according
to Dr. Edg-ar Flinn,

member of the
council of the
British Institute of
Public Health, 'is

remarkably mild
and equable.' The
hotels are cheap
mdeed, and their

manag:ement is

g-ood. The drivers
and boatmen and
guides are most
obliging- and enter-
taining fellow.s ;

and their fares are
regulated by bye-
laws which are strictly enforced. The roads
are excellent for the cyclist, the people are
courteous to the visitors, and infinite variety
of scene can be obtained within a very small
compass every day. The lover of antiquity
as well as the lover of natural scenery will

find a thousand and one things to interest
him. The place will be found invig:orating-

enoug-h' for an athlete and mild and quiet ' -

enough for an invalid. I have no doubt
whatever that anyone who goes there will

fuUy agree with my view that nowhere can a pleasanter
holiday be spent than amid the heather-clad hills, the lovely
lakes and sparkling streamlets that adorn with an entranc-
ing beaut)' my loved and lovable Killarney."

The Irish problem has from time to time engaged the
attention of the most powerful intellects. The latest belongs
to Mr. Joseph O'Donoghue, of San Francisco, who by his
name ought to have Irish blood in his veins. This excellent
person is said to have obtained concessions for four islands
in the Pacific Ocean off South America, which are to be
called Ulster, Munster, Leinster, and Connatight. His
powerful- mind is now eng-aged in the problem of translating-
the entire Irish race from the old Erin to the new one. AH
that is required is money ; and the Fenians are to be con-
voked to devise ways and means of raising it. We with the

enoug-h to make the most callous diop the tear oUthankfuI-
ness. The Parliament which would then be creeled on \ew
College Green would draw towards it the eyes of the world.
A happy and contented people would then be rcprtsentetl b)'

ha])p)' and contented orators who would only vie with eacli

other as Iq who should soar liig-hest in their flig-hts of
eloquence.

JiDGE O'Connor Morris gave the United Irish League
some very straight speaking at the Sligo Quarter Sessions
the other da)-. He has had to inflict upon the unfortunate

ratepayers over ^'2,000 on account of
incendiary fires, and the prime mover
in these fires is the United Irish

League. Incendiary fires in Ireland,

and farm burning- in South Africa :

here is a pretty parallel. Mr. Dillon,

that melancholy humbug', as a former
colleague called him, and Mr. John
Redmond, who now leads him, and
the bulk of the Irish Nationalist Par-
liamentary party are members of the
United Irish League. They know all

about its dealing's, and they do nothing
to check them. Therefore they approve
of incendiary fires in Ireland. And
their allies, the g'ood Mr. Channing,
the upright Mr. Lloyd - Georg-e, and
their humble follower, Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman : what have they
to say about farm burning in Ireland?
Nothmg. Probably they would find

some excuses for it. And yet these
are the men who
have the impudence
\o speak of the

brutal conduct of
the war, and to

denounce farm
bnrning in South
Africa. THe next
time Mr. Dillon
rises to speak about
the horrors of war
in South Africa let

him be told to tidy

up his own mess in

Ireland.

S? V V
" The conduct of

all these English
officers and soldiers

alike is admirable,"
writes Mme. Alice

Brou, the daughter
of a Belgian bar-

rister, in her Diary
ofa Nurse in South
Africa. When the

war broke out Mme. Brou joined the stafr of the ambulance
sent out by the Dutch and Belgian Red Cross Associations,

and when she was captured she nursed the British wounded,
who never failed to thank her "gratefully and respectfully."

When the food ran short t-hey offered her some of their

rations. The Boers, on the other hand, she says, " would
have snatched my hard-earned food from me " if they had
dared. Our poor fellows on leaving thanked her with tears

in their eyes, offering humble little presents, shoulder-straps

and regimental buttons, begging her not to forget them ;

the Boers slunk off without a word. In fact, because she
nursed British wounded the Boers refused her and her
comrade food. , The latter -vyas very ill. " My poor brother
is fighting' for these wretches," she cried. "I have fallen

ill in their service, and yet they refuse me even a drop of
milk. I knew well enough that they were a bad lot, but I

never thought so ill of them as that
!

'
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the small window, at which tlic ofTcndcr could piift' at

plcaMMc. lliis curious lock-up is now used as a receptacle
tor the roadman's tools, &c.

* * *
Thk War Office have publisiied a " summary ot" memo-

randa issued as to the tlisposa) of invaliiled soldiers ariivinj;

from Soiith Atric.i and the adjustment of their pay, &e.,"
and it is explained in a note that the instruc-tions will take
the place of those f^iven in the circular letters quoted in the

marg'in of the order. In future invalids ret urninjf from South
Africa will be divided into two classes : (a) Those requirinjf

treatment in hospital ; and (6) those fit for dutj', or, if not

so fit, yet sufficiently convalescent to proceed on sick fui'-

lough, and in no need of hospital treatment on disembaika-
tion. Instructions are t^iven for dealinj;' with the two
catesi'ories, and also as to the adjustment of jiay and other
matters.

An uncicui prison-house at Shenley

Before a police force was established in the pretty little

village of Shenley there used to be one parish constable,

whose duty it was to keep the peace by arresting any unruly

characters that came under his notice. This miniature

prison-house was built early in the nineteenth century for

the purpose of supplying this official with a place in which to

detain offenders until the district magistrate could attend to

the case. A line ol stocks was formerly situated in front,

and the oldest villagers can remember them in actual use.

It can be imagined how the prisoner must have felt with his

ankles securely fastened in these instruments of torture,

open to the gaze and gibes of the passers-by. The building

itself, however, was not altogether uncomfortable, as the

friends of the prisoner, when no constable was near, would

often insert the stem of a well-filled pipe between the bars of

Tlie rush for London's new lung—Alexandra Palace

Lieutenant John Ellesmere Westgarth, 88th Battery
Royal Field Artillery, is, wc understand, the first Australian

to be transferred to a commission in the Imperial Army.
He joined the New South Wales Permanent Artillery as a
subaltern a year or two ago, and when the war broke out

volunteered to go to South Africa with
the " Bushmen." His services were
accepted, and he was appointed Lieu-

tenant in one of their companies. His
captain having to leave the company on
account of ill - health. Lieutenant West-
garth was put in command, and acquitted

himself so well that he was offered a com-
mission in the Royal Artillerj', which he
accepted and was appointed to the 88lh

Field Batterw

The first o\erhead sliops in London Lieut. J. E. Westgarth
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Sir Edwin G.\ls\vorth\', who lias just rcsiscncd .he

post of Clialrman of the Metropolitan Asylums Hoard, has
done yeoman work for the siek and suffering- of London.
The public hardly realises the extent of the work of the

bodv which has recently moved into its fine new offices on
the \'ictoria Embankment, near Blackfriars Bridg-e, but

since Sir Edwin assumed the reins of g-overnnient on the

death of Dr. Brewer, more than a couple of decades ag-o,

the responsibilities of the Asylums Board have increased in

an amazing- manner. Not only does its machinery embrace
the care of thousands of scarlet fever cases, contained in

g-reat establishments in every part of London and the

suburbs, but the officials have to take charge of any small-

pox or cholera cases which may occur in the Metropolis,

and, moreover, deal viith a small army of male and-female
persons of weak mind, which forms the sad and startling-

total of London's imbeciles. These are cared for in great

institutions at Caterham, Leavesden, and Darenth.
One ot the most hopeful and interesting branches of the

Board's work is the training of poor-law boys on board the

Exmoiith, a fine old three-deck training-ship, which lies in

the Thames off Grays, Essex—the farthest down the river

from London of any of the training-ships. The work which
is carried on here is of a capitally successful description, and

it does one good
j

to spend a few
|

hours on board
;

the Exmouth and
!

watch the work
;

and play of the

health}- young-
sters who, in-

stead of being
'

' wo r k h o use
brats," as the

sneer has gone,
will help to swell

the list of gallaiit

tars who enable
us to hold the

seas.

All

other
neous

Sir Edwin Galsworthy

hottest of shell or rifle

Viscount Katsura, the new Pr

Minister of Japan

this, and
niiscella-

work of
the Board, has
increased enor-
mously in extent
and importance
in recent years,
and Sir Edwin

j

Galsworthy has
i

throughout held
j

the reins of
government, and

[

guided the pon-
derous machine

j

with remarkable
]

a b i 1 i t 3- , the
keenest vigilance, and untiring energ}-. He has, indeed,
earned his rest, but he retires amidst the regrets of his

colleagues, while he has well deserved the heartiest thanks
of the public, for which he has done such yeoman service.

» ^ *
One of the officers who obtained a reputation in Africa

was Colonel Tom Price, or, as he is affectionately called by
his African command, " Oom Tom. " Commencing- his mili-

tary career in the 103rd Fusiliers, now the celebrated Royal
Dublins, he saw a good deal of work in India, and retired

after twenty-two years with the rank of Lieut. -Colonel.

Coming to Australia, which was his home, he retired to the
country, where he became a gentleman farmer ; but the
Egyptian war breaking out, he volunteered for it, and was
not fortunate enough to get away, as Melbourne sent no
troops. Shortly after he was asked to rjiise a force of
mounted infantry, which he did, getting a regiment of 1,000
strong in a few months. Other colonies followed in Vic-
toria's steps, and Colonel Price practically raised all the
others, as he was invariably consulted prior to anj- force of
the sort being organised. He was rewarded b)' being-

chosen as the first representative of Australia to take
Australian troops to England, and it will be remembered
the good show the}- made at the Tournament of iSgi.

Lat(-r on he sent ;iw.-iy r^ne

contingent of his regiment I'l

Africa, being denied to go with
it himself, although he followed
it soon after, and had comm.-ind
of all the Victorians with I-ord

Roberts' column from Pretoria
to Komali Poort, b(,-ing, with
exception of hi>> .idjutant, (Jap-
tain Bruche, the only permanent
officer of Australia that went
through from sea to sea. Me
got a great reputation for the
handling of his men ->'ndcr the

fire, of both ot whic+i they met
a full share in the campaign. He was mentioned In

dispatches for gallantly following up a retreating gun ;

had one horse killed and another wounded under him ;

got severely contused in the face b_y the bursting of a
shell and came out of it unscathed, to receive a reception
on his return such as never has been accorded to any one of

Melbourne's sons. He is nearly sixt}', toiigh as stringy
bark, and beloved bj- his men, who would do an\-thing for

him.

* * *
The Dean of Durham (Dr. Kitchin), who was in the

chair at a meeting at Newcastle the other .Saturda\-, liad to

apologise for being late. He explained that he had spent
half an hour in finding the building where the meeting was
to be held. He got into the middle of a procession of fools,

dressed as such, on bicycles. He did not know what they
were doing, but he drove through them with his hansom.
The cyclists, it should- be explained, were taking part,

dressed in character, in a Saturday lifeboat procesinon.

* * *
Brother Jonathan's cows and chickens, according to

an official report just received from 'Washington, produced
meat, milk and eggs in, 1900 to the aggregate value of no
less than ;^ 135,000,000, or considerably more than double
that of any two other industries or productions—including

pig iron, cotton, coal, wool and wheat—combined. These
are tall figures, even for I he L^nited States.

Colonel Tom Price, who lias made a name in South Africa
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Taffeta walking gown for chilly days

v^ ^^. %p.y ^ ^—^T" "JM
f*'-'*- -*>.*w .AA> .A.^ Af^ ^*T

^—-VVT
f^ dfU—^iM

In (hi.s "right Hule, tig-ht little i-iland " of ours it is only
natural that wt, its happy inhabitants, should be lovers of
the sea, that limitless empire over which we still possess the
king'ship since the days of our forefathers the old sea kings.
When the first Emperor of the French contemptuously
dubbed us a nation of shopkeepers, I think he might with
more truth have called us a nation of sailors. Year by year
our affection for the sea i-s growing- stronger, and we are
deriving- fuller benefit from it, as the various institutions of
swimming-baths and clubs prove.

^ » *
A FEW years ago a swimmer, especially of the fair sex,

seen at one of our seaside resorts, evoked surprise as well

as adrnfration ; but now one rarely sees among- the bathers
those unhapp}- ones who are confined to the rope's end
debarred from the keen enjoyment of the others bj' their

inability to swim ever so little. Il is to be hoped that before

long those few will be non-existent, and that every English
man, woman, and child will be able to take part in this

exhilarating and most useful pastime ; this happy result we
may confidently expect, since eveiy facilit}- is now offered

for the would-be swimmer.

All. fiisl-class schools include swimming in their category
of accompliNlimenls, and great encouragement has been
given to this art of such paramount importance by the
institution of public baths, where for a small sum one may
enjoy a refreshing dip with every comfort.

* * *
(looi) swimming, like everylhing else, is only obtained

alter long practice, and il is well for those who can swim to

remember this, and take a swim occasionally in order thai

iheir sea holiday maj' be doubly beneficial as well as doubly
enjoyable. I know of no better exercise for properly
developing the figure than swimming ; it helps to lengthen ,

and round the waist, while it reduces any tendency to

eutboiipohi/, and ensures g-race and su])plcness to the whole
bod\.

* * *

Wk ali want to look our best even in the water, when
circumstances seem terribly against the fulfilment of this

laudable desire. Nowadays the pleasure of the morning
dip, so essential a feature in seaside'life, need not be spoill

b}' the consciousness of looking a fright. Prellv bathing
dresses may be bought cheaph", or, indeed, made at home
in a variety of becoming styles. In making these gar-
ments, one should aim at simplicit)' and comfort rather than
for any elaborate eff<;ct. Nothing looks prettier to mj- mind
than a red bathing dress made sailor-fashion, with white
Lrimmings round the collar and vest, and the ever-becoming
sailor-tie, also of white. \'iyella, which can be had in a
varietj- of pretty shades, is a splendid material for this

purpose, since it does not shrink ; but the material />«r ex-

celleiire is bunting, of which our national flags are made ; it

is so light, and does not hold the water nor change colour

when damp ; neither has it that dreadful clinging tendency
which we note in the too affectionate serge and twill ; still,

serge, properly made, has its points, being- both warm and
becoming. The now popular linens make charming and
up-to-date bathing costumes, and ha\e the additional

advantage of being something new.

* * *
f)lR artist has sketched a particularly pretty bathing

gown, which would look most effective carried out in red,

with collar, vest, and bordering of tunic in black spotted

material. It would look most dainty in fine white serge,

with trimmings of blue and white. Personally, I like a

F^^~^
A pretty bathing gown
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Lin^n like snow ^=5

wirh
SuTilighTSoap

Has a Sale larger than the

combined sales of any
three other soaps.

Goes a long way, needs no
rubbing, makes lather

quickly.

The BEST of all soaps
for the laundry. Used
everywhere, in palace

and in cot.

iy^'''^i'»^*^'>^^^<,^4>y''^/',/'<,^-j^''^,^,^.y^-,^'^r»^'^'y''-'j''yy^-'^'^'^'-'i

If you wish for Less Labour, More
Comfort, and Greater Ease during; the

New Century, begin it by using"

SUNLIGHT SOAP
the Great Labour=Saver and the

Purest Soap made.
r»^'^^Mr'^'y^^-^'^''y''o^'^'^''^r.^»y^»,^^^'y^',^'^'j\

Saves boiling the clothes,

does not injure the

ski-n.

Saves labour, saves v./ear

and tear in the linen.

Saves the housewife's

health and—her temper.
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iiinic, bill when inlcnding- to li.'ive ;i loiiif swim llie tunic

part is best left at home, as it is apt to impede tlie swim-
mer's movements. Hats often take the place of bathing
caps, a fashion we have borrowed from the French, but, to

my mind, not so suitable a head-coverintf. Stocking's and
sandals are often worn by bathers, aiid are " g'-atefnl and
comforting-" when the beach is pebbh'.

* * *
Till-; laftVtas walking dress here illuslraled would prove

very serviceable to take to the sea when it is necessary to

have at least one warm costimie for chilh- da3s ; if, hap-
pily, this is not needed, we have the consolation of knowing
we possess a warm gown for wear in the earh' autumn.
A word of advice : sea air—to say nothing of sea water,
which is simpl}- ruination to curly locks—has also a detri-

mental effect on the hair itself. While bathing, even v*'hen

wearing a cap, one is liable to get an unwelcome damping ;

while sea breezes and salt sprays are accountable for the
cloggy coarsejiess of one's hair, which is so noticeable after

a few da\s of seaside life. Should you have the misfortune
to get vour head thoroughly
soaked there is nothing for

it but to have your hair
washed at once. It is ad-
visable every night to rub
into the roofs a good hair
tonic. That prepared b}-

Jchn Craven, called ii

"True Hair Grower, " is

excellent for the purpose.
.Vever does the hair need
such careful treatment as
while by the sea, when,
1 fear, it receives least

attention.

V V ¥
A CHARGE has been

brought against the modern
woman that she has no
individualitv, and that it is

almost impossible to dis-

ting'uish one ladv friend
from another. They all

have the same figure—the
same headgear, the same
gown, pose, and walk—all

lier attitudes and attributes

having been prescribed for

her by "that deformed
ihief, Fashion." There is,

no doubt with some exag-
'^eration, more truth in this

ihan is pleasant. Woman-
kind should vary in their

attractiveness, as the
Howers do. We might
^ven tire of roses. We
cannot repeat the immortal eulogism on Cleopatra, for

'age " does undoubtedly " wither her," and she has no in-

linite variety forc-ustom to stale. But there are compensations.
What about the young men cl the period ? Are they not
all alike ? All dressed in what may almost be described as
a unifonn—a bowler hat, a lilue serge suit, black sailor-

knot tie, tan shoes and gloves, a " commonplace type with
a stick and a pipe " ? and here is the modem young man.
The dandies in the Park appear to be cast in the same
mould. It is a wise mother that under this stereotyped
exterior can recognise her own son, and one can onjy con-
clude that our ^oung men have the same dread of being
" out of the fashion" as that from which the immortal Toots
suffered so acuteh'.

To find suitable furniture for a small hall is no easy
matter at the best of times, so when the other day I came
across a charming carved oak cabinet hall stand at Messrs.
Sprigg and Co.'s—just the thing for a wee flat or small hall

—I immediately "made a note of it,'' and had a sketch made

of the same. This most convenient st;ind lias cupboarci.".

stick stand, and the top board fitted with iron coat-hooks,
and, like the " little nipper^ionlv stands so igh," measuring
3ft. 6in, long. It is wonderful the skill and ingenuity which
have been expended on this most ornamental and useful
addition to the hall. Any of my readers who are contem-
plating- furnishing cannot do better than pay a \ isit to this

establishment, where they will find a charming selection of
all kinds of furniture at most reasonable prices.

Roses have bloomed so hixui-ioush- and in such profusion
this year, reminding me of the "time of roses" I spent in

Florence and of a quaint custom I assisted at. On the

Feast of St. Zanobi rich and ])oor hurry to the cathedial,
bearing with thein roses to be blessed. One cannot help
being touched b)- the scene and by the mtense earnestness
of the people. Rich and poor, old and young, prince and
peasant, are all gathered together for one common object.

No pra3'er is said, no hymn sung ; sHently the great throng-

ajiproaeh the rails, content if their roses onlj- touch the
gold bust of the saint the

priest IS so patiently hold-

ing. Few people leave the
cathedral without visiting

the tomb of St. Zanobi and
leaving there a rose in

memory of thegood Bishop,
whose ashes, tradition tells

us, touching a tree caused
it to instantl)' burst into

bloom, it being then the
month of January. The
ashe,s of this saint now
repose in a chapel in the
Duomo, in a marvellous
shrine designed \>y Ghi-
berti. All art critics agree
that perfection in art is

reached in this work. The
subjects in bas-reliefs on
the sarcophagus represent
some of the miracles per-
formed by the saint, one of

the most famous being the
restoration of a dead child

to life. A wonderful and
marvellous cathedral is

this Duomo ; it was here
I'ius IX. remarked: " In St.

Peter man thinks ; in Santa
Maria del Fiore man prays."

Suitable hall stand for a

\A'illiain Spri

small flat to be seen at

ggs and Co.'s

The motor-car is the

most popular novelty ot

the season, and is now
enjo3'ing that popularitv'

which was accorded the

cycle some jears ago. It is no uncommon sight to see
Society dames d-riving to the O^jera or some evening party
in one of these vehicles enveloped in a large dust cloak.
Everj-one will agree that the costumes worn by ordinary
motorists admit of some improveinent ; the unbecoming-
ness and hideousness of some of these " get-ups " is quite

enough to deter the most ardent from being amongst its

votaries. It is necessarj- to protect the face and eyes from
the dust and heat of the road, but surely someone will

invent a protection which will not make the wearer's head
present the appearance of a glorified meat safe or a diver's

helmet. One turns instinctively to Paris, where they are
such ardent motorists and where they have the reputation
of dressing these sort of parts so much better and more
suitablj' than we on this side of the Channel ; although, for

my part, I think our neat cycling skirt is infinitely preferable

to the unfeminine bloomers worn by the French lady cyclists.

A new veil for motorists hailing from Paris is lined with tulle

and fitted with a pair of spectacles. It does not sound very
attractive, does it ? Apropos of veils, thej- are not much
worn this season. Martha.

Printed uy the lir.ACK and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Spkret; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly bv W. J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.G., England. —June 29, 1901.
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THE MEN OF THE WEST AFRICAN REGIMENT LEAVING MARLBOROUGH HOUSu

After being presented by the King with the medal for the Ashanti Campaign
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The King inspcctiiu] the ^'coiueii of
tlic Guard at -Maiiborougli Mouse

(Photo by Sturdee)

NEWS AND VIEWS
Thic King- and Queen have had a

specially busy lime lately, and seem lo

be vieinjf with each other in breaking;-

the record tor hard work. Last Wed-
nesday her IVL'ijesty inspected the

Ro3'al nurses, while the week before the

King had a look at his bodyguard of
the Yeomen of the Guard privately in

the grounds of Marlborough House.
It is owing to his great courtesy that

the readers of Black and White Budget
are enabled to see what the inspection

was like, for, with the exception of a
few privileged persons (Black and
White Budget representative being-

one), only those officially concerned
were present. The top illustration

shows his Majes'.y arriving at the

parade-ground ; while the second de-

picts the presentation of the two
Yeomen selecled as recipients of the

Some of t)ie members of the West African Regiment presented with
the Ashauti medal hy the King, (Photo by Elliott and Fry)

At the inspection of the Yeomen of the
Guard. 'Ihe King presenting .Sergt.-

Major Rule (the senior Yeoman) and
Trnnipet-.'Major Kclls, V.C. (late of the
19th Ilussars) with the medal of the
Rojal Victorian Order. (Photo by Sturdee)

medal of the Roj'al Victorian Order. The
third picture shows the detachment of the
West African Regiment present at the
same ceremonj'. Together with Captain
Stewart and others, who had distinguished

themselves in the .Ashanti campaig'ii, these
West African N.C.O.'s(and drimimer) weic
presented with the medal for that hard-

fought campaign. His Majesty evinced
the greatest interest in the men ; and
although he made no speech, he asked very
man\' questions.

V » V

WESTMINSTER City School was in

festal array last Thursday, 'when the Lord
Mayor tmveiled a bronze statue of the

veteran Chaiinian of the Governing' Body,
Sir Sydney U. Walerlow, Bart. The statue

is a gift to the school. It has been
designed by Mr. F. M. Taubman, and
follows the lines of that which was sub-

scribed for by the pence of North London
workers for erection in Waterlow Park,

Highgate. It commemorates in a striking

manner the twenty -eight years dining
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The sleeping saloon and corridor carriage of the Aberdeen-London express burnt at Mary-
kirk, Kincardineshire, last weelv. lihoto by j B.uce

which Sir Sydney Waterlow has directed the interests of
this remodelled but ancient foundation with untiring zeal

and singular discretion. The photograph was taken by
Mr. J. W. Church.

v^ *
Bv tlie accident to ihp express

The statue erected last week to
Sir Sydney Waterlow at West-

minster School

train from Aberdeen
several pcrso:is were
much inconvenienced
and grievously dis-

appointed. Some-
how or other the

sleeping saloon and
corridor ca rriage
took fire, and so
rapidly did the flames
spread that several

people were in jeo-

pardy of their lives.

One young- lady lost

her wedding- trous-

seau and about /J40
in money, while
another fair passen-
ger who was going-

to South Africa lost

£ijp. How the out-

break originated is

unknown, but it is

believed to have com-
menced in the roof
about the centre of
the sleeping saloon.

The obelisk in the

Town Hall Square
of Portsmouth, as
shown in our illus-

tration, was deco-
rated on the anniver-
sary of the terrible

disaster to H.M.S.
Victoria, which went
down on June 22nd,

1893, with close on
four hundred lives.

On the obelisk were
many touching- tri-

butes to the dead.
Ill memory of the dead, drowned at the sinkina of H.M.S.

" Victoria" on June -22, 1893. (Photo by Cribl)
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Corporal Patterson, oi Elgin (3rd V.B. Seaforth Highlanders), the winner of the King's
Cup at the Aberdiieushire Volunteer Rifle Association Wapinschaw, being presented with

the Cup on the Links of Aberdeen

; Corporal PATTPRtiov, Elg-in, the King-'s Prizeman at r obelrsk in Aberdeen granite, surmounted by a trophy in

the Aberdeen Wapinscttaw, is one of the ideal sort of volun- bionze, round-shot cast from g-uns captured in the Crimea
teers—enthusiastic, energetic, and unassuming. Of medium I being piled at each of the four corners of the base—they

height, or rather under, the crack shot
is quite young, being only twenty-
seven years of age. A blacks'mith to

trade, he has been a volunteer for the
past ten 3ears, and in Februar}- of last

year formed one of the Seaforth Ser-
vice Company going to the front.

Throughout the campaign he saw a
good deal of fighting, and at Hcilbron
received a nasty wound in his right
hand, a bullet passing clean through.
His two centre fingers are disabled,
but this, as has been proved, has in no
manner interfeied with his marksman-
ship, the trigger fingei", ibrtunatel}',

being quite sound. Corporal Patter-
son returned home on August ist last

Twice previously has he figured in the
final for the "Queen's"—in 1899 and
in 1897 — and on two occasions at
Bisley he made very creditable per-
ibrmances, these being the two suc-

cessive \ears before his going- to tue

front.

.An interesting scene was observable
in Brompton Cemetery when the old
[jensioners from Chelsea Hospital,
wearing their quaint uniform, assembled
to witness the unveiling of a memorial
which has been erected to the memory
of 2,625 of their comrades in arms who
have found their last resting-place in

the old burial-ground. They drove to

the place in brakes, and on arriving at
the site of the memorial -a handsome

The Monument to Chelsea Pen-

sionert at Brompton Cemetery

formed three sides of a square. About
two hundred of the veterans thus

gathered together, and many of them,
despite advanced years, still seemed
hale and hearty. General Sir Henry-

Norman, Governor of Chelsea Hospi-
tal, was present to unveil the memo-
rial, and he was accompanied by the

Right Hon. St. John Brodrick (the

Secretary' of State for War), Lord
Raglan (Under-Secretary), Lord
Edmund Talbot (Financial Secretary),

General Schwabe, Major Pentland,

Mr. Hayes Fisher, M.P., Major
Brutton, Captain Rees, and others.

One side of the monument contained

the inscription :
" Erected by the

Chelsea Commissioners, on behalf ot

an admiring nation, as a testimonj-

and tribute to valour, endurance,

sufFerrings, and devotion," while on

another were the words : " These
veterans, having fought for King and
Queen, for England and for Empire,
in almost every part of the world,

came here to die in peace, honoured
and respected bj- their fellow-country-

men." Sir Henry Norman made a

brief speech in unveiling the memo-
rial, and the Secretary of State for

War remarked that the monument
was one which ought to be honoured
by all who loved the Army. One of

the illustrations on the following page
shows the Secretarj- of State for War
(Mr. Brodrick) addressing his remarks
to the compaii}- round the monument.
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Mr. Brodrick (Secretary of State for War) addressing a few words to the Chelsea Pensioners

3Ir. Brodrick and General Sir H. Norman, tlic Governor of Chelsea Hospital, inspecting

the Pensioners

THE UNVEILING OF THE MONUMENT TO CHELSEA PENSIONERS
AT BROMPTDN CEMETERY
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The Dublin crew training at Henley

HENLEY
• Henlev, I lie

Ascqt ot the ri\er,

has become so
much an institution

that summer would
not be the same
without it. The
fear of late 3ears
has been, not that

our great water
carnival would lose

an3'thing' in popu-
larity, but tliHt its

rapid growth in

public favour would
bring matters to

Jiiossy Phelps, trainer to \V. C. Bond, Leander Boat Club

(Photo by W. Robinson, Camberwell)

The saviour 01

Flenley, as of our
other up-river re-

gattas, is the class

which attends them
— a class which
means to enjoy it-

self thoroughl}-, but

in a manner which
shall rather in-

crease the pleasure
of others than in-

terfere with it.

Henley has become
so much a^lo'.ida}•

function" that, for

the entire wqek
preceding the

such a pitch that its satisfactory celebration would become I racing, the town presents ail appearance of animation which
a matter of diflficult3-, if not of impossibility. The attend- \ must surprise anyone who sees the place at any other period

ances have grown so enormously that a fear really existed of the year. This early commencing of the festival has
at one time that they would become un"manacfeable.

| been made permanent h\ the regulations concerning the

llie cxew ox Jesus College, Cambridge, for the Ladies' Challenge Plate at Henley
(Photo by W. Robinson, Camberwell)

AT HENLEY
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liousc-boats, which make it imperative for them to be in 1 wlio have been s-milarl}-

position some time before the commencement of the reg'atta, I cognoscenti find pleasure

and ji very pleasant
time indeed do
those enjoy who
assist in forming- .

the picturesque
floating street that

lines tliQ Bucks
shore. What makes
the week be/bre
the regatta so
charming is the

practice of the

various crews
which is praclicali)'

going on all day,
to the accompani-
ment of the sho.it-

ing of coaches and
the expressions of
opinion! :

'

Many anoldrow-
ing man finds the

pre- regatta week
at Henley the most
enjoj'able holiday
that could be de-

vised for him, and it

is certainly the more
pleasant for the
competitors them-
selves, who, while the contests are actually in progress, are in I the vast flotilla conducted
a state of miserj- that can be comprehended only of those ' canoes intermingle in an i\

circumstanced. (Jihers than the
in watching the piactice of the

( rews, and many a
fair one seizes the
advantage of some
secluded nook from
whence lo witness
a brothei", a cousin,

or a lover under-
go the preliminary^
training which is

lo bring him and all

Ijelonging to h:in

much irlorv.

The crew of Pennsylvania I niversity—Grand Challenge
(Photo by W. Robinson, CamberwelJ)

Cup

The river begets
a wonderful feel-

ing of indepen-
dence and equality
amongst its fre-

quenters. This
is not surprising
when one has had
an experience
of a few crowded
regattas in which
to give way was to

becomea nonentit\',

a mere bubble drift-

ing -with the cur-

rent. And yet wilh
what good humour
is the navigation of

Punt bumps punt, and skiffs and
ipparently inextricable mass.

The Leandcr Eight -Grand (.Ihallcnge Cup
AT HENLEY
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The Traveller's Palm

A WONDERFl'L tree—given in the illustration above—is

the Traveller's Palm of the Straits Settlements. This tree

has a very peculiar feature on the very hottest day, inas-

much as that, if a traveller taps the stalk of the leaf near
the stump of the tree, it will give out nearly halt a pint of
beautifully cool water.

¥ * *
The curious tombstone on this page is to the memory of

Thomas Tipper, of Tipper Ale fame. This ale is largelj'

drunk in Sussex. The inscription runs as follows :

Reader, with kind regard this grave survej'.

Nor heedless pass where Tipper's ashes lay.

Honest he was, ingenuous, blunt, and kind,

And dared do what few dare do, speak his mind.
Philosophy and history well he knew.
Was versed in Physick, and in Surgery too.

The old Stingo he both brewed and sold.

Nor did one knavish act to get his gold.

He pla3ed through lite a varied comic part.

And knew immortal Hudibras by heart.

Reader, in real truth such was the Man.
Be better, wiser, laugh more if you can.

* * *
The report on the composition and quality of daily

samples of the water supplied to London for the month
ended May 31st by Sir William Crookes, F.R.S., and Pro-
fessor Dewar, F.R.S., states that, of the 208 samples
examined during the month, all were found to be clear,

bright, and well-filtered. Of the 460 samples of impounded
and filtered water supplied to London examined bacterio-

logically during the month, 70 samples, or i5'2 per cent.,

were sterile. Only one sample out of the total number
examined contained more than 150 microbes, and only three,

or o'6 per cent., contained more than 100 microbes per c.c.

The'mean of microbes in the three excess samples was 147,
against a corresponding mean in the previous month of 126.

Within their experience the London water has never been in

a purer or more satisfactory condition than during the

month of Maj'. It must, be remembered, however, that

'

for some months past there has been exceedingly little

rain, and, consequentl}-, the River Thames has been supplied
mainlj- b)- spring water from the chalk.

* * *
A MEMORIAL has been presented to the Marquis of Salis-

bury by the Council ofthe Royal Colonial Institute, pra)ing
that the Government will take the necessarj- steps to proclaim

a Bank Holiday in subsLilulion for Whit
Monday, to be known as " Victoria Day,"
in perpetual memory of her late gracious
Majesty. The Prime Minister, in reply,

has promised to give the memorial his

careful consideration. The dale suggested
is the nearest Monday to May 24lh.

* *
A FINE specimen of the striped hawk-

moth (Dilephila livornica), which is always
extremely rare in this country, was recently

captured by Mr. E. Crisp, of Union Road,
Cambridge. The moth was flying along a
country road just outside the town at about

3 o'clock in the afternoon, and was only
captured after a long chase.

* * *
The Livery of London, in Common Hall

assembled, have in due form appointed
four of their number to act as ale-conners
for the year. The art and mystery of ale-

conning is very old. Some five hundred
years ago these officials were bound by
oath to " know of no brewster v\-ho sells

a gallon of best ale for more than a penny-
halfpenny."

¥ * *

According to correspondence from Berlin

to the Daily News, experiments will be
made in the beginning of August on the
military railway track from Berlin to

Zossen, for the projected electrical railwaj-s, with a speed
of 122 miles an hour. So far, the fastest trains run in

Berlin have attained a speed of 65 miles an hour.

I ft) t he, Mem<wy oC' /
*

T* IfIMAH IX Pl*Ka T^^lio

uep littti UiL« life May y j4*

>^ L-{t--,. »~-f-k.1 &M.y/j «*. »»« fi V -V «> -

A curious tombstone in Newha\ en Churclijard to Thomaj
Tipper, of "Tipper Ale" fame. .(Photo by W. R. Wynter)
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Sergt.Major j. Betts
Army Gymnasdc Stafif. (Photo by J, Ihomp-

son, North Camp, Farnborougl.)

Sergeant - Major J.
Betts (late Coldstream
Guards), Array Gymnastic
Staff, is the winner of foil

v. foil, sabre v. sabre, and
gold medal Empire competi-
tion at the Royal Military
Tournament, Agricultural
Hall, 1901. He has also
won foil fencing- on previous
occasions—twice at the Mili-

tary Tournament ; at the
Military Tournament, Dub-
lin ; and also at the Army
Athletic Meeting-, Aldershot.
He has won sabre fencing-

twice before—at the Army
Meeting, 1899 ; and the Mili-

tary Tournament, igoo, on
which occasion he also won
the g-old medal Empire com-
petition. When stationed at

Chelsea Barracks, he won
foil fencing- four years in

succession in the H.D.M.F.,
finishing his last yeS.r there
by winning both foil and
sabre. He has altogether
won seventeen medals (six-

teen first and one second)
with foil and sabre. He is

a native of Great Yarmouth
and has 11^ years' service.

* * *
Professor E. G. Vol-

LAND, a well-known ex-
ponent of the foil and sabre,

is one of the leading lights

of the fencing world. In

1897, at J^inville, he won
the sabre championship and

also diplomas at the same place and
in Paris, in addition to several medals
in international competitions. His rc;u;h

and activity are amazing, as those who
attend his private fencing school at

I, Alford Place West, South Kensing-
ton, are aware.

* * qf

Officers commanding Volunteer
corps have been directed to publish in

corps orders the following order, in-

stances having occurred in which mem-
bers of corps have taken upon them-
selves to write direct to the War Office,

in their official capacity, on subjects

connected with their corps:— " Jt is

notified for the information of all ranks
that officers, n.-c. officers, and men are
under no circumstances to communicate
direct to the War Office in their official

capacity as Volunteers. Any applica
tion they wish to make, or any inforina-

t!on they may desire to obtain, must be
made or procured through officers cotn-

manding their corps.
"

The Commander-in-Chief has had
lists prepared, from the pension rolls at
the War Office, of men who were dis-

charged on account of wounds or in-
juries received in the South African
campaign before the instruction was
given tliat such wounds or injuries, and
the circumstances in which sustained,
should be added to the cause of dis-

charge prescribed by the King's regula-
tions. This has been done in order that,

if the men wish it, toarticulars of their

American cadets practising wall-scalinc|
(Photo by Grantham Bain)

Professor E. G. Volland

A well-known fencing master

wounds or injuries may be
added to the ordinary cause

of discharge in their parch-

ment discharge certificates.

* * *
We have received the fol-

lowing official notification

from the War Office:—"In
consequence of a desire ex-

pressed for some suitable

arrangement by which the

public can provide soldiers

returning from the front

wit-h refreshments other than
alcoholic liquors, it has been
arranged between the Secre-

tai-y of State for War and the

principal railway companies
that refreshment tickets of

the face value of 6d. each
shall be on sale at the book-
ing offices' of the principal

stations in Great Britain

and' Ireland on and after

July ist." These tickets will

be available for use by soldiers

and sailors in uniform at the

refreshment rooms at all rail-

way stations in Great Britain

and Ireland, and will be valid

for foodi non-alcoholic be-

verages, or tobacco. In

view of the special cir-

cumstances of soldiers re-

turning from South Africa,

the companies concerned
have undertaken to deal

liberally with those who pre-

sent these tickets in regard
to the amount of refresh-

ments provided.
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Benwell Towen Newcastle

The Palace, Ripon
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Urirv Lane Theatre is again Ijeinjj

fuither improved and broiiofht up to date.

The eng'iiieers and builders are busily at

work reconstructing' the grand and first

circle tiers, and making other structural

alterations. The new circles, constructed
of steel girders, and made fire-resisting,

will have a larger seating capacity, and
project some 4ft. beyond the balcony and
gallery circles. It is also intended to re-

move the private boxes on the stalls level,

which will increase the number to about

462, if required, with better means of in-

gress and egress, two extra gangwa}';
being provided through the -centre.

Another refreshment-room, on the prompt
side, for stall-holders, and additional

lavator}- accommodation, is also included

amongst the works. A system of ventila-

tion and heating, both to the stage and
auditorium, is being put in, which is be-

lieved will prevent any draughts being felt

Santoi—Tlie winner of the Ascot Gold Cup

Stealaway. who captured the Royal Hunt Cup

and will, by means of fans driven b}- motors and radiators
on each circle, keep the house at an equable temperature.
The electric; lighting installation is being overhauled and
re-wired, with a view of having two independent sources of
supply, and provision against a breakdown, and so do away
with the use of gas. These works form part of the extensive
improvements that have been carried out of late years, and,
when completed, will render the theatre one of the most
comfortable and safest theatres in the metropolis. Mr. P.
E. Pilditch is the architect.

* * *
The monthly report of the public analyst for Westminster,

issued by the City Council, states that of thirteen samples of
butter taken in the Strand district, three consisted entirely cf
margarine, nine contained traces of boracic acid, and only
one was genuine ; whilst of the milk tested, one sample had
6 per cent, of added water, another 12 per cent., and a third
had 8 per cent, of its fat abstracted. Li the Piccadilly dis-
trict one sample of milk had as much as r^ per cent, of added
water ; in St. George's, Hanover Square, a sample of " rum"
contained 28-85 Per cent, of water ; whilst in the St. Mar-
garet's (Westminster) district, the onl)- sample of cheese
taken was found to contain only 3 per cent, of butter fat.

At Royal Ascot — The finish of the Gold Cup
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THE GOLD BADGE OF THE RANGE
The Blue Riband, or perhaps it would be more appro-

priate to say the Gold Badge, of the Range, it goes without
saying, is the guerdon of the winner of that competition
which in future will be known as the " King's Prize," but
which since the inauguration of the great national shooting
carnival in 1861 has borne the proud title of " Her Majesty
the Queen's Prize.

"

Forty-one Queen's Prizes have been won since the com-
petition was instituted, and they have been distributed as
follows :—Twenty-five to Englishmen, thirteen to Scotsmen,
and one to Wales, Guernsey, and Canada respectively.
Private Hayhurst, who won the event for the Colony in 1895,
after a tie with Private Boyd, of the 3rd Lanark, with whom
he divided the first and second prizes, amounting to £,2^0,
was we believe, born in England.

In addition to the ;C25o presented by the Monarch to the
highest aggregate scorer in the three stages, the National
Rifle Association present the same lucky individual with
their gold medal and gold badge ; to the highest aggregate
scorer in the first and second stages a silver medal and
silver badge are presented ; whilst a bronze medal and
bronze badge are the portion of the highest scorer in the
third round. Last year the silver medallist ended up second
when the grand total was added up, and the bronze
medallist fortieth on the list.

The runner-up in the Queen s receives £,(x>, the third on
the list £,^0, the fourth £,yi, the filth ;£20, and there are

595 other money prizes, ranging from £1 to ;^i5. It

should be mentioned that of the 500 highest scorers in the
first stage (last year there were 1,399 entries as compared
with 1,750 the year before) only 300 are eligible to shoot in

the second stage, of these the highest 100 compete in the
third stage. Of the 200 highest in the first stage who are
not allowed to proceed any kirther in the competition, half
their number receive £2 each and the other halt £1 each as
a solatium ; ;£Jioo out of the total value of the money prizes

for this competition, which amounts to ;£2,420, is, moreover,
reserved for tyros not placed as winners in the other cate-

gories. About ;^ 1 1,000 is competed for in all the competi-
tions at Bisley each year.

Last year the finish for the Queen's was particularly
exciting, as can be gauged from the fact that with one shot
to firea-piece Private Ward's score was 336, Colour-Sergeant
Comery (the silver medallist), 335, and Private Dear
(Queen's Prizeman of 1891) 334, and it was possible for

either of them to win. Comery fired first, and a " magpie
"

was telegraphed, bringing up his total to 338. Dear was
the next to " draw a bead," but the Queen's Edinburgh
crack only augmented his aggregate by an " outer," value
two points. When Ward's turn came to shoot he had but

to score a "magpie" to lift the medal, badge, and prize.

He wound up his shooting, however, handsomely, and,
scoring a bull's-eye, brought up his total to 341 points, or
five more than the winner of the year previous— Priaulx, ol

Guernsey—scored.

Private Ward, it should be mentioned, has been in the

f/ial stage of the Queen's on five occasions, and on two he
has carried off the coveted trophy—a record only equalled

by Corporal Angus Cameron, of Kingussie, and the 6th

Inverness, whose infirmity—he possessed but one eye—did

not prevent him getting into the final stage on three occa-

sions, and winning the event on two (1866-69). Private Rae,
who was a competitor in the final stage of the Queen's on
seven occasions, and who won the event in 1878, tied in

1874, but lost to Private Atkinson in the shoot-off.

Parry, of the 2nd V.B. Cheshire, holds the record for

shooting on more occasions than any one else in the final of

the Queen's. From 1877-1897 his name appears ten times

on the list. The following have shot on nine occasions in

the final stage :—Private Caldwell (ist V.B. Argyll and
Sutherland), Captain Foster (4th V.B. West Surrey), Ser-

geant Jones (Welsh Fusiliers), Private Lawrance (ist Dum-
barton), Private Proctor (3rd V.B. Seaforth Highlanders),

and Sergeant Reid (ist Lanark).
The conditions of the competitions, especially respectmg

the number of shots fired at each range, have been so

frequently altered during the last forty years as to render

any direct parallel between the performances of the various

Queen's Prizemen an impossibility ; in the accompanying
diagram, however, the names and regiments of each prize-

man who has scored 60 per cent, or more of the highest
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possible score, are i^fiven in the order of

the magriitiide of their respective percent-

ages. It will be seen that Private Ward's
score of 304 out of a highest possible 330,
in 1897, ST'ves him the highest percentage
of any Queen's Prizeman ; his last year's

score, of 341 out of a highest possible 380,

working out at 3 percent, lower.

Only three winners of this competition
scored less than 60 per cent, of the highest

possible, namel}', Private Ross, the first

Queen's Prizeman, who won the event in

i860 ; Private Jopling, South Middlesex,
who won after a tie with Lord Bury ; and
Mr. Bingham in 1861, and Sergeant Pixley,

of the Victoria Rifles, the winner in 1862 ;

each of these marksmen used the Whil-
l.'orth muzzle-loader.

As there was a loss of ;£3,5oo on last

3 ear's Bisley meeting, attributed partly
to the change of position when shooting
at 200 and 500 yards, it is to be hoped,
now that the prone position is to be
allowed in all stages of the Queen's Prize,

that the number of entries will show a
considerable increase upon last year's

figures when at the 200 yards range the
competitors had to stand, whilst at the

500 yards they kneeled. To shoot with
accuracy at 200 yards when standing with
a nine-pound rifle, and in a blazing sun,

required more practice than most marks-
men thought they had time for, hence the

decrease in the number of entries.

A HUMBLE HERO'S DEATH
At the London Hospital a Sad story was

revealed at an inquest held by Mr. Wynne
E. Baxter concerning the death of Joseph
Thompson, aged forty-one years, a stoker,

late of 14, Bartropp Street, Hackney Wick.
The deceased had temporary employment
in the engineering department of the Stock
Exchange, but left last week owing to the

return of a regular man. On Tuesday
morning (the i8th) he went out to seek
work, and when in Commercial Road saw
a horse attached to a van bolting. He
immediately ran out from the pavement,
sprang at the horse's head and clutched
it but had to let go. The poor fellow fell,

and the wheels passed over his chest,

killing him on the spot.

Inspector Bradley informed the court

Ihat the man had always borne an excellent

character, and had left a widow and five

young children totalh' unprovided for.

The jury returned a verdict of accidental
death, and expressed their sj-mpathy with
t'.ie widow. Inspector Bradley made a
collection, with the result that a sum of

24s. was handed to the widow. Any sums
forwarded to the editor of ^/fl'f^«««/ White
Budget will be given to the widow, and
acknowledged in this paper.
Here is a chance for those loud-mouthed

Members of Parliament who advertise their

love for children. Charity begins at home.

Dr. Dowie, the notorious faith healer,
appeared at a great mass meeting on
Tuesday in Chicago dressed in costly robes
and wearing two artificial wings composed
of silk of various colours, shaped like those
of the grasshopper. He strutted up and
down the platform with his wings flapping,
and made a great sensation. He calls
himself Elijah II.
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^Ije Rebellion : :

: : : o\ ^ella
"<C>9J e^^

WRITTEN BY L. TURNER

Bella Denzel had lately became engaged to a clever

and popular young doctor, and that fact added untold

interest to my first visit—a Christmas one—to her.

He joined us at tea the evening of my arrival, and I im-

mediately fell a victim to h's charms. " Here is a man," I

mused in satisfaction, " woithy tiie best affections of my
sensitive, high-spirited friend. Here is Bella's master-mind."

She "showed him off" very prettily, and he seemed to

quite excel in the gentle art of making himself agreeable.

\\'hen at last he took his leave, Bella accompanied him to

the hall under pretence of helping him on with his overcoat,

an operation he could have managed more expeditiously

alone, to judge from the subdued muttering's and shuffling\s

that reached Mrs. Denzel and me through the open door of

the drawing-room.
We also heard Bella's voice raised first in soft persuasion,

th;:i in supplication, mingled with short and evidently un-

satisfactor)' answers from Dr. Stanning.
At last two rather cold " Good-nights ' sounded, the hall

door closed with a stern bang, and Bella re-entered the

room.
Her broad white brow was drawn together by many cross

little puckers ; her laughter-loving mouth looked like a deter-

mined scarlet line, and in her dark eyes dwelt a bright, hard
glitter.

" Good people, that man's a bcasf ! " she announced, kneel-

ing on the hearthrug, and viciously chastising the harmless,

vcrv necessary fire with the ever-ready poker.
Her mother and I looked up in mild alarm.
" M}- dear child,' expostulated Mrs. Denzil, '^ don't use

such dreadful languag-e !

"

" Can't help i^, mother, he is," repeated Bella, decidedl}' ;

and only the habit of care for her mother's nerves prevented
the weapon dropping back to the fender with a clatter.

By a little judicious sympathy and questioning we ex-

tracted from Bella her reason for so suddenly and violently

changing' her opinion of Dr. Stenning.
" Ethel, he won't take you and nv to the fair on Boxing-

night," she complained, turning to me
The idea of her only child—her cherished Bella, attending

a fair pji.'^ronised by all the tag-rag and bobtail of the town,
rather staggered Mrs. Denzel, who promptly replied that

she " Never heard of such a thing, and Cj'ril was quite
right." Whereupon Bella relapsed into a silence that be-

tokened secret plotting.

Christmas Eve quickly passed, and Christmas Day came.
We spent it very quietly, and but for the vague restraint

that seemed to hang about Bella and Cyril (who was with us
nearly all day), and the cloud of half-sad, half-sweet
memories that tempered Mrs. Denzel's gaiety, it would have
been an intens-ely happy one to me-
At night, as Bella and I, each armed with hairbrushes,

sat at the cos)' fire in her room, she told me very calmly
that she had just broken her eng;agement with Dr.
Stanning.

I won't have anything more to do with such an obstinate
man," she said, with a defiance that failed to cover misery.
"And I'll show him I can do very well without him. Ethel,
my deal-, if you ever have the misfortune to get engaged,
don't, whatever you do, give in to the wretch at first. It's

the first little conces-sions that pave the way for the big
ones they force from you later on."

" O, Bella, they don't 'force,' " I protested.
" Yes, they do," she contradicted, hopelesslj'. " Any-

wa}-. }ou and I will go to this fair by ourselves, and he 11

know I mean what I say then. You'll ' back me up,' Ethel,
I know. "

Of course I would, helplessly weak-minded as I was com-
pared with Bella, who, though nearl)- two years my junior,
ruled me comoletelj-.

I tried, in a faint-hearted way, to make her give up this

foolish scheme, but she had refused several invitations for

the 26th, and her wild mind was quite made up.

So on that evening, after we had each partaken of a mincc-
pie, which Bella declared was all we needed in the shape of
an evening meal, we stole up to our rooms, and donning'
our oldest and shabbiest outdoor attire, set out, "all unbe-
known " to anyone, on that perilous adventure.
The air was clear and sharp with frost. Bella—a safe

weather-prophet—predicted snow before long.
Except a man who stood exactly opposite the house, wear-

ing a huge muffler round his throat and ears, and a hideous
"slouch" hat drawn low on his face, not a soul was to be
seen all along the quiet street.

We proceeded to the place of entertainment by way of
numerous small back streets, at last emerging into one less

mean-looking than the rest. At the far end of it was situated

a large )ard, wherein the merry-go-rounds and swing-boats
—just now beloved of Bella's heart—were holding highest
carnival.

The nearer we approached to the brilliant haze of light,

and the sound of the many wonderful noises and strange
music from different shows, the more excited Bella became,
and the more alarmed was I.

Half-way down the street we passed a g.roup of lounging
youths, one of them a smart, handsome young horse-
artilleryman. This over-gallant fellow, making an elaborate
bow, accosted Bella with the words :

" Beautiful night, isn't

it? Looks rather gay over there," indicating the show-
ground ;

" hope you'll allow me the pleasure of taking you
round a bit."

O, to have taken to my heels ! But Bella held me in an
iron grasp, and, turning to the lad, glanced over him fi'oni

the shining spurs to the jaunty, becoming forage-cap, saying,
with the curious drawl, inherited perhaps from Major Denzel,
her dead father :

"Thanks, reallj' ; but—er— I couldn't indeed take such
advantage of—er—your extreme youth and—er—inex-

perience !

"

I was awfully shocked ! And, as the discomfited warrior
hastily drew back hot and indignant, I hurried her forward
again, feeling ver}* much worse as a coarser voice reached
us, saying jeeringly : "You've got yer foot in it now, Jim ;

'twas only a couple o' bloomin' toffs out on the lark !

"

" Bella ! "
I gasped. She onlj' laughed with reckless joy,

saying : " My dear, in cases like that j'ou must give as good
as jou get ; any little general servant will tell you that.

Come, hurry up, Rosetta Mary Ann Gwendoline ; everyone
else must take us for housemaids to-night."

We reached the entrance to the revel scene, and I hung
back in dread. "Come,' said Bella again, turning on me
dark, unearthly, bright eyes. The novelty of sight and
sound was as intoxicating wine to her ; she looked and
moved like a creature bewitched.

" Once before I've been in such a scene," she said, in

nervous haste. "Years and years ago, when I was very

little, father brought me to a show like this. O, what a
glorious time it was to us both ! We went in the swing-
boats, on the horses and the switchback railway : and dad
' shied ' at the cocoanuts, and nearly capsized the whole
show ! I shall never forget that night, and how cross

rhbther was afterwards because she thought he was teaching
me to have depraved tastes. That was just two weeks
before he went to Egj pt, and away from us for ever. They
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used to call him ' Dashing- mike Denzel,' Ethel, because he
was always ready to enjoy a fig:ht or a frolic ; and after he
was killed " She broke off the rapid, excited speech
suddenly, then {ibruptly said :

" No, we won't g-o that way—there's a policeman ! " The
sig-ht of the representative of all that is lawful and rig-ht

pricked her burdened conscience, and we turned off to the

left.

" I hate to see police standing about like that, in such
conscious righteousness and majesty," she said wrathfully,

as we threaded our way cautiously between fearsome-looking
stalls and booths ; "it always reminds me of a cow chewing
—what do you say ?—cud. Let me see, what does the cow
do ? O, yes ; she sits like Patience on the Marble Arch,
chewing the cud of sweet and bitter fancy, and letting- the

worm in the bud feed on her damask cheek. No ; cows
don't have damask cheeks. I've often thoug-ht there was
something wrong about Shakespeare."
Thus she rattled on, and I waited patiently until all this

excitement should pass off, and Bella, suffering- from severe

headache, would meekly let me lead her home.
Snow had been falling-, as Bella had foretold, for the last

twenty minutes, in myriads of tiny, lig-ht flakes, covering
the whole scene with soft, powdery whiteness, and adding
to its brilliancy and weird fascination.

Once, as I gazed about the gay and festive throng-, I

noticed again the man with the muffler we had seen as we
left the house. He watched us with a dark stare that made
nie uneasy. I pointed him out to Bella, who merely-

flashed a careless glance at him and turned away saying-,
" O, it's nothing : come along to the swing-boats."
We waited our turn for a " boat,' and I entered it in fear

and trembling. " Dashing Mike Denzcl's " beautiful

daughter occupied one end, her head well up, eyes wide and
sparkling- with delight, passionate lips a little apart, and her
whole attitude speaking- of unalloyed bliss ; while I, at the

other, after one despairing glance as we swung- to a fearful

height at the shifting crowd below, shut my eyes, long-ing-

to g-rasp tightly the sides of the terrible craft, and prepared
for the worst.

Thankfully disembarking at last, I almost collided with
the wearer of the muffler. He followed as we made our
way to the merry-go-rounds, and stood behind us as we
watched their noisy, g-iddy, motion. He looked even more
villainous than before, and my thoughts ran in parody
of a well-known rhyme :

Once there was a horrid man.
His clotlhes were white with snow,

And everywhere that Bella went
That man was sure to g-o. /

He followed to the fair one day.
Which was against the rules

But there I stopped, remembering that Bella was the trans-

gressor.

"Come, choose a horse and get on quickly," sa'id Bella,

as the whirligig stopped for a moment.
" Bella, I ivill not," I protested firmly.
" Nonsense," said Bella, and looking around she mur-

mured, threateningly, " Where's that audacious, good-
looking soldier i*''

I chose a horse then, got on with more haste lh:in grace,
and warmly embracing the pole that ran through the body
of my dappled-grey mount, which, by the way, rejoicful

exceedingly in the name ol " Kitchener," painted gaily
round its wooden neck—closed my eyes once more, until

our whirl of a ride was over.
" Bella, wouldn't it be rather nice to go home now?" I

suggested, after dismounting with difficulty.

That dreadful man still hovered near, and Bella was about
to agree to leave the distasteful entertainment, when two
little ragamuffins unluckily nuirmured the magic words,
" Cocoa-nut shies " just behind us.

'' O, cocoannts ! " repeated Bella, with renewed energ-y.
" Come along !

"

We went along, but failed to find the cocoanuts, and
daring a good deal rather than lose them, Bella sought her
old enemy the policeman.

" Can you direct me to—the—the place where you ' shy'
for cocoanuts ? " she asked him sweetly.

Fi'om his dark height he regarded us in grave disapproval,

and, raising a powerful arm, pointed towards the entrance
gates, saying slowly :

" That's the way I advise you to take, miss."

It was not Bella's way to " feel small "
; she simply darted

at him an upward glance, half-laughing, half-defiant, and
murmuring, " O, so much obliged to you !

" flounced away
in the opposite direction, his majesty of the law, a trifle

upset, looking after her in mingled bewilderment and admira-
tion.

"We'll find the place ourselves," she said, m calm inde-

pendence, and we proceeded to tour the show again.

It was now after ten o'clock, and the later the hour the

faster and more furious waxed the fun. In spite of myself
I was getting interested in the scene, and in the different

types of humanity around. But Bella, coming suddenly face

to face with the muffled man still shadowing us, stopped
short for a moment, gazing at him as though terror-struck ;

then she turned to me, saying quickly :

" That man 1 O, don't you know him ? Let us get home
at once

!

"

At the big gates we gave one anxious look back—to see

our pursuer following steadily not five yards behind. With
a muttered exclamation of dread, Bella made off at full

speed, I after her, and the horrible unknown bringing up
the rear, for I could hear his heavier step perilously close.

In that awful race it seemed to me that we flew, but

neither pace nor distance taxed him at all ; he kept evenly

that short length behind us until we- were quite near Bella's

longed-for home.
I saw her reach the gate, panting, and fall heavily to the

ground, the footsteps behind me quickening, at the same
time, to a desperate rush.

As the man passed me his hat fell off, and, with relief

unutterable, I recognised—Cyril Stanning.
i; * * + *

Bella had only slightly twisted her ankle. She was
standing with his scarcely-needed support as I came upjust

in time to hear him say, " little rebel, how long is this

to last ? " and Bella's answer, " For this night only,

dearest. But you looked so angry—you frightened me so.

I'll never do it agahi
!'
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STATUE DOG
LIVING PICTURES IN

WHITE

To heel

A VERY pretty show is that of Miss Chester and her

EngHsh setter Billy, very pretty and very skilful. A series

of living pictures in statuary are presented in a very large

gilt frame. The background is dead black, the dog is all

white, and Miss Chester wears a white dress ; the effect is

further heightened by the electric light. Between each

picture plush curtains descend from the sides of the frame,

and draw up again a few moments later. Altogether there

are ten pictures, which ane respectively entitled "Getting
Ready," " To Heel," " Scenting Game," " Pointins^r,

'

" Dropped to Shot," " Retrieving,"
" Retrieved," " At Lunch," " Wounded
Dog," and " Home Again."
In each of these

tableaux Billy is

as firm as a rock,

and still asdeath.
He also drops
into his positions

wondrously quick
and correct. In

the picture
" Dropped to
Shot," his mas-
ter, Mr. Chester,
fires off a gun
behind^ and Billy

drops obedient to

the shot. This is

the more remark-
able as he has
never been shot
over in a field,

has never, in fact,

done ajiy field

work at alL He
was pracfically

born into the
'

' profession,' '

and has passed most of his time on the
" b6ards." He is five years old and has been
a great traveller.

Billy is really an Anglo-American, baying
been born in the United States of English
parents. Mr. Chester bought him when he
was a mc^rfe " infa>nt," t'^gethcr with his .sis'ter

The latter was not
intended for show
purposes but was
purchased in order to

keep Billy company,
as it was thouglit

that a separation
might be detrimental
to him. Strangely
enough, at first Billy

turned out to be a
duffer, and nothing
could be done with
him, whereas his sis-

ter was a most apt

pupil. Unfortunately
the latter, when but

a few months old,

was seized with
" puppy fits,' and
>luifRed off this mor-
tal coil, leaving poor
Billy, the duffer, sad.

This separation of* tlie two clogs had a remarkable sequel.
In order to lighten the burden of his bereavement by social
intercourse, so to speak, they let Billy loose among other
dogs. Soon after, to quote Mr. Chester, " it w'ould seem
that the natural talent of his dead sister had passed into
him," for to the general surprise he became a most skilful

performer. Was it that he did it in affectionate remem-
brance of the dead ? Who shall read the heart or fathom
the mind of a dog ?

Since then Billy has made quite a lot of money and a
name that shall go down to canine posterity. He is still a
"great baby," to again quote his master, who is devoted to

him, as also is his mistress ; every night regularly he comes
for his bedtime kiss, and he is also most assiduous in obtain-
ing a morning salute. Generally speaking, he is most
obedient, and only once has he had a hiding, and then if

was very necessary. If he needs any little correction a tap
on the nose with his master's finger will quickly bring him
to his senses. As regards diet, he will eat nothing but
meat, refusing bi'^ruits with disdain. They are trying to

wean him from this taste, as too much meat is not jsrood

for him.

* * *
The Chesters are Americans, and Chester pere is a great

trainer of dogs. Like some mortals,
dogs teach us to Jove them, then
eave us. Here is a pretty story
tod me by Mr. Chester. A pre-

decessor of Billys, a dog twelve
years of age, had done yeoman ser-

vice and was much prized and par-

ticularly beloved by Mr. and iVIrs.

Chester. One ill-fated night he
caught cold and developed a slight

cough. This got worse, and in an
alarmingly short

space of time he
was in the throes

of a serious ill-

ness. Age Was
against him, and
in spite of the

most skilled
treatment he
died. The Ches-
ters were incon-

solable at their

loss, Mr. Chester
13'ing all night
with his head pil-

lowed on the

lifeless body . of

the dog. He
secured a lock

of its hair, and
has kept it as a
mascot in a
leather pocket-

book ever since.

Dropped to shot He showed it
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to me and said he would not take -well, qujtea lot of money
for that lock of dog's hair.

In connection with this dog's death there was a strange
numerical sequence. It was born on December 7th and it

died on December 7th ; it was twelve years old, and it lay
in room twelve of the hotel where they were sta)ing ; and
on December 7th, two years after, Mr. Chester set sail for
England.

* * *

But here is a doggie stor^'

stranger still connected with a

the prt-miscs, when com-
()leted next spring, will

(onstilutc what is known
as a " full " fire--slation, and
iire intended to tjc supple-
mented by similar establish-
ments at Greenwich, Lee,
and Battersea. Besides

Scenting

»Vounded

brother of Mr. Chester. This gentleman possesses a busfij',

black-coated dog— I find I have forgotten the particular

breed, but that is immaterial—which for years he"^ has
religiously combed every morning. The combings he pre-

served, and of these he has now had a coat made. There
was not sufficient material to be worked into a fabric on a
loom, so it was spun by an old lady of eighty-seven on a
spinning-wheel, who was assisted hy another old lady of
sevent}-. This surelj'

is the strangest coat
ever fashioned — a
coat made from a
coat !

Bill3-'s coat is like

silk fresh from the
cocoon, and from tip

to tip he is nearly
snow-white. When
he is not posing he
is full of life and ani-
mation, his face

Retrieving

simpl)- beaming with roguish merriment, rmmedfately he
is let loose he invites all and sundry to come and romp
with him ; it is quite a treat to watch him at his gam-
bols. He is one of the gentlest things in dumb creaTtion ;

intelligent, obedient, stead)-, merrv— a verv optimist—
productive, and the staunchest of friends. Tha't's Billy !

»i^i»-
H. L. Adam.

The memorial stone 01 a new fire-stat'ion at West Hamp-
stead was laid the other day by Mr. J. D. Gilbert, Chair-
man of the Fire Brigade Committee of the London Countv
Council. Situated at Fortune Green, in West End Lane,

Getting ready

these, uncfer the programme of the County Council for last

3ear and the current twelve months, .new stations either

have been or are about to be provided at Forest Hill,

Homerton, Euston Road, Paddington, Shepherds Bush,
and Cripplegate, with extensive enlargements of the
existing premises at Whitechapel and Islington. The
West Hampstead Station will be a commodious block of

buildings, giving accommodation for a staff of twelve men,
four horses, one steam fire-engine, a horsed-escape, and a
hose-cart. The designs are from plans prepared bj- Mr. W.
E. Riley, supervising architect of the County Council, and
the works which, with the site, will entail an expenditure
of over ;£^i3,ooo, will be carried on by the Works Depart-
ment. Mr. Gilbert—who was accompanied bj' Mr. Allan
(Vice-Chairman of the Fire Brigade Committee), Mr.
Fletcher and Mr. Mullins (local representatives of the Count)-
(^ouncil), and Commander Wells—claimed for the County
Council that since it took over the charge of the Metropoli-
tan Fire Brigade in 1889, it had discharged its duties w ith

a full sense of the public requirements.

* * *
Strawberry pickers from large towns in the north arc

flocking into Cheshire
and Denbighshire for

strawberrj- - picking,
which has com-
menced on an exten-
sive area devoted to

cultivation of the fruit

near the Dee, above
Chester. The copious
showers have greatlj-

improved prospects,
and the crop will be
quite an average
one.

Ketric^ cd
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Temptation

Explanation

^^ ^f * > * *

(It begins with "D" and ends with " tion
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VVinning the 100 Vards Race Winning the 440 Yards Flat Race

THE
The start for the Five-Mile Cycle Race

POLYTECHNIC SPORTS AT PADDINGTON
The accompany-

ing' illustration —
the wreck of the
Peruvian at Sea-
ford—gives a very
good idea of the
power of the sea.

The vessel, which
was over ijOoo tons
burthen, was
thiown high and
dry on Scaford
Beach during a
recent storm. In-

deed, so powerful
were the waves
that the Peruvian
was almost dashed
against the sea-
wail. As it was,
four days after
stranding the ves-
;?d broke up and
was the cause of The force of the sea—A wreck at Sea'ford. (Photo by W. Wynter)

demolishing over
fift)' yards of the

sea-wall.

Ox board the

Arefhusa and Chi-
chester training"-

ships, stationed at

Greenhithe, Kent,
there are vacancies
for poor boys of

good characterwho
wish to go to sea.

The ages should
be between four-

teen and sixteen,

and applications

ma}' be sent ad-
dressed to Mr. H.
B. Wallen, secre-

tarj-, 164, Shaftes-

bury Avenue, Lon-
don, W.C.
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Bacchanalians A Bacchanalian (Mr. Alan Turner)

** INSPIRATION '' AT THE ALHAMBRA
MR. SLATER'S LATEST SUCCESSFUL BALLET

h I
Illlii

The cvirla'm draws up on a dark stage. The scene is
\

outside a Temple, in the Realms of Imagination, and you
may place the period just where your fancy pleases. High
aloft, dominating the whole scene, is the Goddess of Inspi-

ration, lamp in hand, the lurid rays from which just make
discernible many other figures below reposing in various
positions. These are, in fact, the Genius of Inspiration at
the feet of the Goddess, and attendants, prostrate before
the mighty one.

"f-

Thus your curiosity is most effectually piqued at the slarl.

Day is proclaimed by a sentinel, and quickly puts in an
appearance ; all rouse themselves, rise, and pay tuneful

tribute to the Goddess, who replies in kind. When the
lights are full on there is revealed a scene which is trul}-

beautiful. This realm of imagination is a land in which to

spend a dreamy and reposeful life. It is a bower of pink
blossoms and delicate green foliage ; flight upon flight of
steps lead up and away through a vista at the back, and on

Satellites A Satyr (Mr. diaries Kaymond'
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cillR-r sidf ol" tlie fore-

j^ioimd ;uo I he JCre)'

sloiic pillars of a mighty-
Icmple. It is the finest

scene I have jet
encountered in a ballet,

and docs that talented
artist of the brush, Mr.
T. E. R^an, full jus-

lice.

The inhabitants of
Iiiiag-inatiOn are not,

however, to enjoy the
beaut}- and seclusion of
their realm all to them-
selves, for a party of
Bacchan.;Uians burst
sing-ing- into the place,
their leader possessing
a desire to exchange

Bacchantes

compliments with the wondeifiil God-
dess of Inspiration, of whom he has
heard so much, but in whom he believes

very little. In short, he comes to scoff,

but remains to applaud. With him
is one Glaucus, a follower who takes
the lead and bids the Goddess descend
from her high estate, and indulge n
a little chat with his master. This
request the exalted 6ne treats with
silent contempt, which is misinter-
preted below as a proof of impotence,
but on the lad}' s lip is that peculiar,

curl}- smile which is always indicative

of ineffable scorn.

* V *
The Bacchanalians make it clearly

understood that they believe only in

one kind of inspiration, and it is that

which is contained in the wine-cup.
They proceed to quaff refreshing
draughts of nothing from glittering

goblets, and indulge in a wild, delirious

dance—the kind of unrestrained free-

dom which is invariably engendered of

the flowing bowl.
They are not, however, content to

confine their transports to their own
circle, but they force the Goddess to

drink and be merr}-. She straightway
becomes hilariois, and subseqcently
angry at the exuberance of her own
verbosit}', and then trouble ensues, as
it usually does when lovely woman
frowns. Her lamp goes out, darkness
descends upon the scene, the thunder
rolls and the lightning flashes forth ; very good lightning,

b} the wa}', genuine electric fluid. This causes consterna-
tion in the Bacchanalian party, until the fit of anger passes
and the lamp shines forth once more. Then, of course, the

leader of the convivial ones waxes courageous and snaps
his fingers at the Goddess, challenging her to prove her
power, and stating that- if she succeeds in doing so he will

be q.iile willing to applaud in the usual wa}-.

The challenge is at once accepted, and the Goddess of

Inspiration proceeds to give all present a taste— several

tastes, in fact—ot herqualit}'. Without the slightest exertion
she conjures up it scene from Shakespeare's Tempest, with
Caliban, the hirsute, as the central fig-ilre ; then comes
Poetry, in the shape of figures from Milton's L'Altegro,

mc!uding Melanchol}', Aurora and Laughter ; Painting is

symbolised by a representation of Sir E. J. Poynter's
A Greek Pa>ice, and Music finds expression in Wagner's
chorale from the end of the first act of Luheiigrijt, and
exc3rpts from the works of various other composers.
A. the end the entertainment Is universalh' voted a com-

plete success, and—woman wins. The erstwhile scoffing

leader of the Bacchanalians walks with luunble mien and
b6wed he.'id up the steps to the feet r,f the all-powerful
Goddess, and asks her will she kindl}- allow him to become
one ot her very faithful subjects. Thus it ever was with
woman and the man ; there is a nioial, e\en in a bjtllct.

A majestic Goddess was Miss .\udre\ Slafl'ord, majestic
and handsome, and nobody begrudged her her triumph over
the BaCchAnalian. I have sCen Mr. I.\Hon Grey to better
advantage; as GlauCUs he had little to do and less to say ;

it is sufficient, however, that he did and said that little well,
And looked QlaUcus. The name of Miss Espinosa in asso-
ciation with the part of Genius of Inspiration is sufficient
guarantee that it was danced to perfection. Miss E. Slack
was pretty and graceful as A Greek Dancer ; Mr. George
Almonti's Laughter was hearty and baislerous ; and Messrs.
Fred Farren and Charles Raymond, in weird make-ups as
Caliban and A Satyr respectively, were striking figures in

the scene. There were many others and all were good.
Mr. IMa'colni Watson invented and

wrote Inspiration, Mr. George W.
Ey :g composed the music, and the
dances were arranged by Signer
Coppi. The last-named gentleman
was good enough to group the figures
for the photogra|)hs accompanying
this article. Mr. Webber, the elec-

trician, deserves a word for his won-
derful electric effects.

It only remains to mention that the
production was under the direction of

Mr. Charles ^Vilson, who invents- and
writes ballets himself, and knows
quite a little about them.

H. L. Ai).\.\r.

.^ .

BRAVE LITTLE FINLAND
Finland is a little countr}-, and

there is not much to tell about it. But
it is the focus of sonic bra.\e ideas.

Glaucus (3Ir. Lytton Grey)

and its short stor}'

has no soiled page,
writes Mr. H. Nor-
man, M.P., in Scrib-

ner's Magazine. A
desolate and water-
logged land, in a
hard northern cli-

mate, three-quarters

of its surface desti-

tute of population,

possessing no natural

wealth except its

forests and no natu-
ral advantages ex-

cept its waterfalls,

where the ripening
crops race against
the descending frost

for their harvest-goal
and are often out- Guard of Inspiration

*' INSPIRATION " AT THE ALHAMBRA
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Bacchanalian and Greek Dancer A Greek Dancer

stripped, and where
the peasant for half
the year hves like

an Arctic explorer
— how should it

have any stor}' ?

Yet the ver}- hard-
ness of the strugf^le

has made the Finn
one of the sturdiest

specimens of
humanity — only
the sturdy could
survive ; industry
was the_ condition
of his existence ;

his loneliness has
bred self-reliance,

and his long soli-

tudes have awak-
ened faith. He has
developed in this

dark, wintry corner
of Europe a civili-

sation cuiio.isly his
A Satyr and Attendants

own—quaintly ori-

ginal on the one
side and trans-

atlanticall}' pro-
gressive on the

other. He has a
natural bent for

science, especially

in its practical ap-
plication ; art has
been born to him—
not much in quan-
tity, but vigorous
and independent in

quality •; -while
literature has by
nature deep roots

in the hearts of

men whose chilly,

infertile home-land
is the richest of al!

the world in folk-

song and Ijric pro-

verb, in legend and
magic spell.

Musicians Bacchantes aird Satyr,-
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LARGEST WINDMILL IN ENGLAND

TilK tract of laiul lying arouiul Vaiinoulli may aptly Ijc

described as the country of dykes and windmills, and' llie

stranger who approaches this poi)ular seaside resort bv
road or rail has unfolded to his view a scene which is

strangely typical of Holland. The landscape hereabouts
seems literally studded with these gyrating structures, and
is only broken here and there by the occasional view of
some distant church spire, or a herd of cattle grazing on
the lowlands. In the accompanjing photograph is shown
the " High Mill " at Southtown, which may be said to be a
veritable giant among the surrounding pigmies. Erected
in 1812 at a cost of ;{Jio,ooo, this mill has eleven stories with
a total height of 130 feet, which is said to make it the tallest

structure of its kind in England. A roadwa}' runs through
the base of the mill, which admits of wagons laden with
corn being drawn directly under the building and unloaded
trom the centre of it.

It is hardly a secret that the Army is distinctly unpopular
in the medical schools. One hears all sorts of things said,

but the fact remains that young medical men will not become
Army doctors. The matter is too important to discuss in a
brief paragraph, but the secret is probably to be found, not

in the lack of big prizes, but in the abolition of the regimental

system. Further, the officers of the R.A.M.C. have spent a

great deal of time fighting for military rank,, instead of

agitating for a post-graduate course.

-Miss G. Johnston AVatson

A YOUNG composer, Miss Gwendolen Johnston Watson,
made a successful appearance at the Cavendish Rooms
on June 27th with a two-act fairy opera, Sneewitcheii,

founded on Grimm's story. Miss Watson is barely twent}',

.and should do well, as she has written several very taking 1

songs, and understands' the dramatic side of a story of love

and jealousy, both words and music being her work. The
Prince, Princess Snowwhite, the jealous Queen Ariana (for

whose final repentance Miss Watson has written a very able
number) and the good dwarf Hambul Ambul, explain the
story. Madame Charlotte Russ"ell, as a graceful and
shapely Prince, rendered her songs with great success,
being several times recalled, especially for one at the begin-
ning of the second act, " Her eyes are like the Violet," and
made a capital lover for Snowwhite (Miss Dora Pass), who
acted and sang with enthusiasm. As the jealous Ariana,
Miss Teify Davies, who has a fine contralto, did very- well,

the three ladies gaining a recall for their trio. Miss
Catherine Kips, Mr. Meurig James, Mr. Kentish Wright
and others helped to make Snecwitcheii a success, and Miss
Watson has good reason to persevere in her career as a
musician. The performance was ably produced by Mr. F.

Wood, Mr. G. H. Birch being the general director and Herr
]. H. Bonawitz the conductor.

¥ * ¥
The author of " Loudon's Bonnie Banks and Braes,"

Robert Tannahill, was apprenticed to his father's trade of
weaver in his twelfth year at Paisley, where he was born
June 3rd, 1774, the 3ear which saw the first publication of
the poems of Burns. That influence which quickened the
poetic fire of so many Scottish youths in humble life made
Tannahill, in his too short career, one of the most popular
song-writers of Scotland. Most of his poems were com-
posed as he drove the shuttle to and fro, and hastily written
down on a tiny shelf rigged up on the post of liis loom.
His one love affair ended disastrously, but in its happier
stage gave us "Jessie, the Flower of Dunblane. " Pei--

sonally, he was a small, delicate man of shy and retiring

disposition. His " Poems and .Songs " appeared in 1807,
and three years later Iiis monotonous and despondent life

came to its tragic end. He was engaged in revising his

work when the refu.'ial of Constable to print the new edition

threw, liini into a, state of acute melanchol}', during which-he
burnetEsEft-fws-new-and rcA'ised poems and drowned himself.

Tl>e Uigh .AlUI, Southtown, Great Varmouth, the

largest Mindmill in Kngland
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WAR SET NO. 2"

The laic Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes once said that "
I lie

first effect of looking at a g'ood photog'raph throug'h (he

stereoscope is a surprise such as no painting- ever pro-

duced." That being- the case, it is not astonishing that

Messrs. Underwood and Underwood, the well-known storeo-

icopic photographers, have been congratulating them-
selves over the huge sale of their second set of war photo-

graphs. The stereograph, by the way, is a handy instru-

ment to which the oft-quoted saying " Distance lends

enchantment to the view " may be most truly applied.

Through it the human eye sees in the photograph what the

human eye saw at the place where the photo was taken.

Some of th.e photos of "Set No. 2 " make the heart bleed.

The Angel of Death has swooped over the veld. Silent

figures are borne away as swiftly as possible ; men are in

their death agony, our wear)-, ragged soldiers forget their

bleeding feet and empty belly, and march till they drop
over the rugged stones, over the cursed, dried-up land of

Hades. The photos are wonderful. They are made out in

two sets, each set contained in a neat khaki-covered case.

Including the stereoscope the price is £,2 12s. ; without
stereoscope, £,2 los. There are 72 photos in each set.

Messrs. Underwood's address, it ought to be stated, is

26, Red Lion Square, London, W.C.

The proprietors of Black and While have made special

arrangements with The Press Etching Co., of Wine Office

Couit, to give everyone a chance to buy a reproduction of

Mr. Frank Feller's splendid painting, The Old Flag. The
picture is a stirring one and is dedicated to Field-Marshal

Earl Roberts, V.C. All the principal generals who fought
in the war are seen rallying round the Union Jack and
cheering. Full particulars are given on the cover of this

number. A couple of shillings a month brings the picture

within the reach of all.

* * 5p

A CONTRACT has been placed for building the new Royal
Infirmary, Newcastle, the price being ;^203,ooo. The
foundation-stone was laid by the King twelve months ago in

commemoration of the Diamond Jubilee.

Fred. E. VVeatherley, the eminent song-writer

Who to-day (July 6th) gives his concert-lecture " Thirly-three years oi

bong-writing," in the Steinway Hall. (Photo by IJarraud.)

FRED E. WEATHERLEY
There ought to be a big crowd at the Steinway Hall

(Lower Seymour Street, Portman Square, W.) this afternoon

(July 6th), for Mr. Fred E. Weatherley, the well-known song-
writer, IS to give, in his own breezy stjle, a concert-lecture

on his experiences of thirty-three years of song-writing.

It is to be no ordinary concert nor a conventional lecture,

but a happy blending of the two. Mr. Weatherley's songs
are practically legion, and amongst the better known are
" Nancj- Lee," "We All Love Jack," "The Old Brigade,"
" Darby and Joan," " The Star of Bethlehem," " The Holy
Cit}'," " The Children's Home." The lecture will be further

enhanced by the fact that the contrast, say, between "Nancy
Lee " and "The Holy City," will be brought out to the full

by the eminent singers, Mrs. Ernest Newton, Miss Florence

Bulleid, Mr. Jack Robertson, Mr. H. Lane-Wilson, and
Mr. Maurice Farkoa, who are to be accompanied by Mr.
Ernest Newton— who, b)' the way, wrote " Going to

Kildare," the first song sung in public by the charming
Ellalinc Terriss. Mr. Weatherle)-, in addition to his legal

work—for he is a barrister—has found time to write not

only songs but the English versions of Cavalleria Riisliraiia

and Pagliacci, the lyrics in Messag'er's Miiriat, numerous
books for children, two books on logic aiul several poems.
So that altogether he has had a very busy time of it, ai\d

can still be brimming over with fun. \\'hen coach at Oxford
he wrote " Nanc)' Lee " while waiting for his pupils, and a
domestic row of some neighbours inspired him to give to

the world " Darby and Joan. " He was born at Portishead,

Somersetshire, in 1848, and to all intents and purposes
composed in the cradle. The proceeds ot the concert-

lecture are to be given to the Choir Fund of St. Thotnas'
Church, Portman Square, W.

.»i^'*

C. I'ease, of Oiiblin. the one-mile nmateui cycUuy
cbampioa of Kacjlaaa.

Mr. Akthlr C()1-L1ns is already oa>ting the pl.i\- Bi-K

Hiir, which he Intends to produce at Druiy Lane Theatre
next Easter. One of the most important engagements ho

has yet made is that of Mr Robert Taber, who will play the

name-pan.
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Fashion has iiiadL- a virtue oi necessity, and decreed
that veils shall no lonj^'ei' be worn, since there is no pL;ce
for this once indispensable adjunct on our present flat be-
tlowered head-gear. Will the strict adherence to this whim
play havoc with our complexions ? Not if a little extra
care be used during' the hot weather. A good powder, such
as that sold by the V'inolia Company or of any good maker,
should be dusted ligfhtly over the face before going out or
exposing- the skin to any ordeal of wind, sun, or heated
atmosphere. Be careful to wipe off any surplus powder uith
a piece of linen, sufficient will still be left for protective
purposes. The use of a cosmetic, if by carelessness it is

allowed to be detected, defeats its object, which is to

enhance and soften the complexion, and not to veneer or
hide the entire skin. Personally, I think the wearing- of
veils more detrimental than protective to the complexion^
and so can rejoice at Fashion's prohibition.

* ¥ V

The picturesque frock here depicted caught my approving-
eye the other day, so I had it put into pictured form for the

benefit of my artistic readers. I have in my mind's eye an
art student who, while not being' entirely out of the fashion,

yet likes to bring a touch of her artistic individuality into

her costumes. The full skirl can well <iis])(nse with any
trimming-, and depends for success on its own graceful folds,

while the slightly pointed bodice, with its handsome guipuie
collar and puff sleeves, are quaint and artistic to a degree.

It goes without sayingf that this gown should be carried out

in some soft material which hangs well, or the scheme will

be v>poilt.

V * ¥

Oi'R second illustration portrays a simple though stylish

cotton frock The skirt boasts two rows of guipure lace

insertion edged with narrow black ribbon velvet. The very
pretty bolero fastens across the blouse of white muslin with
three handsome buttons, and is edged with gui]5ure and
outlined with black ribbon velvet. The sleeves bell at the

elbow and finish with a frill ; guipure lace carries the sleeve

to wrist.

Now that King Ruffle reigns supreme, every woman
must bow her head under his yoke and possess one of these

necessary accessories to her toilet. Of our three illustra-

tions, the one composed of chiffon is most novel, a special

feature being the clasp on the loose knot and the silk tassels

which adorn it. The flower ruffle would be charming for

some verv special occasion, saj' for a finish tea bridesmaid's

costume of white, and the ruffle composed of pink roses.

This v>'ould be raiite a novel way of carrying the indispens-

able posy of flowers.

I THINK it is Max O'Rell who has given us as his opinion

tluit never in the history of women have they dressed so

exquisitely as in this year. I think we must all agfree with

him and acknowledge the truth of what he sa3's. Never
have our fashions been so free from exag'gerations in one
place or another, and long' may they continue so. After the

great sales, the autumn st^-les will be set forth, and it is to

be hoped they will not forfeit this eulogism, and may bi-

admired as well as copied b}- us.

* * *

Every goocf housewife keepsa look-out for dainty novelties,

little accessories for the table, or for the embellishment of

her rooms ; her home will be replete with all the little name-
less conveniences which, taken singly, are unnoticeable, yet

all tend to the comfort of the inmates, and stamp her menage
as that of the ideal mistress. To such a one I would ask :

Have you seen the useful little novelty known as the egg-
decapitator ? If not, let me describe its merits, and you will

then assuredly hasten to supply this needed adjunct to your
breakfast-table. This little article is made in nickel plate,

and is shaped in a circle, and has a knuckle-joint ; the sniall,

sharp teeth remove the top of an egg in a most scientific

manner, cutting off as small or large a portion as one wishes

in the cle;uiest fashion. Its use abolishes all cracked shells,

with their attendant nuisances. Since eggs play so impor-

tant a part on John Bulls breakfast-table, I think this de-

Three fashionaDie ruffles
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The Marines have a good try for the first prize in tl e Field Gun Competition

The Sheerness Gunnery School capture the first prize in the Field Gun Competition

The Quarter-mile Flat Race (open to Depot). W. Jennings, writer, comes in liist

THE NAVAL SPORTS AT CHATHAM
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r,-i[)itator titily supplies a
•' loiig--felt want," the boast
of each new periodical.

What is more appetising-
than a daint)' receptacle
filled with new-laid eggs,
covered with their bright
ittle cosies, and the silvcrj-

decapitator ready by their

side asking to he used !

* * ¥
Fencing, an art long

neglected, is once more be-

ing revived amongst us, and
great encouragement given
lo women who wish to be-

come proficient in this

graceful practice. Until

quite recently one had a
vague kind of idea that

some Englishmen, espe-
cially actors, learnt to fence,

but with women it was an
unknown quantity outside
the theatrical profession,
and that Madame , Sarah
Bernhardt and Mrs. Langtry
only took it up for profes-

sional purposes,
not to gratify a
taste or indulge
in a healthful and
pleasant pastime.
I spoke a week
or so ago of the
benefit the fig-ure

derives from
swimming. The
same may be
said of fencing,

which, besides
•levcloping the figure and giving an easy and graceful
carriage, also trains the eye to be quick and alert. A
lady I know, past middle age, practises with the foils

every day as a cure for insomnia. She finds this exercise,

which really brings the whole body into plaj', invaluable for

insuring a peaceful sleep. A club, having its headquarters
it 115, Ebury Street, is now open to ladies. An}' of my
readers desirous of joining a fencing club should apply for

idmission to the hon. secretary, Mrs. W. H. C. Staveley.

* * ¥
TnK best people are still wearing black, white, and greys.

Here and there one sees a study in mauve, but black and
white predominate. I have not been to Ascot this year, but
t "mere man," not quite so hopelessly ignorant of feminine
ipparel as some of his sex, told me he was never at so

A simple style for a cotton frock

dismal a meeting-. The ladies, all in sombre gowns, and the
men, in top hats and black frock-coats, looked as ifthey had
come to assist at a funeral, instead of taking part in one of
society's most fashionable gatherings — the mourning
drapery on the ro3al box favouring this idea. He did not
notice, as I should have done, that these neutral tints make
an excellent foil for the exquisite lace which literally adorns
every smart gown. Apropos of lace, " the whirligig of
time " his once more wedded lace and jewels, and to-day
one may inspect and admire the most beautiful specimens of
this luxurious combination at the Quest Galler}', 172, New
Bond Street. Here the fairj-like meshes of fine lace, so
dear to the heart of every woman, are further enhanced by
various insertions of delicatelj-coloured stones, and these
arranged with such artistic skill that one comes away firmly
convinced that the blending of jewels and lace is a most
excellent one. It is to Jdc hoped this fashion will not share
the usual fate, and be vulgarised bj' cheap imitations.

Thoc'GH with Gilbert's hero "I do not long- for all one
sees that's Japanese," still I must confess to a special long-
ing for one of the now fashionable pigmy trees which hail

from that most fascinating land. Of the man}- beautiful
treasures we owe to the artistic little Japs, these tiny trees
are among the prettiest. How the quaint charm of this

bright little people spreads itself over all their belongings :

they borrow from no nation, but stamp their work with their
own inimitable individuality, and flower shrubs and trees
all partake of their subtle influence. Last year great sums
were paid for the more special sorts of these Lilliput trees,

but the once happy purchasers of these expensive pets have
found that the air of Mayfair, so essential to their well-
being, has the opposite effect on the poor little tree from the
" Land of the Sun." Not all the spasmodic care and
enthusiastic admiration showered on them by their mistress,
nor the sympathy and condolences of her friends expressed
at the dinner-table which these treelets grace, can bring-

back the old vigour to the poor little exile, which 3-et lives to

a hearty old age in its mother-country. Martha.

¥ * *
Martha will have much pleasure in answering queslion.s

relating to domestic or personal matters.

J? * *
Rose.—You will find Sunlight Soap the very best treat-

ment for your rose trees. Dissolve a square in two gallons
of water, syringe the trees over night, and wash off in the
morning, when j-our trees will be fresh and healthy.

* * *
Mabel.— I don't like to advise on complicated questions

of courtship. If your relations with the young man are all

they should be, your mother should be j-our best adviser.

* * *
Japonica.— I can strongly advise you to take a course 0/

Fer Bravais. It is an excellent tonic, and has the great
advantage over other irons that it does not spoil the teeth.

TRY IT

SCRUBB'S %^°uTAMMONIA
MARVELLOUS PREPARATION.

Refreshing as a Turkish Bath.

Splendid Cleansing- Preparation forthe Hair.

Allays the Irritation caused by Mosquito Bites.

Restores the Colour to Carpets.

Of all Chemists, Etc.

Invaluable for Toilet Purposes.

Removes Stains and GreaseSpots from Clothing,

Invigorating in Hot Climates.

Cleans Plate and Jewellery,

Price Is. per Bottle.

SORUBB & CO., aUILDFORD STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

".v THE Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street*; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly by 'W^ J P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C., England. —Jui.v 6, igot.
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Iho t(.'le]>li<)iic wilh woiidoi-tully rcall-lic iiili-nsil_\', and 0110

can easily iriiag^iiic Ihc lumbliili;-, lossiiis;, plviiiifinv;' waters
sli ikiiii;- ilic locks in t'lonl of the Cave oi' the Wiiuis.

^\"|•||1 rrlcrciice lo llic ])ai-a|^ra])li in lasl \\i rk\ J>/itiJi- uitd
While Bndirrt, "A Humble Heio's Dealli," tIeUulinjj llie

heroic act by wliicli Josepii Thoinpson was killeil, I see dial
llic Mayor of Hackney (.Mr. W. R. Horiicasile) lias taken
the mailer in liaiui. His Worship has opened a reliel fuiul.

The police inspector at Ihe inqnesl inlormeil the coroner
Ihal Ihe deceased had always borne an excellenl cliaracler,
and had lefl a widow and lour yoiin^- children lolallv nn])ro-

vided lor. His Worslii]), haviniL;- made iii(|iiiries, has louiid

the case a most deser\ ing- one.

Sl^KINC, that Ihe lions in TrafaliLiar Square have had their
annual balli, the}- ought lo be able to stand llic heal \erv

How Niagara's roar is heard at the I'an American
Kxliibitioii at llutfalo. A tcleplione with a incga-
plioiie attucliincnt is placed in the ("ave of the ^^'lnds

NEWS AND VIEWS
Thi-: illnstralion above is not upside d(nvn, neilher is il

sideways on. The white seen on the left represents Xia^ara
Falls, while the black is a part of the Cave of the Winds.
The telephone with meg-aphonc attachment fixed on the

rocks is the " latest from the States." It was thought that

the " stupendous deafening- roar " of the Falls of Niagara
should not be the n-ionopoly of the inhabitants within a few
miles radius oi the Falls; hence the "latest." The idea

was no sooner mooted than it was an accomplished fact.

A long--distance telephone transmitter with the meg-aphone
attachment was thereupon installed in the famous Cave of

the Winds, Xew York, Buffalo and the Pan-American
Exhibition thus being- connected with the noise. The
megaphone catches up the roar of the falling- waters, leads

it into the telephone transmitter, from which it passes into

the telephone exchange at Niagara Falls, where the roar

is supplied at the will of the operators to subscribers, or is

turned into the long:-distance lines which carry it to New
York or. to the Bell telephone exhibit in the Electricity

Building of the Pan-American Exhibition. It is heard over

^\'ashint] down the lions at Trafalgar Sguare

JMrs. Brown Potter, the Ke\. Athol Foi bes Philips,

and .Air. Mortimer .Menpcs discussing the details of

Airs. Potter's recitation in Gorleston Church

well. They are magnificent specimens of sculpture, having-,

as everybody knows, been modelled by Sir Edwin Landseer,

and in 1867 placed at the base of the Nelson IMonunient.

The latter, b\- the way, was comple.ted in 1843, and cost

/;28,ooo.

qT V ¥

Not long- ag-o, while the go-ahead and g-enial Rector of

(Joileslon ])aid a flying visit to London, he was chatting

with Mrs. Brown Potter about niaking- church service more
attractive, and dniing the conversation iMrs. Potter sug--

gested that she should recite some hymn or psalm. The
result was that Mrs. Potter did so to the benefit of every-

one. Mr. Mortimer Menpes, the well-known artist, went
down to Gorleston, and between the three the .sacred,

histrionic, and artistic arrangements of the service were
tastefully blended.
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The great fire at Whitechapel — £100,000 loss caused by the destruction of the premises
of nianufacturiucj clothiers ; 150 firemen and 50 engines were employed

At Royal Henley The crew of Pennsylvania University (defeated by Leander)
preparing for a dip
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Leander winning the Grand Challenge Cup, beating Pennsylvania University

The crush of boats at the distribution of prizes

AT ROYAL HENLEY
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II. \\'anl aed D^ight I»a%is, two heainiiit) Americans
who nearly won the Pairs l.awii Tennis Champion-

,s\iip at Wimbledon last veek

Ir WIN cxjiectod tliat the postponement of tlie lawn tennis

( hampionship malehes at Wimbledon, on Tuesday last

week, would aft'eet the attendance later on, but .as a matter
of fact more people than ever attended during- the subse-
quent d:iys of the tournament. The exeitenient was ver^-

i;'rerit when the pai

more so when it

was seen that the

Americans, Messrs.
H. Ward and
Dwight Davis, se-

cured the opening-
set. Tlie Amei'i-

cans wt're looked
upon as the pro-
bable winners, but
the English pai'-,

IVIessrs. Dohert}',

>oon equalised mai-
lers aiul took the
lead, eventualh-
winning the match
by three sets to

Tne, amidst tre-

niendous and )5ro-

[onged cheering-.

» ¥ ¥
Thh ancient cult

af archery is re-

living" in oiu- midst.

Strang-el\- enough
t was during the

reig-n of another
Edward (Edward
III.) that English archers became so dangerouslj- proficient

n their art. Edward III. devoted much attention to the
encouragement of archerj- .amongst his people, and the con-
icquence was that the English bowmen were the foremost
n the world, The battles of Cress}', Poitiers, and Agin-
;ourt are brilliant tributes to their prowess. Long after
.he introduction of gunpowder,- archers continued to forni

A. \\ . (iore, Singles (I.awn Tennis; Champion, \\\\o

played splendidly at \\'imblcdon last week

part of the English .Army, and in 1572 Queen Elizabeth
promised to place 6,000 men (.half of whom were archers) at
I he disposal of Charles X. As late as 18 14 Russian Cos-
sacks entered Paris equipped with bows and airows.

¥ *
went into the coui-t, and it became! " Bv far tlie best athletic meetin.g held so far dui-ing tlic

s;ason was Ih"
summ -r fixture <;f

the London Athlclic

Club, decided at

Stamford Bridg:
(irounds, Fulham,
the other Saturday
afternoon. The
weather w a s

ch.'irmiug-, and the

altendance, w Iiicli

reached close upon
,^,000, was the best

seen at headquar-
ters for some lime.

The piog-iamnie
quite bristled with
the names of high-
class athletes, in-

cluded in which
were three cham-
l)ions from across
the seas, A. V.

Duffy (Georgetown
University, i-.-S.-A.)

A. C. Kracnzlein,
and L K. Baxter (m1

Penns3"lvania L'ni-

versit\-), in additicn

to D. Care}- (Dublin Count}- Harriers), one of the smartest
men in Leland. At the English championships last year
Duff}' won the 100 yards race and Kraenzlein theliurdles,

and the presence at the meeting of the two Americans
created, as may be imagined, a large amount of interest.

Both proved successful, and in a hurdle race arranged
speciall}'' to g-'ive Kraenzlein a chance of beating the record

Areliery at Wimbledon—Examining the targets
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Putting the shot—C. W. Coe (first)

«ft. liii.

C. Ivi:acnzleiii doing the
loncj jump

Throwing the hammer—^\'. I'..

!J. Henderson (first) 109ft. "in.

ot 5 4-5 sec, he succeeded i.n

second. In the first event, the h

cup, H. E. Graham retained the

1 1-5 sec. The 100

yards members
cliallenge cup fell

to C. H. Jupp, who
beat S. P. \Vadsoii
by a foot in

10 3-5 sec. Then
followed the 100

}ards- handicjip,

run in six heats.

The champion
Diiffy was placed
at scratch, but run-

ningf in grand style,

he successfullj- con-
ceded the starts,

and won in the
marvellous time,

considering- the
w.ind was against
him, of 10 sec.

The hurdle chal-

leng-e cup (mem-
bers) fell to S. P.

Wadson, in the '^- ^
LON

doi;ig" so by exactly one
ali-mile members' challeng'c

trophy b}' winning in 2 min.

poor time of 18 2-5 sec., and \V. E. B. Henderson was
tirst in the hammer-throwing, with a cast of logft. 7i;i.

Kraenzlein took part in a 120 yards open hurdle hanchL-ap,

but starting fioni

scratch he fell

twice, and lost his

preliminar\- heat,

D. Carey (Dublin
Harriers) ^vinI•.i^.g

the final, with si.x

\ards start, very
easily in 16 2-5 sec.

As stated, how ever,

Kiaenzlein l;ad

better luck in tlie

race arranged spe-
cially for him. In

this he had three

opponents— Carey
(three yards' start),

Owsley (eight), and
Baker (eleven).
Clearing- his ob-
stacles in wonder-
ful style the Ameri-
can cac.ght 111-, men
halt way, and won
in ixcord lime.Kraenzlein (Pennsylvania) -winning the long jump 23ft. Sin.

DON ATHLETIC CLUB — SUMMER MEETING

At'chery at Wimbiedoii— I'ickinii up the arrow:
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"Reaching the Masses" in East London
The Rev. W. H. Davies preaching from the open air pulpit erected at Spitalfields as a memorial to Bishop Billing. (Photo by A. Rischgiti)

A SOHOOL of Practical Gardening has been established become practical gardeners. Full particulars, and application
at the Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park, by the Technical forms, may be obtained from the Secretary of the TechiTical
Education Board of the London County Council, and is now Education Board, 1 16, St. I\Iartin's Lane, W.C. Application

should be made not laterthan Monday, July 15th.

* * *
On the recommendation of the Home Secrctarj', his

Majesty has ap-

pointed Mr. Erneht
Baggallay, Stipen-

diary Magistrate at

West Ham, to Le
one of the magis-
trates of the Metro-
politan Police
Courts, in the place

of Mr. WyndhanJ
Slade, resigned.

Mr. Slade is a son

of the late General
Sir John Slade,

first baronet, and
is in his seventy-
fifth year. He has
been on the metro-
politan bench, at

Greenwich and
Southwark, since

1877. Mr. Baggal-
lay is a son of the

late Lord Justice
Baggallay, and
after joining Lin-

coln's Inn, and
representing Brix-

ton in Parliament
for two years, he
became, in 1887,

stipendiary magis-
trate for \Vest
Ham.

attended by some thirty boys, most of whom hold scholar-

ships. They go through a three years' course, in which
they have a thorough training in practical gardening, and
also receive instruc-

tion in elementary
science and botany.
Those who com-
plete the curricu-

lum find 1 i't 1 1 e

difficulty in obtain-
ing good situations

as gardeners, and
theBoard'sscholars
who left last sum-
mer have obtained
satisfactory em-
ployment. The
scholarships offered
are open to lads be-
tween the ages of
fourteen and six-

teen whose parents
are resident within
the county of Lon-
don and are in

receipt of incomes
not exceeding .£250
a year. They pro-
vide free tuition,

and also a main-
tenance grant
rising from £,20 to

^25 a year. No
e camination is set

t!own for these
.scholarships, but
parents are re-
quired to sign a
declaration to the
effect that they in-

tend their sons to
A too-coinmon incident in London greasy streets, the disgrace of

local "authorities"

SCENES IN LONDON TOWiST

* ¥
The Hampstead

Heath Protection
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Society write, under date July ist, as follows :— " Certain I way, either under or over the heath, snould be allowed,

statements thajt have appeared in the public Press now make It should avoid the heath altojjether. The Commf ns I'rc-

it necessary that we should explain the position taken by our servation Society and the National Trust for Pla'.es of

society with reference to the tube railway scheme embodied
|
Historic Interest or Natural Beauty write that they quite

in the Charing
'"

Cross, Euston,
and Hamp-
stead Railway
(No. i) Bill.

We are not op-
posing' the con-
struction of the

tube railway
already sanc-
tione-1 from
Charing- Cross
to Hampstead.
norjdo we ob-

ject to an ex-

tension of this

railway out-

side the bound-
aries of the

heath in a
northerly direc-

tion toGolder's
Green. But the

society are
very strongly-

opposing tne

present pro-
posal to tunnel

under the
heath. This
proposal they

Norfolk Agricultural Show -The King's bull, Crystal Palace,

wliicli took a first prize

ree with us
in thinkingthat
' the right prin-

r;i|)le is to give
access at as
many points as
possible on the
border, but to

keep the heath
one undivided
Vvhole.'

"

A FRESH ca.sc

of the horrible

trade in arti-

fici;illy disfigu-

ring children,

so rife in South
Russia, has
come to light,

says an £x-
press message.
Two - beggars
have been ar-

rested at the
village of Ma-
tusov (Kiev
Government),
accompanied
by two little

consider to be absolutely vvTong in principle. The sugges- I boys, eleven years of age, stolen from their parents. One
tion that a tunnel under the heath might be ahov.ed pro- ! of them had his tongue cut out and lot 1 eyes destroyed ;

vided no station were made within the precincts of the ' tiie other's legs and arms were fantastically twisted, with

heath is plausible but quite unworthy of support. No rail-
I
tlie object of exciting pity ; a third child died during process.

Mr. Rhodes' lion at the Zoo— Mr. Krugcr refused
it at Pretoria. Now they both reside in Europe

Ihe king's Nelson relics cxhil^itcd at the

Royal Initcd Service Museuic

HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE
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A great titmouse's nest
built in a letter-box

near Chester

The accompanying' illus-

tration shows a gieat tit-

mouse's nest, built in a letter-

box that hang.s on a five-

barred gate at Little Soug-
hali, near Clies-

ter. The letters

\ were taken out

I

every day by the

I

farmer at the

place, but the
jmotlier-bird did
not mind him in

the least, and
brought out her
young ones, as
may be seen in

the illustration.

' A Parliamen-

JTARY paper has
just been issued
giving a state-

m e n t of the
amount due by

the public to depositors in mili-

tary savings banks on March
31st, 1899, and of the- receipts,

interests and

I

from tiie date of first attestation ; (b) and who liave bori:>,

at least a "good" character; (r) and who are not over
I fort)' years of age. " Disa|jpointed " proceeds:—"On
I making an application to enlist in the Royal Garrison Regi-
ment I am informed that the time that I have been away
from the Army is included in the twenty-four years of

service. Paragraph II. states that men may be allowed to

serve up to a total service of twent3--four years from first

attestation, and I am informed from the War Office that I

could only serve for four more jears at the utmost, and I

could not obtain a pension, although I am eligible and
medically fit for enlistment. M}' age is 38^ years, and the
date from my first enlistment is 19^ years, but I can only
serve a further period of four years to complete twenty-four
years from first enlistment, and should have to leave at the
age of 42)^ years of age. This is the case of a good many
others. According to the regulations, no man who has been
away from the Army over three years can hope to obtain a
pension—that is, to serve twenty-one years out of a possible
twenty-four ; and that is where the hardship comes in for

old soldiers who are desirous of returning to the Army.
Any man who first enlisted at the yninirnum age of eighteen
would only be able to serve in the Royal Garrison Regi-
ment till the age of forty-two, while another man who first

enlisted at the maxiniinn age of twenty-five would be able
to serve till the age of forty-nine."

V * ¥
As shown below some very fine salmon are caught in

Welsh rivers.

disbursements
in the said
military sav-

ings banks during the year ended on
March 31st, igoo, including the amount
due on accouht of regimental charitable

funds, and of the subsequent receipts,

interest and disbursements on account
thereof to March 31st, 1900; also an
account of the sums paid over by the

Secretary of State for War to the Com-
missioners for the reduction of the

National Debt, for investmert in Bank
annuities on account of the fund for mili-

tary savings banks, a-nd of the dividends

reported to the Secretary of State for

War by the said Commissioners to have
been received thereon, and inv2Sted in

further aid of the fund for military savings
banks. The balance due by the public on
March 31st, 1899, was .{^179,305 14s. 7,'4d.,

and the balance due by the public on
March 31st was ^180,493 17s. 8d. The
number of accounts open during the year

1889-1900 was 7,777, and the number open
on March 31st, 1900, was 5,265.

¥ ¥ *
The Razviedchik publishes the instrnc

tions issued to the Russian mounted
infantr}', of which a detachment of sixty-

four men is now attached to each regi-

me'Yit of infantr)'. Among other things

in these instructions it is laid down that it

is not necessary for these mounted mei ta

have the correct and smart bearing of the

regular cavalry. It will be sufficient for

them to have a firm seat in the saddle and
to be able to ride a distance of thirty miles

without fatigue. They must also be well

exercised in mounting and dismounting as

quickly as possible.

5> * *
"Disappointed" wishes to point out

that one or two paragraphs in the regu-

lations for enlistment in the Royal Gar-
rison Regiment make it very hard for a

good many ex-soldiers who are desirous

of re-enlisting in the hope of serving long

enough to attain a pension. Paragraph
I. {a) says that men will be eligible if not

more than twenty years have elapsed A fine catch— A salmon of 30 lbs. (Pho^o by H. Dunning, Usk, Monmouth)
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Colonel Monro, the successor of General Bruce Hamilton,

in command of the Edenburg district

illElTENANT Pache, one of the few Swiss who vokin-

t;ered for the Boers, lias returned to Switzerland, and in

the Gazette de Lausanne publishes a long account of his

experiences. He denies emphatically that the British

offered any ill-treatment to their captives or insulted or
injured women and children. He heard of one case of two
sisters whose husbands were away receivingf roug-h usage,
and quotes this as the nearest approach to an instance
that came to his knowledge where th^ British soldier was
not as courteous as he was brave. As regards the bravery
of the British, he claims that no troops could show more,
especially when under fire. Once he saw a position
stormed in which a few Boers remained. As the British

gained the height the Boers emptied their magazines into

them and then threw up their hands. He expected to see
every Boer either shot or killed with the bayon.et, and was
amazed when the Britiish accepted the surrender and took
the men away a.-; prisoners without showing them even
a suggestion of ill-u.sage. The shooting pov/ers of t!ie

Boers he considered to be ver^' much overrated.

General Lyttelton (marked x) entraining for Cape Town,
I en route for England

A CORRKSPONIXiNT send>> to The Time; the followi;!;^

extract from a letter written by hi-, daughter, an Army
nursing sister in South Africa, describing some of the
utterly useless articles which are sent out as " comforts for

the troops":—"We received a box of papers for our
patients yesterday ; really people ought to be ashamed of
sending out such rubbish as this particular consignment
contained. There were old concert programmes, half-

filled copy-books, patterns of prints for servants' dresses, a
bit of wall-paper a toot square, texts and leaflets, afid

among the literature (?) were the following valuable
works :

—
' Christian and the Modern Dance ' (a most dis-

gusting tract), ' Drinking and its Prevention,' ' Drunkenness
and its Cure,' 'The Bible versus the Priest," ' Eminent Men
on Drink and Narcotics,' ' My Little Boys Pledge,' ' Pork
audits Perils,' 'The Vegetarian Messenger, the organ of
the Anti-Narcotic League, and many other anti-every-
Ihings. Fancy sending this stuff to our poor sick soldiers,
and getting the Government to send it fre'; as comforts
for the troops !

"

* * ¥
The South -Eastern

and Chatham Railway
announce that their

complete service to and
from the Continent is

now in force. A great
improvement has been
effected in the inwards
night mail service, via

Calais and Os-tend, and
during the summer
months all luggage
regis-tered to Victoria,

Holborn and Charing
Cross will not be exa-
mined by his Majesty's
Customs until its arrival

at destination, thus
avoiding the long and
tedious wait at Dover
in the early morning.

—

The new time-table of
the Great Central Rail-

w ay shows t h a t

numerous alterations

have been made in the
passenger train services

between London and
the Midlands and the

North, including Scar-
borough and Scotland.
The services to the Isle

of Man to Dublin by
the Irish mail service

have been iniproved.

V V V
The history of the

city of Constantinople,
from its founding by the

Emperor Constantine
on the site ot the ancient
Greek city of Byzantium in 330 A.D., is almost solely 'a

record of its sieges. Saracens, Russians, Bulgarians,
Turks, Arabs, Huns, Latins and Hungarians were all by
the troubled fortunes of niediseval Europe at one time or
another brought against its walls. Vet it had given way
only twice in a thousand jears, when Mahomet 11. and his

Turks appeared before it in 1453. On May 29th the final

assault was delivered, and with complete success, since

when it has remained in the undisturbed possession of its

latest conquerors. The date is one of the most important
in history. As the Latin conquest in the thirteenth century
transferred to a considerable extent the commercial
supremacy of the East to the shores of Italy, so the fall of

Constantinople before the Turks in 1453, when the Greek
libraries were burned and the Greek language proscribed,

scattered Greek learning' among- the races of Western
Europe, and, synchronizing with the invention of printing,

was in g-reat measure the cause of the revival or " renais-

sance " of learning and the fine arts, the informing- spirit of

Southern Europe throug-hout the 15th and i6th centuries.

Colour-Sergeant R. Scagrey

A Crimean and Indian Mutiny \eteran (ol

the Ruyal Welst: Fusiliers) who
recently at Easthou iie

died
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BETWEEN THE RACES AT ROYAL HENLEY
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The firing line at the International Inanimate bird-shooting contest—America v.

Scotland. An American squad
A CORRESPONDENT

writes, with reference to

the badger seen in the

accompjuning'ilhi.stration :

" Tlie badg^er, which is

more or less tame, and has
the run of the farmyard
with the dog's, was cauglit

with two other young ones
and the mother by the

little white dog in the

piioto on tlie farm of Mr.
Fagg, Lodg-e Lees Farm,
Denton, near Folkestone.
Although the animal is

tame, and is nursed and
played with by the people

of the farm, it still retains

traces of its savage.nature,
snapping and biting A badger that lives at peace with dogs aud men

viciously when teased or
roughly handled. We were
treated to the unique and
remarkable sight of the

badger, when called, fol-

lowing- and running altera
lad on a bicycle, just like a
dog."

Inanimate bird-shooting-
•— firing- at movable bird

targets—bids fair, as it

ought to do, to displace the
inhuman practice ofpigeon-
shooting- matches. After
one of the latter the g-round

is strewed with feathers

and the mang-led remains
of birds.

S.S. "Norham Castle" on arriving at Southampton flew the message (as seen in the

illustration) : " Congratulations and good wishes to Sir Donald and Lady Currie on
your golden wedding !

"
[Photo by Gre-ory
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Genei'al Trotter, comuianding the Home District, and Colonel Fludyer inspecting tlie

Queen's Westminster Volunteers in Hyde Park

Tf

The team of the Queen's Westminsters that won the Duke of Westminster's Cup
(Photos by Gregory)
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Pacific end of the Inter-Ocean Railway — Salina Cruz Harbcrur

Atlantic end of the railway which crosses the Isthmus of Panama

A RIVAL TO THE PANAMA CANAL [Photos by Waite
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MADAME REJANE AS SABINE IN " LA COURSE DU FLAMBEAU

"

Madame Rcjane, who is attracting crowded houses in London just now, astonished the photographer
(Lafayette) when sitting for this picture, by her ability to bring tears to her eyes at will
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An interesting letter on the subject of the suspension of
responsible gfoveniment in Cape Colony appears in the Cape
Times of June 8th. The writer, who signs himself " Afri-

kander," and speaks from a fifty years' experience of the

Boers, begins by noting the different points of view of the

writers who have expressed an opinion on the question in

South Africa ; and he points out that, while newspaper
ed'tors who have recentl}- come out from home, or are at work

for this' colony. Before the inception of the Afrikander
Bond, the majority of the inhabitants—namely, the Boers

—

were too illil crate to appreciate self-government ; and the
result, as we know, was that the Legislature was com-
prised almost entirely of English msmbers. Since the
launching of the aforesaid organisation the simple-minded
Boer has been awakened to the power he can wield
in the destinies of the countrj-, and, because of his

In childhood's happy days

In the rnickly-populated English towns, ca.nnot bear to think
of anything but popular self-government, the "humble up-
country editor," who lives in the disaffected areas, and
should, therefore, be a better judge of the question at issue,

generally takes the opposite side. "Afrikander's" own
view is as follows :

—" On the broad principle of government
b}^ the people, I am for responsible government, but I was
cne of those who opposed its introduction, and have con-
sistently held that that s3-stem of government is not suited

ignorance, has been made a tool of by those who aspired

to political honours." The writer, who goes on to say
that " the aim and object of the Boer is to eliminate the

Imperial factor from South Africa," considers that it will be

impossible to combat this unless an exceptional effort is

made by the Progressive party to carry a redistribution

Bill giving a larger representation to populous centres ; and
as this is, in his opinion, extremely unlikel}', the only
alternative is the suspension of the constitution.
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Altiioi GH the pea was oiiginally ;i native of (he Kast,

and docs not seem to liavc been cultivated in Eiiji;-land even

as late as llie reign of Oueen Klizabeth, yet it has been

considered a purely Eng^lish vejjfctable for jjenerations past.

Loud has been the g-runibling^ over the hig^li prices of peas,

owing-, it is alleged, to the want of rain. Now we have

llie rain, the "pea season" is over. However, dear or

not, the pea provides an industry at Covent (Jarden to

many poor old souls, who are only too glad to do anything

to make both ends meet.

when he becomes a pros|)(clive falh'-r, and renders lillli-

assisUmce when the resj)oiisibillli''s l)iM'onie actualities. His
only personal message or conlrjbulion fo the world is his
raucous cock-a-doodle-do, whi/:h, being uttered most fre-

quently at dawn, is the most ill-limed and offensive of all

musical notes. It is so unnecessarj', too, as if the day
didn't come soon enough without his warning ; but I su])-

pose he is anxious to waken his hens and git them at their
daily task, and so he disturbs the enliri- communitj-. In

short, I dislike him ; his swagger-, iiis autocratic strut, h'.s

A London industry — Old women shelling peas at Covent Garden

The longer I study the cock, whether Black Spanish,
White Leghorn, Dorking, or the common barn-yard fowl,
the more intimately I am acquainted with him, the less

I am impressed with his character, says a writer in Scribner s

Mngnzinc. He has more pride of bearing, and less to be
proud of than any bird I know. He is indolent, though he
struts pompously over the grass as if the day were all too
short for his onerous duties. He calls the hens about him
when I throw corn fron-i the basket, but many a time I have
seen him swallow hurriedly, and in private, some dainty
tit-bit he has found inicxpectcdly. He has no particular
cliivah-)-. He gives no special encouragement to his hen

greed, his irritating self-consciousness, his endless paradinj;

of himself u]j and down in a procession of one. Of course,

his character is largely the result of polygamy. His weak-
nesses are only what might be expected; and as for the

hens, I have considerable respect for the patience, sobriety,

and dignity with which they endure an institution parlicvi-

larly offensive to all women. In their case they do not even

have the sustaining thought of its being an article of reli-

gion, so they are to be complimented the more. There is

nothing on earth so feminine as alien— not womanly, siniply

I

feminine. And still the cock, whether Black Spanish, White
Leghorn, Uorking, or con-imon barn tViwl, has his way.
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BURKE AND
HARE'S HOUSE
The Corporation of the

City of Edinburgh liavinj^

;icquirecl a larg'e portion of

the o!il Portsburj^h, now
known as West Port, in

whicli stands llie house
associated with the most
repulsive deeds of the last

century—the Burlie and
Hare murders— for city

improvements, the ancient
building- is about to be
pulled down. The den,
inhabited up till recently,

is a ramshackle two-storey
house standing' immedi-
ately behind the main
thoroughfare, once the an-
cient eg^ress from the city

on the west, and is the

last of the old dwellings.
Here the notorious Hare
kept a common lodging-
Iiouse, and Burke, whose
deeds startled all Europe,
with his paramour Helen
McDougal, occupied one
of the rooms ibr a length-

ened period.

The larg-est apartment
was furnished with beds
composed of tree stumps
and rough rails, covered
with greasy sheets and
dirty brown blankets,

among which the squalid

wanderers sought rest, and
the profligate snoretl out

Burke and Hare's house, Edinburgh

Tlie murdered victims were smuggled out at this gate at the bad; of

the house. The house is being pulled down

his 'kljauch imder i\ lieavv
p.iglilmare. .\n adjoining
'lark room, some nine fei'i.

by ten, is the one in which
most of Burlie's victims

were "done away with"
to furnish subjects tor tin

doctors, .\fter being de-

coyed into this room and
" Burked " — sniothereil—
the victims were let down
by a trap-door into a dark
closet beneath to await fu-

luie disposal. This little

place has a window in it,

and has been used as a
bed-closet. Final prepar-
ations were performed in

;i cellar beneath, after

which the bodies were car-
ried awa\- by the back
door opening out to the
Castle and leading to the
dissecting rooms.
Some twelve victims are

said to have been murdered
here. These were gener-
allj- dosed with coarse
whiskey and then done to

death. The character of
the house was such that

when cries of " murder
'

rang- out on the night aii-

thej' cairsed no siu-prise or
alarm. This, along with
the mode in which the as-

sassinators extinguished
life, enabled them to pur-
sue their horrid traffic tbi-

jears without suspicion or
detection.

At the Lanarkshire Police Sports — Lanarkshire Constabulary, under Sergeant 3iartin,

qiving, a gymnastic display
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The Glasgow Police team pulling the Dundee team

The ancient red-liled

Ijuilding;, overhiuij'- by tlie

Castle Rock, is the last

link connecting Edinburgh
with the " resunectior

"

or "Burking;" times. It

was probabK- a suburban
villa, and still bears traces

of its former g'lory, having-

some handsome cornicing'

and a neat mantelpiece of

the Queen Anne period. In

the course of a few months
the relic will be a thing- of
the past—and small loss.

The fifth annual athletic

gathering- of Lanarkshire
look place at Motherwell
on Saturday, June 29th, in

splendid weather. Most
of tlic events were open,
and practically all the
champions were there, in-

cluding J. Morrison, who
gained the championship
belt (for the best all-round
athlete in Scotland) at

Drumblain games the daj-

before. He also created
new world's records with
the 281b. and 561b. weights
at Drumblain, throwing the
281b. v^-eight the remark-
able distance of 55ft. gin.,

and the 561b. weight 29^.
8 in., which A. A. Cameron A. A. Cameron throwing a 50 lb. weight 29ft. 8in.

equalled with a gi-and

throw at Motherwell on
Saturday. The other events
were well contested, F.

Robbie, a well-known all-

round athlete, gaining the

100 3ards, 220 yai-ds, and
the pole vault at loft. 6in.

J. Buchan gained the high

leap with "5ft. 8 ''^in. : ar.d

in the International tug--of-

war (ilasgow police, as
usual, pulled all who came
before them, beating- Dun-
dee in the final. The sports

were concluded by a grand
gymnastic display by mem-
bers of the loice, uiulerthe

conductorship of Sog'cant
Martin.

Trii//! hears that the

Coi-onation is to be a two
davs' function. On the

first, proceedings are to be
limited to Westminster
Abbev ; on the second,

theie is to be a great pro-

cession throug-li the
streets. It would .seeni

that the actual Corona-
tion is a very lengthy
affair—so lengthv that

George I\'. had a sort 01

tent erected, to which h,

several times roliied to

take a bath.

THE LANARKSHIRE POLICE SPORTS
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1

" The King KJ .yard," built by W, Denny Brothers to the order of the Turbine Steamer
Syiidieate for passenger serviee on the Clvde

OXE notable fai t ahoul
the Kiiii^ Edii'tird (M.-"n in

tin- illuslralion above) is

that'll is the first fast vessel,
other than for warlike
purposes, with engines of
the Parsons Steam Tur-
bine system. This type of
machinery has already de-
monstrated (in the ease of
torpedo craft) its snperi-
oiily in speed over the
iirdniary kind of marine
engine. Consequentl)-, it

is only the natural sequence
that this system should be
tried lor mercantile pur-
|)oses. The trial trips of
the King Ed'A'ard on the
Cl^de g-ave more than
satisfaction, and the results
exceeded the best hopes of
those directly interested.
Our well-known toipedo-
boat destroyer, the I'iper,

is fitted with turbines, and
she is the fastest craft of
any kind or class in the
world. Seeing- that there
is a large fleet of steamers
— not apolog-ies for
steamers—on the beantifnl
Firth of Clyde, the Kinj
Edward makes a very o >
poi-tune appearance, for
the traffic is exccedinyly
heav}-, and tiie quicker the
jiassage the greater the
eomlbrt. The vessel was
built by the euiinent firm of
William Denny and
Brothers, of Diunbarton
(the builders of Shaiii- ICitjht boys nc^cr absent from school tor years

rork II.), w'ho liJve always
Ijecn celebrated for their

hig-h-speed steamers. The
owners are the Turbine
Steamer Syndicate, the
managing- director of
which is Captain John
Williamson, of Glasgow.
There is a brig-ht futur-^

before the company. The
KiugEdii'ard runs between
(ireenock, Fairlie, and
Campbeltown.

* * ¥
The accompanying-

])hotog;raph shows a group
of eig-ht bo3-s belong-ing" to

St. Matthew's Boys'
School, Rugb}', who were
awarded medals at. the

recent prize distribution of

the school for never being-

absent or late for periods

of from upwards of three

to over six years in succes-

sion. Tlie twobojs at the

back—Tlionias Lane and
William Warner—have at-

tended 2,600 times and
2,100 times respectively

without ever being absent
or late. The photograph
is by Mr. R. H. Myers,
headmaster of the school.

~ ^ ~
So great is the popu^

;arily of the Spanish Art
Loan Exhibition at the

Guildhall that it has been
decided, with the consent
of the lenders of the works
of art, to keep the exhibi-

tion open until August 28th.
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Rejane is the iashioii, so vvcall, as in dut}' Ijound, go to see
this fascinating- actress. It is a pleasant fashion, we all

admit, after 'Seeing- her, and one we a're not in the least sorr}-

we have followed. Rejane is a wonderful exponent of her
ait, whether it be trag-edy or cQmedy. Every gesture and
inflexion of voice tel's, giving' mo: e point than many a
spoken word. It is not necessary to be a French scholar to

enjoy the play : with the aid of the translation provided it is

qu^te easy to follow. Watch Rejane, and you will easily

understand ever}- thought and emotion of the character she
portrays. After seeing- such plays as Ma Cousine, La
Parisienne, and Sapho, one comprehends why " the young
lady of fifteen" is not taken to the theatre in Paris, and
why the entertainment is reserved for the grown man and
woman. In Saplio the art of Madame Rejane raises a
character which in less artistic hands would become very
vulgar, to the ver\- acme of pathos and tragcd}- : such is the
skill of this actress.

Some very curious remarks arc heard at these French
plays, emanating from people who profess to understand
what even those who speak the language fluently don't

pretend to. The many idioms make it most difficult for

even the best French scholar to keep pace with. It is the
same at the Academy : the most ignorant generallv pro-
claim the fact in a loud tone of voice for the benefit of the
public at large.

One can imagim: " J-^igllsl-) as she is spoke " being vcr\-

difficult to understand by th(- intelligent foreigner, be he ever
so well up in the language. Take one of I'inero's latest

j)lays, 'J'hc Pfjiitcss and the Hultcrjly, par c.xeiiiplc. I cari

well undeistand how the foreigner would be eomplelely mvs-
tified while assisting at this maste]-piei;e.

I'i' is said ouj- Fp-ench ni.-lghhours lja\i- lakin ll>i: I'roljlinn

Plays very seriously to heart, and in one ol Ihi-ir latest

dramas the lesson that mothers slimild nul spoil Iheii

daughters is being inculcated. Il is a sli-;ing-e subject for a

pla\', more necessary in France than here in England, and
so is not likel3'lo engage our serious altrnlion.

The Japs are sharing with Madame Rejane the •attentioi'

of London playgoers. The plot (jf a Japanese play surely

outrivals a German puzzl-e in the baffling mystery which
surrounds it, and Uie acting- helps one not a whit towards
unravelling- its many intricacies, since the methods employee
by the Japanese in portrajing the various passions consists

mainly in a rolling of eyes and sundr\' grunts, which nia}'

mean anything or nothmg. There i.s, nevertheless, a fasci-

nation about these representations ; in their very strange-
ness lies their charm, even the graceful dances of the chici

Geisha are unlike anything- we have seen before, and are
quite charming withal. These artists have won their wav
into popular favour, and are likel)' to be with us for some
time to come.

V V ¥
The School Board is none too popular an institution, an('

as such has had to take its full share of blame and adverse
criticism. Most of our social e\ ils ai-e said to have beer,

engendered by this imiversal boge\', and man\' and variou

are the charg'es laid at its door ; while the good it ha-

worked, and is still working-, receives scarce a comment,
so true to-day are Shakespeare's lines :

" The evil men d<

Jives after them. The good is oft interred with their bones.'

However, those who have seen the recent exhibitior

of needlework and handicrafts in the London School Boan'
will not withhold their meed of ]3raise to the system whicl-

has .evolved from quite 3'oung children such really admirable
specimens.

"Here ling-erie, in all its elaborate details, takes a first

place, while blouse and costume tell how practical anc
thorough has been the training ol the young seamstress.

Not the least praiseworthv part of this training is that i

is made interesting to the little workers by the kind pro-

vision of dolls for dressing and in fashioning garments to

make doll}- look pretty ; little fingers grow rapidh' skilful.

lumivialcd oak .sideboard with metal hiniics anJ

handles at Mcssr.s. Ilcwctson'.s
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and some really beautiful frocks, |)rettih' smocked, are the
result of this kindly thought. Dress means so much to a

g^irl, s^ood clothes enfc^eiulei' self-respect and a certain re-

finement of manner, to sa\' nothing- of the wholesome ])lea-

sure she will take in a costume made by herself or the care
she will bestow on it—at the same time ha\ ing- in her hands
a trade or profession ready to turn to accomit when needful.

Laundry work is also taught by
iho School Board. With a know-
ledge of laundry and needle-

work, no girl need be badly
dressed; l)ut all ma\' look cl<\ni

and neal.

Tdl-; Sisters of Charily of S'.

\'incent de Paul have alwax s

taught those under their care
needlework in its highest per-

fection, and receive many
orders from the rich and charit-

able for dainty lingerie, which
is made b}' the poor girls <'ind

which helps to keep this excel-

lent institution. Ladies wishing
for hand-made underlinen, plaiji

or elaborate, could not do bettei-

than call at this Convent in

Lower Sej'mour Street, where
thev may inspect the work done
and have an opportunity o
helping- in a real work of

charity.

¥ * *

OlR good friend the Ldiicet

has been advocating matrimon\-
as a cine for dyspepsia, point-

ing- out that bachelors sufter

most from this complaint, the
reason being- that, taking their

meals alone, they are temptec
to read during them, or di-

rectly after, which is equal! •

injurious. This re-

medy will surely be
approycd of by mar-
riageable maidens !

•Some of our most pro-

minent public men
are wifeless or \vi-

dowers. Do they all

suffer from indiges-

tion? Now the}'

know the remech',

surely the}' will hasten
to secure exemption
from this "bachelors'" complaint — unless they would
"rather bear the ills they have than fly to " bills they
know not of, and which with matrimony a la mode are
.1 consideration nowadays. By the way, where does the
money come from which is necessary for the adornment of the
crowds and crowds of gaily and expensively dressed woman-
hood which are in evidence everywhere in countless numbers ?

Most people complain, the landed interest is ruined, farming
is notoriously a synonym for loss, trade never li'as so bad,

isiack and white muslin frock, trimmed with narrow
black \elyet

com|)anies cannot be floated, and the .Stock Exclianjfe (they

j

sa}-) ma}- as well close its doors ; and with all this crv of
po\ert}-, one is astounded at the lengths to which expensive

' dressing is carried in the Park, on the race-course and the
river. Go to Hurlingham any Salurda}- and try to eslimate
the cost of the costumes ami equipages }OU see, and \-ou will

be aghast at the sum, :ind then reflect tliat this exhibition is

f)nl}' one of the quick changes
of the fashionable woman. It

^__g ĵi* you follow her to the dinner-table

SB^SP jET and the theatre sow will be more
and more dazzled and m\-slilied

b}- the exuberance and costliness

of her raiment, and all this in .-i

year of war, commercial de-

pression and mourning- ! a dull

season, relieved onl\- b\- the
])i-omise that next }-ear things
are to " hum," and Societ\- be
really g-ay. I'olitical economists
can, perhaps, explain ; but, coni-

])aring- the doings of a family
with those of the nation, which
is (n\\\ ;i larger faniil}-, one can
onl\- dread the advent of a
universal aiul national bank-
luptc}-.

XOW let me introduce to \()ur

noiice a simple and inexpensive
dress, made of rose linen, which
appearedat Henley, andobtained
a well-deserved success. Tin-

tiny bolero of Irish crochet

(which, by the bye, was worked
by the fair owner) opened over
a blouse of white mousseUiie-dc-

sdic, and embellished with four

ends of black ribbon velvet,

ornamented with miniature
paste buttons. The shaped
flounce which adorns the skirt

is finely tucked at the hem, and
is headed by a very charming
arrangement of lace insertion.

The bolero could be made at

home by clever fingers, not ne-

cessarih- in crochet ; it would be
equally successful carried out in

lawn with lace appliqui^s. I '

always think there is great plea-

sure as well as a certain amount
of satisfaction in fashioning
these articles of dress oneself,

to say nothing of the saving- of
expense ; and, after all, the

task is not any more formidable than a piece of fancy work
which most girfs readily undertake.

* * *
Ol'R second illustration represents a gown made of the

very fashionable pin-pricked black and white muslins,

trimmed with narrow black ribbon velvet and lace. It would

prove very becoming and serviceable for wear during the hot

weather which must be coming.

BORD'S PIANOS
25 per cent. Discount for Cash, or 14s. 6d. per month (second-

hand, los. 6d. per month) on the Three Years' System.—Lists

free of C. STILP^S & CO., 40 and 42, Southampton Row,
London, W.C. PIANOS EXCHANGED.

BEGHSTEINmNOS
These magnificent Pianosfor hire on the Three Years
System, at advantageous prices and terms. Lists and
pai-ticulai-s free of CHAS. STILES & CO., 40 and

42, Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Printed r.Y the Hlack and White Publishing Ccmpanv, Limited, at 33, Bocverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Pl'blished

Weekly cy W. J. P. Moncktok, at 63, Fleet Street, London. E.C., England.—Jci.v 13, iqo:.
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THE PATRIOTIC MEETING AT THE GUILDHALL — MR. THEOPHILUS SCHREINER
ADDRESSKNG THE OVERFLOW MEETING FROM THE WINDOW OF THE ART

GALLtRY" [Photo by the London Stereoscopic Co.
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A notable archway in the picturesque village of
Ombersley, Worcestershire

NEWS AND VIEWS

The picturesque village of Ombersley, Worcestershire,
contains the unique archway pictured above, in the shape of
a gigantic horseshoe. It most appropriately forms the
entra,nce to the village smithj' and -shoeing-forgc. An idea
of its height will be gathered from the figures. The smith,-

"a brawny man is he," and tall, is leaning against the arch,
while one of his assistants holds a broom. The smithy is

on the estate of Lord Sandys, and the arch was built by a
former Lord Sands, who was aide-de-camp to Wellington
at Waterloo.

» V *

If ever foreign opinion— for which, by the way, all

healthy Britons care not one jot nor one tittle—is ever
likely to be influenced as to the true inwardness of the
nation with respect to the war in South Africa, the proceed-
ings of Wednesday last week ought to bring about a little

enlightenment. On that day, in the first place, there was a
huge concourse of citizens and Londoners at the Guildhall
to affirm the resolution, madi„ by the nation nearly two years
ago, that this was to be a fight to the finish. It is to be so, and
shall be so. Mr. Brodrick, the Secretary of State for War,
on the evening of the same day, stated the above fact in a
manly, straightforward speech, befitting the straight-

forward Englishman that he is. It is not necessary, as a
matter of fact, to remind the nation that the nation shall see

the matter through, but, as a matter of policy, the nation
cannot hear the pleasing words too often from those thai-

lead it. On the same evening the Liberal Unionist members
of both Houses of Parliament met at the Criterion^ where
the Duke of Devonshire and Mr. Chamberlain spoke plainly

and clearly on subjects vital to the nation.

There was nothing of "the Tailors of Toolcy Street"
about the Guildhall meeting. Those three estimable gentle-

men met once upon a time and drew up a petition beginning :

" We, the people of England.' History repeats itself, \nd
thus not long ago in the Queen's Hall we had the spectacle

of an excited Welshman reading to a sprinkling of Notting-

ham corner boys, to the backwash of Parliament, and to the

assembled scum of Soho, a resolution commencing: "We,

the citiz-ens of London." Nothing more pitiable has
occurred in "politics" since the time of the Tailors three.

At the Guildhall the larger part of the two huge meetings
were citizens and freemfyi, and all were residents of London.

» * *
Far from the noise oi war— unless it be a small grumbling

about Sweden—lies Norway, with its wondrous hills and
fiords. Thither many Britons have gone for a holiday, and
a fine holiday it is. In our illustration are two strapping

fisherwomen of Bergen watching a few tourists prowling

abcH.it. The fisher-people of Bergen are called " Striler."

* * ¥
A FINE Specimen of the Giant Lily Ls to be seen in Royal

Park, Greenwich. An idea of the size is given by comparing
it with the gardener alongside. He is standing level with
the tree, although he appears to be kneeling. The sur-

rounding plants come up to his knee. The lily has just

added two more, making nineteen in all at the time of
writing. It is nine feet high and eleven inches round the
stalk near the ground. It is worth a visit.

On page 540 is a list of the subscriptions received by me
on behalf of the widow and four children of Joseph Thomp-
son, who was killed while attempting to stop a runaway
horse. As the members of the Stock Exchange have taken
the matter up, and subscribed some ;£,200, it is not now
necessary to continue the local fund, or that of Black and
White Budget. I was in hopes that some of the public men
and women who have been blathering about the children in

South Africa (for whom everything possible is being done,
under the circumstances) might come forward ; but with
some people, of course, " charity begins- at home " is a dead
letter. It is to be hoped that they will help the children in

South Africa, and noL talk—for political purposes. >

The tourist season in Norway—Fisherwomen in the

Fish Market of Bergen looking at the strangers
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The London and India Docks Com-
pany, already in possession of considerable
accommodation for the storage of frozen
meat, butter, &c., from Australia, New
Zealand and the River Plate, intend ex-
tending their accommodation by building
in the Royal Albert Dock, but at a short
distance from the present stores in the
Royal Victoria Dock, additional stores
capable of receiving- 200,000 sheep or the
equivalent in beef and other produce,
thereby making the total accommodation
there equivalent to 550,000 sheep. A good
illustration of the traffic in sheep in New
Zealand is given on page 532. A flock is

being driven from the hills into town for

slaughter, and destifled eventually for food
in Great Britain.

I UNDERSTAND that the ranks of the
Middlesex Yeomanry are being filled up
rapidly, and that there is every prospect of
two new squadrons being speedily formed.
Many members of the regiment who have
been at the front since February last year
are expected home shortly, and among
them are several who have received com-
missions and been recommended for the
Distinguished Service Medal. Particulars
as to joining will be furnished by Sergeant-
Major M 'Gibbon, The Rosary, Ravenna
Road, Putney, or Captain Houghton-
Gastrell, Clarence Gate, Regent's Park.

* * *
Canon Greenwell, flie well-known

Durham antiquarian, has sold for ;^i 1,000
his fine collection of Greek coins to Mr.
Warren, of Boston, who intends presenting
it to that city. Some years ago the vener-
able Canon gave a number of valuable
urns and other sepulchral relics to the
British Museum ; and while, remarks the
Daily Telegraph, it is a matter for regret
that his Greek coins should go to America,
those interested in Briton's prehistoric days
may hope that .the unique collection of
relics of the Bronze Age of which Canon
Greenwell is still possessed will find its

way to the National Museum.

The giant lily in Royal Park, Green^vich
It is 9 feet high, bears nineteen lilies, and is n inches thick at the base. The man is

standing level with the root of the plant. (Photo by Sturdee)

A curi-ous iron coffin used as a preventive against body-snatchiny
in the graveyard of Colinton, near Edinburgh

In the very old churchyard at Colinton,
near Edinburgh, there is carefully pre-
served a huge iron bottomless coffin. It

is a relic of the long past days when the
ghouls known as the resurrectionists

prowled about seeking bodies for the
dissecting-rooms of the medical schools in

Edinburgh. The medical men paid from
twelve to fourteen pounds for a subject,

and were not in any way anxious to in-

quire where it came from. In 1828 Edin-
burgh was in a fever of excitement oven
the Burke and Hare atrocities. These
wretches kept a common lodg"ing--house,

and murdered nearly two score of persons
ere they were discovered. Burke was
hanged in presence of an enormous crowd,
who cheered to the echo when the hang-
man's work was done.

* ¥ *
In the countr}' churchj-ards near Edin-

burgh watchers sat at night with loaded
guns. At Colinton this huge iron coffin

was laid on the top of a newly-made grave
to frustrate any attempt to distiub the
body. For many j-ears the minister at

Colinton was the maternal gi"indfatlier

of the Scottish novelist, R. L. Stevenson,
whose boyhood was spent at the quaintly-

secluded old manse.
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Boys in the main top — Sails furled

The boom—Main sail furled

WITH THE TRAINING SQUADRON
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WITH THE TRAINING SQUADRON — BOYS CLIMBING THE RIGGING PREVIOUS

TO FURLING THE SAILS
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The 126 yards final of the Artists' Handicap

The thirteenth annual athletic meeting in aid of the I

Music Hall Benevolent Fund was held on the 9th at the
London County Grounds, Heme Hill, in the presence of one
of the larg-est crowds ever seen at the sports, the music-hall

|

profession being' fully represented during the afternoon.
The principal event, the one mile "Buchanan" challenge
bicycle cup, was won by Mr. Ted Cowan, and Mr. Frank
Carlton succeeded in winning outright the mile flat race
championship belt. There was a large entry in the 120

yards handicap for artists only, and eleven heats had to be
run before Mr. Harry Ford was returned the winner. Con-
siderable amusement was caused by the first annual comic
music-hall donkey Derby, which was won by a Yorkshire
representative, Mr. Fred W. Wood's Flying Fox, the

various costumes of the riders eausing decided merriment.
Mr. Fred Fyne won the half-mile, and Messrs. Albert Le
Fre and Harry Ford the obstacle races. At the conclusion
Mr. Hugh Ashley distributed the prizes.

Harry Randall

THE MUSIC-HALL SPORTS AT HERNE HILL
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The Comic Donkey Derby— The start

The Comic Donkey Derby — The race

Obstacle Sack Race at the sec-saws

THE MUSIC-HALL SPORTS AT HERNE HILL
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Reading from left to right, beginning with the rearmost rank, the names are :—Sergt. Des Lauriers (manager), Pte. W. T. Mason, Sgt. A. Wilson,
Lt. J. W. Gilchnst, Pioneer R. Moodie, Pte. W. Mastin, Sgt. C. R. Crowe, Lt. J. Ogg, Capt. O. W. Wetmore, Capt. Alex Henderson (adjutant),
Lt.-Col. J. Fiiton (Commandnnt), Capt. A. Elliott, Lt. T. J. Murphy, Sgt. T. S. Bayles, Sgt. S. W. Bodley, Lt. J. M. D.ivison, Sgt. C. Mortimer,
Pte. W. F. Graham, Pte. C. W. Spencer, Sgt.-Major F. Richardson, Pte. P. Armstrong, Sgt. M. ^L MacDougall, Pte. W. Swaine, and Gunner

A. Fleming

The Canadian Team at Bisley

Colonel John Tilton, of Ottawa, an
Minister of Fisheries, is the commandant of the
team at Bisley. Before the
confederation of the original pro-
vinces of the Dominion he had much
experience in the New Brunswick
Militia. Soon after arriving in

Ottawa to enter the Dominion Civil

Service, he was gazetted a captain
in the Governor - General's Foot
Guards, afterwards major, and
finally to the command of the regi-

ment. Upon retiring he retained his

rank, and was placed upon the
Reserve of Officers list. Colonel
Tilton has for some years been chair-
man of the Executive Committee of
the Council of the Dominion Rifle

Association. He commanded the
Wimbledon team in 1882. His
selection for the position for a
second time was a recognition of
the zeal and energy displayed by
him in the executive work of the
Dominion Rifle Association.

* * *
Captain Henderson, adjutant of

the Canadian team, is a native of
Ontario, a graduate, in arts, of the

University of Toronto, and a mem-
ber of the Ontario Bar. Some years
ago he went to British Columbia and
settled in New Westminster. He
entered politics and became Attor-

ex-Deputy 1 ney-General in the Semlin Provincial Government. Just
Canadian

I
before his departure for England he was appointed a

county court judge, and obtained
three months' leave of absence.

* * *
It is very well, writes a corre-

spondent to the Chronicle, for the

Brighton Railway Company to or-

ganise special Saturday to Monday
train and boat services between
London and Dieppe, but can they
organise some sort of efficient police

service in Dieppe itself to protect

English holiday-makers there from
insult ? For the present mood of the

Dieppois is one of savage Anglo-
phobia, and the local constabulary
will do nothing to discourage hostile

demonstrations. " Nous ne sommes
pas ici pour prot^ger les Anglais,"
they will curtly tell you ; yet the

Englishman would be arrested in-

continently who should think to pro-
tect himself in the natural English
way. So the merry natives chalk
" Vive Kniger ! " on the walls of

English houses, attempt to jostle you
from the pavement into the gutter

as you walk in the streets, and
loudly salute you as " Cochon
d'Anglais " when you go for your
bath. The only cure is to stop on

Colonel J. Tilton, Commandant, Canadian this side of the English Channel. It

team at Bisley is a better country.
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The American Steel Industry — Rolling a large "1" beam for structural work

The American Steel Industry — Tapping a blast furnace
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THE SHADOW OF THE RING
WOMEN AND MARRIAGE

Of saW forms of fraud surely the most transparent is the

mock marriag-e. Yet is it one of the most successful. When
will g-irls cease to be so readil}- deceived by the "shadow of

tlie ring-." Their credulit)- is almost inexplicable.

Day after dav practically the same story is told—the

story of woman's extreme g-ullibility and mans duplicity

and mendacity. Sometimes \\\e bride in embryo is relieved

of her savings ; at other times she is the victim in a " ready-

made " marriage service. When will she learn to protect

herself against the "professional" bridegTOom and the

"eligible young- man?" As marriag-e is very much a

woman's prerogative she really ought to know what con-

stitutes a legal and binding ceremonvj and she ought to be

able to differentiate between the adventurer and the man
with honest intentions.

The only explanation I can think of for this state of

affairs—it is probably the correct one—is that woman is

over-anxious to enter the dual state. The " new " girl may
repudiate this with scorn, but it fits the case uncommonly well.

Eily O'Connor made a g-reat to-do about her " marriage

lines," and in defence of them suffered a perilous immersion

in the waters of the Pool a Dhiol. A great deal too much
importance is attached to the " lines." The marriage

certificate is a first-cousin to the stage will. The loss of the

and they take the utmost precaution to prevent fraud, which
they fully recognise as being quite possible.

Take the ring. Here again there is a striking tendency

to over-estimate the importance cf the article. By itself it

is a mere bauble, and only attains significance when it plays

its part in a legal ceremonj'. Yet it was alone almost all-

sufficing to a young girl who not long ago was the victim

of a matrimonial fraud. Not only was the girl satisfied

with the mere presence of the ring and a little writing, but

the friends also for a time rested content. It is a saving

clause, however, that they later " grew uneasy," and niade

inquiries.

The "ceremony ' was performed in an ordinary office,

supposed to be a registrar's. The "registrar" was a con-

federate, and his part of the shameful business consisted of

tossing about a few papers and scribbling a few hiero-

glyphics. Both were duly rewarded.

It would be better if more thought were given to the

church and the parson and less to the ring and the "lines."

Our marriage laws are explicit and ought to be well known.

We do not "jump the broomstick " nor " graze the border."

There are no devious ways of becoming united.

An official at Doctor's Commons informed me that if the

truth were known a great many couples who arc gent rally-

regarded as man and wife, and who themselves imagine tc

be so, would be found not to be legally married. They, the

officials at Doctor's Commons, freo/iently have applications

ts^ ^ni\fv&\% arrwfe.

1 Carriage Soicninizfd ai

'

in, the «/ in. ih& County of -

So. jSS- 1

S«« A... S».,N.«. ASei. COQjiitJoiL 'KnakmVmi'x^ttn.. 3P*THJUt'a layjitfi ,ua> SKaa*»»». EMk or PMcMEloa

fl5arriei> totho_ -„wiccijrtiiag to the Riles aud Cer«rasmfts of t>w„

By iiic,__ ..
.'.

sak&atyi Uin^tn as,
I |tt tliij jT«ni^ of tOf

tClK atOW i$ S true ^P? »* tlic Marriage Register of tJjo_

KjtracfeS itis

—

—<far of— —
Oae Tfcou^i.a Nine Hmadrwi

— — iir<itC5Rid. the said Register being legally in my custody.

1 the Year ui cat Lotd
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Copy of marriage certificate. It can be obtained practically anywhere

former is not a catastrophe ; a copy can easily be obtained.

It is not difficult at any time to prove the validity of a legal

marriage. Some young women repose almost a super-

stitious confidence in this document. As a matter of fact,

you can obtain a printed form at a stationer's shop as

readily as you can a " notice to quit." This should not be,

for it is a dangerous weapon in the hands of a scheming
blackguard.
Some time ago a bogus rural curate brought a young

lady to London for the ostensible purpose of marriag-e. He
wjnt into a large building which he said was "Doctor's
Commons." (This place in the minds of some young ladies

is equivalent to Gretna Green.) It was the British Museum.
He returned with the information that " the gentlefiian was
not in." He took apartments, installed the lady therein,

and returned to " Doctor's Commons." He came back soon
after armed with the usual bogus certificate. The mys-
terious " gentleman " was still out, but being " of the cloth,"

said he, he could perform the ceremony himself. He put on
a ring, gabbled a few words, and the fraud was complete.

He was already a married man with a familj'.

Now had it not been for the presence of the " lines " this

scheme would probably have miscarried. The girl was
deceived by the official-looking document.

I recently paid a visit to " Doctor's Commons "—Creed
J-r.-.io— and the neighbouring Bishop of London's office.

The documents at both these places are very "exclusive,"

from people who have been married in a registry office, but

do not feel quite safe about it, and request to be married in

a church. This, of course, cannot be done. A form of

licence can, however, be obtained and taken to a clergyman,

who will go through the service, but no official record is

made of it.

There are four ways of being legally married, and four

ways only—by banns, by registrar, and by two forms of

special licence. The first is familiar to all, the second is the

least ostentatious, and the others are the most expensive,

costing between £2 and £s and about £30 respectively.

But it should be borne in mind that not one of these methods
is binding without documents and ceremony. In the case

of special licences an affidavit must first be sworn, and with

the dearer one it can be used by permission of the Arch-

bishop only. There are but two buildings in which a

marriage service may be performed legally—a church and
a registry office. Anywhei-e else—save in exceptional cases

such as a bed of sickness or approaching death, when the

Archbishop must give his consent—anywhere else, it is

mere empty sound, signifying nothing.

As I have already explained, the "golden band " in itself

is a mere symbol and no better than a curtain ring, and the

"lines" are nothing in themselves. It is only when the

ceremony is performed in its entirety, legalised or sanctifie<I,

that it is binding. The bogus marriage is a fraud that

should not be possible.
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The first Christian Churcli in Rome, built in the fourth century, and lately revealed
by excavation

The sea has someti.n:es

swallowed up a church
that has been built too near
the edge of the ocean, but
it is diffiault to understand
how a whole edifice could
sink into the earth, to be
rediscovered beneath the
foundations of its succes-
sor. Such, however, has
been the case with the
church of Santa Maria
Antigua at Rome, built in

the fourth century, and
now uncovered by the
demolition of the newer
church, Santa Maria
Liberatrice. The entrance
to this strange old church
is built on to a vestibule of
Caligula's Palace, and was
once decorated with pic-

tures, which, of course,
have been ruined by the
accumulatio i of earth and
debris. Some, however,
are fairly well preserved,
and give the history of
Joseph, and his adven-
tures with Pharaoli and
Potiphar's wife. Another
series of pictures represent
the history of our Saviour.
This church must un-
doubtedly be the first

Christian church ever built

in Rome,^ and was especi-
ally erected to abolish the
cult of Vesta and Juturna.
" The wonderful point

v

'•:-'iiM. :«|/"/'V-^ ' '
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^^^a
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;
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P^Ki=Si* 3ifct_— - - '-^ .-,.. ^^BBiiliBIHkr'i^riHH

A corner of the exca^ations

about it all is," saj-s an
Italian savant, " that this

Christianising transforma-
tion actually took place
in the palace of the
Caesars."

* ^ »

Few of us realise for

how long a period file

Roman occupation of

Britain lasted. It will

presently be 300 }'?ars

since the death of Queen
Elizabeth, and how great
a part that time seems of
our natiojial story ! But
from the landing of Cassar
to the recall of the troops
by Honorius was half as
long ag-ain — over 450
jears. \\'hoso cares to

look bejiind the scenes of
that spacious lime—and
who cares not ?—let him
go to the rooms of the
Society ot Antiquaries,
Burlington House, and see
the remains which diligent

explorers have disen-

tombed from the old buried
British-Roman town of
Calleva, or Calleva Aure-
batum. It is a wonder-
provoking- story that of
Calleva. At this day the
place is a portion of a larm
in Berkshire, part of tlte

Stratlificldsayo estate, in

the parish of Silchester.

BURIED FOR FIFTEEN CENTURIES
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THE STAIRCASE OF STAFFORD HOUSE DURING THE BRILLIANT FETE HELD

IN THE CAUSE OF CHARITY
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THE FESTIVAL OF ST. ANTONY OF PADUA (ITALY'S PATRON SAINT). THE
GONDOLAS ARE DECORATED WITH WHITE LILIES
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" Long Tom's" platform on Buhvana which is now used for picnics

In the refugee camps everything-'possible ir?

says the specia.l correspondent of the Times, for

suffer from the pro-
longation of hos-
tilities. That the
death-rate has been
hig-h is accounted
f )r by the fact that
a very large per-
centage arrived at
the camps abso-
lutely ruined in con-
stitution b_v the
rigours of the later

phases of the cam-
paign. The Boers,
moreover, have
never been used to
living togetlier in

large numbers, and
are absolutely with-
out appreciation of
the necessity of
careful sanitary
cleanliness. The
death-rate is now
decreasing, the
executive having
been given carte
blanche \\\\.\\ regard
to the question of
medical care. As
far as possible,

Dutch-speaking
doctors have been
iielected.

According to

all reports from the
camp superinten-
dents, the burghers
;ire very amenable
to discipline and
law - abiding.
Passes are issued

being done,
]

in rotation to visit towns and camps, amusements f-n
people who

I
encoura^^^ed, and light work is found for able-bodied

adults. Schools
, have been esta-

blished in all the
camps, in which the
education is con-

ducted in English.
Attendance is
voluntary', but all

I he parents have
shown alacrity in

having their chil-

dren thus taught.
The most striking

example comes
from Aliwal North,
where Dutch and
English schools
were established
side bv side, and
at the end of a
fortnight, without
the slightest pres-

sure, the English
school had drawn
the whole of the
pupils from the

Dutch school.

^ ¥ *
In fact, it would

seem, we may add,
to quote from a
letter that is pub-
lished in the Stan-
dard, that the fami-
lies of tliose still

fighting us are
being better fed

and cared for than
our own people.
From the stores in

the camps the Boers
can buy luxuries,

including cig'srs.The return of the Volunteer Service Company to Eastbourne
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'How I lojk my own piioto
'

A CORRKSPON-
UENT write i :

—
" In taking' my
own photo I

merely used a
piece of string'

and my camera.
Having' placed
the camera se-

curely and fas-

tened one end of

the string' to the

button of the

camera and let

the string' fall to

the ground, I fas-

tened the string

so that it could
pass through a
hook at the
bottom of the

stand and run
along the ground
to the chair on
which I was

order as reg'ards

in such a position

This

sitting. Having put everything in

apparatus, I now had to place myself
as to not show that the string was being held by me.

I did by crossing my legs, as you see in the photo, and
hanging one hand down by my side. Then with a pleasant

expression I pulled the string in the ordinary manner, with

the result as shown above.—RONALD Edwin Green,
age fourteen, Llanberis, Spencer Road, South Ci-oydon."

* * ¥
In a recent bulletin issued by the

United States Department of Agr-
culture interesting and valuable fac^s

are given in regard to the food value (

f

eggs, their digestibility, and the best

methods of cooking them. Experiments
in the digestibility of eggs show that

hard-boiled and fried eggs required 3>^
hours for digestion, soft-boile-d eggs
required 3 hours, roasted eggs 2]^
hours, raw eggs (not whipped) 2 hours,

and raw eggs (whipped) i '^ hours. It

h:is also been established that from 93 to

97 per cent, of an
egg that is eaten is

digested. The follow-

ing methods of pre-

paring soft - cooked
and medium-cooked
eggs have been found
to give uniform re-

sults in laboratory
tests at the University
of Illinois : Using a
granite - ware stew-
pan of one quart
capacity, one pint of

water was heated
over a gas flame ;

when the water boiled

the gas was turned
off, and an egg
which had been kept
in a refrigerator was
dropped into the

water. Without dis-

turbing the vessel it

was covered closely,

and the it%^ allowed
to remain in the water
six minutes. It was then soft-cooked. As shown by tests,

when the ^^^ was dropped into the water the temperature
fell almost at once to 185 degrees Fahrenheit, and tl-.en

slowly to 170-171 degrees Fahrenheit. If the e^s;^ remained
in the water eight minutes it was medium-cooked. In this

case the temperature of the water at the end of the
cooking- period had fallen to 162-164
degre.'s.

V ~ ~

The Emperor Menelik is not going to
be left behind in the march of progress.
According to L'Eclaii; he is smitten with
a desire to embellish his capital, and has
accordingly given a concession to a
Frenchman of the right to build a road
with a tramway between Addis-Abbeba
and Addis-Halem. It is not jet setded
whether the motive power shall be
steam, electricit\", or some less advanced
method.

An old tar at Sou'.hport who sctls

"ISlack and White Budgets "•'

The above photograph represents five batsmen who, phiyincj for the Tree Foresters versus
Rugby School on June 17th, 1901, made 0. The four on the left were all clean bowled

with four consecutive balls by A. O. Parsons, who took five wickets in seven balls

(Pboto by George A. Dean)
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THE NAVAL MANCEUVRES ~ THE MOBILISATION OF THE CHANNEL FLEET PRIOR TO THE
OUTBREAK OF HOSTILITIES
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In the " Fctch-and-Carrj' " Department

WHERE FASHIONS ARE SHAPED

This Is the Rue de la Paix, this little broad street gfleam-
ing- in the spring- sun, g-leaming- with the ceaseless come and
go Oi' brilliant equi.pag-es, freig-hted with g-ay Parisiennes,
e>i route from the leafy alleys of the Champ's Elysees to the
Opera, to the Grande Boulevards^ or, in fact, to whatever
in Paris to-day is atti-acting- the liaiU vioiide.

Let us enter r/i^a^ X., one
of the two emperors of

~

la mode whose sway is

widest, most assured. It

is a busy da}-. The im-
mense hotel, profusely
flower-bedecked outside at
every storey, hum's inside

with the cheerful sou'nds ol'

the labour of nine hundred
e:-nplo3es. From the win-
dows, opening- on to the
central court to let sun and
air pour into the work^
rooms, come laughter and
lig-ht talk, thoug-h one sees,

as one passes beneath,
that the fing-ers are flying-

swiftly over the brocades
and silks and that the eyes
do not quit the w-ork.

Nine hundred j'oung- demoi-
selles parisiennes babbling-
lig-htly after their pleasant
way but working- dutifully,

deftly, all the same. My
Lady, coming- here to be
enrobed, will have the
s'atisfaction, if she lifts her
eyes in the entry, of seeing-

that her g-own will be
fashioned under other than
sweat-shop conditions: she
may wear her dainty rai-

ment with a lighter iieart

tor the knowledge. Here
are no materials for a
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Parisianised "Song- of a Shirt." But let us follow "the
client " into the aroana of the temple. It is of the jarg-on of

the house, by the way, that word " client :
" once passed

the threshold and self-confessed to be in search of a costume.
Eng-lish duchess, Russian princess,, American " million-

airess." all are reduced to the one level : the whole per-
sonnel speaks of each
haughty dame (not to her,

bic?i cntendii) as " the
client." Generall}-, "the
client" has no very definite

ideas as to what she wants.
Something- with the long-

famous cachet of the house,
certainly : something- in

the g-eneral mode the house
has decreed for this parti-

cular )'ear, of course, but,

necessarily also, something-
that seems personally suit-

able, that will carry a con-
viction ofindividual choice,

of the wearer's own
"taste." Parfait : it is

to answer this need that

the exhibition department
is established.

My Lady is seated in

.'tate in a splendid salon,

lorg-nette in hand, on criti-

cism bent. The"n:oJcs"
are trotted out before her

—

" trotted out," almost
liLerally. A procession ot

demoiselles files into the

salle displaying- the new-

creations in the only way
they can be effectively

studied— that is, as they
look worn on carefully-

chosen fig-ures to which
they have be:;n adapted
by the highest art of theWaiting tlieir turn for au audience
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ciiUirier. Mannequins these peram-
bulalory models are called—horrible

word, and most inapt in application to

so miicli living grace and charm of

line—and the clothing of these manne-
quins has wrinkled the brow of the

Solon of the mode quite as deeply as it

will be wrinkled over any costume he

will let pass out of the house, were it

for a reigning Grand Duchess or a

Queen of England.
My Lady studies the mannequins

as they come and go—in rich, long-

trained ball robes ; in fluttering bil-

lowy breakfast gowns ; in spruce,

neat walking costumes, complete to

mantle and hat and carefully-chosen

summer parasol. Vaguely one thinks

of romantic pictures of turbaned old

Orientals cheapening- Circassian slaves

in the market ; or of Faust, by Mephis-
topheles side, watching " theories " of

fair women of ancient days passing
before him on approval.
At last she has chosen : void mon

genre ! She will have a costume on the
general lines of this or that specimen.
Now comes the difficult part of the

transaction. There is so much to be
considered. The material in its colour

or blended colours raises an army of
problems : complexion, hair, general aspect of the face,

girth (if the gross word may pass), line of the figure, per-

sonalit)-—all have important bearings on the adaptation
of the chosen model to the particularities of the chooser.

Long consultations follow ; the whole artistic sense of the

skilled assistants is brought to bear on the countless ques-
tions raised ; the supreme artist himself, X in person,
presides over the deliberations. It is like a committee of

artists deciding- on the composition of a great work, and,
after all, a great cmitnrier has to be an artist ; it is the

condition of his success. Sometimes the client is inartistic

and obdurate ; then there is battle royal, in all courteous
forms. Ponderous duchesses want to be arrayed like lilies

of the field, with slim, youthful " coupe," or in colours
appropriate to blooming maidens on the sunny side of
twenty. One hears of tears having been shed.

If one were indiscreet enough to follow the client and the
robe through all the stages of the lengthy processes of
fitting and trying and adjusting and trimming, with the
minute instructions given in the important matter of the

Showing off a ball dress to a group of clients

carriage or "allures" which each particular costun.e
demands, one would begin to imderstand what a science
is here involved, and how much brain-work goes to the
decorating of one prett}-, frivoloL-s person. " A good
coti-fiij-ier (\\es j'oung," a boulevard epigranimist has said,

and in ver}' truth there are more mysteries in this art than
are dreamed of b}' most philosophers.

Lnrolling dress materials for clioicc by clients

*-'-^>.»

Several home and health journals have recently been
sounding the praises ag-ain of raw apples as a specially

nutritious and wholesome food. One old authority on this

subject is quoted as saying that " everybody ought to know
that the very best thing they can do is to eat apples just

before retiring for the night. . . . Tlie apple is an excellent

brain food, because it has more phosphoric acid in easily

digested shape than any other vegetable known. It excites

the action of the livei-, pi'omotes sound and healthy sleep, and
thoroughl}' disinfects the mouth. That is not all. The
apple ^lgglutinates the surplus acids of the stomach, helps

the kidney secretions .... and is

one of the best preventives known of

diseases of the throat. Everybody
should be familiar with such know-
ledg-c. Next to the orange and lemon,
it is the best antidote for the thirst and
craving of the person addicted to

alcohol or opium." This is all true

enough, no doubt, as a rule, but there
are exceptions. Not a few persons
ma}' be found in ever}' community
whose physical condition is such that

they cannot eat raw apples at anv time

without suffering- from the effects. In

some cases they produce severe head-
aches, stomach pains, and other s\mp-
tonis of acute indigestion. For such
unfortunates there is only one rule in

regard to apples, and that is—to let

them severely alone.

» » T

Within recent years at Henley no

race lias been looked forw.ird to with

such intense interest as the Grand
Challenge Cup of this }-ear. It was
impossible to attempt a forecast, for

there was practicall}- nothing to go
upon. However, the best te^im won,
so that the Pennsylvania I'niversily

need not feel sore at losing- so well

coiUesletl a race.
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For home consumption —A typical scene in New Zealand

•^*i^

A curious corner of Paris— The Depot des Marbres, where the statues of "cast-off"

monarchs have been housed. The photograph shows Napoleon III., Louis Philippe,

and Charles X.
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View of tanks where the ice is made

A contrast—Ice and fire

LONDON'S ICE SUPPLY
ENORMOUS QUANTITI-ES MADE BY ARTIFICIAL MEANS

It is only of late years that the use of ice has become
g-enera!—practically a necessity of life. There is some
record of ice being used in India by the natives of a remote
period—the sixteenth century , 't was produced by exposing'

water in pans to the night air. If they were lucky they
succeeded in obtaining some thin cakes, which were pressed
together into a thick one. Italy also, in the seventeenth
century, indulged in a modist ice trade ; the peasants would
gather ice and snow from the Apennines, and keep it in

mountain-side caves. Thus Naples was kept supplied
during the dog days.

But these are mere reminiscences of a primitive period.

We have to turn to the nineteenth century for the practical

birth and subsequent growth of the ice trade. In 1805 a
merchant named Tudor, of Boston, U.S.A., shipped 130 tons

of ice to Martinique. It was an experiment, and so far as
Tudor was concerned, was not an unqualified success. It,

Packing ice to be sent into the country Storing ice for home consumption
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Blocks of ice going down 50ft» to
the loading platform

however, prompted others to venture
into a new business, and with expe-
rience came prosperity. In 1816, the
exported ice amounted to 1,200 tons,

and by 1836 this had increased ten-

fold. It was in the latter year that

the iirst cargo of ice was sent to

Calcutta and sold at 3s. a pound,
which put an end to the native trade,

which retailed at double the price.

Four years later—in 1840—Ameri-
can ice was imported in England, and
the trade continued to increase until

in 1854 no less than 134,000 tons was
received from Boston. Until i860
America monopolised the trade, but
in that year other countries entered
into competition, and at the present
time all the natural ice brought to

this country comes from Norway.
These importations amount on an
average to 450,000 tons a year, of

which one-third comes into the Port
of London.

In addition to (his, there is

also our own natural ice, which
is collected during the winter and
stored, besides the artificial ice

which is turned out in large

quantities. It is more j-'articu-

larly about the latter that this

article is concerned.

It is interesting to visit an ice

manufactory, particularly when
the temperature outside registers

something like 90 in the shade.

You pass plump from the tropics

to the Polar regions ; your nose

is nipped and your breath is

visible in vapour. All round you
is ice in blocks—you walk on it,

and a Jarge electric lamp sheds
its dazzling light upon it, and
produces prismatic hues of great
brilliancy. Overhead are rows

Blocks of ice being taken away on a
travelling crane

of pipes, all

covered with r.

snow - white
opaque coat-

ing.

Perhaps one
of the most
singular things

to be seen at

this place — I

am referring to

the premises of

the Shingleton
Ice Company
in Belgravia

—

is some pipes
deeply covered
with opaque
ice, in close

proximity to

an engine, the

t e mperature
round which is

something like

300 deg.
In the manu-

facture of their

ice the Shin-
gleton Com-
pan}' adopt
what is known
as the " com-
pression prin-

ciple," the refri-

gerating agent
being- ammo-
nia, tlie am-
monia g"as con-

tained in the

compressors
being driven

bj- engines of

great power.

Loading

There is communication by means of pipes between the

compressors and the condenser room, in which arc

stacks of tubing, over which cold water is constantly

flowing- and extracting the heat from the ammonia
within. Next the ammonia passes to the brine tank,

which is an enormous chamber containing- pipes sur-

rounded with brine. The ammonia, now in a gaseous
form, reduces the temperature of the brine below
freezing point, and the latter then passes througli pipes

—it is pumped through—to chambers round the ico-

tanks, in which is the water to be frozen.

Tliesc tanks are 4ft. deep, 6f't. long- and ift. wide,

tlie ice being produced in blocks of 15 cwt., wliich are

"subsequently split up into three smaller blocks of 5 cwt.
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The Plague Well at Penrith

each. While the freezing- is In prog^ress the surface of the
water is kept in motion by mechanical means, this tending'

to produce clear ice ; still water jrenerally makes cloudy
and opaque lee. When the process of freezing' is nearly
complete a loop of best Manila rope Is introduced into the
centre of the block and frozen into it, by means of which
it is subsequently hauled out of the tank with a travelling'

crane. This Manila rope is very expensive, and costs .^70
a ton ; the price went up after the war broke out.

While the water is being frozen the tanks are covered
with large wooden hatches. To remove the blocks of ice

the brine has to be pumped away from round the tanks, and
a hose turned upon the surface of the Ice. Thus loosened
from the sides it Is easily withdrawn in the manner already
indicated. The blocks are then lowered fifty feet to a
platform, from which the dispatching' takes place. Ice for

the country is packed In canvas bags and sawdust rammed
in all round, which considerably reduces evaporation.
Thsre Is a "crop" of ice every twenty-four hours, and

sixty tons can be turned out in a day, or 360 tons a week.

H. L. Adam.

On the outskirts of the ancient town of Penrith, Cumber-
land, In a field at the side of the road leading' to Kendal and
Lancaster, stands a curious relic of ancient days in the shape
of a plague trough. In the reign of Edward III. and
Richard II., Penrith was visited by an attack of plague,
and again in 1597-8, when the records show upwards of
2,000 deaths from the dread disease. The trough seems to

have been built and placed on the outskirts of the town, and
filled with a disinfectant, and all money passings between
the townspeople and outsiders had to be first dipped into

the troug'h; to prevent contagion.

The story of Signs and Sig'nboards is fully and interest-

ingly told in the July number of the Universal and Ludgatc
Magazine, by Mr. Edward Tcbbutl. Apropos of the orig^in

of the sig'n of tiie Old Cock and Bisiiop's Ilca^ which even
now may be witnessed in a Midland manufacturing town,
t.he writer says :

— " A jiopular bishop was visiting the dis-

trict, and had announced his intention of dining at the Old
Cock, an hostelry famous for the excellence of its cuisine.

In honour of the coming ecclesiastic, the landlord replaced
his usual sign of a belligerent-looking' rooster with that of a
hastil}- limned portrait of the bishop himself, and was in-

dulging In justifiable g-ratification of his own diplomacy
when, to his horror, he discovered that a rival Bung had
purloined the old board, and had given it prominence over
his own doorway, in the hopes of luring his Grace thither.

Boniface was at his wits' end to meet the emergency, but at
length was seized with a brilliant idea. He called in the
services of a neighbouring' sign-writer, and just as the civic

procession, which had marshalled in honour of the bishop's
visit, was heading in his direction, he triumphantly nailed a
huge placard beneath the smiling lineaments of the Church-
man, bearing- the inscription, 'This is the Old Cock.' So
up to the moment of going to press the house is known as
the Old Cock and Bishop's Head."

V ¥ V
A RATHER uncommon monument, the subject of our

illustration, is to be seen in the village of Dent, in the West
Riding' of Yorkshire. It is in memory of Adam Sedg'wick,
a notable man ot the district, who was born at Dent in 1785.
He was Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, Wood-
wardian Professor for fifty 3'ears, and President of Geo-
logical Society, London ; from 1829 to 1831, Canon of
Norwich, and a [great opponent of the Darwinian theorj'.

He died at Cainbridg'c, January 25th, 1873. The monu-
ment is of Shap granite, rough hewn; the height, from base
to summit, is eleven feet ; the weight of upper part 7 tons,

and lower part 4 tons.

A famous monument to a famous man
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The start of the One-mile Race — L. Martin, Brasenose, Oxford, cauie in first

The Four-mile Race — L. Martin, first The Ten-mi'Ie Race — L. Martin, first

CYCLING—OXFORD v. CAMBRIDGE AT SHEEN HOUSE. CAMBRIDGE, ALTHOUGH
NOT TAKING A SINGLE FIRST, WON IN THE END

Oxford v,_Cambridge at Lord's — Coming in for lunch
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Mr. Dion Boucicault

(Photo by Downey)

MARRIED
Althoi'GH the cng'ag'ement of Mr. Dion Boucicault and

Miss Irene Vanbrugh was announced officially some little

time ag-Q, the actual date of the wedding was not very
generally known, and the fact that the well-known actor
and actress were married very quietly the other day came
as a surprise to a great many friends of the bride £ind bride-
groom, as well as to the playgoing public at large, all of
whom felt a keen interest in the marriage. Mr. Dion Bouci-
cault is the son of the author of Tlie Colleen Bfnii?i, London
Assurance, and The Shaughraiin, and is well know'n as an
actor and as an ideal stage-manager and play-producer on
both sides of the Atlantic ; while playgoers will scarcely
need to be reminded of Miss Irene V'anbrugh's wonderful
performance of Sophy Fullgarney in The Gay Lord Qiiex, a
success which she repeated in America during that tour
with Mr. John Hare's company, from which she has only
lately returned. In one of her earlier triumphs, as Trelawny
of the Wells, in 1896, Mr. Dion Boucicault had a certain
share, as he took the part of the old Vice-Chancellor Sir
William Gower, in the same cast, when Mr. Pinero's play
was produced at the Court Theatre. More recently, Mr.
Dion Boucicault has been seen at the Criterion as the
drunken husband in Lady Wentworth's Experiment, and as
Lord Eric Chantrell in \Mieels ivithin Wheels. Not so very
long ago, Miss Irene Vanbrugh and Mr. Dion Boucicault
were acting together in Captain Marshall's play, His Excel-
lency the Governor, when she took the part of Stella de Gex,
and he was John Baverstoke, the Governor's secretar)'.

Miss Irene Vanbrugh is the daughter of the late Rev. R. H.
Barnes, Vicar of Heavitree and Prebendary of Exeter, and
sister of Mrs. Arthur Bourchier, better known, perhaps, as
Miss Violet Vanbrugh.

* ¥ ¥

The wedding, which was absolutelj" quiet and private,

took place, at a quarter past two o'clock, at Buxton. The
ceremony was performed by the Rev. Codrington Nation,
uncle of the bride. Miss Irene Vanbrugh,who was given
away by her brother, Mr. Kenneth Barnes, wore quite a

simple travelling dress, a coat and skirt costume in fine

white summer cloth, with a very becoming wiiite hat to

correspond. Both bride and bridegroom have so much
work in front of them that only a short time could be spared
for the honeymoon, and that was spent on the Thames.

V * *
Wedding presents were received from the following,

among nianj- others : Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pinero, Lord
and Lady Churchill, the Duchess of Sutherland, Elle'rT

Countess of Desart, Mr. and Mrs. John Hare and Miss
Hare^ Cady Kathleen Pilkington, Mr. Henry Kemble, Mr.
and Mrs. Evans Gordon, Miss Isabel Quin, Mrs. D'lon

Boucicault, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Kendal, Sir Squire and
La:dy Bancroft, Mr. and Mrs. George Bancroft, Miss Violet

Vanbrugh, Mr. Kenneth Barnes, Captain Marshall, Sir

Frederick Haines, Mr. and Mrs. D'Arcy, Mrs. William
Rogers,- Sir. Georgeiand-Lady Lewis,- Mr. and -Mrs. Max
Hecht, Miss Cassellas and Miss Douglas Lane.

\ Ill
' -I

The Zoological Society's collection at present contains no

fewer than a dozen specimens of the American black

vulture (Cathartes atratiis). This species may be dis-

tinguished by the absence of an erect wattle on the head.

The wings are pointed and the end of the tail is squared.

The plumage is nearly uniform black, although the shafts

of some of the quills—the " primaries "—are white on both

sides. The total length of the bird is a trifle over twenty-

four inches. It is widely distributed over the American
continent, being found from the northern frontier of Pata-

gonia to some parts of the United States, where it is called
" carrion crow." It is found in greater numbers near the

coast than in the interior. The black vulture is of gre-

garious habits, generally breeding in small flocks. Its nest,

made on the ground, is of a most rudimentary description,

and is frequently found in the most open situations. These

birds have been placed in the vulture's cages on the south

side of the gardens.

Miss Ivene Vanbrugh
(l^hoto by Downey)
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The historic ruin of Kenilworth, which the L. and N.W. Railway Co. is

maliing moje accessible to the public by trips to Shakespeare's country

There happened recently at Ximes,
in France, an event whicli broujjht to

liji^ht the existence of a clause in the

Military Enlistment Act which, up to

the present time, it would seem, had
not been put in force. A recruit of

the year 1900 presented himself at the

military depot to enter upon his term
of service. He was a well-built,

strong, strapping fellow, but his

features were singularly repulsive.

His astonishment was less profound
than his satisfaction when he heard
from the Army Medical officer that

they constituted a cause of exemption
from service, and that Jie was there-

fore free to return home. The clause

under which he recovered his liberty

is that of No. 73, which reads ^s fol-

lows :
—"Extreme ugliness, resulting

from a faulty conformation of the

features, in want ot proportion be-

tween them, eitlver through atrophy
on the one side, or a lack of sym-
metry between the two, justifies the

relegation of the.recruitto the auxiliary

series, or even to total exemption."
Thus there is some truth in the

A HERO IN HUMBLE LIFE

The Mayor of Hackney (Mr. W. R. Horncastle) writes

that since issuing his appeal it has come to his knowledge
that a collection for the widow and children of the late

Joseph Thompson has been made by the members of the

Stock Exchange, under the aegis of Messrs. David Wilkin-
son and Ernest Lawford, and a sum of over jQ20o subscribed.

Under these circumstances, and, in view of the fact that

nearly ;C2oo has been sent to Hackney Town Hall, Mr.
Horncastle thinks quite sufficient has been contributed, and
the tund he has been raising is now closed. It is, therefore,

with the greatest pleasure that I beg to thank the following

readers of Black and White Budget for their contribu-

tions :
" For Mrs. Thompson, with sympathy," is. (enclosed

in a black-edged envelope that but too plainly spoke another
sorrow); " T. K. N„" 2s. 6d. ; M. H. R., 20s. ; A. Wrxley,
Great Yarmouth, los. 6d. ; H. Dunlop, L.D.S. Eng.,
D.D.S. Penn., Kilmarnock, 20s. ;

" Hartley Wintney,"
5s. The subscriptions have been sent to the Mayor of

Hackney, to be forvwarded to Mrs. Thompson.

•4-

Railway enterprise was never so energetic as to-day,

and the various companies leave not a stone unturned
in providing fresh facilities and fresh

attractions to the travelling public.

A new and very interesting endeavour
to make tourists realise how much
can be seen in Shakespeare's country
has just been initiated by the London
and North-Western Company, who
conveyed a party of press represen-
tatives from Coventry to Stratford-on-
Avon last week on the stage-coach
"Shakespeare" to Kenilworth, War-
wick Castle, and so to the poet's

birthplace. So pleasant and varied a
programme could hardly be sur-

passed, and there is little doubt that

American visitors in particular will

avail themselves of so convenient a
method of seeing historic country.
Admirable luncheon is provided at the

Woolpack, a genuine and picturesque
old English hostel at Warwick. On
another route, that of the Great Wes-
tern Railway Company, a great
acceleration has been provided be-

tween Penzance and Paddington.
Forty minutes have been saved, and
London is three-quarters of an hour
nearer the lo"eliest town in England.

saying : " It's enough to frighten the French.
"

9 T ¥
Cupid has to answer for another duel, and a very odd

affair it has been, says the Paris correspondent of the Daily
Telegraph. The adversaries were women who perform at a
music-hall in a remote part of this lively city, and who had
both fallen desperately in love with a comic singer who also
graces the boards of that establishment. He is a very hand-
some man, and the admiration of hosts of fair hahiludes of
the place as well. The rivals for his affection agreed to figlit

their quarrel out on a bit of waste ground hard by. As the

midnight hour struck, the two women were facing each
other, quite alone, pistol in hand. Each had fired three>

shots, luckily without inflicting any damage on the other,

when policemen, attracted by the noise, dashed in, putting

an end to the encounter, and conveying the belligerents to

the station*

^ V V

On£ of the most mteresting sights just now in Kent is

the frurt-pickers engaged in the fields gathering straw-
berries, or gooseberries and currants. They make pic-

turesque groups as they assemble beneath some tree to

discuss the mid-day meal. The women often wear coloured
handkerchiefs upon their heads, which set off their dark-
brown faces to perfection.
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Forty minutes nearer London—The Mayor and Corporation of Penzance

witnessing the starting of the new G.W.R. express
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Among the disappearing- buildings of London is West
Street Chapel, Seven Dials, in which John Wesley, the

founder of Wesleyan Methodism, began his ministry in 1743.
In this chapel Wesley and Whitfield celebrated their recon-

ciliation. It is now used as a mission church of St, Giles-in-

the-Fields, and is shortly doomed to disappear.

* ¥ * '

Since the recent introduction of a system of comfortable
chairs for hire under the trees in the public parks of New
York, disorder of a serious character has rapidly developed,

says the Daily Telegraph's correspondent. It now seems to

be a regular afternoon amusement of the lawless element
who frequent the breathing-places and occupy the chairs, to

refuse to pay, and to provoke an attack on the attendants,

which is followed by a general free fight. The situation

culminated in a lively riot the other day in Madison Square
Park, when Terry McGovern, the champion bantam-weight
pugilist, stirred into action a large gathering, only too

anxious for a leader, by refusing to pay for his chair.

Chairs were thrown into the street, where they were
smashed by passing vehicles. Many persons were arrested,

and were followed by bi^^ mobs to the police-station.

* ¥ *
Mr. Chamberlain, presiding the other day at the first

congregation of Birmingham University, sketched what, in

his opinion, were the functions of an ideal university, sug-
gesting thai it should be a place where everything that was
known should be taught, and where knowledge should be
tested, increased by original research^ and applied. He
expressed his conviction that England had fallen behind her
competitors in the matter of higher education, and pointed

out the great opportunities which lay open to rich men in this

connection, concluding with a declaration of his firm assur-

ance that we were ready to face sacrifices in order to make
up for lost time.

* * ¥
If " the Law is a Hass," that truth is certainly demon-

strated by the Leamington bench. The other day a brewer's
drayman of Leamington filled his little son (aged seven) so
drunk that the boy's life was for a time considered to be in

The procession of the Faculties of Birmingham University.
Mr. Chamberlain (the Chancellor) ie seen behind

Disappearing London—West Street Chapel, Seven Dials,
in which John Wesley began his ministry-

danger. Yet for this abominable crime the Leamington
bench sentenced the drayman to only a fortnight's hard
labour. Their leniency is abominable. Was the drayman
an employ^ ?

* ¥ *
There has lately been established in San Francisco the

headquarters of a Japanese Buddhist Mission to America,
which not only teaches Buddhism to the Japanese in Cali-
fornia, but looks to make converts among Americans. Dr.
John Frj'er, of the University of California, in an article

on the subject in Harper's., says a director and four priests,

all having received a good English education in Japan, have
been sent out by the wealthy members of the " Shin-shiu,"
or True Sect of Buddhists, and are already activelyat work.
About 500 Japanese attend the regular services of the
Oriental church, which are, of course, conducted in the
Japaiiese language. The Young Men's Buddhist Associa-
tion connected with it numbers over 200 members. Three
branches are established at other cities of California. There
is a separate service on Sundaj'S in English.

* * *
Mich is said about the alleged railway race to Scotland

from London, but the curious point is that the reports go
no further than Edinburgh (Waverley Station), a place
famed for delay and incivilit}- of its railway officials. " The
race to Scotland" is practically stopped there through the
natives being born tired. If the officials at that station
could only borrow the civilitj' of any porter in any
London railway stopping - place, the "race" might be
improved, but as it is, the pure-blooded people of the North
smile at the feeble attempts of those lazy-born sons of a
town, first registered in Northumbria, second in England,
and third as a capital.
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Cymric silver waist-clasps and hatpins at Liberty's

^x ^^ ^g ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^«

WOMAN'S WAYS
Sir zx ^n .zz. .zz. ^^ Jiz. Z.Z. jsx jsz xsl^k

" Woman's at best a contradiction still," and the poet's

conclusion holds good to-day. In nothing does she show it

more clearly than in her clothes, which include so much that
Is useless and yet excludes the ever-needful pocket. If a
man cannot do with less than a dozen pockets, how can a
woman be expected to manage without one ? Surely a
pocket is one of woman's rights, and she should, like the
baby depicted in Pears' advertisement, "not be happy till

she gets it." Take, for example, her frocks ; they include a
^reat deal more stuff than is necessary,- and boast an
iccumulation of frills and ribbons, button 3 and buckles,
"with what object is not known," for more often than not
ihe buttons have no button - holes, and indeed are not
intended to be used. What outlet has a pocketless woman
.or the exercise of her charity? She must perforce steel

her heart against this most womanly attribute, since her
dressmaker has so pitilessly seamed her frock.

When a fashionably-dressed lady stops to bestow an
alms on the object of her compassion she must first dis-

engage her hand which is clutching a yard or two of super-
fluous gown (" O the little more and how much it is") and
allow it to drop on the pavement, where it is in danger of
being stepped upon by the passer-by, while she carefully
and with a laudable command of her temper searches among
various trinkets which dangle from more or less inconvenient
oositions to find the latest hiding-place fo,r her coin. To
bestow charity under such conditions becomes a more
'leroic act than that which prompted the generous impulse
of St. Martin of Tours when he halved his cloak to share it

with the shivering mendicant.

* '^ ¥
"A DAY will come," no doubt, and when pockets have

their turn we shall have them in bewildering profusion.
Meanwhile the difficulty is aggravated by the collection of
queer things women will crowd into their purses—old tram-
;ar tickets, draper's bills, receipts for puddings, and useless
'rifles gathered from all quarters, and all more or less

obsolete, enough to fill a courier's belt, and all crammed
.nto a bulging purse to be routed amongst when a coin is

wanted. At a railway ticket office one woman will keep a
vhole crowd waiting whilst she is rummaging and fumbling
ifter the money. All of which would be avoided if she
vould only insist upon having a reasonable number of
;x)ckets in which to distribute the odds and ends she
iccumulates.

* * 5?

Although unlike that popular hero of romance, Rudolf
)f Rassendyll, we may not drink out of the " King's Cup,"
nany of us will have an opportunity of drinking the " King's
Sherry." It is said an invitation card to dinner is eagerly
scanned by the recipient who expects to find in the corner
of it: " To meet the King's sherry." He may not always
meet the genuine article, but fancy goes a long way, and if

while quaffing the pale liquid he is under the impression he
"is enjfoying'^ome of this historic wine no harm will be done,
and his host will for ever be held in high esteem. I venture
to predict that this sherry will be like the "widow's cruse
of oil," and never run out : there will be a bottle for special

occasions for our latest posterity, for bottles cannot be
" consumed on the premises," and they can be re-filled."

* * *
Even the most liberal-minded amongst us must be .shocked

at the new order of things which induces a vicar to invite a
celebrated actress to recite during the evening service in

order to insure a large attendance at his church. According
to my old-fashioned notions the evening dress service was in-

appropriate enough, but surely this new departure will receive

no encouragement from religiotisly-mmdud people, though
from the accounts we have read in the papers of the crowds
turned away from the doors we see that there are plenty of

people whose love for novelty will lead them to follow the

latest development in religious as well as in secular matters.

Surely "the times are out of joint" when people require

excitement to induce their attendance at church, and vicars

are so ready to offer it in any form. It is quite horrible lo

think of the Johnnies who will " drop in " for "this turn."

From the success which followed this strarge venture we
may expect .some clergyman to go "one better" and
arrange a series of dances to be carried out by gaiety girls,

and quoting Scripture to prove that dancing is the only

proper form of worship '

V vf *
Though our waists have expanded considerably of late

years by Fashion's mandate, still our consolation must be in

the knowledge that their ornamentation has never received

so much attention as to-day. The reign of the blouse must

answer for this, since nothing sets off this favourite bodice

so well as a pretty buckle. Messrs. Liberty have made a

speciality of silver clasps, with the result that they are

showing a collection unsurpassed for beauty of design and
colouring. Two I particularly admire I have had depicted

for you this week, the first being a handsome design in

silver showing a turquoise centre, while the second is inlaid

with four opals. For the superstitious turquoises may be

substituted.

Black and white muslin frock trimmed with narrow
blaok velvet
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This pretty walking costume of spotted voile seen in the

Park the other evening- struck me as being- very chic,

although so simple in construction. The stiff little velvet

bow at the neck is one of Fashion's latest whims, and will

figure on many of the coming gowns.

¥ * ¥
You will be charmed by the two pretty bodices here

illustrated. Both would look well carried out in linen or

cotton. Note the waist-belt lacing at the side. A pretty

novelty, is it not ? A belt

of this kind keeps the

blouse so well in place,

and prevents that " part-

ing the ways " sometimes
seen between skirt and
blouse.

The butterflies of
Society are only too
pleased to shake the dust
of town from off their

pretty shoes and hie them
for rest and change for

awhil.e to Henley, where
lounging in a houseboat
or idly punting down the
stream they can enjoy
both to perfection. Hen-
ley this year has been a
brilliant success. As I

told you a, week or so
ago, the river is once
more in fashion ; why it

ever went out it is hard
to say, unless tihe

"bounder" — and he on
the river is of a most
aggressive type — had
something to do with its

unpopularity, but the
"bounder" Ifke the poor
we have always with
us, and it would be foolish to give up the
.Thames because we cannot enjoy it alone,

* * *
The newest shoes for river wear are in mouse-

grey'doeski'n, and very smart they look finished

with an old silver bu.ckle. Boat cushions have
undergone a change, linen ones having ousted
those of silk. A casual observer would suppose
those of linen to be less expensive, bu.t when
you consider that the monogram of the owner
has to be worked on each, the cost is much the
same. Each lady must now have her own set

of paddles boasting her monogram picked out
in the centre of the blade. The note of luxury
so noticeable everywhere is not absent even in these
ripariam retreats !

The marvell.ous collection of Egyptian antiquities which
Mr. Flinders Petrie has succeeded in bringing together
within the walls of the University College, Gower Street,
should be seen by every intellectual woman. If, as Sir
Walter Scott says, she is variable "as the shade," she is

unchanging in her instincts and love of artistic adornment.
The habits, manners, tastes of pre-existing races have been
time out of mind the subject of earnest and diligent inquiry.
The further the date of our discoveries is thrown back into
the dim past, the clearer it becomes that humanity was
subject to the same infirmities, and moved by the same
emotions and aspirations as ourselves. The evidences of a
high civilisation and of proficiency in the arts point to
antecedent centuries of persistent endeavour. It is simply
amazing to find now that five or six thousand years before
the commencement of the Christian era the goldsmith and
the lapidary were as skilful as the best artists of our day,
and that in the tombs of Egyptian ladies of quality and
fashion are still preserved gems of jewellery of exquisite
design and fancy, and of the nicest and most perfect work-
manship—bracelets of gold and turquoise and amethyst

with interwoven strands of gold thread and even human
hair. We have not yet obtained a clue to the symbolism of
these newly-found treasures, but there is a whole school of

young Egyptologists at work on this fascinating subject,
and as time goes on we shall, without doubt, succeed in

laying bare the inmost secrets of this remarkable people.
One lesson they convey plainly enough, and that is. that
" Woman's Ways " are ever the same.

¥ * *
Most of us can rememberthe time when it was almost an

impossibility in this great metropolis of ours to obtain
a well-served tea. One shudders at the mere recollection
of the dingy back room, the mahogany boxes for seats,
the gritty floor, the uninviting female in attendance or
2«-attendance, and, worst of all, the tea, which shared
in the glory of the heading above the shop in being like-

wise "old-established." The teapot once filled stood
from early morning to "dewy eve," ready for the defence-
less individual whose evil genius might prompt him to
ask for the cheering (?) cup. To-day the change is

complete. The multiplicity of claimants make it difficult

to decide where we shall take our indispensable refresh-
ment. Each establishment—and their name is legion—
seems to vie with its rivals in their offer of spacious rooms

and dainty equipments,
the mere sight of which
seems to the jaded sight-

seer a very haven of cosy
comfort. In each and ail

of these you receive
prompt attention from the
veritable " neat -handedj
Phyllis ' who awaits your*
orders, and evinces a due
amount of interest in suit-

ing your individual taste,

and then trips away to'

return like a ministering
r.ngel with a well-served
tea " freshly made for

each customer." Spotless
cloths, dainty china, com-
fortable furniture, and ex-
cellent tea and cake all

tend to make one's tea a
pleasant necessit}', whil?
the contented faces of
the other occupants of
the room and their merry
chatter show the universal
favour which the modein
tea-room affoitis.

» ¥ ¥
I hear on good au-

thority that the waitresses
in one of the most fashion-

able tea-rooms in Bond
Street have their hair

celebrated hairdresser everj-

Perhaps

Two pretty bodices

waved and dressed by a
morning, and that their dresses hail from Paris
this is carrying a principle a little too far. Surely a waitress
should be suitably dressed and not try to vie with her

customers. Martha.

Martha will have much pleasure in answering questions
relating' to domestic or personal matters.

* * *
DOREEN.— I hope this recipe for " Pot-Pourri " will be

simple enough for you. Gather the roses in dry weather,
when they are beginning to fall. Dry the leaves thorouglily

in the sun, put them into a jar, with salt, lajer bj- layer ;

make a mixture of a teaspoonful of cloves, same of

pimento, and a little cinnamon and musk. Pound these

ingredients, and put between the layers of rose-leaves as

you put them in the jar. Do not be sparing with the salt.

When prepared in above manner, cover the jar and let it

remain some time before opening, when there should be a

most delightful and fragrant odour. I suppose Doreen
knows she can buy "Pot-Pourri ' by the pound fiom ai.y

chemist, and so save the trouble of making it at all.
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Bridge.—Many thanks for your flattering letter. I think

you arc washing your hair in quite the right way, except in

the quantity of soda you use : substitute borax, a tea-

spoonful of which is quite sufficient. Continue the brushing,
and it is also a good plan to friction the scalp with the

fingers, taking care not to entangle the hair.

J? * ¥
Fashion .'late.—You are quite right, the long skirts are

; great worry out of doors. I agree with you, they are

more suitable for home than promenade wear ; we shall not

gfivc them up just yet, but possess your soul in patience. I

hear on good authorit}' that our walking skirts are to be
shorter : the fact will be illustrated and duly noticed in these

columns. I also hope a place will be found for a pocket,

don't )'ou?
* * *

Laundress.—I thoroughly recommend Sunlight Soap for

washing purposes. It does not injure the clothes, and is

the best of all soaps for laundry work, rendering the articles

clean and white without any rubbing, which is so fatal to

delicate lace, &c. I congratulate you on being able to wash
your own blouses, cotton dresses, and so on. Don't you
find they last much longer ?

* * *
Perplexed.—You ask what I would advise for a small

souvenir for a gentleman, adding, " I must know of many
pretty and useful things." I quite agree with you that it is

difficult to hit upon a suitable present for a man, one that

will not be relegated to that place where so many ladies'

presents are entombed. You cannot do better than give
your friend a " Swan Fountain Pen," which would be
eminently useful, and something he could carry in his waist-

coat pocket. When one has much writing to do, these pens
are invaluable, as I can testify from experience. Send to

Mabie, Todd and Bard for illustrated catalogue, from which
you can make your selection.

V * ¥ .

San Toy.—As you want something very smart for your
little girl, why not send to Liberty for patterns of their

hand-printed silks ? Y^ou could not have anjthing prettier

or a greater novelty.

¥ ¥ *
Gladys.—Now is }-our time to invest in a pair of straight-

fronted corsets, which you can purchase at Messrs. Dickins
and Jones during their sale at a much reduced rate. I am
sure you will be pleased with them.

¥ ¥ *
Hai'SFRAU.— I am sorry you have had to wait so long for

your answer, but I can never promise a reply in the " next
issue." Y^ou need not be afraid of using Sunlight Soap, I

can assure you ; it will not harm the most delicate fabrics,

but will make all look " white ais snow."

The July circulars of the Emigrants' Itiformation

Office, 31, Broadway, Westminster, S.W., which may be
obtained free of charge at about 600 public libraries and
institutions throughout the country, state that this is the best
season of the year for emigration to Canada. There is a
good demand for competent farm labourers in nearly all

parts, except British Columbia. There is a good demand
for coal and other miners, more especially in British

Columbia and Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. There is a fair

demand for general labourers, and ior certain mechanics,
such as carpenters, blacksmiths, and "iron and steel workers,
but not at St. John, New Brunswick, or at Winnipeg,
Manitoba. There is a good demand for female servants
everywhere, both on farms and in towns. In New South
Wales the dispute in the coal trade with respect to the
employment of lumpers in sufficient numbers has been
settled. A report from Sydney states that trade continues
good, more especially for plumbers and builders, and the
engineering trade has perhaps never been so busy. There
is plenty of opening for good artizans in the engineering and
general building trades, as well ais for general handy men,
and there is the usual demand for female servants. At the
large Broken Hill silver mines there is a good demand for

practical hard-ground silver miners. In Victoria, there is

practically no demand in Melbourne or the other towns for

more mechanics or labourers. In countr}- districts generally
there is ascarcity of labour at busy seasons, and the splendid
rainfall that has just occurred after a long period of drought
should greatly increase the demand for men. Emigrants
other than female servants are not recommended to go to

Queensland at present, unless they receive nominated
passages, or take a little money with them. In Western
Australia, according to the official labour return for the first

quarter of 1901, there is no demand for miners anj-where.
At Perth and Fremantle and Katanning there is a demand
for mechanics in the building and other trades. At Jarrah-
dale there is a steady demand for sawmill hands and fellers.

In many parts of the south-west there is a scarcity of farm
hands, and of general labourers such as fencers and axemen.
There is a good demand for female servants everywhere. In
New Zealand, with the exception of a few places, such as
Dunedin, the building and engineering trades have been
busy everywhere. The clothing factories also have been
generally busy, and at Christchurch there has been a
difficulty in getting suitable female hands. Competent
general labourers are always able to obtain employment.
In Natal, a few guards, engine-drivers, firemen, cleaners,

and platelayers are wanted on the railways. Candidates
must apply to the Agent-General Tor Natal, 26, Victoria

Street, London, S.W., stating age, height, and experience,

and enclose testimonials. Otherwise all persons are again
warned against going to South Africa at present in search
of professional or manual work. Candidates for the new
South African Constabulary should apply to the recruiting

officer, S.A.C., Recruiting Office, King's Court, Broadway,
Westminster, S.W. They must be good riders, good shots,

single, strictly sober, and from twenty to thirty-five years of
age. They will be given free passage to South Africa.

TRY IT IN YOUR BATH.

SCRUBB'S CLOUDY
FLUID AMMONIA

MARVELLOUS PREPARATION.
Refreshing as a Turkish Bath,

Splendid Cleansing Preparation for the Hair.

Allays the Irritation caused by Mosquito Bites.

Restores the Colour to Carpets.

Of all Chemists, Etc.

Invaluable for Toilet Purposes.

Removes Stains and dreaseSpots from Clothing,

Itjvigorating in Hot Climates.

Cleans Plate and Jewellery.

Price Is. per Bottle.
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J'lic fatal tram accident at llcnie Buy

NEWS AND VIEWS

The Life-Saving Society is to be congratulated on the

magnificent display if gave at the Bathing Pond, Highgate,
on the 13th inst. Over twenty thousand people attended.
The Life-Saving Society' exists, it may be explained, to

promote practical knowledge as to the best means of rescu-

ing the apparently drowning and resuscitation of the ex-

hausted, as it is computed that out of the six thousand to

seven thousand who every year lose their lives in the water,
a very great proportion could be saved were proper methods
under both these heads more widely understood. It has
now established branches not only in many parts or the
United Kingdom, but also in Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, IndiaJ" Malta, Italy and Sweden ; and a pleasing
feature of its system is that all the instructors give their

services voluntarily.

Thi-; latest addilidn to the .\av\— the battleship Corn.
ivaUis—was launched last week from the works of the

Thames Ironworks Shipbuilding and Engineering Com-
pany at Blackwall. The ves<<el is one of six npw being
built for the Nav}', the class taking its name from the
Duncan, launched last March. The C<rrn-i<n!lis has accom-
modation for 778 officers and men.

* * *
The flourishing watering-place—Heme Bay—was the

scene of a very unfortunate accident the other day. By
some means or other an electric tram jumped the rails and
fell into tlie sea, causing the death of a lady, one oj' the
occupants of the car.

%> * ¥
I HAVE received further sums—detailed acknowledgment

oC which will be made next week—for the benefit of the
widow and children of' Joseph Thomjjson, who was killed

while stopping a runaway horse.

* ¥ V
The illustration on the following page shows the cricket

team of St. Matthews, Denmark Hill, Boys' School with the

Gill cup (the chief honour in South London Schools' cricket)

and also with the junior trophy, or challenge shield i)t

t"he South London Schools' Cricket Association. The latter

prize was won by the team last year, and is now about to be
given up, it having been won this year by Rugby St. Board
School. The Gill cup remains with the school for a jear.
This handsome silver cup, presented by Geo. Gill, Esq., to

the South London Schools' Cricket Association, is open to

competition to all schools in South London whicii belong to

what is known as the League.

* * »
The awards were made last Saturday at the annual

match between the Eastern and the Western Division.s ;it

the Oval. In the photo is seen thfi Vicar (the Rev. 'Dr.

Porte), Mr. F. J. Knapp (the head-master), and Mr. Spark
(the first a.ssistant master, who also acts as coach to the

team). The photo is by A. Flint.

The display of life-saving, &c., at Highgate. The President of the Life-Saving Society
(W. J. Bull, Esq., J. P.), presenting the prizes

CPhoto by J. Reginald Prior)
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Tlie launch of the battleship "Cornwallis" at Blackvvall last week
(Photo by Sturdee)

The cricket team of St. Matthew's Boys' School, Denmark Hill. They have just won
the Gill Cup, the chief honour in South London Schools' cricket
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Eton's first batsmen • Ferguson and Murray F. W. Marsham and J. Egerton going to the wicket

Going to lunch

CRICKET: ETON v. HARROW
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Getting up an appetite—a squau of the Royal Marine Light Infantry at bayonet exercise

The nine cruisers, J/i?n"«;y, Pandora, Ariadne, Brilliant,

Fox, Hecla Intrepid, Iris and Latona, the torpedo gfunboat,

Si'agnli, 15 destroyers, and eight torpedo-boats were com,
missioned tor the manceiivres at Portsmouth on the 15th inst.

witli a total complement of 3,800 men. On Monday night
the crews who had been told off for the ships, slept at the

depot, and were joined during the evening' by the crews of
the Royal Arthur, who recentl)- came home in the Blake, and
were sent round from Devonport for distribution during the

mobilisation. Fortunately, however, few of the men wcic
wanted, and the remainder were granted foreign service
leave. The ships specially commissioned at Devonport for

the ma^nceuvres were the cruisers Aiolus, Edgar, Forth,
Raitibow, Retribution, Sirius, Spartan and Thames ; the
gunboats Curleiv, Sharpshooter and Tay ; the destroj-ers

Decoy, Fervetit, Opossum, Shark, Thorn, Tiger, Vigilant
and Zephyr; and the torpedo-boats Nos. 80, 45, 52, 53, 54, 58,

85, and 86. Twent3'-seven ships mobilised at Chatiiam.

Clearing the decks for action

THE NAVAL MANCEUVRES
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Physical drill on board H.M.S. " Glory " at Wosiiug

•Skipping drill ou H.M.S. "Glory" at Wosung. Why not instruction in gunnery?

WITH THE CHINA SQUADRON
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A novelist's "In Menioriani " — The beacon recently erected in memory of William
Black, standing in solitary grandeur on the Isle of Mull

(Photo by Isaac and Riddle, Oban)

Queen Victoria's Jubilee gifts, now at the Alexandra I'aUu
(I'boto bv RiiiselO
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Boer prisoners - (I) Horn lame ; (2) I.aine ; (3) Attcr<fin<3 hospital;

(4) Deaf, dumb, and iusaue ; (5) Maa

The following- extract is taken from the letter addressed
to a brother in England by a Boer who was recently an
inmate of a refugee camp with General Plumer. The
writer, in describing his return to Pretoria, says :

— " The
trip here was like a picnic for me, and we enjoyed it

immensely, only for babv it was a little rough. At Colonel
Deacon's camp we had a concert in the evening-, the Aus-
tralians singing- the newest songs, some playing- violins and
other instruments. It was quite a treat to hear some music
again. From Pietersburg to Pretoria -wc only met High-
landers guarding- the line. These also were very kind

towards everybody by lending-

V.\i\\- stoves to cook food on, and
the officers sending fresh milk for

the little children ; in fact, up till

now I have not heard a single
Boer complain of the slig-htest

thing, so well they have been
treated. Here in Pretoria life is

not bad either, only dull because
I have got nothing- to do to pass
the time, and situations are
rather sciirce. P'oodstuffs are
cheaper than before the war, so
we cannot complain."

* * *
Mr. J. Rose Innes, late Leader

of the Opposition in the Cape
House of Assembly, points out
in a letter to the Times that the
effect ot the offer of amnesty that
Sir Henry Campbell-Bannernian
suggests should be made to Cape
rebels would be to encourage
Cape Colonists to assist the
Boers, without in any way caus-
ing- the latter to weaken in their

demand for independence. " Let
us," he proceeds, ''look at the
facts, fcr Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman owes it to the coun-
try to explain exactly what he
means by a policy of amnesty.

" All acts of rebellion com-
mitted between October, 1899,
and April, 1901, are punishable
under the Treason Act, passed
by the Cape Legislature during
its last session. That Act pro-
vides that only prominent of-

fenders—men of special influence
or of official position— shall be
pimished by fine or imprisonment.

The rank-and-file rebel, even though he
m.-iy have carried arms to g-re;it purpose,
and killed and wounded many of the King-'s
troops, is only disfranchised for five years.
He sufl'ers no other penalty. The promi-
nent offenders, roughly speaking, arc
about 10 per cent, of the total falling to be
dealt with under the Treason Act. In
other words, out of every ten rebels, nine
already enjoy the benefits of a practical
amnestj-. Does Sir Henry Campbell-
l?annerman seriously contend tliat these
men are to be allowed to go scot-free.
They all went into rebellion without any
g-rievance of their own, merely because
they disagreed with the foreign policy of
his iVIajesty's Government. And in many
cases they incited the hostile commandos
to enter the cjlony under circumstances of
the greatest duplicity. Arc they to be
asked to go to the polls red-hot from the
field, and to conlinue, with the aid of the
l,allot-box, the policy which they began
with the aid of the rifle? If so, what will

be the feelings of their loyal neighbours,
whose persons and property thej' have-
injured by their conduct?

" Ot course," Mr. Rose Innes continues,
"the Bond leaders and agitators are very

er,g-ar inat the rank and file should be amnestied. Thej'
want the votes of these people, and are horrified at the
idea of placing- them under any disability. But the men
themselves do not take that view. They are delighted at
getting- off" so cheaply, and they make no secret of it.

" A short time ago when the Boers were threatening one
of the midland districts of the Cape Colony, a young Dutch
farmer rode into the village in order to consult his lawyer.
His object was to ascertain whether, under the Treason
Act, a se.'/te.-;e of (ne years' disfranchisement was the only
penallv whic'' ».-juiu ue imposed upon a rank-and-file rebel.

Boer prisoners at work in Ceylon
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The man of law ex-

pounded the Act, and
the farmer went back,
shouldered his rifle, and
joined the enemy, safe in

(he prospect that even it'

he were caplcned Ir'

would merely lose his

vote foi- a time."

Would Sir Kenry
C a m p b e 1 1 -B a n n e rm a n
propose to g'lant full and
imnicdiate civic rig'hts to

the young- midland farmer
and to others who haic
acted in the ,s;'.mc spirit ?

An illustrated article

oil " The Church of the

Holy Sepulchre" appears
in the Windsor Magazine.
"Treading- with cautious
steps over the marble
floor," says th.e writer, "I
came to what is regarded
by millions of Christians
as the most sacred spot
on earth, the Sepulchre !

I hesitated to go near it,

not because I was dazzled
by the blaze of splendour,
but because of the rush
of thoughts, solemn, plain-

live, awe-inspiring, that
confused my brain. I

had always associated
the place where the body
of Christ was laid with an
aperture in a bare rock-
side, and a simple ledge,

like those that were used
two thousand years ago
on which to place the

dead. I was prepared
to see the sacred grave
covered with the precious
offerings of the devout.
But I was not prepared
fcr the magnificent and
bewildering display on
which I fixed my gaze

—

riches laid on riches, beau-
tifully cut marbles hid by
masses of embossed gold,

and einbossed gold
covered with jewels that
are beyond price ! The
approach to the doorway
is of marble mosaic, and
by the side stand tall and
bedizened candlesticks.
The walls are of white
marble. There are fluted

pillars and delicate carv-
ings, studs of gold and
fringes of silver. There
are rows upon rows of
lamps, made of rare metal,
and rows and rows ofcan-
dles set in alabaster soc-

kets. There are oil paint-
ings and sacred devices,

chiselled work over which
men must have worn
their lives — everything
that is brilliant and rare
covers these walls, thai

•enshrine the Holy of
Holies. And now, through
a door not more than
four feet high, I stooped
(o enter the Sepulchre.
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Mending telephone wires

(Pliolo liy G. Downey)

Three or four persons can
stand in at once, but I

found my elf thor-j, !,aving
as an only companion a
black - frocked, black-
bcudcd priest. There is

no licwn-out cavity in a
rock to be seen—nothing
but marble and precious
lam [)s and precious stones.
I stood like one transfixed
in that little chamber,
which I could reach from
side to side with the
stretch of my arms. In
the dim early centuries
tradition says there was a
sepulchral grotto, but now
there is only a split marble
slab. From the top of the
Sc|nilchre hang nearly
fifty golden lamps ; on the
wall is ;i, marble relief, re-

presenting Christ rising
from the dead, and the
bright light of a hundred
waxen candles illuminates
the tomb with radiance.
A Greek woman, clad in

while fiom head to foot,

crouched through the
door, fell on her knees by
my side and kissed the
marble beneath which the
sepulchral stone lies. She
kissed it again, crossed
herself, and went out. A
palsied old man, with shak-
ing- limbs, put his forehead
on the marble, and prayed
with his clasped hands
stretched before him. A
bright young Levantine
solemnly bowed, kissed
the stone, and went away.
I moved close to the
priest, to allow the people
to come and go."

V 5? *
Colonel LuMSDEN,the

founder of the mounted
corps of Anglo-Indian
Volunteers in South .Africa

known as Lumsden's
Horse, recently applied to

the home authorities to

raise the paj' of the corps
to 5s. each per diem, in
repl)', he has been in formed
that the&ecuetarj-forWar,
after full and careful con-
sideration, regrets his in-

ability to comph- with the
application. The letter

from the War Office pro-

ceeds :
—" Your men will

in this case not be worse
oft" than were those of the
X'olunteers and Y'eomanry
sent out originally fiom
England. You may rest

assured that Mr. Hrodrick
is most anxious to be of
assistance in matteissuch
aslhat represented bvyou,
and he is well aware of the

good services rendered by
your corps, but he feels

that it is impossible to raise

ihc question ag.iin with-

out involving- other-- of thc

s.-ime kind.
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SIWa the^prohibited
About where the 25th degree of

longitude intersects the line of 29"

north— far out in the Libyan desert,

due west of Cairo, and midway to

Tripoli—the student of geography
will have noted on the map of Africa

the name of Siwa, in letters whose
size indicates the importance of the

place. It has slood there on every

map that was ever made—from the

times of Eratosthenes and all the

other cartog-raphers of pre-Christian

days down to our own— sometimes as

Ju]jitcr Amnion, at others either as

Santria or the Fortunate Isles ; and,
since about the middle of the Seven-
teenth Centur}-, generally as Siwa,
or the Oases of Siwa. But though
it has had so prolong-ed an existence,

and though it has been twice part of

an Egyptian province, it is doubtful if

one in a thousand of all those who
follow pleasure or profit or health in

that distressful country ever hear of

its existence, or, indeed, if more than
Ihat proportion of the regular Euro-
pean residents are aware of it. For
it lies three hundred and fifty miles

away, with a weary expanse of desert

intervening—a desert so trying to

traverse that even the Egyptian
authorities, who generally keep an
e)'e on revenue, merely trouble to send
their tax-gatherer across every two
or three years, and then pray that he ma}- get back alivo;

Yet, as I have said, Siwa has been a historic centre from
time immemorial. It flourished before Cheops was born ; it

was described as decajed long before Cleopatra reigned.

For almost a thousand years prior to a century ago it was a
sealed city, whose annals are unknown. To realise how
famous it once was one must read Herodotus or Strabo,
Diodorus or Curzius, Arrian or Plutarch or Pliny—and even
they wrote of it only when it had attained fame after cen-

turies of growth. Carthage rose and disappeared within
its lifetime, but Siwa remains—no longer the centre of
adoration of half North Africa, certainly, but yet vigorous,

unique, and full of mystery.
Travellers have but rarely g-one that waj'. Alexander

the Great was the first of importance of whom there is any

The Citadel of Siwa

Typical peasants of Siwa

record, and in modern times there have ueen perhaps a

scoie of Europeans—comprising nearly every nationality—

•

who have visited it. They met with varj'ing luck. The
first was that adventurous Englishman, Alexander Brown,
who later on ventured southwards even to the Soudan. He
went in 1792, and was well received by the sheiks who
governed the then republican Oases. Other followed at

intervals of years—certain of them to be turned back,
sometimes with and sometimes without suffering violence or
loss ; while one or two enjoyed the protection of Mehemct
Ali or his successors. None seems to have ever been killed,

though a French colonel named Boutin was imprisoned for

four days about 1800, pending the decision as to his fate ;

and several who have followed in his footsteps were
threatened with death if they did not depart forthwith. In

truth, you could never be sure of

3'our Siwans till you had got clear of

them. Calliaud— a French savant
who accompanied Napoleon to Egypt,
and continued his scientific explora-
tions west of the Nile, from the

Mediterranean- far up the river—was
treated with the greatest suspicion,

and was only allowed to make a
single visit to the chief object of his

journey, the ruined temple, even
though he was ready to give all he

had, and offered to be blindfolded.

Belzoni had insuperable trouble ; the

Austrian General, Minutoli— though
he managed to see pretty well every-

thing—had also trouble ; and most of

those who followed had to be content

in ever}- instance with the briefest

stay, hindered as they were by the

"boycott" which the heads of the

people organised, and which left them
helpless. Even as lately as 1892 an
English gentleman, who had travelled

much in Algeria and Morocco -Mr.
VVeld-Blundell—made two attempts to

enter the town ; one from the Tripoli

side, which failed owing to Turkish
opposition, and the other from Cairo,

which ended in his being compelled
to leave after' a night's rest. The
last to penetrate this prohibited dis-
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trlct was the late G. W Ward, who
in 1897 g-ave thriHing- (and modest)
accounts of his terrible journey. Tiie

illustrations on these two pag-es are

from photographs by Mr. Ward.

* ¥ ¥
After a tenible journey of fatigue,

heat, and thirst, Mr. Ward entered

Siwa. "Siwa was busy with its

harvest when I headed my caravan
into the town " (wrote Mr. Ward).
" Wherever one turned one saw
groves of date-palms, some laden

with heavy bunches ol g-olden fruit,

others just shorn, or witli a peasant
aloft busy h^ickhig: away at the tougl'

stalks with a bill-hook. The broad,

clean, winding' lanes were noisy with

the patter ot pannier-laden little don-

keys, and the cries of the urchins who
drove them at a sharp trot to the dry-

A corner of Siwa showing to\-i eu and mosques

ing grounds, so that v.c wcPt along for a wliil?

comparatively unnoticed, thoug-h one or two
men who passed us spoke shortly to my fol-

lowers—asking' why they brought Christians
to the place—and seemed to reg'ard me rathci'

askance. In a few minutes we emerg-ed iiito

the open space used as a market-place—

a

square about fifty yards each way, with a little

canal running past one side, and a shed for the

traders near by. Scattered about were a num-
ber of fair-sized houses, some with an upper
stoie)', built of sun-dried mud, and closed b)'

just the sort of door a bishop might make out
of a tree-trunk, with the aid of a penknife.
But tiiis was not Siv.-a proper, the Jupiter
Ammon of Eratosthenes, the object of Alex-
ander's pilgrimag-e. Siwa la}' before and be-

hind us, crowning' three of the many isolated

hills the vall'-y contained, each of the e3'rie:s

looking, when regarded from a distance, like a
tall fortress. Tiie most important one—known
as the Eastern town—overshadowed the mar-
ket-place where we stood ; the second, or
Western town, was situated two or three hun-
dred y.u'ds awa)', on the side which its name
indicates ; while the third, and probably the
oldest, stood some half-mile east of either."

3I0SCIUC and graves (above ground) at Si'iva

Afterwards Mr. Ward perambulated the
sacred precincts of all Siwa. " Sjwa's popu-
lation nowadays " (continued Mr. Ward) " ii

roughly estimated at three thousand five hun
dred, all of whom lived in the three fortaliccf-

that I have referred to till, within recent years,
the unusual tranquillity, combined with a desire
tor more elbow-room, caused some of the more
wealthj' folk to build separate houses alongfsidc
their date-g'roves. Their oases stretched west-
wards for some fifty miles, but none resided
o'.it that way, cultivation and harvesting- being'

looked after by slaves sent out by the lords cl

the soil from time to time for that purpose.
Apparently there was not much to do in the

agricultural line, for practically the sole pro-
duct of the place was dates, whicb- only re-

quired a little attention in the way of irrigation

to j'ield plentiful^ . The date-palm is to the
Siwan what the ban. boo is to the Siamese, or
the seal to the Alaskan. Its fruit furnishe-
almost his sole food ; its wood supplies hir.i

with building' material ; from its leaves he
weaves mats, and baskets, and cere-cloths.

A nati\c of Siwa
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GETTING THE MEN-OF-WAR AT PORTSMOUTH READY FOR THE NAVAL - MANCEUVRES
(PbDio by Stephen Cribh)
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A 4-iucli btccl plate, pert'oiatcd in three places

HOW A BATTLESHIPS CLOTHING
IS MADE

Till-; dressmaker's bill for a first-class battleship runs into

a huije sum. Perhaps that is one reiison why sailors

always place these vessels in the feminine gfender. A ship
like H.M.S. London, for instance, is arrayed in an outer
skirt of gin. Krupp steel, and has a corsag'e made of i2in.

plates of the same material. In short, what the ordinary
man would consider a very snug- fortune is spent upon fitting'

to these vessels the shell-proof raiment which is so indis-

pensable a part of their equipment. Armour-plate, which is

the ever}-d£(y name for the material of which a battleship's

clothing- is made, is very costly to manufacture. Only a few
firms are able to produce it. Everybody has heard of this

material, 3-et very little is known about it beyond the name.
The approaching trials with H.M.S. Belleisle, which is being
specially fited up for tai-get purposes, will shortly bring
warsliips' armour prominently befoie the public. And in

order that the readers of Black and White Budget may
thoi-oughly understand the kind o.' article that is to be sub-
je t jJ 10 a pounding- by big naval ginis, we have secured from
authoritative sources ii description of nowarmour-plate is pio-

duccd and tested. It is now some thirty or forty }-ears since

the sides of British men-of-war were fiirst protected with
;,r our. At first this was of rolled iron. Twentj- years 1

later came steel-faced plates, and in i8q3 the Harvey pro-

(

cess was invented. From this was evolved the Krupp'

sjstcm, until to-day armour-plate lias developed a reS!str.fe

power undreamed of by the earlier inventors. Si.\ inches in

thickness of the steel armour now in use is harder to pierce
than was fourteen inches of wrought-iron plate. This
impiovement is chiefly due to the invenlois of guns, between
whom and the makers of armour a keen competition has
raged. No sooner had a special plate been introduced
that would keep out any shot that could be fired than the
gunmakers cast about for some device that would enable
them to go one belter than their rivals. Time after time
they succeeded, but the makers of armour-pkitc have at
last secured the palm. How long they will retain it is

doubtful.

To make an armoui--plate, an ingot of steel weighing-
50 tons is heated in a fui-nace luitil it has become as plastic
as the dough in a baker's kneading trough. It is then
placed under a hydraulic press where a pressure of two
and a half tons to the squaie inch is crammed down upon
it. At Messrs. Chas. Cammell and Co.'s Sheflield works
there is a huge press that will exert a force equal to 6,000
tons weight. This shows the kind of plant that the armour-
plalc manufacturer has to provide hiniKelf with. After beiiig
wcll hammered under this press, the ingot is agfiin heated
antl then placed between powerful rollers, which reduce it to
the required thickness. Next comes the carbonising pro-
cess. The surface of the plate —for such the ingot lias now
become—is subjected to a great he.it by ch.-irccal, «!;;ch
extracts the carbon, a process which hardei.s it grcaily.

Gun mounted on a travelling-carriage for testing armour-plates

A it>-5-iuch plate, showing damage done by shct

Subsequently it is planed and rolled. Then the plate is

again heated and the (kce chilled by strong douches ot

cold water. By this time it has become so excessivel}- hard
t li.it it is a work of the greatest difficulty to even diiJI a

it. Whilst under the various "treatments" the

])'<iU has been finished so that it is ready to be placed on
tnt I ip. But before being accepted it has to undergo a
^e\c c ( tfi( lal test, or. rather, every plate is not submitted

to this, only the first of a new batch.

These tests take place in special proof

cells erected for the purpose on Whale
Island, in Portsmouth Haibour. First, the

plate is built up against a strong wood
backing to represent a side of i. ship.

Four or five shots are fired at it, i suf lly

one at each corner and one at the cent'^3.

After each shot the plate is examined
and photographed. Sliould it show no
signs of weakness, the test is reported as
satisfactor}'. But if the p'ate is perforated

or cracks badi}-, it is rejected, and the

whole of the money and research of the

manufacturer brings him no return. In
firing at the plate, gradually increase<f

velocities are used. What an immense
strain is put upon an armour-plpte durin?"
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The smashed stem of the P. and O. Liner " Sobiaon,"

wrecked in China

trials may be g-auged by the fact that the A'-1r.iir;i!l}- before

iccepting- a 6iii. plate demandthat it should .s'.;i;id ilie attack

of an armoiir-pieicing projectile, weighing- 100 lb., hurled

:igainst the plate with a force sufficient to lift a weight of i ,960

tons a foot off the ground. Collision with an express train

would hardly give such a forceful impact as this. That some
plates do give way under the test is shown by our illustra-

tions. But tlie firm whose plates are therein depicted are

the biggest makers in the world, turning out some 10,000

Ions vi'eight of armour yearly-. There are several other big-

manufacturers in England, and upon these the Admiralty

depend for the whole supply of armour for our Navy.
Battleships are protected along their sides and the places

where guns are mounted, and in all vital parts ; but armour
is used only where necessary, owing to its great weight.

For instance, ships like H.M.S. Majestic have unprotected

ends, and are, to all intents and purposes, huge .oblong

floating forts, with a stem and stern built on to them, the

theory being that should the fore and aft parts of the vessel

be shot away in action, the fortified part would still remain
in fighting trim.

f 'illll <

£750 FOR THE " SOBRAON

"

" All that splendid new P. and O. steamship Sobrao::^

with engines, boilers and fittings complete, as she now lies,

and all I'm bid is 7,500 dollars," plaintively cries the

auctioneer. '' As she now lies " comprises the whole diffi-

cult}' for would-be speculators. But when, recently, a bid

in advance of £.J~,o proved unobtainable and tlie derilect

was bought in, 11 is a question whether Johnny Chinaman—
rarely backward to seize a bargain—displayed his usual
perspicacity. As a matter of fact, the big liner, piled up
firmly on the rocks below Foochow, is for all practical pur-
poses a fixture, and although she will certainl}' never be
floated again there is considerable freeboard at low tide,

and a fine haivest might have been made by a speculator
having- :. h'uid\' slea '.ib:)at and a qualified salv;ige staff.

The position ot the ship, with a perpendicular wall of rock
rising immediatel}'from the bows, two or three ugly mounds
of granite on each side, and a rocky shelf under the keel, is

truly remarkable—an example of an error in navigation of
a palpably grotesque character.
By now the P. and O. Co. have removed most of the more

portable fittings above water, which work Captain Vibert,

of the Com>Ha>id('/, has carried out with prai.-,: worth)
I ticrgy. Tlic piratical Chinamen, from the wild counlI^
districts in the vicinity of the wreck, have also helpc'
lliemsclves so far as they were able, and with dating Enter-
prise. Tlieir earliest move in the gath(;rir)g of lorjl, when
they received most of the passengers' baggage in one oJ
their jiniks and got clear away with it, gave them ar.

incentive lor more. They would probably have bagged 'ihc

valuablcs contained in the mail, too, had it not occurred to
a Navy officer to convey them himself to a port for safe
custody. The raiders afterwards entered the ship vi<i the
big gash in the smashed stem, and regardless of floode<l

compartments sampled the contents of the foremost store-
rooms and succeeded in getting off with much booty. A
pluclcy chief officer of the company—we believe Caplait
Vibeit—searched a neighbouring village. He found a sail

and other stores buried in the ground. John and his fiiends
were indignant. The sail was marked Sohrariii, but
"muskee," it belonged to John, and was only |)ai-ted with
after much forcible persuasion.

-t

Princess Henry of Battenberg, as Govei-nor of tlx-

Isle of Wight, with a view to icmoving the misapprehension
which has been caused by protests against certain innova-
tions at Caiisbrooke Castle, and allegations of vandalism,
has directed the publication of a memorandum as to the
Castle and its management. The memorandum states that

all repairs and alterations at the Castle are authoiiscd by
the Commissioner of Works, and no arrangements con-
nected with the management of the Castle or the gi-ounds
are made without the consent of, or for the purpose ol

carrying- out suggestions made b)-, the royal Governor.

S R F,D\VARD Cl-llCHESTF.R, the gaihiut raval officer who
is now in charg-e of the Reser\e Squathon, is the one who
bore the brunt of the debarkation of troops at Cape Town.
Not so very long ag-o, prior to leaving the Cape lor home, he
was presented with a testimonial and a magnificent silver

ornament, in recognition of his consjjicuous ser\ ices. Before
going to the Cape he was in command of the Imm:>i-taUt(} m
the China Station, and it was he who stood by Admiral
Dewey at Samoa when things looked rather nast)- between
the Americans and Germans. Sir Edward, who is a genial
old salt, is the ninth baronet of Raleigh, and succeeded his

father in i8g8. In 1880 he married his charming- wife, Miss
Catherina Emma Whyte. Sir Edward's principal seat ii.

Youlston, Barnstaple, Devon.

Sir Edward Chichester. R.X.
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If the knights of old who in ancient days tilted at

\nindel Castle had awakened from their long sleep last

Tuesday and witnessed the new kind of game being played,

hey would in-

leedhave rubbed
heir eyes with
ist onishmen t.

' Living Whist
"

.vas the pastime
onducted by the

'^ev. Rowland
Lees, with the

Duke of Norfolk
ind Lady Ed-
mund Talbot, the

Vlayor ofArundel
md Lady Mary
Howard to make
ip the rubber.

The Chichester
Infirmary was
he institution

immediately con-
cerned in the suc-

cess or failure of
this game ; and
it is pleasant to

be able to record
hat it was a suc-

;ess of the most
jfigantic propor-
tions. Such
jretty faces and
iuch pretty
Iresses could not
I'ail to draw many
I friend to see
he moves in so
ascinating an
'ntertainment,
ind the fifty-two

ards had fifty-

l wo sets of friends
to come for to see

mdfortoadmire.
The Marshal
wore a beautiful mediaeval costume of black and white

velvet, and delighttul dresses had also been designed for

I lie wearers of the Court cards. Hearts and diamonds
were, of course, allotted lo blondes, while the clubs and

spades were dark and true and tender. The ordinary
cards were gowned in white, with waist and wristbands
of black or red, with a dainty set of .straps on the back

set to haiiuonise-

•S^

The luidniglit

(Photo by Thom.is

A Royal En-
gineer writes
from Pretoria

(June 7th, 1901) :

—Dear Sir,

—

On
October ' 12th
last year, at a
general meeting
of the members
of the Telegraph
Division, Royal
Engineers, at
Pretoria, it was
decided to form
a minstrel troupe
with a view to

pleasantly spend-
ing the long even-
ings—perforce to

be spent in bar-
racks after 6.30
o'clock—and of
giving perform-
ances at the
theatre, the pro-

ceeds to be de-
voted lo the R.E.
Charitable Fund.
Many difficulties

had to be con-
tended with, the
greatest of which
was "* the exi-

gencies of the
service," in the
men being calkd
away to other
parts for duty,
but by persever-
ance the diffi-

culties were successfully surmounted and four performances
given, resulting in ^200 being realised after clearing ex-
penses. This amount, I am happy to say, is being sent
to the secretary of the R.E. Charitable Fund by this mail.

sky in Orkney
Kent, Kirkwall)

The Dulie of Norfolk playing Living Whist
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" A Silent World," is the title of a
{laniphlct issued in connection with a new
department of the Y.W.C.A. for befriend-

ing; and helping^ deaf girls who iiave been
taug-ht on the oral system, and others

who have become wholly or partially

deaf. It is not sufficiently understood
that tiic so-called deaf and dumb are in

reality deaf only, and that except in rare

cases they are possessed of the power of

articulation, and that the only reason for

their inability to speak is that they have
never heard words spoken. The oral

system is a means whereby the deaf are

taug^ht to speak and lip-retid. Its great
advantage over the "sign and manual"
method is that by means ot it the deaf
are enabled to mix freely with the rest of

the world, and statistics show that they

are thus enabled to obtain better employ-
ment. Miss Isabel A. Pollock Head, of

the Deaf Department, will be glad to

bear from deaf girls desiring help or

seeking employment, or from their

parents. Contributions in aid of the

work will be welcomed by the Secretary, 25 and 26, George
Street, Hanover Square, W.

¥ ¥ T
Silence unbroken by any sound save the voice of an

Female School—Reading, wrltiui), iVc.

interpreter reigned for nearly two hours in Worshi|D Street

Police Court the other afternoon, where Mr. Corser sat

to adjudicate on a summons taken out by Mrs. Amelia
Sutcliife against her husband, a com
positor, for a separation order. Both
husband and wife and all the witnesses
called were deaf and dumb mutes, and
the evidence was interpreted to the
magistrate by Mr. Spence, missionary
lo the Royal Association in Aid of the

Deaf and Dumb, the digit system, with
a plentiful use of gesticulation, being-

used. As told by the wife on her finger

ends, the story of her married life with
her husband, which had extended over
thirteen years, terminated last Saturday
week, when he pushed her out of the
house, and signified that she was to go.
That was because there was no dinner
for him, the reason being- that he had
provided no money. He was a jealous
man. The husband being informed that

he might question his wife did so by the
finger alphabet, which was interpreted
as it proceeded by Mr. Spence, as were
also the wife's replies. Other deaf mutes
in turn gave evidence, the upshot being
that tlie summons was dismissed.

Chair caninij

Character displayed in the fc l is the subject of an
article in The Lady's Mrgcr^lne. Tiiat tb.e fool is a very tell-

tale feature there seems no doubt. The article is brightly

written, and the illustration.s are exceedingly ;i:nu:;ing. " It

H curious hov.' much individuality is ex-

pressed by the feet, which are, in many
ways, as clear an index to character as
the hand. Are there not cruel feet, vulgar
feet, artistic feet, sly feet, honest feet,

and feet of every nature, varying
according to the disposition of their

owner ? For instance, there is a broad,
square-toed, squat foot which alwaj-s goes
with a phlegmatic temperament ; and there

is a long, narrow, pointed foot which ac-
companies an artistic soul; and a 'sen-
sible ' foot, which stamps the vegetarian.
We have all met and felt sorry for the
woman who wears large sixes, and will

cycle in a short white piqu6 skirt and
white shoes. Gouty feet accompany the
gouty temper and generally ' cussed

'

dispositions of cruel fathers-in-law ; white-
stockinged, elastic-sided, cloth-covered
feet can only belong to a certain type of
charwoman. Why do policemen always
have such large feet ? Why does a par-
ticularly aggressive person who generally

wears side-whiskers and a prosperous look, always go
about in creaking shoes ? Why do we always associate
genius with shabby boots ? One of the inost charming

Printing by the blind

THE LONDON SOCIETY FOR TEACHING THE BLIND
(Photos by C. E. Doyle)

I

I
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llie one ou the left is taking down 100 words per minute in blind shorthand on a
Braille machine ; the other two are typewriting

little bits of word-
painting' imagin-
able, too conjured
up by Sir John
Suckling^'s bride,

whose
Feet beneath her

petticoats,

Likeliltle mice stole

in and out.

A large - footed
heroine is impos-
sible, but out of

books she is pro-
bably morecommon
than the other kind,

and the atmosphere
of romance which
wraps the nursing
profession is cruelly

dispelled by the Physical drill class

knowledge that

most of its votaries

are flat - footed !

More honour to

them that they
have become so in

consequence ot

their arduous
duties ; but it is a
sad fact, neverthe.

less, that hospital

nurses seldom, or

never, have pretty

feet. One advan-
tage we women
possess is that we
can conceal our
tell-tale feet unde;
our skirts, for,

alas ! we cannot
all be Cinderellas.

The London Society for Teaching the Blind— Ilie female class and teachers
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1

LONDON LUNATIC
ASYLUM

Among the many works undertaken I)}'

the Corporation of London for the well-

being- of their citizens, there is perhaps

none of which they have more reason to

be proud than the provision of this asylum

for the care and treatment of the insane.

It having become necessary, under the

provisions of the Asylums Act, 1853, to

erect an asylum for the housing ot the

insane poor of the City, the Corporation,

by a resolution of the Court of Common
Council, instead of levying a county rate

for the purpose of raising the necessary

iunds, as they were empowered by Statute

to do, decided to defray the expense out

of City's Cash. The buildings at Dart-

ford were opened in 1866, and some few

weeks ago a female wing was added.

^ -if -if

The male and female hospitals are connected to the east
1

The

and west ends respectively of the original structure, and are
!

yards

The new chapel dedicated by the Bishop of Rochester

projected southwards into the gardens. The male hospital
,
organ

is not altogether a new building, a portion of the old
|

City's

hospital ward having been reconstructed

and formed into day-room, dining-room,

bath-room, &c., with large dormitory on

first floor. The new building- contains a

hospital ward with fourteen beds, a day

gallery, six single rooms (one padded),

two attendants' rooms, and other neces,

sary accommodation, all on one' floor.

The superficial area allowed to each bed

is nearly 901't., and the cubic area about

i,o8oft. The female hospital is a new
building on the ground floor, and can

accommodate fifty patients. There are

two large hospital wards containing- six-

teen beds each, one for sick and the other

for infirm cases, with a small dormitory

for working patients. A separate dining-

room is provided with a kitchen, &c.

There is also a central day-room with

day galleries right and left, all facing

south. Opening out of the galleries there

are nine single rooms (two padded) and

four nurses' rooms. A bath-roorn is pro-

vided in a central positioi^,also linen and

clothes-room, and two additional nurses'

rooms.

The new Female Hospital

chapel is a distinct building, erected about eighty

to the north of the administrative centre, where it

forms an ornamental and pleasing object

from all points of view. The stj-le of

architecture is early perpendicular, and
the external walls are faced with flints

found in the local chalk quarries. Intern-

ally, it consists of a nave, 72ft. by 36ft.,

lighted by five two-light windows on each
side and a five-light window. in the west
gable. At the west end there are two
entrances, and adjoining each entrance is

a small room in case of need for epileptic

patients. The floors of the nave and
entrances have been well laid in wood
blocks on a concrete foundation The
seats, which are arranged with a view to

allowing a maxfmum of room for each
person, are of oak. The hammer beam
roof of the nave, which is a feature of the

interior, is also of oak. The chancel,

25ft. wide, is formed with an octagonal
eastern end, lighted b)' a single-light

window in each side of the octagon. It is

paved with encaustic tiles,' and the walls

are faced with alabaster in panels. The
organ, cased in oak, has been erected by
Messrs. Henry Speechly and Son ot the

Camden Organ Works. Dalston, and
consists of three complete manuals, C.C.
to C, fifty-six notes, pedal organ, C.C.C.
to F., thirty notes and eighteen stops,

varying in pitch from 2ft. to i6ft. This

has been provided out of a special grant from the

Cash made by the Court of Common Council.

General view of the Asylum
(Photos by Thankful! Sturdee)

i
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A pair of bustards shot in Suffolk

KILLING THE GREAT BUSTARD
The attempt made by Lord W'al-singham about two )ears

since to re-"ntroduce the Great Bustard (Otis Tarda) into

lor a breach of the Games' Act of 1831, wliich affords pro-

tection to tlic Bustard chning' the close season. The accom-
panying' photograph shows the jjair stuffed and " set up,"
as they appeared when produced at tlie Eye Police Court,
and will convey to our readers some idea of the handsome
a])pearance of the Bustard tribe generallw

In form the birds somewhat resemble a huge yellow and
( hestnut turke}-, the |)lumage on the back and tail being of
ihis colour, prettily barred and variegated with black, whilst

the wings and undersides are of a whitish hue. The birds
here dejjicted were barely three years old, thus accounting
for the absence of the whisker-like tuft on the head of the
male, which makes its appearance after the bird has attained
full growth, i.e., after fi\e \ears.

The County of Norfolk was the last abiding-place of the
Great Bustard in England, and in this shire the)' formerly
existed in large numbers. Morris recording a flock of
nineteen being observed at \\'estacre in i8ig. The breed,
however, graduall)' became extinct ; the last female being
shot near SwafFliam in 1838. The present flock (originally

comprised of sixteen) were imported from Spain, and turned
off near Thetford, where the}- enjoyed a sanctuary of 800
acres. Only seven of this number now being known to

exist, it is surmised that others of them have also met with
a similar fate to that which befel those here depicted. It is

to be hoped, however, that Lord Walsingham's attempt to

reintroduce the Great Bustard in this country, ma\' not

Tiie first camp Divine service (Ian Macl.aren preaching) of the new Volunteer Liverpool regiment
" The Liverpsol Scottish "

the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk, has been followed by I altogether be rendered hopeless by a.ny further recklessness

the. shooting of two of these birds by a gamekeeper at ' on the part of gunners, who may come in contact with the

Finningham, and the gunner has been recently fined heavily
|
remainder of the flock.

^n Afghan tailor

Following the example of London,
Liverpool has now a Scottish volunteer

regiment. The " brither Scots " of the

latter town, not to be behind their com-
patriots all over the world, clubbed

together and raised a fine regiment, to be

known to fame as " the Liverpool Scottish."'

Quite recently the regiinent encamped at

Altcar, and the first "kirk sservice " was
conducted by "Ian MacLaren " (the Rev.

John Watson), the chaplain of the regi-

ment. He is an Essex man, but, judging
from his successful Scotch novels, he

should be able to talk kailyaird when he

likes. The Liverpool Scottish are kilted,

and wear the blackcock's tail in their

glengarries. " Nemo me impune lacessit
"

is not kailyaird, but it is " good old Scots,"

and therefore, if this new regiment sticks

to the original motto, it will have as much
chance of being as good in spirit as the

Gordons are in fact.

* ¥ *
The Gordons, b,y the way, being the

only kilted regiment in the Afghian War
that crystallised the fame of Lord Roberts,
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An Esquimaux dog—A leader for the Antarctic

Expedition

re-introduced not only the bagpipes but defeat—and Singer's

sewing machines. The last tact is exemplified by the illus-

tration of an " Afghan tailor,' the other facts are matter of

history. The "Afghan tail&r " was "taken" by a 93rd

HigJilander (nowada}'s a 2nd Battalion Argyll and Suther-

land Highlander), and he says :
" Singer's sewing machines

have now become so universal that even the wild Afghans
use them. In the illustration it will be seen that the Afghan
has temporarily discarded the machine, and, holding the

garment oy the big" toe. of his left foot,, is hand-sewing it,

Afghans are as handy with their toes as with their hands or

their knives. By the way, again, many Afghans who were
also handy were hUng for "fighting for their country."

Why not the Boers, who are stili going to drive the British

into the ses with the aid of the Liberal Party—Mr. Asquith,

Sir Edward Grey, Mr. Norman, Mr. Labouchere, and the

others ; they are all united, so they say. And they have
one "great illustrated" on their side.

One of the faults of this war was that the commanders
truckled to the Press, under the impression that the British

nation ought to know every detail that passed in this war
run on the Exeter Hall lines. The British nation—that is.

the pco|)les of the United Kingd(>m and Ireland—not being
a military nation, have not the slightest right to know any-
tiiing of the details. All the nation is cmtitlcd to is the-

knowledge of the result. War is war, and even the greasy
loafer.s on and about the Enibankm('nt cannot change the

premises. They try, and under the holy name of "Press "

urge " publicity. " Lord Kilctiener's herculean task lay not

in conquering the Boers, but in kicking out of Africa every
press correspondent alleged or real. With few exceptions,

the " correspondents" have been humbugs, " mere sensation

mongers, " and it is a great pity the Commander-in-Chief in

South Africa caninot apply the old remedy of " short shrift.
"

^f » *
The Bishop of London delivered a manly and encouraging

address, the other day, tothe captain and crew of the good
ship Discovery, which is about to sail to the Antarctic
regions. Very much of the romance has gone out of this

world with the annihilation of time and distance in modern
travel, a.nd even in the plethora ot t'ne photographic repro-

ductions of the grajidest scenery of the world. Yet there

Hoisting the crate of dogs from the Zoo to be embarked on the
""Star of Australia"

A Siberian wolf-dog—A leader for the dog-teams
for the Antarctic

remains to fascinate and to inspire our imagination the

splendid isolation and the circumambient m3Stery of the

Poles. Of late years Great Britian has hardly been to the

forefront in Polar discovery ; let us hope
that the good ship that has been visited

by the Bishop may carry her gallant

captain and crew farther south than other
ships have done. It is a patriotic wish
t,hat the Union Jack may mark the

farfhest point touched bj- the foot of

man in that silent southern sea. The
Scotsman popularlj- supposed to be
sitting on the North Pole has long
waited for a companion ; the gentleman
who occupies the similar post of honour
on the South Pole may find his solitude

seriouslj- challenged before very long.

Our illustrations show the loading up of

dogs at the Zoo last week. The dogs
were embarked on the Star of Australia,

bound for Melbourne, to await the arrival

of the Discovery.

* * ¥
Mr. S. H. D.w, of the South-Eastern

Circuit, has been appointed by the Master
of the Rolls a Master of the King's Bench
Division of the Supreme Court, in suc-

cession to the late Mr. Joseph Kaye.
I\Ir. Day, who is the third son of Mr.

Justice bay, was caWed to the Bar by
the Mitldle Temple in 1S76.
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The hot weather—A cooler in the Serpentine Hyde Park

The football team of R Division of Metropolitan Police, the winners of the cup
presented isy Sir Edward Bradford
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1

Ouaiiit wooden bedstead at Spriggs and Co.

WOMAN'S WAYS

Very interesting are the reminiscences of an octog'enarian
which appear in the current number of the Conihill, and
the light tliey throw on some of tile manners and customs
and the dress of eighly years ago. She says the incon-
venience of the dress can hardy be realised nowadays : the
universal low bodies, sometimes worn with and sometimes
without a tippet and always fastened up at the back, which
made it impossible to dress without assistance, and of the
fragility of the white muslins and lawns generally worn

—

even in winter. Poor shivering- mortals, no wonder they
flew to the rouge-pot and looked upon the advent of gas as
a "vulgar innovation." One can understand when g'arbed
in such unbecoming fashion the preference for being' seen by
candle-light.

* * *
"Look on this picture and on that"— this picture being-

a sweet dinner-dress in rose-coloured taffetas and guipure
Lice. I am sui-e you will admire the skirt and find in it a
pleasant change from the ubiquitous shaped flounce. The
corsage is formed principally of lace and the d^collet^

draped with mo.usseline-de-soie, which also forms part of
the apology for a sleeve.

¥ * *
Our second illustration represents a foulard gown, and

here again \ou see a very novel skirt— one of the latest

successes in Paris this season. The lace collar opens on
the shoulder and laces across with black ribbon velvet ; the
bodice is treated in the same manner.

* * *
Waist-belts, in whatever material they are made, must

be high at the back and short in front, to give the figure a
long, straight, front appearance and a short look at the

back. All these little details, unimportant as they may
seem, help to make the now fashionable figure which^ is so

luzzling to the uninitiated, who wonder how the "female
J )rm divine" can adapt itself to all the passing fashions
whatever its demands. These kaleidoscope changes are
r.ot so wonderful after all : dress is largely responsible for

the metamorphosis. The cut of a gown, adjustment of
-rimmings, and so on—to say nothing of a modish corset

—all play their part in the illusion, for illusion it assuredly
is. The figure remains the same in spite of all the seeming
changes, reminding me of the conclusion a German friend

came to after tasting at the restaurants various soups under
different names. " But now it is already always the same
soup." " The bearing of this observation lies in the appli-

cation of it."

* * *
Among the temptations to unnecessary purchases with which

we are surrounded during the progress of the summer sales

first and foremost comes the omnipresent ruffle. These pop^ilar

badges of fashion meet one's gaze everywhere ! window
and counter are showing piles of them in their most alluring

aspect and at the lowest prices. I wonder how many girls

who have hitherto given themselves excellent reasons for

not buying a ruffle yet will eventually succumb to the

enchantment of the reduced prices, an<l hasten to acqujro
the fluff)' treasure, providing reasons to justify the purchase
ec|ually as good as those they gave for their abstention. I

would advise such girls to pause for the rest of the summer ;

since the reign of the ruffle is certainly on the wane, the

pretty fashion for it was decidedly most becoming to the

majority, has been practically done to death by its popu-
larity. What everybody wears one must reluctantl)' give
up. However varied the ruffles were in design and detail,

somehow there was a great sameness in them, and this

has helped to shorten their slay in the fashionable world.
Women have had their chance of originality and have lost

it : nothing individually tasteful has been created in the way
of these neck adornments.

Tempting neck-chains of differently coloured beads aie
also liberally displayed, and very pretty some of these are,

and well worth- the few shillings at which they are marked ;

stiil those who want a really lovely necklace, and one that

will be " a thing of beauty " and so a "joy for ever," when
the fashionable craze for beads shall have passed awa)

,

should pay a visit to Messrs. Liberty: there they will have a
large selection to choose from, and will have the satisfaction

of knowing that what they inspect there is to be seen
nowhere else—the hall-mark of Liberty spells unique.

The fashion of wreathing our persons with dangling
charms and the various fetishes which have obtained such
universal favour, seems to me most appropriate, for at

heart we are most of us as superstitious as our savage
forefathers. We have never quite lost that misdirected

sense of the supernatural which at times over-mastered the

greatest intellects, and led them to perpetrate the grossest

acts of cruelly— for example, the burning of the so-called

witches was superstition of the most pronounced kind.

This age has been described as one of unbelief ; but surely

the world is still lull of strange beliefs. Peopleare found who
w ill believe anything. Whenever a public disaster occurs
thousands will rush into print, and account for the sad
fatality by some foolish announcement that it occurred on a
Friday, or on some unlucky date. Many people remarked
on the birth of Princess Anastasia, that it had but strength-

ened their belief

in the prophecy
that the Czarina
would have six

girls before the

advent of the

longed-for boy.
Leo. XI IL has
lived to smile at

many prophecies
which foretold

his death. It

was firmly be-

lieved by some
that St. Peter's

chair would be
empty ten days
after Verdi the

CO m p o s er ' s

death. These
unfulfilled fore-

bodings pass un-

noticed, and
when the Pope
really dies many
persons will un-
blushingly ac-

count for the

event by some
foolish supersti-

tion. One hears

of the random
shots which hit,

but of the many
misses nothing
more is heard. Dainty frock for walking
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'-
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The King- has become an evident motorist, and at

Sandring-ham nearly everj' day he may be seen on his

motor-car clad in tweeds, and wearing- a straw hat,

travelling at quite an alarming speed, as he finds the

rush through the keen air so very exhilarating. With his

Majesty as pioneer, we may expect next season these

ungainly vehicles to be as numerous in London as thty

are now in Paris ; and a very real terror they will be in

our already overcrowded thoroughfares. It is a sig-

nificant tact that in Paris, where motoring is so general,

the demand for masseurs and masseuses is so great that the

supply is not equal to the demand. As the motor-cars are

suie to gain ground here, and accidents result, I should

think the profession of masseuse would be a good one for

any girl to take up, and as each day is ?ure to bring forth

its accidents, she will have many
opportunities of showing her skill.

* * *
I don't envy the possessor of the

pearl necklace which was sold the

other day at Christie's for the enor-

mous sum of twenty thousand
pounds. Even in a small way the

anxiety attached to the possession

of a valuable or much-prized piece

of jewellery, the fear of losing or

having it stolen, takes from the plea-

sure of its possession. Imagine the

care which will have to be expended
to guard this costly bauble from
thieves, &c., and the detectives fol-

lowing the fair owner wherever she

may be when she elects to wear this

costly ornament ; or will it find its

way into some Bank, only to see the

light on some very rare occasion?
I remember reading somewhere that

the Prince of Bulgaria, who pos-
sesses some very valuable precious
stones, keeps them locked in a liliie

castle on the banks of the Danube,
;ind that the Czar's priceless collec-

tion of jewels are kept in the same
manner and watched over and
guarded by officers and men.
Surely the game is not worth the

candle. Jewels kept in this fashion

can give no pleasure to the owners
commensurate with the anxiety
which their possession involves.

The end of the season is here.

All the signs are about us ; the
shops with their sales are not the
only indications. The railway plat-

forms are already choked with
luggage, and the porters are worn
out with their unwonted exertions,

and stand mopping their moist
brows. Mr. Cook is putting out his

most tempting bills of travel, and
will take you for a week in Switzer-
land for next to nothing, and to the
other side of Jordan for very little. Those beautiful
German chromo -lithographs, with the bluest of skies
and the most tranquil of lakes, their banks fringed with
tlia umbrageous vine and their sky - lines diversified
with the most vulnerable and picturesque of castle, puzzle
the choice of the would-be excursionist. Careful house-
wives now hurry about to Newquay, to Ilfracombe, to
Eastbourne, and the thousand other resorts, to select
and secure those comfortable lodgings, with the good
cooking which seems—vide advertisements—such a common
:omniodity. The children are counting the days when they
will leave school and come to those homes which are
1 it tcred by their advent. In a moment the great city wTU
):; changed. Thousands of redundant cab and omnibus
lorscs will be transferred to the seaside fly or go no one
.cnows whither : some perhaps to foreign lands, whence they

will return as breakfast delicacies and in other disgfuiscK.

The rushing motor will be gladly missed, and the elderly clei'l:,

who w.-us, from the rule of the office, compelled to take his

turn for a holiday early in the season, will be able to ci'os-i

the roacf without being run over. Tlie theatres will afford

an opening for rising talent from the provinces and else-

wliere, and the sohtude and change which all are rushing
away to objtain will really be found at our owti doors. The
parks will be worth perambulating, and this dear old
London will display its beauties to the satisfaction

of such as take their pleasures not sadly, but calmly
and with discretion. When the rushing tide of exhausted
holiday-makers hasten back we shall be off, and thus get <-i

double holiday—one when the crowd is awa)' and we are
left alone in peace, and one in the country which they have

vacated for our behoof.
Martha.

* * *
Martha will have much pleasure

in answering questions relating to

domestic or personal matters.

A sweet dinner gown

lently with carbonic acid
Thames in the instance

effervescence is due
son in which men

It is sometimes said of a person
of no particular promise or brilliancy

that he will never "set the Thames
on fire," or again, a similar expres-

sion is used for describing a chi-

merical and impossible scheme.
Thus "You may as well attempt to

set the Thames ablaze " is a frequent

criticism, and very often a perfectly

just one. Portions of the Thames,
however, have apparently been fired,

owing to the fact that oil in flames

has been seen floating upon its

surface, leaking away, perha))s,

from a large oil storehouse on fire

on its bank, or an oil-ship on its

waters " well alight." But it is

seldom that any part of the great

historic water-way is seen to presert

the appearance of water in a rapid

state of ebullition. We (says an
editorial note in the Lancet) have
known it as a babbling, hut scarce!)-

ever as a bubbling, stream. A bub-
bling turmoil of this kind, however,
may just now be witnessed going
on a little to the south of Charing
Cross railway bridge. The phe-

nomenon is vcrj'

singular, and calls

to mind the natu-

ral effervescing
springs which are
so abundant in

Germany, and
particularly in the

Rhine Valley; in-

deed, the waters
of the Rhine itself

may at several

points be seen to

be bubbling vio-

ls not so with the

describing, for the

to the air escaping from a cais-

ire eng-a'ged excavating; beneath .the

gas.
we

It

are

bed of the river for the purpose of constructing an electric

railway tunnel. The bubbling indicates exactly where the

work is proceeding. Sometimes it is near either bank,

sometimes in mid-stream, and again in other places, alto-

gether presenting a curious spectacle. It is enough to make
the spectator shudder to think what would happeil if at any
moment the air-pressure failed which keeps out the water,

for if the pressure were relaxed the water would pour in.

And so the sight of a copious stream ot huge air-bubbles in

the river on this occasion is a welcome one : it means that a
superabundance of air exists, and that they who labour

beneath the bed of the stream may live.
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NEWS AND VIEWS

London got a wasjli in real earnest last' week during' the
clase-rangfe bombardment by lightning. Raiii fell in tor-

rents ; drains burst ; the floor of Westminster Hall was
covered ; the tuniiels of ihc Metropolitan Railway were
flooded ii€ar King'.s Cross to the depth of 10 feet ; in St.

Pancras 300 people were rendered telnporarily homeless,
and had to take refuge in p'ublic buildings ; a house in

Bloomsbury was ;xt on fire ; a'nd the flag' that floats over
the Victoria
Tower of the

Houses of Par-
Ham e n t was
hurled to t.he

ground. That
was during the
War Office vote.

TTie lightning
evidently mis^
took the House
of Commoms for

fhe War Office.

The destruction
of the latter
wp'uld be a bene-
fit to the nation.

Still, we live in

hope.

'if ^ nf

That "the
creator ofmodern
Egypt," as Earl
Cromer is called,

should have been
raised to the
Peerage is not a
matter for sur-

prise : the sur-

prise is that the
distinction had
not been con-
ferred before.
He is the ninth
son of the Henry
Baring who for

some time was
M.P. for South-
ampton. The
fa m i I y fro m
which he sprung-
was of German
extraction — the
founder, a Luthe-
ran minister of
Bremen, came to

England in 1697
—but for nearl}'

two hundred
years it has been
eminent in
British c om -

merce, finance,

and politics. It

has also achieved
th-e unparalleled
" record " of
adding within
less than sixty
years no fewer tnan four new titles to the roll of Peers.
These were those of Ashburton, conferred in 1835 o"
Alexander Baring, second son of the first barontet ; of
Northbrook, bestowed upon Thomas Baring, grandson or
Sir Francis, in 1866 ; of Revelstokc, a creation of 1885 in

favcAir of Edward Charles Baring, another grandson of the
same ; and, finally, of Cromer, the title taken in 1892 by
Lord Revelstoke's younger brother, who has now received
an earldom.

* * ¥
After serving twelve 3'ears in the Artillery he got

his first chance in connection with the commission under

Sir Henry Slocks to inquire into the suppression of the
Jamaica outbreak by Covernor Eyre. But it was not
until 1877 that he got his real chance. In that year he
was appointed British Representative on the Connnission
of Public Debt of Egypt. Since then he has fought the
enemies of the country, and from a bankrupt state has raised
Egypt to a smiling land. He js indeed a second Moses ot
extraordinary talent—soldier, administrator, diplomatist,
economist, and financier. ' .

The Royal lour in Australia has realised the
highest anlicipa-
ll<jns, the marked
outburst of
loyalty to the
throne and de-
votion to the
Empire utterly

silencing the few
carpers. To a
large proportion
of the inhabit-
ants the oppor-
tiuiity of seeing
the Royal visitors

has been a source
pf great delight.

Thousands of
people have
iourne3'ed ' hun-
dreds of miles,

submitting to all

sorts of discom-
fort and crowd-
ing, and yet all

animated by a
superb spirit, in

i- ' f»^

their He

The firework display in honour of

Government House

the Duke and Duchess of Vorli at

domain, Brisbane

clesire to
prove _ to the
Duke and
Duchess the
depth of Aus-
tralian feeling.

Melbourne's dis-

play was a unique
and historical

one. While the

people f-ull3-

realised that the
consummation ot

the union of t'ne

States was a
great event, they
at the same time
could see that
the presence of
the Duke and
Duchess was
deeply significant

in its tendency
to bind them still

closer to the
Motherland. The
visit has set men
thinking about
the means where-
by mutual in-

terests may be
improved, and
if the Imperial
Government

takes advanitage* of thiG feeling to propose preferential

treatment, Austrafia will doubtless reciprocate heartilj-.

* * *
I HAVE very much pleasure in thanking the following for

their kind donations to the Joseph Thompson fund :—Irish

Reader, 20s., Harrogate, is. ;
'" G. P.," 5s. ; Anonjmous

(Exmouth), los. ;
" T. E. J.," 20s, ; iind " L. A. H.," los.

As already stated, Joseph Thompson, a working engineer,

with a wife and children entirely dependent on him, was
killed while trying to stop a runaway horse. He was on his

way to look for work. However, as the Stock Exchange

\
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The desolation wrought by the great fire at Rusliden. The town was almost wiped
out for the want of water

and the TVIayor of Hackney took up the case, helped, in a
humble wa}', by Jilack and White Budget, the widow and
ch'ildren have been placed beyond the reach of the pinch

of poverty until the children have grown up.

¥ * •*

The thriving' and in-

creasing town of 'Rush-
den, in Northamptonshire,
was visited by a terrible

fire on the 19th of last

month. In less than four
hours a large army boot
manufactory, more than
a dozen shops, a bank,
the Board-schools, and
other valuable property,
were totally destroyed. A
glance at the illustration

will give an idea of the

thoroughness of that de-

struction. Twenty years

relief fund has been opened in Rushden for the poorer

sufferers.

* * *
Thr fourteenth annual gatliering ot Pears' Athletic

Club (of Pears' soap)

. .
' went 6ff with great Mat,

one of the principal fea-

tures being the tug-of-

war. The entrants were :

Isleworth Police, Pears'

Soap Works (two teams,

A and B), Heston and
Iisleworth District Council

Employes, Isleworth
Brewery, Brentford
Police, Norwood Chemi-
cal Works, and W. Wis-
dom's works. For the

final, two police teams
were left, the Isleworth

police eventually beating
their Brentford comrades.

ago Rushden was a small ^^H^^^Hl^H^^"'^'''" ' ^^^ -'^^8 ^ ^ V
rural village, but so ^^H^IH^^^HhHE^ '..^HH
quickly did it increase that HH^^Hj^HK % ..^j^HH '^"^ Tsar has or-

it was impossible for the BH^^^HHF ' iidtfl^^l '^'''''^'? ^''^^^
^

native

local authorities to keep ^ ^^^^KL ^^.^^i^i^^^^H and independent Armvot

pace with its growth. ^^^^^^KH^^^BHI^^^^^^^^H Finland shall l^e tIis-

Local authorities very HhHHHHBHHHHH^^^HHI '°'''''^ ^''
V'u '"'T'""'"^'

rarely do in any part of I ^^g^^^^sSS ot igo.^. and be absorbed

the globe. Five hundred The 120 yards race at the fourteenth annual sports of '" i"<-' Kussian regi-

people have been thrown Pears' Athletic Club (Pears' Soap) at Spring Grove ments now occupying

out of Employment, and House, Isleworth Finland. 1 he order,

some forty tradesmen are ^^"X* ,
"^e Copenhagon

unable to pursMe their avocations. It ih an ill-\vind that 1 correspondent of the Central News, has created intense

blows no good, so perhaps Rushden and neigh'bouring excitement in Finland and great emotion m Sweden. How-

towns will liave -a water supply adequate to their needs. A 1 ever, neither Sweden nor Finland can oppose the order.
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i\liss Edith Kate Bowyer and Miss Ida Florence Bowyer, professionally Itnown as Edith Yeoland and
Ida Yeoland, the sister actresses whose tragic deaths have aroused much public sympathy

(Photos by Lafayette)

While the Moorish Emhassy was being' entertained in

England—the term is used advisedlj-, the geographical
division south of Berwick being' referred to—the Moors
themselves were "kow-towing" with the Navy. The other
Sunday—a fortnight ago—the Mediterranean Fleet arrived
in the Marthu roadstead, near Tetuan, which in turn is a
seaport town of Morocco. It is situate twenty-five miles

south-east of Tangier, and manufactures guns. It was at

Tetuan on February 4th, i860, that the Spaniards, under
O'Donnell, gained a decisive victory over the troops pi
Morocco. However, that did not affect a cordial greeting
between the Basha of the place and Vice-Admiral Fisher,

commander of the Mediterranean Fleet. The Moors after-

wards visited the ships, but expressed no surprise, for,

although they had never seen better men, they had seen
better ships and guns. Everybody knows that the Ad-
miralty relies on the crews for victor}-, and trusts in Provi-

dence for the rest.

* ^ *
Since July, 1865, when the Matterhorn was first success-

fully scaled, after many attempts, the death-roll among
climbers of that mountain has been a heavy one. On July
13th, 1865, a party of eight gained the top, but in descend-
ing five of the mountaineers were hurled into eternity—Mr.
Hadow, the Rev. Charles Hudson, Lord Francis Douglas,
and two guides. The body of Lord Francis was never
found, and the secret of its last resting-place is kept by the
eternal ice and snow. In 1879 two lives were lost ; in 18S6,

one ; in 1890, four ; in 1893, two ; in 1900, one.

¥ * *
The hard life of the stage, even to successful members of

the profession, was once more brought vividly before the
public through the' tragic deaths of two beautiful joung
women 'who were standing on the threshold of fame. The
hard . work and uncertainty of their calling, acting on
highly-strung nervous systems, caused the two sisters to

take their own lives. They were gifted and refined girls,

and, as already said, standing on the threshold of fame.
In a rash moment they took poison. May f hey rest in peace.

The tragic news of the sisters' deaths
begins to spread in Gt. Russell Street

Taking the body of Edith Yeoland to the mortuary
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Moors visiting H.M.S. "Victorious" at Tetuan (Morocco), returning the visit of the

handy man on sliore irhoto by s. Cribt

. .- ^ WITH THE MEblTERRANEAN FLEET -—
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Bicjxle Polo

300 Yards Hurdles, final—A. W. Freeman, winning 100 Vards, open—J. E. Sudbury, of Ipswfcb, winning

The Three Miles Atlanta Cup Race — A. Shrubb, making his own time, won in

14mins. 54 sees.

ESSEX COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIP SPORTS AT CHELMSFORD
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One Mile Flat W. J. Burrows, champion (tUird time in

;
succession, and thus winning Sir Walter Gilbey's cup

Two Mile Walking Race—J. A. Taylor (Arc Works),
champion. He went to the front at once, the issue

ne^er being in doubt. He won by fifty yards

The Lady Mayoress of Loudon (Miss Kathleen Green), assisted by her father, the Lord Mayor,

presenting the prizes

ESSEX COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIP SPORTS AT CHELMSFORD
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The KincfS yacht. (Photo by S. CribbJ

THE KING'S^NEW YACHT
Whatever justification there may have been in the past

for unfavourable criticism of the new Royal yacht, there can

be no disputing- the fact that she
is now a statelj', regal-looking-

vessel. As is generally known,
the King will use the yacht for

the first time during Cowes
Regatta. She is not quite com-
pleted, but the army of work-
men who have for months past

been engaged in her left the ship

on Saturday, 20th ult., in order
that the crew of the old Royal
yacht Victoria and Albert might
prepare the new yacht for commis-
sioning-. On. the following Tues-
day Captain the Hon. Hedworth
Lambton, C.B., hoisted his broad
pennant in the yacht as commo-
dore of the flotilla of Royal
pleasure vessels. Very beautiful

the Royal apartments in the new
yacht look. Comfortable to the

\erge of luxury, there is yet not

the slightest sign of ostentation

anywhere. The apartments of

the King and Queen lie amid-
ships. On the starboard side are
their Majesties' sleeping cabins

and wriilng-rooms, on the porl sidi
the dining- and drawing-rooms, whilst
a small suite of apaitments in this

part of the vessel has been furnished
for the use of the Duke and Uuchess
of York. The Royal cabins have
their walls covered with handsome
chintz, not pleated as in the late

Queen's jacht, nor of the same rose-
bud pattern tiiat hei- late Majesty
favoured. As a matter of fact, the
chintz varies in the different cabins.
The furniture is enamelled ivorj- white
with gold decoratioiv—not much of
the latter. This is the imiform colour
scheme throughout all the cabins.
But in those of the King and Queen
the mouldings of the ceilings are also
l)icked out in gold. This combina-
tion has a remarkably neat, smart
appearance. It is used even for the
handsome deck saloon, which is

beautifully decorated in white and
gold both outside and in. This
saloon can be used either for large

dinner parties or for reception purposes, and the whole
of the vacht's decks can be covered in with canvas ; for in

fitting out the yacht the fact that she may be largely used
for entertaining has been borne in mind. Wherever pos-

Kiriaj-ney

sible hand-rails and scuttle

handles have been silver-plated.

On the state deck, which is

panelled in fancy wood, are many
cabins for the suite, and at the:

stern are spacious dining-rooms
for the lords and ladies-in-

waiting, equerries, &c.

Keninare

The Gre^t Southern and
Western Railway Company of

Ireland have of late been making
special efforts to popularise the

man}' beautiful holiday resorts on
their route, and special facilities

are now afforded for visiting such
places as those of which we give
photographs.

~ ~ ^
Messrs. Norman and Beard,

of Norwich, .who have- held a
Royal appointment since i8gi,

have been honoured with a war-
rant - appointing - them organ
builders to his Majest}'.
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MR. CHAMBERLAIN'S HOUSE
The country residence of the Right Hon. Joseph Cham-

berlain, M.P., is a charming- modern mansion, not far

removed from the grimy city in which the noted statesman's

municipal and political spurs were won, and yet as fresh

and beautiful in its surroundings as if it were miles away
from any town. The gardens and grounds owe not a little

of their loveliness to the taste of both Mr. and Mrs. Cham-
berlain. Highbury is known everywhere as one of the head
centres of orchid culture ; but flowers and plants of all kinds

are reared and displayed in the hot-houses and conserva-

tories in which their owner takes such pride, and finds such

healthy recreation from the cares of state. That Mr. Cham-
berlain is a landscape gardener of no mean order is evident

from the manner in which the grounds are laid out—all

having been done under his personal supervision. The
park is not extensive, but is well wooded, and affords

pasturage to some very fine cattle, in which it is understood

Mr. Austen Chamberlain takes special interest. The
regular staff of gardeners number nearly thirty, and they

all find fuU employment in the gardens, and under the

"glass" which abounds near the house. The grounds in

the disposition of their greenery and the labyrinthine wind-

ings of their paths, give an idea of size in excess of their

real dimensions. The most has been made of the ground
available, and everywhere are indications of tasteful arrange-
ment and the utmost care in keeping the estate up to a very

h'gh level of horticu t jralcxciUence.

A view of the forcing houses of Mr. Chamberlain' s famous orchids

Uiyhbury, the liirmingham residence of the Kight Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain, M.P.

Another capture of a " monster tortoise " further com-
plicates that hitherto impenetrable natural history mystery :

To what weight and size do tortoises grow, and how long
do they live in a state of nature ? In 1897
the Hon. Walter Rothschild had one sent

to him from one of the Aldabra Islands,

in the Indian Ocean, where it had lived

for "over 150 years" in semi-captivity.

It was placed in the Zoo, where it still

flourishes. It is 4ft. yin. in length,

2ft. loin. broad, weight 5 cwt. Up to

that time this was a " record." It is

now only second best, the latest monster,
caught in the St. Vincent littoral, being
yft. long by 4ft. broad. The tenacity

of tortoise lile under the most cruel

treatment is very extraordinary. " I

once saw," writes a naturalist corre-

spondent, " a large one walk about
for thirteen hours after its head had
been cut off. I saw another experi-

mented on by having- its brains ' cleaned
out.' It did not appear lo mind the

experiment a bit." Perhaps, before long
another monster will be discovered.

In his weekly article to the Sporting-

Chronicle, Mr. Francis Trevelyan dra"svs

attention to the " cut and come ag'aiu
"

quality ofAmerican horses. He mentions
as an instance Wax Taper, by the im-
ported Candlemas, a brother of St. Blaise.

After winning" a lot of selling plates in

the West, Wax Taper was sold to his

present owner. Captain Rice of Texas,
for 1,500 dollars. ''I believe," writes

Mr. Trevelyan, -" the horse never was
sound, but to-day he is as ragged-looking
a ' crittur ' as was seen out of a knacker's
yard. One suspensory ligament is clean
gone. On the other leg he has a ring-

bone as big as a man's fist, and in

addition to these blemishes are a big
splint and as complete an array of
' osselets ' as the proprietor of i\ veterinary
museum could wish to acquire. And this

broken-down ' crock ' is beating all the
best second-class horses we have in

training. And it is by no means certain

that he cannot handle some that we have
been thinking among the best we have
—and at that we have not sent all

our best horses to England. This
Wax Taper gets fully five races a
fortnight. He carries all kinds of
weights up to 129 lb. or so. In the Park at Highbury
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1

THE TOWN OF TOPSY . TURVYDOM
LIFTING UP THE STREETS -OF NORTHWICH

-»--*

England can still boast a few natural curiosities. Not
the least notable of these is the little town of Northwich, in

Cheshire, which lias the dubious distinction of being the

town most unstable of foundation of any ]jlace, save the

abode of those who choose a live volcano for their base.

Northwich has attained to its unique heig-ht of fame by the

abnormal depth to which it is- in the habit of sinkiiij^.

It cannot with accuracy be urg'ed that Nature repairs her
ravaijes in the city of salt, albeit the operation of the law
of compensation is obvious. Nature made Northwich one
vast salt cellar. A venturesomq' man, not content with
exploiting- the wealth thus stored for his enrichment, has
elected to build him a town over the mine lie is tapping' and
blasting-. .Bomb, pick and pump are daily at work fashion-

ing- cavernous hollows where before approximate solidity

existed, and upon whose streng-th houses and public build-

accommodation of 248 acres, one yard tlnck, from abo\e.
Thus, if the old town took it into its head to g-o a-journey'ing-
below, it could be all received in the course of a year or so,
and not necessitate the lioisling- of the " house-full " notice.
Fortunately, not such complete unanimity of purpose ani-
mates all the districts of the salt metropolis. \X. renders
generous toil in sops to the yawning- maw, and then seeks tc

restore to place the equivalent of what it has g-iven.

At present the local authorities are busying- themselves in

the matter of elevating to its ancient level Ihc whole of the
main street of the town. This, yielding to force of circum-
stances, has been gradually meandering down "into the
mines below. Its progress downward has been at the rate
of nearly three-quarters of a foot per annum during the past
eight years. In this declension most of the shops, houses,
and public buildings have participated. So the powers tiiat

A row of crooked houses in Tabley Street, Northwich

ings had been erected. Northwich, under other names, has
long been known as a starehous'e of salt. The Romans
knew of its salt springs-, and the Britons called the place
the Black Salt City. The .substrata of rock-salt upon
which the town is erected—not too great stress is placed
upon the erectness, by the way—were fir.st discovered late

in the seventeenth century. In the lower stratum mines
far-extending are constructed. In fact, the town three and
a-half hundred feet below Ihie surface is a good deal more
commodious and safe than that upon the surface. The upper
stratum has been worked in the past, but the simultaneous
topplings-in of two g-reat portions of the town rather
diminished the popularity of this pursuit. Besides, a readier
road to wealth is available. Vast lakes of brine underlie
the surface, and these are pumped for the purpose of
evaporation.

It is computed by experts that from beneath the surface of
Northwich there are removed annually 1,200,000 cubic yards
of solid material. Hence, almost hourly subsidences of the
surface are the order. The bulk removed provides for the

be have resolved upon a considerable measure of material
elevation, and the work of lifting bodily the whole street and
structural appurtenances to a height of "sft. 6in. is now in

progress. Who shall say after this that ingenuity and
initiative are ihe monopoly of the American engineer ? San
Francisco is said to be sinking at the rate of two inches a
year, and the citizens are unhappy because of their decline.

This little municipal Jack-in-the-box of Northwich deals with
wholesale, subsidences, not merely in inches, but—as to some
parts of the town—in feet and yards. Some of the pu.blic

buildings will come back to the desired level with the street

that is being raised^ others will await the arrival of the pro-

moted highway, as they rest now, propped up with beams
and girders, four or five feet above the level of the roadway
which has succumbed to nether inducements.
Subsidences are a matter of regular occurrence in North-

wich, and nobody seems to mind them very much, if the

fall be not too deep for ladders to bring the owner back to

daylight and the existing level of the roadway. While not
avowedly riding for a fall, they build in anticipation of
many, and manage to imbue their buildings with something
of their own stout spirit. For, so fashioned are the struc-
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tures, that it docs not necessarily result tha,t a trip some
fathoms deep into the reahiis below bring's about the disso-

lution of the fallen edifice. The premises are bound an.d

hooped with iron, nutted and
bolted ; and though the ground
may whisk away from beneath its

fotmdations, very likely the dis-

turbed dwelling' will sink snugly
down into the abyss, unfractured
and unshaken, waiting until some
good Samaritan band comes along
to heave it into position. The
town appears indebted to the
hydraulic-iack for its continuance"

upon the face of the globe. Out
of many a hole this instrument has
lifted them. Visitors are advised
to carry several of these highly
able implements in each pocket.
Not the most comprehensive col-

lapses do the most injury. From
thos«, buildings may be redeemed
whole and little injured. It is the
insidious, piecemeal .demands
made by the hidden hollows which
do the most damage in the aggre-
gate. The sinking of a portion of
land will gut a building, and snap
up much-considered trifles. A
sausage machine, a dog—ominous
combination—a horse or so, a
cow, a jeweller's stock, the con-
tents of a suite of offices, of a pub-
lican's cellars, a whipping-top, or
a flock of monuments—for these,

and such small deer, the emptied
salt-cellars appear to have a particular fancy, an-d an
implacable disinclination to restore. A comparatively recent
Parliamentary return showed that count, had been kept of
damage to no fewer than 892 buildings, comprising 636

houses and cotlag(;s, 140 sliops, 41 public-houses, 34 ware-
houses and workshops, 21 slaughter -houses and stables, 15
manufacturing works, and 5 public building';. I'roperty

depreciates at an average rate of

/C5>'47 a year. Nothing is de-
finitely safe, for the pumping
operations draw upon all places,
and no man can tell where the next
(^ill-in may be. Not even the
long arm of the law can reach
down to safe foundations. A
police-station, built at a cost of
^^2,000, was soon afterwards re-

paired at an expenditure ot X-.l^o.
But, (hat the locality had no u.se

for so desirable an institution was
painfully manifest by theconlinued
disturbance of the foundations,
compelling the quest of safe keep-
ing for the unruly /elsewhere.

L Curious forms the subsidences
take, as though they were engi-
neered by the master contriver of
mischief. You may go to bed in

the evening leaving all snug, to

find in the morning your drawing-
room hidden underneath the pave-
ment, or stowed beneath the
former abode of the celJar. Fire-
places take unto then'iselves pecu-
liarly nomadic attributes ; while
any article of furniture at all given
to weight will, if left untied, dive
from sight with disconcerting
celerity. It Is not easy to keep
appointments ^t Northwich. The

very roadway you propose to use may experience a violent

hiccough, and in its paroxysm burst its jacket, leaving an
interesting chasm in the centre, with supplementary fissures

radiating therefrom. Ernest A. Bryant.

Terra firma" as It is in Northwich

The Northwich "street-lifters" at work. The whole of the main! street of Northwich.
which has been gradually sinking, is now being raised

(Photos, by JcFTries, Noithwich)

THE TOWN OF TOPS Y - TUR VYDOM
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DOGGETT'S COAT AND BADGE

When Dog^gclt, an actor of some note at the end of the

ueventeenth and begfinningf ofthe eijfhteenth centuries, insti-

tuted, in 1715, the rowing' competition between six young-

watermen, that bears his name to this day, the extraordinary
g-arment, with its many pleats in the skirts, which, with a

large silver badge bearing- an imprint of a horse, and con-

taining as much as twelve ounces of silver, that is worn on
the sleeve of the said garment, and a cap shaped like a
jockey's, comprised the g-uerdon to be won, the hue of the;

said garment—a bright orange—was presumed to indicate

that the contest was instituted in memory of William IIL of;

Orange—a mistaken notion, as was proved by the actor's I

will, in which, when he provided that ^5 should be given
j

annually for the badge, i8s. for the '' cloath ' for the coat,.

a g-uinea for making the coat, and 30s. to the clerk at Water-
;

man's Hall,' further stated that he left the money in com-'
memoration of King George I.'s happy accession to the

throne of England, the House of Hanover coming' into power
one year before the initial contest took place.

Dog'gett was an actor- of some status,, as is proved by

1 Fishmongers' Company; to the second, £,0; and to the
third, ;{^5 -wliicli anxjunls are inclusive of the gift of .Sir

William Joliffee, amounting to £,] 3s. 4d. To the foiii'th,

fifth and sixth competitors the Company present an lionor-

ariirni of £,\, £2 and £2 respectively. Consequently, as
will be seen, every coni|)elit(jr who has the honour of start-

ing tor the race jsroper and rows the full course is the
recipient of some monetary consideraticjn. The course,
which extends from the Old Swan Pier, by I^jiidon Bridge,
and finishes at the Swan, by Oakley Street, in Chelsea, takes
about half an hour to cover ujider favourable conditions,

and is, on account of the crowded state of the river, the
wash of passing craft and its lack of protection from the
wind, possibl)' the most difficult that sculler.s ever cover in

a race of some importance. For a man to be swept clean
out of his boat, as- Wheeler, of Richmond (who was tl'.c

favourite last year), was, is by no means an unusual circum-
stance. As the race was instituted in 1715, or sixty-five

years before -the first Derby, the contest that took place
on August isf was the 187th. It must also be mentioned that
there were thirteen entries this year, a fact that -j^rovcs

that the race has in no way lost its hold upon the " jolly

young watei'nien " of to-da\-, who are just as keen to be

On Guards A pathetic scene on Wimbledon Common
The dead body of a man was found floating the other day on the Like on Wimbledon Common, and not far away sat hi^ dog,

guarding the clothes ofr.he master who would never return. (Photo by R. E. Wilkinson)

the fact that when on a provincial tour he wore a brocaded
waistcoat and rode from town to town on his own horse, and i

is said to have been a man of rare humanity ; though the I

story to the effect that when his landlady's maid took advan-
tage of his absence and his razor to cut hen throat, the
comedian's only remark on being apprised of the circum-
stances appears to have been " Zounds ! I hope it was not|

with my best razor," hardly seems to prove this point.
Born in 1670, the son of a small Dublin tradesman, Doggett
—having at one time been associated with Wilkes, Collier

and CoUey Cibber in the management of Drury Lane
Theatre—died in affluence, in 1721, at Eltham, having wit-
nessed seven of the races he organised rowed.

In da3-s of yore—indeed, up to 1873— it there were more
than six entries for the events, lots were drawn to decide
who should compete. This ridiculous method has now been
superseded by preliminary heats, the winners of which,
together with the competitors that have drawn byes, race
together in the grand contest that annually takes place
in the first week of August for the Coat and Badge, and
in addition several money prizes that have been added
whenever the funds permitted. The prize list is at
present as follows:—To the first man the coat and
badge belong, and in addition the ;{Jio given by the

winners of the badge and coat as those eighteen veterans
and wearers of the troph)' who in 1863 formed a unique
bodyguard on the occasion of his Majesty's visit as .Prince

of Wales to the Company of F'ishmongers at London
Bridge were in the forties, fifties antj early sixties.

On the subject of time-expired men in India, a corre-

spondent writes from Amritsar : — "The 'time-expired'

soldier in India is dissatisfied with his lot. He recognises

that the Government can keep him until he has thirteen

years' service, but he wants to know why something canno
be -done to relieve the monotony- He is willing- and eag'a

to be sent to South Africa, or to England, not necessarily tv

return to civil Tifc. Would not a brigade of these well'

trained and seasoned men be the finest in the world ? Would
it not be a good idea to send these men to South Africa, and
replace them from reg'inients out there, tjius satistying both

parties? If these men return to civil fife in their present

frame of mind some months hence they will mingle with men
whom the Government looks to for recruits. They will

express dissatisfaction, which will have a detrimental effect

on recruiting.
"
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In the fighttag top of the " Ilcsoluiion" Torpedo Just fired

LIFE IN THE NAVY
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Some of the Sussex team—Left to right : (1) Goldie ; (2) Ranjitsinhji ; (3) Vine;
(4) Relf; (5) Bland; (6) Killick

Oxfoi-d V. Cambridge at Lord's. L. V. Harper (of Cambridge) having a chat before luuch
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The leading- non-official newspaper of Denmark, /"o/zVz/Kcw,
I

piotccLion. Inslead of doinjf tliat, tlie moment they could

the syn^pathies of which are pro-Boer, publishes the follow-

ing extract from a letter from a Dane wiio has lived for

many years in the Transvaal, where he married a Boer
wife :

—
" The British au-

thorities are treat-

ing: us well in eveiy
respect, and really

are showing iis

extraordinary
friendliness. The
behaviour of the

soldiers demands
the highest praise ;

one never hears a
word of any plun-

dering, or of vio-

lence of any de-
scription towards
the people here.

I do not know a
sing'le case of such
a thing, and I have
not heard the least

complaint of the
British soldiers be-

ing rude or rough
to any of our popu-
lation. I really,

thereforj, cannot
see that there is

the slightest excuse
for the way in

which so many
Boers are taking
up arms again and •

breaking their oath of neutrality. They had nothing to

fear as long as they simply kept their oath, for the British

authorities protected them in every resp8ct. They might
have formed a camp in which, with their families and cattle,

they could have remained perfectly secure under British

Fisher girls at Etaples, near Boulogne

they have broken their oath, and have slunk round behind
the Biilish army. If the English have made any mistake
in their treatment' of the Boers, I can only say that, in my

opinion, it has been
iii Ircaling them
with a great deal
too much good
nature and forbeai-
ance."

In connection
with the National
Canine Defence
League for defray-

ing the quarantine
expenses of the

dogs of soldiers

returning from
South Africa, an
inmate has been
received into Mr.
Stevens' veterin-

ary infirmary at

Redhill to undergo
the prescribed
period of quaran-
tine. This is a
cross-bred Pome-
ranian recently re-

turned from the

war with its mas-
ter, Sergt. Rowe,
of the 4th Scottish

Rifles. The dog
has had a remark-

able history. He was left behind by one regiment, but
selected a master from another, and with him was present
at the battles of Modder River, Belmont, Graspan, and
Magersfontein, took part in the relief of Kimberley, and was
shut up for seven weeks at the sieg'e of Boshof.

"Jansie"—A Dutch peasant girl gathering potatoes A typical Dutch peasant woman and her baby
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EXPENSIVE CRICKET
Aliiidugh the expenditure of sixpence will on a fine day

provide a cricket -enthusiast with as many hours of first-

class cricket as there were pennies in his outlay, and is

perhaps the cheapest, in -9, pecuniary sense, source of amuse-
ment provided, in view of the fact that each day's play
entails an outlay o\ some ;£75o, that the title ot this article

is not justified can hardly he g-ainsaid.

Notwithstanding the fact that subscriptions bulk largely
on the credit side of the cricket score, or, rather, balance-
sheet, it is chiefly on account of the enormous interest taken
in county cricket by the public at large, who pays down its

entra,Tice sixpences by the million, that enables the various
clubs to pay the wages of a large staff of professionals and
keep up their •various establishments. It is, therefore,

nothing short of a calamity, and is no doubt regarded as
"uch by half the county secretaries in the land, when a

balance of ;^4,905, or a difference of ;{Ji8,2i5, due partly to
the weather, but chiefly to the fact that the nation was
occupying a large portion of its spare time in thinking and
talking over the war, and putting in extra time in the worl:-
s*iiop in order to fulfil the huge orders a war sometimcj
brings in its train.

One of the most pleasant landscapes in figurec of the year
was that presented to the gaze of the supporters of the
White Rose, who might have discovered, had they worked
the problem out, that each of the 11,682 runs scored by the
county during the season was represented in the exchequer
by 7s. 5d. (at which rate the value of Tunnicliffe's 158
against Worcester works out at £58 lis.), to which total
must be added £'j us. for each wicket taken—Rhodes'
fourteen wickets against Hants at Hull representing-
£\o^ 14s. Perhaps the feature that appealed the most

,.^^^Sm^^^

A pretty nook in Westmoreland — Vicarage Bridge over Darket Beck, Martendale

Bank Holiday turns out, on account of the weather, to be a
"dies non."
Last August Bank Holiday was such a day, and the fact

is duly reflected in the balance-sheets of the various clubs,

who have published their accounts for last year.
From these accounts we find that Lancashire, Yorkshire,

and Notts had balances on the right side, but Worcester,
with a deficit of well over ;^i,4oo, had as companions in

misery Warvv'ick (with a deficit ot ;£90o), Hants and
Leicester (one of ;£86o apiece), Derby (one of ;^535), Surrey
(one of ^£502), and several other counties with balances on
the debit side varying between ;^5o and ;^400.
Taking the county season as a whole, we find that the

aggregate receipts amounted to about ;£62,273, against
;C72,ooo in 1899, when the Australians were over ; whilst
the expenditure, was approximately ^67,180, as against
;^58,69io in 1899. Thus we see that a balance of ;£i3,3io on
the right side in '99 was last year converted into a debit

from a financial point of view to the man fro' Sheffield was
the fact that, whereas the income of the county in 1892 was
;^3.,393v in 1900 it had risen to ;{J8,662, a fact that permitted

of another large sum being placed to the reserve, which now
stands at a sum equal to the price of two solid gold regula-

tion-sized cricket-bats {£,1,^06).
If Lancashire had not presented the receipts {£,1,^00)

from the Yorkshire match to their famous fast bowler. Moid,
their balance-sheet would have been even more satisfactory

than it was ; still, it had a very pleasing appearance, show-
ing, as it did, a balance on the right sicfe of ;£626 as the

result of the attendance of 163,406 spectators at the home
matches, or 11,670 on an average at each fixture.

The chief cause of the Hants deficit of £fi(x) i-s to be
found in the fact that the gate receipts fell from ;£Ji,35i in

1899 tO;£68o in 1900; and the same reason, coupled with the

fact that they indulged in the luxuryof aputslication, The His-
tory of Middlesex Cwfc/, which entailed an outlay of ;C3i5,
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accounts for the fact that the Iiome county',s balance-sheet

was not so satisfactory as usual. Altogether in Middlesex
matches ;£i,3S4 9s. 6d. was taken at Lord's in g-ate-money,

of which the Surrey match was repi-esented by no less than

The only matches on the Derbyshire programme attract-

ing gates of over /^loo were those held at GLossop and
Chesterfield, no match taking place at Derby being pro-

ductive of a, ;^SO gate. The county committee, of course,

knows its own business best, and there may be insuperable
objections to playing a match at Buxton, objections of
which t.he writer is ignorant ; still, the idea might be worth
trying some Bank Holiday in August, when the popular
watering-place is thronged with visitors. If attended by
half the success" of the Scarborough and Hastings festivals,_

a Buxton week would be decidedly remunerative.
Except in the case of their Whit Monday match with

Warwick, when the receipts were ^186, Worcester did not
know theiiensation of taking a hundied pounds at the gate
last year, the average, indeed, being less than /J50. This

Hawke signalised the fortieth anniversary of his birthda)
by hitting up a sterling 79.

In ten matches .;iway frojn home the Notts expenditure
was ;i<Ji,852j but as the; gate-money receipts were /J519
more than in 1899—showing that the interest in the game is

reviving in the Lace County—the executive had no reason
to complain of last season's vagaries, notwithstanding the
fact that the next largest "gale" to \\\a\ of the .Surrey
match, which brought in ^713, was that, when Yorkshire
was met, on which occasion the receipts were less than

Taking the first-class cricket season as a whole, the cost
per run works out approximately to 4s. 9d. per run, to

which sum must be added £,e^ i6s. for each wicket falling,

at which rate the match between Yorkshire and Worcester
at Bradford last year was probably the most ex])ensive of
the season, seeing that twenty-nine wickets, representing
;£i68, fell, and 193 runs were scored ;:t a cost of ^^4^ i6s. cd.,

making a total of\£2i3 i6s. for foi ^ hoir; and t lirty-fivc

minutes' play, which is at the rate of 15s. 6d. per minule.

A group of black polled Aberdeen-Angus cattle on the point of starting for America.
They thrive better in rhat country than any other imported breed

fact fully accounts for the loss of ^600 on twelve home
matches, vv'hich loss was further increased by other expenses
until the total represented a deficit of is. 8d, on each of the

8,426 runs scored for the club, to which must be added a
further sum of £1 19s. 6d. for each of the 361 wickets
they captured.
Whereas each of Lancashire's twenty-eight matches

brought in on an average ;£3i9, the expenditure amounting
to £,2<)i and the credit balance per match tO;£22. Warwick
lost on an average ;£45, Derby £,2e,, Somerset £,2^, and
Essex and Gloucester £,1^ apiece on each match figuring
on their respective fixture lists.

* ¥ *
The Gloucester deficit was chiefly due to a wet August

Bank Holiday, when not a ball could be bowled, and a
somewhat startling collapse in the Yorkshire match at
Cheltenham, which ended abruptly on the second day. That
the collapse was not on the Northerners' side is obvious
from the fact that in two hours Hirst scored 108 and Lord

A FEW days ago Leo XIII. granted a private audience tc

the Rev.. Father Ehrle, S.J., and Cav. Camilio Serafini, for

the purpose of inspecting some 1,500 specimens of the

famous Randi numismatic collection recently purchased by
the Pope for the Vatican library. On the names of the

different Pontiffs, whose medals were indicated, being men-
tioned, Leo XIII. recalled their family names. "There ic

a fine medal of Benedict XIV.," remarked one of the ex-

hibitors. " Of Benedict XIV. ?" rejoined the Pope ; "why
this is Clement." " O, yes, I beg pardon, Clement X.'

"It is Clement XII., not ClementX.,' replied the Pope.

His sight had not deceived him, though he read without

glasses and the coin was somewhat worn.

* * *
Messrs. Bellamy Brothers, of iiS, Jormyn Street, St.

James's, poulterers and game dealers, for many years pur-

veyors to her late Majesty Queen Victoria, have now been

honoured by Royal Warrant of appointment purveyoi-s to

his Mcijesty the King.
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Epsom Lad, the winner of the Eclipse Stakes at Sandown, and his jockey, Gomez

TattersaU's

SANDOWN PARK RACE MEETING
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A stroll in the Bois du Boulogne, Paris

Nearly thirty years have elapsed since our Kingf, then

Prince of Wales, on a visit to Malta, laid the foundation-
stone of the recreation establishment of what is now known
as St. George's Barracks, at Pembroke. The other day

—

June 24th, to be precise—his Excellency the Governor, Sir

Francis W. Grenfell, performed a similar ceremony in the

same neighbourhood when he laid the foundation-stone of
the first block of soldiers' quarters of the new. barracks, to

be known as St. Andrew's. "Agreeably to the spirit of the

age, which gives so prominent a place to athleticism, " says
the Daily Alalia Chronicle, " the new barracks have been

begun with the foiination of a recreation
ground. This lias already made con-
siderable progress, and the proceeding's

commenced with its inauguration by a
cricket match. As six o'clock, the

advertised hour for the ceremony,
approached, a gaily-clad company sur-

rounded the pavilion of bunting' which
had been prepared for the day's function,

wliile an outer fringe of kliaki covered
all points of vantage in the vicinitj'.

His Excellency was supported by Major-
General Lord Conglcton, Colonel Hugflics-

Hallett, Colonel Cameron, and most of
the senior officers of this g^ariison, the
Admiral Superintendent, and some mem-
bers of the Civil Government. The Rev.
P. Reymond, the Senior Chaplain to tile

Forces, having- dedicated the corner-
stone, his Excellency declared it " well

and trul)' laid," and explained the scheme
of the Military Authorities for the Con-
struction of Barrajcks, which consist, of
three barracks—St. George's, completed ;

St. Andrew's, of wiiich the first stone
had been laid ; and St. Patrick's, which
would eventually be built in the vicinity.

The foundation-stone is a handsome piece

of local limestone, and bears the inscrip-

tion :
—" This foundation-stone was laid in

the first year of the reign of King
Edward VII. by his Excellency Sir Francis
Wallace Grenfell, G.C.B., G.C.M.G.,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of

Malta, and its dependencies."

The Govei-uor of Malta (General Sir F. W. Grenfell) laying the foundation-stone of the

new St. Andrew's Barracks, Pembroke, Malta [Photo by Noonan
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3Ir. Charles Coborn entertaining visiter^ at Eastbourne

Corporal Ommundsen, the winner of the King's Prize at Bisley, surrounded by *• brither

Scots" from Loudon—in kilts, of course [Photo by Knisht
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A REMARKABLE FAMILY
THE HERRESIIOFFS, THE AMERICAN YACHT BlILDERS

The comiiitf race for the America Cup between Sir

Thomas Liplon's Shamrock II. and the American yacht
Constitution, once more arouses public interest in a remark-
able family, whose history would make a very readable
novel. This is the Herreshoff family that has built, among
others, the 3'achts which have kept the America Cup in the

United Stales.

Of the seven brothers, four can see the y.achts and three

cannot. James, Charles, Francis and famous Captain
Nathaniel—commonl}' known as " Nat "—have full posses-

sion of their eyesight. John, Lewis, and Julian are blind.

The lives of the brothers who have use of their eyes may be
called successful ; the lives of the sisfhtles.^ ones have been,

and are, heroic. In their success those who could see the

world were aided by the blind ; while the blind, in turn,

were assisted in their heroic struggles by those who could

see. All are self-made. At one time they could not get
credit for a pound of coffee in their native village, Bristol,

R.I. To-day they are perhaps the richest family in the

toW'U, the best known in the state, and somewhat famous
the country over.

The whole family loves this one thing—a boat. All are
boat designers, boat builders, and boat sailors. Captain
Nat and John devote themselves to boats as a business, the

others as a pleasure. Of the Herreshoff Manufacturing
Company blind John is the president. Captain Nat the

superintendent and manager. Having given America two
successful Cup defenders—the Vigilant and Defender— they
are now sending a third to the line, the Colunihia. Nat and
John did the work, but the other brothers advised and
helped, and all are equally proud of their creation.

V * *
Dismiss the sight-gifted brothers this" time with a word.

Captain Nathaniel Green Herreshoff, designated by Bristol

folk as " N. G.," is known to all newspaper readers.

James,A mechanical eng^ineer^ lives in Coronado, California.

Charles, as a typical "country gentleman," devotes his

time to his big farm on. the .shore..of Na'''"3ga-'ise,tt Bay,
opposite the Herreshoff boalhouses. Francis lives in

Brooklyn, and is at the head of one of the largest chemical
works in the world. Enough of the brothers who have
each two good eyes.

The sightless brothers, contrary to general supposition,

were not "born that way." Up to the age of fourteen

John and Julian and Lewis had eyes as good and as far-

seeing as an}' other Herreshoff. But for some psychologi-
cal reason, a reason inscrutable, each of these boys, at the
age mentioned, lost the sense of sight. To their aid science

was invoked in vain. The world 'graduallj' faded away
from them, -imtil it finally became a vale of darkness
impenetrable.

5? * *
But in the Herreshoff family there is no such thing as

despair. The boys lost not hope nor did ambition abate.
The}- determined to conquer all difficulties, to succeed even
under the greatest physical infirmity. Eyesight gone, they
cultivated mind sight. They made of memory a servant.

Blind John, the oldest of the blind brothers, began
whittling boats as soon as he was old enough to handle a
jackknife. His eyesight lasted just long enough for him to

build and to sail his own first boat—a good-sized yacht

—

around Narragansett Bay. Then, despite the great
affliction that overtook him, he went on building boats,
having retained in his mind the models upon which he had
vyorked when guided by his eyes. He was naturally of a
practical turn of mind. Therefore, when forced by his

useless eyes to greater mental activity, his mind became one
of extraordinary concentration and acuteness. He even
learned to set up pieces of machinery, and could readily
explain their qualities of perfection or imperfection.

* * *
At twenty-five years of age he had sa\ed enough money

to begin building boats as a regular business. He started
in a plain little shed, with a patched roof by the shore edge,
in which there -was not room enoughto build a boat that
measured over twenty-five feet waterlinc. He took charge

of the "works," attended to the office work, travelled,

solicited business and purchased material. I-rom' the very
beginning, too, he was as familiar with the boats imder
constru'cLion or repair as were his employes. He was and
still is the Milton of boat-building.

For twelve }e<ir.s the business prospert^l, and then blind

John entered into partnership with Captain .\at and formed
the Herreshofi" Manufacturing Compan}'. The works were
enlarged, new shops were added year after year, during
which time an incredible number of steam yachts, sailing
boats, and business vessels were built. Among these were
the LIniled States torpedo-boat Cushing and the fast and
famous steam }achts Stiletto, \'amoose. Say When, and
Xo7i< Then. At last, in 1890, the Herreshoffs built the \acht
Gloriana, in which was developed the centre-board njodel
that has since revolutionised the practice of the whole
yachting world. In 1893 the Cup defender Vigilant w;us

laimched at Bristol, and soon afterward the name of Herre-
shoff became famous on two continents as the builders of
the fastest yachts ever nnde^r canvas.

Of the two paitners, blind John is the more sociable and
more wonderful genius. Still a fearless traveller, he goes
all over the country lo meet his patrons. He is now sixty

years of age. The plant of which he is the head is the
most famous and one of the largest of its kind in the
country. In his office every day he spends- his time listening

to letters read to him by his clerk, conversing with those
interested with the firm's work, or talking' over the telephone
with the people of New Bedford, New London, or other
distant places. In his walks c^bout the shops he seldom
needs an attendant, and the street leading from his home to

the plant is as familiar to him as to any ordinary pedestrian.

Lewis Herreshoff, the second blind brother, is a student
rather than a worker. He is not a national character, as is

his brother John, for he is not such a remarkable man. But
in Bristol he is, of all the Herreshoffs, the best loved. Every
man, woman, and child looks upon him as a personal friend.

When, as a boy, he was overtaken by blindness, he.resolved
to acquire as much of an education as the family means
would allow. He worked his way through the State college

a.hd, saved enough rrnoney .to take him for a trip abroad.
He loved music, and in music he saw a way of making his

way In life independently. He studied the " theories

"

under various masters in Germany, earning money mean-
while working- at anything- his sightlessness would permit.

Then he returned to Bristol and hung out his sign, " L.

Herreshoff, Teacher of Music." His first season in Bristol

was so promising that the following year he went to

Providence, where he could work in larger fields. Pupils

came to him ; he retained them years after—success

was his.

* * V

The prosperity of the Herreshoffs in time became so
great that someone was needed to look after the family

estate. Lewis came back to Bristol and undertook the

work. He continues still to look after all the family affairs

in the most business-like way. He is no less a lover of

boats than his brothers, but he devotes himself to the

theory, rather than the practice, of boat-building. He
keeps himself so well posted on the subject of naval
architecture, is so familiar with the works in the shops,
that he can advise with his brothers concerning even the

smallest detail. All improvements in the construction of

vessels and all advances made in the world of mechanics
are known and understood by him.
He walks through the streets without the aid of a guide ;

he can sail a boat, and is a good oarsman. He uses the

typewriter, seldom striking the wrong letter, but writing

his letters with all the skill and rapidity of a two-e}-ed

professional. Himself an expert swimmer, he has taught
more citizens of Bristol to swim than can be easily recalled.

Every day in summer, at high tide, he takes a plunge.

» ¥ *
The career of the last and youngest of the blind Herres-

hoffs, Julian, has been similiar to that of Lewis. Like
Lewis, Julian inherited from his father the love of music.

Again, like his brother, he studied in Germany. Julian,

however, had the supej-ior adva,iitage of study. at the Uni-

versity of B.erlin,-
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An artist on the sand catching coppers thrown from the Pier

On the Pier

THE OPENING OF THE NEW KURSAAL ON EASTBOURNE PIER
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During this spell of hot weather the river is undoubtedly
the most enjoyable place on which to spend our leisure.

Reclining on a pile of luxurious cushions in a punt, one
realises that " life is worth living " although the temperature
be 86 in the shade. Lately I have been indulging in this

my favourite pastime ; even then I have not been quite idle,

but taking notes and ideas for the benefit of my readers.

Here is one—a sweet river frock worn by my hostess, and
which she kindly allowed me to reproduce in Black and
White Budget. The material was white cotton with red
pin-pricks, the white collar was bordered with red Oriental
embroidery, which also formed the vest and made a pleasant
change from the everlasting transparent ones. Narrow
black ribbon velvet, finished off with tiny buttons, made a
pretty touch on the bodice, also the soft black silk knot
of ribbon passed through two huge eyelet-holes and hang-
ing in two loose ends. The skirt devoid pf all trimming-
—an ideal one in which to pun-t—in fact, the simpler the

dress the better for those taking an active part in the

pleasures of the river. The hat worn with this costume was
of sunburnt straw and trimmed with black and while
daisies.

* * *

OlR second illustration represents a gown of figured

muslin. Pleated white muslin forms the vest and fichu,

which is edged with lace and fastens on one side with black

rHjbon velvet and buttons.

* * V

A HINT to those taking their tea on the river, and using
methylated spirit for bollnig tlie kettle. I was told of u
terrible accident resulting from the use of this spirit : the

unguarded flame caught the. light dress of a girl, who vi-as

severely burnt before it could be put out, and she is now

A si'mple figured mmslin frock

A pretty river frock

suffering from the shock. Vessels are sold for this purpose,

which render such accidents impossible, and as " preven-

tion is better than cure," everyone taking their tea on the

river should go provided •Avith one of these safeguards to

ensure exemption from one of these dreadful accidents.

* * ¥
. At this Jovely time of the year, when we are all enjoying

to the full the varied pleasures of outdoor life, when the mere
sight of fe'hady trees, grassy mounds, and limpid water,

suggests to our town-tired eyes the elusive joys of picnicking,

and electric tubes and stuffy 'buses are horrors not to be

thought of, it is well to remember the debt of gratitude

wfiich is due to the owners of property who allow the public

access to their grounds.
* » *

.This gracious act is not always valued as it shoXild be. It

is practically a gift to the public, but not such a wholesale

one as many people seem to imagine, for it does not include

a permission to loot and destroy what is intended to give

pleasure to all ; while iii the grounds the pedestrian may
enjoy the benefit of the gardener's skill and labour without

having to pay in any way. Not so the owner, for he has
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n CiDentietD Ccnturp Offer.
Dedicated by Special Permission to

Field-Marshal EARL ROBERTS, Y.C., K.G., G.C.B., &c.

ARTIST'S

at £5 Gasl),

ARTISTS

PROOFS

at £5 Cash

"THE OLD FLAG."
Size of Picture (exclusive of :mount) cSin. x siin.

SPECIAL PRINTS AT £± CASH.
The Proprietors of Black and White call attention to the above small repro-

duction of the Engraving from Mr. FRANK FELLER'S Splendid Picture.

"THE OLD FLAG," which they are, by special arrangement, enabled to offei

for subscription on the above terms, and in order that

€verpbodp map Possess tDis national Soupenir,
the following uni-que offer I-s made to send post -free on 'receipt 'o'

3/-, A SPECIAL PRINT, and 2/- a Month for 9 Months, or

A SPECIAL SIGNED ARTIST'S PROOF, on receipt of 5/- and 10 Monthly Payments of |0

:^* ^ The Photogravure tvi/l be forivarded on receipt of First Iiistnliiicnf.

TO ORDER, send this Coupon, with crossed Postal Order or Cash, to

The Publisher, "BLACK & WHITE,"
63, fleet Street, London, E.C.

Please send Die Copy of for liihich I enclose Shillings, and I hcrel

iDidertake to pay Shillings per Month (state 'H'hether Artist's Proof £.^ ^s. is required in th.

Si^ace) 7intil £ s. d. is />aid in full. The Engiaving ,

remain your property until the ivliolc amount is paid.

Name. ,

A dd'ress .« » . ,^

Date tCjOt.
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probabl}- had to pay hcivily for Iho cnjoyi:icnt wliii h he

offers g^ratis.

S" V V
It is shameful tliat we should read in the papers of the

convictions which are constantly made for the wilful destruc-

tion of shrubs and flower.s ; and it is not always the rough
clement who are the delinquents. Ofttimes a party of

respectable people, who may be model citizens of Brixton or

Clapham, yet once on a gentleman's property will behave
with an utter disregard for manners, and for all responsi-

bilit}-. Such mischievous conduct is often exonerated on the

plea of thoughtlessness. Surely the thoughtless jjeople who
bivouac on other's lawns, and leave them strewn with empty
bottles and miscellaneous articles, and employ their surplus

energy in destroying plants and shrubs, would not exercise

the same " thoughtlessness " on their own belongings."

* * *
AcciRACV would prevent the modern young man from

describing the stature of his ladylove in the pretty words of
Orlando :

" She is just as high as ifiiy heart," for nowadays
she is invariably a good head taller than her swain, and the
present mode of hairdressing, headgear and trailing gown
all tend to give her inches.

* ^ *
Woman is certainly asserting herself, and is determined

not to be overlooked ; everywhere one notices the tallness

of the modern damsel, for it is one of her most distinctive

marks. It seems in accordance with her requirements that
she should be "divinely tall," since she is to have part in

professions and work which were formerly the unchallenged
prerogative of men. The encouragement for a freer, more
outdoor life which is given to girls is partly accountable for

their development, as is also the more heajthy clothing
generally adopted, and the natural healthy appetite which
used to be considered so unfeminine and vulgar.

Nowadays in a girls' school, cricket, tennis, hockej- and
innumerable other outdoor games play almost as important

a part as the)- do in her brother's college, and when her

hojdcn days are over she is still permitted to follow hec

inclination for fencing, archer)-, or whatever sport she
prefers. There is abs'olutel)- no limit to her choice.

How greatly girls have changed since the days when
John Leach delighted us with his life-like sketches of a then

typical English Miss—the )oung girl with the. innocent

baby-face, blue e)-es and parted hair, which generally ended
in ringlets which, by the bye, were perhaps not all sim-

plicity, but owed their bewitching undulations to art. "This
simple little girlie with the downcast eye " didn't look for

woman's wrongs to be righted nor wish for a vote in Parlia-

ment, nor would she on any account have played cricket

(with a wicked disregard for her complexion) under the

turning rays of the sun, nor soiled her lily fingers by rolling

up cigarettes to place in her rosebud mouth ; no, she halved

her time in working those pathetic little samplers, which
boast those fascinating, impossible stiff trees, bordering a

quaint sentence or part of the Lord's Prayer, and practising

those artless little musical productions with which to charm
"him" when his presence should bless her drawing-room-
Certainly her aims aud pleasures difTered widely from fhosc

of her sister of to-day.

If -^ -^

The schools of the Misrcs Pifikerton could never have
produced the modern girl who, with all her faiHts, yet fills

a more useful place in the w-orld, and is infinitely better

fitted for the growing struggle of life than were the Amelia
Sedleys, however sweet and lovable their characters.

Mar-rtia.

TRY IT EN YOUR BATH.

SGRUBB'S %r.rAMMONIA
MARVELLOUS PREPARATION.

Refreshing as a Turkish Bath.

Splendid Cleansing Preparation forthe Hair.

Allays the Irritation caused by Mosquito Bites.

Restores the Colour to Carpets.

Of all Chemists, Etc.

Invaluable for Toilet Purposes.

Removes Stains and GreaseSpots from Cloth[^»s.

Invigorating in Hot Climates.

Cleans Plate and Jewellery.

Price Is. per Bottle.

SORUBB & CO., GUILDFORD STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

NOlftT JREAOY.

BARRY PAIN'S
NEW BOOK

NOTHING SERI0U5.
Brice ONE SHILLING. Post Free, 112.

Published by BLAOK & WH3TE, 63, Fleet St., London. P.S.—Orders, &c., should be addressed The Publisher.

PlIINTED r,Y THE P.LACK AND WhITE PuDLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED, AT 33, IjOUVERIE STREET ; AND AT EDINBURGH; AND PUBLISHED
Weekly by W. J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.G., England. —Aug. 3, 1901.
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THE LATE DOWAGER-EMPRESS FREDERICK OF GERMANY

Born November 21, 1840. Married January 25, 1858. Died August 5, looi.

Victoria Adelaide Mary Louisa, .sister of our King- and mother of tlie Kaiser, the eldest and ab'e t

daughter of Queen Victoria, passed peacefully away at Cronberg- last Monday at 6.15 p.m.
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NEWS AND VIEWS

A VERY interesting chapter in the ro-

mantic history of Polar exploration com-
menced on the 31st ult., when the good
ship Discovery, which has been fitted out

by the Royal and Geographical Societies,

left the East India Dock in preparation for

her famous voyage to the mysterious
regions whicli lie within the Antarctic
Circle. By right of service and equipment
for a duty which must necessarily be
fraught with many dangers, tlie work has
been entrusted, so far as exploration and
navigation :ar.e.-concernecl, to naval officers,

of whom Commander Scott is chief, and
he will be accompanied by a highly-trained
scientific staff. The crew are picked men
of the Royal Navy. As to the ship—the
Discovery—no pains have been spared in

order to obtain a craft which should em-
body all the advantages necessary for so
important and historic a purpose. She The "Discovery," now on its way to the Antarctic regions

,

Cleaning the decks of the "Discovery"

has been built of oak, by the Dundee Shipbuilding Company,
is barque-rigged, and is the first vessel ever constructed in

the kingdom for exclusively scientific purposes. The length
of the vessel between perpendiculars is 172ft., beam 34ft.,

and depth 19ft. ; the oaken timbers are
dt welled and bolted together through-
out ; the stem is of the ice-breaker
type, with strong fortifications ; the
engines, capable of indicating 450
horse-power, have been constructed by
Messrs. Gourlay Brothers and Co.,
Dundee.

* * *

It is possible that the vessel may
be absent for three years, but ample
provisions have been loaded for a
longer period, and it is proposed,
moreover, that a second ship shall be
ready to proceed South in November,
1902, in the possible contingency of
any accident, or of the detention of the
vessel in the unknown seas or ice-floes

of the lonely Antarctic. The estimated
cost of the food stores was ;£^5,ooo,

and on an allowance of 2^ lb. of pro-
visions, including i lb. of meat per
man per day, it is estimated that there
is sufficient on board in great variety
to last the expedition about four
years.

With the exception of a few patches
the entire region within the Antarctic
circle is a complete blank. It will be
the object of the expedition to deter-

mine as far as possible the nature,
condition, and extent of certain South
Polar territories ; and, secondly, to

make a magnetic survey in the regions
to the south of the 40th parallel. Meteo-
rological, oceanographic, geological,
biological, and physical investigations
will be carried out continuously.
Borchgrevink has the distinction of

penetrating further south than any
other man. He reached ySdeg. 50 min.,
a record which the Discovery will cer-

tainly beat.

No express instruction about finding
the South Pole is given by either of
the great learned societies wliicli have
organised the expedition, but Captain
Scott and his crew may be relied lipon

to approach very near to that interest-

ing "landmark" which has formed
the object of all kinds of varied specu-

lations and wild conjectures during the many years past.
" Stillness, deadness, and impassability," to quote the words
of Borchgrevink, are the characteristics of the slice of
land which he explored, but there are other regions, still

View of the main deck of the "Discovery." Lieut. Royds, R.N.,

the second in command (side view) giving orders
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Swan Upping on the Thames—Releasing swans after marking them

nearer the mysterious threshold of the South, which may
]

consist, as one authority says, of impenetrable ice-fields, or,

as another contends, of open water in which g-ig-antic

iceberg's float continually. There is a third school favoured
by many meteorological experts, which declares that the

South Pole is the scene perpetually of a never-ending maze
of cyclonic whirlwinds, of roaring tornadoes, of vast oceanic
upheavals which defy the approach of man, and where even
whales, grampuses, seals, penguins, petrels, and albatrosses,
which are found in many parts of the Antarctic regions,

can no longer exist. On all these points the voyage of the
Discovery, which will be the first vessel to winter within the
mysterious regions of the Antarctic, will doubtless shed much
useful light.

* * »
Assuming that the exploring period will consist of two

navigable seasons and one winter, the Discovery should
sight the great ice-pack in December of the present year.
The present expedition, as Sir Clements Markham, the
President of the Royal Geographical Society, well says, is

in no sense a mere reconnaissance—that work has been
completely done already—and Captain Scott must force his

way through the pack. For this special object the ship has
been designed, built, and provisioned, and the crew equipped
with an elaborate outfit of bearskin clothes, sleeping' rugs,
and other accessories suitable to extreme weather. It is

known that the mean temperature both of air and sea south
of 63 deg;. South, even in summer, is below the freezing point
of sea water, and such land as we know about is destitute
of vegetation and animal life. The whole navigable season,
after passing the first ice barrier, will be devoted to explora-
tion in the ship.

In order to obtain lli<; best results,
the sliip must iiii;vil;i.bly winter, and
the expedition will jjrobably return Jo
the east coast of Victoria I.and for this

purpose. Whether the dreary months
sliall be spent in the ice floes or on
land will depend entirely upon the
discretion of the commander. The
leader of the German ('xpedition, with
which the workers on the Discovery
will cordially co-operate, fully intends
to winter, and the objects of the
British explorers can only be accom-
plished by following the same valiant
course. With the arrival of the sun,
the great land exploration work of the
expedition will commence. Sledges
and dogs have been provided, and it is

hoped that a captive balloon will assist
very materially in making observa-
tions. No previous expedition, either
to the North or South Polar regions,
has been so fully equipped as the pre-
sent with the resources of science, and
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Swan I'pping on the Thames

-

Going over the rollers at Teddington
Lock

Marking the swans at the Old Windsor

the British Government, which has,

voted ;^45,ooo towards the expenses of

the voyage, is justified in hoping- for

some splendid results.

The King'sSwanherd, in his yearly
marking of the Ro3al swans on the

Thames, has been busy of late. The
process of svvan-upping- was formerly
a very important and festive function.

The citizens made it a holiday, and
went up the Thames in gaih" decorated
barges to count and mark the swans.
As far back as 1570, the " upping
dales " are mentioned, and a court

then existed, known as "The Majes-
ties Justices of the Swan." All swans
were then regarded as Royal biids,

and private owners were compelled to

compound with the Sovereign for the

right to mark the birds, .ai-»ti while

penalties of 13s. were inflicted for

stealing- egg's and carrying swan-
hsoks, the erasure or counterfeiting- 01

those marks entailed ;i hc;ivy tino and
a year's imprisonmont.
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With "B" Fleet — Sorting mails on board the flagship

The Naval Manoeuvres — Landing bluejackctc
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"BY THE MARK SEVEN I " HEAVING THE LEAD
Otherwise taking soundings at sea. It is an important, if somewhat cold and miserable, duty
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King- and the Queen bent down and spoke to him, and then,

after recelvingf his medal, won at such terrible cost, he was
quickly wheeled off the i)arade ground and away from the

great crowds that strained their eyes to see this "poor
fighting man broke in our wars."

* * *
Onk of the most useful things provided for the poor by

the powers that be, is the free open-air baths controlled

by the Corporation of Liverpool. These baths, built in the

slum districts, are furnished with warm water, and arc

I

open to the sky, with shelters and seats running all round.

Of couise there are no dressing-rooms, each boy being
responsible for his own clothes (?) The boys put the "togs"
just wherever they like, and it is most amusing to see .some

j
little chap rush in from the street in his eagerness to get
into the water, pull off his two garments—that's all many of

them wear, shirt and trousers—throw them down on to the

floor—anywhere—into wet or dry places, and fling himself

into the water, there to stay hour after hour. The attend-

A pathetic incident at the presentation of medals
to the Yeomanry by the King — A wounded Yeoman

being wheeled before the King and Queen

One of the most touching sights during the presentation
of medals to those Yeomen who could afford to be at the
function, was the occupant of a bath chair. In striking con-
trast to the other wounded Yeomen wheeled in a similar
conveyance, he lay back helpless. Beside him walked a
grave nurse. When he reached the royal dais both the

watchdog" at the public baths in the slums of
Mverpool

Sir Evelyn Wood (the Adjutant -General) asking a
few questions (at the presentation of medals) of
Captain Percival about the barefooted Central

African Regimetit

ant will tell you how when at 5 a.m. the bath's are opened
there are some youngsters waiting to be admitted. ^Jever

a day passes without some dozen boys reporting the loss

of a portion of their attire—shirt or trousers

—

both at times

—but somehow when the day is finished they have all

managed to cover their nakedness and have gone "hothe."

* * ¥
Jem Phillips, the umpire, who has no-balled E. Jones,

Tyler, and Mold, is a big, thick-set Colonial. He was a
useful bowler in Australia. Then he came over here and
qualified for Middlesex. He is, says M.A.P., a very clever

fellow in his quiet way. Now, at the age of forty-one, he
has passed all the examinations necessary for becoming a
mining engineer, and atter this year will sever his connec-
tion with cricket and go out with an exploration company.
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In Liverpool slums — Waiting for a dip in a free open-air bath

Liverpool slum children about to plunge in one of the city free open-air bath^
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Earl and Lady Roberts climbina the steps of the Town Hall prior to opening the
' "

" great Military Bazaar -
. -

"Bob's Bodyguard" at Portsmouth. The two are old soldiers who accompanied
Earl Roberts in Afghanistan

EARL ROBERTS AT PORTSMOUTO

1
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'ARRIET IS 'APPY ON BANK HOLIDAY MORNING IN "LONDON'S CENTRAL ROAR'
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An old resident and justice ol' the peace in tlie Orange
River Colony writes to the Times in order to correct the

false impression which may be created by Miss Hob-
house's report. He says :

— "1 have caretuily read and re-

read Miss Hobhouse's report, and I cannot characterise it

iis other than a highlj -coloured and exaggerated one,

evidently written with a strong bias against the English,

and in favour of the Boers. This impression is derived not

only from my personal experience, but is confirmed by
what I have heard from many of the Boers themselves,

amongst whom I have lived on the most friendly terms for

many years. Miss Hobhouse draws a painful picture of

the sufferings and hardships endured by the Boer women
and children whilst being removed from their own farms
to the refugee camps provided for them by the English.

It was unavoidable under such circumstances that there

should be much suffering and hardship was the inevi-

table accompaniment of a state of war. But what were
the hardships of these people compared with the indig-

rely that in some instances the Boers spat in the faces of
the reftlgees. But I am thankful to say they were not
Free State Boers who did this. And to-day what is the
state of these poor people ? Many of them have died in

misery and destitution ; many ruined and broken dowii
in health. Compare this picture with the Boer refugees.
They at least are having every kindness and considera-
tion shown them by the authorities tiiat is possible in

view of the difficulty created by the marauding Boers in

getting goods up from the coast. 1 do not deny the
camps are not all that they should be, but from personal
knowledge of different heads of camps whose names I

could mention I am perfectly certain they are doing
everything that is possible with the means at their
disposal to promote the comfort of the people under their

charge. If it be said that the hardships inflicted Oii

the English refugees were the inevitable consequences
of war, then I reply that the same rule applies to the
Boer refugees, but that in the case of the latter much

Four captured Boers. The prisoner on the right with the red cross on his arm had a
bandolier full of soft-nosed bullets under his closed jacket. He ought to have been shot

on the spot instead of having been photographed

nities inflicted on our own poor refugees when they were
driven out from their homes by the J?oer authorities at

the beginning- of the war ? I suppose Miss Hobhouse
did not think it necessary or desirable to make any refer-

ence to them. The women and children were crowded
into cattle trucks, with no provision or accomjnodation for

the long journey before them, during which many children
died in their mother's arms, who had to continue their

long journey holding the poor dead bodies of their

children. Some women were even confined in the train

with no shelter or anything to screen them from the eyes
of the public. Maiiy children were dying for want of a
drop of milk ajid could not get it ; even water was not
to be had, for if you left the train to obtain it you might
not be able to obtain a place on it again. All this I saw
with my own eyes, as the railway runs through my farm
for four miles. I was told by many friends of mine in

Blocmfontein at the time that the refugees were searched
for money at that place, and a part only was returned. I

was al~o told b}' eAe-witnesses on whose authority I can

greater consideration is shown towards tiieni. The only

difference the Boers will find in the future is that they

will have to work in the next few years in place of leading

a life of ease and idleness which they have done in the

past. And in a very short time they will be just in the

same position as they were before the war. But will it

ever be the same with our own poor people?
"

* * *
It has been notified that the war gratuity to members

of the Imperial Yeomanry who return indi^dually from

South Africa, and who are discharged either by the officer.

commanding the ist Provisional Battalion at Shorncliffe or

I at the discharge depot, Gosport, will be paid by the Station

I

Paymaster, Hounslow, under instructions from the Assistant-

I

Adiutant-General for Cavalry. The gratuities payable to

I

Yeomen who return in complete companies or in large

[bodies, and who are consequently not discharged at Shoin-

: cliffe or Gosport, will be paid by the Station Paymaster of

I
the station at which the discharge is carried out.
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MR. CECIL RHODES, WHO IS NOW IN LONDON, LEAVING BULUWAYO,
After addressing a great meeting on the future federation of South Africa
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THE NAVAL MANCfiUVRES- IN THE STOKEHOLD, TENDING TO THE BELLEVILLE

BOILERS
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THE NAVAL MANCEUVRES - ANOTHER CAPTURE BY "X-" FLEET, WHICH WAS
SUPPOSED TO CAPTURE BRITISH MERCHANT VESSELS
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"RAN jl"

W'k liavc ill Kumar Sliii Ranjitsinliji a halsinaii of vvlioin

il would be impossible lo propliesy over cxlravaffanlly,

writes Edwin Puj^rli. n five years he lias scored more
than forty centuries. Last year he twice scored three

cciituries in succession. In 1896 he broke \^^ (l.'s twenly-

ti\e years' old record for the number of runs scoicd in on(!

vcHson bv compilinj<- 2,780 runs in first-class matches, and
since that time he has smashed it to smithereens with

ag-g-regales of 3, 159 and 3,065. He was a failure for his

Varsity, and those ultra-British who had received very

sceptically the tales of his extraordinary abilities, preened

tlicmsehes on their prescience and were complacent and
smug-. It was not until 1895 I hat we tasted his finest

qualit}-, and found out its rare bouquet. Even then it was
said that he lacked stamina, and could never make a reall}-

big score. This fallacy he routed next year in the following

slyle : he scored 138, 114 not out, 107, 171 not out, 100 not

(M1I, and .165 for his county ; he scored 154 not out for

lal iIk' wickel a lype ofihe sllilly, crafty Oriental all over the
woi-ld as opposed 10 the solid, stolid Saxon. It is mercury
aiifl ginger against blood and bone. He is lithe and lissom

las some soft-stepping- creature of the forest stalking a
' bhmkiiig prey that his antagonists, with their cow-like bulk
'and weight, might fitly represent. .'\nd hovering- alxMit (he
i head of this bizarre figure, whin first In- made his bow,

;

were strange birds of rumour, gaudily plumaged, lelling^

! extravagant tales of th<- esoteric splendours out of which he
' had emerged, lie was a prince, and lor everj- run he made
i his father, the Mahrajah, sacrificed a slave. He was rich

I beyond computation, and before he became an Enj^lisli

\

gentleman he used to wear strange Eastern equivalents

for purple and fine linen, with a gold-< aparison<-d horse
between his legs, a flaming turban on his brow bearing- a
crescent of intolerable lustre, at his side- a jewelled scabbard,
sheathing a silver swonl, and in his train a thousand g-or-

geous slaves to hang- on the flicker of his eyelash and foro
stall his every lightest wish. He was the Ouida g-uardsman
ol" ciicket. Lovel\- ladies languished for him, fair odalisques

Raiiji " behind the nets

England against Austi-alia in a losing- niatob, and nearly
won the g-am'e ; his g-reatest feat, however, he reserved to
tlie end of the season, when he scoi-ed 100 and 125 not out
against Yorkshire, both centuries being- hit up on the same
da)-. And, as if to clinch the ai-gument, he started in 1897
by scoring- 260 out of a total of418 against a strong M.C.C.
eleven. We do not hear so much about liis lack of stamina
:iot\-. .

'

.

He r-. made of the best India rubber, supple and strong-

,

his nerves must be like fine-drjavn wires of steel; his vision
is keen and untii;iiigf as a condor s ; no giant jungfle cat has
more vitalit_\- in all its nine lives than he. The untrammeiled
gait of the -ee-limbcd Hindoo is latent in his rolling, swag-
^f.-ring- walk that yet has in it, strang-ely enough, some
in.ongruous sug-gestion of a Cockney chiekabary on the
s.iiee. His fig-ure Is slig;ht, he has lean, brown hands ; and
tlie flesh of his forearm is like russet-coloui-ed silk. His head
1-. shaped like an orange ; his upper lip lilts a little, showing
long-, shining- teeth. lii his wind-filled, fluttering shirt and
( namy flannels, with a light blue caj) couched on his sleek
black hair, and a light blue scarf aljoul his waist, he stands

, —forg-elting their Turkish nationalitj-, because lliey were
' so voluptuous—sighed disconsofete in India awaiting his

,
i-eturn. In the fact that he was suddenly discovered lo be

' but a man of moderate means after <'dl, I take refuge from
In perljole and consider our hero coldly.

* * *
.

1 In a sober, modest ly-wrillen book he has gfivcn us a

;
masterlj- manual of cricket. Like a conjuror, he says:

i

" Now 1 w-ill show you how- it is done '.
" and proceeds only

[
to mystify us the more.- He >s an advocate of that infinite

I capaeitv for taking pains which develops talent and leaves

I the secret of genius und-vulgcd. In a wtf/'/' exposition ot

[his famous by-glance, he says that if y: u do ;i he does

'there is no risk of getting- out leg--before-wicket ; but then

j

vou w-ould have to be a Ranji. And there is only one of

;
him. Like all great men, he is of no particular school ; in

'. each and every school he has troubled to learn what is best,

I

and to his accumulated knowledg-e he ii:vs added those
' electiic methods of application which .-ae so p-eculiarly hi->

own.
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OUR MILK<AND.WATER POLICY— TRIA
Several rebels have been sentenced to periods of imprisonment varying 1

drawn from a photograph, shows the trial
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OF OATH-BREAKERS IN BLOEMFONTEIN
two years to six months. Most of them should have been shot. Our picture,

be Pinards, father and two sons, at Bloemfontein
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OUR MILK-AND-WATER POLICY-TRIAL OF .^OATH-BEAKERS IN BLOEI^D^^^^^

Several rebels have bee I sentenced to periods o£ imprisonment ''^^ .^i g[^|
drawn from '

'
'

*

years to six months. Most ol them should have been shot. Our picture,
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WHERE A BATTLE RAGED
I.N ilificiciil jjaits of the country ma}' l)c seen nuniorials

mrirkinj;- the scene of past conflicts in which our lorcralhcrs

were cnj^aji^ecl. The stone cross shown in the accompanying-
|

pholojfraph stands b}- the side of the main road leading-
!

from Norwich to Cromer, being situated about one mile
'

SDuth of North Walsham. It is about thirty feet high, and
marks the spot on which a battle was fought by Bishop

j

Spencer in 1381, -when a band of rebels, hea<ied by one John
Lcitester, a d3er, of Norwich, were defeated In' Henry dc
Spencer, the warlike Hishop of that city. About half a mile

j

nearer North Walsham, on the o])posile side of the njad,
i

there was originally a similar erection, but only the base of
the pillar ii now visible, which is known as the "Slump
Cross." Though no inscriplion can now be deciphered on
the stone here de-
picted, it is evidently
of great antiquit\',

and an object of in-

terest and wonder-
ment to many who
pass along- the
mucii - frequented
higlnva\-.

France and the
United States are
presentinga curious
study for ethnolo-
i^ists. It is notori-

ou i that the slight

in ere ise of French
population is whollv
<.lue lo the influx of
Italians, Swiss, Bel-

gians, and Germans
—the latter qua Al-
s a t i a n s . The
French element
proper is steadih-

declining-. Recent
.rtatistics show that

in the United Slates
the average iiumber
of children

,
per

American familv in

the eighteenth cen-
tury was five, at the

beginning- of the
nineteenth 4-5, and
at the end of it

about two. Among-
the immigiant }X)-

•»tilatLon ffis twice
as large. Thus the
real increase in the

States consists of

German, Scandi-
navian, Irish, Rus-
sian, Polish, and
Italian elements.

On the other hand,
in the Southern
States, the whites
•.ire increasing- more rapidly than the blacks. A question
has recently been raised whether the stamina of the coloured
race has not been enfeebled in the state of freedom.

It is ci.i'ious to note that the world gcnei-afh- is awaken-
ng- to the fact that its resources of raw materials are not
inexhaustible. In Britain we have used up our best iron
ores, and are importing from Spain and Scandinavia ; the
same is true of our Ein-opean competitors ; and even in

.Vmerica a warning has been sounded that the iron reserves
ire not illimitable. Mr. .Schwab, of the United States Steel
Corporation, says that at the present rate of consumption
;inotlier sixty 3-ears will see the exhaustion of the rich Trans-
illantic beds of ore. Apparently the command of foreign
.narkels will rest with the country which, by technical meta!-
!urg-ic skill, can most profilabl}- deal with low-grade ores.

'The curious old cross between Xor« icl> and Croiuer

There are |)lenly of these in the world. The .Vmerlcans h.-ive

displayed foresight in annexing the best deposits in Canada
-a foresight that si'cms strangelv wanting on this side of
the Atlantic.

* * *
The criminal statistics for the year 1899, lor the skilful

editing of which iVIaster Macdonnell, f'.R., is responsible,
are far more interesting to the general i-cader than tho
common run of Rlue-books. The year 189X, we gather, was
a bad one —the worst since 1H94. But iSc)q was exception-
alU' virtuoiis, so far as England and \\'ales wi're concerned,
the number of recorded crimes being lower than thai of any
year since 1857. The largest nunibi-r of crinu's w;is in i8()8,

when 101,369 were noted b\' the poliee authorities. The
population of the country was then 21,948,713. If the same
pi-oportion had been maintained, the year iSqg ough' lo

haveyielded 146,704
ciiminals. Bu' of-

fences against the

law, in fact, only
numbered 76,025.
The learned iM a ster,

as ihe result of his

observations, draws
the conclusion fhal,

while there is a
general decrease in

all crime, and a
marked lessening
of serious crime,
ihere is an increa-.e

in the number of
minor offences. Th.o
conuiivmily shows ;i

tendency, h-e thinks,
to indulge morj
freely than formerly
in suicide, gam-
bling- and drinking.

* * *
It is not cvei-}-

body who knows
that the Cinque
Forts have a Court
of Admiralty of
their own, presided
o\ er when it sits -

which is not often
by a commercial

lawyer of distinc-

tion.
.

It is well that
Mr. Arthur Cohen,
K. C. , who for many
years has acted as
the Judge of the
Court, is a mathe-
matician ofacknow-
ledged eminence,
for abstruse nier.-

surements and cal-

culations would
sometimes appear
to be necessary
in determining-
Avhether the local

tribunal has jurisdiction or not. It may deal with all cases,

says the i and 2, George IV., c. 76, which arise within the

following limits :^—" From a point to the \vestward of
Seaford, in the county of Sussex, called Red Cliff, including

the same ; thence passing- in a line one mile without the

sand or shoal called the Horse of Willingdon, and con-
tinuing the same distance ^vithout the ridge and new
shoals ; and thence in a line %vithin five miles of Capo
Grisnez, on the coast of France ; thence round the shoal
called the Overfalls, tw-o miles distant from the same;
thence in a line w-ithout, and the same distance along
the Galloper Sand, until the north-end thereof bears west-

north-west true bearing from the west-north-west bearing of

the Galloper "—and so forth. The Cinque Ports proper arc

Dover, Sandwich, and Romney (dating- from Kclw.'ird ihi

Confessor), and Ha.slings and Hjthe (added to the list by
William the Conqueror).
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£ s. d. OF YACHTS AND
YACHT RACING

THE £ S d OF YACHTS AND JIk^ }'<'i<;lil willi a complclc.service ol^'cinbroiiJcnciJ Iii-,1) lincii

jlhat aloiK; cost ^2,ooo. The A'itiffara boasts a crew of

sixty men, and to keep her in commission for twelve months
would entail an expenditure oC between /j20,ooo and

When, a few years ago, it was announced that Mr. I ;{;3o,ooo.

Donaldson's famous craft, the Isolde, had won ;^4,ooo in Some few months ag-o, in I he course- of the winding-u]) of
yachting- prizes in British waters, that the ^o««, once the the estate of the Comte and Comtesse Boni de Castellane,
property of the Duke of Abruzzi, of PoJar fame, having

j

the latter being a sister of Mr. George Gould, an interesting
earned for her Royal owner /^i,oi8 In her first season, and i side-light on the financial side of yachting was afforded the
£,2,2c,o as the result of' thirteen wins in the Mediterranean, public when Ihe future of their yacht Walhalla was being
which sum was further augmented by £^\,(i2o, the value of
twenty-six prizes she captured at British yacht races, in

1898, many people, ignorant oi the enormous outlay in the

first place, and expenditure in up-keep demanded by this

form of sport, may have imagined that yacht racing was
not only pleasant but also profitable, an idea that was
seemingly verified by the announcement made early this

year to the effect that the Aihn, after winning about ;^6,ooo,

li.id been sold to an American purchaser.
On looking into the matter more closel}', however, the

fact is revealed that, tar from being a source of profit, }acht
racing is a decided
luxury, as can be
gauged _ from Sir

Thomas Lipton'.s

experience with
S/iaiiirock I. , which,
from first to last,

cost about ;£6o,ooo,

about thrice the
initial cost of the
Britannia, his
Majesty's whilom
racer, and a sum
I hat is ;£5.ooo less

llian the amount
I hat Shamrock II.

is accredited to

have cost ere she
sailed her first

lrial, since which
(H-ent she has been
the source oP con-
siderable further
e.vpense.

With regard to

the up-keep of a
big racing j-acht,

the same varies
with the amount of
lacing indulged in

and the size of the
boat, which, of
course, regulates
<.lie number of men
comprising the
crew, whose wages
\ar3- from £']'~^ to

£250 a year for
the skipper

; 35s.

to 45s. per week
for the mates ; to
26s. a week, and 3s. a day extra
each sailor ; in addition to which

This vessel, which boasts 25,000 square feet of
equires a crew of a hundred lo navigate her,

tshamrock II.,

ach racing da^^ for

there is, of coin\se,
prize-money to be distributed in the event of a win. Rumour
has it that the crew of'the Britannia in days of yore shared
the prize-money in proportion to their status, anc) that when
Shamrock I. went across the Atlantic the crew were apprised
ihat in the event of thejr returning with the cup each man
would receive a pound a week for life.

With regard to steam yachts—especially in respect to
such floating palaces as are owned bj- the X'anderbilts,
Goulds and others—the initial outlay and up-keep is even
more remarkable still, as is evinced by the fact that Mr. W.
R. V'anderbilt's Valiant, ii vessel of over 2,184 tons, cost the
builders, Messrs. Laird Brothers, as much as ;^ioo,ooo, in

addition to which a huge sum was spent on the upholstering,
cabinet work, and other necessaries. Apropcft of the latter
item of expense, when Mr. H. Gould's jViagara, the largest
pleasure yacht ever built in America and dne that cost over
^ 100,000. was put mto commission, the owner, whose own
apartments were gorgeousl)- decorated in the ^>l)•le of t.ouis
X'\'l., placed an order with a Belfast iirni for the oulfitting of

decided on.

canvas and
originally cost in 1892 over /;6o,ooo, but was purchased
few years ago by the Castellanes, who spent an additional
sum of 300,000 fi-. (^'i2,ooo) in fitting her up in the most
luxurious .style, for 850,000 fr. (/;34,oooJ. It was eventually
decided that the Walhalla should be sold, and an upset
price of half a million fr. (;{;20,ooo) was placed upon her.

In 1897 a sale of peculiar interest to yachting men took
place when Mrs. Langtry's yacht, the White Lac/ye, was put
up to auction. This vessel, which was a most luxurious

craft, as is evi-

denced by the
description of the
State boudoir suite,

which was deco-
rated in white
enamel and gold,

upholstered in sal-

mon-pink broch^
panels, with silk-

lined draperies and
velvet plush car-

pet-, was built for

Lord Ashburton in

1891 at a cost of

£^40,000, but when
it became the pro-
pertyof Mrs. Lang-
try a large addi-
tional sum was
spent on her fur-

niture and decora-
tions. For some
years the late Mr.
Ogden Goelet, who
did not live long
enough to enjoy
his own beautiful

yacht,
\
the May-

floivcr, which cost
him £^140,000, and
was purchased
from the trustees,

if report speaks
true, for some
;^6o,ooo less, was
wont to hire the
boat from Mrs.
Langtry at a ren-
tal of £,\,<yoo a
month. Although

an offer of ;^22,000 was once made for the yacht, an ofler

that was refused, when it was knocked down to the late Mr.
Lawson Johnston, the price it attained was only £.\ 1,200.

Of other gorgeous floating palaces of to-da}", few can vie

with the vessel once known, when it was in the jiossession of

Count Floreo, as the ^-Et^iisa, which is now recognised far

and wide as Sir Thomas Lipton's steam 3acht Erin, a vessel

upon which Well over ;{Jioo,ooo has been spent, but Mr.
Gordon Bennett's (of the A'en' York Herald) new craft, the

Lysistrata, which, boasts, amongst other luxuries, a Turkish
bathroom and a state cabin twenty feet square, will probably
run it close. Mr. Gordon Bennett's new craft, it should be men-
tioned, registers 2,000 tons, or 7 tons more than the Erin,

and cannot have cost much less than ;^i6o,ooo.

Colonel McCalmont, who is as well known in Cowes Roads
as at Newmarket, is evidontl}.'! believer in combining business

with pleasure, for his new yacht Banshee, with her ram stenj

and two Hotchkiss quick-firing- guns, is more like a Govern-
ment cruiser than a pleasure-boat. The gallant Colonel
sold his previous yaclit Ciralda tor ;» .sum l)otwocn j£,So,ooo

and /Igo.ooo to Spain un llie e\e of llie war with Amenoa.

the challenger for the America Cup, now
America
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The illustration below depicts a jjroup of Indian farmers Thh appointments of Mr. Justice John Sl.inic) , K.C,
and Himalayan peasants holding' a religious discourse at

j

Judgfc of the High Court at Calcutta, to he Chief Justice of
eventide. The man with the book on the stand at the top the High Court for the .Vorth-Western Provinces, in the
of the steps is the priest, a Brahmin, one of the highest ' place of the late Sir .Xrthur Slrachey ; of Mr. Harry
castes of natives. The book is the Hindu " Shastra," or

1
Lushington Stephen, barrisler-.it-Iaw, to be Judge of the

Bible. Brahminism is the oldest religion in India, excepting High Court at Calcutta, in the |)lace of .Mr. Justice Stanley;
Buddhism, which is now nearly extinct. The door behind and of Sir Venb.dkam Bh.'ishjani Aiyangar, C. I.E., to be
the Brahmin priest is the main entrance to his house, and 'judge of the High Court at Madias, in the place of Mr.
above the doorway may be seen a paper ticket bearing

j

Justice Horatio Hale .Shepliai'd, retired, «ire gazetted,
iome sentence from the " Shastra " to keep away devils _, -_ ^
and evil eyes. On the right and left is his harem, while

I

t •* t
below are his granaries, &c. At the same time he takes ' TlIE Lord Mayor of London has granted X500 t'rom the
care no male enters his harem. i

War Fund towards the Princess Christian Cottage Homes
for Disabled Men,* ^ *

In order to fami-
liarise the people
of India with the
features of H.M.
the King- and to

symbolise the fact

that all authority,

judicial and execu-
tive, is exercised
in his name, the

Government of
India have decided
to provide all

official residences
and buildings with
'suitable" like-
nesses of his
Majesty. In due
course the coins of
the realm will bear
his impress, but it

will take a verj-

long- time for the
new coins to gain
g-eneral currency
outside the ports
and few large
cities of India, and
in rural tracts

many of the people
are so poor that
they live largely by
barter, and seldom
have in use other
than small copper
coins. It is in-

tended to have the
portraits of three
classes—the first to

be three - quarters
length in oils,

costing- from ;^50
to ;C75 each, and
to be placed fn the
official residences
of the heads of
Governments and
local administra-
tions, the chief
Courts of Justice
of the different

provinces, and all

large buildings in

which durbars are
held by a representative of his Majesty. The second
class of portraits, also in oils, are to cost from ;^3o to £50,
and vnW be placed in the official residences of political agents
and residents in native states and in the durbar rooms of
such states. Lastly, all the ordinary courts and kacherh
throughout the Indian Empire will be provided with
coloured lithographs or engravings of his Majesty. The
details of the scheme are still under consideration, but
its principal features will remain as above indicated. It

is pointed out that to duly impress the populace the
portraits should represent the King- in robes of State
or in Field-Marshal's unifocni, since the conception of
an Emperor in the attire of a private gentleman is foreign
to them.

A religious discourse in the Himalayas. The nati\c sittinc)

front of the door is a Brahmin priest

all

now being endowed
lor each regiment
in memory of the
iale Prince Chris-
tian Victor, and
lias joined the gene-
ral committee ofthe
.Memorial Cottage
Homes Fund pre-

sided over by Lord
Roberts.

* * *
.\nother trial ol

sergeants in Stutt-

ifart for abomin-
able cruelty to their

men, has ended
with the conviction

of the offenders ;

l)ut, as in previous

cases, the sentences

are shamefully in-

adequate. After

long ill-treatment of

several men, one of

whom in despair

committed suicide,

the worst offender,

has been sentenced
to five months' im-
prisonment and de-

gradation. The
others have only

been sentenced to a
few days' confine-

ment.

¥ * *
There is no-

thing new in the
discovery said to

have been made
by a certain Dr.
Small, that the X-
rays can be used
to detect sham
jewellery. Metals
stop the rays in

proportion to their

density, whereas
the ruby, emeral^,
sapphire, and oth:.-

precious sto:i:\j r.r:

CO m pa rai ively
the pastes from which arti-

a constituent, and thus it

translucent. But in ncaily
ficial stones are made lead

happens that tiie imitations arc much more opaque than
the genuine article. The pearl, on the other hand, being-

an organic product, is less transparent than the opales-

cent glass used to simulate it. Mr. Frank Addyman, in his

book, Practical X-Ray Work, states that Mr. foljambe
Streeter made experiments on this subject, but found the

method on the whole less convenient than the optical and
mechanical tests previously in use by expert jewellers.

* * *
Lord Rosebery did not say, as the Pall Mall Gazette

alleges, "and of the Britons beyond the seas, King-." Jt

was " Britains," which is different.
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THE PLAGUE, WHICH HAS NOW . SPREAD TO OTHER PARTS OF A5IA AND
TO EUROPE, PARTICULARLY TURKEY, STILL LINGERS IN INDIA

The drawing of our Special Correspondent shows the destruction of a few plague-stricken huts outside

Bombay
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Natives of tlie Island of Skye. Tiie woman is using
the spinning wheel, a machine not much in use nowa-
days, although our Royal Princesses are not unfamiliar

with it

The official returns of the census of Gibraltar have been
published, and show that the total population on March 31st

\Vas 27,460. This number is composed as follows :— Civilians,

20,355 ! military, 6,475 ; port and harbour, 630. There is an
increase of 1,705 over the census total of 1891.

* ¥ *
General Thaulow, president of the Norwegian Red

Cross Committee, has communicated to the Morgenhladet
a letter from Dr. Hougen, a Norweg'ian physician, who
writes from the concentration camp at Pietermaritzburg,
where there were at that time 2,300 Boer refugees, under
date of April 20th :

—"At present the state of health in the
Boer laager is very good ; the dry weather has reduced the
number of bedridden patients to -a yninimnm and facilitates

the carrying out of sanitary works. In comparison with
the conditions under which the English refugees live the
Boer prisoner is in every way better off. Nevertheless,
one hears perpetual complaints of bad treatment and so
forth. In all the cases I have been able to investigate these
complaints have been quite unfounded."

1

'

¥ * ¥
In pursuance of a custom dating from the twelfth century,

if not from an earlier period, the Lord Mayor has received

from the First Commissioner of Works warrants for four fat

bucks from- Bushey Park, the City Sheriffs warrants for

three bucks, and the Recorder, Chamberlain, Town Clerk,

Common Sergeant, and Remembrancer warrants for one
buck each. Similar warrants for does are issued to the

same officials in December. There is in the British

Museum an original venison warrant for six bucks issued to

the Lord Mayor in 1428. It is in Norman French, and is

signed by the Archbishop of Canterbury (Chicheley), the

Bishops of London and Bath, and live other councillors.

The warrants had their origin in the early charters granted
to the citizens of London, in which their " huntings " were
secured to them.

* ¥ * , .

Lincoln, Bennett and Co. (Limited), who for many
years had the honour of holding warrants of appointment as
hatters to their Majesties while Prince and Princess of Wales,
have now received the royal favour of appointment by Royal
Warrant as hatters to their Majesties the King and Queen.

The Secretar}' of Stale for India lias received the follow-

ing telegram from the X'iccroj-, dated July. 27th:—Famine.
Prospects have improved by light and uncertain but general
rain, much below the average, but it is sufficient for the
present except in the case of Deccan, Gujarat, West Punjab,
and in part of Central India and Rajputana, where sowing
operations liave been retarded. No general injury as yet.

Prices do not indicate apprehension. In Bombay numbers
on works have decreased by 39,000, and number on gratui-
tous relief increased by 6,000. June death-rate per mille
affected districts below 2, except in the case of Ahmednaigar,
where it is 2*31. Physical condition of the people reported
to be generally satisfactory, except in part of Ahmednagar
and Sholapur, where some deterioration is still apparent.
Number of persons in receipt of relief:—Bombay, 461,000 ;

Bombay Native States, 42,000; Baroda, 30,000; Haidara-
bad, 10,000 ; Madras, 3,000 ; Central India States, 6^000 ;

Central Provinces, 4,000— total, 556,000.

A TIMELY note of caution may be given at this seassil of
the year in regard to the use of old potatoes. It has always
been known that new potatoes partly or wholly turned green
by exposure to the sun while growing, are poisonous. It

seems that this same poisonous substance has been dis-

covered in old potatoes, especially when they begin to

sprout. The substance is known as alkaloid solanine. In

1892 and 1893 there was almost wholesale poisoning among
the troops of the German Army. The symptoms were
frontal headache, colic, diarrhcea, vomiting, weakness, and
slight stupor, and in some cases dilatation of the pupils.

Me3'er investigated the matter and found in old potatoes
kept in a damp place and beginning to sprout twenLy-four
limes as much solanine as in new potatoes.
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A curious tombstone
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The demonstration of Sheffield workmen at Endcliffe Park towards the raising of a
local memorial to Queen Victoria

The truth of the workman's favourite axiom that "unity
is strength" was forcibly demonstrated in Sheffield on
Saturday afternoon, July 27th. Ever since the scheme for

erecting- locally a memorial to the late Queen Victoria was
first mooted, the workmen had shown a keen desire to par-
ticipate in it, and they did so in a picturesque fashion. The
procession which went along the principal streets of the city

to Endcliffe Woods was arranged by a special committee
working in conjunction with the Lord Mayor's committee,
and representing the trades, friendly, and co-operative
societies of Sheffield. The committee, in an official pro-
gramme, have placed on record, on behalf of the working
men of the city, their deep feelings of respect for and admi-
ration of their late Sovereign. " It has often been stated,"
they say, "that there is a lack cf loyalty on the part of the
working classes, but the Workmen's Committee detire to

put beyond doubt that the same loyalty exists as was ex-
hibited when her Majesty in person opened the Town Hall."

* * *
Referring to our illustration on the following page, the

main gate of the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, is the largest

and most important of the three entrances to the Rojal
Arsenal, where, in times of peace, thirteen to fifteen thousand
men are given daily and regular employment. In wartime,
however (as at present), with extra men, and night and day
shifts, the number is quite doubled. It might be also added
that by far the larger portion of war stores for the front

have been and are being manufactured at the Arsenal
daily. The Royal Arsenal may be visited, by permission
from the War Office. Emploj'ees may also obtain per-

mission for their friends to visit ; in the latter case visiting

days are Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Mount Prospect, the winner of tlie Liverpool Cup
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The Lawn, Molesey Regatta

The unveiling' of the
National Memorial at
Southampton to Mrs.
Rogers (the brave
stewardess of the Stella,

which was wrecked on the
Casquets), was performed
by Lady Emma Crichton
on the 27th of last month.
When the fated vessel
struck the rocks, Mrs.
Rogers was on duty in the
ladies' cabin, and she im-
mediately served out the
lifebelts. After she saw
all her charges, as she
thought, encased in life-

belts, the brave woman
put one on herself. The
vessel was sinking fast,

and at that moment it was
discovered that a young-
girl had been overlooked.
Without hesitation, Mrs.
Rogers pulled off the
lifebelt and gave it to the
girl. In doing so she
gave lip her life. The
boats wei"e overcrowded,
and although Mrs. Rogers
was urged to jump on
board one of them she
refused; for well she knew
that the extra weight
would swamp the tiny
crak. Her place was on

Unveiling the memorial to the brave stewardess of the
" SteUa"

the ship, and with the ship

she went down. " Lord
have me " were her
last words, and He did,

for is it not written :
" This

is My commandment.
That ye love one another,

as I have loved you.
Greater love hath no man
than this, that a man lay

down his life for his

friends '" ? The memorial
to the heroine is a fountain.

V * *
Thr Yokohama Eastern

World prints the following
among its "Translations
from Japanese Papers "

:
—

"Mr. Tanaka Shozo,
M.P., who was charged
with contempt of public

officials, having yawned
in the Maibashi Chiho
Saibansho, where Itc was
present during the trial of

those farmers who had
attempted to come up to

Tokio in order to make a
representation to the cen-

tral government for the

damage which they had
suffered on their farms,

was acquitted after a pub-
lic trial at the same
saibansho."
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Carved oak buffet with drawers and cupbsards,

seen at Messrs. Uewetson's

K WOMAN'S WAYS I
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The dealers declare that the demand for birds of every de-
scriptio7i ivill this year he greater than ever.—YAs\\\on
Paper.

It is distressing' to read the above statement, which fore-

tells that the autumn and winter millinery shall be decorated
with the spoils of countless birds who will be ruthlessly

sacrificed in obeying- this cruel mandate of that Belle Dame
sans vierci—Fashion. Let us hope that in the case of those
who will follow this heartless mode the old excuse that
"evil is wrought by want of thought " may hold good, for

surely no one could think or picture to themselves the agony
caused to the defenceless little bird in obtaining that adorn-
ment which graces (?) the very hat one is wearing without
determining never again to use any ornamentation which
can only be procured by wanton cruelty. The mere idea of
decorating oneself with spoils forcibly taken from a helpless
creature is a savage one, and more fit for the Indian chief,

whose principal delight in the array of scalps at his girdle is

in the fact that they have been taken from a conquered foe,

than for a gentlewoman of the twentieth century, which is,

in most respects, an era of humane treatment of animals
and one of honest practical endeavour to alleviate and
abolish, when possible, all suffering of man and beast. The
little boy who had robbed a nest of two young- birds and
was being scolded by the benevolent young district visitor,

who asked him, " And where do you think the poor mother
is?" and his reply, "In your 'at, miss, "showed that he saw the
inconsistency of her preaching against cruelty to him when
she herself was wearing the very badge of cruelty in her
feathered hat.

- .Fro.m the success which has attended so many,huniane
societies, from the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelt}' to Animals to the Cats' Home, it may be inferred

that the generality of people are patrons of one or other
of these excellent institutions, and so would suppose that no
one would be found to favour this cruel fashion. We shall

see. I own, like the elders in The Little Minister, though I

have every confidence in womanhood, I am " a wee bit

suspicious " where fashion—that " she " who must be
obeyed— is concerned.

- Imitation featliers, like imitation jewellery, are said to be
an abomination, but, surel}', in this case they are better

than the real tiling. Wh}' should imitation feathers be less

pleasing than .-utifi^ial flowers?

La pet'ite Parisienne has for years past been envious of

the inches of the English " Mees," and by man} artful con-
trivances and subtle feminine ingenuities, such as high heels,

padded coiffure and raised hats, has put into practice Shake-
speare's advice, which tells one to " assume a virtue if you
have it not." Hut now, thanks to the clever discovery of a
French doctor, she may, by taking thought and the phy-
sician's advice, heighten her stature considerably, though

i

the process to be followed is not so simple as was the method
employed by Alice in Wonderland for the same object. We
may well exclaim with her, " Curioser curioser," when we
read how the fair, but dumpy, lady may, after a few months
of this new stretching treatment, be made into a stalely

dame. To obtain this happy result, the joints of the ankles
and knees are operated upon daily with an electric bulb.

In Patents we read that a process has been invented

by which eyes may be coloured to suit the taste of their

owner ; this is accomplished by the injection of some liquid

into the eye behind the pupil. The experiment has been
tried in Paris, and pale blue eyes were transformed to deep
violet orbs in a second, with no apparent injury to the

patient. According to this, that ill-fated heroine of romance
need not don the ugly blue glasses to effect the necessary
disguise, but by adopting these means and changing the

colour of her eyes might baffle the astutest of stage villains

or stage husbands.

The sad tragedy which culminated in the death of two
young and beautiful girl-actresses by the taking of cocaine

for no apparently sufficient cause points to the very un-

healthy state of mind which is so common at the present

time, the morbid shrinking from any kind of pain or suffering,

real or imaginary. The habit of taking opiates is rapidlj

growing upon women, and the taking of cocaine in par-

ticular. This drug at first produces a delightful feeling ol

exhilaration, to be quickly followed by dreadful depression,

and when the habit is of long standing a losing of all moral

responsibility. If women were told the dire results to the

complexion which follow a continuous taking of this drug,

perhaps they would be more deterred from this oL noxious

habit than any amount of preaching or moralising.

A fine gown
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1 AM a little tired of liearing about " tlic sorrows of the

.•icli," and confess to have very little -sympathy with their

.roubles. The sorrows of the poor claim my sympathy—the

really poor, not those possessing- five thousand a year !

It is alleged that " money is the root of all evil," the want
of money is often the route lo evil. Becky Sharp thought
it easy to be good with five thousand a year. She said, " I

could dawdle about the nursery, count the apricots on the

wall, water plants in the greenhouse, and pick off dead
leaves from the -g-eraniums. I could ask old women about
their i heumatism, and order half-a-crown's worth of soup,

and shouldn't miss it much out of five thousand a year."
Mrs. Earle would tell Miss Becky that all this could not be
accomplished out of a paltry five thousand a year, and,
indeed, according to her reasoning, the little schemer would
find it as difficult to make
" ends meet " on that suifi

as she did on " nothing a
year.

'

'

* * ¥
This month has wit-

nessed a great number of
weddings, and, by the bye,
how greatly the details sur-

rounding- this most interest-

ing ceremony have altered
since the days of our grand-
mothers. Then it was
avowed that "happy was
the bride the sun shone on,

"

but now we learn that the
churches preferred for the
smartest weddings are
those " whose dim religious
light," by reason of their

stained - glass windows,
necessitate artificial light-

ing, with the best possible
results, of course, to one's
cjmplexionandgown. Now
that the wish for marriages
to take place in the evening
'las found expression in

words, perhaps this will be
one of the new century's
innovations. Old-fashioned
I'olks, who look askance at
ihe up-to-date and rather
theatrical modern wedding,
with the bride in an all but
Court gown, will not like

the new departure ; but the
bride, who is, after all, the
irst to be considered, will

nfinitely prefer to be mar-
ried in the evening, when
'ler war-paint naturally
shows to the best advan-
age.

^ ^ T
It is always well, and

^specially at this time of
.car, that our wardrobe
coasts at least one semi-
•vening dress for wear
luring our holidays. If we intend staying- at a hydro,
lotel, or even at a smart boarding-house, many occasions
>cciir when an evening-gown is de riguetir. Taking this into
onsideration, our artist has here sketched a gown admirably
uited for this purpose. It is built in silver-grey taffetas,
'.nd trimmed with pearl embroidery ; a very handsome lace
ollar falls from the neck opening-, which, if so desired, or
i/hen not required for evening wear, could be filled in with a
ransparent lace vest, and so fulfil a double duty.

¥ ¥ »
Our second illustration represents a jiretty frock our artist

net at Goodwood, and one she instantly " made a note of,"
ler artistic eye being charmed by the elegant simplicity so
loficeable in this gown. It was composed of blue voil^, and
limmed with a dull tone of guipure lace, with here and there

a little touch of black ribbon velvet. A cream felt hat, with
feathers, crowned this most f/;»f costume.

Only a very few words are necessary to point out the
charms of this carved oak buffet, to be found at Messrs.
Hewetson's. It is just the thing for a small room where
space is at a premium, and yet, at the same time, it is an
article which fulfils all the usual requirements, being fitted

with drawers and cupboards in the ordinary manner.

* * *
What a sensiljle and healthy plan is that of adopting

sandals for the little ones during the hot weather. How
universal this fashion has become one may gauge by a

morning spent in Kensing-
ton Gardens, where children
of all sizes and ages may
be seen enjoying the com-
fort of this admirable foot-
gear. I should fancy the
cliiropodists will suffer from
this fashion; or will it but
make the feet niore suscep-
tible to the tight boot and
the sloppy shoe ? We
have so far looked in vain
for this innovation on the
little "tootsies" of those
dear old ladies who have
gone in for sun-bonnets and
ruffles and the little girlish
adornments ; but we shall
continue to look, for I feel

\5ure that the dear things
will, sooner or later, be
seen in the childish sandal,
as a means of heig-htenijig

the illusion.

Now that the time for

the King's Coronation is

definitely fixed, the coming-
event is already casting its

shadow (if one may use
such a word in this cpnnec;
(ion) beforehand furnishing
a subject for speculation
and conversation, and will

do so for many months to

come. It seems along way
off to next June ; but when
one considers the magni-
tude of the affair and the
vast amount of work which
has to be' accomplished,
those most concerned agree
that the time is . none top
long. The preparations fbi*

the visitors, who will come
from all parts of the earth,
the entertainments which
will have to be given in

their honour and the food
supply for so vast a con-
course of people will exer-

cise the minds and find employment for the hands of
hundreds of people— to say nothing of the thousand and
one other affairs which this historic event will bring in its

train. New York financiers are already investing large
sums of money in the purchasing of seats along the route,

others are securing places by renting flats for the whole
year, thereby ensuring a good view for this Royal function.

The widening of Piccadilly is to receive immediate atten-

tion, so that this thoroughfare may be rendered more
suitable for this magnificent pageant.

* » *
Next summer's fashions will have to be attuned to the

Coronation, and so far we can only speculate on their

possibilities. Will the talked-of Dickens revival influence
this—from the womai. spointofview—all-important question

I

A Goodwood frock
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THE DARING LEAP (FROM THE SIXTH FLOOR OF A BUILDING) NEW YORK

FIREMEN ARE T.VUGHT DURING THEIR RECRUITS' COURSE
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an.d the hidies' dress be a i-eplica of (lie fasliions worn during
tlie Coronation of our late beloved so\erei<4-ii ? I think not,

latlicr will the picturesque Directoire costumes be favoured.
iXoiis vermis. Mai^THA.

Martha will have much pleasure in answcringf questions
relating to domestic or personal matters.

Interested

H. D. H.—The decapitator mentioned by me can bo
obtained at Messrs. Hill and Son, 4, Haymarket, W., and
only costs is. gd. I am pleased to hear "only a man"
finds something- to interest him under the head of " Woman's
Ways."

Tormented One.—The best thing- I know to allay the
iiritation caused by bites from insects is Scrubb's Cloudy
Fluid Ammonia. Dab the places freely with this and I am
sure you will find instant relief from this annoj-ance.

* ¥ *
H. D. D.— Man}' thanks for j-our letter telling me j'ou

were |)leased with the little decapitator. It is always a
pleasure to me to hear when an article taken upon my
recommendation gives satisfaction.

Dolly.—Take the advice I gave " Perplexed " a week
or so ago, and give )Our friend a " Swan Fountain Fen,

'

which is to be obtained at Mabie, Todd, and Bard's,

95, Regent Street. I am sure it will be much appreciated
and fi-ive entire satisfaction.

To Europe in four days W'ithout coal is the claim of Mr.

larles A. Kuenzel, a New York inventor, who asserts ,

This *-S the servant Mrs.
Innocent employed when

she was newly wed

And this is the one
she kept a year aftef-

iffvards

that he has discovered a melhod by which steamships,
locomotives, and automobiles can be driven at a higher
speed than is now possible without the use of coal by a new
process, under which kerosene oil is mixed with compressed
hot air, forming a non-explosive vapour. This gas is made
to flow from perforated pipes generating a heat so fierce as
also to convert the water into steam instantly. The
inventor claims that a few barrels of kerosene will be suffi-

cient to drive a vessel of the size of the Lucania across the

ocean in much less time than can be accomplished by the
present type of boilers. The American Navy Department
is making- an official investigation into Mr. Kuenzel's clailX!,.

;NO^iar JFSEAI&Y.

BARRY PAIN'S
NEW BOOK

NOTHING SERI0U5.
:PHce ONE SHILLING. Post Free, 112,
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ST. PAUL'S IN DANGER — THE CRACKS IN THE FOUNDATIONS
The constant undermining in the neighbourhood of London's great Cathedral has endangered the

security of the building, and an examination of the foundations has thoroughly frightened the

authorities, (Draivn hy Charles M. SheTdou.)
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NEWS AND VIEWS
The Shadow behmd tlic Czar ! How .strange that even

when in the Iiappy exercise i)f the parade march the Father
of ail the Rusfiias shovild never be abje to jjct away from
That Shadow. You read in the papers that on the death of

the Empress Frederick the cavidry daslied up and surrounded
tlie jjates, so that no one should enter or even approach the

g^ates of the Castle, where so many Royal personages were
collected. On the same day you heard that the An;uchists
at Patersoji, New Jerse)', were preparing a play doiling-

1

Willi the life and death ot Bre.sci, the assassin of King I

Humbert. On the same day a Vienjia dynamitard nearly
j

blew up ji magazine. And On The Same Dav, if only the

Russian Censors had let the news through^ you would have
nead samething more about That Shadow behind the Czar.
When the Anarchists and Nihilists strike, they strike aU
over the world at the sa.nie time.

the best-worked and thriving associations ill Canada, called

the Children of the Empiic. The object of the new league
is to foster a spirit of comradeship anion<jf loval children all

over the Emnire, and to teach the little folk how to become

But coincidences are not always intentional. It was
cmious to note on Thursday of last week how many accidents

oi really terrible nature filled the contents-bills of the

evejiing paperj5. The Oceanic rAn down another boat, and
seven lives were lost ; a race--stand collapsed at Paisley,

injuring forty spectators ; and pluck}' M. Santos-Dumont
very nearly ended his adventurous career on his now famous
navigable balloon. It must have been a Bank-Holiday for

the Devil (hat day. ^

TCRNTNG to happier subjects, let us see what can be done
for a new enterprise called The League of the Children of the

Empire, of which the president is the Countess of Jersey, and
the vice-president is Lady Tweedmouth. This League has

The late Lady Hilda Brodrick
(Photo by H. S. Mendelssohn)

Signer Crispi, ^he great Italian Statesman
(Fiom a photo taken shortly befoie his illness by A. C. Abeniacar, Naples)

useful citizens ofa great nation. A system of corirespondence
has been organised by means of whicH any member of the
league who desires it may be given a " Correspondence
Comrade " in some other part ofthe Empire. The coinrade,s

are asked to describe the ordinary life, pursuits, and natural

history of 'he place where they live. When members belong
toiinother society with kindred objects they may join for

con'espondence onlj'.

V V "^

St. Paul's is associated with so many historic events in

the history of the last, two hundred and fifty years, that the
rumour of a threatened collapse came as a terrible shock to

millions of people' throughout the kingdom. Our front pa^
shows that the authorities are losing no time in investigating'

the sources of danger, and in all probability the most
strenuous opposition will be made to an}' further tunnelling'

such as would be made by an electric railway. With all the

desire in the world to encourage the facilitation of traffic,

we thoroi.igh,ly sympathise with those v,hQ obiect to com-
mercial undertakings carried out at the expense of historic

buildings.

S> V ^

The Malterhorn h.as been the scene of a triumph just a
week after it saw a terrible disaster. The Duke of Abruzzi,

whose North Pole expedition was crowned with such success,

on Thursday of last week safely scaled one of the highest

peaks of a section of the great Alp, called the " Dames
I

Anglaises." This was not only the first ascent of the peak,

I

but it was carried out in less time than any recorded for the

entered into alliance with the Victoria League, whose work ascent of any of the other peaks. " Now, all you young-
must be familiar to all our readers, and also with that Dukeses and Duchesses," the sooner you follow the example
splendid South African organisation, the Guild of Loyal

j

of this brave Italian the sooner you will earn the respect

Women, or the Daughters of the Empire ; also with one of! and esteem of your fellow-creatures.
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iJuchess of Marlborough

Age does not stale our
g-ood friend Mr. Joseph
Chamberlain, who lashec.

out at his political oppo-
nents on Saturday at Blen-
heim House with a bitter-

ness of tonsfue which he
alone can command. Even
the Liberal Imperialists
were not left alone. " What
shall we say about the
Liberal Imperialists?" he
remarked. " Gentlemen,
my heart bleeds for them.
They arc good men,
strug-glingf with adversity ;

they are good men, but
they are weak men. They
are' trying to do what few
politicians have done with
success—ride two horses at
the same time without
getting a fall.

" I do not know whether
Lord Rosebery meant to be
taken seriously or whether
he was only indulging in

cynical humour when he
wrote the other day to the
Liberal Imperialist Associa-
tion—the Imperial Liberal
Association—that they
ought not in future to call

themselves Liberal Imperial-
ists, but to put the ' Im-
perialists ' in brackets.

" But that was indeed a
pregnant suggestion. It

implies that their Imperial-
ism is only a political

parenthesis to be with-

Mr. Chamberlain at Blenheim Palace, August 10th

Mr. Balfour addresses the faithful three thousand

drawn without injuring the

sense. Imperialism in

brackets ! That is the kind

of thing that led Lord Rose-
bery to make a brilliant

speech about the ' pre-

dominant partner,' and a
week afterwards to with-

draw it under threats from
the Irish parly. Gentle-

men, whether we are Con-
servatives or Liberal Union-
ists, we will have nothing
to do with Imperialism in

brackets.
"

It is "stated that i,ooo

bottles of champagne were
drunk at the luncheon.

Three men to a bottle is not

very much after all ; half a

century ago the proportion

was three bottles to a man.

* * *
SiGNOR Crispi had suf-

fered so much from his ill-

ness that death came rather

as a relief than as a blow
to his friends. The life of

this grand old Italian states-

man has been crowned with

universal manifestations ot

respect, and those eighty-

two years have not been
spent in vain. He has died

poor, leaving nothing but

liis library, and that goes
to the town of Palermo.
This librarj- contains a

number of rare old Arab
manuscripts absolutely
priceless to antiquarians.

THE DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH'S POLITICAL GARDEN PARTY
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THE DEAD EMPRESS
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The late Emperor Frederick

QiEEN Victoria must
have found her eldest

daughter rather a big-

handful in the nursery,

for the Princess Royal,
who afterwards became
Empress of Germany,
was a child with a will of

her own, and could scold

the servants in seven lan-

guages. Dr. Brown, one
of the Queen'.s physicians,

used to tell an amusing
story showing the con-

trariness of Princess Vic-

toria Adelaide Mary.
She had heard her father,

the Prince Consort, call-

ing the doctor "Brown,"
and so the precocious
little mite said " Brown ''

also. The Queen over-

heard, and told "Vicky"
that if she were not
respectful enough to call

him " Dr. Brown," she
would be sent straight off

to bed. Next morning
when the doctor came
she went up to him and
said, " Good morning.

Brown," in the very presence of the. Queen—and then
added, "And good night, Brown^ for I am going to bed."

^^'!lich she did.

Take away the
Crown and very
often the Queen is

little different from
the ordinary well-

educated 1 a d }•

.

But it was other-
wise with the late

Empress|Frederick,
who always had a
regal bearing in

spite of her some-
what short stature.

As such she was
a splendid match
for the Emperor
Frederick, who was
a first-rate soldier,

and, before the in-

roads of his fatal

illness, had a truly

imperial carriage.
The Empress
Eugenie wrote
about him in the
fifties as follows :

" A tall, handsome
man, nearly a head
taller than the Em-
peror (Napoleon
III.), slender and
fair, with a straw-
coloured mou.s-
tache — a German
such as Tacitus
describes, but of
chivalrous polite-

ness."
* * '«>•

While Crown
Princess, the late

Empress Frederick
made several inno-

The late Empress Frederick

The late Empress Frederick aud her descendants

vations at the German
Court which aroused very
bitter opposition. Thus
she insisted on her bojs
wearing jackets and
knickerbockers while they
were still under her juris-

diction (i.e., till they were
ten years old), although
it had been the custom in

the Hohenzollern family
to put a boy into a
Prussian uniform almost
as soon as he was taken
out of swaddling clothes.

Her mother-in-law was
very sore on this point,

and actually got the old

Emperor William to inter-

fere. So vigorously, how-
ever, did our English
Princess champion
knickerbockers, that the

hero of a hundred fights

had to "gradually re-

tire" before her counter-

attacks.

* ¥ *

As soon as the Princess
Royal left England for

her German home, she set herself to the task of getting up
the ins and outs of German politics, and an interesting con-

temporary record-

is quoted by Mi-.

Sidney Whitman
in his U/b of I'hi-

Emperor Fiederick.

THissa}'s: "Every-
one was pleased
with the Crown
Princess : she pos-

sesses a mind of
her own. She told

President Eich-
mann that she
reads the , Volks-

' zeituiig, the Na-
tionalzeitung, and
the Times every
day, and that her
views were in com-
plete agreement
with these news-
papers. This was
a great shock to

him, and he did

not know what to

rep!)'." That the

Crown Princess
was not, however,
un - German was
shown in the fol-

lowing year when
the question of the
Elbe Duchies was
the question of the
hour. " Here in

England," wrote
Prince Frederick,
" I have daily de-
fended the cause
of my dear friend

Duke Frederick,
well supported by
my wife, who dis-

plays warm and
thoroughlyGerman
feelings."
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As usual the Naval Manoeuvre's afforded excellent fun

and hard work to the gallant lads who cannot find a real

enemy sufficiently couragfeous to attack Great Britain on
the sea. The only unfortunate incident has been the wreck
of the Viper, the record-breaking- torpedo-destroyer, which

"slimness" of Mrs. Uc Wei. An Kng-lish officer was
pointing out to her how impossible it was for her husband
to escape the cordon of troops wiiich was drawn round him.
As Mrs. De Wet seemed unable to understand iiini, llic

officer placed a dozen egg's in a circle on the tabic, with a

The Naval Manoeuvres —With "B" Fleet. Moving heavy gear on H.M.S. "Revenge"

so astonished old Father Neptune and all the mermaids the
very day it was launched. Accidents, however, will happen
even in the best regulated families, and one is glad to think
that no one v/ent down to Davy Jones' locker.

¥ * *
The P'':U Bleu tells an amusing story illustrative of the

lialf-crown in the middle. The eggs, he explained, pointing

to himself, were the English ; the coin, pointing to a portrait

of De Wet on the wall, was her elusive husband. It was
an excellent object-lesson, and it was perfectlj' successful.
" I see," said the simple Dutchwoman, in excellent English.
" But where is De Wet ? " The half-crown had disappeared !
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M. SANTOS ' DUMONT NAVIGATING HIS AIR-SHIP
This plucky young aeronaut very nearly came to grief on Thursday of last week when his ship, after
threatening to throw him out, collided with a housetop, blew up, and precipitated him to the ground.

Fortunately it caught in the descent, and after half-an-hour's suspense the aeronaut was rescued
(Pho:o by Chasseaux-Flaviens)

I
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Laying foundation-stone of British Westincjhouse

Flecti'ic Co., Traflord Paik, Mauchester
At the Linotype (company

Lord Mayors and Sheriffs of Manchester and London on the Manchester Sliip Canal

LONDON'S VISIT TO MANCHESTER
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1

The King presentinc) the South African medal to nurses at Marlborough House

According to a programme approved by the German
Emperor, his Majesty's ship Charlotte will stay at Plymoutli
from Aiig;ust 17th to 21st, at Gibriiltar from September iStii

to 2 1 St, at Malta from February 3rd to 5th, and at Falmouth
from March 3rd to 8th. Other vessels will visit British

ports. On board the Charlotte Prince Adalbert of Prussia
ii stationed in a professional capacity, but the standard of

i
AUai-J.ic record.

ths Princes of
the Royal House
will not be put
up, as his Royal
Highness is not
appearing- offici-

ally. In view of
the fact thcit his

Royal Highness
is under agCj all

communications
siiould be ad-
dressed to his

P.lilitary Gover-
nor (First Lieu-
tenant Von Am-
mon). The Ger-
man Emperor
has expressed a
wish that official

receptions and
special arrange-
ments for the
young- Prince
may be dispensed
with.

¥ ^ V
For some time

past the Atlantic
record has been
held by the Ger-
man steamship
Deiitschland, but

An iuterestiiic) e\ent — Cuttincj up meat and serving out tread
on board a training-ship in the Navy

at last, it appears, the British Mercantile Marine are going-
to make a struggle for the honour. In response to appeals
that they should attempt to wrest the record from the
Teutonic vessels, British shipowners have pleaded (says the
Telegraph) that great speed cannot be attained in passenger
ships with a due regard to the interests of the companies'
ahareholders, except by means of Government subsidies,-' of parcels and letters.

and those hitherto h;ive not been available. But apart
from official assistance, the Deiitschland, it is admitted, has
been a good advertisement for an all-woild service. This
argument has led the Cunard Company, the pioneers in the
matter of speed with safety—in sixty-one years they have
not lost a single passenger—to decide to fight for the

Owing to the high price ot iron and other
causes the order
has not been
placed, but the
designs have
been prepared
and estimates in-

vited for a vessel

with a speed of
twenty-five knots
an hoiir.

V V t?

Every vestige
of the old gate-
way wliich once
was the entrance
to C o 1 d b a t h
Fields Prison, in

Mount Pleasant,
has now disap-
peared, and a
magnificent new
portal, ador!ied

with the Royal
arms carved in

stone, the unicorn
having the horn
which embellishes
l:is head nicely

gilded, has taken
its place. The
ex - prison has
been almost com-

pletely demolished, and remodelled as the central establish-

ment for the parcels post, provincial letters and telegraph

maintenance. The employes there did not like the thought
of passing continually through the gateway of a gaol, and
the higher ideal which they will now have of their work
will no doubt be seen in improved promptitude in the delivery
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A CORRESPONDENT (one of tlie crew
of H.M.S. Partridge) writes from
South Africa :—" Poor old Peter ! We
got him from one of the transports
which brought over our brothers from
Australia, one of the contingents
which landed at Beira to form part of

the Rhodesian Cohimii. He was but
a very young- and frisky kitten then,

but soon proved himself worthy of the

attention lavished on him by the wliole

ship's company by having a record
kill of rats a few days after he joined
us. Most of those same rats were
quite as big, and certainly weighed
more than he did himself. We took
him up to the range, where all ship's

companies go through their annual
firing instructions, thinking it would
do him good ; but, as the accompany-
ing photo proves, it cost him his—to

us—valuable life. We think he was
bitten by somethings for he died in

great agon}'. He was a very great
favourite with all, and we miss him
sorely, fbr the rats have found out
that he has gone, and consequently
our mess-shelves (larders) suffer."

—

J. E. Cooper, S.B.S. Home from the front — Some of the 4th Manchesters enjoyiug a drop
of good English beer at Southampton

The Crown from August ist takes over from the Duke
of Beaufort the Tintern Abbey ruins, and intends removing-
tlie modern outbuildings erected round the venerable re-

mains, and also clearing the monks' graveyard of the fruit

trees planted there. The Crown has acquired with the
Abbey the whole of the pretty village of Tintern, so nmch
resoi ted to by tourists.

* ¥ V

TllK British warships Eclipse^ Ist's, Dido, and Daphne
have left Hong Kong under sealed orders.

IIow an amateur photographer toolc two of his chums.
In real life they are both of them tall and thin

Brixton possesses, by common consent, one of the prettiest

playhouses to be found in suburban London, and the other
evening it re-established its claim to this verdict when it was
opened after a period of renovation and decoration. Pale
sesthetic green, relieved by white frescoes, resembling- old-

world cameos and gold, everywhere, are the predominating-
colours of a scheme which is heightened by a contrast of
rich terra-cotta hangings and curtains. Messrs. Waring-
and the Bon Marchd (Limited) arc responsible for the

refurnishing, which was carried out during- the hot weather
of last month. The lessees, Messrs. Lockwood and MouiUol,
had secured a strong company, presenting- the comic opera,
La Poitptfe, to inaugurate their autumn season. The principal

characters of this successful play were sustained by Messrs.
T. A. Shale, Harry Parker, Wilson Sheffield, Fred Walsh,
Miss Edith Cruikshank, and Miss Midge Clark, the very
clever doll.

The gra\ c of Peter, the pet e

at Cape
It of 11

Town
.M.S. •• Partridge.
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At Goodwood — The finish of the Steward's Cup
Glorious

weather coii-

iiniied through-
out the gloriou.s

Goodwood Meet-
ing. The atten-

dance was very
large, and further

arran genient s

had been made
for luxurious al-

fresco entertain-

ing in the Grove.
The Royal Artil-

1 e r y a \v n i n g-
covered table was
side by side with
that of the Royal
Engineers, wliile

the 2nd Vohniteer
Battalion of the
Royal Sussex
Regiment was
close b}', and had

iri"- -4~

^

';
I

mtm
•<4
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The Kaisers yacht "llohenzoUern" at Bergen

constant relays
of guests at luii

cheon. The Ne«
.Club, Tiffin Club,
and Clubland
were well patron-
ised, and there
we're some fifty

private tables,

so that the lawn
looked like a so-

c etycamp. There
wei-e not many
coaches Sir John
BlundeU Maple
drove a team,
with lady passen-
gers on his drag.
As usual, very
dres'jy irocks
and tfie fairest,

freshest faces
were reserved
for Cup Day.

At Goodwood — Leading in the winner of the Steward's Cup
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In the Paddock— Inspecting the horses for the Steward's Cup

The crowd at Tattcrsall's

GLORIOUS GOODWOOD
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Dignified mendicants — Buddhist monks ol Burniah

DIGNIFIEDJVIENDICANTS
.Asking for alms is generally reg'arded as a somewhat

cltgradiiig proceeding', and yet there have been mendicants
who invest their begging with a halo of dignity, even of
s mctity.

The old Scotch Blue Gown—the licensed beggar—was
often a stately figure, feeling no degradation in asking
for the aid which he had a roj-al license to obtain, and
accepting, without any very effusive gratitude, the con-

IribuLions in coin and food made to him by the chari-

table.

Possibly the most dignified of all mendicants are the
"pohngees," or Buddhist monks of Burmah. Like the
mediaeval mendicant friars, the inmates of the Buddhist
monasteries profess to depend entirely for their support upon
the alms of their neighbours ; but the stately Oriental monk
does not trouble himself to practise the wiles of the Begging
Friars described by Chaucer, wiio, according to tlii-i con-
temporar)- poet, were wont—

llow some people trj- to keep cool — A boat-house encampment on the Thames

I
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Ijcrniit Uii- Ljills to \ii: [,'l;i/.f:d in their

[>owl.s.

Accordinj^^ lo their (.if/.-d, it is J lie

donors, not the recipicnis of these ahn.s

vviio are ctjiisidered to be favoured ;

" were it. not for the pas,sinjf of Ihe

monks the charilaljle would liave no
o])porlunity of i^aininitc for themselves
merit." -•»

So indifferent are these pious m<;ndi-

cants, that, should some regular <lonor

not present himself immediately at hi.s

house door with his usual offerinjf, the

pi'oeession sweeps |.>asl, without trou-

Ijliiig- to lirdi for a moment ; the would-
be g-ivcrs have to keep a sharp look-

out for the passing^ of the "pohngees,"
if they wish lo obtain the "merit '

of ministering' to the necessities of these

holy men. Their rounds completed, the

monks return to their monastery, where
a portion of the food in the bowls is

offered before an image ot Buddha, and
the rest serves for the day's meals of
the community, though the offerings

placed in the bowls are usually so

Monument at Wei-liai-Wei, erected to

the memory of officers, N.C.O.'s, and
men of the 1st Chinese Regiment who
fell in the recent war in North China

" Ai every house to pore and pr_v,

i^nd beg meal, and cheese, or else

corn.

Give lis a bushell of wheat, or nialL,

or rye.

Or a halfpenny, or a mess penny."

Earl}- every morning' a procession of

the Burmese monks (vide illu-stratlon)

defiles from their monastery through
the adjacent village. The " pohn-
gees " make no request for contribu-
tions, but each carries a begging-bowl,
into which their co-religionists hasten
to place liberal and miscellaneous offer-

ings of rice, fruit, vegetableSj fish, &c.,

neatly packed in plantain leaves i

contributions received without any
thanks or acknowledgment by the

monks, who continue to p.ice silently

along' with tlieir e\es fixed upon the
ground, only halting' Cov a monvent to

Rear-Admiral Sir James Bruce inspecting the Naval Brigade at Meihai U ei

The main street of \\ ci-hai-Wei,

native city

liberal after all the " poJingees ' have
been ampl\- fed, a goodly portion of
provisions remains, which is given
away to the poor and to the pariah
dog's.

Charles Lamb has writlen eloquently

regarding' the " two races of men, the

great race who borrow, and the Hide
race who lend ;" describing' how the

former, " with a cheerful air, call all

ihc world to be taxed .... antici-

pating' no excuse and finding' none—
evincing a beautiful reliance upor, Pro-

\ idence, and accounting' money (-omis

and mine especialh ) as no bettei' than
dross."
The Burmese monks in our picture

much resemble Elia's id-^-al borrower.
\Mien one considers what a labo-

rious task so mam' persons make of

ihcir menilicancy—from the upperclass
senders out of "appeals " down to the

street beggars whopuisue the passei^s-

bv—one can but look with admiration
upon these sl;uely Orient;il mendicants.

LVCY H.\RDV.
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CLEARING THE DECKS FO|A(

Jack Tar had plenty of this kind of work to do in the Naval Manoem
tremendous fight between "X" and "B" fleets off the Lizard on Bank
a thousand miles to see. Of course, the smartest of all our Naval Con

with his opponents in this yesr's M|(im[(]

I

•iilffj,

i
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: ACTION ON A BATTLESHIP
I and he hopes he will have plenty more during the next wcr. During the

day, the sight of all the battleships being cleared for action was worth going

iders. Admiral Wilson, w^iped the British Floor (otherwise called the Ocean)
uvres. CDraTvn by Bernard F. Gribhle.)
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CLEARING THE DECKS FOR ACTION ON A BATTLESHIP
fkir \ri„A -I I . . . . «T 1 n/r.^^.iui-;-' -.„A I.. I

W«m=ndous light between "X" and "B" Ik«s oil the L.
» thoasand „ij„ ,„ ,„. qI course, the smartest o( " -

th his opponents in this ye.r's Manis

.r fi™ d"'
';;'*' °' "' "= ba.tlesh.ps bein^ cleared for a'io!

..-..,1 Comn.-nd,t., Ad„i,al Wilson, wiped the British Floor (otherwis,
nnrd F. Gribbh.)
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An iticongriioiis group — London lads playing round
one of the sphinxes on the Thames Embankment

In Mr. Fitchett's stirringr "Tale of the Great Miitin}/'

in the Cornhill, he g-'ives an instance in the relief of Lucknow
of the courage of a young- sailor. As the men ran up

their guns to the walls of the Shah Nujeef, Forbes-Mitchell

says he saw a sailor lad, just in front of him, who had liis

legr carried clean off by a round shot, which struck him
above the knee. " He sat bolt upright cm the grass, with

the blood spouting from the stump of his leg like Aatei'

from the hose of a fire-engine, and shou'ed, ' Here g'oes a

shilling- a day, a shilling- a day ! Remember Cawnpore,
93rd ; remen-i'ber C^a-.vnpore ! Go -at them, my hearties !

'

and then sank down and died."

Arrangements for transforming- the old corps of sharp-

shooters which did such good service in South Afiicainto

one of the new tyermanent regiments of Imperial Veon-ianry

having headq"uai-lers in London, are in a forwartt >tate.

The Earl of Duniavcn has Ijeen appointed to command, and
many of the officers, non commissioned officers and men
recently returned from Africa have given in their names,
as well as a good number of recruits, many of whom have

served in the present campaign. The temporary licad-

quarleis of the regimcnl arc at 13a, Cockspirr Sti'eet, where
all inlbrmatioa can be obtained.

A LITTLE stor-y of Sir Hcnr-y Blake, tire Governor of
Hong- Kong-, is told by one of the Hong Korrg paper's. Sir

Henry was opening a new X'ohrnteer shoolirrg rarrge. A
carbine was handed to his Excellency, who took it willi the

remark, "Has he g-ot any tr-icks?" Kneeling down, the

Governor took aim at the 200 yards target aird fir-ed. All

piesent eagerly watched for the result of the shot, which
was a palpable miss- A shout of laug-hter went up wlreir

the marker, after the lapse of a few seconds, signalled a
bull's-eye. The Governor created further amuseiuent by
the comment " The X'iclorian Order ought to be given to

that mariici'.

"

Surely one of the strangest vicissitudes' whicli could
befall a Communion cup is to become the prize in a horse
race ; yet such has been the fate of one which once belorrged

to the Episcopal Church of Clontarf, and after a disai)|3ear-

ance of many years' duration has at last been restored to

John McGctl, the champion piper or Scotland

Ihe statue to Ole Bull, the famous Norwegian
musician, at Bergen

its original pirrpose. The incident is related in the Clout;(r-f

Par.isli Magazine. The chalice of solid silver stands about

four inches high, is richly embossed in three panels, with

figures repr-esenting Music, Plenty and Fashion, has no

shank, but is supported on three balls, each held by an

eagle's claw. It is consider-ed to be of Dutch or Hanoverian
workmanship, and was evidently not originally intended for-

sacred use. On it is the inscription : "The gift of Char-les

Melville, sen., Esq., to the Church of Clontar-f, Apr-jl 8th,

1721." Sor-ne time in the ear-ly part of last centirry it dis-

appeared from the church in a most mysterious manner, and
all trace of it was lost until quite r-ecently, when Colonel P.

D. Vigoi-s, of Bagenalstowr-., discovered, thr-ough a corr-e-

spondence with the Rev. j. Bloom> of Whitechurch, Str-at-

for-d-on-Avori, that the cup was in the possession of Mr-. J.

R. West, of Alscot Park, in whose family it had been for

many years. And mor-e extr-aordinary still, it is clear, from

an iriscription on the bottom of the chalice, that it was pr-e-

sented as a cup at the Cheltenham Races in 1833, and was
won by a horse there. The inscription rmderneath r-ea'ds :

^' CheUenham, July r8th, r833. Won by Exile, five-year-

old." The chalice will, it is to be hoped, be spar-ed further

wandering, and will remain safe in Clontar-f.
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Stephen Blake, tlie oldest lock-keeper on the Thames
(Sandfoid)

Jl'st now when the Thames •)» enjo3'ing what might be

termed a record season, judg-ing from the crowded state it

daily presents, it is ot interest to note that Sandford Lock
(the second one from Oxford and two and three-quarter

miles from that city) boasts two privileges that no other

lock can do. They are two superlatives. Sandford is the

deepest lock on the Thames, and it is only right that it

should have the oldest keeper, which it possesses in the
unassuming ]3crsonality of Stephen Blake. For over thirty-

three years has Blake controlled the navigation at Sandford;
but not only that, he has risked his own life on an average
of more than once a year of this period in saving the lives

of others. On February ist, 1868, Blake commenced his

career at nineteen years of age as lock-keeper at Sandford,
and one of his earliest deeds proved him a hero in no
ordinary sense of the word. A boating party, two men and
a woman, it appears, were rowing from Oxford to Nunehan-,
when in passing through Sandford Lock the boat capsized.
Only one of the men could swim, but he, iniluckily, got
beneath the boat. Blake, the subject of our sketch, di\ed
in and swam to the rescue of the girl and succeeded m
bringing her to the surface. The two men managed to

cling- to the upturned craft until assistance arrived in shape
of a ladder (there were no steps in the Lock at that time as
there are now, and consequently no means of getting out of

the Lock when once submerged, only the ordinary chains to

cling to), and Bkike was the last to let himself be rescued,
the two men and girl being saved first. The medal of the
Royal Humane Society reached Blake at once, and in

addition various sums of money, one from a Cheshire
magistrate and another from the Clarendon Club, Oxford.
The Conservators presented him with a testimonial for

bravery also. Soon after, for a similar act of courage, he
received the Royal Humane Society's clasp and further

testimonials and gifts, and was highly commended by the
Honourable Board of Conservators. He has been twice
married, and only just recently lost his second wife. He is

the very last man to tell you a word about the roll of honour
which is his, and you must beg him to let you see his

diplomas.

A CfRlOfS thing happened recently in an attempt to

remove the steeple of an old church at Springfield, Mass.
The church had been for a long time unoccupied and
finally was sold at auction. Soon after the work of tear-

ing it down was begun, the slate and everything but
the corner beams had been removed from the midtlle |)ait

of the last section, where the break is shown in the photo-
graph, for a space of a foot or so. The workmen attached
a rope to the top of the steeple, and, standing across the
street, pulled until the top began to fall. Instead of fall-

ing straight to the ground, as expected, it turned a half-

somersault in the air and plunged, point first, into the

lower jiart of the steeple, at a place where only the slate

had been removed. This is the state ol aft'airs shown in

the photograph.

As the German Emperor was driving a few days ago
from Gudvangen to Stalheini in Norway, a gold ring slipp;'d

unobserved from his finger. It was alterwards picked up
i by a stable bo)', who handed it to the hotel-keeper, who in

turn restored it to his Majesty. On the following day, says
the Berlin correspondent of the Daily Neivs, as tlie Emperor

i

was diiviiig- back to Gudvangen, he presented the coach-
man with a note for fifty kronen as a reward. The coach-

I

man £it once declared that it was not he but the stable boy
1
had found the ring. The Emperor at once pulled out a

second note for the stable boy, and exclaimed :
" I am so

extremely glad to have recovered the ring, lor it was my
engagement ring.

"

'? ^ V

The Bishop of Hereford, addressing the boys ot the Leeds
. Grammar School on the occasion of the prize distribution,
' warned them against much of the literature which now
I

flooded the bookstalls. Young people nowadays, he said,

waste a good deal of their faculties, and to some extent

deprave their tastes, by reading worthless trash ; and he
asked them to live their leisure moments in the com anj' of

great books and great lives. His lordship was intenlly

listened to when lie uttered a further warning against what
he called athleticism.

A curious accident—The top of a Steeple stuck in the

steeple
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MAJOR'GENERAL BADEN-POWELL ON HIS FIRST DAY IN ENGLAND SINCE

THE OUTBREAK OF THE WAR
(Photo taken by" A. Wildman and Co. ol Woking, imn:cdiately on lii3 arrival home)
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Keady for liis exhibition on the Thames liaving a bit of exercise to xcep him i,u trim

Athletes, as a rule, when they reach the mature aa^e of I also devoted some considerable lime to ihe production of
seventy-eight years, very seldom attempt feats of endur-

ance, but, of course, there are exceptions to every ruie, and
Bibbero is one. For over half a century he h-is bi en h-,'ore

the public as competit(jr, teacher, and trainer- whilst iie lias

various books on tl;e art. Bibbero was born in Poland.
The otiier day the veteran professor gave an illustration cf

his now well-knowi7 propeller stroke in the Thames. He
swam from op|3osite Temple Pier towards Tower Brid;r<i».

lie arrives at the £mbanknien<t illljustrating his propeller stroke

AN ATHLETE AT 78 -PROFESSOR MARQUIS BIBBERO

I
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Curing broken-kneed horses. The picture on the right shows the

removed excrescences ou the bandage

picture ail iron beam is rig^jced with
chains and pulleys tightened by a
windlass, which serves to raise tlic

horse off liis feet after he has been
securelj' fastened. A cushion is

placed between liis uilder side and an
iron bar of the framework, and is so

adjuste'd as to make a firm operating-
table wlien he is turned over.

Monsieur V'insot, with the assistance

of Monsieur Dalacambre, lias been
able by this means to carry out with
success operations to heal broken-
kneed horses. The great diminution
in their value which is caused by this

blemish has been overcome to a
large extent in P'rance by this opei-a-

tion, which is now rendered possible,

although it seemed impracticable
only a few years ago. The injuries

and resulting lameness alike are
made to disappear surely and speedily.

In the pictures before and after the

operation the excrescences removed
aie shown on a sheet of paper.

Another difficulty—that of preventing
the horse from using his leg before

the knee had healed— was surmounl'.'.'.l

HORSE^URGERY
American veterinary surgeons are

much interested in an invention of

M. Edouard Vinsot, of France, which
promises to become of great import-
ance. The device consists of a strong
iron frame in which the horse is

secured by straps, chains, and
leather fastenings. The animal can
be turned on his side or back by
moving the frame, which revolves on
trunnions. In this way a fractious

horse is held secure with perfect
safety to the surgeon and attendants.
The need of complete freedom of

action on the part of the surgeon in

performing difficult operations, as
well as in those for horses with broken
knees, led Monsieur Vinsot to perfect
his apparatus. Another considera-
tion was to do away with danger
from infection, which was common
where horses suffering from skin
diseases were laid on a straw bed
while an operation was performed,
exposing the surgeons to much
greater risks than those of a regular
practitioner.

In the apparatus shown in our

A French invention for performing operations ou ho.rscs

by a splint or brace of iron, which is securely strapped

to the animal's leg. With these appliances the opera-

tion has been made a simple affair for the French
surgeons.
The horse in the accompanying illustration belongs

to the Army Service Coi-ps, and as soon as the cart

is loaded he sits down. Simply sits down, nothing-

more. He does not splutter or kick, but just simply

sits, and nothing in the world will move him. For the

whip he does not care one jot, so the only thing to do

is to unload the cart. Then the noble steed rises, but

not till then.

An old soldier

The Benchers of Gray's Inn have i-esolvcd "that,

from August 8th until September joth, inclusive, children

(boys over ten years of age excepted) be admitted to

the gardens of the Inn on fine days between 6 p.m.

and 8 p.m." No cards for admission will be required

under this order,which is intended to benefit children

of the verv poorest class.
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The Horse The Vertical Bars

How New York provides for the boys

PICTURES FROM THE PUBLIC AND OPEN-AIR GYMNASIUM
(Photos by N. LazarnicV, New York)
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1

I,(jiidoii. I am foiuinred these- persons
arc working- 1os;i'IIut and hope they
may soon be brought to boo!;."

" llow to be happ\ llioiit;!) mar-
ried " has been the problem tlial has
most tioiibled the world ever since

Adam told Eve tliat Cain was a prettier

liaby than Abel. Once more the Dun-
mow flitch of bacon has been com- ]l^^^^^^^

^^sbm^
"^^v. ^ TilK problem of •' What to do wii'i

peted for, and once more t.wo clever i/jH^^^Bl^ JI^B*? vi
'''^ boys? has puz/led e\;crv Icg-is-

coiiples ha.vc beguiled the world and w^^KKKBUff^m^^^ 11
lalor since thj days of Solon, and will

the counsel for t!ic bacon into the ll^^^HBBSdlR%^^^^^^ n
continue to pu/.zle them till the crack

belief that hymen is a happy state. uii^^lHP^Sri^^^^^^L W °^ doom. \Ve have our Cadet Corps
This time il xvas a hard strug-gle, as YHyi^^n||^^^^^^^^^^ ll and Church Lads' Hri<rades, while the
the counsel for the bacon was a witty vc^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^>y^ Fresh Air Fortnight Scheme takes
and intelligent fellow, so witty in- ^^ -^ wl^^^^^^^^K/ ' ' ^Offieofthc bojs out of miscjiief.s way
deed, that he ought to have been made ^^SS'w ^^^^^^^Bi^^ m\.o the country. Again there are
a judge on the spot. ^^S^ ^^^^^KS^^ boj's' clubs, such as at the Passmore

" Is it not true," he said to the wife ^*Sssb^^^^^^^^ Edwards' Settlement in Tavistock
of one of the successful claimants,

^
Place. But it would be a good thi»^

" that your husband spends many an '^'•'^ Counsel tor the IJacon
jf q^^ ^3^^^, ^^ ij(,|p ,,,Q^g ^p ji,^ public,

evening away from 30ur side at com- fPfioto by H. C. Shellc-y) open-air gymnasiums, with first-class

niittee meetings ?" paid instructors, such as \ew York
" Yes," faltered the wife, fearing ii veiled insinuation. 1 possesses. N'othing delights a boy so much as to be abl-j
" And is it not true that when he comes home and saj-s to do the circle, and the upstart, the hock-swing off, and t|-.o

that he has been delayed by the reading of the minutes, ' thousand and one gymnastic exercises that build up his

1^
L

V/s^a
«=J| P^^vAu^

p^\ ,

1

MP
I r*

"

HI nj^^H

te
1
^'«^^1 #1tt^^QM^^^^^^^H

The Dunmow Flitch Trial

(Photo by H. C. Shelley)

you have cried,
' Not minutes,
mi nutes, but
hours, hours ?" "

Tlie shouts
of laughter
drowned the
ans^ver, and the

happiest ofsmiles
once mo r e

crowned the
pretty face of
the wife. Judg-
ing from one of
our photographs
} ou might almost
think that the

husband on the
right is the un-

happiest man
alive, but you
must remember that it is a terrible ordeal to be photo- evil in time
graphed, even by the clever operator who took our pic-

ture of thj judges and prize-winners at Dunmow.

V V »
Major T. W. Powles,

R.G.A., writes from the
Army and Navy Club :

—

"May I caution your readers
against a form of swind-
ling which appears to be
very common at present ?

During- the last three
weeks, three different per-
sons have called at the
house where I am at pre-
sent living and have all

asked for me and claimed
acquaintance with me,
having previousl3', I pre-
sume, consulted the Arm)-
List and discovered I was
in China. None of these
persons are known to me,
but I regret to say one of
my relatives has parted
with money on two occa-
sions on the sti-ength of
the representations of

these persons. One called

at the house this morning,
evident!)- to see if by anj'

chance I had ret.urned

home, and on learning- I

was out said he would call

again between 2 and 3
p.m. Needless to say he
did not mal^e his appear-
ance on hearing I was in

Judges and Prize-winners

(Photo by Stacey, Dunmow

muscle and ma!<e
him feel tliat he
can fight his way
through the
world. The poor
little chaps wlio

live in huge tene-

ment blocks have
not, as a rule,

muchopportunity
lor developing
their physique,
and the New
York authorities,

who ha\e been
alarmed by the
deterioration in

appearance of
the rising ger.?-

i-ation,are wisely
preventing the

(See photographs on preceding page.)

* * *
To see ourselves as otliers see us is the best lesson we

can have, and though " t!ie

others " may be prejudiced

they often say more tiulhs

than falsehoods. A French
writer, M. Carr^re, wlio

has just published a book
on the Transvaal War,
makes the following criti-

cism on our army :
—"The

British Arm)- is an army
of anarchists, that is to

say, everyone goes as he
pleases. Of course, here
I speak only ofthe officers,

for the privates have no^

thing to do but to march
and fight. Among the
Britisli officers there are
real soldiers, wlio would
be in their place in any
Continental army, but the

greater number are ' gen-
tlemen ' or 'sportsmen,'
converted into officers in

an emergency, whatever
their age and acquire-
ments. The)- are as brave
as anyone could wish, Ijut

bravery Is not enough io

make a good leader in

war. . . . Our dis-

cipline is unknown to

them." We wonder whether
the French or the English
were better disciplined at

Waterloo.
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The " Artists' have a happy, happy home. Did ever you sec such cooks in any other kitchen ?

The famous Volunteer Corps called

"The Artists" has spent the happiest of

weeks down at Shornclifre Camp, and
Sergeant Pilkington, our Special Corre-
spondent in China during the recent

hostilities, writes to tell us that never were
there such a fine lot of fellows so pleasantly

gathered together as in that camp. Our
photographs show some of the jolly scenes
and incidents, but of course, excellent

though they are, these photographs cannot
possibly be said to do justice to the good
looks of the me;i depicted. We call Cap-
tain Brandon Thomas a General, not

because the War Office has at last recog-
nised the full value of his military accom-
plishments, but because he is a general
favourite, and the best-liked, best-hearted

all-round officer in the corps. Perhaps you
have heard him sing that famous ditty of

his own composition ail about outpost duty.

" Brandon Thomas
I lists " Volunteer Corps

If not, you have missed the finest thing
written or sung in the last two years.

Brandon Thomas is as good a soldier as
he is an actor, and everv'bod}' says that

he's a J0II3' good fellow.

^ * *
Up to the end of July 21,000 men have

been absolutely lost to the British Army
through the Boer War, and the total num-
ber of casualties amounts to 71,383. The
nuiTiber of officers killed in action was 392,
and of N.C.O.'s and men 4,082. The
deaths in South Africa include 786 officers

and 15,933 N.C.O.'s and men. This is a
heavy price to pay, but after all the prize

was "also great, and a tract of country
equal to two-thirds the size of Europe has
been added to the British Emjire. They
were brave men who died, and the}' died
noblv for their countr\\

The life and soul of the '• Artists " in the Camp at Shorncliffc
(Photos by Ser?;eant Cliristopher PilUiiigton)
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'. The gallant ship Discovery has slarled on her vo)'ag'e to

the South Pole after a personal inspection by his Majesty
the King-, and bearing' witii her the best wishes of every
member of our great Kmpire. No vessel has ever started

Shelving the specially-constructed dynamo and pressure-

regulating device

out on a vovag^e of exploration with such mag^nificent equip-
ment, and one does not require the g^ift of prophecy to

predict that her efforts, and the efforts of her gallant crew,
will be crowned with no ordinary success. One of the most
wonderful of her fittings is the remarkable windmill here
depicted, which is worked by electricity, and intended to

make up for Nature's deficiencies in calm weath-er. The
pictures explain themselves so completely that they need no
further explanation, except that the apparatus was set up
by Messrs. Bergtheil and Young.

* ^ *
With the Discovoy, says a writer in the Morning Post,

go a number of kites of the pattern which the United States
Weather Burciiu have been using of late years in making
observations of the upper atmosphere. There are to be
three kinds, monsters of 60 square feet of surface, an inter-

mediary kite about luilf this size, and some " Eddy " kites

for lifting- and sustaining the larg-er ones. For the purpose
of atmospheric observation these kites are more useful than
balloons, seeing that, though they cannot ascend so high as
a balloon, they are much less likely to be lost, a contingency
which, when valuable and irreplaceable instruments are sent

up with them, has to be considered. Mr. P. Y. Alexander
has lately invented an 'ingenious instrument which, by the
transmission of Hertzian waves, can to a certain extent
influence the direction in which a small balloon is sailing.

But, taking into consideration the small deflection which the

best steering apparatus has been able to produce on balloons
in a wind, one would prefer on the whole to put one's money
(and instruments) on the kite.

* * ¥
Writing to a contemporary about Mr. Sidney Cooper's

light refreshments, his son, Mr. Neville Cooper, states that

the veteran R.A. has not tasted beer for more than fifty

years ; nor has he taken tea or coffee for a similar period,
and now he does not take milk. He drinks old Scotch
whisky :U luncheon, dimu'r, and before going to bed, with a
vcrj- occasional glass of cham]jagne or port.

* * »

Jean and Euwaru pe Rk^zke have an aversion, almost
amounting to a horroi-, to singing professionally except on
the stage. Time and again they have refused offers of
prodigious sums of money from kings, emperors, and society
people in general, and some few years back one of the
Rothschilds sent Jean a request to sing at a ])rivatc
millionaire party, enclosing a blank cheque for him to fill in

any figure he chose. It hardly needs telling that the letter
and the cheque were both returned, and the millionaires
went without their singing— at all events from the great
Polish tenor.

» ¥ *
The Leeds Co-opeiative Society is one of the most

flourishing- institutions of its kind in the country. There
are nearly 49,000 members, the share capital amounts to
£-]\j^,26t„ and the turnover is over /^ 1,500,000 per annum.

Major-General Baden-Powell has written to the
Mayor of Southampton thanking the citizens through him

The patent windmill fitted on to the "Discovery"

for their warm and spontaneous welcom?. The function on
his arrival, instead of being, as it might have been ]n the

circumstances, irksome and tiring, was, he says, at once an
honour and a pleasure to him.
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A bill of 1802

A RED coat and a silver badge are the prizes offered to

the six jolly watermen every first of August since the day
when Doggett died. Doggett, of course, was one of the

great comedians whose names are writ large in the annals
of Drury Lane, and Doggett, like many another actor, was
a sportsman and a loyal adherent of the throne. The race

was founded in accordance with the terms of his will to

commemorate the accession of the illustrious House of

Hanover to the throne of Great Britain. The race this year
ended in a fairh' easy win for Brewer, of Putney, who beat

the plucky }-oung favourite, Webb, of Gravesend. As
everybody knows, or ought to know, the course is from
London Bridge to Chelsea, a stiff pull for any but the most
experienced and muscular scullers. The course was kept
admirably clear, although, as our illustrations show, this

lias not always been the case in the history of the race.

» * *
Doggett is not the only actor who has been a sportsman,

though golf rather than rowing is the form of exercise

H. Hayden. 2. W. White. 3. J. Brewer. 4. H. Webb.
5. E. Hunter. 6. J. Bowering

The Competitors . "r

The start

taken up by the modern histrion. Lewis \\'aller and
George Alexander are sturdy and indefatigable golfists,

while the Acton Golf Club numbers among its members
Fred Terry, Courtice Poimds, Aubrey Smith, Gerald du
Maurier, Edward Rose, and innumerable names familiar to

the London playgoers. Brandon Thomas is, of course, a
Volunteer, and several actors are first-rate cricketers. It

may, however, be questioned whether any companj' of
English actors could produce so fine a team of gymnasts as
the Japanese Company now playing at the Shaftesbury
Theatre. " Two-thirds of these can turn somersaults quite

as well as they can imitate death.

* ¥ *
When Prince Frederick (afterwards Emperor) met and

sought the affections of the Princess Rojal, she was but a
young girl of great charm and refinement, but at the same
time so fresh and inexperienced in the ways of the world
that he must have been a great prophet who could have told

what energy and fixity of purpose would be brought forth

in later life. The wooing of "the little lady," as the Prince

Consort delighted to call her, was full of romance, and the

woods of Balmoral could tell many a pretty tale of how the

lovers met and parted..

A bill of 1823
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The Dutch Cricketers make their first appearance

Although our re-

lations with the Dutch
are less friendly than
we should like, sports-
men are sportsmen all

the world over , and
the Gentlemen'of Hol-
land, who played the
Gentlemen of Surrey
at the Oval last week,
received a very hearty
welcome. The Dutch-
men, as it happened,
were beaten by an
innings and 38 runs ;

but, as a matter ot

fact, their form in the
second innings was
really very good, and
if they had known
the ground better
the result might have
been very different.

Mr. J. C. Schroeder
made a century,
scoring 115 runs in

first-class style, while
Mr. Feith hit up a
well-earned 51, and
Mr. C. J. Poslhunia

C. J. Posthuma (Captain) H. S. Isbriicker

I'rcsideiit of the Dutch Cricket Association and Manager of the team

(the captain) contii-

buted 63. We trust

that the Dutchmen in-

tend to make a fairiy

long stay in this,

countr}', as the amic-
able relations between
two ancient allies may
well be restored by
s-uch international
contests.

V y V
" The Englishman

in England, ' sa3s
Max ORell in the
AVto York Jout)Hil,
" can without hesita-

tion be proclaimed the

most hospitable, kind,

affable and con-
siderate host, in the
world. When he
travels abroad he
goes about putting
his nose up at everj'-

thing, as if it smelt ill

everywhere. He is

haughty, and often

apparently rude."

f~.- '6.-F«*t*irr-.-
"

J. C. Schroeder C. J. Posthuma

DUTCH CRICKETERS AT THE OVAL
J. Hisgen
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How rapidly the cult of window-g-ardening has spread,

and witli what happy results hais it not been attended?

Many of our London streets which formerly presented an

this idea carried out in serge, tweed, homespun, or fri<;z€

would be a good investment and very suitable for wear
during the early autumn. The skirt is trimmed with three

stitched slra|)ping.s which ajjpear again on the coat sug-
gesting a tiny bolero. If carried out iji serge, &c., the

strappings should be of glacd silk the same or of a darker
s-hade than the colour chosen for the costume.

A BRAlDKU gown furnlsheis our other illustration., and
jalthough so simple in detail it would prove very becoming
to a slight figure, and could be carried out in any material

we might fancy.
V f v

There is nothing nicw to chronicle hi the waj' ol fashions.

We must wait patiently until tiic autumn modes now so

jealously guarded by the modistes are put before our " en-

rapttfred gaze." This will not be until the "sales" are all

over and the shops are once more "clothed and in their

right minds." A novelty in evening wraps is the pretty and
graceful burnouse cloak, and as this is so easily thrown
over the shoulders they are sure to be first favourites for

this purpose during the season.

Blue Serge Dress trimmed with braid

uninteresting vista of unadorned houses more or less alike

are now quite transformed, and have become streets of

pleasure, awakening our appreciation at every turn by the

beauty of the numberless window-boxes, inwhich the most
luxurious flowers are artistically massed with the consum-
mate skill and taste of the master-hand, and are literally

"all a-growing and all a-blowLng-," with a seeming dis-

regard to the smoke and grime of London's much abused
atmosphere.

* * V
Qlite the newest phase of gardening, and one which has

quickly " caught on " among rich owners of pretty parks
and country estates, is to have an exact replica of one's

favourite section laid out, true in each minute detail, on
one's drawing-room table or elsewhere ; thus, while enjoyingf

the delights of the London season, the happy possessor of
such a miniature garden may, when fancy wills, rest his

town-tired eyes on the refreshing beauties which surround
his country home. He can revel, not only by imagination,
but in reality, in the sight of his velvet lawns and well-filled

flower-beds, and idly watch the little stream as it winds its

shimmering length imder the tiny bridge and looses itself

into the lake beyond. Mahomet has now no need to g-o

to the mountain, for thus the mountain has been brought to

Mahomet.
* * *

A SUGGESTION is here given for a coat and skirt, Our
model is represented in linen, but for anyone casting about
for an autumn coat to fill that gap in one's wardrobe which
was not to be thought of during the spell of hot weather,

Lineu Coat and Skirt with crossway bands

The Christy Minstrels' as.sertion that the"thi-ee wi.shes ol

woman are first a new bonnet, secojid a new bonnet, ami
third a new bonnet, does not find an echo in every house, iV r

though some of them seem to appreciate our efibrts to

temper the hot rays of the sun for them, others there i.re

who cannot be persuaded to don the bonnet, however tempt-

ing " an ickle sing " it may bo made. Perhaps they li.ue
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cauglit their reflection in the plate-glass window of a shop,
and don't consider the head-g-ear suitable ; it may well

shock the feelings of some respectable old mare to find she
has a be-flowered confection on her head fit only for a two-
year-old colt. A very humane friend of mine, questioning a
driver on a hot da}' as to why his horse had no head-cover-
ing, told her he had tried every inducement to make his

mare wear one of the sun-hats, but she invariably succeeded
in knocking it off, rubbing herself against the Lamp-post in

order to do so, and neighing with delight when she had rid

herself ot what she considered an insupportable nuisance.

V » ^
A PENNY for your thoughts, no, but a penny for your

powder-box, whose lid is one of the last issue of Queen
Victoria pennies, and gilded in order that it shall keep its

colour and always be an ornament. Searching the other
day for novelties for the nightmare bazaar, from which
most of us suffer periodically, I came across this useful,

prettv, and withal unique little adjunct to the dressing-table.

Some dainty copper ash-trays, with the 1901 penny sunk
in the centre, and one or two cases of silver blouse
buttons, in a quite iiew design, I included in my purchase.
These buttons, in a handsome leather case, make very
acceptable weddingpresents. In these days when buttons play
such an important part in one's dress, the giver may be sure
that such a present would be at once utilised by the happy
bride. By the bye, as I told you some months ago, pewter
is still among the most fashionable of ware, and fresh

designs for claret jug, candlestick, mugs, bowls, and every
table ornament are being exhibited at Messrs. Liberty
and Co.'s to meet the increasing demand for these artistic

treasures, for the pewter craze has '• caught on " among
the fashionable, and great is the disappointment of the
modern bride if her wedding presents include not some of
this much prized ware.

* * *
"Oh ! my prophetic soul," did I not say that the grown-

ups would adopt the " sandal shoon," and now I read in

my dail}' paper that at Hunstanton, Cromer, and other east
coast watering-places more ladies than children wear this

dainty footgear, and not only on the sands, but in their

daily walks and excursions. Will the men follow so sensible

a lead and throw aside those torturing patent leathers, and
after them their absurd silk hat ?

* ¥ *
At this holiday time of the year, when the whole Vi'orld

seems bent on pleasuring, and from every seaside and
health resort we catch echoes of the enjoyment and delights
afforded by the various attractions, both natural and
artificial, which are provided for those intrepid pursuers of
that volatile butterfly. Pleasure, which leads its followers

hither and thither, ofttimes bj' dangerous as well as pleasant
paths, in its ever receding flight comes the news of some
sad fatality, made all the sadder from its contrast with the
other happy echo which fortunately predominates. This
month it is the terrible accident to the Alpine climbers, which
cost the death of a poor young girl of twenty and that of

her companion, who vainly tried his utmost to avert tin
catastrophe which has shocked the public mind and stirred
universal sympathy. This is only one of the many accidcnlT

Pretty washstand in green wood with curtain, seen at

Messrs. Wallace and Co.'s.

of which the holiday time is full. While people show su:h
foolhardy disregard for the greatest danger there will

always be found victims to pay the penalty exacted from
time to time. .

¥ ¥ ¥
"What's in a name?" If there's nothing in a name

there is a great deal in its spelling and pronunciation.

Some folks are quite offended if a letter be left out or added,
or if the right accent and so on is not quite correct in the

pronunciation of their name. There are Fieldings and
Feildings, and each thinks he is the real original ; and we
all know that the Thompsons with a "p" think verj little

of the other kind of Thomson. "Spell it with a we," was
the advice given by Sam Weller, senior, to his son when in

doubt. Mary Queen of Scots seems to have preferred sub-
stituting " u " in place of " w," and so changed Stewart or
Steward into the Stuart we are all familiar with. We
should hardly recognise this rose if called by any other
name. A letter written by one of the "ill-fated race " ex-

plains why the change was made. He says :
" Up till the

time that Mary Queen of Scots was being educated at the

French Court the name Stewart had al\va)-s been spelt

with a " w, " As the French alphabet does not include that

letter, the young Queen invented the way of spelling the

name with a " u." On the accession of James V'l. that

monarch announced that he preferred the name being spelt

with a " w," and so it was spelt until the Revolution, when
the Royal Family went to live at St. Germain and the

French method was again adopted. MARTHA.
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NEWS AND VIEWS
Mr. Chamberlain.—The report that Lord Kit-

chener is coming home is iaise. . .' If the Boers
•legenerate into banditti we may have to treat

them as murderers.

The Late Signor Crispi on liis death-bed

(Photo by Signor Properzio)

Mr. Asquith.—Lord Kitchener's prociamation
is perfectly justifiable, the Boers being- by conquest
his Majesty's subjects.

Mr. Balfour.—Not a horse or a man will be
sent home till the military position justifies such a
step.

These three momentous statements in the House of
Commons on Thursday of last week must have effectually
knocked the last spark of hope out of the breasts of tiie

Boer leaders still in the field, -who seem to
lie remai-kably well informed of every little

incident that happens in Great Britain.
The only way to end the war is to be
thorough and drastic in- the treatment of
men who, however brave, are now nothing-
more than brigands. Lord Kitchener is

the man to mete out this treatment, and it

is only fair to the Empire that he should be
kept at the helm till the danger is over.

Thk Irish party has once more shown
that it can become a thorn in the side
lo the biggest majority ever known
in the House of Com-mons. It was due
to the fury of the Hibernians that
religious laundries were exempted by Mr.
Ritchie from the supervision exacted from
other similar places coming under the Fac-
tories Bill. And Mr. Balfour must perforce
consent to bringing the editor and publisher
of the most fiercely Tory newspaper in the
country, the Globcj before the bar of the
House, for insulting the Irish party in a
leader, which certainly seemed to have
been written with unpardonable virulence.

* * *
The life of ;i big i-acing 3'acht is but a

brief one. I'arlicularly is this the case
with boats which have failed to pull off the
Cup. Holh I'a'kvric Jll. -And S/miinnrk /.

are defeated yachts, and their spell of popularity was as
fleeting as a summer squall. Creal things were expected
of Valkyrie III. She was Lord Dunraven's pride, and her
Clyde designer's boast-. But Defender had her keclti, and
the America Cup remained in the States.

Fiom Shamrock, too, everything was hoped for. File of
Fairlie was confident, and SirThomasLipton

• was buoyantly happy— before the race.

Columbia had Herreshoffs sign manual,
and the Clyde boat crept back quietly to

.Scottish waters, and was only resuscitated
this year in order lo act as pacemaker for

Watson's new Shanirork II., now at-N'ew
York.
When the accompanjing photograph

was taken Shamrock I. was coming out of
the Govan Dry Dock, on the Clyde, to

take part in her final trials with her newer
namesake. In the same dock- a toree;i'.l

of poor Shamrock's t'ate -lay the hulk of
the erstwhile champion,- Valkyrie III.

The lead, weighing ninety tons, was being
taken out of the boat, and thereafter woiild

follow the process of breaking up. Val-
kyrie sat at the lower end of the dock, and
as the water rose to float Shamrock off the
stocks the older cutter lay half submerged,
bow under water. Clinging lo the metal '

hull, under water-mark, was a mass < f

seaweed and mussels, which had gathered
during the boat's many months' mooring
at Gourock Bay, where the o\d<ix- Shamrock
now is at anchor, dismantled.

It was the irony of fate which sent the
present challenger into the same dry dock a
few days later ; the penalty of non-success
was too obvious. But huge delicate racing-
machines such as Shamrock are of no use
beyond the speciaLpurpose for which they
have been built. Tne breaking of masts anil

spars and the loss of sails and gear is proofthat they are keyed
to breaking pitch, and for ordinary racing purposes round
the coast they are unsuitable, without taking into account
the enormous cost to keep them afloat in commission. It is, .
however, to be hoped— on sentimental grounds—that if

Shamrock II wins the Cup and brings it to this counti-\'

after an absence of half a century, then a snug haven may
be found for the victor. Valkyrie II., it may be recallcc'.

i.s at the bottom of the Clyde in too deep water to Lc
lifted. She sank after collision while racing.

I

I

I
The fate of a Cup-defender

Heie lies tl-.e hulk of the erstwhile ch.inipion, '' Vall;yrie HI." (Pholo by G. Thov)
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Lo.rd Hawke, Yorkshire Captal
Taken on his birthday last wpek Tah'ii oil ill

Hirst, oi \ 01 k.^li .--

How cui-ious it is to think that
scurvy this Boer war would never
was in order to fight the
lavag-es of this disease
among' Dutch sailors en
route to the East Indies,

that a'few colonists settled

down to plant vegetables
which they might sell to

passing vessels. These
Dutch were the forefathers
of the Afrikanders of the
Afrikander Bond, and we
;dl know what part the
Bond has pla3-ed in the
unrest and intrigue thai

preceded the ultimatum.
South Africa has saved the
skin of many a Dutch
sailor, and stolen the life

of many a brave British

soldier, whose bones now
bleach on its cruel veld.

.Still there will be an end
soon even to the war^ and
one of the finest countries
in the world will be at
peace, and a part and
])arcel of our gieat British

Empire.

¥ * *

Have you ever run foiw-

million miles? No, but
engine " No. i," of tin;

Great Northern Rail\va\-

Co., which still plies be
tween King's Cross and
Doncaster, has done this

notable distance. Thirty
years have passed since
" No. I

" first steamed out
of a stalliiM, lolling the

if it had nc( Leen for i world of Doncaster stability of cojistruction and Doncast'-r

have been fought. It 1 en^iTecring.. Thirty years, .ond still running as ai> express,

not a South-Eastern "ex-
press" but a real, fast-

pacing- scorcher which
raltles (hrough the easy-
going village stations and
nils the open mouths of

gaping rustics with a

w liirhvind <:^^ dusi,

* * *
W. G. Gk\CE is still to

ilie forci and the accom-
pan3ing snapshot taken at

the Crystal Palace last

Sal lu (lav, shows him as
\igorous and biuly. ajid

magnificent as eve:'. Last
week's cricket all round
was exceptionalh" interest-

ing-, with Hirst's pheiiomi-

nal bowling" feat .ig;unst

Essex, and Lord Hawke' .

birthdav, and the strugg-le

between Fry and Ranji for

the batting record. The
French may get excited

about ballooning and
bicycle races, but wo it\

England are quite satisfied

with our cricket. The
excitement of such ;in

event as the batting ot

Mold is quite as good as

an accident to M. Sanlos-
Dumont, .and no word-
record from Paris to ;!uy-

wliore is half so interest-

ing- to the n.ation that

rtdes and schools the

"The Doctor" world as J77 not out by

Taken .it tlic nets last S.Uind.iy liy RnsscU and S..;is ;ivmn.
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WHITE WINGS THEY NEVER GROW WEARY
\-

SiR Thomas Lipto>: has arrived at New Yoilc, ;uk1 with liim considerably moi-e (lian /^20o,ooo, and tlierc arc several
tiie lielp of the Almighty ^nd a cheery smile liopes to lift the others in the fleet just as expensive. The estimate of
Cup. He lias lost once and he may lose ajcain, but i ;Cio,ooo,ooo invested in the yachting- fleet is conservative.
Shamrock II. is such a pretty boat with so clean a keel that : It includes the first cost of all' the yachts built to defend the
we are not unwilling to put a little more money on this America Cup, from /"//r/Vrt;; Jo ZJ^yiv/r/cr. In most of these,
year's Eng-lish Challenger than \\k did on the earlier Irish - costly experiments were tried and much money sunk,
boat, Irish though
she was. The fact

is that w'e mean to

import the Cup, just

as we arc import-
ing American nia-

chiner}-, back again
into the land of good
sport and good men.

» * V

Do not think that

the Americans are
not as a nation keen
}achtsmen, and that

it is only a few mil-

lionaires who keep
up the game. Yacht-
ing has a firm grip
on the A m e r i -

cans. More than
;£^io,ooo,ooo is in-

vested in their yacht-
ing fleet. Roughly
speaking, there are

500 regularly en-

rolled steam )achts valued at over ^8,000,000 ; 2,500 reg'u-

larly enrolled sailing yachts valued at £i 1,300,000 ; and
6,000 launches and small fry valued at ^,700,000. -The
approximate annual cost of running this fleet may be
figured as follows :—Wages of 5,000 professionals, seamen,
engineers, firemen, cooks, stewards, waiters, &c., ;^i20,ooo.

Stores, including coal, naphtha, ice, provisions, wine and
cjitertaining, ;{J40o,ooo. Repairs of all kinds and insurance,

;^200,ooo. These items make a grand total of ;£7oo,ooo.

The America Cup-defender ." Constitution " arriving at Newport
miles ahead of tlie other \ cssels ot the New Vork Yacht Club

rieet

* * *
In estimating the

cost of keeping
these vessels in com-
mission allowance
should be made for

those that arc not
fitted out during the
season and arc en
the saje list. There
are, however, at
least 5,000 profes-

sionals employed
each }-ear for an
average of thi'ee

months. At £,(> a
month each,- the
regular pay of able-

bodied seamen, their

wages would amount
to ;^30,000. But
v.hen it is taken into

consideration that
the pay of captains
and engineers varies

from ^50 to £fi a month, and that mates, s-econd-mates,
boatswains and quartermasters are paid extra, also that
cooks and stewards command high wages on the large
vessels, it is well within bounds to figure the wages of the

5,000 men at ^80,000. The cost of feeding a seaman is

2s. a day. Thus the 5,000 seamen consume in ninety
days ;^45,ooo worth of food. Coal, naphtha, gasolene,
wine, stores and entertaining will easily bring the total up
to ;£J40o,ooo. Naphtha and gasolene make a big figure, a

James Gordon Bennett's new steam yacht Lysistrata cost r more than 1,003 pleasure craft are propelled by motor

The "Columbia" breaking her jib topsail

It w.is the " Col'.imbia " that beat " Shamrock I."

The "Constitution" under full sail

And no one can deny that she looks pretty
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•* Shamrock II." making a graceful reach
(Photo by Agnew and Son, Glasgow)

which derive their power from these sources. The wine
bills on some vessels are enormous, the owners entertainingf

lavishly and buying none but the choicest vintages. New-
port tradesmen have reason to bless the yachtsmen who
have made it possible for them to wax fat and become
prosperous.

-+ illliii" \

Tammany is at last on I'ts trial, and the blackmailing
policemen, who have been the scandal of New York, are at

last getting their due punishment. Bissert, the Tammany
ward detective, who was convicted upon the charge of
extorting ;Ci 10 from a woman as " initiation fee " for the
privilege of starting a disorderly house, was brought before
Recorder Goff for sentence on August J2th. The JRecorder,
who is a reformer and an opponent of Tammany Hall,

sentenced Bissert to five years' imprisonment, and ordered

him to pay a tine of £200. He will stay in prison an extra

day for each dollar of the fine that remains unpaid. The
sentence caused a panic among- Tammany men.

¥ * *
Bissert, who was an official blackmail collectoi foi Tam-

many, was the henchman for Police Captain Dramond ol

the Fifth Street Station. The conviction is the first of the

kind for more than four years. The District Attorney, it is

said, will now proceed with the prosecution of the police

officials implicated in the confessions of the detective,

Witney, who claims to have had corrupt dealings ^yitll

them, and an attempt will be made to indict Chief o)

Police Devery, who is the personal friend of Richard

Croker.
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THE FUNERAL OF THE LATE EMPRESS I

thi^ shell, while over the head there lay a purple cushion o.i

which rc-posed a Royal Crown surrounded with roses to

The coicmonies coiuiecJ.cd with the fiiiKTal of the late ' sigftiif) Iki- Kiifjlish birth.

Empress Frederick
were carried out in a
manner befitting; a
i;-|-eat nation and
(he sound of mnfflcti

drums re-echoed
fromAix-la-Chapel(e
10 the furthest Prus-
sian frontier. Din-

ing' some paris of

her lifetime perhaps
the lalf Empress
had not been appre-
ciated with the affec

tion due to the wife

of a g-reat ruler, but

I he lapse of time had
mellowed these little

fieri monies. The
son had become
reconciled to his

mother, and nothing'

was remembered of

the invalid at Cron-
berg- except the

kindness of heart

and the brilliance of

intellect with which
Nature had endowed
hsr.

Sir f Monson and Col Dawson arriving at the Memorial
Service hela la Paris in honour of the Empress Frederic'^

" There was a gar-
den in her face

Where roses and
while lilies blew."
At the English

Church service, how-
ever, held on Thurs-
day, the inner coffin

was draped with the
British white ensiga
and theQueen-Dow-
ag-er of Prussia's
.Standard, no pall

bemg used.

* * ¥
Two thousand

troops took part in

the torchlight pro-

cession which ac-
companied the coffin

from the Castle to

the church at Cron-
berg-. The mile and'
a third was traversed
in three-quarters of
an hour. Kaiser'

and King' took part
together in the im-
pressive funerrd ser-

vice held on Sunda-/
The outer shell of the coffin was of solid oak with g-old

j

afternoon beside the body of the dead Empress. Kaiser an
fittings and handles A love!} purple veKci. pall covered I King travelled together with the llnal cortege 10 Potsdam.

The torchliflht procession at Crouberg Mhich accompanied the coffin of the late Empress
from the Castle to the Church

(Pawn from a sketch by Our Special Correspondent)- -

~
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The carriage with the King and Kaiser arriving at Crouberg Castle

The carriage with the Crown Prince of Germany and Pi'incess Victoria of Wales arriving
at Cronberg Castle

THE LATE EMPRESS FREDERICK
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ABOUT A FEW CRICKETERS

Although Ranji's monumental
record of 285 not out raised him
within reach of C. B. Fry, the
cricketing season of 1901 will

undoubtedly be associated in the

minds of all true lovers of sport

with the brilliant batting of the

Oxford athlete, who never in all

his famous career has showed
such dash, such vigour, and such
backbone as during- the last few
months. The older batsmen like

Abel are not one whit surer or

more reliable than this giant of
the bat, and success never seems
to diminish Mr. Fry's popularity.

On August I2th, Fry's batting
average stood at 69*03, Ranji's at

65"82, while Abel came sixth at
52 "46. Other prominent Surrey
batsmen, ^vh9se. .partJiS(jts,j\ye, re-

produce, are V. F. S. Crawford

V. F. S. Crawford

(34-92), D. L. A. Jephson
(3o"6o), and E. M. Dowson
(2871), all of whom have
contributed their centuries to

their county, and all of whom
can be relied on for sure and
vigorous batting. Ranji's 285
not out was very nearly

equalled by Gunn's 273, the

next highest score this season
being credited to A. O. Jones,
the popular Notts captain,

who has a pleasant little 249
to look back upon. This and
Abel's 247 are the most notable

records of a season which has
owed not a little to the fine

weather vouchsafedb3'akindly
Providence. In one of our

limbed Hindoo is latent in his roll-

ing, swaggering walk that yet has
in it, strangely enough, some incon-

gruous suggestion of a Cockney
chickabary on the spree. His figure

is sJigbt, he has lean, brown hands ;

and the flesh of his forearm is like

russet-coloured silk. His head is

shaped like an orange ; his upper
lip lifts a little, showing long,

shining teeth. In his wind-filled

fluttering shirt and creamy flannels,

with a light blue cap couched on
his sleek black hair, and a light

blue scarf about his waist, he stands
at the wicket a type of the shifty,

crafty Oriental all over the world as
opposed to the solid, stolid Saxon.
It is mercury and ginger against

blood and bone. He is lithe and
lissom as some soft-stepping crea-

ture of the forest stalking a blunck-
ing prey that his antagonists,
with their cow-like bulk and
weight, might fitly represent
And hovering about the head
of this bizarre figure, when
first he made his bow, were
strange birds of rumour,
gaudily plumaged, felling ex-
travagant tales of the esoteric
splendours out of which he
had emerged. He was a
prince, and for every run he
made his father, the Maha-
rajah, sacrificed a slave.

E. yL. Dowson

SiGNOR Crispi was, accord-
ing to all accounts, a cle\er

man, but in nothing so clever

as in the way he managed his

third marriage. In Italy,'' of
course, Church is ever at
loggerheads with State The
second wife was very religious,

and would have nothing to do
with civil ceremonies, being
mairied in church alone.

Mr, A O. JOiieg (ND'tts Captain) leading his men out

D. L. A. Jeplison

pictures we show Mr. Jones leading
his men out to battle.

* * *
Ranji's play on Monday of last

week was certainly one of the

finest things he has ever done.
Apart from a chance given at

square-leg when he had scored
only eight, and the Lancashire
men had good reason to regret it,

for he ran into his 2,000 runs
without another offer, and five

hours was all the time required
to tot up the second century in the

single innings. One of the best
descriptions of Ranji ever written
is as follows :—
He is made of the best India

rubber, supple and strong ; his

nerves must be like fine-drawn
ivires of steel ; his vision is keen
and untiring as a condor's ; no
giant jungle cat has more vitality

in all its nine lives than he. The
untrammelled gait of the free-

1

When Signor and Madame
Crispi began to differ, they
found a handy solution to the
marriage problem. The Signor
married another (his third) wife

according to civil regulations,

a>nd not at all in church.
Thus it was altogether im-

probable that the State would
prosecute him for bigamy, as
any such prosecution would
imply that the church ceremony
had validity in the eyes of the
State.

Lord Farquhar, who has
been appointed Master of

the King's Household, will

have as his assistant in the

duties of that office Major
Frederick. The photographs
published I'n last week's issue

of the Lord Mayor of London's
visit to Manchester were fron'

prints by R. Fanks. Aber
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Farewell to England once again. Lord Milner departs for South Africa on board the

SS. "SaiS-On'' [Photo by Gregory

The traces of the redoubtable Kritzinger — Scene outside a store at Jamestown on
June 3rd after Kritzinger had paid a visit
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A machinist's family at Pittsburg _ Strikers waiting for "scabs" at Clarke's Passing the time with cards
Mill, Pittsburg

Machinists lined up for pay at Clarke's Carson Street, West Pittsburg, Strikers watching Clarke's Mill for non-
MlQ where steel workers live union men

The shaft and blower at coal Engineer and Superintendent making round The breakers of the largest mire
mine, Wilkesbarre, Pa. of inspection at Wilkesbarrc in Wilkesbarrc

Interviewing a miner Ready to descend the shaft .'Miners' houses at V\"ilkcsbarre

GREAT STEEL STRIKE IN AMERICA- WHERE AND HOW THE MEN LIVE
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"Potted Meat" is the

opprobrious epithet given by
t'le cheeky little street arab to

the spick-and-span mounted
g-entleman at the Horse
Guards in Whitehall, for the

said little arab cannot appre-
ciate the charm of cleanliness.

The British soldier in his turn,

however, is not built only for

parade, but shirks no work,
however dirty, so long- as it is

for the honour and glor}' of his

country. Hence it is that the

solicitor who volunteers in the
" Artists " corps disguises

himself so that his best friends

would pass him in the streets.

Hence it is that the smart
colonel who wears a beautiful

crease down his trousers in Pall

Mall, grows a beard that would
astonish his fellow club men,
and hence it is that the victims

of Father Neptune on board a
transport put up with a few in-

conveniences for the sake of

good old British tradition.

Our Anarchist friends are

always telling us of the coming
revolution, which they say
will start simultaneously in

America and Spain, and
thence spread all over the

civilised world. Judging from
the foreign telegrams, this

revolution has already com-
menced. In America we have
the great slesl strike, and now

A Colonel with a beard—Lt. Col. L. E. du Moulin

Of the ist Hoyal Sussex Regiment, is in command of a column

'in the Orange River Colony

Spain tells of a greater strike

still. The principal chef and
five cooks at the Royal Palace
at INIadrid have come out on
strike, and the peace as well

as the digestion of the Spanish
Royal Family is seriously

threatened. Mr. Pierpont Mor-
gan, ahvaj-s a gallant gen-
tleman when the needs of
Rojalty can be ser\xd, is

reported to have offered to

lend his own servants in case
the strike is likely to assume
serious proportions.

To speak seriously, this

steel strike in the United
States is really of vast impor-
tance to the cause of labour

ail the world over. In America
alone has labour any chance
of making itself fairly and
properly heard, for labour is

there sufficiently well organised
and powerful to command
practically its own price. So
much is this the case that the

American capitalists have per-

force been compelled to seek
labour-saving machines at any
cost, and the immense supe-

riority of American machinery
is due originally to this intense

.demand for inventions which
will cut down the wages bill.

Mr. Schaffer, however, does
not seem to have a unanimous
Union to back him up in his

efforts.

"Cookie" of the 20th Middlesex (Artists) Vol. Co.

This is a well-known solicitor who always volunteers as cook when the

".Artists" go into the camp; he is dressed in "whites"

Two victims of Father Neptune
Who on the whole wish ihey had never crossed the. line, even

on board one of his Majesty's .transports
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M. SANTOS - DUMONT BEING RESCUED BY PARIS FIREMEN
After his perilous accident on the famous aif'ship which bears his name

(Photo by Our Paris Correspondent)
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STIRRING SCENES AT THE RUSSIAN MILITARY MANCEUVRES
Grand L'uk; ZcTzc, wI-3 ccmmanda or.c of tlic crmies, is a slim, knock-Iir.ccd individual, but an excellent stratcgis:
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Convalescents at tea Plague patients in the liospital

ON ISOARD A PLAGVE SHIP AT HONG KONG

The fact that their Royal
Duchess of Cornwall did not

itinerary has doubtless been
a great disappointment to

many loyal subjects in the

sou!liern city of New Zea-
land ; but two little .resi-

dents there were deter-

mined that obstacles of that

descpption would not deter

them from participating in

the welcome which was to be
extended to the Royal
party. These two enthu-

siastic small colonials are

aged nine and eleven years
respectively. Their names
are Walter and Robert
Adcock, and with plenty

of youthful hope in their

breasts and no money in

their pockets they started

off on a Thursday morning
to walk the hundred and
thirty odd miles which
separate InvercargiU from
Dunedin "to see the Duke
and Duchess."

Their vicissitudes on the

road, as may well be
imagined, were many and
2freat. They supported
Lheir courag-e and the inner
man by day by eating tur-

nips, and at night sought
a well-earned repose in

ditches, by the sides of hay-
stacks, or in railway trucks.

Following the railway ex-

cept when approaching a
township, creeping through
two tunnels, they reached
Dunedin on Sunday in a
pitiable condition — half-

starved, in rags, and with
their feet cruelly lacerated,

but not one whit damped
in ardolu' or pluck. Alas !

Nemes'.s ':i the shape of the
'

Highnesses the Duke and 1 liw suddenly pounced down upon them whiist dreaming in

inciude Invercarg-ifl in t-beir 1 a railwaj- truck of the glorious visions they were nrosencly

to see, and they completed
the dream in a cell at the

police station. But both
looked amazingly comfort-
able about half-past eleven

as each at the end of a nar-

row wooden bed emerged
from-the'-capacious folds of

several blankets to receive

at the hands of the night
watchman a steaming cup
of tea and a generous piece

of bread and jam. This
repast they lost no time in

disposing of, as they sat on
the side of their lowly beds
with their bandaged feet

stretched out on the cell

floor. Kind friends were
found in plenty to look after

such loyal lads as these.

* * *

Just think of it—nearly
a mlllit>n people in tHe
workhouse. A return of
pa,uperism (England and
Wales) for the half-year^

recently issued, states that
the number of persons in

receipt of relief, including
insane, on January ist,

1901, was 801,460. The
population of England and
Wales, as estimated by the
Registrar - General, was
32,091,907 in the middle of
the year 1900. Taking
this as the basis of the
calculation, the paupers
relieved on January ist,

1901, amounted to one in

every 40 persons, or 2 '5 per
cent, of the population.
The proportion in London
was somewhat higher, be-

Two little boys who wanted to see the Duchess in ing one in 37 persons, or

New Zealand. (Photo by Guy, Dunedin) 27 per cent.
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. INNOCENCE
(Photo by G. T. Jones and Co.)
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West Kent (Queen's Own) Imperial Yeomanry—" C " Squadron Military Sports held at

Bayham Abbey, by kind invitation of the Marquis of Camden
These sports took place on the polo ground. The prizes were presented by Lady Camden (Photo by Chas. Breach.;

A thousand acres of Scotch forest on fire

This fire raged in Central Banffshire for several days, and Mr. J. Gordon Duff, of Drummuir and Parle, and Mr. Stewart (Auchluncart)

had good reason to curse the picnic paity through whose carelessness the fire arose. (Photo by W. C. Robertson, Fife, Keith)
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All in their birthday bathing suits
(Photo b;' W. findlay, Aberdeen)

Simultaneous launch of the four lifeboats at Worthing. August 7th. The smoke of tlje

rocket can iust be seer over thfe second boat .

—

Photc bv the Worthin Portrai' Co.'

AUGUST AT THE SEASIDE
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corner of the 0\al, sliowinc) a crowd of sport lo\ iiig Englishmeii

Mr. Hugh Andrews, of Swailand Hall, Northumber-

1

land, has purchased the domain of Toddington, in Gloucester-
shire, comprising about 7,000 acres. The stately mansion is

'

one of the finest specimens
of Gothic architecture in

Existence, and was erected
at a cost of upwards of
;£i5o,ooo. The cloisters,

lighted by stained glass
of great antiquity, are
peculiarly beautifuJ, and
will bear favourable om-
parison with those of

Salisbury, Norwich, or
Gloucester. The property
is rich in historical asso-
ciations. The ruins of the
ancient Abbey of Hailes
are upon the estate, and
it was there that Richard,
Earl of Cornwall, King of
the Romans, founded a
monastery of the Cis-
tercian" order in 1246. It

will be remembered that
Lord Sudeley, the former
owner, initiated the fruit-

growing industry on this

property, known as the
Toddington Orchard Com-
pany. Mr. Andrews is

High SheriflF of Northum-
berland and Deputy-Lieu-
tenant of the County. The
purchase was made
through Messrs. Knight,
Frank, and Rutley, the well

Watching an eclipse of the sun on the West Coast
of Sumatra

-known estate agents.

Sir Benjamin Baker, the eminent engineer, in a letter

to the Times, has a criticism to make on Sir Christopher
Wren :

— " I have frequently heard that Bow Church steeple
had been thrown ift. gin. out of the perpendicular by the

construction of the Central
London Railway, but
knowing from my own re-

sponsible personal inspec-

tions of the structure

during and after the con-
struction of the railway
works that nothing of the
kind had happened, I paid
little attention to the
rumour. As the uncon-
tradicted statement may,
however, unnecessarily
alarm frontagers on streets

proposed to be occupied
by tube railways, it may
be well for me to state on
the basis of the experience
gained in driving more
than twenty miles of
' tubes ' that 'no such set-

tlement ever has occurred
or ever can occur with the
cast iron tube and shield
construction carried out
with the usual precautions.
Bow Church steeple is

ift. gin. out of the perpen-
dicular not on account of
the Central London Rail-

way, but because Wreii
ventured to build a tower
over20oft. high on no better

foundation than an old Roman paved road, the stones of

which, judging from a similar road which I came across in

constructing the Metropolitan Railway, in all probability

rested on consolidated mud with occasional layers of

brushwood."
. ,

Toddington Hall, which has just been bought for £150,000 The guns that start the races at Gowes

'tk
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The collapsed race-stand at Paisley

itirougTi fhis accident icrtv spectatois were seriously injured in tne struggle to get out. (Photo by W. H. Nithsd.'lej

A Familiar Scene on the Quays at Boulogne
(Photo by Regin.nld H. Cock^)

1^
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THE DANGERS OF ALPINE MOUNTAINEERING-A TICKLISH CORNER
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THE YAWNING ALPS
So many terrible fatalities have

happened during^ the last fev/

weeks on the Alps that it is inte-

resting- to record the splendid
eflforts made by the famous
Alpine Rettungs-gesellschaft or
Life-Saving- Society towards the

recovery of bodies or the rescue
of the imperilled. The members
of this society are taught all the
best methods of lifting bodies
over difficult precipices, and of
carrying the wounded with the
least possible inconvenience. Our
pictures on the cover and on this

. page are sufficiently clear to

demonstrate the care and effi-

ciency of this excellent Socie'.)'.

¥ » *
All the same a g:ood many

Alpine climbers would prefer a
sharp and sudden death to the
long-drawn agony of suspense
such as must be experienced by
the victims of some unforeseen
accident. To hang- by one's

finger nails on the side of a
precipice, or to lie with broken
limbs after sliding- four thousand
feet on the top ot an avalanche,
is an experience one does not
like to repeat, and death, after

all, is not so very terrible to the
average grown-up man who

Hoisting a recovered body up a

precipice

takes to mountain climbinji;'

chiefly because no other form of
exereis': is sufficiently exciting to

make life worth living.

If you read Mr. Edward
Whympcr's fascinating book on
The M'alterhorn and Zermall
you will quickly come to this

))oint of view. We remember
talking to an Oxford Uon, a
famous climber, just after the
death of Mr. Nettleship. " How
terrible it is," we said, " to think
that he should have died in the
])rime of life. How can you
climbers keep on in the face of
so many fatal accidents?" "Just
because so many of the accidents
aic fatal," he said. " The ex-
citement is so tremendous, and
you know that you <ire done for

all in a moment if ever you reaiU'
do fall. I hope Id die in an
Alpine accident."

¥ V V
All this, of course, does not

diminish the value of the ser\'ices

performed by this Societ)'. It

is, by the way, interesting to

note that the St. Bernard Dog-
Service has recently been very
much improved, and that pilgrims
and travellers can call for the aid
of dogs or monks by means of
telephones attached to the various
huts placed on the route.

The stretcher in which recovered bodies arc carried on the Alps
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The Grent Unshaved at the Volunteer Camp at Dorking
CPhoto liy S. Yeo)

"" What is the

:hief c-nd of man ?
"

.ays the Catechism,
ind the barber
:ins wars : " To
.have." Six o'clock

)n a fine summer
•norning' is fcr-

lainly a splendid
lime at which to

submit \our chin

and cheeks to the

tender mercies ot

the nose - puningf
jjentleman who
wields the razor,

and the Volunteers
who had the good
luck to camp out
near Dorking were
to rise with tiie

jarly bird, and get
-.havcd before ' the
lirst parade. " IVo,

up in the morning's
no for me, up in

the mojning early,"
said the lazy pri-

vate, forgetting all

about the colonel,

or the captain, 01

the adjutant,, w'ho

came roimd t'lif

ranks and swoie
at the ini.cleaiih'.

^ ^ ¥
One of the de-

lights of Volun-
teer camping-out
i 3 Sunday 's

snooze. The
itternoon may
be spent in pa-
-ading along
bare roads where
no one can see
your spotless •

tunic, or it may
be spent in the
only proper and

Artists (COlh Jliddlesex) Vol-u-ntec*- Company in action

"Peace, perfect peace'*—or' a quiet snooze in camp
(Phot,os by Christopher Pilkingtoii)

legi-timatc way,
riamely, in the land
of dreams. No
bed so sweet as
the bare ground
to weary limbs.
" Peace, perfect

peace " is all one
wants, and except
for the flies and
ocT:asional wasps,
one gels it.

V * *
Mr. Asqlith's

panegyric, says a
writer in the Daily
Chronicle, on the

advantage of clas-

sical learning is

rapidly affecting

the culture of the

masses. A con-

ference for the

;idjustment of

mutual differences

between the local

colliers and their

employers has just

been held at Cardiff.
When the proceed-

ings had reach(?d

a certain stage,

a miners' dele-

gate solemnly
observed : "If
the masters'
representatives
make it a sine

gild non to ob-

serve the status

quo ante, I shall

move that the
' meeting be ad-
journedszw? die."

According to the

Welsh Press, the

5 unhappy colliery

pcpprietors were
cohipletely para-

l}'sed.

Ite
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MR. FORBES ROBERTSON
The most poetic actor on the Engh'sh"stage, "who is to play "Othello" in the pfovfnces

(Photo by Fellowes Willson, New Bond Street. \V.>

•^
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No art or craft has shown more striking' advance during'

the last ten years as that of photography, and the result is

thai we are far more critical and realistic in our estimate of
pictures than
ever our fore-

fathers could
have been. The
old slap - dash
way of drawing-
horses has given
place to the real-

istic and equalh'
vigorous picture
of to-day, which
makes a horse in

mid-air look like

a horse in mid-
air, and not like

the fairy - talc

horse of the
Aiabian Nights.
And how much
pleasanter it is

now to have
your photograph
taken than it was
twenty years
ago. Then you
had to put on a
frock-coat, with
a flower in your
buttonhole, you
had to stand like

a lunatic in a strait-waistcoat, with an instrument of tor- 1 know what the m}'stic letters C. I. D. stand for.

the unprejudiced observer, betokened senile decay rather
than the pleasant expression which everyone with a good
conscience nnd a good wife ought to wear.

* * *
Xow all you

have to do is to

pl;i\' tennis or go
out in a punt, and
someone with ;

snap.shot earner;

will present yoi;

with a life-like

jjorlrait in a life-

like altitude, so
lite-like, indeed,

that even a back-
view would be
re cog n i sa b 1 e
to any of your
friends in the

C. 1. I). If only
dental surgery
had made as
much progress
as ])liotography,

this would indeed
be a h a i>py ,

happy woi'ld.

The new German quick-firing gun being tried at the manoeuvres iu
Ireland Bv the

^•ou maj'
wa}-,

not

Those
ture at the back of your neck to make you hold your head I who know say that they are short and sweet for Criminal
up, while for five minutes you had to wear a smile which, to ' Investig-ation Department, Scotland Yard,

An ex-citiug moment in the Tennis Tournament at Buxton
(Photo by Stewart and Co.)
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" SHERLOCK HOLMES " AT THE LYCEUM
Mr. William Gillette, one of America's finest actors, will produce a dramatisation of Dr. Conan Doyle's

famous creation in a week or two
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The Special Correspondent
of the Pall Mall Gazette tells a
horrible tale of t.lie bru(«ality of
Austrian officers. One ot the
most disgraceful assaults, lit

says, ever committed ir. tlie

name of militarism agiainst 'i

civilian has just t,-i,ken plac<? at

Teschen, in Silesia,. Diu-mgr *a

recent country festival s-ever.-ol

officers of the 54th Infantrry,

quartered in the district, behaved
with such insolence towards a
local merchant named Emil
Aufricht that the latter sent a
formal complaint to the colonej
of the regiment. Thereupon the
subalterns held a " council of
honour, ' which deputed three
of the number to wreak ven-
geance. On Thursday last the

three officers traced Aufrichtto a
caf<^, and sent a note requesting
his presence under some pretext
or other. No sooner had the

unfortunate merchant stepped
into the street than the three

officers assailed him with drawn
sabres. He tried to defend hin>-

self with an umbrella, but wa,s

cut down and left senseless in

the roadway. Besides other
injuries, four of his fingers were
completely severed. The crime
ajToused such popular fury that
an attack on the barracks was
only averted with difficulty. The
three officers have been arrested.

«» K. Mullins, Amateur Punting Cliampion of
bnc)l:iiid, wlio won liis tiHj at Shejjperton rccciit'j

Kritzingkr seems almost to

have taken the jilace ot" De \Vt 1

on the Boer sfd'e, for every-
where one hears pf' his daring
raid-, and successful fooling.

Tlie Jamestown Town (Juard

and.Uordrecht Volunteer Guartl
liad a taste of his steel on Jinie

211(1, when he attacked tli

village of Jamestown with i j;oc

Boers. The defenders nuni-

fjerod a special J. P., sonn'

Ijlacksmiths, carpenters, teach-

ers, telegraphists, schoolboy-,
shopkeepers, masons, &c., and
the Colonial losses were four

killed and two wounded. Lieu-

tenant von Hirshberg was
treacherously wounded while

ttie flag of truce was flying.

Two native servants hel|>'_d to

defend the village, and alter the

surrender, Kritzingcr ordered
these two to be shot. Mi-.

Kidwell eventually, however,
obtained their release. When
Kritzingeris finally run loearih,

South Africa will rejoice at lli

end of a desperate bravado.

If ¥ ¥

The King has been gra-
cioujJy pleased to honour the

Patent BoraxCompany, Limited,

with a Royal warrant of ap-

pointment as Thorax makers to

his Majesty.

] YOU feel "* seedy," or •' ouc .of sorts," a teaspoonful of Abbey's Salt in a half tumbler of water will put you right at once.

Appetite Inspiring Medicine.
Loss of appetite is often the beginning of a serious illness or a complication -of diseases. Utter wretrhedncss and

prostration are inevitable. Voa cannot eat' and enjoy your food when you have not the desire to eat, and who c.in

expect to keep the ttame of fife ablaze without fuel ?

The'Salt'ofSalts" a

-
^

vescent^ywkm^
revives tne appetite and encourages the patient to nourish the body with wholesome foods. After its use you will regain your
iiealth, spirits, and vigour. Abbey's Effervescent Salt is a perfect, natural, home medicine—no family should be without il.

Prominent physicians the world over recommend it for the prevention and relief of Sleeplessness, Loss of Appetite,

Biliousness, Sick Headache, Constipation, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Splenetic Affections, Nervous Depression, Indigestion,

.Seasickness. Flatulencv', Gout, Influenza, P'ever, Skin and Kidney Complaints. It purifies the blood and clears the

complexion.

An eminent physician says :
—

1 have liad occasion to prescribe your Abbey's Effervescent Salt in a numljer of cases of Dyspepsia and Chronic Constipation, and I hx
oStained the Ijest results from its use. For this reason,,! have pleasure in recommending it highly, and I continue to prescribe it every day in my practice.

To those who have not already received or.e''of our samples, or who have not yet tried Abbey's Eifervescent Salt, we send

SAMPLE BOTTLE FREE AND POST PAID
on receipt of their name and address. A postcard is sufficient. Kindly also mention this paper.

THE ABBEY EFFERVESCENT SALT CO., LTD, 144, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G. (

Abbey'fiS.M.T is sold by all Chemists at 28. 6cl. per bottle.

f

Laboratorif.-^:
HnCNSl.OW.
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It is better to be a " little previous " in the selecting of an
autumn coat rather than be behindhand, especially in this

most variable climate of ours, and as you have the advantag-c

This smart little coat

of seeing here depicted the most fashionable coat for early
autumn wear there is no reason why you should hesitate in

the choosing of a cosy wrap to don in " sweet September "

or in " chill October." You will agree with me that nothing
could be more chic or becoming than this smart little coat.

Most of the newest ones will boast the triple or double collar

;

also, for want of a better word, decollete neck, which can
either be filled in with a vest or disclose a dainty blouse, as
jou see in our model, to again appear cunningly through an
opening- in the jacket. Some coats are now cut with a long-

basque reaching to the knee ; but this mode is not becoming
to the majority of figures, and so will not obtain so great :i

vogue as the shorter coat.

* * *
In our illustration representing- a powder-blue serge we

have an ideal gown for early autumn wear. Cut en Princessc
is this charming- model, and boasts a very smart little bolero
and a liberal trimming of braid. The bolero is tabbed, and
again, on the skirt, they put in their decorative appearance.
There is a growing tendency to fasten our gowns at the
'lack -a most inconvenient fashion but it leaves one a free

: and to trim the front of the bodice. You will also notice a
•.cndcncy to wear hats and toques further back on the head,
as shown in our sketch. The low coiffure is somewhat
responsible for the change.

^ V ¥
In the current number of the Monllily Review Mr. Have-

lock Ellis contributes a vei-y interesting- article relating to

the diffrrcnt qualities possessed by fair and dark ]3eoi)le.

On the whole the qualities seem well distributed, and no
one need complain. Perhaps the fair man has rather the
best of it, foraccording to Mr. H^llis he is the man of restkss
and ambitious temperament, one who easily dominates his

fellows, and gets on in life, which in these days of keen
competition and struggle to make " ends meet " is after all

the main thing. The dark may be consoled by the know-
ledge that they possess marked intellectual fori e, and from
observation one finds that men of letters are hugely drawn
from the dark side of humanity. In novels the dark-haii-ed

are generally the unhappy ones, and it is the blonde-haired
girl who triumphs and carries away all the happiness,
while the Rebeccas, Flora Maclvors, and the rest of the

dusky beauties, live under the shadow of sorrow all I heir

lives. Novelists—those students of human nature— have
found out this characteristic. No doubt beauty in distress

in sombre garb, seems to be more in tune with grief than
the childlike-freshness of the fair. In real life both have
their share of suffering, for " Into each life some rain must
fall^ some days be dark and dreary."

* * *
Now that so many people are inteiested in home Industrie s,

we may look for a happy revival in many of our lost arts.

In Inverness-shire, where a deposit of clay has been foimd,
Mrs. Fraser Tytler -is encouraging the tenantry in the
making of vases, sundials and other ornaments. As some
of these articles are designed by no less a peison than '^Iv.

A powdcr-bluc serge

Watts, R.A., who is also very interested in the ^ohelne, v i

may be sut-c the designs will possess artistic excellence. li:

is a very " happy thought" on the part of Mrs. Tytler, and
should meet with a vei-v well-deseiveil success. In E-.scx

there is an attempt (ore\i\r the lace imhistrlos. With t.ic
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ball lluis se

coiifidentU'

flourishing'

t rolling-, others will sure (o follow, .ind we may
hope to see some of our old industries once more
in our midst.

I'TO cottage clocks at Liberty's, in carved oak
cases stained green

How strangely quiet and deserted this dear old London
J." ours seems now the season is at an eod and some of its

millions scattered over the face of the -globe ! Its aspect is

totally chang-ed, and quite a new set of inhabitants, if I

may make use of the term, seem to be dwelling- among-st us.

Our " country cousins " are here in g-reat numbers: they
have come to see sights—Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's,
the Zoo, &c., &c. Observe them crossing- the road, how
I hey dart hither and thither before they finally make
up their minds to take the plunge. How different to the
town-bred maiden who never loses her head or her com-
posure in the most crowded of crossing-s or cong^ested of

ihoroug-hfares ! The shops, too, do not seem the same—there
is a kind of holiday feeling- in the air. The windows are
not dressed, and^ spite of its six million inhabitants,
London looks and feels like a deserted village, "where
sooth to say no living- wig-ht could work nor care had e'en

to play."

* * *
It is too bad of Old Moore, when we are all optimistically

looking- forward to the coming- j'ear to retrieve the fallen

fortunes, and so compensate for the deficiencies of this pre-
sent season of mourning and general depression, to throw-
such a terrible boom right into our midst, and dash all our
tbnd hopes. If his dismal prophecies come true we are to

have a lively time of it. Earthquakes, disasters by land and
sea, plagues, famines, pestilences, and deaths in hig-h places,
this prophet of evil freely distributes throughout the twelve
months of the year. Perhaps Old Moore knows his public,

and the sly old gentleman realises that unless he provides a
gruesome dish for his followers and admirers they will have
none of his catering. I am of Sairey Gamp's opinion,
expressed in respect to Mrs. Harris, that "there is no sich

a person," and so I for one will not allow this mythical seer
to terrify me with his evil prog-nostications, but will continue
to look forward hopefully to the promise of next year.

» » *
One of the modern woman's ways is, we all know, to

write books, and very good books, too ; and now an
American woman has written a book which will surely laeat

the record. Her subject is the authorship of the plays
ignora-ntly ascribed to Shakespeare. These, she says, are
now beyond doubt the work of Bacon, and that their true
authorship is discovered' by the clear evidence of a crypto-
gram embedded in the works themselves ; others have said
the same. But this new advocate of the Baconian theory
g-oes one better, for she gives the r-eal reason why Bacon
did not avow the authorship, and the reason is astounding,
if not convincing. Bacon was the son of Queen Elizabeth,
his father being the Earl of Essex, to whom the Queen was

twice married (a second time because there was some fancied

informality about the first ceremony). To the last Bacon
expected that the " V'irgin Queen" would admit the "soft
impeachment," and own him as her son and legitimate suc-

cessor. Would it have done for the heir expectant to the

throne of England to own that he had striven to eke out a
scanty subsistence such as the law afforded by furbishmg up
old plajs, inventing new ones, pla3-s and plajers being of

more than doubtful respectabilit)- in those days ? " A ques-
tion not to be asked." He took the emoluments, and
allowed Will Shakespeare, the player, to have the credit,

and was a loser both ways; for the Queen did not relent and
do her son justice, and Will Shakespeare has to this day
been acknowledged as the author of the plajs. This view

'is, with all seriousness, put forward in the current number of

the National Review, and will, no doubt, with the renowned
Ludovic Muggleton, Joanna Southcott, and the Tichborne
claimant, find credulous souls to believe it all.

» * *
J STRONGLY recommend those of my readers who are

interested in photography to pay a visit to the Exhibition
of Kodak War Pictures now being held at- the new Kodak

]
Gallery in the Strand. Every phase of photography is here
dealt with, and one cannot but be charmed and delighted
with the results. Even to those not interested in photo-

graph}- this gallery would prove very attractive, as it brings
home to one so realistically the life of our army in South
Africa. Only the lighter side of the war picture is shown,
so the most faint-hearted need not fear having her feelings

harrowed by any gruesome sight. The exhibition remains
open until October 31st. Martha.

y Ill
< .

Last year a fund was started for the benefit of Madame
Susanna Cole, the famous vocalist who used to delight the

fathers of the present generation with her singing. A
benefit concert was arranged, but, owing to public attention
being entirely occupied by the war, the project had to be
dropped. The Queen wrote to say how sorry she was that
the concert could not take place, and added : ''I shall be
very happy to forward any scheme that may be set on toot

to relieve this poor lady from her present pres-sing necessi-

ties, as it does, indeed, seem hard that so distinguished an
artiste should be reduced
to such dire distress in her
old age." That opinion
has been shared by many
good people, and the
" Susanna Cole " Fund
has now been established

and awaits contributions.

Madame Cole sang fre-

quently with Jenny Lind,

Sims Reeves, Santlej', and
other well-known people.

In 1861 she sang at the

opening of the Cloth-
workers' Hall, on which
occasion the Prince Con-
sort was present and com-
plimented her on her sing,

ing. She sang at the

opening of the Alexandra
Palace in 1873, and, to go
back to the beginning, she
sang-in Hereford Cathedral
at a Festival Service held

at the time of the Corona-
tion of the late Quieen. In 1871 Miss Susanna Cole married

Mr. William Offord, a tenor vocalist. They founded an

E-nglish opera company, and toured all over England,

Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. Madame Cole invested her

money in the venture and it was not a success. Mr. OlTord ,

died in 1896. Mr. Balfour granted Madame Cole a sum
from fhe Royal Bounty Fund. That is the whole story.

Through pure misfortune one of the greatest singers of her

day is now in actual want, and it remains for the charitable

public to see that such a state of things is speedily altered.

Messrs. Chappell, of Bond Street, are kindly acting as

treasurers to the fund.

Madame Susanna Cole

Who has sung wuh Jenny Lir.d,

Sims Reeves and others

Printed by the Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
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NEWS & VIEWS
So, for the time being'

the irritation between
France and Turkey has
been allayed. The Sultan,

as usual, scores, although
he pretends not to. France
built a quay at Constanti-
nople under the iinpression

that Turkey was to buy it.

The Sultan neither bought
it, nor gave free scope for

the working of the docks.
Then France made a row,
and the Sultan has pro-

mised to raise a loan to

cover the money of the
French creditors. But he
has not raided it yet.

* ¥ ^
The late Mr. John Col-

ville, who died last week,
was Radical M.P. for

North-East Lanark. He
was well-known in Glas-
gow and round about. He
was head of a large iron

and steel manufactory,
and took a prominent part
in public affairs.

Paint is being spread
over the capacious area of

the Tower Bridge, much
to the interest of the pass-

ing public, for this is the

first time that the structur

was built. It is estimated

exhausted in the task, with
some 300 gallons of var-
nish to preserve it.s brig-ht-

ness. If eighty^ men are
ke|>t employed, the work
will take about six months
to finish. 'I'here is to he
no inlcrriiplion of (r.-ifTic

over the bridge or in the
raising of the bascules, tlic

l^ainlers being slung up in

cradles which maintain
their horizontal position

whatever the aiigle at
which thej- are suspended,
and the men will go on
steadily dabbing away
while they are lifted high
into mid-air to enable a
vessel to pass on the
tide.

V V ¥
Affairs in China are no

further forward than they
were forty years ago.
The Chinese have played
the same game, and in a
short time will amuse
themselves with a frcsii

hunt of foreign devils.

This is the first time Ger-
many has had a finger in

the pie, and, being very
young at- the game, is

jubilanti The Germans
boast tliat the name of
every other nation stinks

In China. Yes, because
e has been touched up since it i in the relief of Pekin there were no Germans there. They
that 25'/^ tons of colour will be I came afterwards and did the talking—military criticism

The late Mr. John Colville, M.P. for North-East Lanark
^yho died last week. (Photo by ElUott aud Fry)

_

Painting the Tower Bridge — It will take 25><

paint and 300 gallons of varnish
tons of Painting tlie Tower Bridge — A critical moment

;

straight

almost
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ih^y call it, based on the war of '70—thirty years out of

date.

* * ¥

In the year 1898 the eminent eng^ineer, Sir J. Wolfe-

Barry, delivered a lecture before the Society of Arl.s, in

"The weig^ht of a bicycle is so small," he said, "that ih*
value of the material, except the india-rubber tyres, could
not be serious. It seems not too sanguine to suppose that a
few years hence bicycles will be sold at about a fourth of
their present |jrice." Sir J. Barry made his propiiccy when
twenty-five guineas was an averag-e price for a first-class

The evacuation of Pekin by the American Forces. The Sixth U.S. Cavalry leaving the

city escorted by the pipe band of the 26th Bahichistan (Indian Army) Rciiimcnt

which he stated that he did not believe that the high prices
of bicycles would be maintained long, and that he expected
soon to see well-made and durable machines sold at prices
which then appeared to be too low ever to be reached.

c)'cle. Equally good machines are now sold by Symonds'
London Stores, 66, Halton Garden, London, E.G., at £,5 to

;£J7, therefore the prophocj' has come true. Our readers
should send for the catalogue ot this enterprising firm.
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Bleak Dartmoor. The scene of the catastrophe in which a soldier and two policsmca
were blown to atoms by a lyddite shell

;
SCOTLAND'S FOLLY

On tlie Calton Hill, Edinburgh, stands (he unfi]ii.shed

National monument. It h. seen from nearly every part of

the city, and especially is it in view from Prmce'i Street, the

finest thoroug'hfare in the capital But the nionumcirt :i's

it stands is a sad testi-

mony to Scotland's pride
and poverty. As origi-

nally designed the monu-
ment proposed to he a
literal restoration of the
Parthenon of Athens, and
was to commemorate the
memory of all Scottish
soldiers and sailors who
fell during "the long war
with France. The foun-
dation-stone wa»s laid in

1822. The edifice was
to be 228ft. long by 102

bi-oad. But all that re-

mains completed are the
twelve magnificenL Gre-
cian Doric columns.
There was an imposing

ceremonial on August
27th, 1822. The Scots
Greys and 3rd Dragoons
we.-e under arms. King
George IV. as patron
g'rcinted a commission,
and the commissioners
present were : — Duke of Atiioll, Duke of Montrose,
Earl of Royeb.er)-, Earl of Hopetoun, Viscount Mel-
ville, and Lord Ljnedoch, while the Duke ot Hamilton,
as Grandmaster of Scotland, headed the various lodges in

procession. ^ the foundation-stone of six tons weight was

deposited salutes were fired from the CastJe, Salisbury

Crags, Leith Fort, and the Royal Squadron in the roads.

"Both the monej- and the enthusiasm disappeared, and ojily

a portion of the western peris'tyle has been erected. Part
of the edifice was to be the Scottish Valhalla too !

As tune passed, the rum became classic, and with its

railed-in inclosure, helped
to Sustain Edinburgh's
claim to be the modern
Alliens. It is well worth
a visit. The pillai-s are of
beautiful Craigleifh stone,

each block weighing from
ten to fifteen tons, and
each column, as it stands,

coster, 000. FromCraig-
leith Quarry there was
excavated a stone 156ft.

in length by 20ft. > in

bre«dth, and of weight
about 15,000 tons. The
greater part wjis used
for this national monu-
ment: the rest for Buck-
insiham Palace.

It is

Scotland's 1'olly " on
proposed to complete the I

Queen \'ictori:i

Calton Hill, Edinburgh
nilding .15 a Scottish memorial to

From Dartmoor comes
the news of an appalling
catastrophe. While
digging out a 401b. lyddite

shell on the artillery
ranges at Okehampton,

Sergeant Bleakley (Royal Field Artillery), Police-constable

Hall and ex-Sergeant Vanstone (both of the Devon Con-
stabularly) were killed in a shocking manner by the explosion

of the missile. Sergeant Bleakley being blown to atoms.

His boots supplied the only means of identification.
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The Mop Toiirnameot— Mr. II. Booty hurls his opponent off the board with a splash
that completely hides him from view

The Cock-fight —J. Lawson knocks over his opponent Tlie start for the "Gra\e.neH=" Cup

Water Polo— Woolwich Polytechnic v. Gillinciham, the chief event of the day.
Gillinghani won by three goals to nil

THE SWIMMING GALA AT GILLINGHAM
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The notable knocker of the "Sanctuary'
Durham Cathedral

door ill

A NOTABLE KNOCKER
The grotesque knocker figured above is not only notice-

able in itself for its quaint ugliness, but is remarkable as

lection? The grant of the King wns sufficient to give

privilege ol immunity from the jurisdiction of temporary
courts, but a special bull of the Pope was requisite for

fullest powers of "sanctuary." The latter was mainly
given to churches, priories and the like.

In the case of Durham there was full privilege of

"sanctuary," and the criminal who, fleeing from his pur-

suers, could succeed in laying lioUl of the huge metal
knocker affixed to the door of the cathedral could bid

defiance to at least immediate punishment, and ensure
breathing time, which was charitably supposed to be also

time of thought and repentance. Durham Cathedral crowns
a high hill, and but little imagination is needed to fancy the

hotly-pressed fugitive scrambling, with panting breath and-
tremblirig limbs, up the steep ascent, and, with a last

effort, seizing the knocker in uncertain grip as his baffled

pursuers pour into the cathedral precincts close on his heels.

SNAILS AS STRONG AS SANDOW
We have all heard and read a greai deal about the won-

derful powers of the common flea, but probably few people
are aware that garden snails—the variety wlvich live in

shells—are also blessed with really herculean strength.
Here is a simple experiment which proves the truth of this

statement. Take a snail and attach the end of a piece of
thread to the outside of its shell by means of a blob of glue.

Then tie the loose end of the thread to a child's toy carriage
(any of the little tin trucks of a model train would do, of
a tin soldiers' cart). On the cart place a 2 lb. weight.
Now place the cart and the harnessed snail on any con-

venient level surface, which must also be fairly smooth. If

the snail looks dry, damp the mouth of its shell with a drop
or two of' water.

Snails stronger than Sandow — The two snails in the illustration are harnessed to a

toy cart loaded with a 4-lb. weight

being a relic ot an ancient custom of exceedingly Interesting
kind, for it is the "sanctuary " knocker, still attached to
the outer door of Durham Cathedral.
Right of sanctuary is defined as " the privilege attaching

to certain places in virtue of which criminals taking refuge
in them are protected from the ordinary operation of the
law." Probably the original idea was to protect even evil-

doers from the swift vengeance in hot blood of persons
injyred by their deeds. Traceable back to extreme
antiquity—among the Jews, for example— "sanctuary"
became open to manj' abuses ; and in this country, up to
.1500 or so, any breaker of the law who took "sanctuary"
wa,s practically exempt from the consequences of his
iniquity. The crimes of treason and sacrilege alone seem
to have been the exceptions from the .consequences of the
committal of which a man might not save himself. Banish-
ment, indeed, followed " sanctuary " in the case of serious
crimes; but legal consequences, in the ordinary sense of
the term, were evaded if a criminal could succeed in placing
himself where the right;of "sanctuary " obtained. • ' "

Naturally and fittingly enough, the "sanctuaries" were
very generally churches or religious houses ; for where
could one mofe suitably find',nierciful consideratkin aild pro-

In a few minutes Mr. Snail will emerge from h;s she!! and
begin calmly and sedately crawliiig forward. And he will

take the cart and its weight with him, too ! Ves, the

The gorgeous gold and silver railway carriage of

the Pope
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snail's power of suction is so great

that he literally sucks A\or\^ a weight

of 2 |b. after him.

The pliotog-rapli accompanying- this

parag-raph was taken in the g-arden of

a countiy house near Paris. A couple

of snails were picked up quite at ran-

dom in the garden, and attached, as

the picture shows, to a rather cUmisy

tin toy carriage, on which was placed

a 2-kilo. {4 lb.) weight". The whole

cavalcade was then put on a table

covered with a sheet of white paper,

so that it could be photographed. The
photograph was not instantaneous,

and the snails show signs of move-
ment. They dragged the cart and its

load right across the table with perfect

ease. Afterwards an experiment was
tried with one snail only, and it moved
a \yeight of 3 lb. a distance of several

inches. In fact, the modest snails

didn't seem to think they were doing

anything wonderful at all. They
looked as though they were quite

unaware of the weight behind them.

Vanishing London— The house of the poet, John
Dryden, in Gerrard Street, Sohp

THE POPE'S RAILWAY CARRIAGE
There is a glided private car with a brief, but inteiesting-

histor}' laid up at Civita Vecchia, Italy, and the chances are
that it will never be used again. Pope Pius IX. had it built

nearly half a century ago, so that he could receive -audiences
and confer Papal benedictions at side stations while travel-

ling through the provinces of Italy far from Rome. The
Pope made one trip in the car—from Rome to Naples—and
repeatedly gave his blessing- from the throne of stale to

crowds of Italian peasants. Since it has lain at Civita

Vecchia, vandals have • cut- with penknives- soine of the
magnificent paintings of Italian masters from their frames.
The entrance to the car is at one end, and it is protected by

A corner of the New Booksellers' Row, Charing Cross
Road

a railing of wrought-iron. On the panels at either side of
the door are the arms of Rome and Naples. Three angels,
resplendent in silver and gold from head to foot, form the

external columns which support the roof. The entrance
to the throne room is through the guards' room, which is

ornamented with painted screens and surrounded with
religious themes wrought in gold. The throne room is in

the centre of the car. The four evangelists are in relief in

a recess backed by golden stars. The private compart-
ment is divided by low partitions into three parts: the

oratory, the private room, properly speaking, and a cabinet

room. The oratory contains a prie dieii in black wood,
surmounted by a painting- by Millet. The draperies are of

white cloth ah'd the trimhlfiTg^ -are fight, the colours being
violet and gold. The car cost 120,000 francs, or ;^4,Soo,

a large sum for a railwaj- car when it was built. With its

dazzling- exterior and Panal emblems on every hand, it is

An emblem of
Sir Thomas

• Shamrock II." in flowers
l.ipton before he left for N

presented to
ew York
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John Hall, the champion sculler of Ireland (1901)
He will compete at Henley next year in the Diamond Sculls. His

friends say he will win

safe to say that it would
cause much astonishment
if it were dfawn over any
railway at the present
day.

5^ ¥ V

The house of John
Dryden, the poet, stands
in Gerrard Street, Soho,
and bears a tablet stating'

that he lived there. The
tablet also records his

birth and death. The
London County Council,
having condemned the
house as insecure, it is

now empty, and the juven-
iles , of the neighbour-
hood derive much amuse-
ment by breaking the

windows. In the same
street resided Edmund
Burke, and the house in

which he lived is now a
restaurant. /

* * *
The booksellers are up

im arms. Ejecicd from
defunct Holywell Street,

or Bookseller's Row, as
it was called, they
alighted on Charing
Cross Road, but the

authorities of the city of- -

Westminster object to the

bookshelves protruding on the pavement. Tiic bookseller;;

have resolved io stay where they arc, and have strenuously

resolved to oppose the order of removal. Of course, llicy

must obey the law, like others. By the way, I see that

( ertain papers lament the loss of Hoh well Street. Why ?

/ have been ^credibly informed that books were not the

onl}- things sold in that unsavoury Ihoroughfaic.

¥ ¥ *
The beaiilifiil emblem of Shamrock II., presented to Sir

Thomas Lipton before his departure for N-a'.v York, is

fashioned in flowers. The marnmast i:s surmounted by ;i

Sprig of sharhrock. Altogether the emblem is highly

artistic, and excited no little admiration. It stands 6tl.

high, and is almost 5fl. long. May the best boat win.

V V *
CoNSH)ERABLE scnsation^if ft be possible to create a

sensation in Aberdeen-was caused ten days ago bj' the

escape of Hudson's Soap war balloon from captivity at

Central Park, Kiltybrewster, with two occupants. The
balloon had been doing a roaring trade without a hitch,

when up stepped a burly police sergeant to take his turn for

a ride along with the balloonist. The balloon behaved
decently until about 50ft. above the groinid, when with a

sudden jerk it snapped the main rope. " Nae Winder!"
[Auglice, "No \\'onder!") ejaculated a native, as the

balloon sliot up like an arrow from a Ijow, for the police ai'e

not favourites with all the inhabitants of the Granite Cit}'.

After an exciting and rather dangerous journey the vovagcrs
were bumped to ejtrlh in the vicinity of a lunatic asjlnm.
" It v.-as fortunate," says the ingenuous reporter of the Free

Press, "that one able to control his feelings was in the car

at the time, otherwise the aeror.aut would undoubtedly have
been hampered and hindered in his worli of bringing the

balloon r.afely to earth. " Very true ; but just fancy an
Aberdonian not cool-headed, even if a legion of captive

balloons had broken loose !

V V V
The champion sculler of Ireland, i\Ir. John Hall, whoso

portrait appears on this page, is only twenty-two }eais of

age, and a native of Limerick, the Shannon Rowing Club
proudly claiming him as their own. This year he won the

sculling championships of the Shannon and the Suir, and
the Eblana Challenge Cup, gained at Dublin, carried with

it the title of sculling champion of Ireland.

The balloon accident at Central Park, Kitty brewster, Aberdeen

On the zothin'st. a captive balloon with two passengers broke away and landed near a lunatic

: ^: .asyliim. Fortunately the occupants were not seriously hurt
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A sPi.iiNDiD idea conies from an officer wlio, writing- from
I'rctoria, sig-ns himself " An Admirer of tlic Britisii Private."

lie sajs :
" The hero of this war is Private Thomas Atkins.

What more fitting- person is there than he to top the vacant
pedestal in Pretoria Church Square—a pedestal erected by
the largesse of an admirer to receive a
statue of the cx-Prcsident ? A ten-foot

high bronze stat;ie of our hero, who i-s

beloved by all Britons and admired for

his many manly i ualities by the Boers,
v.ould form a striking memorial to his

pi-o\vess for all time."

To revive his flagging "haired" Mr.
^\'illiam Redmond has visited Mr.
Kruger. "Was it true, as stated," Mr.
Redmond asked, "that there was a
great conspiracy to drive the English
from South Africa?" "Never," cried

the President, striking the table, "there
was no such conspiracy." Wh}-, cer--

tainly not. There never was a con-
spiracy. It was a well-developed plan,

far more dangerous in fact than that

sung by the " Shan van Vocht." Mr.
Willie's CO religionists will get a chance
of freedom now in South Africa. Under
the rule of the old man who stole the

Transvaal money they never could.

There is as much fact in " The Harp
without the Crown" as there is "South
Africa without its Crown Colonj-." The
crown is in both places right enough

—

and to stav.

* * *
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Mrs. M. J. Moon, a British subject resident in Ihc

Transvaal from iHHH to 1899, and now a refugee from
Johannesburg, writes from Sea PoinI, Ca|)e 'I'own, under
date Jul}- 29th :

—" It was with conflicting feelings that I

read a report ol the proceedings in the House of Commons
on Monday, June 17th, on the refugee

camps in South Afiica. . . Among tlic

Boers the men openly chuckle that they
have no encumbrance ; that IIk-}' are
able to enjoy the ' picnic,' as they
lerm this guerilla warfare. And their

women. Well, one expression will suf-

fice. 'Where is your husband?" I

asked of a well-dressed, prosperous-
looking Dutchwoman I met in Doorn-
fontein the other day. She replied ' He
is on connnando.' ' Don't you want hini

back ? '

I asked. ' If he came back I

would spit in his face,' she answered.
Let Mr. Lloj'd-George and his coterie

be pro-Boers ; but has he nothing to say
on behalf of his unfortunate country-
women ? Thousands of poor women arc
in exile at the coast and elsewhere, and
m£iny of them have no homes to return

to, alas ! destroyed by the cunning-,

hypocritical Boers—surely they need the

greatest sympathy. Many have died

under the strain, others have gone mad
with the pressure of circumstances and
their surroundings ; in fact, from the
millionaire's wife to the poorest, all have
suffered, and are suffering. . . . But the

women of South Africa complain net ;

they are sure that when the right time
comes Lord Milner and Mr. Chamber-
lain will remember them."

Pri\-ate Thomas Greene, 2nd Bat-
talion Ro}-al Irish Fusiliers, writes to

77/1? Times from Machadodorp, under
date July 17th:—Certain paragraphs
having appeared in several pro-Boer
organs with reference to the ill-treatment

of women and children now in refugee
camps in South Africa, I, as a soldier, beg-

to state for the information of your
readers that I have seen hundreds of

women and children being sent to those
mentioned camps, and they have been
treated with every consideration and
respect both b)' Tommy Atkins and his

superior officers. I have visited Middle-
burg, Belfast, Barberton, and numerous
other refugee camps, and I can safely

say, without exaggeration, that those
mentioned people receive far better
treatment and accommodation than any
soldier now serving in South Africa. . .

Boers knowing the facts have in m3-own
presence and hearing repeatedly thanked
us for all we have done for them, their

wives and families. Further, we as
soldiers serving in South Africa cannot
understand wh}- our Government tole-

rates the holding of pro-Boer meetings
throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

This thing lias been carried on since the
outbreak of hostilities. And as the
months roll b}-, our so-called countrymen,
instead of using their influefice to put an
end to this unequal struggle, are encour-
aging our enemies to fight on, shoot
down our soldiers, and to defy the might
of Britain. It is a matter of surprise,

and I maj- add indignation, to us soldiers

that our Government takes no steps to

put an end to this rank treason from
pulpit, press and platform. I have been informed by
several surrendered burghers that the Boers never would
have carried the struggle so far had it not been for the
encouragement th^)- received from these influential traitors

in our own land. •

^mmm^f^m.

The South African medal
with clasps to date

Mr. Carel J. Van Zijl writes from
Carnarvon, Cape Colon}', under date
July 22nd :

—"This month has witnessed
two rebels, countrymen of mine, exe-
cuted, young- Coetzee at Craddock, and
Marais at Middelburg ; justice and the

future peace and good government of
South Africa demand many more such
executions. The pro-Boer party, both
here and in Great Britain, will no doubt
cry out against these executions, which
their policy has forced upon us in order
to convince men not sufficiently ac-
quainted with South African affairs what
I and other loyal Dutch colonists knew
vears ago, that the pro-Boer party was
driving our countrymen into rebellion.

I enclose a copv of a letter I wrote to the

publishers of the pro-Boer paper Ons
La lid when I severed my connection with
the Afrikander Bond and its organs in

January, 1897, together with the letter I

wrote to the press of Cape Colony in

June, 1900, when I published the letter."

In his letter ofJanuary 25th, 1S97, to the

manager of the Van de Sandt de \'illiers

Printing Company, Limited, of Cape
Town, resigning his appointment as
agent for the newspaper O/is Land, Mr.
Van Zijl wrote :

— " ... In my opinion

the politics now preached by Ons Land
can only lead to incalculable mischief bj

widening- the gulf between the English
and the Dutch colonists in this country,

and fostering- the race hatred which is

the curse of the country and the bane of

every true-hearted Afrikander. ... I

do not consider that }-our paper is doing
the Afrikander cause, much less the Cape

Colony or all British South Africa, a service by attacking
the British supremacy in the country, and by doingits utmosl
in making- the Hollander autocrac}- in Pretoria the dominant
power in South Africa, and b\- bull}-ing- the farmers into

their wav of thinking- b\- holdlnu- out the threat of I'Mlliei-
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taxation. When I read yoiii- paper now I look to the future

wilh jfreatfear and misgiving-, as I am perfectly certain that

by following- the line of politics indicated by your paper
our people will soon have another ' Slachter's Nek.' I

remember some fourteen months ago your paper alwajs
referred to the Transvaal as the ' land of scandals,' and
pointed out to the colonial farmer how he was being served,
not by his brothers or friends across the Vaal, but by the
Hollander faculty. Has there been a redress in the scan-
dalous legislation of the Transvaal ? Has the Transvaal
shown a more friendly attitude to the Colony and South
Africa since then ? If not, why is your paper silent on
these points ? I think we can differ from the English
colonists in some matters without it being essential that we
should cut each other's throat or rebel against a paternal
supremacy." When, in June last year, Mr. Van Zijl pub-
lished the letter from which we have quoted he mentioned
that he had been boycotted by the Bond for his action, and
added :

—" Every right thinking man knows that they (the

Bond and its organs) are the cause of all the misery which
has been brought upon this unfortunate counti-y."

¥ ¥ *
A REMARKABLE instance of Nature as an artist was

recently discovered in Jedburgh cemetery—just under the
shadow of the famous Abbey, Hereon an ordinary stone,

erected to the memory of Alison Renwick, the wife of a
worthy bailie of the town. Nature has outlined the fea-

tures of a woman very definitel)\

The slow finger of time has woin away most of the

facing of the stone, which is over a hundred years old, and
part of it is overgrown with moss. This has traced the

unique face which has been attracting considerable atten-

tion. There is no illusion about it for the features are very
pronounced.
Many have been speculating as to whom the face re-

sembles, and the names of the Duke of Wellington, and
Dr. Leyden, the poet, have been mentioned. The nose is

reitainly somewhat of the Wellington type. There are
(h ) r." however, who are inclined to the idea that it is a

lik'?r,( s to the good lady who was buried here so long ago.
If > atu c could trace such features on the stone, the}- sec

The house in \vhich gas lighting was invented in
1792. The houss is in Redrutli, Cornwall

A remarkable portrait traced by Nature on a tomb-
stone in Jedburgh Cemetery

no reason why ic should not be a likeness of her. Be that

as it ma}', visitors to the historic abbey are manifesting a

good deal of interest in (his exceedingly rare, if not alto-

gether unique drawing- by Nature.

¥ * »
Thk iiouse depicted in the pholograph is situated in

Redruth, Cornvvall. It was in this identical house that

William Murdoch in 1792 biought to lig'ht a discovery that

was destined to completel}- revolutionise the then existing

means of illumination—to wit, coal gas. Fixed to one of

the walls is an iron plate bearing the following inscrip-

tion :
—" William Murdoch lived in this house 1782 to 1798.

Made his first locomotive here, and tested it in 1784. In-

vented gas lighting-, and used it in this house 1792." >

* * ¥
At Philadelphia recently passed away Benjamin C.

Tilghman, the inventor of wood-pulp for the mannfactuie
of paper. His earliest observation of the effect of sul-

phurous acid on wood was made in Paris in 1857, and his

first patent was issued ten years later. Unfortunately, bis

engineering skill was not equal to his chemical ability, and,
after spending ^"8,000 in Pennsylvania, he abandoned his

experiments and turned his attention to other matters.

Ekman made the improved process a commercial success iir

Sweden. Tilghman was more successful in other directions,-

particularly with the sandblast machine, which was also one
of his inventions.

^f * ¥
Sir E. J. PoYNTER, President of the Royal Academy,

argues against the proposed widening of Piccadilly. He
points out that no widening- of the road between Berkeley
Street and Hyde Park Corner viill have any effect in re-

lieving the obstruction to the traffic at Hamilton Place, or

to the east beyond Berkeley Street as far as Piccadilly

Circus ; while the part it is proposed to alter is precisely

that through which the traffic can flow quite easily. Sir

Edward also puts in a plea for the trees, which he has
" always considered give a peculiar charm to that part of

Piccadilly; " and denounces "the big boulevard mania,
which has been the ruin of many a beautiful and character-
istic quarter in fine old foreign towns. Our unique parks,

with their truly sylvan scener}', are to be respcct<'d.
"
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"W. G/'

William Gilbert Grace, surgeon, is the fourth son of

the late Henry Mills Grace, surgeon, of Downend, Bristol.

He is M.R.C.S., England, and L.R.C.P. Edinburgh, but, as

shire v. Bcdniinstcr. Between 1864 and 1879 he niad<

20,842 runs in a total of 415 innings, his exploits as a bats-
man, bowler, and fielder becoming so celebrated that th',

title of champion was spontaneously conferred upon him.
Indeed, so great was the enthusiasm of his admirers ihat \k

Dr. W. G. Grace bowliiui
(Pliolo by Russell aiul .Sons)

everybody knows, the Doctor has made his name and tame I had to accept at Lord's, on July ii\\<\, 1879, a present of liio

at cricket. He was born at Downend as long ago as
j
value of /'

1,400. Thrc:' years ago he celebrated hi>; jubilee,

1848. He made his first public appearance on the cricket field and in the autumn of the same year (iSg8) he took over th;

in important matches at Mangotsfield in West Glovicester- | secretaryship of tl e L'Mic!o;i County Ciickol Club.
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The oldest public-liouse in Great Britain — " The Seven
Stars" of Manchester. It has had a licence tor o\ er

500 years

It appears from the Excise returns for the first half of the
current year that the quantity of beer brewed in the United
Kingdom during the six months and retained for home con-
sumption was 14,481,545 barrels in England and Wales,

^99'43S barrels in Scotland, and 1,522,873 barrels in Ireland.
The exports of beer during the same period were: from
Eng-land and Wales, 197,836 barrels ; from Scotland, 120,590
barrels ; and from Ireland, 6,681 barrels. As compared with
the correspondnig- half-year, there was a decrease inproduc-
tion of 367,968 barrels, the falling-off being in England, the
fig-ures for Scotland and Ireland showing an increase. The
production of spirits in the half-}ear was : in- England,
7,072,191 gallons ; in Scotland, 9,297,816 gallons ; and in

Ireland, 4,557,430 gallons—a total of 20,947,437 gallons^ as
against 21,231,448 gallons in the first six months of last

year.
"

_ _ _
•S" ^ s?

In the conversation with IMr. W. S. Gilbert, which is

recorded by Mr. Archer in the .September number of the
Pall Mall Magazine, the playwright explained his famous
remalrk about the " young girl in the dress circle." " It is a
mistake," said Mr. Gilbert, " to suppose that I ever com-
plained of the influence of the 'j-ounggirl in the dress-circle.'

I

It is to her that I attributed the fact that most of the plays
produced in the 'sixties and 'se\'enties were sweet and clean,
I have always held that maxin.a reveientia is due Lo that
young lady. I am so old-fashioned as to believe that the
test whether a story is fit to be presented to an audience in

which there are many young ladies is whether the details ol

that story can be decently told at, say, a dinner-party at
which a number of ladies and gentlemen are present. I pvil

forward this suggestion with diffidence, for I am convinced
that it will not be received with approval. Nevertheless, I

have always kept this test well before me in writing plays,
and I have never found mvself inconveniently liampered
by it."

V V ¥
The German military authorities are experimenting at

Spandau with automatic rifles. No definite result has yet
been obtained, nor has any particular type been finjilly

selected. Several difi'erent kinds are being used for
purposes of studj- and experience. Meantime, the manu-
facture of rifle 98 is being proceeded with, though it is hoped
that before long sufficient progress will have been made
with automatic rifles to modify greatly the use of all

existing types.

¥ » 5"

Two new and important deposits of marbles have just

been discovered in the Carrara district. The stone is finely

marked in rose, black, and other shades. One of the
deposits is at Grognana, already famous for the " pigeon's-
throat " marbles, and at Castelpoggio, rich in red varieties.

Carrara's one want is external capital and enterprise. The
existing state of things may be fairly g-a~uged from a single

illustration. Notwithstanding the great quantities of marble
quarried in the district, there is not in all Carrara a single
steam' crane.

AlGlST loTH was the anniversary of liic Coronation of
Edward I., the celebrated "Longshanks" of English history.

Edward was in the Hoi)' Land when his father, Henry III.,

died, and consequently the coronation did not take place

until 1274, nearly two years after his accession. It lias often

been stated that Edward was the first English .Sovereign to

be crowned while sitting on the famous " Stone of Destiny,"
but this could not have been so, as lie did not carry it away
from Scone until 1296. Among those who did homage to

the King at Westmin.ster was Alexander, King of Scotland,

who received ;^5 a day for his expenses. At the great

Royal banquet directions were given to provide "380 head
of cattle, 430 sheep, 450 pigs, 18 wild boars, 278 flitches of

bacon, and nearly 20,000 capons and fowls," which were
cooked in a kitchen of extraordinarv size.

Increased attention is being paid lo coal-culling by
machinery. In the United States 1,200 machines were at

work four years ago, and the number is continually

growing. To this country, where the best and thickest

seams are being worked out, the " iron miner " is of great
consequence. Among other advantages it is claimed that

machinery reduces waste and greati)' diminishes risk from
falling roofs. The waste in mining has been portentous.

In a trade organ it was stated the other day that during tlie

last fifty years not morfe than 30 per cent, of the coal in the

strata mined has reached the consumer. Prodigal en-

gineering certainly ; but the loss has doubtless been great,

and the time has arrived when machine-cutting is inevitable.

Yorkshire miners are afraid of the machines reducing wages
and displacing men. It is asserted that in no case have
wages so far been lowered by the machines, and by render-

ing it possible to work poor seams at a profit they will tend

to increase rather than lessen the demand for labour.

<&^tm

^1 {^ O-VWiv LX-V -

^JULIL

1 , t-f ^ -

A much-travelled letter
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A BUSY CORNER IN BOULOGNE FAIR, WHERE THE GREAT FIRE RECENTLY OCCURRED
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BOERS SURRENDERING AND DISCUSSING LORD KITCHENER'S PROCLAMATION
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IN PURSUIT OF KRUITZINGER - THE RUSH FOR WATER AT THE ORANGE RiVER
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A COMPLETE SHOUT STORY
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WRITTEN BY WARD MUIR

A IIAINTEU train! Whoever heard of such a thing-?

Haunted by a ghost which smoked cig-ars, too. Ridiculous!

Besides, ghosts never appear except at night. Yes, but

this one made a speciality of tunnels, which are, of course,

dark all day long. Absurd ? Well, no more absurd than
oilier stories of the kind. Listen to what I've got to tell,

and then you can judge for yourself.

It came about in this way. I was travelling by the St.

Got hard route to Italy. From Bale I had been alone ; but

at Arlh-Goldau a man got into my compartment. I thought
at first he was a foreigner (or, rather, a Swiss, for in Swit-

zerland I suppose Britishers are themselves foreigners), but

wlien he pulled out a solid-looking brier pipe I knew at once
that he was of my own nationality. Presently he asked me
in English for a match, and so I found my surmise had been
a correct one.

We dropped into conversation, and I mentioned that I

hadn't known he was a compatriot till he had pulled out the

tell-tale pipe.
" You're right there, " he said. "We're the only people

in Europe who smoke pipes of that kind. In tiiis country,

tor instance, everybody patronises cheap cigars ; in France
they go in for Pc/tf Caporal cigarettes, and in Germany, of

course, the folk stick to their big china-bowled pipes with

the long stems. I'm not surprised 30U took me for a
foreigner, though. I've lived so long abroad now that I've

somehow caught their cut a bit."

[ asked him what business he was engaged in, and he
to!d me that he had a job on the St. Gothard railway. His
work, whatever it was, took him up and down the line a
good deal to the various stations. Apparently he was an
inspector of some kind. I sounded him on the subject of

his employment, for I find that I can always pick up useful

information or curious stories from people of all classes and
s'.iades of life. Amongst other things we discussed rail-

way accidents, and he described to me one or two which
had come under his notice.

" ill tell you an odd thing," he went on ; "they say that

whenever there is going to be a bad accident on this line, a
spectral tiain appears as a warning. It rushes at a terrific

speed along the whole length of the system, leaving a trail

of shrieks and groans. People standing on the stations can
heai- it passing through like a whirlwind, but can see

nothing. They always know, however, that somewhere
that day there will be a fatal disaster."

" What a weird idea," I said. " I should have supposed
a train was far too up-to-date an object to lend itself to

spiritual demonstrations."
" Well, you certainl3' miglit think so," he replied, laughing.

" But curiouslj' enough, railway employes are almost always
superstitious. They say, for instance, that if a person dies

on board, a moving train his spirit haunts it ever afterwards,
a( compan3ing it wherever it goes. Fortunately, we don't

have many cases of deatiis of that kind. I myself came
across one instance though ; and it occurred upon this very
section. I was travelling northwards from Milan. I and
another man were the only occupants of the car. This
other man sat opposite me, and was smoking a cigar—just

as jou are doing now. Well, when we entered the St.

Gothard tunnel I noticed to my surprise that our lamp was
not lit. In a moment or two, therefore, we were plunged in

total darkness. I was much annoyed at this, for the
journey through the tunnel occupies, as you know, about
twenty minutes. The only thing I could see was the glow
f my companion's cigar immediately, in front of me. It

was like a little round red circle, hanging suspended in

mid-air by itself, the smoker being quite invisible. How-
ever, when we had travelled about half th-e distance through,
I saw the cigar-end begin to wave about in what seemed to

me a very peculiar way, and then it fell to the floor. I

concluded that my friend had thrown it down. But when
we came out into daylight again a horrible sight met my
eyes. The man on the opposite seat was still sitting straight
up ; but his head had fallen to one side and his eyes were
staring at me with a terrible blank expression. He was dead.
Had died suddenly of heart disease, so the doctor said vvh.o

eventually inspected the corpse."
" A most unpleasant adventure," I remarked.
"Yes," he answered. "And I am going to add that

quite a number of the railway guards believe that they have
seen that unfortunate man's ghost on the train while it is

passing through the big tunnel. They are ahvajs very par-
ticular to have their lamps burning well at that point in the
trip."

I laughed. " I'm afraid \ cant't swallow ghost stories of

that kind till I see the ghost itself," I said.
" Perhaps not," he muttered ;

" but when you do meet a
real one, you won't want to see another in a hurry."

I judged from the tone of his voice that he was not
unsuperstitious himself. Lest we should get on to dangerous
ground, therefore, I changed the subject, for I happen to

be an especially virulent scoffer at all forms of spiritualism.

We chatted pleasantly on various subjects. He explained
to me the very ingenious system of curves and spiials by
which the route is led to the summit of the pass. Our com-
partment, too, was decorated with a row of framed photo-
graphs above the backs of the seats ; and he told me s-tories

about the places of interest which they represented. He
turned out to be a very well-informed man, and I greatly
enjoyed his company. When we came to Goeschenen he
said " Good-bye," as he had to leave the train at that point.

He got out, and we shook hands through the window. As
we were doing so he glanced down at the door of the

carriage.
" Hullo !

" he cried. " This is car No. 459—the very one
in which that poor fellow died."

I opened the door and stepped out on to the platform.
"459" was painted in faded gold lettering on the outside

panel of the compartment.
" I noticed the number at the time," mj- companion con-

tinued. " It's my business to observe things like that in

connection with the rolling-stock. Well, if the ghost really

does exist, you'll have the very best possible chance of

seeing it."

" I'm not afraid," I said with a smile. " And that being-

so, the spectre won't probably put in an appearance. I

fancy they never do show themselves to unbelieving

people."
"May be so," he remarked. "All the same I'm glad

not to be going through the tunnel in that car."

The engine whistled, and I re-entered the train just as it

began to move.
" Good-bye !

" cried my companion, " and good luck !

"

I waved my hand to him. Then I drew up the window,
settled myself comfortably, and lit a fresh cigar. "It's

really extraordinary," I thought " how a well-educated

fellow like that can be so credulous. I can't understand a
practical-brained railway employ^ believing in ghosts."

At that moment we ,{)lunged into the bip" St. Gothard
tunnel.
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" Now's tlie chance lor the apparition, " I niultcrcd.
" But I don't expect it will condescend to show itself with
this light illuminatinjjf tiie compartment."

I looked up at the lamp in the middle of the roof above
my head. It was a miserably old-fashioned wick affair, and
gave forth a smok}-, yellow beam that did not even serve to

read by. The oil in the glass receptacle swirled slowly

to and fro with the shaking of the train. I watched it with

a curious fascination, lazily blowing clouds of tobacco-smoke
towards it, through which the flame gleamed more dully

than ever.

But was it really my smoke which caused the light to

shine SD faintly ? It seemed to be becoming very rapidly-

dimmer. Yet under ordinary circumstances it oug'ht to

have appeared lighter the further we went, in proportion as
the eye accustomed itself to the change from the sunshine ;

instead of which, the ligiit was distinctly waning.
Yes ; there was no doubt about it—the lamp was going-

out. It was annoying, but it could not be helped. I must
grin and bear it.

" And," I reflected, " our friend the ghost may be encour-
aged to reveal his presence after all. He probablj' belongs
to the tribe who love darkness rather than light, because
their ways are evil."

The flame began to flicker feebly. It writhed for a little

as though in its death agon}-. Then it went out. Darknes.s
closed in on every side.

I leant back and closed my eyes. The roar and rattle

of the train dinned in my ears. We did not appear to

be travelling at a very high rate of speed, but, all the

same, the noise was positively deafening. Somehow it

seemed louder now that there was no light. My cigar, too,

had ceased to give me pleasure. Smoking quite loses its

charm when the smoke is invisible. However, I did not
wish ni}' cigar to go out, so I continued to draw at it. I

began to long- for the other end of the tunnel, though I knew-
that it was still quite a quarter of an hour awa}-.

I opened my eves again and gazed sleepily into the

blackness in front of me. Then suddenly I gave a start,

immediately opposite I saw the gleam of a lighted cigar end !

It hung in mid air, just as my friend had described, glow-
ing like a little ball of fire. From its position I judged it to

be a few feet above the other seat ; in fact, just at the level

of the mouth of a person sitting there.

I had been alone when the train entered the tunnel.

Nobody could possib!}- have got into the compartment with-

out my hearing the door open and close. Yet undoubtedl}-

somebody was now- there, smoking a cigar, I could see it

distinctly, only about a yard and a-half from my face, and
could note that sometimes it burnt brighter, sometimes
duller, when the smoker drew the air through it or ejected

its smoke from his lips.

But those lips were invisible in the darkness. Not a
vestige could I see of the face or body of my mysterious
fellow-traveller. The thing was really rather imcann}-.

I gently put out ni}' foot to try and touch his legs, but I

encountered nothing-. The person, whoever he w-as, either

had no legs or
Well, I hardly liked to allow m3'self to admit it, but tiic

affair began to look mysterious. The tale I had just heard
persisted in forcing itself upon me. Could it be possible

that I had been wrong in my scoffing ; and this silent

smoker was really the spirit of the man who had died in

the car? I tried to laugh down the idea; but the laugh
refused to come. My nerves seemed to string themselves
up to their highest tension, and I sat rigidly watching the

spot of red with a feeling that something unpleasant might
liappen if I took iny eyes off it. I gripped my own cigar

tightly between my teeth, determined that I would not be

guilty of the weakness of opening- my mouth to utter a cry.

Several minutes passed thus. I became a little calmer.

Familiarity had her contempt. The best way of settling

the question of the solidity of the person on the opposite

scat, I reflected, would be to lean boldly across and touch

him.
I drew a deep breath, and put out my hand in the direc-

tion of the place where I calculated h's body to be. I

touched nothing ! Screwing- up my courage, I bent forward
and advanced my hand still further. It came in sharp
contact with the cushioned padding of the wall.

Then I sat back again, bolt upright. And there in the

old place was the glowing cigar-end. I had put my arm
right tlirough tiic man who was smoking it I

.\ cold dampness rose upon my brow. My heart thumped
wildl}-. I stared with a swiftly growing horror at the thing
tiiat floated before me. It was what I had feared. The
ghost of the dead man sat there, just as he had done on the
day of his death.

I began to tremble. A dizziness came over me. All the
muscles of my body relaxed ; and, with a cry of horror, I

lost consciousness.
When I regained my senses, I found myself l.\ing in a con-

fused heap on the seat of the compartment. Brilliant sun-
shine was streaming in through the windows. The '.rain

was at a standstill.

I got up and looked out. We had hailed at the Irttle

station of Airolo, which is at the southern end of the
great tunnel. I noticed the Italian chaiacter of the houses
and station buildings, and gazed with a kind of vague
pleasure on the blue sky and rocky mounl-ain sides.

In a few minutes we started again, and I sat down. As
I did so I caught sight of a half-burnt cigar l\ing on tljc

floor. My strange experience at once flashed back upon me.
Instinctively, I glanced across at the opposite scat. There

was no one there. Then I picked up the cigar- end. It was
almost bitten through. I knew at once that it was the one
I had been smoking-. I had evidently let it tail in my
excitement. Not a sign was to be seen of the apparition's

cigar. But this was hardly to be expected. A ghost would,
of course, smoke ghostly tobacco.
The idea of ghostly tobacco was too absurd to pass

unchallenged. I could not help smiling at it, although my
nerves were still throbbing with the realit}' of what I had
seen. And the more I turned over the whole affair in my
mind the more impossible did it appear. Yet my swoon was
genuine enough. I would not have swooned without some
good cause—of that I felt convinced. Still, my scepticism

grew at a tremendous pace. In the glare of daylight it is

hard to believe in the powers of darkness. As I watched
the exquisite valley scenery gliding past I soon persuaded
myself that the whole occurrence had been a curious hal-

lucination. I ended by laughing at my own folly and
lighting a fresh cig-ar.

But—as everj-one knows—there is more than one runnel

on the St. Gothard route.

Thus I had hardi}- composed mj- feelings before we
dashed out of the da} light into blackness once more.

I confess I was not pleased at the idea of being- again
alone in the dark. My nerves, I assured myself, were
somewhat unstrung-. I wished I had changed carriages at

Airolo and got into company with some other people.

There is nothing like human companionship for giving a
sense of security. "We're very greg-arious animals," I

reflected, "and "

I looked up. That glowing- cigar-end stared me in the

face again ! It was as bright as ever. My mysterious

visitor had returned with the cessation of daylight.

I was on the point of giving a yell and making a dash
for the alarm signal, when a greyness began to steal into

the carriage. It rapidly brightened. The tunnel had been

a short one. We would be out again in a moment.
The various details of the compartment g-radually became

visible as the light increased.

Then I saw a strange thing. On the walls of the car, as

I have said, there were a row of photographs of places of

interest on the line of route. They w-ere let into the wood-
work and fronted with glass. Opposite me I beheld, in the

glass face of one of them as in a mirror, the reflection of

my own cigar. It glowed fainter and fainter as the dark-

ness decreased. When we dashed out into the open air it

vanished altogether.

I had discovered the secret of the ghost that smoked.

Here is a story of red-tape, says the East Anglian Times.

In 1806 the British man-of-war Busy foundered with all

hands on a voyage from Halifax to the West Indies. At

that time one of the crew, Matthew Hutchings, had the sum
of ;£Ji25 standing- to his credit with the Admiralty, which

fact was discovered accidentally by the next-ot-kin in 1885,

eighty years after the accident. After thirteen years of

correspondence, the Admiralty decided to pay over the

money, but the Court! of Probation then took a hand,

and wanted proof of Hutchings' death. This has finally

been produced, but it is not expected that the heirs will get

their monev for a vear or two more.
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The remains of a motor-car destroyed by fire on tlie high road
near Icklingham. The car was a large covered one, and Mas

used for collecting eggs, fowls, Ate, in the country

SOME NOTABLE SPORTSMEN

another bi>c shoot lastinjc three 'Jays, at
llie close of which the bajf comprised 3,334
pheasants, 5 partridjfes, 13 hares, 3,324
rabbits, and 38 various, but the jjrand total

(if 6,784 head fell short of the previous
jccord hy no less tli;in 4,0/6.
These enormous baj^s recall the fact tliat

when th(- Karl and ('ountess of Howe, the
Karl and Countess of Mar and Kellie, Lord
Herbert Vane-Tempest, th(; Hon. Henry
Stonor, Mr. Dudley Majoribanks and Cap-
tain Holford were stayinjf a week at
Warter Prior}-, Yorksliire, the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson, a lew
years ag^o, 6,200 head of g^anie, including'

5,000 plieasants, fell victims to these re-

doubtable shots in the course of four
days. Warter Prioiy—a buildinjf in the
Krench chateau style, surrounded by a
beautiful and well-wooded domain— is in

the neijjhbourhood of Focklington, and
w;'.s once the property of Lord Muncaster.
The neig-hbourhood of Manchester is

])erlKips the last place where one would
expect to find much g-ame ; nevertheless,
the party of eight, including their host,
the Karl of KUesmere, found the preserves
of Worsley Hall, which is about seven
miles from the centre of Manchester, par-

ticularh' well stocked a couple of )ears ago, for in the
course of three days 4,700 head were bagged, including
2,700 pheasants, 152 wild duck and 12 woodcock, which
latter bird is found in considerable profusion on Lord
Ardilaun's estate at Ashford, Cong, Galway, as is proved
by the fact that 300, in addition to large nimibers of
pheasants, were shot by a party of six in the course of
a week a few j'cars ago. Loughcoutra — Lord Cough's
Irish preser>es—also provide a quantity of woodcock, fiftj'

couples of which were bagged in one dav during the season
1 897- 1 898.
Of women sportsmen the Duchess of Bedford, Lady

Tweedmouth, Lad}" Lechmere and Lady Tichborne are all

notable shots, as, indeed, are Miss Ellaline Terriss (Mrs.
Seymour Hicks) and Madame Sarah Bernhardt, who, when
at New Orleans last March, was credited with having slain

an alligator in addition to a good bag of wild duck.

Undoubtedly the most experienced sportsman of the

day is Earl de Grey who must in his career have accounted
for 360,000 hea.d of game, in view of the fact that so far

back as the close of 1895 his total was 316,699, and he has
been adding to this aggregate on an average about 11,000

head of game per annum. Lord de Grey's best year during
the last decade was, undoubtedl} , that of 1893, when his

total bag of 19, 135 head comprised 8,732 partridges, 5,760
pheasants, 2,611 grouse, 837 hares, 914 rabbits as its chief

items : ten years before this date he formed one of a party
of nine guns who killed 3,684 rabbits in a day, of which
total Lord de Grey's share was 920, a record that has yet
to be beaten.
When towards the end of August, 1897, Lord Ashburton,

and Prince Victor Diiuleep Singh were the guests of Lord
Walsingham, these three famous shots accounted for 841
g-rouse at Blubberhouses, near Otley, in the course of a day's I

' ' ^

shooting. It was on this moor that Lord Walsingham, on Maurice Garin, the winner of the Paris and Brest cycle

August 30th, 1888, had a day's shooting that extended over
j

race, is thirty-one years of age, and lives at Roubaix. He
fourteen hours and eighteen minutes, during which time he was formerly a chimney-sweep. In 1897 and 1898 he won
fired 1,510 cartridges at grouse, and brought down 1,058

',
the Paris and Roiibaix matches,

birds, a record that holds good to this day
so far as the bag of one man is concerned.
Late in the Autumn of 1897 these three

famous guns, supplemented by the late

Lord Lathom, who surrendered his place

when called away for the funeral of the

Duchess of Teck, to Mr. F. Baring, Lord
Pembroke and Lord Newport had three

days shooting at Lord Ashburton's estate,

the Grange, Alresford, in the course of
which 3,800 partridges, of which 1,458 were
brought down in one day, were bagged in

the course of the visit. On the day of

the great shoot the enthusiastic half dozen
started work at six o'clock in the morning,
and without an interval for lunch of which
they partook when on the move, they con-
tinued shooting to six in the evening when
darkness intervened. The keepers, it

should be mentioned, received treble pay
on this momentous occasion.
Lord Carnarvon, whose estates at High-

clere is, in the picturesque phraseology of
the Irishman, "stiff" with game, holds
a game record that is unlikely to be beaten,
for, when entertaining his Majesty some
years ago, in the course of three days
10,800 head were slaughtered by the six

guns comprising the part}', or 600 per
gun per day. About four years ago Lord
Carnarvon and his friends indulged in Sport in British Columbia. The day's bag-a fine stafl
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BRITISH EAST AFRICA
TllIiRE appears, writes Sir Charles Eliot in his interest-

iii<4' report on East Africa, to be some considerable misap-
prehension in some quarters as to the toleration of slavery
in the Britis'h East Africa Protectorate. Neither in theory
nor in practice does it exist in any part of the Protectorate
except in the ten-mile coast-strip called the Sultan's do-
minions, and leased by us from the Sultan ot Zanzibar.
Othersvise, it is as entirel}' prohibited as in any British

Colony. It is true that one sometimes hears of a village

being- raided, and the women being carried off as " slaves,"

b)'|.sucii warlike tribes as the Somali*. They are, no doubt,
slaves in the sense that they are not allowed to leave and
are made to work ; but their position is probably not worse
than that of ordinary native married women. Instead of
being bought by men of their own tribe, they have been
carried off by men of another, of which they become mem-
bers. Of course, if they were to appeal to the executive
or judicial authorities, the right to return to their original

are better as policemen. A most inlcresling niilitarv expeii-
ment is now being made b)- recruiting Masai, and i* will be
an excellent solution of a difficult ])roblem if the warlike
energies of the tribe find a sufficient outlet in the Protecto-
rate service. At present the results are said to be quite
satisfactory, but some difficulty is anticipated in making the
men serve out of their own country, as they are extremcl)'
homesick. The appearance of the Masai recruits is, in one
respect, very singular. In their wild condition they slit and
distend their ears, in order to wear ornaments, until their
lobes are six or eight inches long. In uniform, when these
ornaments are not allowed, the lobes arc fucked up and
twisted lound the ears.

THE RHODODENDRON
The rhododendron (Greek : rhodos, a rose, and deitdroii,

a tree) seems to be a native, more or less, of all parts of
the globe. A few small species are natives of Continental

_j =L^ :—

:

i-^J — =z. :
,

,

$^'-'^m^

The finest rhododendrons in the world growing 13,500 feet in the great snowy range.
Eastern Tibet

tribe would be upheld, but such ajipeals are never made.
A curious custom which prevails in some tribes is that if a
murder is committed, the murderer, and perhaps his family,
are compelled to work for the family of the murdered man,
the idea being that as the family has lost a working-man his

work must be done by those who have occasioned the loss.

¥ * ¥
From the same report it appears that the Protectorate

troops are at present composed of Soudanese, Swahilis, and
Masai. There is, says the writer, a good deal ofdijcussion
as to the comparative merits of Indians and Soudanese as
soldiers. The former are more intelligent, and are ready to
serve without their wives, but they create immense trouble by
their peculiar rules of diet. Each caste will only eat certain
foods, which are not always easily procurable. The Souda-
nese are excellent soldiers, and will eat anything, but they
insist on being accompanied b}- their wives and families.
The women are models of domestic affection, but sometimes
difficult to manage. The Swahilis niake fair soldiers, but

' Europe and Siberia, but the greater number belong to llie

temperate parts of North America and to the mountains of

India. Most of the extremely numerous varieties now
common in our gardens have been produced from the native

rhododendron of Nepal, the Caucasian plant, and the one
common in the southern parts of the Alleghany Mountains
of America. Many splendid specimens have been dis-

covered in the Himalayas and introduced into Europe. In

fact, the rhododendron common in England at that time

wei-e known as the large rhododendron, although the Indian

flowers were very much larger. In more southern latitudes,

such as Ceylon, the mountains are one blaze of colour, just

as the mountain s'opes of the Alps glow with the carmine

blossoms of the same plant. Some of the rhododendron of

the Alps possess narcotic properties, and an oil obtained

from the buds is used by the inhabitants as a remedy for

pains in the joints, gout, and stone. In the Himalayas one

species poisons the wild goats, and when used for firewood

causes inflammation of the eyes and face. But the flowers

of another species are eaten in India.
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The Indian Durbar Room of Osborne. This historic house, it is said, is to be set apart

for the Duke of York

Tlic King and Queen at Homburg — Their Majesties entering the hotel
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' Grouse shooting in Inverness-shire — Starting out for the moors

Thi -<E has been brisk demand for huntino;-boxes ,in the I be^iin on the^"snn," forming: .the upper, portion, which is

shires for the comino; season. Thoug-h Rug-by, Harborough, I bel with iihistralions of the incidents in' the life of Ciirist,

ind Melton will not lack
for winter visitors, it is

well - nigh certain that
paramount interest will

this year attach to Oak-
ham, a very popular and
convenient centre in the
Cottesmore country. The
stirring sport shown on
many occasions by the
Cottesmore Hounds last

winter, when elsewhere
things were flagging- not
a little, has had the inevi-

table result of attracting
attention to the great pos-
jibilities associated with
what competent judges
'egard as an ideal hunt-
ing country, its wild foxes,

and roomy, bullock-graz-
ing pastures, and marked
(Veedom from wire all

:ombining to invest Cot-
:osmore territory with a
inarm that is sought in

\?ain nowadays in arenas
CSS i nmune from artificial

nvironments and entan-
i;-lementrj.

V * *
WoRKMiiN have com-

ilienced the process of
removing- the

Grouse shooting in Inverness-shire
lunch

rich but
3omcwha,t brightly-coloured glass in the south transept at
Westnihster Abbej', to make room for the new window in

'iccmory of the l{ite Duke of Westminster. They have

and the process is a very
tedious one, requiring

great care in order to

jsreserve the glass intact.

Ordinary clear glass is

being substituted, so tliat

the work of putting in the

new memorial ma\' ulti-

mately be undertaken as

a whole.

V ^ ^
*

Those \yho have served
in South Africa, whether
Regulars, Yeomanr}',
Colonials, or Volunteers,

will no doubt heartily

welcome the establisfi-

ment of the Imperial
Service Club, which
is shortly to open its

doors at 84, Piccadilly.

A corner hou.se has been
secured, which is now

' being furnished, and there

is a strong committee of

distinguished officers im
various branches of the

Service, including' Lord
Fincastle, V.C., Lieut.-

General Sir W. E. F. .

Forestier-Walker, K. C. B.,

G.C.M.G., Sir William
MacCormack, K.C.B.,'
Lord Rosmead, Colonel

Brobkfield, M.P., Captain Arthur Hill, M.P., Major-

General McKinnon, C.B., and many others. The club,

opens on September 1st. '-^

The shooting
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THE RETURN OF THE "CENTURION"
After one of the most eventful commissions of modern

lime, his Majesty's battleship Centurion, with Vice-Aclmiral

Sir Edward Seymour, the late Commander-in-Chief of the

China station, on board, arrived at PortsmoiUh on the

19th inst. Admiral Seymour's plucUy dash for I'ekin, and
the magnificent
bravery with
which the British

sailors encoun-
tered fearful
hardships, were
still so fresh in

the minds of En-
glishmen that the

hearty welcome
accorded the offi-

cers and men
was onlj' what
mig'ht have been
expected. It

was at Wei-hai-
Wei that Sir Ed-
ward Seymour
handed over the
command of the
China station to

Sir Cyprian
Bridg'e, his suc-

cessor. On leav-

ing' Wei-hai-Wei,
on June 26th, the
Centurion had
a heart}' send-oft

from the Glory
and other ships
ofthe China fleet,

the sailors
mounting the
rigging and giving cheer after cheer as Sir Edward and his

gallant comrades steamed out of the harbour for England.
The vo3-age home was a pleasant one, the only painful

incident being the drowning of a i>etty officer who was on
passage to England.
As the noble vessel steamed along the front of Southsea

beach and up the harbour an immense crowd of people,

who thronged every point of vantage, raised cheer after

cheer. Inside the harbour the bo}s of the training-ship

The rush of friends on boa-rd the "Centurion" at Portsmouth

S7. Vince>it, and the crews of (he I'irtory, the Fox, and one
or two other men-of-war took up the cheering, which was
kept going by a large throng on lh(- .South Railway Jetty,

Sir Edward Seymour was obseived on the afler-bridgc,

evidently well ple;i/ied with the reception accorded him and
his comrades. On his being recognised there was a fresli

outburst of enthusiasm. TIk! ship ha,ving been berthed and
the gangway got
into position, a
number of distin-

guished visitors

jtt once went on
board to welcome
honv; the iiero of

the Pekin march.
There was no
restriction on the

visitors, and the
friends of the
officers and men
poured into the

ship. About 230
of the crew who
have come home
served right
through the com-
mission, their
formershipmates
having been in-

valided at various
times. Naturally
the men are
proud of their

gallant leader.

But for his splen-
did management,
they say, the

force that made
the dash for the
Pekin Embassies

would have been annihilated. As it was the casualties were
very heavy, the Centurion losing thirty officers and men
killed, died of wounds or of disease, and a hundred wounded.
Several Chinese guns, including a field-gun and a howitzer,
have been brought home. The crew have also another
curious relic in the shape of a gun that formed part of the
armament of the old Impdrieuse, which took part in the
attack on Taku during the last Chinese war, in which, by
the way, Sir Edward Seymour fought as a midshipman.

H.M.S. "Centurion," which has returned from the China seas after seven years, entering
Portsmouth Harbour iPhoto by s. CriL>b
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Carved oali cupboard, two glass doors, to be seen at

Messrs. Hewetson's

i
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WOMAN'S WAYS 3

M

With Lorenzo de Lardy, we exclaim, " How strange are

the customs of France 1
" For years the Eng-lishman and

the English Mees have been the butt for satire. The cari-

caturist has found an inexhaustible fund of material for his

pencil in our dress, our demeanour, and all our national

traits. On the stage, the strange being who figures as an
English milord is only parallelled in absurdity by our stage
Frenchman. In spite of all this ridicule, the Frenchman, in

his heart of hearts, admires the Briton, and adopts his ways,
his love of sport, his fondness for beer, and now, lastly, his

costume. F2nglish attire is now tlpe rage. The tailor needs '

no better passport for his uncouth wares than the assertion
j

that they are the marks of English high life. But the

Frenchman is not built the Englishman's way, and the gar- '

ments that the Briton has invented and developed look

{bizarre, and out of place on Frenchmen. They maybe rich,

but, as Autolycus says, he wears them not handsomely. It

is unaccountable, this desire of our neighbours to copy pur
national costume. When did an Englisman ever wish to be
dressed as a foreig'ner ? He would scout the very idea, and
you could not probably insult him more seriously than by
telling him that he was in appearance anything but an
Englishman. This attempt to Anglicise themselves is not

confined to the men—the women also are slaves to the

same ambition. The French fashion-plates are ample
evidence of this ; and it really looks as thoug-h Ihe centre of

fashion has been shifted to London, and that Europe is

following the nation whose taste has been hitherto ridiculed.

Well ! imitation is the sincerest form of 'flattery, and flattered

we must, I suppose, feel.

qf ^ V

In the present fashion our London beauties can no longer

be descriljed as buxom and rosy ; tall, willowy and exceed-
ingly thin is the more accurate description of our modern
belle, and the damsels of the Burne-Jones school have
become the model for every woman of fashion. " Fair, fat

and forty " will soon cease to be applicable to the British

matron, since Fashion decrees that she should be slender,

and science shows her the way to attain this much-prized
quality. Talking of thin women reminds me of a story of a
man who had just buried his wife, who was of this elongated
type of beauty, and had ordered the carver to put on her
tombstone, " O, Lord, she was Thine." For want of due
spacing of the letters the final "e" was omitted, so the

inscription ran, " O, Lord, she was Thin," which was more
truthful than Scriptural.

Paris is now passing through a pearl famine. This is

hardly surprising, since the attractive little bauble has long
enjoyed a reign of such universal favour that now the

demand has exceed the supply, and so pearls have become
exceedingly rare and of great price ; consequently they

are more sought after '.ban ever by the wealthy, who cheer-

fully give from ;£4,ooo to ^12,000 for a pearl collar. No

wonder beauty has included pearls among her weapons,
since they are becoming alike to the blonde and the brunette,

who both gain by the magic aid of this little Orient. Our
cousins from over the Herring-pond are astute pearl-

hunters, and employ as much energy in tracking the,

threatened rarityas that employed by those immortal hunters

.of that all-evading snark.

* ¥ *
Rumours are always floating in the air at this time of

the year concerning the different modes to be adopted later

on, but while the present evolves such pleasing results as we
have here depicted, I think we may be content and' leave

thi .uture to take care of itself. Very fine tweed or alpaca

should be selected to build the gown here sketched, one

which combines the useful with the picturesque. The
shoulder drapery is quite "one of the latest modes, and
doubters as to its becomingness have only to glance at our

illustration to convince themselves of its attractiveness.

V * *
In the two blouses I would <lraw your attention to the

short lace bolero and to a collar in the other model threaded

with spotted net. This is likely to enjoy a great vogue in

the near future. That it is a very effective trimming I think

our illustration demonstrates.

V V ¥
One rumour which will be hailed with delight by most is

that our skirts are to be worn shorter for out of doors

although longer than ever in the house. The trailing skirt

for indoor wear has advantages which all admit, but its use

out of doors is no less certainly an absurdity. The faculty

say it is also dangerous to health, and one of the many
means by which infection is spread.

V V *
The domestic servants of Chicago have formed an

organised union, fixed a scale of wages and a set of rules.

Here are some of them :—Two hours each afternoon and the

entire evening are claimed at least twice a week ; enlerlA n-

ment of friends in limited .numbers not to be prohibited ;

gentlemen friends to beallowed in the kitchen or back porch;

Newest modes in blouses
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n;c:nbcr.s ol (he IionSe SlialT not intcmipl Ihe conversation
aiising' cluilny said vi.sil ; domestics to be allowed siicii liours

off on Mondaj's to permit them to visit' the barg'aiii-coiinters'

of the sloies. If these rules arc carried otit it rea\es very
little time to devote io the
serviced' their employers.

V * *
The revolt of Jeames

and Mar}' Anne are hav-
ing' far-seeing results, and
strikingf a blow at the
very centre of English
home life, and causing
society at the present daj'

to be homeless. Through .

the lack of domestics, the
" stately homes of En-
gland " will have lo be
given over to caretakers,
while their lords and
ladies "put up " at an .

hotel. Many people this

season, instead of renting-

houses, have gone to an
hotel, where the}' escape
all the bother of catering-,

and, above all, the worry
of the servant question.
Here all wants are sujj- ;

plied—luncheons, dinners,
all perfectly served, the
.hostess having no fear
that at the last moment
the cook has struck, or

,

that the footman won't'
" wait." Even those who
rented houses soug-ht

refuge in hotels for meals.
Indeed, so fashionable
has hotel life become that

it was considered
,
rather

demode than otherwise to

have luncheon, tea, or
dinner at home. The
nltra-smart tried to make
breakfast oarties fashion-

able, and although not
yet succeeding-, as time
goes on and the domestic
problem increases no
doubt this also will come
to pass. " It is an ill

wind which blows no one any good." Hotel proprietors
have reaped a golden harvest this season through the
forced desertion by Englishmen and women of their own
"hearths and homes."

Charming costume for early autumn

Manv books on aids to the gentle art of beauty li.ivc

lately been written, and according- lo their writers no jfirl

nowadays need, be plain. One of the latest works on this

subject contains advice which I hope our beautiful English

,

'

girls will not be tempted
to follow. Nothing', ap-
parently, is left to the

kind hand of Nature, but
art is called in lo heighten
natural charms, and to

supply deficiencies, tlui';

the sewing in of eye-
lashes, pencilling to make
the eye appear longer
than Nature intended,
the dropping in of atro-

phine to increase their

brillianc}', and so on.

Belter advice was given
by another writer on the

same subject : she re-

commended the doing ol

noble deeds to strengthen
the chin and lips, al-

though, as the reviewer
of the work pointed out,

we are not told whether
the performing of noble-

deeds produces an early
Victorian or a Blessed
Dartiozel mouth—but that

is a detail. The advice
to be followed by thosa
not possessing a " neat
white nose," to let out a
reef or so of their corsets,

is also distinctly good,
and more worthy of be-

ing followed than any of

the hints quoted above.
While our English girls

stick to their health)- out-

door life they need not
consult any of the so-

called ."aids to beauty"
how to retain their good
looks, no atrophine will

be required to give bril-

liancy to their eyes or

rouge to put the bloom
on their cheeks, their

devotion to tennis,
hockey, croquet, golf,

and so on, will give that beauty which is not only skin

deep, but which is lasting, and does not depend on any
artificial means for its existence.

MARTHA.

TRY IT IN YOUR BATH.

SCRUBB'S CLOUDY
FLUID AMMONIA

MARVELLOUS PREPARATION.
Refreshing as a Turkish Bath.

Splendid Cleansing Preparation forthe Hair.

Allays the Irritation caused by Mosquito Bites.

Restores the Colour to Carpets.

Of a.11 Clieinists, Etc.

Invaluable for Toilet Purposes.

Removes Stains and Grease Spots from Clothing,

Invigorating in Hot Climates.

Cleans Plate and Jewellery.

Price Is. per Bottle.

SCRUBB & CO., GUILDFORD STREET, LAMBETH. LONDON, S.E. V^

PlcItllED r,Y -IHE r.LACi; AND WlllTE PuiU.ISRl NG CcMPANV, LiMlTEn, AT 33, BOUV'EP.IE STREET ; AND AT EDINBURGH; AND PuBLlSllt'.U
Wr.EICI.V DY \V. J. P. MONCKTON, AT 63, FLEET STREET, LONDOK, E.C., EmGLAND. —AUG. 31, IQOI.



THIS IS NOT A STREET IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND, BUT A PRINCIPAL THOROUGH
FARE IN PRESENT-DAY LONDON-PARLIAMENT STREET TO WIT
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Germany would li.ive

finished the Boer \v;n-

witliin three months of

the cccup;ition of Pre-

toria ; not that tlie (jei-

mans are better soldiers

than the British. They
are not. But the Ger-
man war authorities un-

derst;>.nd war, whereas
any cocoa manufacturer
or cotton spinner in (Jreat

Britain may pose as the

only person capable of
ruling- the destiny of the
nation in war or in peace.

Peace at any price—the

price of lives of fellow-

countrymen—so long" as
the price of his specific

manufacture keeps up

!

Thus, the present Govern-
ment truckling' to specious
opinion of this sort, hiive

increased the price of
blood. Until sterjier mea-
sures are adopted, and
until the Cabinet discon-
tinues to hamper those
conducting- the war, the

present freebooting- will

continue.

* * *

One of the latest vic-

tims is Lieut.- Colonel

Cecil Foster Seymour
Vandeleur, D.S.O.,' of the

Lt. Colonel C. F. S. Vandeleur, D.S.O., of the Irish Guards
Killed last Saturday near Watervai. He was .a most promising young

officer. He was only thirty-two. (Photo by J. Thomson.)

Sept. 7, 1901

Iiish Giiaids. He was a
most promi> ing' younjf
(jlficer, was only 32 years
of age, and, like many
other brilliant soldiers,

w.is an Irishman from
Count}- Clare. Ho dis-

tinguished liimself in

L'ganda, in Central
Africa, in the Soudan,
and South Africa. He
was a clever author as
well, and was also a dis-

tinguished explorer and
geographer. He was a
ia\ourite with- the lanks.

* ¥
Herne B.\Y, the popu-

lar resort, is being- en-
livened by the fine band
of the " Shiney lotli

"

—

the Prince of Wales's
Own Hussars, the regi-

ment of the late Duke of
Clarence. Owing to the
energetic eflorts of the
local band committee and
the directors of the pier,

the band is to continue
lor some weeks to delight
the visitors. The other
bands engaged are those
of the 2nd Royal West
Kent Regiment and the
2nd (Duke of Cam-
bridge's) I\Iiddksex Regi-
ment. On Sunday after-

noons and evenings the
band of the loth has been
particularly appreciated.

The fine band of tlie 10th (Prinec of Wales's Own) Hussars discoursingmusic ^t that
popular seaside resort—Herne Bay
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The latest scene of heroism at home—The rescuers at work at the Donibristie Pit,

near Cowdenbeath, Fifeshire

The best foot foremost." French Infantry on the march. They arc niavinificcnt

marchers
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BEACHMEN'S HAVEN

Fi^ e of the Chief Mandarins of Prince Chun's suite

NOT MADE IN GERMANY
The idea of the expiatory mission from China to

Germany, from the German point of view, is to make
beheve that Germany is tlie g-reatest Power in Europe. Of
course that idea is pardonable enoug^h in a countr}- trying
its hand at Colonial expansion, but it is doubtful if Ancient
China will take the matter in the proper light. From time
immemorial there have been so many different people tam-
pering- with the affairs of the Son of Heaven that "made
in Germany" is not likely to be of
much avail, outside the pockets of
the Teutons. However, to the point.

The Hong- Kong correspondent ot

Black and Vi'hitc Budget writes:—
Prince Chun, jounger brother cf the
Emperor of China, on his \\a.\ to

Germany to tender, on behalf of his

count r)-, an apology for the murder
of Baron von Kettler, landed, with
Gsneral von Richter, at Hong Kong
from the Gecman mail-steamer
Bayern on Thursday morning,
July 25th. The objective was a
formal visit to the Governor, Sir H.
Blake. The Chinese authorities
appear to be conducting- the outward
trip of the Prince with as little

demonstration as possible, having in

view the circumstances of the mis-
sion. When the latter shall have
been accomplished, and the inter-

view with the German ICniperor
over, it is conceivable that this young
celebrity of the Far East will be-
come the leading personality of the
hour in Europe. The desire to avoid
display may or may not have been
answerable for the regrettable hust-
ling to which the Prince was subject
while proceeding- from Blake Pier to

Government House \ but the fact

remains that, arriving at the pier

half an hour before time, no escort

was found there, and on the way
to cross Queen's Road, and up the
steep climb of Wyndham Street, the
chairs, and their native attendants,
were practically mobbed by the
dense crowd of lower orders of
Chinese, who closed in, and thus
defied the efforts of the authorities.

In si)ile of the fact that liie nia-

joril)' of visitors to Lowestoft fie-

quent the soulhci-n end of the town,
the north beach itself is not alto-

gether devoid of interest, for it is in

this quarter that the fishing element
abounds. Next to the Low Light
tlie most conspicuous building on
tliis portion of the beacii mav, per-

haps, be considered the quaint old

wooden structure shown in the

accompanying photograph. This
building is the headquarters of (he
Old Company of Lowestoft Beach-
men, and has been in existence for

over a centurj'. Adorning the
exterior are se\ eral figure-lieads

.and name-boards of vessels which
have been wrecked off this point,

jind to whose succour the beachnien
have gone at various times in the
course of their long career. Sonic
of the old salts shown in the fore-

ground of our ])hotograph liavc

been members of the Company
from their boyhood, and man}' are
the tales of hardships which these
old veterans recount to the
stranger, as having been bcth

witnessed and endured by them in their hazardous )et
noble work of lending- timel}- aid to " those in peril on the

THE FASTEST VESSEL AFLOAT
The photograph is that of the Tiirbinia, which caused

such a sensation among naval experts a jear or two
ago. In the picture she i's lying off the works of Messrs.

Prince Chun, the brother of the Emperor of China, embarking at

llong Kong on his mission to Germany to apologise for the murder
of Baron von Kettler
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Parsons a:Hl Co., on the T}-nc ; and
from her almost insignificant ap-

pearance in repose one would never

suppose her to be possessed of tlic

enormous power which she ha:;

manifested at every trial. Herexti-a-

ordinary engines were the invention

of the senior member of the firm

who built and own her. Their power
is almost bej'ond belief, and, under
their propulsion, the vessel has at-

tained a well-nigh fabulous speed—
nearly equalling the pace of a fast

express train. When going at full

speed the little craft raises a swell

like that caused by a huge ocean-

going steamer ; and she has to be

taken down the river at a much
reduced speed, in order to avoid

damag'e which would otherwise I.e

caused to the banks and to shippiri!?'

by her wasli. At sea she passes an
ordinary quick steamer in a flasli,

and the vibration aboard must be

felt to be appreciated. When g'oin;;

her fastest, her screws exert such a

terrific pressure that many feet cl

the keel at the forward part of thj

ship are driven clear out of tho

water, and she slides over rather

than through the waves. There i3

little doubt that engines of this

class are destined to be employed
on all our smaller war vessels. In- The Old Beachmen's Shelter, Lowestoft

The fastest boat in the world—the "Turbiuiii

by a promenade running along-side

Ihe channel from the quay, or at

high water by a small boat up one
of the many creeks which run inland

at this point. The coastline here-

abouts is almost as desolate a spot

as one can imag-ine, and at low tide

the ej'e travels over a vast stretch

of sand towards the " Watch
House," which for miles is the only

dwelling to break the monotony
of the scene. This building (as it';

name implies) is used by the coast-

guard, but only at night, whilst I'.i

the daytime during' the summer
months the solitary dwelling here

depicted is used lai-gely bj- visitor's

as a picnic resort.

deed,, ihe ill-fated Viper, lost during
the r-ccent manoDuvres, was fitted

with turbine engines., and was thus

enabled to make her extraordinaril)!

fast though disastrous voyage to

the place of wreck. So far, how-
ever, the Turbinia holds her own
in the matter of speed. She can
show her stern to anything on the

seas, and is, as the heading of thi:i

paragraph intimates, the fastest

vessel afloat.

A LONELY RESORT
Though the quaint little wa-ter-

ing-place of Wells-next-the-Sea can-
not, perhaps, be called " popular " in

the general acceptation of the term
as .'ipplied to other seaside resorts,

this old-world spot on the Norfolk
coast is, nevertheless, not without
its chairtis, and each jear sees an
increasing number of its devotees.
The town itself lies about a mile

fi'om the seashore, which is reached
A lonely picnic resort at V\'clls-nc\tthc-Sca. the house is called tlie

^^ ateh House
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Irt, some of llic sliipwreckcc! crew
would be able to as\i.st llicin in

j^^ettinsj l)acU. By woiulerfiil .stienj;th

and .-skill, tliey broutflil tlieir boat
to wlieic the sufferers (nine in mini-

bei) crouched. The solitary woman
and four men were safely taken to

the Lonji^stone ; two of tiie men
returned with Darling;, and suc-

ceeded in bi'ing'inji;' the remainder
olT bj' nine o'clock a.m. Such an
undertaking', so daring- in itself, and
so successfully carried out, filled

ever3'one with the warmest admira-
tion. The lighthouse at Long-stone,

solitary and unknown no more, was
visited b\' many of the wealthy and
the gieat. Presents, testimonials,

and money were heaped at the feet

of Grace Darling ; but she did not

long survive her change of circum-

stances. She died of consumption,
after a year's illness, on October
20th, 1842.

REFERItlNG to our illustration on
page 743, the "County" of 'Angus
is situate on the east coast of Scot-

land, and includes Forfarshire and
roundabout.

The wonderful mechanism in the belfry of Bruges

A BIG MUSICAL BOX
This subject has probably never been photog-raphed

before. To reach it 3-ou must get to Brug'es in Belgium and
t'lere climb over four hundred steps wp a long windii g stair-

case. It is, in fact, the wonderful mechanism that produces
the splendid and famous chimes of Bruges. Everybody
has heard of the belfry of Bruges, but few people take the
trouble to climb to the very top of the tower, and stand
among the bells and machinery whilst the wonderful chimes
are ringing out. This carillon is the most renowned in

Europe, and has been ringing since 1748. It is composed
of 48 bells and 190 hammers. The great bell weighs
19,000 lbs., and the cylinder that turns them every quarter
of an hour weighs 19,996 lbs. It contains 30,500 holes, by
the aid of which the beautiful airs are changed every 3ear.

The carillon alone cost 300,000 francs. There are always
two men in the tower night and day to keep the bells wound
up, every two hours, whilst the clock is wound up every
twelve hours. The man seen in the photo wears a tired

expression. He was just panting- from a long wind when
the writer took the photo, by means of a long exposure.
When walking- in the town of Bruges one may occasionally
hear odd notes from the belfry. These are caused bj' the
man pulling- the hook seen hanging from the wires, to show
visitors how the chimes are rung-. When the huge drum is

'revolving- the projections catch the feet of the wires above
and cause the bells to ring melodiously, producing a most
delightful and musical effect, just as does the drum of a
musical box in one's drawing'-room.

» i-fy<*—

-

GRACE DARLING
Few people are ;iware that anyone is alive connected

with the wreck of the Forfarshire, made famous bj' the

heroism of Grace Darling-. Yet in tlie tiny fishing village

of Sea-houses directly opposite the Fame Islands, the scene
of the wreck, lives iMr. James Robson, aged eighty-two,
the only survivor. Grace Darling—the story can never be
luld too often — was the daughter of William Darling,
the lighthouse-keeper on Longstone, one of the Fame
Islands. She was born at Bamborough on November 24th,

J 81 5. On the morning- of September 7th, 1838, the Forfar-
shire, bound from Hull to Dundee, with sixty-three persons
on board, struck the Harker's Rock, among the Fame
Islands, and in fifteen minutes forty-three persons were
drowned. The vessel was seen by Grace Darling- from the

lighthouse at a quarter to five lying- broken on the rocks.

Darling and his daughter agreed that if they could get to
James Kobson, the only sur\ ivor of the Grace Darling

incident
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"NOW, SHOOT^IF YOU DARE!"
To llic current fuimbcr of the Axglo-Americcin Magazine^

Dr. J. George Hodgins contributes an interesting paper on
"Incidents of International Courtesy," and recalls some
notable occasions on which British and Americans have
stood by one another. The incident at the battle of the

Taliu Forts, when Commodore Tatnall joined in the fray,

with the cry, " Blood's thicker than water-," is well known,
but the following- story will be new to most English readers.

American Consul, expostulated with the aulliorlties that it

would be monstrous to shoot the man for such an offence
;

but they paid no attention to him, so he thereupon made a
formal protest in the name of the United Stales Govern-
ment against the barbarous act. Mr. Haskins, the sailor,

was in the morning brought out, pinioned, U> be shot. . . .

As the English Consul was preparing to hoist the Union
Jack he saw the crowd in the field opposite, where the
execution of tlic American sailor, of which he had heard,
was to take place. Rushing over to the American Consul

"Now, shoot, if yoii dare!" How a British Consul saved the life of an American sailor
• See article. (Drawn by L. Guunis)

It was related at Montreal in i88i bv the Rev. Dr. J. O.
Peck. Dr. Peck said :

"The man who gave me the facts was Mr. Haskins,
an American sailor, who had sailed to a port in Chili.
On going ashore to enjoy his day of liberty, he drank a , trice the Stars and Stripes were handed to the English
little and became hilarious. One of the police officers, ' representative. At once, taking his own Union Jack in his
instead of warning him not to make a noise in the street
drew his sword and knocked him down On that the

he said :
' Good God ! Loring, you're not g'oing- to lot them

shoot that man!' 'What can I do?' he said. ' I have
protested against it. I can do no more. Quick as thought
the English Consul shouted, ' Give me vour tlasr !

' and in a

hand, he hastened across the field, elbowed his way through
the crowd and the soldicrv, and running up to the doomed

American sailor got up and knocked the policeman down man he folded the American flag around him and then laid
in return. He was arrested and tried and condemned to be ! the L'nion Jack over it. Standing a few paces back, he
shot in the morning of the following day. Mr. I.oiing, the faced tlie ofliccr and soldiers, and shouted defiantiv :

' \ow.
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shoot, if you dare, Ihroug-h the heail of Knj^land and
America.' And they dared not do it, for llicy feared the

consequences : so the man was at once released. In telhnj^

me,' said Dr. Peck, ' Mr. Haskins said to me, with tears

streaming down his cheeks, even then, ' They loosed me
then, and O how I longed to embrace those two flags.'

"

Mr. Samiel Kinnear, of Edinburgh, wlio entered his

eighty-sixth year on Mondaj', hale and vigorous, as the

accompanjing portrait, for which he sat a few months ago,
sufficiently indicates, is an interesting" link with a long-
vanished past and its notable personalities in the northern
metropolis. Mr. Kinnear's father, a contemporary of

Robert Burns, assisted in the composition, in Smellie's

printing office in the High Street of Edinburgh, of the

famous 1787 edition of the Scottish bard's works ; and
Samuel Kinnear has heard from his father's lips a descrip-

tion of Burns as he saw hian on his frequent visits to the

case-room of the old Edinburgh printing office. Mr.
Kinnear is one of the few now surviving who took part in

the great Reform procession in Edinburgh in 1832, a cir-

Mr. Samuel Kinnear, a notable citizen of Edinburgh
who has just entered his 86th year

(Photo by Patrick, Edinburgh)

cumstance which affords him no little satisfaction. In the
opening chapters of Mrs. Oliphant's Annals of the House of
Blackwood, honourable mention is made of Mr. Kinnear,
who, as a proof-reader in Messrs. Blackwood and Sons,
whose service he entered fifty-four years ago, put Mrs.
Oliphant's first work, and also that of George Eliot, through
his hands. Of the many distinguished contributors to

Maga in the closing years of the first half of last century,
^I'-v. Kinnear has many interesting reminiscences.

\ ^i^
MpliPRIBSS^^^ii^pS^ Jj

»^ ml ..

J-z^^j' <ii;- .

^^^3^P^
The Ihaines Embankment up-and likely to be

It is just fift.y years since the trophy now known as the
America Cup was won by our cousins across the water.
The Cup was originally provided by the Royal Yacht
Squadron for a race, by yachts of all nations, from Cowes
round the Isle of Wight, but in the memorable year of i8i;i

the America was the onl}' foreign entry. So entirely dif-

ferent was this schooner from the existing craft that an
acute yachtsman said, " If she is right, then we are all

wrong !
" Events proved that, the America was right, for

in the race round the island she finished eighteen minutes
before the next competitor, and thus secured the prize.

Shortly afterwards the owners presented the Cup to the
New York Yacht Club, on the imderstanding that it was
to be a perpetual challenge trophy for yachts of all nation-
alities. It is to be hoped that Sir Thomas Lipton, after the
fine sportsmanlike qualities he has shown, v.ill bring back
the Cup. It is said Shamrock If, will do this. So may
it be.

» ^ V

On August 27th, 1802, the West India Docks at Black-
wall, the earliest to be constructed of that immense series

which now receive the shipping of the Thames, were
opened in the presence of the great officers of State. The
first ship to enter was the Henry Addingham , East India-
man, which was decorated with the flags of all nations, the

British colours being at the top. ATlo\al salute of twenty-
one guns was fired by her crew, and was answered by
repeated hurrahs from the spectators. A loaded vessel,

newly arrived from the West Indies, next passed into the

dock, and as both moved opposite warehouse No. 8 the
band of the ist Regiment of Foot Guards, stationed on the
north quay, struck up " God Save the King," which was
re-echoed by the City band on board the Henry Addingham.
The Lord Ma\-^r was present on the Trinity yacht, besides

a distinguisneu jissembly.

* ¥ ^

The 22nd of last month was the twelfth anniversary of
the commuting of the death sentence passed on Mrs. May-
brick for the murder of her husband in 1889. Many of the

leadijig personages engaged in Liverpool on that occasion
have joined the majority, and among them the chairman of

the magisterial bench (Sir Arthur Forwood), who committed
her for trial ; the Chief Inspector of Police, who prosecuted
throughout the magisterial inquiry ; three of the jiu-ymen,

the Judge of Assize (Sir James Fitzjames Stephen), and the

leading counsel for the defence. Sir Charles Russell (the late

Lord Chief Justice of England). His junior, Mr. Pickford

(now a K.C.), the counsel for the Crown (now his Honour
Judge Addison), Mr. J. Treeve Edgcome (who held a
watching brief for the Baroness von Roques), Mr. Cleaver
(the instructing solicitor for the defence), and the present

Lord Llandaflf (the Home Secretary of that day) are the

chief survivors of those associated in that memorable
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A chart showing the ravages of consumption in the principal cities of

the world

"THE SCOURGE OF MANKIND"

According to Dr. Allan S. Haioht, one of the official

representatives of the American Medical Association at the

recent Congress on Tuberculosis, "lessons of the highest

value, not only for physicians and surgeons, but for the

people of all nations, will not fail to flow from the Tubercu-
losis Congress just concluded in London. For decades to

come this meeting of the best intellects of the healing pro-

fession will stand as a landmark of medical history. It has
witnessed the formal proclamation of Dr. Koch's theory of

tlie non-transmissibility of bovine tuberculosis to the human
system. It has produced the most scientific and exhaustive
discussion of consumption ever undertaken. Its imperative

cry is, ' The world is to be clean.' It declares consumption
a child of filth,' and appeals to science and philanthropy to

abolish overcrowding, to guard against impure water, air,

and food, and to build commodious sanitaria, where victims

of the white plague may combat it under the most favourable

conditions.
" I think Mr. Carnegie might well consider the terrible

needs of hundreds of thousands of his fellow-countrymen
in the way of the proper treatment of consumption,
as well as devote his vast wealth to

libraries. He, and men like him,
could construct sanitaria where ail

cases of this kind could be treated
without danger of infection, ahd
where very many could be cured.
The most vigorous precautions
should be exercised everywhere to

prevent spitting on the side-walks of
the streets of cities or towns. The
people at large should take the
admonition to heart, and say to

themselves that they are children of
the common race of man."

fa';t that (he niorlality from con-
sumption in several of our leading
cities is much less than in the chief
cilli;s of Kui'ope. Hut much more
re nains to be done. Consumption
is an infectious, and therefore a
preventable, disease, and the pre-
vention is to a certain extent in the
hands of everyone. Thus, however,
inu<.h legislation may diminish its

])revalence, much good may be done
by individual effort, which is, and
must be to a laige extent, the result
of the education of t!ic people.

V *
Tiie actual germ (Koch's bacillus)

is a minute rod-like body, which is

inh;ded and settles in the lungs,
producing the train of symptoms
so well known to ever)-bod\-. The
expectoration which is so character-
istic is highly virulent, and may con-
tain enormous numbers of tubercle

bacilli. It has, in fact, been calcu-
lated that a consumptive may expectorate 7,2oo,ooo,coo
bacilli daily, and there can be no question that tubercular
sputum is the greatest enemy of mankind, as it is mainly
from this that man contracts the disease. Thus, if man is to
survive on the earth, tubercular sputum must be destroyed
or at least rendered inactive ; and this is mainly in the hands
of consumptives themselves, although their efforts may be
aided by others. Another important problem is the removal
or mitigation of all depressing- influences which predispose
to consumption—in a word, all that comes under the great
question of social misery.

M. Bacon, the clever balloonist, who is

series of experiments in war ballooning
Of the Rev. J

now engaged in

and wireless telegraphy from the clouds on behalf of the
War Office, M.A.P. says he is quite in early middle life.

He is a delightfully well-informed man, who wields a bright
and eloqiient pen. No less enthusiastic in scientific and
practical ballooning is his daughter. She is one of the few
women who have ever had the pluck to ascend into the
clouds. She proposes in a few weeks time to lecture on her
experiences to the members of the Sesame Club. She and
her f;ithcr went some few years ago to take observations in

India on the occasion of an eclipse.

V 5jf ^
It is worthy of note, in this con-

nection, that the measures already
adopted in England and in parts of
the United States for the prevention
of tuberculosis have had an appre-
ciable eff'ect in diminishing the
ravages of the disease. In England,
statistics of the death - rate from
consumption show a steady and
rapid decline since 1867. The num-
ber of deaths per 10,000 living in that

year was about 25 ; by 1897 the rate

had fallen to about 12, or less than
half the former figure. This is

highly important, as showing what
can be effected by vigorous preven-
tive measures. The chart published
herewith sh(Avs the encouraging

The regatta at Stiatfordon-Avon. The picture shows the river and the

Shakespeare Memorial Theatre
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AT SEA-H.M. CRUISER "ARIADNE," FORTY MILES OUT
AT SEA, TELEGRAPHING TO LAND
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THE RE'OCCUPATION OF PEKIN BY THE CHINESE TROOPS — THE FLAG-BEARERS
OF THE CHINESE REGULARS ENTERING THE CITY. CHINA HAS WON AGAIN
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Kent, which has been called the Garden of England,
might well be termed the " Hop-g-arden of England," so
numerous in this county are the fields in which these
useful plants are grown. In August, 1900, it was computed
that there were 31,514 acres of land in Kent taken up by the

cultivation of hops. Hereford find Sussex come next with
an acreage of 7,287 and 4,823 respectively. Worcestershire,
Shropshire, Hampshire, Gloucestershire, Monmouth, Surrey,
and Suffolk also grow hops, but in much smaller quantities.

The chief hop gardens are situated near Maidstone,
between Faversham and Canterbury, and also between
Godstone and Ashford, but there are many more in other
districts. About this time of year a regular exodus com-
mences of all the poorer denizens of the East End of London.
These " Easl-Enders " will come clown year after year to

the same district, and in many cases work season after

season for the same masters.

* * *
The South-Eastern Railway makes advantageous terms,

and runs "special" trains in the evening, when traffic is

not quite so heavy, for the convenience of the hoppers. It

ir->ed to be a curious sight to see them collected at London
Bridge Station waiting for the , trains. This 3'ear the
Company- made arrangements for the " Hopper's Special

"

to leave their goods station at George St'T^'t, Soiithwark,
instead of London Bridge ; thus relieving the latter station

of the tremendous strain ca^ised by the extra traffic. Each
train is made up of nothing but third-class carriages,
denuded of their cushions and carefully disinfected, both
before and after the journey. Five hundred passengers arc
carried at a time, though seats are provided for fifty more,
but this extra space is taken up by parcels and bundles. ot'

sorts.

* * •?

Formerly the hopper's luggage was simply " carried " by
the company, and the people themselves had to see it was
taken out at the right destination. The disorder entailed
by this arrangement can well be imagined when one reflects
that some 4,000 passengers are conveyed by these trains.
This season for the first time the South-Eastern Railway
made arrangements to label the luggage, an advantage
whTch some of the older hoppers failed to appreciate, and
were evidently afraid they would lose their goods and
chattels. The luggage is of the most heterogeneous
description. Tin kettles, water-bottles, pots and pans
dangle either from their persons or attached to huge
ungainly parcels tied up in coarse sacking, while others bring
their modest all secured in handkerchiefs of man-y hues, and
slung on the end of a stout stick. A crowd of children
accompany the hoppers—they seem to look upon the journey
as great fun, judging by the beaming smiles whrch illumine
the ooor little pinched faces. The East End pickers gene

Hop picking in Kent —A busy corner
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rally make for Ihc lar<j;ci- g-ardcns down Maidstone ua\.

Here they camp out if the 'weather- is fine, or, if wet, trust ;

to some friendly shed to shelter them fi-om the elements. I

Sometimes philanthropic persons will provide them with
\

tents, but as a rule they are expected to find their own
\

" lodsrines." 1

* * *
Tlii.s year the hop crop is unusually early. To commence

g-atherins' the hops in August is an exceedingly rare occur-

^

rence. Generalh' September is the month when the picking-

begins. The farmers attribute tlie early ripening of the

cones to the tropical heat which prevailed during most of

this summer. All agree in thinking the crop as "heavy"
and good this season as it was poor last year. The
hop has been cultivated in England for the last six

centuries, and of late years has reached a pitch of perfec-

tion which has made the British hop obtain a ready market,

though large quantities 3re grown in the United States,

Australia, Germany, Flanders and Southern Russia. The
part of the plant which is used in the brewing of beer is the

ripened cone of the female plant. There are only a few
male plants in each field. The scent from the ripe hops is

most invigorating, and man}- doctors recommend it for

delicate people.

¥ ¥ *
In the vicinity of Sidcup, where the accompan3ing photo-

graphs were taken, the farmers boast that they can get any
amount of hands from the neighbouring villages, and there-

fo -e, as a rule, do not employ any of the East-Enders. The
workers include men, women and children. Some of these

latter pick quite as much as their parents, though a good
number slmplj- lounge round and get into mischief, or
'' mind the bab)- " for their mothers. Whether it is the

exhilarating scent of the hops or being so much in the open
air, it is difficult to say, but the parents will tell you that

the children are so hungr}- they eat nearly as much as they
earn, and all agree that it does them a great deal of good.
An industrious worker can gain half-a-crown per diem, but,

of course, some do not make as much.
The hops are cut down by a foreman, and the pole is

propped up against a frame of the bin. When stripped of

their cones they are thrown on the ground and left there till

the field is clear, when the stalks are burned and the poles

carefully stacked for use the following year. The bins in

Kent are for the most part made of a thick brown canvas
slung- on to strong- wooden supports. They can be easily-

folded up and transferi-ed from one jdace to another. Each
bin is divided into two pockets. These will hold alx)ut

twenty bushels apiece. Theie are generall}' two r more
grown-u|) persons stationed at each bin, ai:d \(tY\ often a
tribe of children as well. The string which supports the
hop-poles is severed with a kind of long-handled sickle,

which is also used to cut the slems of the plants. A good
pull 1h needed to uproot the hop-covered pole, which is then
laid carefully on the ground till required.

Gieat care is taken only to pick the hops whith are
perfectl)' sound and healthy. If any disease is apparent
the crop is not gathered, but left to wither and is then burnt.

At fixed hours a man comes round to measure the quantity
each worker has picked, and they are paid accordingly.
Work commences at six o'clock, and the time for leaving off

is between four and five in the afternoon. In some districts

they leave off earlier on Saturdays. I know of no prettier

or more picturesque «ight than a hopfield where the workers
are busy. It is delightful to go out of the burning August
sun into the cool green, fragrant alle3-s formed hy the rows
of tall hops. At first one can only hear the hum of many
voices, but gradually figures begin to appear here and there,

tilt at last one emerges on a scene full of animation. People
of all ages throng round the bins. Babies and )-oung chil-

I dren crawl about at will, evidenti}' enjoying their freedom.

I

Now and again some more joyous worker will break out
into a snatch of song, or crack a joke with a neighbour ;

I but, as a rule, all are too intent on the main business of

I

getting as many hops into their respective bins to carry on

j

more than a desultory conversation. At middaj- there is a
general lull in the proceedings, sandwiches of bread and
cheese or meat are produced, and washed down with cold

tea, which seems the beverage par excellence of the hop-
picker when at work.

V 9 S>

When the photographs were being taken most oP the

toilers seemed serenely unconscious, but here and there a

I

face was turned round in the hopes of appearing better in
' the picture. Some of the children followed the camera
I

about, and the same boy or girl would turn up in the most
ubiquitous manner each time a group was being taken. It

was easy to get rid of these, if the}' were not wanted, by
tellirtg them they would come out bePter if they stood in a
place indicated, which, needless to say, was not in the
picture.

Hop-pickincj in Kent — A Iiop garden towards the end oT a day's work
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I ROYAL SPORTSMEN
T

m-
A FEW weeks before he became King-, his Majesty, when

sta)'nig- at Chatswortli, with the assistance of Lord de
Grey and other notable shots, brought down over a thou-
sand head of game on an average on each da}' of liis stay
upon which shooting- took place, and this notwithstanding
the fact that snow to the depth of several inches, whose
dazzling effect would not be conducive to g'ood shooting,
covered the ground during a portion of the visit. Any
leng-tliy commentary upon the King, qua sportsman, would,
howevei", be a work of supererogation, in view of the fact

that this phase received due recognition in the press
at the time of his accession, though the fact that
his Majesty formed one of the six guns that succeeded
in bringing- down 10,800 liead of game in three dajs, which
gives an average of 600 head per gun a day, when enter-
tained by Lord Carnarvon at Highclere, appears to have
been lost sight of.

Although he has not bag'ged a tiger, in which i-espect lie

possesses one experience less than his ]Majest\-, who, when
out with Sir Jung Bahadur in Ncpaul, brought down six in

one day, the Kaiser is quite in the forefront of the Ro3'al
Nimrods ofto-day. To catalogue the many exploits of the
Emperor with his tiust}- Mauser carbine would occupy too
great a space, but that his hand has not lost its cimning- is

proved by his shooting- last December, insomuch as during
liis visit to Letzlingen he bagged 31 stags and 34 boars
while the Crown Prince accounted for 1 1 stags. That he
performed this feat when shadowed by fortj-four gen-
darmes and three private detectives certainly does not de-
tract from his performance. Later in the month the Kaiser,
when shooting over the estates of Herr Von Alvenslebcn,
made a record bag for the district by shooting t^t,^ hares,
22 pheasants, 8 rabbits, and i owl ; as the whole party,
which included the Duke von L'jest and Prince zu Stolberg-
W'ernigerode, onl)' accounted for 723 hares, 24 phe.'isants,

9 rabbits, and the single specimen of the race of Strix
tlammea; it will be seen that the Kaiser did b}- far the most
damage, and materiall}- augmented his figures for the year,
which totalled 3,863 head of game, comprising- 2,750
pheasants, 346 hares, 168 boars, 108 rabbits, 105 fallow
deei-, 37 red deer, 24 small boars, 6 partridges, 4 roebuck,
and the same number of black cock, 3 foxes, 2 fallow does,
and several other n-iinor ilems,.including, of course, the afore-
mentioned owl. Wlietheror no the hare was counted into this

total that was stolen by a man who was seen to dart from
behind fi tree when the Kaiser was shooting in the Magde-
burg district, ]3ick up the lepiis fimidiis that had fallen a
\ictim to the deadly aim of Germany's Emperor, and make
off as fast as his legs would carry him, did not tianspire

;

though the identity of the hare-lifter was revealed through
the agency of a £"5 reward, the malefactor being a re-

spectable inhabitant of Berlin, who was desirous of possess-
ing- some keepsake connected with his adored monarch.

V ¥ ¥
All told, the Kaiser has, since 1872, accounted for almost

44,000 head of game, the chief contributions io the total
comprising- the 18,000 hares and 16,500 pheasants he has at
various times laid low. The most uncommon specimens of
his bag, however, if we omit the afoi-e-mentioned owl, con-
sists of 2 European bison, 7 elk, 3 bears and 25 foxes ; for
although he has one whale to his credit, it can scarcel)- be
classified under the heading of game, as numerous medical
officers at those of our seaside resorts frequented b)- the
dead cetaceae will agree. The appearance* of the fox in the
Kaiser's bag, though conducive to a state of mental anguish
on the part of the Leicestershire native, must not be re-

garded from an English standpoint; the reynards that have
fallen victims to the Kaiser's gun were all made in Gei-many,
w-here they are regarded as a legitimate target for the sports-
man's lethal weapon, and the Emperor's total of foxes is

surprisingly moderate in view of the fact that the "fox
dri^e " is not altogether unknown in German)-, especially in

the vicinity of the King of Saxony's old castle of Moritz-
buri;-, which is less tlian a dozen miles from Dresden.

Apropos of fox-dri\ing, early last P'ebruar)- llu' news that
seventy-nine foxes had been shot during a three-days' balluv
on the l^avarian estates of Prince Fuerstenberg percolated
through to this countr)-, having by some means evaded the
eagle eye of the censor. That our leading hunts did not
immediately declare war on their own account is a striking
testimon}- to the popularity attained b)- the Emperor during
his recent visit.

A few months <igo (he Duchess d'L'zes was the recipient
of a work of art evidently intended for a table centrepiece,
the chef d'oeJti<re\\\ question consisting chiefly of a stag iji

the last throes of a struggle with a pack of hounds, the
principal performers being placed on a mirrored surface
representing a pool. This gift was presented to the Duchess
on the occasion of the taking of her thousandth stag, a red-
letter day that .the husband of the Queen of Holland is un-
likely to see unless his new subjects restrain their ardour in

respect to the deer that he introduced last spring to the
woods of Loo, which they have industriously poached ever
since. As the Duke is a great sportsman, and has enjoyed
the experience, in Ceylon, of dragging a wounded crocodile
backwards from the pool into which it had half made good
its escape and then dispatching it, he naturally resents
having his scheme to improve the deerstalking of his adopted
country thwarted by his loving subjects, who, on the other
hand, were, all things considered, unjustifiably incensed
against the Prince for taking proceedings against the game
dealers receiving the stolen deer.

Since the death of the late King of Italy, who vied with
King- Bomba of Naples in his love of sport, perhaps the
most successful shot of the Italian Royal Family is Queen
Helena, who, when Princess of Naples, frequently beat
her husband in the revolver-shooting .competitions she
inaugurated shortly after her marriage in the garden
of the Capo di Monte Villa. The favourite hunting-
lodge of her Majest)' was recently built on that island

off the coast of Italj- that bears the familiar name of
Monte Cristo, and there she is able to indulge in wild-boar
hunting, a pursuit that was probably more popular with
the Due d'Orleans prior to his accident near Seville a 3'ear

last March, on which occasion a boar charged him and
injured his leg before he succeeded in dispatching it, than
it was afterwaicls. King Bomba's game list during his

career totalled 52,670 head, an aggregate that included
1 ,820 wild boars and almost 2.000 stag ; that Queen Helena's
figures will ever approach this total is hardl)' to be ex-
pected.
Although not rojal, the President of France, hy virtue of

his high estate, is more or less put on- a level with royalt)';

it may not, therefore, be out of place to record the fact that
Loubet of that ilk succeeded last year in s-urprising not
only his Grand Ducal and other guests at Rambouillet, but
his devoted fellow-citizens, b}' compiling a bag that was
larger than that of any other sportsman taking part in the
battue. The presidential licence issued by the Mayor read
as follows :—Name and surname : Loubet (Emile). Pro-
fession : President of the Republic. Age : Sixty-one years.
Height : i metre 64. Hair, e3'ebrows and beard : Grey.
Eyes : Blue. Face : Oval.
M. Felix Faure had a great affection for Rambouillet and

the shooting it afforded, and had, moreover, a book written

and illustrated for private circulation entitled Les Chasses de
Rambouillet, that was a species of apotheosis of Felix

Faure, Grand Chasseur. President Loubet, perhaps—who
can say?—because the afore-mentioned estate is inalienably

connected by the present g-eneration with the name of
Faure, has shown an inclination to revive the Forest of
Compi^gne as a rendezvous for official shooting parties.

Compi^g-ne, with its four hundred roads and pathways, has
been certified by Major Lamy, the chief organiser of the

Presidential "Chasses," to be teeming with game, but

heretofore the various occupants of the Presidential chair

have agreed to boycott the estate. Cail it be that they
feared comparisons would be instituted between their demo-
cratic fetes and the Chasses Imperial's of the third empire,
when Napoleon III., who enjoyed & %pe:c\a.\ droit de seijueur,

every unclaimed bird and wounded straggler being- counted
as an Imperial victim, could invariably claim the best bag?
Can it be that they feared that the people of Compi'gne
would hold up their fetes to ridicule ? Perish the thought

;

the citizens of the forest are only too anxious to profit by
the presence in their preserve of so numerous a compan}' as
attends a Presidential shoot.
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.Mr. .\loiitague llolhciii, who mads a most gallant attempt
to swim the English Channel. (Photo by R. W. Thomas.)

SWIMMING THE CHANNEL
A MOST gallant attempt was made by Holbein, the famous

long-distance cyclist and swimmer, to cross the English
Channel on Saturday night, August 24th, but it very nearly

ended in his being drowned. After he had been in the water
over twelve and a-half hours it was found that he had com-
menced to swim in circles, and that he seemed unable to

control his movements. By great good fortune one of the

men in the accompanying lugger was
able to grab Holbein's hand before he
went down, and after a great struggle
he was pulled on board the tug
Granville. He was then only semi-
conscious, and vomited a good deal.

An immediate start was made for

Dover, and once on shore Holbein
was taken to his hotel on an ambu-
lance and put to bed. The cause of
his failure was the rough weather
that prevailed. When he started

from the rocks at Cape Grisnez on
Satin-day afternoon there was a big
swell on, and, as Holbein worked to

the N.N.W. on the eastward tide, it

became much worse. He was buf
fetted about in an extraordinary man-
ner, while his eyes early became
blinded, the salt water causing- him
most excruciating- pain. Still, he
continued to swim, and made such
rapid headway that by eleven o'clock

on Saturday night he was only about
six miles from the South Goodwin
light, and it seemed probable that he
would get across on two tides. But
after that he dropped away in pace,

though still confident. As dawn ap-
proached, Holbein began to show
signs of intense weariness and lack of

self-control. Then commenced his

eccentric swimming, and his friends at

once decided to bring him out of the water. Holbein
afterwards said he realised he was going to be drowned
unless his friends reached him ; he was too done up to

cry out.

Hitherto, the feat has been successfully accomplished by
one man only, although others claim the honour. Th.at was
Cajjtain Matthew Webb, an ill-fated "Conway " boy, who
lost his life in an attempt to swim the rapids and whirlpool
below the Falls of Niagaia. On August 24lh, 1877, Webb
dived into the sea from Dover Pier, and reached Calais in

21 h. 45 min., having swum, it was estimated, quite forty

miles. Captain Webb was in his thirtieth j'ear at liie lime,

stood 5ft. Sin. in height, and weighed about i4st. He
started his swim at one o'clock midday, had a moonlight
night, and finished about ten next morning. When he
landed he was slightly delirious, but quickly recovered.

Webb was no ordinary swimmer. When engaged on
the Cunard steamer Russian he plunged into the Atlantic
during a gale to rescue a sailor who had accidentally fallen

overboard. For this gallant conduct the passengers on
board presented him with a purse of 100 guineas, and on
his return home he also leceived the Liverpool Humane
Society's medal and the Royal Society's medal. Prior to

his Dover to Calais swim Captain Webb successfully
accomplished other long distance swims. On July 3rd, 1875,

' he swam in the Thames from Blackvvall to Gravesend, a
distance of 20 miles, in 4 h. 52 min. 44 sec, and on the
2oth of the same month and year swam in the sea from

i

Dover to Ramsgate—twenty miles—in 8h. 45 min.

Other strong swimmers of recent years liave essayed to

equal or beat Captain Webb's feat, but without success.

An American, Peter S. M'Nally, of Boston, made the

attempt a few years ago, but it was an ill-timed venture,

with no consideration for the tide or temperature of the

water, the latter of which on that occasion was 54 Ae^^. in

mid-Channel, and 52 deg. oft the French coast. M'Nally
was in the water altogether about fifteen hours, and got to

within a mile and a-half of Cape Grisnez, but was along
way from completing his self-imposed task. The American
had a fine record as a long-distance swimmer, but came to

the conclusion that swimming the Channel was almost an
impossibility.

"The Islander," the ill-fated British vessel that went down near

Juneau, in Alaska, with the loss of forty lives and £1,000,000
of gold from Klondike
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Transport at Singapore— Chinese carriers and cart bullocks. There are many thousands of

Chinese in the district^ and >.hey rub shoulders with the Klings, Hindoos, and other natives
in u marvellous manner

A Lapp family. The Lapps call themselves Sabme, whilst the Norwegians call them Finns.
They are divided into Mountain, Sea, Forest and River Lapps
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THE BRAVEST MAN IN THE STATE

A COMPLETE SHORT STORY

-v«^l/•^

WRITTEN RV E. BURROWES

Oltside the long- log-house the rain was sweeping- down
with an ang-ry swish, the hurricane roared throug-li the

gullv, and the sound mingled with the sullen murmur of the

river.

The hiss and crackle of the fire on the great open hearth,

and the click of billiard-balls from the long, warmly-lighted

room, where four men were playing in a desultory manner,
with cigars between tlieir lips, and an air of conscious well-

being, contrasted sharpl}- with the fury of the elements

outside.

They were strangers to each other— travellers who had
met casually at the inn under the frowning- shadow of the

mountains. To-niorrow, should the storm which had driven

t.iem to the shelter moderate, each would g-b on his wa}-.

For to-night the}- were companions.
The solemn clock in a distant part of the house struck the

hour of midnight, and one of the men put aside his cue with
:'. laugh.

" You fellows are too good for me," he said. " By jove !

how it blows! The river must be rising. I don't remember
such a storm. Just mj- luck !

"

" One could get on were it not forlhe river," said another
of the four, "but there's a nastv ford a niile further on, and
I should not like to try it, even b}- day, after such a deluge
as this."

,"Nor I," said a third. "One must make the best of

things, and be thankful for a shelter."

The}' gathered round the leaping- fire, smoking and talk-

ing- in the desultory fashion of mankind—touching- on a
dozen topics, relating stories which drew laughter from the

trio. The fourth alone was grave. He smoked in silence,

his deeply-set eyes fixed on the leaping flames. Once a
strained look crossed his face ; he sat up and listened

keenly ; the wind soughed round the house ; the rain lashed
the windows ; there was nothing- else.

"Courage!" said one of the others, suddenly breaking
into the silent man's thoughts; "it is a very comparative
thing after all. \\'ho has not heard of the bravest of sol-

diers who lias shuddered at the presence of a cat ? Or the

woman who, after saving the lives of a dozen men by her
pluck and presence of mind, turned faint at the sight of a
mouse? There are anomalies be3ond one's comprehension."

"Conscience doth make cowards of us all," quoted one
man, softlv, and the silent man took the weed from his lips

and spoke.
" Have you ever heard of a man who was in deadly fear

of—running water ? " he said. "If}ou are in the humour
for a story, I can give 30U one. 1—knew the man. He
was known as the bravest man in the state—he was born
across the herring-pond, though of English parents."
The man paused. Above the roar of the river and the

beating- of the rain came a wail, d}ing- away into silence.

The wind. It might have been the cr}- of a child.
" The night is over, but the day is }oung," said one of the

travellers. " Let us hear your stor}-. One could not sleep
through this pandemonium."
The light from the fire flickered upon a scar which showed

white against the tan of the silent man's face. He walked
with a limp, and his shoulders had the uprightness which
marks the soldier.

He knocked the asli from tlie tip of Ills cig-ar with his

little finger, and" looked across
round the hearth.
Then he told this storv.

at llic silent trio •'-athcred

" He was borrr with the fear of running- watei- implanted
in him. His father was drowned within sight of land

;

his death was witnesfsed by hits wife from the shore where
she was waiting for him to come back from his fish'ing ex-
pedition. It was over in a moment : a sudden squall, the
over-balancing of the little boat, the wild cry for help—and
then silence. ... A week later the child was born. In his
early childhood the sight of anj- running water, and particu-
larly the sea, filled him with a fear which was not imaginary
as people were so ready to declare. Whip it out of hmi,
the}- said. The mother shuddered— siie alone knew what
had given the boy this fear. She was gentle with him, and
in process of time the boy went to school. There his suftcr-

ings began. There was the bathing in the river which
skirted the cricket fields. No one will ever know the agonv
of physical terror which swept over the boy at the sight of
that clear, running water. There were moments when his
terror prompted him to throw himself into those icy depths
—moments when he was obliged to tear himself from the
fascination which running water exercised o\ei- him —and
yet lie hated the sig-lit of it.

'' From school he went to Sandhurst, lie entered the ser-

vice. His was a family who had served their sovereign
and country for generations as either soldiers or sailors ; he
was not to be an exception to tlie g-ood old rule. His
mother had come over to the old home when he was but a
child ; but his subsequent achie\ements made iiim dear lo

the State in which he first saw the light of day. The next
point in his career was his first voyage to India. For some
time—perhaps nearly a year—his horror of water had faded
away and left him free from what was almost a curse to the

boy. His home was inland ; but when he embarked, and
sailed away to the strains of ' The Girl I Left Behind Me,'
all the old terror swooped down upon linn again ; it was
water—water—water everywhere, and the long weary
voyage was made hideous to the boy by his terrible birth-

right.
" Years passed. The boy developed into manhood—he

had his fair share of hardships, and also his share of luck.

Promotion was quick in those days of frontier wars, and he
came home with a certain amount of honour and glory
attached to his good old name.

"Still the horror was ever with him. He wondered some-
times whether he would ever outgrow it, as one outgrows
many things. Experience told him he would not ; for the

hope had been with him always, only to be crushed. . . .

Was that the wind ? . . . . What a night ! . . . .

"He came home on long leave, spending- it partly with
his mother^ who still lived in her peaceful country home,
partly with friends. And while on a visit in Scotland he met
the tragedy of his life.

" He had been out on a long shooting- expedition all da}-,

and coming- home he lost his way and found himself alone

in a wild valley, separated from the rest of the party. He
made the best of iiis w;iy towards the river, knowing that

he could find his \\^\ to his destination—an old country
house—bv following its course. It was a wild, stormv
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1

afternoon laic In September— sucli a storm as tills was ,

blowing'— llie river was lashed into foam and tumbled over
1

its roclc}' bed towards tlie celebrated falls of—the name does
\

not matter. As he plunged along through the dripping;
trees, the sight of that seething' water brought back to the

man all the old unreasoning- terror. He averted iiis e3'es

and kept steadilv on his waj', till a cry arrested his attention.

He stopped short and looked across the river. . . .

Nothing- but the ru^ihing-, swii-ling- waters . . . nothing
. . . till as that awful cry rang out ag-ain, something- . . .

something- which resolved itself into a little cockleshell of a
boat carne whirling in the terrible current down stream
towards the falls. In it he disting'uished throug-h the mist
of rain a tin)- figui-e—something- like curls fl3'ing in the
wind ... a small frightened face. . .

."

The man paused. His audience, half fascinated by the
tones of h.is voice . . . b}- the curt manner in which the )

stqr)' was told, looked across at him through the halo of'

smoke which surrounded them. Outside the storm seemed
to have redoubled its force ; the wind shrieked like a fiend

let loose. The river roared above the lashing and hissing of
j

the rain.

The fire was dying into a warm, red g-lo\v. It lit upon
the absorbed faces of the four trt'ivellers. No one spoke
. . . till the man leant back in his chair stiffly and resumed
the slorv :

"This is not a pleasant tale . . . but it has the merit of
truth, for, as I have already told }-ou, I , . . knew the
man. -

I

" In the instant that the boat came whii-ling down stream
with that child alone in it—going- to its death—he saw a'

wild fig-ure on the opposite bank. He could but see in the
mist a woman's distraught face ... a woman's skirts 1

flying before the storm. Her voice rang- out sharply to him
across the river :

-
1

" ' My child ! . . . the falls ! . . . save him ! . .
.'

" In less time than I can speak the words he realised the
position. Given a strong- swimmer . . . tlie b"bat mig-lit be I

arrested in its wild flight towards the falls. - . . There was,
a certain tree he knew of which would be of assistance • • •

]

its far-stretching- branches lav out almost upon the water.
'

. . . He flung- down his gun . . . tore off his coat . . . the
little boat had caug-ht between a couple of boulders, in mid-
stream ... it was rocking- and s\va\ing- in the wildly

swirling- water. ... It could be done, God helping- him !

He saw the frightened face, the curling hair . . . the linj'

hands clutching- at the boat's side as it rocked and twisted
hi the current. The foaming- water swept by him ... he
g-lanced at it for an instant . . . and in that tsrrible nicment
his horror catne upon liim ! The running- water rose before
him . . . his e}-es swam . . . his head reeled with the
awful spasm of tei-ror, which made his heart sink down
cold and heav}- within him.

" He slag-g-ered back . . . back from that horrible

water . . . the water which rushed and g-urgled at his

feet. . . . He looked across with wild eyes at the opposite
bank where the woman was running- with distraug-ht

air ... he heard her hoarse cry to him. . . . He could
not, he dared not, face that horrible water. He, who had

j

never flinched in the hottest corner in the Frontier Cam-

'

paig-n ; he who had brought home the magic letters D.S.O.
|

with him ; he who had been mentioned in dispatches as a
most promising- officer—cool under fire.

"And out in mid-stream a little boat was rocking- and
tossing- ... it twisted in the current ... it was borne by
a sudden wave from its shelter among the boulders ... it

swung- awaj- towards the falls. And the childish hands
were clinging to the side . . . a shri 1, faint cj-y was borne
to him on the wind. . . . He sh-jt his eyes. . . .

" When he looked across the heaving- water . . . the
boat ii<as gone ! . .

."

There was a momentary silence.

One of the travellers spoke.
" y\nd the woman ?

"

The teller of the story looked up. His eyes were burning
with a dull fire.

"The ivoman ? You shall hear; the storj- is not
ended. ...
"Years passed. A new horror came upon the man.

With the sound of running- water there came to him the
wail of a child's voice. He found himself haunted bj- it.

There were times when the piteous cry woks him out of
sleep ; but it became louder and more insistent when chance

brought him Avithin sound or sight of water. The old

terror he knew would be with him to the grave ; this other
was but an added binden. He knew himself to be a
murderer.

" Years slipped b)- biinging to the man wonderful strokes
of what men call luck, ]5roniotion in his profession, tlie

inheritance of an une;:pected fortune. He was fiTlod -eulo-
gised for his courage and coolness in action—and through
it all the man knew that an ever-abiding horror was hiiijf

in wait to come down upon him again.
" Acioss the Atlantic, those in the State where he was

born read of him with pride—the pride of posse ioion. He
was one of them—born on their soil. The)- spoke of him as
the bravest man the State had ever possessed.

" It was when his fame and populrir!t\- were at th-ir height
that he met—the woman he lo\ed.

"She was a widow, they told him; she had lost licr

husband and child, some six years ago, within a few dajs
of each other. The tragedy might still be traced in her
deep, sad eyes, the lines of silver which streaked liei- .sofi,

dark hair. He met her at the house of a mutual friend. It

did not take long for him to find oui that she was the one
and onl)- woman in the world for him, and six weeks later he
left her presence the happiest man in Eng-land.

"She had promised to be his wife. During the weeks
which he had spent at her side, lost to everything- but this

new and wonderful thing- which had come into his life, he
had forgotten that he was a haimted man. Her influence

seemed to have blotted out the horrible past—the past
which had brought lines of age to his face and a hunted
look to his eyes. He thoug-ht the ghost was laid—for ever.

" It was not. It rose up from its grave that very da)',

when they were walking through the Paik together.

People glanced at the man—he was the man of the momcr.'
just then—and murmured his name as he passed. She
heard them, and smiled up in his face.

"'The)- call you the bravest man in the State,' she said

gaily. ' Were )-ou born across ths herring'-pond that they
claim you in the States ?

'

" 'Yes—I was born in America,' bz said, absently. His
eyes had caught the cool glimmer of the water in the

Serpentine. A shiver swept over him.
" ' Do you know Rudyard Kipling's words ? . .

.'

" But as he groped against the wall two hands upon
his shoulder fell.

" The King- behind his shoulder f;palce :
' Dead man, thou

dost not well.'
"

The man ceased for a moment. There was a stir among-
his listeners. The fire was nearly out, only a dim red glow
lit up their faces. There was a hint of tragedy in the

silence. Outside the storm howled. A wail swept round
the log house, dying- away into silence, It might have been
the Banshee—or a lost :>ouL

" Late that evening she noticed the pallor of his face.

She asked him what ailed him. He gave her an evasive
answer . . . how could he tell her—the woman he loved,

the woman who believed him to be the bravest man—that he
was a coward ? She, with woman's intuition, must have
known that there was something- on his mind . , . but
she left the matter alone.

"Weeks and months fled, and the wedding-day was near.

His happiness was greater than words can express, yet it

was not great enough to drive away the ghost which
haunted him. Even in her dear presence it became
insistent. The faint wail swept through the room when
they sat together talking in low tones ; it drove him from
her side, and she watched in wondering- silence the horror

growing in his eyes.

"A great overwhelming impulse to tell her all came upon
him suddenly ; this terror, which grew worse every year,

was more than he could bear—alone.
" He told her, in broken, hoarse accents, the story of his

terrible birthright. She listened with pitiful eyes to the

man's confession, to the history of his miserable boyhood,
his horror of water

"-'There is more and worse,' he said,- hoarsely, as he met
her tender, loving eyes—he buried his head in her dress

. . . how was he to tell her this thing?
" With terrible difficulty the story was told. The rushing

river—the storm—the little boat whirling to destruction—
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:uid Ihe child, with rts flying- curls and little clinging- hands
... he did not spare himself. . . .

" ' I ccHild have saved him,' lie said, 'and I did not. I
—

I was afraid. Ever since that day— I left the place at once
— I have been haunted . . . God! ni}- punishment has been
greater than I can bear !

'

"At that, a strangled cry broke from the woman. He
looked up . . . sprang- to his feet, with white lips, and
flung ai> arm round her ... he thought she was g-oing to

faint, but when he looked at her eyes he knew she would
not. They were burning with a terrible fire ... a fire

which seemed to sear him.
" ' What—what ' he stammered. She thrust him from

her, facing- him with deathly face and outstretched hand.
" ' So it was von . . . you ivho murdered my child !' she

whispered.
"

muttered one of them,
The men stirred.
" Poetic justice with a vengeance

" the long arm of coincidence.
"

The teller of the story nodded. The dim light showed
his dark face strained and haggard. He had told them
that he knew the man.

" A few moments and I have finished," he said, and took

up the thread of iiis storj' once more.

" There is little more for me to tell j'ou. An awful fate had
v,'atched over that man's destiny since his birth. He listened

to the woman's story as she told it with difficulty . . . and
the ghost rose up pale and cold fj-om its watery grave and
touched him with a icy hand.

" The light iiad died down, and rain was lashing- the

window when he got up unsteadily and stood for a moment
looking down on the woman's bent liead. He could not see

her face.
" Good-b}e," he said,
" There was no answer.
"The man went out—and it was night."

"Is that the end of the story?" asked one cf the men
from the corner where the last red gleams of the fire were
dancing faintly.

The teller of the story looked across at tl.ie speaker.

"That is the end of the story—as far ccS it goes," he
said; " the man's alive rt)-day— his history will end ovA--! in

the g-rave, I suppose."

" Poor de\il !
" said someone gruffl\', .and with one accord

the parly moved from the iieartii.

The teller of the storj- moved over and threw back a
curtain. Looking out into the nighl, he saw but fixing

clouds scudding- over the face of a watery moon. Tiie wind
had dropped save for that wail which came sweeping round
the house ; below in the gorge the river could be heard
plainh', as it rushed along, swollen by the rains in the
mountains.
Suddenly the curtain dropped from his hand. He started

back.
"My God!" he said suddenly, and dropped into *a

chair.

One of the men started forward.
" What's the matter? ' he said, quickly.

Thci-e was a moment's dead silence.

The men looked at each other, and as they did so the

teller of the story got up stiffly and laced them.
Perhap.s he read an unspoken question in their faces.
" Yes," he said, quietly, " / ivas the man. Good-

night.
"

When day broke but three travellers met together in the
old hall.

The other gentleman, they were told, had started an hour
ago. He was in a huri-\', and must get across the pass as
soon as possible.

An hour later the trio had separated, each to go on his

I

own way. But neither of the three overtook the teller of the
story. He had got a good start of them.

1 Two dajs later the three travellers, in different parts ot

! the kingdom, each reading his own particular newspaper,
came upon this paragraph :

" We regret to announce the sudden death of General Sir

;,Richard Lawson, K.C.B., D.S.O., &c. He was on a tour
!tn Scotland, and while walking over a pass in the Highlands
lit IS supposed that he lost his way, for his body was found
in the river among the rocks. It is surmised that the un-

I fortunate gentleman missed his footing and fell into the

(river from a considerable height. . . . He was born in

the United States, after the death of his father, who was
accidentally drowned, &c., &c.
There followed a long notice of the dead man's honours

and achievements, but only three men and one woman knew
of the terrible tragedy which had crushed and haunted the

man who was still spoken of in a certain part of the world
;is the bravest man in the state.

Tlic largest funeral seen in Lanarkshire for many years— that of the late Mr. John

^ J.. - . C_ii ...C^lville, iVIdP^^.at; Motherwell, N.F. ^

.,.^ , . , .
- -J (Photo- by T. Johnstoix? JlotherwellV
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Shaving compauion seen at Messrs. Shoolbred and Co.'s
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In these days of rush and tear, when every hour is occu-
pied by pleasures or witli fresh duties, and when, indeed,
the well-lcnovvn representation of Father Time as an old
man with scythe on shoulder and hour-glass in hand seems
to bear no resemblance to the fast flying- god of this centurj-
who appears a very Mercury with winged heels, it is sur-
prising to learn what a vast amount of needlework is being-
turned out, and how g-reatly this most feminine craft has
been revived. The growing tendency of the Church of
England to appropriate the beautiful ritual and vestments
of the Roman Catholic Church has done a g-reat deal
towards the revival, and much excellent ecclesiastical work
is now done from copies of ancient designs, worked with
the skill and infinite patience which characterised that
accomplished in the Ages of Faith.

There is certainly not so much ostentation over needle-
work as was formerly shown by needle-women when the
conspicuous presence of both crewels and work-bag- in one's
drawing-room was considered to be truly feminine, and
reflected credit on the fair owner, which was ofttinies the
only result desired. We all remember how Becky Sharp,
that cute little gauger of human nature, valued the effec-

tiveness of needlework, how she would periodically take out
of her work-bag Rawdon's little shirt and stitch away at
it when she wished to impress others with her character as
a tender little mother, though Thackeray tells us just what
we should have expected how the boy gre-w, and the shirt

did not, but still pla3-ed its little part in Becky's plan long-

after the supposed owner was too big to wear it.

V V ¥
Bl-t now, indeed, busy fingers are embellishing collars,

belts, and ties with the best results imaginable, and the
useful pastime of embroidery is regaining old votaries and

enlisting new ones. Collars ma}- Ije bought ready stamped
for embroidering, and these make excellent work for the
seaside, since executed, as is usual, in thread or appliquckl
linen they are impervious to the effects of the sea, which is

so disastrous to ordinary coloured work. One of the sets
which are now sold, comprising a collar, tic, and belt, make
very acceptable presents when worked, (jem embroidery
for transparent yokes for coming evening dresses, and lace
sleeves and chemisettes embellished in this waj-, make pretty
work, and when done become valuable possessions.

* * ¥
Dainty //w^rcw is always a delight to the good needl'-

woman, and for such the fashioning of tiny jackets for baby
wearers is especially appropriate, as these little garments
require the finest of stitches and the tiniest of tucks for their

adornment.

V ¥ V

Those prudent ones who are already thinking of prepar-
ing needlework which shall be converted into Christmas
presents would do well to send to John Harris and Sons for

their illustrated catalogue, where the loveliest original

designs and adaptations of old work are shown, with all

manner of alluring table centres, sachets, and tea-cloths.

¥ V ¥
It would be difficult to find a seaside resort where we

might be exempt from the dressing- up which has become
such a habit and which is becoming as g-reat a burden
to us as the famous old " man of the sea." There was a
time when we took all our oldest clothes awaj' with us
to wear out during our holiday and looked forward to

the wearing them out in many a delightful excursion oi-

White yachting costume trimmed with black
insertion
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scramble over rocks. Now \vc do none of these tilings,

and our trunks must contain a variety of the newest and
daintiest of costumes tor wear on the parade, at afternoon
teas, and for table d'hote dinners. The churcii parade
at most of the fashionable watering-places differs not at all

from the same parade in Hyde Park on Sunday during the

season.
* * *

A SERGE costume is a necessit)' for wear at the sea, and
becomes specially desirable when put before us in such
tempting- guise as shown
by the accomj^anying
sketch. Coloured checks
are always decorative
when used as a trimming,
and here we have its

value fully demonstrated.
1 he smart bolero which
so amiably takes the

place of a coat will be
found very useful when a
coat or its substitute is

required.

The black and while
linen gown holds as its

chief feature the tiny

black pipings on bodice,
sleeves and skirt. The
coarse black insertion

which is so effective on
this gown appears again
in the hat, which, fur-

nished off with two wings,
makes it a very desirable

one to possess, since no
amount of sea air or salt

water can hurt it, an end
to have in view since
Fashion has decreed that
we must be as well dressed
during- our sojourn by the
sea as we are in town.

* * *
A man's birtliday —

what horrors are con-
tained in those three
words. The racking
one's brain months be-
forehand as to what gifts

remain ungiven in the list

of man's requirements,
the weary tramping over
endless shops, the inde-
cision, and then, when,
in spite of vague mis-
givings, we at last settle

the knotty point, how we
hate to see the present
which has cost us so
much time and worry
put into that drawer

—

which is, indeed, a very
tomb of gifts, for its

Dwner never looks at,

.iiuch less uses, the mis-
cellaneous articles which
accumulate year by year. Now, being in the throes of
these very worries, guess with what delight I spied the
shaver's com))anion (of which I give you a sketch). I

pounced upon it with joy, knowing full well no man, unless
lie wore a beard, would scorn such a necessary and com-
pact article—the lights at the side enabling the most delicate
of operations to be performed with comfort, even in the
waning light. The price, without the razors, is only 45s.

1 hastejied home with my treasure, and now await the
birthday with calmness.

If any proof .were needed to show us Jiow the fashion in

children's dress has improved of late years, a glance at one

of the portraits of the late Emiircss Frederick, taken during
her childhood, will speak eloquently of the fact, and bring
home to us how great a ciiangc for the better has taken
place in this respect. In those days boj-s and girls alike
were absurdly dressed. Wiiat could be more hideous for a
child than the inflated skirt, long pantaloons, and an old-

womanish bonnet ? Who was responsible for the designing
of a costume so ugly and at the same time so unsuitable?
In those benighted times there existed no Libert j' oj- Swears
antl Wells to arise and show us liow our children should be

dressed appropriately,
and becomingly, but
surely the united efforts

of milliners and modistes
of those times could lia\e

produced something moie
suitable and elegant than
the above-mentioned cos-

tume. History tells us
how the fashion of pad-
ding- the hips was adopted
by the courtiers in the

roign of Henry VIII., so
that their Royal master
should not look singular
since his bulk had become
so immense. Other
fashions have had their .

origin in some such cause.

Can it be that the long
pantaloons were invented
to hide deficiencies in

some Royal leg ? I can
think of no other reason
to account for a costume
so hideous being designed
and adopted, if some such
motive had not prompted
it.

Smart black dress for autumn wear

In the Monthly Revinu
Mr. Leslie Stephen has
been singing the praises

of walking, which he de-

clares has been the exer-

cise patronised mostlj- by
literary men. Certainly,

nowadays one usually

does not walk where one
may ride, and enthusiastic

walkers are few and far

between ; perhaps Mr-.

Stephen's article in praise

of walking may enlist

many converts, since he
presents this easiest of

pastimes- .in such an
attractive light.

* * *
No doubt the prescr.t

style of dress has a
great deal to answer for

in the very ungraceful
walk in w h i c h m o s

t

women and girls now
indulge. In the days
of our grandmothers the

art of walking- was studied ar.d practised, and dire were
the punishments which befell the young- pedestrian who
swung her arms, or failed to jjoint her toes, while taking- her
daily constitutional, and which was intended to perfect her

style of walking as much as for her health's sake. To-d ly

we err on the other side, and each is allowed to walk as she
finds it easiest, whether it be by swinging the whole body
or by indulging in any other ungainly mannerism. Walk-
ing to be pleasant should be easy and natural, and then it -

will be graceful. It [is surprising in this age, when drill,

and all manner of gymnastic exercises are taught so uni-

versally, that the generality of people should walk so badlj\

Still, people are in too great a hurry nowadays to pay
attention to very necessary details.
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I liave been staving' in a lavender districl, forlunately at

a lime when this melliferous flower was in its prime. No
more beautif\il sight can be enjoyed than a field of lavender

in full bloom on a hot summer's day, when the stretch of

mauve with its dozens of attendant butterflies, Ijoth white

and lavender-coloured, looks delighlluU}- coc^l and iragrant

in contrast to the intense blue of the sky overhead. The
particular lavender, whose glorious mass of colour has been
niv delight for the past few days, is now no more, for the

cutters have been bus}-, and it now lies in bundles to be
presentl}- converted into fragrant " water," or find its way
into sachets and muslin bag-s to perfume whatever it touches.

Our grandmothers never neglected to place this swcet-

smeliiiig- herb between their store of linen, and every road-

side inn g-ave its guests the perfumed bed-linen which the

newest and biggest of our modern hotels do not attempt to

provide.
s> ^ <?

An excellent wa}' of making a lavender sachet is to take,

sa}', fifteen pieces of lavender, and when jou have put them
evenly together twist cotton round the flowers to hold them
securely, then bend the stalks over the flowers till they

iiave and don't pine to resemble tlio rose instead of the lily.

Hotii possess beaut}-, and are as nature intendjd tliem to be.
Take a lesson from them.

Pope Leo's XIII. 's Century Ode has stirred the poets of
all nations. No fewer than thirty-one metrical versions of
it have appeared, of which seventeen are Italian, and the
rest in divers languages. They have all been comprised in

a handsome volume that lias been i-ecently issued from (he
Vatican press. The Pontiff has had copies distril)uted to
each of those who contribuled to its contents. Aniong the
fortunate recipients i,s Mr. Francis Thompson, whose volume
was accompanied with the silver medal struck to commemo-
rate the events of the Pope's reign.

» ^i ^
In 1814, during the course of a short war which tiie

Americans had declared against England, the Battle of
Bladensburg was fought and won on August 24lh by the
British under General Ross. Th(' immediate result of this

gallant exploit, in which 4,000 British soldiers defeated twice
that number of the enemy and captured ten pieces of cannon.

A well-known yacht "Maid Marion" flying before the wind
(Photo by Stuart)

eiicase them ; thread pretty coloured baby ribbon in and out
of the stalks, which should be cut ofif evenly, and finish

with a bow at each end. ' Martha.

¥ * s*

Martha will have much pleasure in answering questions
relating to domestic or personal matters.

V ¥ S"

HoiSEKEEPER.— Let your cook add about half a packet
of one of Crosse and BlackweU's Soup Tablets to her
stock, and }ou will not have to complain of the tastelessness
of }our soup. They are to be obtained in a variel}- of sorts,
and all are excellent.

Mavis.—You are far too young to think about using any
artificial colour for your face. I am entirely against' such
meins being adopted by anyone. You say your health is

good, you have plenty of fresh air and exercise and yet
don't gain a colour. My dear young lady, if these means
fail adopt none other, but be content with the blessing-s you

was the surrender of the city of Washington. All the public
buildings were destroyed and burnt by the victors, and it

was in consequence of this that the President's house, which
was afterwards painted to cover the marks majde b)' the
smoke, became known as the " White House."

¥ ¥ ¥
A VERY pretty sight may be seen at the new fire-float

station overshadowed by Blackfriars Bridge, and great
praise must be given to the firemen who have constructed it.

j

The projecting- space below the Embankment has been con-
verted into a pretty flowei--garden, whei-ein the bright

j

blossoms of geraniums, pinks, calceolaria and nasturtiiuiis

contrast most i-efreshingly w-ith the dull monotony of con-

I

Crete and stone buttresses. A small fishpond has also been

I

constructed by these industrious men, the pond containing
about a score of goldfish, which derive nourishment from a

I
lump of raw beef, which is suspended from a line bridgsfig

the water-tank. The firemen's goldfish and garden are
probably baby footsteps towards something more worthy of

the greatest city in the world, says the City Press, and so

sa}- al'l of us.

Pkinted dv the Klack and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly by W. J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C., England. —Sept. 7, 1901.
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stabbed ;\Iajor Ratlibone, after shooting- the President with

I

his pistol. As he jumped liis foot tripped in the folds of the
American flag, wliieh was draped beneath the box, and he

The scoundrel with the unpronounceable )iame who shot
,
stumbled and fell. Quickly recovering himsef, however,

President McKinley pleads the very old and very lame he rushed to the footlights, again waved his dagger, and
excuse—"She gave me the apple." It was all owing to

: shouted, "Sic semper tyrannis ! The South is avenged!"
some woman blathering on a platform, the poor wretch

|

Then, in the confusion, he escaped from the stage into the
alleges, that he thought of murder. Whether his excuse be street, leaped upon a horse, and rode away. Not uruil

true or not, it is high time that steps were taken to deal twelve days afterwards was he found hiding in a barn, and
effectively with these types of male and female. Confine- ' was shot dead by the squadron of troops in pursuit of him.
ment for life in a lunatic asylum might answer in the case 1 The assassin was an actor named John Wilkes Booth, who,
of the female ; a scientific drop in the case of the male.

[
with others, had concocted a plot to assassinate all the

********* j*J jiu ^^^H

The female could spout, without evil effect^ to the padding on
the walls ; the

male would be
prevented from
perpetuating his

breed. Whether
outside or inside

a lunatic asylum,
the hj'sterical

female is incap-

able of fulfilling

her true duty on
this earth. She
is effete, for her
hallucinations
monopolise her
being. Still, for

these half-made
types of the hu-
man race, the
only cure is—

a

safe house for

the female ; a few
feet of earth for

the male. We
have these tj'pes,

only, so far, they
charge other
p e o p re w i t h

murder.

* * ¥
Mr. McKinley

IS the third Pre-
sident of Ihj
United States
who has been
attacked by an
assassin, and
here we may
recall how his

two illustiious

p redece ssors,
Abraham Lincoln
andjames Abrani
Garfield, were
fatally stricken.

The assassina-
tion of Abraham
Lincoln, the
greatest name in

American his-
lor}- since George
Washington, oc-

curred at the
very moment of
liis triumph. The
-hampion of the

ith others, had concocted a plot

ading members of the Lincoln .\dminisliation.

.Sixteen

The view from the steps of the Temple of .Music, where y\x. .'McKinlev was
shot, and wlicre the seething crowu attempted to lyiicl. ilie miscreant

years
later, onJnl3-2nd,
1881, a similar

tragedy was en-
acted in the wait-
ing-room of the
Baltimore and
Potomac Rail-

way station at

Wa s hi ngton .

President Gar-
field, one of the
most high-
minded and un-
selfish statesmen
that the United
States ever pro-
duced, was on
the point of
starting on a
pleasure trip to

New "England,
and had Jirri\ed

at the station

with Mr. Blaine,

his Secretary ot

State. As 'the
President's car-

riage drove au'ay
another drew up.
From this a man
leaped out, and,
telling- the driver
to waif, followed
the President
and Ml". Blaine
into the walling-
r o o m . T h c

V e n e 7. u e 1 a w
Minister, whc
was piTsent, was
appioachiiig the
P r e s i tl e n t to
speak with him
when the stran-

ger darted for-

ward and fired,

the shot ]5assin_g

through the Pre-
sident's coat-
sleeve. Then, as
the President
turned to face his

;issailant, and
Mr. Blaine moved
to his assistance,

the man fired

North, who had maintained the cause of the Union in the again, and this lime the ball lodged deep in the victim's body,
teeth of all difficulties through the long four years of the

!
JNIr. Garfield fell to the ground, and the assassin sought

most desperate Civil War known to histor}-, had just been to escape, but he was seized by half-a-dozen of the by-
re-elected by an overwhelming majority to a second term of

,
slanders and securely held. He proved to be a man

office.
I
named Charles Guiteau, of French extraction, a dis-

^ ^
I

appointed office-seeker who wished, by shooting- President
A FEW daj's afterwards he attended a Cabinet meeting, Garfield, to raise Mce-President Arthur to the Presidenc)-.

and in the evening went to a performance of Our American
\

For weeks Mr. Garfield lingered between life and death. A
Cousin at Ford's Theatre. Mrs. Lincoln and two friends, day of national supplication for his recovery was appointed,
a young lady and Major Rathbone, sat with him in the and at one time it seemed as though he would recover.

Presidential box. Suddenly, in the middle of the play,, a
,
About the middle of September, however, symptoms of

shot was heard, and a man leaped out of the box on to the blood-poisoning appeared, and he died on the 19th, .to the
stage brandishing the dripping knife with which he had sorrow 01 me whole world.
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Sunday afternoon on the "foc'sle" of H.M.S. "Victorious" at Malta

The appointment of General Sir Evelj'n Wocdj V.C., to
|

Chief than heretofore, it was
the command of the Second Army Corps District (Salisbury

j
was entitled to an extension,

Plain) may be taken as an indication that the new system is I his responsibilities, and it is

to have every
chance. The
command in-

cludes Plymouth
and Portsmouth,
and other im-
portant lines of

defence, and, in

view of the ex-

tensive works to

be undertaken on
Salisbury Plain,

it will be one in-

volvings much re-

sponsibility and
the cxpenditLuc
of consideiable
energ-y. That Sir

Evelyn Wood
should have been
chosen for this

post by Mr. Brod-
rick is a proof
that the much-
needed task ot

decentralisation
has already be-

g-un. Sir Evel\n
has served a very
long- time in Pall

Mall, and as in

future the Adju-
tant-General will

wo k more di-

rectly under the

control of Ihc

Commander - in - Three A.B.'s ot the King's Navy

probably felt that Sir Evelyn
rather than a restriction, of

ainticipated that in his new
command he will

be given a very
free liand.

¥ * S|f

On the ap-
pointment o f

General Sir Eve-
lyn' Wood, \".C..i

to the command
of the Second
Army Corps,
Li eu t.-General
K e 1 1 y- K e n n y,
C.B.,' lakes his

place as Adju-
tant-General to

the Forces. The
Adjut. - General
is, of course, the

head of his de-
paitment on tb.c

General Staff ci

the Army, and
the executive
o ffi c c r of the
General in Chief.

He i-i charged
with th_- ctiici-

encv and disci-

pi i n o o t the
troops, the de-
tails rf all mili-

tary duties, and
the accuracy ol

district return'^.

? o issue^~ all
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"orders to llii,' Iroops in the name and under tlie aulliorily

of the officer in supreme command, and i.-^ tlie official

medium for every report, whether of a confidential or
of an oidinar}- nature. Such an fippointment naturall)-

calls for an officer of great business capacit}-, level-

headed, and unfailing- tact. All these qualities the
.successor to Sir Evelj'n Wood is credited with pos-
.sessing- in the highest degree, and Army men will view
the appointment of General Kelly-Kennj' with general
Approval. The new Adjutant-Genei'al foug-ht in South
Africa, where he commanded lli(> Sixth Division in a mamier
which justified prospects ot early and high promotion. He

-Vorth-Eastern District, was at Headquarters in 1893, Alder,
shot 1893-96, and in 1897-99 was Inspector-General of
Auxiliarj- Forces and Recruiting. He was made a Major-
General in 1897, and has been a Lieutenant-Generat
since 1889.

¥ * *
With reference to South Africa, the Government still

pursues it.s " copy-book " policy, but it is about lime that
this nonsense was stopped. It may be all very well and
good to be magnanimous at (he expense of Ww lives of
"common" soldiers; it may be bCiil beUer to save many

Lieut. -General T. Kellj'-Kenny, C.B., who succeeds General Sir Evelyn Wood, V.C., as
the Adjutant-General to the Forces [Ptioto by Knight

was the embodiment of energy and resourcefulness, and
never failed tc give satisfaction, so far as the intelligent

direction of the troops under his command was concerned.
General Kelly-Kenny is sixty-one years of age^ and his

military experience dates from 1858, when he entered the
Army as ensign in the 2nd Foot. He saw active service
for the first time in China, in i860, including the action of
Sinhoo, the taking of Tan-Ku and Taku Forts. In 1867-68
he commanded a division of the Transport Train in Abys-
sinia. He has frequenti}- been mentioned in dispatches as
a highly-meritorious officer. In 1887-89 he was A.A.G.,

lives of the "noble' Boer; and it may be the best for

well-fed officials to conduct hostilities from London, W.

;

but there are other opinions. In South Africa murderers
and oath-breakers are being tried according to Police Court
rules, whilst our own kith and kin—our soldiers and our
"refugees"—are under the jurisdiction of the Criminal
Court. It is more than a farce to try a criminal Boer by
ordinary Court-martial — regimental, district or general.

The proper course is drum-head Court-martial. Such a
proceeding is fair to everyone, and to the benefit of the

human race at large.

I
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THE SURVIVORS OF THE DONIBRISTLE PIT DISASTER BEING LED HOME AFTER
BEING RESCUED FROM THE lAWS OF DEATH
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1

Colonel SirR. >\'aldie Griffith, commanding the Border Rifle Voliiiitecrs

THE WOLSELEY CUP
The importance of the cycle in military operations is now

being' fully recognised. With the object of testing' the

capacity of teams from Volunteer cyclist companies or

sections in musketry after a military ride, the competition
for the handsome cup presented by Lord Wolseley is just

the thing to bring out all the qualities of an ideal team.
The fourth annual competition, which, by the way, is con-

fined to the Northern Division, comprising the whole of the

Scottish Districts and the North-Eastern and North-Western
Districts cf England, was held on August 28th on the

Dingleton Ranges of the Border Rifle Association. At
Chester last year the cup was won by the Galashiels team
of the Border Rifle Volunteers, who occupied second place

at York in the previous year. .Starting from Galashiels, the

teams, consisting' of eight cyclists under command of an
officer or sergeant, with two reserves, rode over a course
of forty miles to the ranges, where the firing practice was
carried through, eight men firing seven rounds each,

"controlled independent," at 500 and 600 yards, at figure

targets 8ft. broad by 4ft. high ; four head and shoulder
figures 2ft. wide and 3ft. high, with invisible bull's-eye

below the throat 2oin. diameter. The competition was
carried through under the supervision of Captain D. Mac-
kenzie Stuart, District Inspector of Musketry for Scotland,
and Major and Adjutant Stirling, Border Rifles. The cup
was won for the second year in succession by the Galashiels
team of the Border Rifles, under Lieutenant Dun, with 168

points ; the ist V.B. Royal Highlanders (Dundee) second
with 166; while the Queen's Edinb'.ngh had 107 and the

2nd V.B. York and Lancaster 90.

Cheapside, and attracted consider-

able notice. Il is ti'.ted witli a so!i<l

gold handle and guard, the blade
being beautifully embellished with
the same metal. The steel case is

riciily ornamented with wrought gold
elaborations of very efiective design.

It is also embellished with the mono-
gram of the General. A floiiated

scroll work in gold at the end of tiie

case contains a record of the princi-

.pal engagements in whicli General
Plumcr has served, including the
.Soudan (1884), El Teb, Tamai, .South

Africa (1896-1901), and Matabeleland,
It will be forwarded to Soulh .Africa

at an early date for presentation.

¥ ^ V
M. MOL'GEOr, the French Secre,

tary of State for Postsand Telegraphs,
is, it is reported, about to propose to

the countries adhering to the Postal

Union the creation of an " Interna-

tional stamp" — that is to sav, a
stamp which could be used indiffe-

rently to frank letters in all the

countries of the Union. At present

each country has its own particular

stamp, and much inconvenience is

often caused by the inhabitants of

one country being unable to send
a stamped envelope for a reply to a

letter, because they cannot obtain the stamp of a neighbour-

ing country. Tiie price of the stamp for postage within the

Postal Union is the same—namely, twopence-halfpenny, or

t\vent)-five centimes, and M. Mougeot thinks that if an Inter-

national stamp were created it would remove inconveniences,

and facilitate a certain class of business correspondence.

V V *
The City is not the place in which one would expect fruit

trees to flourish. Yet within the historic walls of Charter-

house fifteen large mulberry trees, well laden with fruit, are

to be seen. Two of these are seventy jears old, the

youngest is twenty-nine years. The older trees are sup-

posed to have been grown from shoots of the famous tree in

the garden of Christ's College, Cambridge. In a courtyard

in Basinghall Street is another mulberry tree, which gives a
heavy crop each year.

Colonel Sir R. Waldie Griffith, Bart., the com-
manding officer of the Border Rifle Volunteers, is one of the
most enthusiastic and popular officers in the Volunteer
service. The interest which he takes in the shooting and
other competitions in which the teams of his crack regiment
take part, has much to do with their success, as he is simply
idolised by his " boys," who do anything to please him and
show their high appreciation of their commander.

Sf * ¥
The gold sword of hotiour which the inhabitants of Bula-

wayo. South Africa, are about to present to General H. C.
O. Plumer, C.B., as a mark of their appreciation for the

soldierly qualities he has displayed throughout the present
war, has been on view at the establishment of its designers
and manufacturers, Messrs. JMappin and Webb, the Poultry,

The Wolseley Cup, which is competed lor oy teams from
the ^oluuteers of the Scottish, and North-£astern and

Western Districts of England
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MISS ESME BERINGER IN HER FENCING FLAY AT THE PALACE THEATRE
A special feature of the performance is tfiat no masks are worn
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The picture as it appeal's ini its normal position

A WONDERFUL PICTURE
IT IS BEING EXHIBITED AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY

»i^i»

After reposing- in obscurity for some two hundred and
fifty years, one of the strangest portraits ever painted has
just been rediscovered and placed on exhibition in our
National Portrait Gallery.

Lookinpf casu-
ally at this pic-

ture the visitor

sees what ap-
pears to be the
representation ol

a face as seen
in a particularly

ingenious distort-

ing- mirror. In

an oval border,
which extends
right across the
canvas, is a
hideous face with
a huge nose and
bulbous fore-

head, and round
it there are ;i

number of let-

ters, so distorted

as to be barely
readable.
The corners of

the canvas round
this oval are filled

with a beau-
tiful landscape
painted after the
fashion of the
Flemish School.
Fixed at right

ang-les to the side of this picture is a board with a hole

in it. The visitor walks round and looks throug^h this

hole, and at once sees the artist's meaning-. The face

is that of a handsome boy, and the lettering- round it is

" E. R.,^TATIS SV^ 9 ANQ DNI i5-46."

It is a portrait of King- Ed'ward VI., painted when he was
nine years old, and the cunning- artist has painted it On the

principle of those elongated letters which only become
readable when you hold the page edgeways on with the
eye.

_̂
I^B^^H^^^HP^^HHI^^^E''' ^^B/^^^^BBB^ ,^^^^^^^^^^1H
HHi^^Hlin^i9^H^^^HIH

The picture when viewed at the cor
miniature of

The authorities at the Gallery say this strang-e picture

has a still strang-er history. It is impossible to say with
any certainty who painted it. Some have ascribed it to the

Fleming:, Marc Willems, but as that artist was only nine-

teen in 1546, and
his biographer
sa3-s he never
visited England,
they are inclined

to 'think at the
Gallery that the
portrait was
painted by Guil-

lem Streetes, an
English court

painter of that

period.

References to

the curiosity have
been found in the

papers of some
of Queen Eliza-

beth's courtiers,

who say that in

their time a cylin-

drical mirror was
attached to it,

and they could
only see the true

porti-ait by look-

ing into this

mirror.

The mirror
was apparently
lost early in

the seventeenth
century, for a writer who refers to the picture, about 1620,

says that he had to look at it thrcmgh a tube which was
fastened to the side.

,

The picture appear:; in the list of effects of King
Charles I., when some of that monarch's goods were sold up
in 1650. It is recorded that it fetched tv\o pounds, and after

that all traces of it was lost until a few years ago, when it

was mentioned as the cunosity of a private collection.

This collection came under the h^mmev in a London
auction room a few months ago, and then King Edward's

rect angle represents an exquisite
Edward VI.
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IP^^^^^T^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HBljqJ^ '^^^^^^^Hk^^^w^K ^

If ^"S^S^BBI ^jiyTn 1

|k Ii Ij MMb__I
iBli^^H HHhh

The wonderful picturc~(sec preceding page). A special apparatus has
been devised to correct the Hue of vision. It is fastened to one end

of the frame

strangfe portrait was described and sold as the portrait of a
young' girl. The buyer, seeing what a curious picture he
had bought, offered it to the authorities at the National
Portrait Gallery, who immediately bought it for the nation.

It is in excellent preservation, and appears to-day as
bright and untarnished as when it left the sixteenth-cen-
tury painter's hands.

Neither tube nor mirror were attached to the frame when
it was offered to the Gallery, and for some weeks the

authorities there have been expeiimenting' to find the most
effective way of exhibiting their new treasure.

Being unable to find without lengthy and costly experi-
ment what the exact shape of the old cylindrical mirror was,
it has been decided that the picture shall, for the present at

any rate, be shown in the manner already described.
The portrait is interesting to connoisseurs and general

public alike, and is a curiosity that should well repay any-
one who pays a visit to the Gallery. E. M. Yates.

building has been so pulled at>out

thai little remains of the ancient

architecture except the foundati'jii

and rough walls. The I'riory was
founded in 1171 for Augustinian
("anons by R;jnul])h (jianville. Chief
Justice of England. .At the dissolu-

lionitsannual value was >C,l'8i7s. 2d.

It was then granted to Thomas,
Duke of Norfolk, then to the family
of Forthe, and has since passed
through various hands. It is now
the property of Lord Rcndlesham.
The gatehouse of the Priory is the

most important portion remaining.
It is a fine decorative building of

flint. Over the entrance are thirty-

five shields of alms, with a window
and niche above.

^ i»-

A MYSTERIOUS TREE
The sycamore tree, seen in the accompanying illustration,

grows on a triangular shelf of slate. The lieight of the

tree is about 24ft., and the circumference of the trunk 6in.

How it- lives at all is a mystery, for there is no visible

connection of roots betwejen the tree and the ground.
Further, there is not the slightest trace of roots inside or

outside the farm building that supports it. The tree, to all

appearances, simply springs from the flat slate. The farm
is situate in the village of Clynnog, some nine miles from
Carnarvon, North Wales.

-•^-^

EUTLEY PRIORY
A RELIC of ancient days is represented by Butley Priory,

near Woodbridge, Suffolk. It is now a farmhouse, but the

Butley Priory—now a farmhouse

A sycamore tree " without any \ isible means of sup-

port." It grows on a triangular piece of slate in llie

village of Clynnog

AuGLST 26lh was the birthday of the King's father,

Prince Albert, who was born at Roscnau in 1819. A
curious fact in connection with the Prince's birth is that

the same nurse had also attended at the birth of Queen
"Victoria some three months previously. It was not till

Ma}', 1836, that the Queen met her future husband, who
was then seventeen, and of a studious disposition. About

this period Lord and Lady Brownlow formed part of Queen
Adelaide's suite on a visit to the Duke of Meiningen, at

Liebcnstein, and her ladyship gives an interesting account

of Prince Albert, who was also a visitor. " He handed mo
in to dinner," she says, "and, though obviously shy, his

manners were pleasing. Something was said in English,

which I saw by his countenance he understood, and I asked

him whether he did not speak English. He replied, ' Onl\

a little.' 'Then, sir,' I observed, 'would it not be good
practice to talk English now?^— He smiled, and during the

rest of the dinner" we kept up a conversation of mixed

French and English. Little did I imagine that this youth

would be the husband of our future Queen. ' No attention

was paid to the date at Court. Previou-l\-, for -ome years,

I the day was one of note.
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Guildford Suuimer Show—Horses in harness, showing Mr. W. S. Cuuard's "Silver King

(Pliotu by R. \V, Thomas)

The lively scene in the paddock at York races
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Loading up hops for the market

An expert piekcr at work

HOP'PICKING IN KENT
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A temporary check

Following the trail
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Drawing the stream

WITH THE CULMSTOCK OTTER HOUNDS
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WITH THE FRENCH NAVY— GOING TO MEET THE CZAR AT DUNKIRK
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A POTATO and
herring' business
conducted by tra-

velling' tinkers is

a common feature

at fairs and races
in Scotland. To
those of the party
who are not in

the habit of ac-
companjing' the
pipers for danc-
ing'and collecting'

the " bawbees
"

it affords a source
of revenue, be-

sides being- a
welcome chang-e
from the mono-
tony of perpetual
tr^amp and the
hawking' of tin-

ware. To an
epical e or one
delicatelj' nur-
tured the tariff

is certainly not
inviting', nor yet
can tlie manag'e-
ment be accused
of scrupulous
cleanliness ; but
prices are low, the fare wholesome, and the customers not
too particular. Wlien the weather g'ods are kind the busi-

ness gives a fair return on the capital invested. The
accompanying' pliotog'raph .vas taken on a West of Scotland
racecourse, and shows the stock-in-trade, fixtures, and pro-

A primitive restaurant

others may know
When business is

watch the roasting-

was taken early :

arrived.

s p e c t i V e cus-
tomers. The old

lady, who is ob-
viously manasc-
ing- director, is

sealed on a her-

ring box, and the
clot h - covered
disli (or small
bath) beside her
contains " tat-

ties" ready for

boiling'.

* ¥ *
Hiring fairs

are fast dyinjf
out, but St rat

-

ford-on-Avon still

ding's to the old

custom. Farmers
and their wives
g-Q to that town
every j-ear and
eng-ag-elheirbo) s

and maids for the
ensuing; year in

the open air.

When the bar-
gain is struck
favours are
donned, so th; t

that the wearer's services are booked,
over pleasure begins. Huge crowtls

of the oxen, in the streets. This photo
in the mornine, before the excursion

The annual custom of roasting an ox in the streets of Stratford-on-Avon on the day of

tlie hiring fair
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WRITTEN BY JEAN COURTENAY

He had been failing- for months, and life was beating- so

feebly now in his emaciated frame that the doctor's face

looked grave as he left the room. He was followed by the

sick man's wife.
" What do you think of him this morning, doctor ?

"

"Well, it's a most unsatisfactory case, my dear madam,
most unsatisfactor}-. Nothing organically wrong, only this

terrible weakness which is increasing daily. If we could

only discover the cause for his absolute lack of any wish to

hve—his willingness to let life go— there mig'ht be hope, but

as it is " he paused and looked at her keenly, almost
irritably, for her firm self-control baffled him, and yet,
" Good heavens ! how she has aged in these last few-

weeks !
" he thought, and his pity sounded in his voice as he

said, "Is there nothing you can think of that might rouse

him, Mrs. Carruthers?"
Her face grew even whiter, but her answer was firmly

and steadily given.
" Nothing."
" Ah, well, I will look in to-morrow morning. Get him to

take as much nourishment as you can ; it's that confounded
—pardon the expression—weakness we have to combat.
Good-day." And the kind-hearted man bowed himself out.

For a moment or two Margaret Carruthers relaxed the

stern control she habitually kept over her feelings, and,
sinking into a chair, she whispered, while her lips trembled
piteously :

" O, God! how can I bear it? How can I live if he is

taken from me ? Love alone would make him eager to live,

and he has never loved me— I am too cold and shj- : he said

so when we were engaged ; and }-et
"—she covered her

face with her hands—" Everard, Everard—my darling !
"

A faint, exquisite blush suffused her cheeks as the un-

accustomed word escaped her, and a deep, passionate love

peeped timidly from her ej-es ; but a weak voice called her
name, and once more slipping behind the mask of calm
inditference with which she so effectually concealed her real

feelings as a rule, she went in to her husband.
"Has the doctor gone, Margaret? You seemed longer

than usual.
"

" Yes, he has gone. Have you wanted anything-, dear ?
"

" No." His deep-set eyes flashed an inquiring look at his

wife's averted face. There was something- different about
Marg-aret since she had left the room with the doctor : what
was it ? Had the doctor told her she would be free soon,
and was she already feeling the chains that bound her to

him less heavy in consequence? How was it that they had
never grown any nearer to each other during their ten years
of married life ? Of course, he knew her heart had never
been his : she had married him before she was old enoug-h
to know her own mind ; but love came after marriage
sometimes—at least, he had read so—and she had never
given her affections to any other man : of that he felt

certain. Well, life was a difficult puzzle, but he would
perhaps find the right meaning of it all soon, and for her

—

it was sureh" far better that she should not have to mourn
him, that his going should come as a welcome relief. If

she had loved him, he could not have left her, death would
have come as a hated t3-rant rather than as a friend.

" Mjirgaret, what did the doctor say ?
"

" I am to feed you up well," she said, with assumed
playfulness. " I am going to beat up an z^'g for you now
and you must take it like a good boy."

" Margaret, do you know what to-daj- is ?
"

"Wednesday, or did 3'ou want the day of the month?"
she said, almost hurriedly. Could it be possible that

Everard remembered that it was an anniversar\- for them ?
" My memory is better than yours," lie went on with a

faint smile ;
" this day ten years ago we were married. It

has been a weary ten years for you, I fear, but there will

hardly be an eleventh, and you are onlv twenty-seven now,
dear : life may still hold much joy in store for you."

" Everard, don't. Has m}' weariness been so apparent
that 3'ou should have such a

"

" My dear Margaret, you liave ever been patience itself,

but," with a whimsical look, "though patience is a most
important ingredient in the dish called marriage, it is unim-
portant compared with the great essential, which ours

lacked. I fejir ours was a hasty pudding, Margaret, and
your patience has only succeeded in making it barely

eatable."
" I must be a bad cook, I fear," she said, hiding onl\- too

well the emotion that his words caused in her heart ;
" but

I will try my best to make your lunch enjoyable as well as

eatable."

She left the room quicklyi and he lay and brooded silently

on the past j-ears. He recalled her unfailing attention to

his slightest wish, her sympathetic criticisms on his numer-
ous books—for Everard Carruthers was a writer ot some
note—her even temperament which had smoothed and
lig-htened those small frictions and opportunities for differ-

ences of opinion which occur In every home. Yes, she had
been like "God's good angel" in his house, but he had
missed the loving human heart for which his own so con-

stantly yearned, and her unceasing kindness had often

irritated him.
" She is, and always has been, my ' pearl aniong women,'

but, alas ! I have never been her ' king among- men,' and so

we have missed life's g-reatest jo)-s^'

The grey November da3-s sped on, and he grew weaker
and thinner with each.

" He cannot last much long'er," tho\ight the doctor every

time he saw him, " and then I fear I shall have his wife ill :

she is wearing- herself out with the nursing, arid looks more
like a ghost than ever."

One day in early December a wintry sun tempted Mar-
g-aret to go for a short walk, so, after arranging evcrylhlng

for her husband's comfort close to his hand, and seeing him
quietly settled for a sleep, she called the small dog, Shrimp,
and sallied forth.

The haunting- sense of her approaching loss now loomed
so darkl}' over her that all other thoughts were dwarfed by
its terrible nearness, and she hardly was conscious ot any
external objects as she walked over the bleak moorlands
surrounding- the little town.

" If I could only tell him just once that I love him," sh<-

mused, " it would case my heart a' little.-thoCigh' he" does

not love me. .\nd yet, if it weren't so unlikely, I could
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almost fancy that lately he has begun to love— O!" the

swift colour dyed her pale face suddenly at the thoug-hl, " if

it were true, if it were

—

true!"
Hardly knowing- what she did, she turned and retraeed

her steps—much to Shrimp's disgust, for he fell that his

walk was unfairly curtailed—and soon re-entered the house.

Opening the sitting-room door quietly, she found her

husband still sleeping. As she stood by his coucli and
looked down at his white weary face a great wave of

passionate pity for herself and for him rushed over her.

She longed to enfold him in her arms and comibrt him as

his mother might have done, she could have crooned soft

baby-talk over him (for a woman generally becomes child-

like in her love)—her shy reserve seemed slipping from her,

and this poor pale husband was drawing her to him with

greater power than he had ever had in health and vigour.

Dropping on her knees beside him, she kissed softly one
of his hands, murmuring-, while the slow, painful tears

trickled down her face :

" Everard, my darling, I do love vou, indeed— indeed

I do.

"

Carruthers opened his eyes dreamily, and then roused

himself as he caught sight of her face.
'-* Ma garet, my dear—why, what \ii the matter? ' lie

dream you had learnt already : I can almost feel the touci'

of your lips now," and he' lifted his hand, and looked at.it

sadly. As he did so a great tear rolled off it, and was lost

in the folds of liis dressing-gown. He gazed at the wet line

it had left incredulously, then a light dawned in his eyes ;

he tried to raise himself, and caught at her hands, in which
her face was hidden as she Knelt at his side.

" Margaret ! Margaret ! My precious wjfe, were those
tears for mc r Darling, did you ki'-)-> me, really? Tell nic,

beloved."
As his eager words poured ffjrlh, Margaret raised her

head, and an answering love-light shone in her grey eyes.
" Everard, is it true? Do you love me now? I did kiss

you, only I was afraid to tell you."
" My own wife," he murmured, as he clasped her close,

"have you not known tliat I loved you always, too well,

indeed, for my own peace ; because, tlien, darling, you had
no love for me. When did you begin to love me? "

" Begin ! Darling, I have loved you p;ussionately ever
since we fii^t met, but— I thought you did not care lor mc,
and—O Everard, is it true now ?

"

But her husband had fainteo i.om excess ot joy, and for

some time all her efforts to restore him to const iousness were
fruitless.

The teut-peg making industry at Arundel — xtiaking pegs for the Armj- in South Africa

said (and she told herself that it was imagination to fancy
his tone was tender) ;

" Margaret, tell me, deai-—this is not
my calm, serene Margaret ! Why, I have never seen you
cry before."

" I am stupid this afternoon, I suppose, Evei-ard," his

wife said, retiring into her shell of reserve. " Have you had
a nice sleep ?

"

"Yes, very. I had a beautiful dream too, and was quite
sorry when I awoke."
"What was your dream?" she asked, collecting her

thoughts with difficulty.

"Would you like to hear? Well— I dreamed that you
called me— 'darling '—and—kissed my hand."

" My dear Everard, if the dream gave you such pleasure,
I will give you the pleasure when you like ; I mean I will

kiss your hand, though it is a very unlikely thing for me to

do, isn't it?
"

"Very, dear; and I am afraid it would not give me as
much pleasure waking as sleeping, for you would hardly be
able to do it correctly."

" Correctly ! My dear boy, is a kiss such a difficult thing
to learn ?

"

" That sort of kiss is. 'Vou see you would have to learn

to love me first, and there is no time for that now. In my

Later on in the evening, when his strength was a little

greater, the two talked softly over the wondrous discovery

each had made that day.
" Everai-d, if only we had known ! The thought of those

ten lost years is terrible. We can never make them up
again. If God is good, and you get better, you will try,

darling, won't you? The doctor said you only wanted an
interest in life, and I thought I could not give you one. How
could I imagine you wanted »i<'?"

" Dearest, if even your loving arms cannot keep nie with

you, it will only be for a little time that we shall be parted,

and—we will hope for an eternity togethei.
"

There was silence in the room then, and the firelight

flickered softly on the two heads, so close together.

Margaret had moved a low chair to the side of her husband's

couch, and her head was resting on his pillow. So quiet

were they that, worn out hy long nights of musing, and the

excitement of this last day, she presently fell asleep.

Thus the doctor found them when he called late at niglil to

see his patient. But Eveiard Carr-uthers had gone where

no sickness or death could reach him, and his wife was left

to live her life bravely, in the hope of a io\ ful reunion, and tc

grieve over the missed happiness that might have been

theirs, if they had known.
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The wellliousc at Great Budworth

THE CHESHIRE RHYMELAND
The hand of the versifier is visible wherever we turn in

that portion of Cheshiie wlilch we will call Rhymeland.
.'erses are met with in all sorts of unexpected places. Inns
jear lines touching- on the moralities of drinking-, cotJiag-es

ire inscribed with quaint maxims, and even the sig-nposts,

vhich here are not of the ordinary prosaic type, point the

.lireciion to the traveller in rh} me.
It is all very interesting-, and affords continual pleasure to

>'ie tiiousands of wheelers who are beginning- to explore
he heart of the county and to find, among the meres and
Aoods wliich make the scener\- lovely, something- like a
3xlist's paradise.
The rhymes owe their origin to the late Squire of Arle)',

-Mr. Roland Egerton-Warburton, who indulged in poetical

composition as the means of solace while blind. He was
! he owner of Arley Hall (where Colonel Piers Egerton-
'.Varburton now
ives), which
tands near the
nere in a park
if some 300 acres
1 extent. It is

1 and around
his park that
he r h )• m i n g-

ig-nposts are to

le noticed. Says
>iie concerning-
'

, bridlepath at

Vrley Green :

' No cartway
sa\e on suf-

ferance here;
For horse and

foot the road
is clear

To L }- m m
,

High Legh,
Hoo Green,
and Merc.'"

There is an-
.ther near the vil-

l:ig-e post office,

his, as shown
1 the illustra-

ion, being- a
.otice board in

'. g-arden along--

ide the road •

#^j
1l^.*^

Sig^3^fiSj»\ ..81

J3'^^H
1 '^^%^

_HH|BmH|l^kZ.
WlL^

* ^PMHiii
li^^^l

^^bbHI^HiM

1 1111
A public-house vvitli a teetotal sign (See article)

One of the rhyming signposts

" Trespassers, this notice heed ;

Onward }-ou may not proceed
Unless to Arley Hall jou speed.'

Similar in effect is the rhjme on a signpost which reads :

" This road forbidden is to all

Unless they wend their way to call

At Mill, or Green, or Arley Hall.
"

The rhyming- was extended to the composition of epi-

taphs, for among- the features of the park is a cemetery in

which faithful horses were buried under tombstones which
g-ive particulars anent the dear departed. One horse was
named Saltfish, and this, his epitaph, is a curious play upon
words :

" For hung-ry worms here lies a noble dish,

Horseflesh by nature, and by name Saltfi-sh."

A deceased pon}' was named Shadow. He, too, was
buried at this cemetcr}-, and his humorous epitaph runs thus:

"In this pony
the whim of
his mistress
was shown

When Shadow
she named
himtho'good
flesh a i\ d
bone ;

Sohercarriag-e,
whene'er it

came to the

door.
Like a comii-.g-

event cast its

shadow- be-

fore.

Nothing- left

save the
bones which
lie under this

cla)-,

Like ail sha-
dows this
Shadow has
now passed
away.

"

\\'e leave Ar-
le}-, and, if we be
cjcling-, we in-

dulge in a turn
round Great Bud-
worth before we
g:o on to view
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Over the doorwav,
which is inscribed

A Cheshire cottage with quaint rhyming inscriptions on tae walls

smokj' and distorted N'orthwich, some four or five miles

away'. There are more of the rh}nies at Budwort/i. Under
the .shadow of the fine old church is the "George and
Dragon," which, though parts of it are modern, has been

a countr}' hostelry for centuries.

the porch, is a granite tablet, on
letters of gold this rhvniing
counsel :

" As St. George, in armed array,

Did the fiery dragon slay.

So maj-'st thou, with might no
less,

Slaj- that dragon drunkenness."

Outside the hanging sign depicts

the slaying of the said dragon.
Incidentally it may be mentioned
here that at Appleton, some dis-_

tance away, the poet^" caused a
couplet to be written at another inn— " The Tiiorne." Here there used
to be an historic thorn-tree, but a
new one has had to be raised up in

its stead. The Squire wrote :

"You may safel\' when sober sit

under the TlioniCy

But if drunk overnight it will

prick }ou next morn."

Before leaving Budworth we must
take a look at and drink the cold,

clear waters of the well at the
bottom ot the hill, just where the
roads meet, and also must we
observe the row of cottages at the

side of I he road going to the right.

On each cottage he who runs mav
read one of the following lines :

"Take thy calling thankfullie;

Love thy neighbor neighborlio :

Shun the path to beggarie."

" Best water in Cheshire," says
an inhabitant, as he fills his bucket
in the well-house, where there is,

of course, a verse. This is it :

" Blessings in never-ending love
Are on us pouied from Heavea
above ;

Tliis running strearr. witli cease
less flow,

.Springs from the bounljous cartu
below ;

Alike in both Hi-, goodness shewn
May Heaven and Earth thcii

Maker own."

TlIK well-known poitrait of fjueen
Victoria, bj' Aiigeli, v.hicli \\a.i

painted more than thirty years ago,
and which has always been hung at

Windsor Castle in the Oak Room
or private dining-room, has, r-.tatr ,

7'nit/i, been left bj- her k.tc Majesty
as an heirloom, and so have the
other pictures in this room, whicli

are portraits of yueeji yVlexandra,
tlif Duchess Marie of Coburg, tli.;

Duchess o( Connaught, and the
Duchess ot Albany. The (Jueen
also left to the Crown the superb
(jobelins tapestry which covers one
side of the Oak Room, and wTiif h
was presented to her Majesty b\'

Louis Philippe when he visited

Windsor Castle in 1844.

¥ IF ¥
Althoi'OH the number of lecruit.s

obtained during August was a little

higher than the average, the results,

'n view of the new and extensive
advertising- of the advantages of the

Army, are considered disappointing. It was believed that

in view of the condition of the labour market there would
have been a large increase in the number of recruits. Thi>

was not so, however, and an unusually large percentage of

those who did come forward were physically unsuitable.

Men for the Royal Horse Ai-tillery are particular'y wanted.

The destructive fire at Cowen's Cotton iVIHl. Dalston. near Carlisle.

The entire buildings were destroyed
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'-'llE Sccrcliiry of G'^a( l' ror Foreiifii Affairs lias

dispatch from hi.o iMajcsty's Consul at Calais, st;

tenders arc invited tor works in connection with a
anc' aqueduct at Calais, includiny the construct

eofiVr dam, the masonry of
ih.^ lock and the aqueduct,
but not compiising' metal
work. The cost of the

works is estimated at

;{j6o,ooo, and tenders should
be addressed to M. Than-
neur, Ing-^nieur-en-chef, a
Boulogne-sur-Mer, up to

4 p.m. on September 2ot!i.

The final adjudication is

expected to take place
about the end of October.
The Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs has re-

ceived a dispatch from his

Majesty's Consul-General
at Christiania, stating- that

tenders are invited by the

Norwegian Army Sanitaiy
Depot, not later than 10

a.m. on September 30th,

for the supply of 10,000
metres of soft gauze. Ten-
ders for the same, marked
" Blodg-aze," should be
handed to the head office of

the Sanitary Department
(Sanitetsforvalteren)Nedie
Foestningen, Christiania.

Further information may
be obtained on application.

Besides Customs duties,

the Norwegian Govern-
ment give a preference of

15 p.c. to native tenders.

receiv

ating
lock

ion o

etl a
that

gate
f the

V V * The home of George W
The house stands in the village ofThe subject of our Illus-

tration—the earlv home of
the forefathers of George Washington—has been and is being
visited by crowds of enthusiastic cousins from over "the
herring pond." The house stands in the village of Little

Brington, Northamptonshire, and was the home of the
Washingtons of the county. George Washington's grand-

fatlK-r, John Washington, emigraU<l to Virginia from
there, and soon acquired wealth anil jjosilion. Mad Mr.
Chamberlain been alive in (hose days the vast empire now
known as llie L'nited Stales would lia\e bc;cn part and

pai-ccl of Imperial Hrilain.

The statesmen tl;en were
l.illle Knglanders.

* * *
Ilow KVKR, thc.c might

lia\e l)een no Canada, and
thi'iclbre no Caiiadiar.

C 'liih-vhiskty—which would
have been a very distinct

loss. That whiskey, or

rather its manufaclm-er,
has made a flourishing

\illage—Warkeiville, to be
exact. -And now the ex-
cellent ijroduct of Walkcr-
ville is to be pushed in

Great Britain. There is

nolliing worse than bad
whiskev, and consequently
Messrs. Walker, in send-

ing their tasteful, sound,

and mature spirit over Ic^

this side of the world, are
doing a great benefit to

our race. Those who do
not W'ish whiskey must let

it alone ; those who do
ought at least to sample
the Canadian Chth. 1

think it splendid.

* » Sf

I HAM-, tried a new pipe

that has been put on the

market, namely, "The
JAI.P. " pipe. I iiave used
it and found it good. The
novel feature is the vul-

canite mouthpiece,' which
It can be cleaned at any time

The pipes are very neat in

Thev cost 2s. 6d. and 5s.

ashlngton's forefathers
Little Brington, Ncilhamptonstiire

is split right up the centre.

with a piece of waste paper
appearance and smoke we
each, and are worth the money. The chief warehouse is

situate at 29, Ludgate Hi

TRY IT YOUR BATH.

SCRUBB'S %r.rAMMONIA
MARVELLOUS PREPARATION.

Refreshing as a Turkish Bath. Invaluable for Toilet Purposes.

Splendid Cleansing Preparation forthe Hair. Removes Stains and Grease Spots from Clothing.

Allays the Irritation caused by Mosquito Bites. Invigorating in Hot Climates.

Restores the Colour to Carpets. Cleans Plate and Jewellery.

Of all Chemists, Etc. Price Is. per Bottle.

A SORUBB & CO., GUILDFORD STREET, LAMBETH, LONDON, S.E.

D'S PIANO
25 per cent. Discount for Cash, or 14s. 6d. per month (second-

hand, los. 6d. per month) on the Three "Vears' -System.— Lists

free of C. STILES & CO., 40 and 42, Southampton Ivow,

London, W.C. PIANOS EXCHANGED.

STEIN
These magnificent Pianosfor hire on the Three Years
System, at advantageous prices and terms. Lists and
])articulars free of CHAS. STILES & CO., 40 and
42, Southampton Row, London, W.C.
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Old Spanish Mahogany Sheraton Sideboard at

Messrs. Bartholomew and Fletchers

Now that summer has departed and the stealthy entrance
of red and gold, which erstwhile we have noticed among
the foliage of the fast thinning trees, has deepened into those

full and gorgeous tints with which the whole world paints

itself at the approach of the great artist Autumn, we, like

Nature, turn our thoughts to newer garb, and we shall do
well to learn from her faultless blending of colours the true

mingling of shades, for in their proper adjustment consists

half the success of a toilette. In preparation for the ex-

pected lower temperature, we gladly and, shall I say,

ungratefullj- lay aside those diaphanous muslins, silks, and
cool linens, which were but a few weeks ago so dearly
prized, in favour of the sterner garb of early autumn,
knowing well that an Englishwoman looks her best when
neatly gov.-ned, and can well afford to dispense with those
multitudinous frills and furbelows which characterised our
garments while the almanack yet chronicled summer.

* » *
This promises to be a season of colours, and red, with all

its possibilities in the extensive range of its tones from deep
orange to scarlet, is to be the most favoured ; but green in

certain new shades will also have its share of popularity,
'while the general suitability of brown has been too well

attested to be ousted from our ideal autumn wear.

In stpite of all predictions to the contrary, the blouse is

still in favour, and likely to be so, for we have found it

indispensable since we have adopted the coat and skirt

uniform, and surely nothing is so comforting as the know-
ledg-e that one has a good assortment of blouses. Under
such happy conditions we may, with the village blacksmith,
" look the whole world in the face,' for a blouse iis suitable

at all times and for all occasions. A good example is shown
in our sketches this week, cunningly trimmed with tucks
and lace. Such blouses are almost uncrushable when made
in good quality silk. " Lumineuse " is a new material for

blouses and very suitable for the purpose, although the
material is of no great consequence, since the tucks, lace,

and all such indispensable details leave ver\- little of th«
original foundation to be seen.

V * *
Boleros still hold their own in the world of dress, and

the chilly days of autumn will but accentuate their cosy
comfort, the two most popular being the " Envelope" and
"Cuirass" models. The tailor costume is unrivalled for

autumn wear, and the sketch herewith of sucii a one needs
no commendation from me : its elegant simplicitj- speaks for

itself. It would be liighly successful if carried out in ftrge
or tweed. When ordering "tailor-mades" see that the
skirt clears the ground by a couple of inches all round ; fo

s-uch is Fashion's decree with regard to outdoor skirts. This
command will, I am sure, cause many a liapjjy hygienist to
exclaim, with .Shakespeare, " For this relief much (hanks."

* ¥ *
The History of English Costume; will contiibule much

to the successful gowning of wom.unkind this season,
details from different periods lending their touch of the pic-

turesque, and the fichu-like effects, worn so much during
the summer months, will be repeated in winter materials for

a long while to come.

The reopening of the theatres, which we may look forward
to in a week or so, will show us in the plcasantest way pos-
sible the good things which the autumn fashions have in

store for us. It is from the stage that one reall}' gets the

very best idea of the prevailing m-odes, and that under its

most becoming guis-e. The days are past when all the

world agreed with Hamlet thai " The play's the thing," and
when dress was considered of minor miportance, when even
the Adelphi guest—that gorgeous personage who was wont
to reach her zenith of glory in the last act could do so onlv
in a much-worn satin of " mellow " tone, and which, as to

cut and style, left much to be desired. Now one ma} visit

the theatre not only to enjoy the pla}', but with the laudable

intention of availing oneself ot the thousand little hints and
wrinkles which characterise the perfect dresses shown

Neat tailor-made Gown
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therein, which are both made and worn by artists. There
is a great advantajje in seeing- a g^own actually in the
wearing, and noticing whether its style lends itself to

graceful movements, or the reverse ; and there is much to

be learnt from the modes adopted by the leading- actresses
— ladies whose trained eyes know the exact fasliion best

suited to their particular heig-ht, figure, and complexion.
Tliey are usually adepts in their choice of delicate colour-
ings, and know tlial none but " the divinely fair" can wear
with success a dead black frock, unless it be an evening
gown, when the white neck and shoulders becomingly
relieve its too sombre hue. Undoubtedly, a popular play,

even it be not of modern costume, does leave its impress on
the fashions of the day, and the way a universally admired
actress does her hair will find many imitators, ofttimes

to the detriment of the copyist who fails to realise the

fiict that a certain stj'lc which helps to beautify one face

may have the contrary effect on another, perhaps no less

beautiful, but of

a different type.

¥ * *
Qi'EEN Alex-

andra, ill her
publicly - ex-
pressed desire
that as far as
possible all home
industries should
be patronised by
those taking part
in the ceremonies
of next year's
Coronation, has
struck the rig-ht

note, and her
patriotic wish
should find an
echo in every
British heart. If

her ]\1 a 1 e s t y ' s

wish should be
fulfilled an impe-
tus will be g-iven

to existing trades
and languishing
industries be le-

vived. For in-

stance, if ribbon
suddenly became
popular, with
what a thrill of
joy and ho]3e

would Coven t IV,

that once flour-

ishing-, but now
long- - depressed
town, receive the
news, and set all

their looms to

work to weave
ribbons worthy
to be worn by all the great in the land at the Royal
function, and Queen Alexandras amiable command be for

ever gratefully remembered in this ribbon county.

j
» V ¥

• Examples are nut wanting to, prove that England can
produce silk to compare favourablv with any manufactured
abroad, and English silk is the more durable. It is more
expensive, and, therefore, not so ])opular. In these days
we do not require a silk dress " to stand alone," or to last

for ever—both feats expected b}' our grandmother •, we are
content if it satisfies the needs of the moment, and do not
ask for more. The tendency nowadays is to employ cheap
materials and to have a great varietj- of g-owns, therefore
the durability of the material is of but little importance.
It will be remembered that the beautiful silk which com-
posed the Princess May's wedding gown was woven at

Spitalfields, and no better example could be given to prove
the excellence of British silk— indeed, it is no exag-geration
to affirm that it British manufacturers and designers com-
bine to produce their best, the results would challenge
comparison with any foreign competition.

The wonderful piece of embroidery which was used to
drape the coffin of Queen Victoria was a good example of
the work accomplished by the ladies of the Royal School of
Art Needlework, and proves in a very practical way that
any work required in this direction for the needs of tlu

Coronation can be successfully carried out in our ^own
schools.

* * *
It is to be hoped that lace will be as much in vogue next

year as it has been in this : then indeed will English and
Irish lace-workers reap a golden harvest—more |)artieularly
Irish workers, since this industry is making rapid strides iii

the Emerald Isle, and is being brought to a high degree of
excellence. Most of the lace from that country emanates
from the Convents, executed by the Sisters and their pupils,
and for beauty of execution and design can certainly success-
fully compete with any lace made abroad.

* * *

The pool- little

ermine will be
more zealously
hunted than ever
this winter, when
its fur is at its

whitest, and
many will be
the little victims

sacrificed to
afford the regal
lining for Coro-
nation robes be-

fitting- Peers and
Peeresses. Os-
triches, too, must
yield their fea-

thers in the same
cause. I gather
from pamphlets
some of my
readers have
kindlj' sent me
that there is no
cruelty attached
to the obtaining
of this bird's

feathers. The
same cannot be
said of humming-
birds and birds

of Paradise, and
some others
which are used
for decorative
purposes. A cor-

respondent has
been good
enough to write

me the following
letter, which puts

the case for tin-

poor birds so strongly that I have no hesitation in asking
the Editor to include it in my notes this week:

—

Dear Madam,— In last week's Black and White Budget
there was a fashion-plate containing a hat decorated with a

bird corpse and wings. I venture to appeal to you not to

admit into " Woman's ^\'ays " any such encouragement of a

cruel fashion. There are two very sufficient motives for

discouraging- it. One is founded on humanit}', the other on
the interests of agriculture. In the pamphlet As in u

Mirror, published by the Society tor the Protection of Birds,

is the following passage : "It is a fact," sa3's one who
knows, "that after the birds are shot down the wings are

wrenched off during life, and the mangled bird is left to die

slowly of wounds, thirst and starvation. The plumage
being at its brightest during- the nesting season, that is the

time selected for obtaining' the victims ; and the inevitable

consequence is that the defenceless fledgelings also die

lingeringly for lack of a parent's fostering care. " As to the

injury to agriculture :
" In England it is undoubtedly true

that the killing of birds is causing the most serious disaster,

through reducing the power which keeps down injurious

rwo dainty Silk IMouscs
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Great 5 in I Free Offer

SEND NO MONEY "^ '^™ *"'
3#0II ^JmK^v ocnu nu munci mim-atohiuuduce

^^^^^^_ J^t^ lil^v our KoodB.cobt what it will; believing tlmt all

^^^^"r" y^iV^——^^^lV ^''*' once patroniwe ub will continue to tradeiKp y^^r^^^0^ V\ with lis; tharcforc to prove the true meriuof
\ m\^^^^\^L^^KS^^^^Mn *""* »P<'cial)tir>M we will give you a hand-

Kome Keyless Lever Watch, free of

any cash (iutl;iy. The watch 1m gold cased
or silverine, thoroughly aditiBted

and warranted until the year 1920.
It lias the appearance of one o( tlinwe

very expensive timeltcepcra sold
at £10 to £25, and many who
have received ours declare it to be
even better than the olU-faBliioned
hiyh cobt watches. OurB will wear
for many yearn beyond warranty

I limit, with ordinary care.

OUR 5 IN 1 OFFER
Senil only yonr name and aililrc-ss.

I We will then forward 12 pieces
of assorted Jewellery, to bo

' sold at sixpence, 5 at a Bhilllnfi, and
2 at 1/6. Send the 10/6, after
B illing, to us, and receive vratch
by return refiistered post. Try
this. We will trust you with the
jewellery, which you may return
if unsold, but we know yon will

easily Bell it when yon receive the
parcel. Also, we make a special

additional offer for a short time
only. Among those who succeed in

soiling the 12 articles of jewelkry
within 3 days after receiving our
parcel , and thereby become entitled

to the handsome Koylesa Lever Watches, we will also distribute a cash prize of £5.
WE WILL ALSO GIVE A CASH PRIZE OF *10 to the person who sella

the jewellery in the shortest time under 3 days after receiving. NOW NOTE. We
have already made yon three (n-and offers -as above, the latt two of the 5 great offers are

really the most interesting of all. They are two special prize contest offers of f6 and S.S)

each, open to all who answer this advt. Particulars will be sent wilh the jewellery. This

is a private offer to onlv those who make application to sell rur jewellery ; no one else has
any right to them. We take all risk, you take none. We rely absolutely upon your
honesty. The jewe'lery will come to you post free, ^un can easily sell it

because it is neat, good, and very cheap. When sold, you will have 10/6. This you are

to send to us and receive the 20 years' warranted Keyless Lever gold cased or silvcrine

watch. Ladies, gents, boys and girls can gain watches. No one is barred. And yet more
astounding, you will participate in the £5 cash offer by selling your jewellery within 3

daysatterreceivingit, or will receive £10 in gold sovereigns if yon sell the

goods in the shortest time. This also ent ties you to participate in the S& and £il com-
petitions, as per offer sent witli jewellery. It makes no difference where yiu live, the

time reckrnin,' is done Imm the hour tho parcel of jewellery comes into your bands
until the time you buy a postal order for the 10/G. Do not confound this excepticniany

liberal offer with the numerous catchpenny devices thatare advertised. Our jewellery
gives satisfaction, and our watches are not of the inferior low grade silver variety,

but are just as represented. If you win a cash prize of £10 in gold or in the £.5 dis-

tribution, we will cheerfully pay it, knowing it will be an excellent advertisement for us

m your locality, so that indue course nur firm's name may become a household word
B3 the Great Watch and Jewellery House at which people can always de-

Eend upon getting good value. Send now ; tliis free watch and cash rewards offer closes

>ce, 15, 1901. Remember, send no money, only your name and address, promisinP

to send payment for, or return, goods within 2 weeks. Address:
KIRTI<AND BROS. & Co., TG, STONECUTTER ST., LONDON, E.G.

CAMEL
A luxur/
totusymetv.

The
Camel
Fountam
Pen d'Y

^
u,ai

uirite a
letter from

beginning to

etvctuuitkone di|v.

Medium or Broad Points.

1/- per box, of all Stationors.

OJ! POST FREE FROM

ORMISTON & GLASS,
39, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.

DO YOU WANT
AND THIS WATCH FREE?

NEY
THEN DON T MISS A "SSTORD IN ^IHIS ADYERTISEMENT-S We are m.ildng

a remarkable offer, which will be withdrawn when we have dispo.sed of the watches contracted for.

We are gi\'ing the^e watclies away to advertise our business. We want agents, and we give these watches
as premiums for selhng ten handsome pieces of jewellery at one shilling each. Each and every \\atch is

a nrst-class reliable timekeeper, a keyless, genuine lever,|non-magnetic,' dust
and damp proof iwatch, equal in appearance to many watches sold at .,£5 or more. Think of
it; a guaranteed timekeeper, solid silveroid or goldoid case adjusted for instaiu use, made by skilled

workmen and pronounced by all an accurate watch, a mar'vel Of the century. Vou can rely upon
it, that when you have this watch you have the correct lime. 15,000 testi-
monials as to its qualities may be inspected at our office. You need no
capital while yorking for us. We send you the jewellery on your application

by postcard. We require'nolmoney in advance. When you have sold

the 10 pieces of jewellery at i shilling each, send us the 10 .shillings, and we will

forward the watch, registered, post free. If you cannot sell, you agree to return to us in good condition.

We trust you. The jewellery is handsome and easily disposed of. Kor every further 10 pieces of

jewellery sold you get an e.\tra watch free, and the extra watches you can sell. Or we will send you a
beautiful simulation diamond and ruby ring in genuine i8-ct. gold cased setting. These rings are marvellous
value, anti cannot be matched in the world. They are suitable for either lady or gentleman ; any size.

They cannot be told from real diamonds and rubies, except by expert examination, and will last a lifetime.

Take your choice, but do not fail to send for our jewellery. ]ii addition to giving this beautiful watch or

ring (your choice) FREE, we shall give

FREE

£10 A WEEK FOR YOU
:
who can earn it by simple means fully explained when we send the jewellery. Tiiis may mean

your start on the ROAD TO WEALTH. »n any case the trial will cost you ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.
Kveryone may get a cash premium as well as a free watch. We are makiiii; moiiev for oihtvs. and can do the s;in\e lor vou.

ANYHOW, YOU TAKE NO RISK. Therefore do not wait until the watches arc -one. This is a genuine
offer by a high-class business house. Competiuon is the soul of trade, and competition has caused us to ni.ikc this oi i^iiia!

record-breaking offer. We make the people our agents, and trust them with our goods. We
know we can trust you and that you will be as fair to us as we are to you, Vou can sell our
jewellery whether you be man, woman, boy or girl. You get a present even if you sell nothing.
Instruction Note«—Merely send a postcard with your name and address plainly written.

ILend no money. The jewellery will then be posted, and you return what you do not sell.

IMPORTANT. Read This,——^We especially invite answers to' this adxertisement from ih«so u!i^ ;-i\e

tried apparently similar plans and have not been satisfied. Our jewellery averages better than articles sold at
Is. 6d. to 3s. Our watch is not a (German silver Swiss watch, but a genuine levcr watch, absolutely
mrarranted* You are certain to be satisfied with jewellery, watch and ring.

ROSEBERY PUBLISHING COMPANY, 4, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.

FREE
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insects. Ag-ain, by the wholesale shooting of' hawks and
jwls, there has been such an increase of rats and mice in

some parts of England as to cause little less than a plajfiie.

When the laws of nature are defied and the wondrous equi.-

libiiuni of the animal world destroyed it has to be paid for

at a heavy cost !
" In another pamphlet Sir Herbert Maxwell

writes : "... if ladies knew the realities of the plume
trade they would either discard feathers altogetiier or . . .

use ostrich plumes cut from birds bred for the purpose, and
the feathers of those domestic birds, g-ame or wild fowl,

which are sold for food. Would that every lad}- in London
would pay a single visit to the East India Docks and see the
millions and milHons of bird skins, ransacked from all the
fairest places of the earth, to enable fashionable folk and
their imitators to comply with a senseless decree." Very
many more details could easily be given and proved as to

A CORRESPONDE.N'T sends to the Ti'iiics the following
extract from a letter received by the last mail from a relative
at the front with reference to the treatment of Boer womeo
ni the refugee camps :—" The women are not housed in
drawing-rooms, but they are well cared for, and no one
knows that better than brother Boer, and very pleased he is

that W2 have relieved him of the responsibility. Now the
lives of most of these women in ordinary times are not
exactly luxurious. Some farms belonging to rich men are
good, but the poor man's farm (and the greater number arc
poor) is a hovel ; no carpets, no luxuries of any sort, and
the life is a very hard one. Women who come out here and
then give their experiences to big audiences at home have
probably never seen London slums, and are comparing- life

in a refugee camp to that of a decent citizen at home. Any-
way, these people are not neglected, and what is done for

Eastbourne Regatta — Launching a galley under difficulties. The regatta, owing to very
rough weather, was carried out under adverse circumstances

(Photo by J, Coster)

the terrible inhumanitj- connected with the feather trade. ! them is the best that can be done. Naturall}' we did not
It is by individual efforts, acting on public opinion, that a '• collect thern from a purely philanthropic motive. It was
reform can be brotight about. The cause of bird protection
IS one in which women and women's papers can aid enor-
mously ; and Black and Whitt Budget has a deservedly
large circulation. I enclose one of the pamphlets from
which I quote, and I am, dear Madam,

Yours faithfully,

August 19th, 1901. H. I. Monro.
* * *

It is to be hoped that after reading this touching appeal
to our better nature no Englishwoman will

" Blend her pleasure or her pride
With sorrow of the meanest thing that feels."

Martha.

done partly because it was necessar)' to round up all the

stock in the districts, so that hunger might induce the men
on cornmando to come in ; and the women and children, if

left on the farms, must have starved sooner or later ; also

because these women were a danger to us, in that the)' fed

the commandoes, carried information, and did everjthing in

their power to keep the war going. The average Boer
woman is quite untrustworthy. You find her on a farm and
she is quite pleased to see you, gives you coffee, offers jou
fowls, wants to give you every help she can—and lays an
ambush for you overnight. I am sorry to appear ungallant,

but as a general rule she is a liar, and is always deceitful and
treacherous. At first she seems so kind and nice-mannered,
but when found out her language would disgrace a bargee.

PrilNTED BY THE BlACK AND WhiTE PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED, AT 33. I'.OUVERIE STREET ; AND AT EDINBURGH; AND PUBLISHED
Weekly by W. J. P. Monckton, at ay, Fleet Steeet. Loxdon, E.G., England.—Sept. 14, igoi.
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The King Alfred Millenary — This huge stone, weighing forty tons, is one cf the blocks on
>vhich the statue of King Alfred rests

(Photo by Fred A. Grant, Winchester)

KING ALFRED MILLENARY
"Although King- Alfred lived a thousand years ag-o, a

thousand yetirs hence, if there be England then, his memory
\vill}et be precious to his country." Thus wrote the late

Professor Henry Morley, and it is not too much to say that
tlie belief expressed in these words is held by every English-
man worthy of the
name. King Alfred the
Great, whose millenary
we now celebrate, is in

truth the darling of his

country, and fortunate
is the land that can
boast such a hero.

The fifth and youngest
son of King Ethelwulf,
the likelihood of his be-
coming King must have
seemed small. The con-
dition in which Alfred
found his country when
he came to the thionc
called for so much
activity on his part that

the opportunities for

prosecuting his studies
must have been com-
paratively few. It is

more than probable,
however, that the

Placing the statue in position—Workmen fixing the base
The huge blocks of granite on which the statue will stand weigh between
thirty and forty tons, and no such blocks have left the quarries since those
used for the Wellington monument iw St. Paul's, which were drawn by forty

horses. (Pho:o by Stephen Cribb.)

stories of his great learning are exaggerated, and many of
the works attributed to his own hand were only inspired by
him and carrred out by the scholars who were encouraged
to his Court. He is credited, for instance, with translating
portions of the Scri|5tures fr.om Latin into the Anglo-Saxon
tongue, btil it is doubtful if he was capable of doing this.

The best authorities believe that sonic poelry still preserved
as from his pen may have been his own composition, though
it is no longer believed that he framed new laws for his

people, at most collecting or compiling the laws of earlier

kings. But the scholars of our day who have devoted
especial attention to the Anglo-Saxon times may whittle

down the achievements of King .\lfred without in any degree
affecting" the essentials

of his character: admir-
able judgment, wise dis-

cretien and a sincere

appreciation of all good
work.

* * *
The permanent value

of King Alfred's life lies

in the fact that he wi's

equally great in widely
differing ways. Our
history contains few
examples of leaders

who excelled in more
than one direction.

Here we have a great
warrior, but a helpless

ruler ; there a wise and
learned administrator
of his kingdom, but a
hopeless leader in the

day of storm and stress.

Alfred, on the contrar}',

was as great in the arts of war as in the pursuits of peace,

as strong in faith as he was constant in work for the welfare
of his people. Indeed, it is first as a warrior that he takes
a prominent place in the annals of our country. The great
battle of Ashdown, when the hi)rdes of Danes were put to

flight by the Saxons, was a victorj' simply because Alfred,
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with tl)c (rue spiiil of

gcncralsl)ip, struck ;it

the crucial momenl,
though his brother
Ethelred, then King-,

was lingering at mass.
This was thf keynote
of Alfred's charac(<?r.

He cared as much,
and probably a good
deal more, than his

brother, for prayer,

but wlien the moment
for action arrived he
was ready. Yet was he
ever merciful to the

vanquished, and often

imperilled his fortunes

by dealing leniently

with those who were his

sworn enemies. In this

respect his character
was a striking- contrast

to that of the stock
from which he had
sprung, as the Saxons
v>ere notoriously crafty

and heartless in their

dealings with foe or
friend.

* * V

For four years after

lie became King his

much-tried country had
peace ; then came four

years more of wars
with the Danes, and
Alfred's downfall at

Chippenham. The hope
of a Saxon EngUmd
seemed to have fallen

utterly, but Alfred did

not despair, and in his

retreat on the Island of

Athelney he laid his

plans for retrieving his

fortunes. Nor had he
long to wait, for in May
of the sameyear(878)he
rallied to his standards
a force of Saxons so

strong that the power
of the East Anglian
Danes was effectually

broken, and their King-,

Guthrum, was per-

suaded by the Christian

victor to accept the re-

ligion in which he him-
self had found such
solace. But Guthrum
was never more than a
Christian for expedi-
ency's sake, as Alfred
was yet to realise.

V ¥ *
Alfred now enjoyed

fifteen years of peace,

and it was during those
years that he laid the

country for ever under
debt to him. He set

himself to repair the

waste which long years
of war had caused.
Throughout all the land

that owned his rule

Saxon craftsmen were
at work, public build-

ings arose, and the

common people were

Mr. Tiiornycroft's bvonzc statue of Kiiici Alfred unxcilcd
at Winchester to-day (September 20th) by Lord Roscbery.

Mr. Thornycroft is staudinij by the statue

fi' '• to improve th' ir

hul-; i>i w;illle and
daub, while the smithies
rang with the <;l,'<rry

clink of the hammer,
and ails (-f all kinds
wei'e encouraged,
Alficd invilir.g to his

lealm craltsmen from
abroad, so that his

people iriight benefit by
llieir knowledge. Re-
ligion was fostered,

and the monks as the
sole repo i lories of
lia riling prospered
under Alfrid's (iilighl-

ined patronage. Also,
thus early had the
sagacious King nad
the lesson :

" In times
of peace, prepare for

war, " so shi|)s were
built, and the work of
the armourer was in

wide recjuest. But
lovers of literature pro-

bably find greatest
I^Ieasure in contempla-
ting this period because
Alfred en coii raged ,

both by precept and
example, I lie study of

the native tongue, a
thing which did not en-

dear him to the nobles
and pr-osperous tlianes

of his time, who con-
sidered that they could
get along- very well

without the liteiary

study of the language
which they spoke. In

truth, they fo u n d
Alfred's zeal for the

stud)' of literature a
trifle irksome ; but they
had to submit to tiie

Royal decrees, and ac-
C|uii-e learning against
their will. Thus can a
wise autocrat anticipate

by a tliousand years
the work of a constitu-

tional government.

V V ^
The )-ears of peaceful

development came to

an enil in 893, when a
fresh horde of Danes,
under the redoubled
Hasting, invaded the

counlrv, ;uid put to the

test Alfred's careful

preparation for such ;i

contingencv. It was a
life of intermittent war-
fare which Alfred now
led to the time of his

death, in 901 ; but, on
the whole, he was more
than a match for thu

Danes, and when he
died at Winchester
it w a s w i t h the
knowledge that ho had
sown the seeds which
would yet blossom into

the flower of a iniiled

Kng-laiul. This was the

tiue role of AllVed in

the progress of the
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Enf<li^li iialioii :

he w;is the sower,
and so 5freat has
the harvest been,
that the reapers
are still at work.
His is the name
pre - eminent on
our roll of Eng-
lish king's ; him
alone do our his-

torians ot all

ages and of all

opinions unite in

appraising- as a
perfect example
of an enlightened
Sovereign and a
Christian man.
This deserved
reputation will

ever be the best
m e «Ti o r i a 1 of
Good King Al-
fred, and it will

endure w li u n
Time has laid his

fatal hand upon
Mr. Hamo Thor-
nycroft's beauti-
ful statue about
to be unveiled at

\\'inchester, King
Alfred's Roj-al
cit)', as evidence

of the nation's love for him v. ho a thousand years ago
reached forward to ideals of national life which even to-

day are the well-springs of true patriotism.

addressed audiences in London. All her famil)- wcie
orthodox, but, commencing as an ardent Radical, she was
conveited to Anarcliism by the lianging of the Chicago
Anarchists in 1887. She sa3s of iierself :

" I have since led

strikes, and done e\'erything I could (or the jjeople. I am a
member of no group. I believe on!)' in individual freedom
and responsibility as the true basis of anarciiy." One who
attended Iter lectures in London last jeai- has described her
as having ridiculed the methods of Socialism, as well as the
theory of violence. As an orator she appeared neither

original nor even effective, and left her audience quite

unimpressed. Whatever she may be us an orator, there is

no doubt that her writings are followed with a great deal of
attention by the men and women who share her opinions.

She was engaged to marry Alexander Bergmann, the

Russian Jew Anarchist who shot Mr. Carnegie's manager
in 1892, and her association with him, " martjr ' as lie is

Kmma Goldmaii

"The High Priestess ot Anatchj,"
be in a lunatic asylum

She outrht to

The residents of the district of St. George the Mart3-r,
Holborn, are highly indignant at an alleg^ed act of vandalism.
Queen's Square is rich in historical associations, and the old
Queen Anne pump in the middle of the square and facing-

the Italian Hospital, has been one of its most cherished pos-
sessions. This favourite landmark, which the people in the
neighbourhood have for j'ears so jealoush' guarded as the
only pump of its kind in London, is mysteriously disappear-
ing. The handle has already gone, and other parts are in

the course of removal.
¥ * *

The "High Priestess of Anarch}* in America," as she is

termed, is Emma Goldman, whose writings, it is said,
incited the Anarchist Czolgosz to his attempt upon the life

of President McKinley. She was born in Russia, fjut edu-
cated in Germany. She has spent the greater part of her
life in America : while she has also visited England, and

A breakdow
cart

n. Query : If the load is too heavy for a
is it not too heavy for the horse?

Holborn's famous pump
(Photo by Raab)

regarded as being, lends to her position in Anarchists' affec-

tions a force which her teachings and personalit)' alone

could not inspire. The report of her arrest has added to the

excitement by which the Anarchist world is agitated, and
makes her more than ever a heroine in tlie eyes of her

sympathisers.

¥ ¥ *

The work of widening London Bridge will take three

years, and cost about ;^ioo,ooo. The enlargement, which
will be a gain of 12ft. across, is to be made by throwing
out cantilevers and erecting a balustrade of granite. When
it is remembered that on an average 100,000 foot passengers
and 24,000 vehicles cross the bridge every twenty-four

hours, it will not be difficult to realise that the present

width, which was built for the needs of nearly a century
ago, is not sufficient for the present traffic.
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111 front of the "Spurs" goal

The "Spurs"' stop a rush Joyce heading a ball

In front of the x^lillwall goal

In this match—their first in the Southern League—Tottenham Hotspur defeat Milhvall

at Tottenham by two goals to nil after a wcll-contestcd battle

TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR v. MILLWALL
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The winning team—the Artists—do some fine fielding. Bob Hntt at tlie wickets

S. Etjbert, as a dustman, does some fielding Mold not in it ! Dan Lcno howls

The record for one daj's score was broken bj' Dan Leno, who made 999 runs in an
incredibly sliort time

THE CRICKET MATCH OF THE SEASON
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Captain Leno drills his men

Dan Leno's team coming ont to field. A team of Music Hall Artists met and defeated at
tlie Oval An Old English Team for the benefit of the Music Hall Benevolent Fund, the

Licensed Victuallers' Schools, and the New Belgrave Hospital for Children

THE CRICKET MATCH OF THE SEASON
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car went up at tlie rate of twenty miles an hour. The
rale o( anotlier car was seventeen miles an hour.

The motor-car trials in Scotland—Spinning along tlirou

Glendevon, Pcrthsliire

gh

MOTORS

The motor - car trials

which took place last week
in Scotland have excited

much interest north of the

Tweed, and at various
points of each day's route

enthusiastic spectators
awaited the cars. The
a;companying' photo-
graphs show them m'aking-

the longf ascent through
Glendevon, Perthshire,
one, less fortunate than the
rest, having been forced to

halt at the foot of the

Glen. Wednesday's motor-
car run at Glasgow was
one of the most interesting

of the five arranged.
First the cars passed
through Lennoxtown, and
immediately after that vil-

lage they had the first

real hill-climb. It was one
of three miles, and the rise

was 843 ft. One car did

the ascent in twelve
minutes, and all the others,

with one exception, got
up in splendid time. The
unfortunate car was punc-
tured when halt-way up,

and had to stop. A fine

run followed to the ancient

town of Stirling, thence the

route lay by Doune to Cal-
lander. After lunch the route was resumed back to

Doune, and then by the Lake of Monteith and Aberfoyle,
through a considerable portion of country rendered
famous by Rob Roy and his doing-s. The remainder of
the journey by Kippen and New Kilpatrick to Glasgow
was easy. The first car did the whole ninety-nine and
a-half miles so expeditiously that it was back in Glasgow
within eight hours of starting, and that, too, after a
compulsory stop at Callander for at least half an hour.

* * *
The trials on the Thursday were again favoiued with

excellent weather. The run was north and east by
Stirling and Glendevon to Dollar, and thence back to

Glasgow, a total distance of ninety-six miles. Thirty-
two cars started, and all returned to the city with the

exception of a ten-horse power Bardon, which broke
down about ten miles from home. On this route the

vehicles had their second hill climb—up the Gleneagle
Hill, entering Glendevon. It is two and a-half miles

long, and has a rise of 422ft. The New Orleans light

A railway hero decorated by the K'ing

RAILWAYS
\'i;rv great interest has been aioiiscd in Sheffield by

the courageous conduct of a member of the Midland
Railvva}' Ambulance Corps, Benjamin Francis, employed
as dray-checker at the Wicker station, who has received

ro3al and deserved recognition for a signal act of
braver}' in an attempt to rescue a man and a bOy who
were suffocated in a large vinegar v;it in November last.

Our correspondent, who also took the photo, writes :
—

" Francis, having passed an examination in ambulance
work in 1895, was presented with the badge lie wears
on his arm. In 1896, having rendered aid to a fellow-

workman who was seriously injured, the Directors

of the Midland Railway Company presented him with
a gold medal (it is the small one on his brea-l).

Recentl)-, he has been presented by the Lord Major
of Sheffield with an ad-
dress, and by the King at

Marlborough House on
July 17th with a bronze
medal and illuminated ad-
dress, bearing the King's
.signature (the large medal
on his breast and the framed
address are shown in the

photo). This is the only
photograph taken."

His plucky attempt at

the Victoria Vinegar
Brewery, Sheffield, on
November 8th, 1900, was
made after the employe's
and police ambulance were
unable to effect a rescue.

Wookej-, the man, and
Oldham, the boy, had
been sent to clean a vine-

gar vat, and had been
overcome by the fumes of

carbonic acid. Francis
volunteered to descend the

vat, and by means of a
rope was lowered to the
bottom, a distance of 19ft.

He succeeded in reaching-

Wookey, but as he pro-

ceeded to put a rope round
the bod)', became uncon-
scious, was pulled up, and
remained in this state for

one hour and a half, after

which he rendered assist-

ance to the fire brigade
staft" in getting the bodies
out.

The motor-car trials in Scotland—A brake and a break-

down
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Captain Oswald Ames, 2nd Life Guards, who has the 1
special instruclion

distinction of being the tallest officer in the British Army, I
and wcallli, both

and headed the

Diamond Jubilee

Procession through
the streets of Lon-

don, was married

to Miss Violet

Dorothea Cecil,

second daughter of

the late Lord Fran
cis Cecil, R.N.
and granddaughtet
of the late Sii

s to ascerl,

actual and

William
Brooks,
Mark's
North

Cunliffe

at St.

Church,
A u d I e y

Street, on the 5th

inst. The non-

commissioned offi-

cers and men of

the bridegroom's
troop attended in

uniform, and lined

the aisle during the

service. The bride

entered the church

with her uncle.

Lord William Cecil

who, in the absence
of her stepfather

Captain Philip F.

Tillard, command-
ing his Majesty's

ship Dido in China,

gave her awa}'.

She was attended

by two train bearers

—Miss Esterel Til-

lard, her half sister,

and Miss Eve
Ames, niece of the

bridegroom — and
four bridesmaids

—

Miss Celandine
Cecil, her sister ;

MissjasmineFinch,
Lady Clare Noel,

daughter of the

Eari and Countess
of Gainsborough ;

and Miss Margaret
Tryon. Captain
Ames was sup-

ported by his

brother, Mr. Victor

Ames, as best man.
The Rev. T. O.
Hall, rector of

Stretton, Oakham,
officiated, assisted

by the Rev. R. H.

.

Hadden, vicar cf

the parish.

The publicity

given to the court-

ship and wooing
of the late Empress
Frederick indicates

a striking change
from the days of

the Tudor kings.

Henry VH. was an
old man and a
money-lover when
he sent Francis Captain Oswald Ames, 2ncl Life Guards, the tallest officer

Marsin, James British Army, who was married the other day
Bragbrook, and

r i 1

John Still as his ambassadors to the young Queen of I tnake allowance tor hsr 1

Naples, whom he thought of marrying. He gave them I a sight of her toot, its sh

809

iin the extent of her property

prospective, on the dcaih of

lier uncle, the King
of Arragon ; Ijut

he gave (hem also

.secret instructions

which go to shosv

that the old king

was p.'irlicuiar in

the choice of a con-

sort. They were
to observe closely

the carriage, the

Jieight, and espe-

cially the figure of

the young queen ;

vvhellier her face

was large or small,

fat or thin, long or

oval ; whether she

seemed gay and
pleasant, or sad
and morose;
whether her char-

acter was flight)-,

or, as we now saj',

"solid," and they

were also to note

if she often blushed
when speaking.
They were to bring

back satisfactory

information as to

the colour of her

hair, the quality of

her skin, her eves,

her lashes, her

teeth, her lips, the

shape of her nose,

the height and
width of her fore-

head, and her com-
plexion. If pos-

sible her bare

hands should be

seen, so that their

shape could be re-

ported, and the

sovereign was par-

ticular on the know-
ledge of jjlump or

thin hands, their

length, and texture

of the skin, whilst

the possible growth
of hair on the lips

and on the back of

the hand was to be
recorded. Clearly

the king had no
ctesire for a mous-
tached bride. The
shape of her throat

and her ears were
matters of interest,

and if the ambas-
sadors could do so.

without being rude,

thcv were to get

near enough to the

queen to ascertain

if her breath smelt

well, or if the use of

rose-water, spices,

or musk could be
detected when she
spoke. When re-

porting on her

height they should

sec if she wore
"elevators," and

igh heels, wliiUt if they could get

ape and style were to be noted.

in tlic
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A London landmark that is soon
to disappear—Westminster County

Court

Lastly, and this was a matter for the

utmost discretion, the state of her
health was of such importance that

they should not be satisfied with what
was told them by her relatives and
attendants, but should find out, by
wliat means they should think best,

if she had any congenital ailment, or

anything' that was concealed from the

general public ; and they were to

learn if she had any bodily defects,

skin marks and the, like. Such a
searching inquiry may have been pos-

sible in Tudor times, when kings
wooed by proxy, but nowadays what
would be thought of it ?

* * *
Westminster County Court in

St. Martin's Lane is shortly to be
removed from the site it has occupied,
almost since the date of the passing
of the first County Courts Acts, to

Westminster's former Town Hall in

Caxton Street.

* ¥

A CORRESPONDENT Writes :

— " I

enclose a photograph of a touching
little incident which recently occurred.

Two brothers (twins) who had parted
ten years ago in New Zealand, and
vainly endeavoured to discover each
other's whereabouts, suddenly came
face to face outside a hut in a well-

known hospital in South Africa,

where they have since been known
bv the name of the ' Heavenly

Twins.' As I was fortunate enough to be present on
(he occasion I was able to take a snapshot of tlie

happy meeting."

* * *
A German correspondent who thinks liis fellow-

countrymen might look at home before raving about
the mortality of children in the Boer refugee camps,
sends an extract from the Frnnkfurtcr Zeitung contain-
ing some interesting statistics with regard to children's
death-rates in German cities in times of peace, ;md
notably at Chemnitz in Saxony. In 1900, out of 1,000
children under one j'ear old, 166 died at Barmen, 198 at

Diisseldorf, 288 at Breslau, 211 at Dresden, ;j46 at
Leipzig, and 430 at Chemnitz.

* * *
An Army Order announces that the dangerous illness

or death of a»i officer or soldier may be comnuinicalcd
Ijy telegram at the public expense to the next-of-kin if

residing- in the same country. In other cases such com-
munications must be made by letter, unless the cost of

the telegram is defraj'ed from private soinccs.

* * *
As explained in the Budget oi\.\\^ 7th of this month,

a very pretty sight may be seen at the new fire-float

station overshadowed by Blackfriars Bridge, and great
praise must be given to the firemen who have con-
structed it. The projecting» space below the Embank-
ment has been converted into a pretty flower garden,
therein the bright blossoms of geraniums, pinks.

T«ins who parted ten years ago in New Zealand meet in a South
African liospital
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The smiling Chinaman depicted
"Me savvy you," he

calceolaria aad nasturtiums, con
the dull monotony of concrete
small fish-pond has also

been constructed by these
industrious men, the pond
containingf about a score
of gfoldfish, which derive
nourishment from a lump
of raw beef, which is sus-

pended from a line bridg--

ing; the water-tank. The
firemen's goldfish and
g'arden are probably baby
footsteps towards some-
things more worthy of the

gfreatest city in the world,
says the City Press, and
so sav all of us.

More than 22 per cent.

of the pauper lunatics of

Eng'land and Wales belong
to London, and the task
of the Asylums Committee
of the London County
Council is no light one. In

their annual report which
has just been issued it is re-

corded that on January ist

last the total number of all

pauper lunatics in the ad-

mini strati ve area wss
21,369, as compared with

21,393 in 1900, showing- a
reduction of 24 in the twelve
months. This is the first

time that an actual reduc-

tion has been registered

—

though during the last few

John Chinaman in Penang.
above was recently very amused at a party of British sailors passing through the streets of Penang.

cried. "You no savvy me. I belong your ship not now, but long time now from since."

trast most refreshingly with
I

years there has been a gradual diminution of the annual

and stone buttresses. A 1 increase— and unfortunately it is apparent rather than

real.

V ^ V

The Thames I'ircmcn's Garden

A B.\I,.\NCE of /J6:) "roni

the Buckingham county

reception recently given (o

Major-Gencral Lord Ches-
lirini has been devoted to

the Lord-Lieutenant's (Lord
Kolhschild's) fund for the

erection of a county me-
morial to the Liipcrial

Yeoman, Rifle Volunteers,

and others of Bucks wlio

have fallen in the war.

The fund continvies to be

generously contributed to,

and the clerk to the ccu.ity

council is collecting- the

names of the oflicers and
men whose mem<irv is to

be perpetuated on a tablet

on the memorial.

Mk. a. J. Ul-l., a Eocr
prisoner of war, died a

fortnight ago al ^louiU

Lcivinia, Ceylon. The re-

mains were brought to

Colombo, where they were
met by a party of tlie i.-l

Gloucester Reg-iment and
interred with full military

honours. Guile a mis-

take !
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Tlie la\ciider harvest — Gatlicring the lavender iato

mats
The lavender harvest — A stop for a glass of home-

brewed ale

Loading up the mats in the Mitchani Lavender Fields

" LAVENDER, SWEET LAVENDER !
"

I
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The lavender harvest — Cutting the lavender^W
^ iggflplltis

?-^ ^-^^m^-^; _^.^
^

^fr^KI
The lavender harvest — Hard at work

LAVENDER, SWEET LAVENDER!"
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THE CAPTURE OF LOTTER'S COMMANDO BY COLONEL SCOBELL'S COLUMN
A private of the oth Lancers galloped to the kraal when the white flag was raised and was shot dead. Comment

at this time of the day is useless
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Comniencing to build a fort to guard the railway in the Transvaal

I?ocrs in this countr}', qiiilc Ujr^cAUn^ y\iZX "empty
barrels make most sound." Judas had the gift of
the g'ah, and for his own ends blathered about tlic

down-trodden. Then, after all was said and done,
le went and committed suicide—same like " the
Oppfjsition," save the mark !

There is one g-reat sin in this world, common to

nations and individuals, " the crime of jfetting' on."
The British nation has " j<ol on," consequently the

hatred of the Europe'in Continent. This " crime,"
in the case of our Colonial Secretary—no belter

man lives— is the one and ojily cause of the exist-

ence of the "Liberal" part}-. The ruck of that

tribe—the majority being- ruck—"combine" in

their hatred of this one man who has saved the
Empire, in the building- of which blood has
flowed like water for thousands of 3ears.
Naturally the Dutch pretend to be very
indignant at Lord Kitchener's device, and
make out that the idea is quite original.

The Handelsblad, an Amsterdam paper,
sa3-s that in a war that will one day break
out against Great Britain, the latter, by
her present action, usurps the rig^ht to
protect her warships by putting on board
them French prisoners.

The re-opsniiig of the iiiines in South Africa—The main shaft

Lord Kitchener's splendid move of

sending a number of Boers with every
train ought to curtail the wrecking pro-
pensities of the brigands now infesting

the Transvaal and Orange River Colonies.
The device was used by the Germans in

1871 in the war with France, and was
very successful. Now when the Boers
blow up a train they will kill their own
countrymen. It was to be expected that
the Boers, our " friends " on the Continent,
and our enemies at home, who claim to be
British, should set up a howl the moment
they perceived that an effective coup had
been made. Their opinion, however, is

not of the slig-htest moment ; the war will

be brought to a finish, and it will be
fought on the lines that ought to have
been employed long ago. Why there has
been delay in the adoption ot the oroper
tactics is that the Government paid too
much attention to the claptrap of the pro- A group of Boer prisoners, all o\ cr sixt)
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HIGH LIFE IN THE SLUMS ~ LARKS FOR BREAKFAST IN DORSET STREET
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^ ^urglar by- ^roxy

2^K,2v32.
A CO.^IPLETE SHORT STORY

jcJb ^*v oJwo )6'

WRITTEN BY R. ANDOM

I MADE his acquaintance b}' sitting- on him, and he
ntrodnced himself bj' cursing- me in the vernacular. He
iaid I was a something- sort of a fool, with adjectives.

I was down on the Embankment where I had gone one
"vening with a pipe in search of inspiration. There was
bg ancl chilliness and dreary desolation there, and that was
ibout all ; and after walking- as far as the Needle I got it,

ind turned back to do the rest of my searching before a
4-as-stove, in an armchair in a studio of a friend whicli was
it my disposal for when occasion required. Coming back
[ casually dropped into a seat just past tlie Temple pier,

'.vilh the result I have alreadj- chronicled.
" Sorr}-," said I, shifting- further along the seat to an

nio;cupied place a.nd striking a match, ostensibly to light

n}' pipe, but really in order to g-et some slight idea concern-
ing m\- neighbour. It is as well to exercise a little caution

'n choosing- your company on the Embankment at evening
lime for more reasons than one.

The fitful gleam of the match revealed a quite common-
place individual, rather shabb}-, and having- a certain

lungr)-, out-at-elbows, hopeless look which is painfully

frequenl among- hahitm's of the Embankment seats, espe-

jiall}- after nig-htfall.

"Poor man's hotel tjiis is; snug and restful, ain't it?"
said my companion after a few minutes' silence.
" Um, it would bear improving," said I, criticallj-. "I

;ame down here for inspiration ; I'll go back for a drink, I

think."
" You're fortunate," was the rfetort. " I came down here

because there wasn't an3'\vhere else to go that offered bette-

accommodation at the same terms. I came out of ' casual

'

this morning-, and I've earned a brown by looking hard after

I job all day. Thing-s are looking up in the labour market.
To-niorrow, if I have an}- luck, I may finger a whole tanner."
" No work? "

I queried sympathetically. " That's pretty

bad. I reckon myself if I couldn't make food and lodging
aonestl}- I should turn housebreaker in preference."

We talked together for cjuitc half an hour. I don't know
why, but the man interested me. Really, I suppose profes-

sional instinct prompted me to recognise that the inspiration

[ had been hunting- for was so much in evidence that I had
actually sat upon it and been roundly ciused for my pains.

The upshot was that my quandam acquaintance—Tutt,
William Tutt lie g-ave his name as—walked up throug-h the
Temple with me and came to anchor in Mac's studio before
the gas-stove. I didn't pairse to consider what Mac would
think about it. It was. a casual bit of charity on my part,

;omn-iingled with a vague, undefined idea of " copy "
; but I

took iw my own whisky and some g-rub stuff in preference to

raiding my friend's stores, and for the rest the man seemed
passably wholesome and unobjectionable.
" What have I been, mister?" repeated Mr. Tutt thought-

full}', after he had wolfed a goodly supply of substantial

fodder, and had sunk back in his chair with his own ,clay

well filled from my pouch, and a glass of something grateful

and comforting-, which was not cocoa, beside him. " Well,
most everything- from bigamist to burglar, I think. If I

was a writer chap I could fill a book with stuff which would
be a darn sight livelier than all their piffle about she jmd
him and another chap. I was reckoned pretty fly in my
Ja}', too," he added reminiscently.

" Onl}- 1 suppose the authorities were a trifle more so?" I

suggested artfully.

"Splits—not they," retorted Mr. Tutt with fine scorn.
'^ If wc only had that sort of cattle to deal with I'd be a

sight better ofT than what I am. Your Sherlock Holmes
and Donovans are mighty sprj- and know everj-thing tiiat

is and ain't—on paper ; but you don't rneel 'em in uniform.
No, mister, you can take my tip that it's the unconsideicd
chances which tell against a man. And cruel hard they are,
too ! Take the case of mj- first come-down—absolute black-
mail it was, and about as scurvy a trick as sheer bad luck
could play a chap."

" I should very much like to hear about it,
" said I.

"Well, I can't colour it up and make it pretty enough for

cloth bindings," said he ;
" but if the plain facts are worth

an} thing- to you you are welcome to them. Only mind you,
for all I know the chief character is still living, and at the
same old game, I make no doubt.

" It was some years ago when I w-as fresh to the business
and was doing a tidy little thing altogether. When you
get in the way of it burglaring has attractions which I

suppose you have no idea of—all the pleasures of specula-
tion, }-ou know, with a dash of excitement. You ma}- get a
big haul or you may get three years, and you're rather
interested in finding- out which it's going to be. The first

crib is painful cracking-, because the odds don't seem at all

equa-1, and you have a feeling in the stomach worse than
any sort of sea-sickness, and are funky enough to shy at a
bluebottle. I've known fellows, plucky enough to face ;i

judg-e and take ten years without wincing-, leave a bag full

of swag and slope off at the tappings of a branch against a
window."

" I should feel a bit like that myself," I acknowledged.
" But concerning the blackmail !

"

"Yes, that was a do if you like," agreed my guest. " I

had g-ot ni}- hand well in then, and working- by myself was
settling down to ti very profitable and fairly easy time of it

when I came across a dead easy plant down Clapham way
which fairl}- made me ache to tackle it.

" It was a fine double-fronted show with a good bit of

ground round it, and treed and bushed in front to hide }-oii

from an}one passing along the road. It was easy to sec

that there was any amount of good stuff to be had for the

lifting-, and not a soul on the premises barring the old chap
who owned it and a fossil who acted as his housekeepci-.

There was a man who looked after the ground and drove
his carriage, but he slept off the premises ; and there was a
boy who came in to do the boots and knives and windows
and odd jobs. Of course, he didn't count at all, and the

thing fairly made me smile at the simplicity of it.

" It took me the best part of a week to smell round and
find out all I needed to know, and then I watched for a
favourable night and cracked the show, and a bitter bad
rotten lot it proved.

" The night I picked on couldn't have been better if I'd

had it made on purpose. It was winter time, and one
of the thickest fogs we'd had was hanging round upset-

ting the traffic and faiily making the fortunes of men like

myself.
" I went down to Brixton early in the day and hung

about the Common to pass the time; but cne thing and
another kept me back, and it was gone ten when I sneaked
up to the house I had marked and hid myself in a clump of

bushes in the front garden. It was raw-cold work marking
time in that dismal fog, and I kept an eye on the light in the

upstair window with a growing impatience. It seemed as
if the old fool never would douse the glim and go to sleep ;

but it went out at last, and I moved round to the back of the

house.
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"There was a haiuly little scullery window tliere which I

had selected, and they hadn't even taken the trouble to

fasten it. Not that it would have mattered if they had ; but

it would have looked a bit less contemptuous like if some
attempt had been made to keep us out. Anyhow, it wasn't
for me to grumble, and I nipped inside, and finding' my way
to tlie kitchen sat down with my pipe in front of the bit of

fire that was left, to let the house settle before I commenced
operations. I wasn't in too much of a hurry to meet my
Sindbad, you see !

"

"Your what?" I queried in blank astonishment.
" i\Iy Sindbad," he nodded. " Wait a minute and we'll

come to him. I waited myself till well after a clock in the

house chimed one, and I was in plenty of time even then.
" The lower rooms proved a bit disappointing on investi-

gation. There was a fair quantity of plate and oddments
which would pay for removal, but the bulk of the stuff was
of the solid and substantial sort. With a mate and a horse
and van it would have been a Klondike, but that was a bit

out of tlie question, and I had to estimate strictly on what
was pocketable. The idea of burying the silver in the front

somewhere and fetching it on another trip, came to me, and
I put up a pile of it for that purpose unless the room« above
panned out so as to make the plan imnecessar}'.

" I gained the upper floor and went through the rooms
systematically, and what I saw there fairly stagg'ered my
ideas. Why man, there was no less than four rooms chock-
a-block with spoil— silver tied up in bundles, watches and
clocks, jewellery lying about in heaps, paintings of the
greatest value stood about in odd corners or left lying on
the floor, and the lot covered with dust and dirt, and looking
as neglected as the stock of a rag- and bone merchant. I

couldn't fathom it at all, unless the owner was one of those
dreary old miserly cranks who hoard up things for the

simple pleasure of hoarding ; but I can tell you I made
several strides towards the plan of getting a pal with a
conveyance and organising a reg'ular loot. There was stuff

enough chucked about these rooms alone to set half a dozen
of us up for years to come.

"Just then I pocketed a handful of miscellaneous trifles

which would turn over a cool thousand in the hands of the
rascaliest fence in London, and if I had had any luck I

should have got out then and there and been satisfied with
my night's work. Curiosity as much as anything, I think,

determined me to have a squint at tlie owner of the house,
and on my way back I pushed open his door and sneaked
in. I didn't get veiy far, for a broad beam of light suddenly
shot into my face and blinded me, and I could do nothing
but stand and blink.

" ' Don't move,' said a voice pleasantly in quiet, even
(ones. ' You've been a long time coming up ; but pleased
to see you all the same. Got a shooter ? O, don't trouble
to swear ; it ain'.t 3'our fault, you know. Throw it behind
you and no hanky ; I've got you covered !

'

" I did as I was told and did it smarth'.. There was a
nasty ring in that voice which sort of indicated that prompt
obedience would be beneficial to my health.

" As my barker struck the wall behind me the light was
shifted from my eyes and I had my first glimpse of Sindbad.
An elderly old cock in a nightcap, with a kind, benevolent
face and a smile which set me swearing- again, showed up
from the pile of bedclothes. That and a revolver covering
me was what I saw, and I can tell you that the harmony of

the sight didn't go far to soothe my funk.
" 'All right, I'm done,' said I.

" ' I am not,' he retorted. ' In fact, I've only just begun.'
" I wasn't wanting any amusement just then, and I

swore a bit more, and told the chap to call in the cops and
get it over. I didn't mind five years so much just then as I

did standing like a fool in that room to make sport for a
man with a pistol. It was too lopsided for my taste, and
the chap had a nasty jeering way of speaking, although he
seemed so quiet and pleasant that I felt sicker than I have
ever felt before or since.

" ' Don't be in a hurry,' said he, hopping out of bed.
' Put out your hands—together, straig'ht in front of you

—

so,' and before I knew what he was up to I was handcuffed.
" 'That's the style,' said he. ' Now take a seat while I

get a few things on.'
" He pushed a chair towards me and I sat down limp as

a rag and watched him tog himself. He didn't hurry in the
slightest, but just went round messing about with this and
that, and brushing his hair and combing out his whiskers,

the old fool, as if he was getting himself up for an evening'
party.

"'.Sorry to keep you waiting,' he said for about the
twentieth time, and then I got wild and told him to fetch ir.

the police and have done with it.

"'You're mighty anxious for the police; anyone would
think that they were your special ))als,' said lie pleasantly.
' Confound the police ! I can manage m}' affairs without
their assistance. But since jou're anxious to get away I'll

come to business. In the first place, though 3'ou may not

believe me, I'm very glad to see you. You've been a long
time bringing the job off. I expected you a couple of days
ago, you know— the day }ou called about the gas, was it,

or the water?— and discovered that handy little pantry
window out back.'

" 'Then I've been shojipcd, I suppose,' said I.

" ' Not at all,' he retorted cooll}'. ' Besides, you work
single. The fame of such a skilful geiitleman as yourself

—

Tutt, isn't it ?— Christian name \\illiam, one tinie ckrk ;

discharged for embezzlement and exempted from prosecu-
tion by a mistaken sense of generosity to an old servant—
travels, you know. But to come to busine:;s. Wiiat do you
offer for your freedom ?

'

" ' Offer?' I stammered.
" ' Yes, offer,' he retorted. ' I am not keen on pro-s-ecu-

ting you, and I loathe the police as a body just a trifle less

than the rascally swindling crew of lawyers. But all the

same, you can't expect to go clear for nothing, you know.
What value do you set on yourself?

'

" ' I've only a couple of quid about me—of ni)' own,' said

I hopefully, for I thought I began to see his drift. Com-
mend me to a blooming miser for making a bit out of

everything that comes along. It was just a question of

terms.
" ' That'll do for expenses,' said he, coolly going (.hrough

my pockets and digging out besides his own jewels ever\'

single article of value I had about me, watch and chain and
all. ' Shock to the feelings, loss of sleep, moral and intel-

lectual damage—we'll set them against your bits of proper!}-

and call it square. Now what about your liberty ; how
much do you put up for that ?

'

"'A hundred,' I ventured. Of course I wasn't going to

spring anything, really ; but I thought if I could pretend to

fall in with him so as to get away, the matter of a mere
pound or so wouldn't count for much— in promise.

" 'A hundred,' said he, mighty pleasant still. 'Twenty
a year for five years : why, you'd be worth more than that

as cat's-meat. Come, come, my friend, bid up like a man.
Tutt, the clever housebreaker, is worth more than a paltry

hundred, surely !

'

" ' Fix it yourself and be hanged to you,' said I, shortl)'.

" ' Five hundred pounds then, not to haggle about it,'

said he.
" ' Five hundred fiends,' I shouted. ' Why it's blackmail

out and out. How do you suppose I'm to get such a
preposterous sum even if I wanted to ?

'

" ' In the same old sweet wa}-, William Tutt,' said he.
' Don't get excited. You'll have to curtail j'our expenses,

practise economy and all that sort of thing, 30U know.
Even then you'll live a better and more wholesome life than
they'll arrange for you at Portland. Nasty hard place,

Portland — grub's bad, accommodation's bad, and the

quarries are cruel hard on a man who is tender about the

hands. Come now, I think all things considered I'm letting

you off lightly. If I weren't so infernally kind-hearted I'd

say an even thousand ; but I'll take the half since I pro-

posed the terms myself. No haggling now : do you accept

or not ?

'

"All right,' I grumbled; 'I'll have to get it first, so I

suppose you'll let me have grace for a week or so.'

" ' No hurry ; take a month—take six,' said he.
" ' Then,' said I, looking hopefully towards the door, ' I

may go, I suppose ?
'

" ' Come, come, my friend, don't be childish,' he retorted,

and I began to notice that his manner wasn't quite so

friendly. There was a cold, deliberate incisiveness about it

which gave me an undefinable impression that I was still a
good way from being out of the wood.

" ' If you really cannot put up the brass,' he continued in

his snakey, suggestive way that made me sick to sit and
listen to, ' I'll substitute service for cash. Let us say a

month ! That is, for one month from date you'll give me
the advantage of your professional skill in return for beard

I
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and lodging', and compounding that little matter of burgling
my premises, of course.'

" ' Why, you are
'

" ' A burglar by proxy, quite so,' he admitted genially.
' It's less troublesome and wearing to the nerves, and it pays
better too. It's a system with me, my dear Tutt, and I

flatter myself that I have reduced it to an absolute science.'
" Well, to make a long story short, I kicked, and finding

that of precious little use I protested, argued, and at last

pleaded, and finished up by agreeing' to the beast's terms.
"

"And," said I, interested, "what was the upshot?"
"Just what you might expect," was the response with an

ugly emphasis. " For a month I was missing, and my pals

made dead certain that I had got lagged under another
name. As a matter of fact, I had, and pretty galling it was,
I can tell you, The living was good enough, I am not

denying, and the wily old sharp who had muzzled me was
companionable enough ; but if you want to know what
hades is like just get under the thumb of a man like that for

four weeks and you'll have a pretty fair idea."

after night to rake out a small fortune and have it annc> c I

without so much as a ' by your leave !
' And when I had

done my month he kicked me over the doorstep like a dog.
Told me to mend ni)' ways and take to some honest employ-
ment, however humble, and he wouldn't spring me a quid
out of it all to pay my fare back. If I hadn't hung on 10

one or two odds and ends and a bit of spare cash which I

came across in my raids, I'd have been fairly up a lice."

"Well," said I, after a lengthy pause, "seeing that it

was )our line of business I think you would have done as
well to have continued the connection—on a more even
arrangement, of course."
"Yes, I thought of that, too," he admitted. "Rut when

I went back a fortnight later, finding mj-sell slack and
rather lost now that I was put on my own again, the house
was shut up and the man was gone. I didn't know who he
was from Adam, and I have never seen him since ; but I

found out after that any one of us who come to the front at
all always spent some portion of his time away in absolute
seclusion, and like my.-.clf they weren't over keen on dwelling

A London Industry — Picking walnuts at Covent Garden

" O, it doesn't sound bad," I objected. "You might
have had five years under several thumbs, on your own
showing, which would have been considerably worse."
"In a sense, yes," he admitted grudgingly. "But that

would have been more in the way of business. For one
tiling, you could have been sure they weren't making much
oat of you while—how much do you reckon I brought in

during that month ?
"

" Couldn't say," said I.

" Over five thousand pounds, and all in good portable
stuff that could be handled without the slightest difficulty.

I wanted to pay the five hundred and cry ofT at that when I

had done my first job. [He put me on to the crib and
watched the place while I worked, waiting to retrieve me
with a pistol if I tried to give him the slip, or to ' shop ' me
if I bungled so as to get interrupted and forced to slope.]

He simply laughed in my face and held on to the bargain.
I had the rarest of luck, too, and I am not saying that he
wasn't more cunning and clever than the whole batch of

burglars in London put together ; but it was galling night

on it. Some swore when they ^yere asked, othcis did a
sickly grin and talked of a bit of a blow by the briny ; but if

you ask me, there was, and is for all I know, one of the

dirtiest blackmailing villains in London living the life of a
virtuous, middle-class old cock, and all the while making
his pile a dozen times over out of us poor chaps.

'

The origin of the word "tattoo," as applied to marking
the skin with various inks, is said to be the Tahitian " ta,"

meaning a mark. At any rate the custom of puncturing

the skin for decorative purposes has been and is universal.

No doubt originally the idea was to attract the admiration

of the gentler sex or to show the religious denomination of

the wearer, but nowadays amongst civilised nations tattoo-

ing is merely a hobby. The "war paint" of the circus

clown is only a survival of the highest art circles of ancient

times. As now, so then, artists were big pots in their

own way.
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THE CHINESE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE A VERY MATTER-OF-FACT RACE
But this illustration by our special artist in Pekin shows that, at least in a rain-storm, the Anglo-Saxon is

the less excitable
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NAVVY: ^IT'S WERRY KIND OF YER, MUM, TO SPOIL THIS BIT O' ROAD.
WE JUST GOT IT NICELY REPAIRED"

(Drawii by Ohas. Pears)

I
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The daring young Brazilian, M. Sanlos-Dunioiit, has

several times been within an ace of securing the Dontsch

prize of ^^4,000, offered to the one who navigates an airship

from tlie Aero Club grounds in Paris round the Eiffel Tower

Santqs-Dumont lias declined to be bound down by the nc\l

rules of (he competition. He has cxpcrimetilcd at the rislt

of his life-, and the niggling rules now to be enforced prac-

tically ask him to commit suicide.

Santos-Duniont's first ffight — An adventure Avith his new balloon

A fortnight ago th.: guiding rope of M. Dumont's balloon caught in the trees of Bavon Rothscliild's park in tlie Kiiis de
iJoulogne, and the balloon was towed through the lake. A sudden gust of wind lifted tlie car into the air three hundred feet,

and the daring aeronaut declared that it was the first time in his life that he had been really f.ighteued

and back. Not that Santos-Dumont wishes the, money. :
Another competitor for the prize is a M. Smutter,

He does not, for he is very rich, and has notified that if he who has carried out the principle which lays down that

wins the prize he will give one half to the poor of Paris, the propelling force of a navigable balloon must be applioc

and the other half to his own people who are working on
;

as nearly as possible at the same point as the asocnsioiuu

his balloon. The latest balloon, the sixth one, is as near force. His balloon is shaped like a cigar, tilted v.ith ci

p;rfection as possible for an airship at present, but ]\I. cradle of the same shape. M. Smutter is 77 j-ears okJ.
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4Mll0l»- . 5
I'illy by Ladas out of La Fleche, 5,200 guineas

Thi: yearling- sales at Doncaster this )-ear on the whole
have been exceptional. The j-oung'Sters bred by Sir Tatton
Sjkes were disposed of in the first ring, and although the
bidding's for an Amphion filly stopped short at 370 guineas,
the seven secured the splendid averag-e of 2,117 g'uineas.

This was mainly brought about by the keen demand for the

Filly by Royal Hampton out of Solesky, 910 guineas

worth ever}- shilling that was paid for her after the death o'

Baron Hirsch, and the yearling- is as like her as " two peas
in a pod." A son of Kendal that claims relationship on the
maternal side to Buckingham, Disraeli, and Pekin was
knocked down to John Porter for 1,250 guineas, and other
buyers were Mr H. J. King, Mr. Cunliffe, and Mi-. Abe

l-illy St. Simon out of Bonny Morn, 5,300 guineas Filly by Amphion out of Marchioness, 370 guineas

daughters of Ladas and La Fli^che and St. Simon and Baile)'. One of the first lots in the catalogue—a son of

Bonnie Morn. For one or the other Mr. Larnach, Mr. Abe
[

Raeburn and Primula, bred by Mr. R. C. Harrison—was
Bailej', John Porter, and Richard Marsli " were in the I knocked down to Mr. Prentice for 1,100 guineas, and a
field," without preventing Mr. Musker from securing the ! liule .ater Mr. Livock, in commission for Mr. Kincaid, gave
Ladas filly for 5,200 guineas and the St. Simon filly for ! 950 guineas for the son of Ladas and Oriana in the Burg-hley

5,300 guineas. B}- this time La Fliche must have proved ' catalogue.

Colt by Melton out of Wedlock, 980 guineas Colt by Kendal out of Lady Vardley. 1,250 guineas

SENSATIONAL SALES AT DONCASTER LAST WEEK - SOME OF SIR

TATTON SYKES* FAMOUS SLEDMERE YEARLINGS
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DR. JKRAUSE
Dr. Kraise's connection with the Bar is twofokl, his

Dtudies in law having been carried on at the Middle Tem]ile,

where he was called in 1893, at the age of tweiity-tive, while

he practised after that date in South Africa. He devoted

enemy. Lord Roberts subsequently offered him an appoint-
ment under the Transvaal Government, but he declined it

and returned to this country, where he resumeel his studies
at the Temple. Here his tall figure and gold spectacle!,
were well known, and he had some reputation both as a
student and chess-player. To those who know him well,

Dr. Krause, who has been arrested on a charge of high treason

himself specially to the criminal side, and eventually was
appointed Public Prosecutor at Johannesburg. When Lord
Roberts appeared outside the town Dr. Krause held the
office of governor of the place, and it was he who arranged
the surrender, obtaining a delay of twenty-fpur hours to

enable the streets to be cleared of stray detachments of- the

says " South African " in M. A. P., the newspaper acconntc
of his bearing when arrested carry the impress of truth.

Though he has proved himself brave to rashness over and
overagain, he has, in common with many men of highly-

strung temperament, a trick of turning deathly white when
tstartled.. Lt is only.a matter of momentary discomposure.
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Marriages, like the lumuui hair, liave been fahing' off.

There aresubstitLilcs for hair, but not for husband's. Sui-ely,

as the expense of Hvingf increases, it is not surprising that

men grow more chary of entering the " happy state."

Perhaps a reversion to a simpler way of Hving would be the

best means of making of " Benedick a married man." Mrs.
Humphry has been giving forth words of wisdom as to the

choice of a husband, but, as was pertiiientl}- asked, where
to find a hus-

band is more
to the point in

these days of
superfluous
women and
scarcity of
men. I think if

woman is left

alone to follow

her instincts,

she will choose
aright, as long
as' she remem-
b e r s that,
though it is

" Love which
makes the
world go
round," it is

money which
greases the
wheels and
prevents those
discordant
squeaks and
disturbances
which would
naturally fol-

low if the

grease were to

run out before

the end of the

journe)-.

^ ^ gr

Formerly
" a short life

and a merry
one " was a
universal peti-

tion addressed
to the gods of
old, but nowa-
days, coupled
with the mer-
riment, we all want a long life as well. Many and various
are the secrets of longevity supposed to have been dis-

covered. When any veteran dies we are quick to note his

habits, what he ate, what exercise he took, what were his

hours of sleep, and how much time he gave to work, sup-
posing that by following his methods we may learn the
great secret ; but when we find, as is often the case, that
the old lady or gentleman took not the slightest heed of their

health, and, in fact, lived freely, and made sleep, diet,

exercise, and recreation, all depend on their inclination,

we are nonplussed, and begin to believe that teeth is

no specific prescription for attaining' to the much-covered
"length of days." It is one of the world's greafest
mysteries this uncertain tenure of life, and one which seems

\. picture h

most jealously guarded. One b^' one the secrets of the car h,

sea, and sky have been wrenched trom Nature by laboriou-,
research, and now man holds the key to a multitude of
wonders undreamt of in the times of our ancestors ; but, in

spite of all the supposed discoveries of the theorists, the veil

in which each life is shiouded is as impenetrable as ever, and
we ma)' still ask, "Who knows the inscrutable design?"
and confess our incapacit)' to answer.

* » »

We are al

lowed a good
deal of licence

nowadays in

regard to cu:'

headgear. It

the prevailing

fashion does
not prove be-
coming we can
exercise our
own individual

taste in the

matter, and
choose a style

i which does suit

\ us—a far more
\ sensible pro-

\ ceeding than

I
adopting a

ffashion, al-
though unsuit-

able, simply
because it is

the fashion.

The picture
hat is always
a safe invest-

ment, and we
have here illus-

trated acharm-
ing" example of

picturesque
millinery. The
wide velvet
brim adorned
with the long
ostrich plumes
should make r

verv becoming'
picture - frame
for the face.

By the bye,
ostrich feathers

in fact some arcare
left

worn much straighter

absolutely uncurled.

than formerlv

* * ¥

Felt hats are now being shown in great variety, and \n

most cases they are of a soft, silky texture resembling the

beaver once used for men's top hats and, besides being more
pleasing than the hard felt of former days, are far more
durable since the hats can be ironed and made equal to new
when out of condition. A novelty in beaver hats is a fac-

simile of the " Panama," which has enjoyed such a popular

vogue this season. This model is well adapt..^d for early

autumn wear, there being' nothing perishable on" it,' a great

advantage in this variable climate of ours.
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For lliose requiring more
elaborate mvllinery ,there are
white felts in great variety to

choose from. Ermine toques
will be again in favour this

winter, the three - cornered
high-wayman will be a very
popular shape in this fur.

There are indications of the
old-fashioned "pork-pie" hat

coming in again, and if this is

so it is to be devoutly hoped
that the hideous chignon will

not make its unwelcome ap-
pearance to keep these hats
company. In one's mental view
the two seem inseparable.

* * *
Can it be true that millinery

is indirectly responsible for

those terrible "nerves" from
which nine oi;t of ten women
suffer at the present time, and
that the large or picture liat

is the chief offender? I notice

a tnedical journal urges this

plea, and quotes the husbands
of irritable wives who have
found their better halves moie
" snappish " with their hats
on. One thing is certain : they
would suffer more from this

complaint if they had none
to wear. Husbands please
note ! If the hat really docs
press dangerously on the brain
and cause these distressing

symptoms, those who are si5

anxious for the Bluecoat bovs
to retain their ancient coslunic
could have no better argument
in their favour. It would be
interesting to learn if these
boys are free from all nerve
troubles, or does this apply to

women only? "I pause for

a reply."

* * *
The homespun gown which

furnishes the model for one of
our sketches illustrates the
folds which are to be very
much in vogue this season

A smaitl y-inade

scarThese latest tucks are more
worthy the name than the pinched variety we have been so
long familiar witii. Our other model shows the effective-

ness of piping when em]jloyed as a trimming. The large
folds and threaded ribbon which has already been shown in

these columns are quite the latest modes for skirt trimmings,
and are likely to be largely employed on our autumn and
winter gowns.

* * ¥

If the " modern girl ' has as large a share of vanity in

her composition as the other attributes allotted her, she
must be well pleased with all the attention showered upon
her at the present time. Whole columns in the newspapers
are devoted to her sajings, doings and pursuits, and in the
mag-azines also she is freely discussed. The latest charge
brought against her, that of "pessimist," emanates from a

ladies' paper. But in spite of
all charges she goes on her
way rejoicing, troubling her
head very little as to what
people say oi" think of her.

With her day spent in an office,

and her evenings occupied
with tennis, golf, and other
exercises, she has little leisure

to think of people's opinions
concerning her ; indeed, as a
rule they do not carry much
weight witli them, and are not

W'orth her serious considera-
tion. Is she a pessimist? I

think not ; there are hundreds
of girls who earn their own
living in a sensible, practical

manner, who instead of faint-

ing, or indulging in hysterics

as the unmodern girl would
have done in any emergency,
put their shoulder to the wheel
and go bravely forth to fight

life's battles, and I am sure do
not deserve the hard names
or the stones some people are
so ready to throw at them.
Some girls there are who are
particularly sensitive on this

point. I know one who when
her brothers wish to tease her
do so most effectually when
they tell her she is getting the
" business face. " If, as has
been alleged, there is too great
a vein of seriousness in her
character, it is caused through
her larger responsibilities and
the broader view which she
takes of life. In judging the

modern, girl we must not for-

get that she is under the

microscope of public inspection,

and that the lenses are apt to

magnify her faults while mini-

mising her virtues. Her
doings, sayings, and even her
thoughts, are duly analysed,
and I wonder how the damsels
of past decades would look
under the same fierce light

which has apparently left for

a while the throne to throw its

little modern girl.

* * *
Was it Burns who wrote :

How sing the lasses, oh !

How sing the lassies, oh !

The sweetest moments in the day
Are spent before the glasses, oh !

or something like it ? The post-office lasses are, I learn

with deep regret, to be denied this cheap and healthy form
of amusement, and rebellion and remonstrance have followed

the inhuman order.

* * *

The great latitude which fashion allows us as to the

arrangement of our tresses should, in the long run, result

trock

ch-light on the poor

BORD'S PIANOS
25 per cent. Discount for Cash, or 14s. 6d. per month (second-

hand, lOs. 6d. per month) on the Three Years' System.— Lists

free of C. S1ILES & CO., 40 and 42. Southamplon Row,
London, W.C. PIANOS EXCHANGED.

GHSTEIN PIANOS
These magnificent Pianos for hire on the Three Years
System, at advantageous prices and terms. Lists and
particulars free of CHAS. STILES & CO., 40 and
42, Southampton Row, London, W.C.
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Polishes Brassware.

Polishes Copper.

Polishes Fire=lrons.

Polishes Glassware.

Polishes Marble.

Polishes 5teel.

The World's Most Marvellous Cleanser & Polisher is

BROOKE'S

MONKEY BRAND
SOAP.

Will do a day's work in an hour.

WON'T WASH CLOTHES.
For a thousand uses in Household, Shop, and Factory.

Removes Rust.

Removes Dirt.

Removes Tarnish.

Removes Stains.

Removes Corrosions.

Cleans Everything;.

LEVER BROTHERS, LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT, CHESHIRE.
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A grey homespun costume

in a larger munber of women possessing' that " crowning-
glory " which, to judge by the various transformations, &c.,

on the market, seem to-day to be a somewhat rare posses-
sion. We must talie advantage of tliis licence and change
our mode of coiffure as often as possible, as it is very detri-

mental to any locks to keep them bound in exactly the same
\\i\.y day after da}' ; especially is it necessary for those who
dress tlieir hair on the top of the head to chang-e the method
occasioniiU}-. \\'ith the autumn most people's hair has a
tendenc}' to fall, and this must be combated by using- a g-ood

tonic, which should be rubbed daily into the roots. At nigiht,

iifter twenty minutes' gentle and steady brushing-, the hair

should be plaited as loosely as possible, and should remain
unhampered with curlers of any description. For those
wliose hair is losing- its colour, a monthly shampoo with
Philip Mason's sulphur soap proves most suitable. Do not

overlook the beneficial results of sun and air. It is a good
plan to choose a sunshiny, windy day, and sit in one's

garden with hair unbound, and allow the sun and air to

play freely throug-h it. Undoubtedly the first thing- the

prudent woman will do on her return from her holiday will

be to counteract by some such simple means the damage
done to her locks by sea water and sea air. Martha.

\'iSiTORS to St. Andrews will do well to make themselves
acquainted with the laws reg-ulating- their behaviour on the
" Sawbath ;

" otherwise they may find themselves in serious

trouble. At a meeting ot the Town Council just held one
of the bailies called attention to the case of some persons
who had dared to play lawn tennis (within their own
g-rounds) on Sunday, and demanded information whether
there was no law to prevent such an outrag-e on the

Sabbatarian feeling-s of the community. He regarded with
horror the possibility of a repetition of "such conduct," and

\\ ished the law enforced to prevent it. The Provost men-
tioned that a law was passed in 1579 against the playing of
g-ames on the Sabbath, and signiHcanti\- added that the law
had never been repealed. Tiie offenders, he said, were
liable to a penalt)' of 20s. Scots (is. 8d.), with an alternative

of twent\--four hours in the stocks.

* * *
The "Lonely River Club" has been formed for the pur-

pose of giving sportsmen the opportunity of hunting over
200 square miles of wild, uninhabited mountain, forest, lake,

and stream. These happy liunting-groiinds are in Canada,
three days' rail and steam from Monircal, and on them can
be found red deer, moose, caribou, duck, bass, maskalunge,
sturgeon, with sundry common fish ; also otter, bear, mink,
fox, wolf, and other fur-bearing game.

¥ * *
The Daily Telegraph \'a responsible for the following:^

" Natural history in Fitzjohn's Avenue, Hampstead, is

becoming fantastic, no doubt owing- to the hot weather.
While several men were in the earlj* morning on their way
to work they noticed that the asphalte paving- in that

thoroughfare had been forced upwards by clusters of mush-
rooms in no fewer than three places. In each case the

patch displaced was about a foot square. One of the work-
men collected these unexpected luxuries, and aftervvaids

cooked them for breakfast. Fitzjohn's Avenue was built on
a portion of the well-known Conduit Fields, in which mush-
rooms formerly g-rew quite plentifully."

* * ¥
" TlBERCL'LOSlS."— It is not our custom to give advice

pertaining- to medical questions. With reg-ard to emulsions,

personally I have found that the " Renson Emulsion" is

the most palatable. It has been prepared by a very clever

chemist and commands a larg-e sale. It is to be had from
any chemist. Francis and Co. sell a lot of it.

I

Tlie celebrated Wagner singer Marie Wittlich

She is a native of Dresden, and made herself still more famous this

summer at Bayreuth as Kundry in " Parsifal" and Sieghnde m " The
Valkerie." In the photo she is standing before the Richard Wagner

Theatre at Bayreuth
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